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iNTIQUlTIES OF THE OUACHITA VALLEY

Hv Cl.AiiKNCli 1>. M'M'KK.

Imkohuction.

source In central western Arkauisa?. and llowing cnst

juij^iunn, tlirongli whieL it folluvvi* :erly and southeasterly, enters the State of Louij^iunn, tliroi

southerly course to its union with the Tensas and Little rivers, where the thr<'e

combine to form Black river.

Black river is a tributary of Ked river which, as the reader is aware, joins the

Mississlpj^ on its western side.

The principal ailluents of Ouachita river, in order from norlli to south. !»re:

Little Missouri river, Saline river, Bayou Bartholomew, Bayou d'Arbonno, and

Boeuf river.

We have considered Little river to belong to the Ouachita valley, while TcnFtis

Iver, paralleling the Mississippi, may be regarded as having a dniijiage basin of its
ri\

own.

This report has to do with the antiquities of that part of the Ouachita valhy

which was investigated by us In November, 1908, and in January, February, M

and April, 1909.

We shall now indicate the extent of our season s work, cxpl

our custom to have Mr. J. S. Raybon, for many years captain of tl from

perm

ork is done, examine in advance such territory as it is our intention to

i the exact position of mounds and cemeteries may be determined and

investio-ate may be obtained from the owners, p

in pursuance of this custom part of of the fall of 1008 wa= devoted

to this work by Captain Raybon, travelling in a small, covered boat, with a com-

panion, and stopping at each landing and at every other point on the rivers, which

crave promise of revealing aboriginal remains. In tbls way were traversed the

th of the Ouachita river, which lies between Camden, Arkansas, and

Black river, a distance by wat^rof a little more than 300 miles; tli*.

able part of Little river, from Georgetown down, about eighty-five miles by

P
gable leng

o
water.

* Locally pronounced WashfauK
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That part of the Ouachita valley afterward explored by us was: Ouachitf

river up to a point about twenty miles above Camden, or 320 miles by water, ap

proximately ; Bayou Bartholomew to Portland, Arkansas, about 134 miles by water

its full navigable length; Boeuf river to Alto, about 100 miles by water j Little
O""^'"" ""'"O

river to a point somewhat below Georgetown.

Black river, also, Avhich is about fifty miles in extent, by water, was carefully

gone over by us, but nothing of interest was encountered in this overflow region,

though considerable diiro-insr was done.

At Jonesville (formerly known as Troyville), which is at the union of Ouachita

and Little rivers, are, within the limits of the town, a number of mounds in vari-

ous stages of erosion, which are described in Reports^ of the Bureau of American

Ethnology.

In the lower Mississippi valley, of which the Ouachita valley is a part, but

little archaeological work has been done hitherto,^ and but few objects from this

region are in our museums.

In the territory investigated by us aboriginal burials had been made excep-

tionally in small mounds, occasionally in superficial parts of domiciliary mounds,
and ordinarily in dwelling-sites. These dwelling-sites, as a rule, are but slightly

above the general level of the surrounding ground, and only about one in ten of

these sites contains burials or gives evidence of having done so. Nevertheless, it is

on dwelling-sites that the student of the archaeology of the Ouachita valley places

his main reliance.

Throughout the overflow land doubtless many dwelling-sites have washed
away in some cases and have been covered by alluvial deposit in others. In higher
ground many sites have disappeared, or have partly disappeared, through Ion

continued cultivation.
o

V

On all sides we heard from the owners that their plantations had been under
cultivation for long periods, some so much as seventy years ; and doubtless others
of these properties had been tilled for even a longer period.

The soil of the Ouachita valley, containing a proportion of sand, is readily
affected by wash of rain, and this wash is particularly destructive in the case of
ground that has been loosened by plow and harrow. Each year the loss is appreci-
able, especially when, as is often the case, the fields lie on a decided slope.

Hence, in the course of time, the soil accumulated throniih aboriginal occu-
pancy, with any accompanying burials, wholly or in part disappears. Many ow
distinctly recall the finding by themselves of human bones and of artifacts years
ago in fields which yielded nothing of special interest to our investigation. Often
on these fields we saw still remaining fragments of human bones and of pottery,
though the layer of midden soil beneath was not sufficiently deep to contain
burials.

2 J'^'^w't^"]'; F^P-' P- -^^' '^ ^^?- Tvventieth Ann. Rep., p. 103.
bee W. H. Holmes, " Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United State;Am. Ethn., pp. 101 and 103.
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C^

Incidentally it may be said that our work during tlio season nftTrod to \n ah

confined almost entirely to land that was, or had been, under cultivation. Along
Bayou Bartholomew practically all land is cultivated, and alon-.^ other waters* vipitod

by us the same is true of the arable sites.

When the aborigines selected dwelling-sites along rivers subject to overflow

they naturally chose liigh ground; and lab'r, when Europeans tudectcd land io

clear for cultivation, they were similarly inllucnced. especially as much of this

ground already had been enriched by aboriginal deposits.

Now we shall consider those dwelling-sites which still remain notwithstand-

ing all the factors that have contributt'(l to their destruelion.

A successful (piest for dwelling-sites along the Ouachita valley is largely a

matter of chance. 01)viously one cannot search for tluin over the; whole extx^nt of

each plantation one come? to, especially along Bayou j^irtholoniew, where plania-

tions extend continuously on both sides throughout the length of the bayou. Thtre-

fore, one must depend largely on infonnatioTi derived from iidial)itant^, and from

inhabitants of all classes.

Dwelling sites are oft
J 1

the vicinity of a mound are able to give information concerning it? situation.

Having determined the locality of the mound tlie investigator can search in its

vicinity.

Many dwelling-sites, liovvever, are apart from any tumulus, and a large propor-

tion of inhabitants arc not acquainted with the various features that indicate iho,

presence of these sites, or perliapS; though familiar with these features, they fail to

connect them with particular sites in the neighborhood. Hence one's discoveries

depend greatly on the character of the persons one happens to meet, and it is obvi-

ous that even the most conscientious investigator in thif< region must fail to find

some of the cemeteries which are situated along his line of work.

All these facts^ in relation to the Ouachita valley will explain the difficulty

of obtaining there a great quantity of desirable material. The investigaU)r of the

present time visits that locality many years too late. Nevertheless we unearthed

some pottery which is to an extent distinctive and repreHutativc of the region, and

fills a gap that has existed hitherto.

Perhaps a few words as to our means and method of work in the field may not

be out of place.

Our steamer, with captain, pilot, engineer, and a crew of five men, had aboard

in add three of our crew, made a force of eleven to dig

There were also of the party Dr. M. G. Miller, anatomist of the cxpcd

aided in all our field-work h press

1 lucidentallv we may say that in a few ca^e«« i)ernils.si.)n to investigate was withheld or prohibi-

tive conditions were imposed, but fortunately in no case, so far as we could learn, did we suffer these

restrictions in connection with sites of importance.

2 JOURX. A. N. 8. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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all reports of our work; and Mr. Arthur W. Clime, who reiiclereJ eilicieiit aid as

general assistant.

Mr. W. D. Piatt, of Ouachita, La., who served as pilot throughout the season,

did not confine himself to his duties at the wheel, which his thorough knowledge of

all the streams of the region enabled him to perform most satisfactorily, but aided

us in every other way that lay in his power.

We have already referred to the work done by Mr. J. S. Raybon, our captain,

previous to the starting of our expedition. Later, when Captain Eaybon is in com-

mand of the steamer, that part of his time which is not devoted to navigation is

given largely to the furtherance of our archaeological work.

The warm thanks of the Academy of Natural Sciences are tendered Prof.

William H. Holmes for introductory remarks on the pottery described in this report

;

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka for his paper descriptive of tlie human remains found and pre-

served by the expedition ; Prof. F. A. Lucas for identification of bones of lower

animals; Dr. H. A. Pilsbry and Mr. E. G. Vanatta for identification of shells; Mr.

F. W. Hodge for literary revision of this report.

The Academy wishes also to express its gratitude to all owners of plantations

and farms along Ouachita, Boeuf, and Little rivers and Bayou Bartholomew, who
so generously placed their property at its disposal, and who aided our undertaking

in various other ways.

The form of burial in the Ouachita region offers nothing distinctive lu the main.

The bunched burial and the burial at length were numerous. The flexed

burial was infrequently found, and a variety of urn-burial in two or three instances
only.

The flexed burials and the burials at length, according to aboriginal custom in

the South, presumably had been made after the skeleton was denuded of flesh, like

the bunched burials, but (unlike the bunched burials) when the bones were still

held together by ligaments. Often bones in these burials of connected skeletons
were found out of place—long-bones reversed as to position, and the like—showing
that the skeleton was not in the flesh when the interment was made.

In some burial sites, as will be described later, almost no bones remained.
Thirty-nine cases and boxes of skulls and other parts of human skeletons,

resulting from our season's work, were sent by us as a gift to the United States
National Museum at Washington. A paper descriptive of this material, kindly
prepared by Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, follows this report.

^

A number of bones showing fractures and pathological conditions, found by us
during the season's work, were presented to the Army Medical Museum at Wash-
ington. The following determinations made by Dr. D. S. Lamb, Pathologist of the
institution, kindly have been sent us by Major T. T. Russell, Medical Corps, U. S.
Army, Curator of the Museum.



NOTi:> n\ Tir>T\X rtOXlC^ EXIIiniXlXG CEKTAIX rATIIOLui.ICAL

COXDITIOX.^.

OlAcniTA RiVKH.

Afyatt's LMiidiiig. Ouacliita Piirisli/ La. The left tibia; syphilitic hyptrphifcia.

Gloiidora Phuitntionj Ouachita Pari:sh, La. Bnrialf* NnniherF! 84 and IL^. two

calvaria showing ogteiti? defoniiaiis.

Boytf.s Field, Union Conntj, Ark. The right tibia showinsr ostco-perio«titip,

possibly syphilitic.

Bell Gin Landinir, Union County, Ark. The bones of the left forearm, thow-

ing simple fraiture with good repair.

DOEUF RiVKU.

Jones' Landing, Franklin Parish, La. The femur, tibia, fibula, and ulna,

ing osteitis deformans.

Dailov Landing, Franklin Parish, La. A calvarium showing syphilitic erosions.

Bayou Baiitiiolomfit.

Ward Place, Moruhouse Parish, La. Burial No. 12, the right femur and til>ia

showing osteo-arthritis; and from Burial No. 18, a woman, the bones of the pelvis

and thighs, showing congenital dislocation of femurs.

Bray's Landing, Morehouse Parish, La. A right tibia, showing hyperplastic

osteo-periostltis, possibly syphilitic.

The pottery of the Ouachita valley which, as we have said^ forms part of the

lower Mississippi province, is most fav^orably represented by vessel? from sit^s near

the union of Bayou Bartholomew with the Ouachita river, where a center of culture

seems to have existed, and where incised decoration was sometimes executed by a

master hand.

In no other region, however, in which we have worked, hnve we obtained so

great a proportion of pottery of inferior ware, of commonplace form, and of rude and

carelessly executed decoration, and having such sameness of design as we found in

the lower Mississippi region,^ although we met with there, in exceptional instances,

^ Tlie State of Louisiana uses the term parish to designate that division of the coniniouwealtli

which in every other State in the Union is known as a county.— G. B. M.
* So far as inferior work and rude decoration are concerned. We exclude from this statement

that class of pottery from Florida known a^ ceremonial, which was made expre-.-^Iy for interment with

the dead, and, as might be exi>ected, i^ of the commonest kind of ware, and has the crudest forms of

decoration. This potterj^ is very abundant in Florida.
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vessels which, in our belief, in respect to incised decoration, exceed in beauty any

discovered elsewhere in the United States.

We note the occasional occurrence throughout the Ouachita vaHey of what is

seldom found on aboriginal pottery in other regions, namely,

incised decoration and of color on the same vessel.

the extensive use of

We are aware that on pottery from regions to the northward, as well as from

the province we are describing and from elsewhere, incised designs were sometimes

reinforced by the insertion of color in the lines, but the body of the vessel, in such

instances, is not colored with pigment; hence we do not include this class with the

one described in advance of it.

It will be noted also by the student of pottery of the Ouachita valley that the

use of pigment on large numbers of vessels did not obtain tliere, the use of any color

on vessels having been exceptional; and in this respect the pottery of the lower

Mississippi province seems to differ from that of the middle Mississippi valley, where

colored pottery is so commonly and abundantly found.

Pottery with black coloring material was not found by us in the Ouachita

valley; though such coloring is present occasionally on vessels in the middle Missis-

sippi province, where, however, it has little body, being hardly more than a stain.

The use of white pigment (kaolin), except to intensify the lines of incised
+

decoration, seems to have been infrequent in the lower Mississippi region, though
it was abundantly used to the northward. But one vessel was found by us in all

this season's work on which white pigment was used to confer a design, namely, a
small water-bottle bearing on the body partly interlocked scrolls, alternately of red

d of white pigment. This vessel, like the two of the "teapot" variety found by

•hai^sctly resembles vessels found in abundance farther north, and all po
are importat

Red pigment, when occurring on pottery of the Ouachita valley, seems to be
more durable and more brilliant than that used on pottery found fartlw-r north. A
mass of red pigment from the cemetery at the Keno Place has been examined by
Dr. H. F. Keller, who says of it :

" It is remarkably brilliant, and contnins, besides
oxide of iron, considerable quantities of clay and quartz fragments."

A bottle in fragments, found by us at Sycamore Landing,' was coated with
green pigment. This pigment, analyzed by Doctor Keller, proves to "be a mixture
of green silicate of iron (glauconite) and white kaolin." Masses of dauconite were

it

found by us with burials at the great prehistoric site at Mound ville, Al_..
In relation to the collection of pottery made by our expedition this

,may be well to explain that a large proportion of the earthenware vessels obtained
were m fragments-one in 108 pieces-and that all such vessels are carefulh
cemented

however

gether. Sometimes slight restoration is deemed advisable. Tliis retora
attempted only when the parts of the vessel in our possession

make it clearly apparent what the remaining part must have been.

tholon.ew'it wUrbe'^fard
J^^^^

'' ^^"^"^" ^^"^'"^ ^'^ ^^ H-tl^er on B.you Bar-

Phila., VoT Xntrpix mfflf
""'""" '^ '^'' ^^^^^ ^^^"^^^ ^'^'^^•" J--- Acad. Nat. Sci.,
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RL<tonitiou of pottery. It iiinv bt- i^aiil, is more oftoii requi.^Ite when the ware

come;; from a region like the

centaL'-e ofehir. than it is in th

the soil contains n hir^e i>er-

i-hiy, than it is in the ea<<^ of carthenwfire fuund in sand; innsmnch us

in clay the search for frairments with the aid of a ^ievc i^ nut marU jw mu ers^ful

as it is in sand.

All measurements of oartheuware ve--»'ls herein given arc approximate; and

all reductions in si/e, not onlv of ves?ol« bnt of other objects iUuslraied in this

report, are

Diairram.? of desicms possible forilieiii to br wh<ii these

;riis are transferred from a ciirvi d to ft flat snrfr
o
Prof. William IT. Ilolmos bus kindly prppan^Kor the Acadcnn the acoompany-

lice of the pottiiy found by our expedition in the Ouachita valley.

Althon-di this colleetion of earthfiiwape nnsriiti mnnv fV-atures of interest and

ilbisLiates a local culture center not hcrctofoi-e well represented in our colleetions,

it does not -land npart from the general and well-known culture j^roducts of the

n-encral rcdon. It embraces features of form and embellihbmenl indicating close

alliance with the wares of the midillc Mississippi province and of the Gulf (.'oast, as

f\ir cast as Florida; but affords no evidence of close relationship with the pottery

of the Pueblo region on the West or of Mexico on the South. U bepp<'ak? n top- cial

development highly perfected along certain lines by a local tribe or group of peoplep;

pies rise well above the general level of the c<Mamic products of the

re^non, and, for that matter, much above the general run of the ware of th

tics represented. A number of vases belonging to this group arc illustrated ni the

Twentieth Annual lieportof the lUircau of American Ethnology, Plates LT and Lll.

" In shape many of the vessels are worthy of special note. They range from

simple shallow bowls to high-necked bottles, and much skill and taste arc shown in

the modeling, especially of the formal shapes. In the entire series illustrated by

.Mr Moore, there is hardlv a sin'de one that will not give pleasure to persons of

fined taste, and some may well become models for the professional potters of

factories. Complex and compound forms are not common, although the rim and

neck of the vases are in many cases modeled to give the appearance nf a small cup

set into the mouth of the receptacle proper. Life forms are of comparatively rare

mple of the modeling of the human form is seeU; this

rure attached to the rim of a bowl (fragment). Cer-

d

dely constructed fi

pe have the rim so shaped as to sugnist the use of 1 no

i been found. As a rule tlie base is flattened or gently rounded, and rare

specimens are mounted on tripods. One of the choice specimens is a small vase

(Fig. SI) surmounted by a cup-like rim j^iece beneath which the body widens

gradually, expanding at the base into four conical projections.

" As a rule the color is the dark gray of the baked clay, a few specimens being

finished in red. The surface is smoothlv fmished and, in cases, well polished. The

paste is moderately hard and ter

ruder ware, with pulverized shell

tempered in cases, especially
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*^The decoration of this ware is iven mort* nuteworthv than the ft)nns. It

consists. In the main, of inci^ed work, the scroll niolivo, which take? a multituth* of

forms, prevailing: to a remarkable extent. The treatment is n»fino(! and even

elegant, nnd the ai)[>lication uf the designs to the diversified forms of tlu^ \t — elp is

masterly. This is well illustrated in Figs. lo. 81, l;;L The principal Land uf

decoration eneiiilts tlic l>i>dv of tlic xc^seh often eoverinir tlie f*ntire snrfaeo. The

neck, and especially the rim, of the lM)wl-furm8 is in cases occupied hy a very ninch

conventionalized and ahljroviatod hand of the same scroll motive. Although highly

conventionalized and applied to purely formal !*hape?, if is clear that this Pcnill in

all its manifcstiitions still carried with it in the mind of the initiated the animal

concept, and a limitcil nuinher of examples an- sien in which the scroll units take

the place, on animal shaped vessels, of the members of the body. Tlie nuralxT of

units employed is noruially four, but this is not adhered to strictly, the rcp(>tition

varying with the re(^uirements of the vessel decorated. It is nntst interr>tin.L^ to

note that, as seen in the tracings of designs shown in tlie illustrations, the scroll unit

is repeated from three to six or more times, and that, when viewed from th<' under

side of the vessel, the interspaces take the form of a swastika which has three or

more arms nccordiu'^ to the number of the scroll units used—the swastika fltrure

being, however, a mere accident, and thus withotit significance. A noteworthy

feature of these designs is the elaboration of some of the scroll work interspaces.

A disk-like figtire often fills the wider openings, while the narrower are occupied

by incised reticulations, which we may assume are conventional su IgestlOTIP of

o

l)ody markings of the creature symbolized.

" This treatment of formal elements of animal or

safe in assuming that, whether the actual decorator of these vessels had the life

form in mind or not, the origin of each and every part of the decoration is in a life

concept, and doubtless one with which superstitious notions were associated. Con-

sidering the simple and graceful forms of the vessels embellished with the scroll

work, the elegance and completeness of the designs, and the skill of execution and

remarkable adjustment to the vessel forms, these potters of the old-time

among the Louisiana bayous may claim to have reached the highest mark among

all the valley peoples in the esthetic treatment of earthenware."

^ '

We shall now take up the detailed account of our season's work, with the

explanation that many aboriginal dwelling-sites which wc carefully investigated,

but in which no burials or artifacts of interest were found, are omitted from our

report, and that mounds and sites are described in order, going upstream.

OUACHITA RIVER.

The Ouachita, a comparatively narrow stream, is navigable in the Winter and

Spring seasons from its union with Black river to Camden, Arkansas, a distance,

as we have said, of about 300 miles by water.
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Much of the territory bordering the Oiuichlta is low-lying' and subject to

inundation and probably in aboriginal times, as at present, was not occupied for

pe habitation. Consequently it is but in places along the banks of

Ouachita that one^ can reasonably expect to find places of aboriginal abode.

Our investigation of this river ended about twenty miles above Camden, as we

have stated in our introductory remarks.

MOUNDS AND SITES.

Mounds at Watson Landing, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mound on the Perrin Place, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds on the Taylor Place, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds at Pritchard Landing, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds on the King Place, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mound at Booth Landing, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds near Big Lake, Catahoula Parish, La.

Dwelling-sites near Harrelson Landing, Caldwell Parish, La.

Mound near Poplar Grove Landing, Caldwell Parish, La.

Mounds near Hogan Landing and near Wade Landing, Caldwell Parish, La.

Mound near Billy Landing, Caldwell Parish, La.

Mound and site near Cut-Off Landing, Ouachita Parish, La.

Mounds opposite Logtown Landing, Ouachita Parish, La.

Cemetery at Myatt's Landing, Ouachita Parish, La.

Mound near Pargaud Landing, Ouachita Parish, La.

Cemetery on the Glendora Plantation, Ouachita Parish, La.

Mound near Lock Number Six, Ashley County, Ark.
Mounds near Green Lake, Bradley County, Ark.
Cemetery at Caryville Landing, Union County, Ark.
Mounds near Pigeon Hill, Union County, Ark.
Cemetery in Boytt's Field, Union County, Ark.
Mounds near Purdue Wood-Camp, Calhoun County, Ark.
Cemetery at Bell Gin Landing, Union County, Ark.
Mounds near Hill Landing, Union County, Ark.
Mounds at the Boone Place, Calhoun County, Ark.
Mounds on the Keller Place, Calhoun County, Ark.
Mound and sites near Pyle's Landing, Calhoun County, Ark.
Mound and Cemetery at Kent, Ouachita County, Ark.

Mounds at Watson Landing, Catahoula Parish, La.
At Watson Landing, on property of Mr. W. J. Watson, of Jonesville, La., is a

group of mounds of moderate size, the largest of which is used at the present time
for burial purposes. Nothing was found at this place.

habited r^^i^K^'"'^
^^'""^ ^""'^"'^ ^'^^' ^"' ^^''""^ seventy-five miles up by water, is an almost unin-
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Miii'XD OS Tin. Viums Pi a<'f, rATAnniiA Pakl<u, La.

About ^i\ n\\U'< )'-]nsv Haiil^ .iiljurj. un tho property of Mr. T. \Y. PtTrin of
that pla.o, on the riv'lit-haiul isitle goinjr up. i»i n ukmiiu! partly <»nt<»n nxmy 1.\ the
river, which wn< not inv< -tiiraf»Ml h\ u^.

MuL.\!K ON inr Tavioh Pi ai i , <'at\ii<»i i \ PAiii>H, La.

AT. Mil !.iM' niih' lulnw IIarri.«»nburjr. on pr<»p. rty of Mr. A. G. Tfi^\ Inr. .if

llaiilj^jnburg. in n LTmip of moun«l(* of in.w!,.ratc» ^i/* , ^bo^vin^ tbr rfft vt of mtich
riiltivuti'Hi. Nt.tbiii^' of int«'n>t \^ as fonnil ul ihh J)lar4'.

.Mnl sits \T PlJlTCHAIil* T-ANMINCi.

At Pritc li;ird Lamllii^ is an inf*'!* -(uil' irmup cf njoiinds <»n Ibo pmprrt\ of

Mr. S. li. OlijOiaiif, ulio n^-Mcs on th<' pla-

c

Thi:? V^roup, the site of iin imiutrtint ecnt.T iu abori^rinal lliiic!*, i« an irngular
ellipse in form, but is witlmut the gn^at etntral mound so often pre«»rnt in lar;rr

groups of this kind.

Pools of wnl<r here and tbrro .>»li<.w wln-nec- niai<Tial U>r lb*' nioundi was taken.
Thi-rr ar<' b 'licvi-d to be fourtt-en mounds ut tlii.« plnee, moff «»f whirh. bow-

ever, are Miiall and have h^vn irrcatly spread by bMig oidti\alIon.

or the five principal moumls of (his grcMip, all of ^vbich are reetanpilar .and

liave suniinit-plateans. one is small; one sec^m.e to bave bcim greatly du^r inlo. pn*-

snmably U) .servo a piirpw^.. In the rivji War, a« it eommands the river; and nnc,

t\vcn(y-Hev<'n twi in hciL'bt, if m very irre^ilar in outline tlmniprh \vaf*h of rnin

that measurement? of it- pn-scnt dimensions would give no id«'a of its o)i;:innl !»i7,e.

The bu'LTcst mound, whieh forms part of the ellipso. much eroded by wa.-^h of

rain, has corners directed toward the four enrdinnl jtoiiit?i. Tt« height h 40 f<'et.'

The prcsjnt measun-menls of the basal diametcn* are, from NW. to SE., 253 fuel;

from NE. to SW., 230 r<-et.

The summit-platoau in the same directioj)«. r»^*jpeetively, is 88 foet and '0
f( «<t.

In Fi^^. 1 h a representation of this moundj which serves to illnstrate the extent to

which mounds sometimes suffer throuirh wash of lain. Tl]<' picture also shows liow

inadequate the camera is to convey a just idea of the height of a mound ; the one
in question having, as we have said, an altitude of 40 feet.

In a S\V. by W. direction from tlie principal mound Is one rnorc symmetrical
than any of the others, with a height of 31 feet, measured from the n.>rth. hi

same
directions the summit-plateau measures 120 feet and 100 feet. The sides of the
mound face the cardinal poiiit.s.

diameter E. and W. is 279 feut; N. and S., 243 feet. Respectively in the

iu^t

pomt and to avoid ri'lg*- and depre««ioiig,

causeways anH pJaok« wtifnce material has been

3 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIV.
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As the reader is aware, a large proportion ordomiciliar)

n question evidently belongs) arc without burials, tl

1 the

fi

burials in their summit-plateaus. The h

which was the only one in the grou[) wh

dark, and fitted for cultivation.

() to be the case in this mound,

V f the sumniit-nlateau was soft

A great number of trial-holes sunk by us all over the Pumnilt of tl s nio 1

ed a considerable area from the central to the south-eastern part uf the
|

Fig. 1.—Principal luouiul. rritcli.-ird Landing.

to be of material darker than that of le reniaininir

s dark soil at once exposed human remair
An irregular area somewhat elliptical in outline

o d tri

feet, which
diameters of 48

end

hout In-

proved to be of space contain

'1 53

dug
depth of from 1 to 2.5 feet where the dark soil came to an

The bones, crumbling and fragments, were at d
to the method of burial was impossible, thouirh in a few casrs the burial

length was indicated

layers, remnants of long-bones lying under or alo

Tn many instances, however, bones lay scattered and

In all, parts of seventy-fo

remaining bones of the skelet

o (' at was left of

were far fewer tl

ncarthed (elev pit) The

the complement called fi
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hy the nuiiiLcr of crania, but from the comlition of \he }mus wliicli remaiix'd it is

probable that nianv (itlic-rs had ilisapiK-ait tl thnuijih tlecay.

Siuli artifacts a? wore fouiul witli the burials are not of a ehnraiter to inspire

enthusiasm in the artistic abilitv of those who ooeuitit-d so important a center as

tbip one must have Ix-cn.

With one burial uas a small arrowliead of ehcit; a poll-hed •ee It
9V

3 inel

>»
' \

»

'

H'S

rulin length, whliii was iri\on to Mr. ()lipb:uit, tlie <»\vn<'r of tlie momid.s; and
hirge fragment? of an earthenware pipe bearing rude incised deeouitiun.

Another burial had with it a simrle flrrowluad nfehcrt.

With human nMiialns was a pipe uf earthenware (having a small part missing

from the rimj also with rude, incised decoration \Fig. 2).

Fia. 2.—IMpe of earthenware. Pritchard Landing. (Full size.)

Three vessels of medium size were found associated in an interesting way.

Immediately over a skull was a bowl of sueh size as to permit it exactly to cover

the cranuim. On one side of this inverted bjwl. and in contact with it, was a

vessel of medium size, while on the other side was anf)tber vessel of similar dimen-
sions, one part of the rim of which dipped under the inverted bowl.

With a water-bottle, found in fragments, was a bit of quartz crystal. These
objects were not in the immediate neighborhood of human bones, but undoubtedly
they had been assoriatcd with some that had disapi>eared tlirough d

suffered disturbance.

Fifteen earthenware A^essels came from this remeterv. nearly all beinir found

singly, in pairs, or three together, in the neighboihood of skulls. One, however, lay

at the hip of what seemed to have been an extended skeleton whieh had another

ecav or liad

'
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el near the skull. Several vessels lay apart from bunof?, but tlioso, no doubt,

inally had been associated with them.

With one exception all vessels were broken when found, some being little more

1 crumbling fragments.

The ware, which is not shell-tempered, Is soft and probably insufficiently fired.

Decoration, when present

binatlons of lines or the e

tj presented by rude com

o We show one vessel from tlils pi

Vessel 2s 16 A cup o^ somewhat

•'"^^--^

nal form, having a flat b d a

^*X

#'
* f

common piac

tion (Fig. 3)

line nd punctate decora-

d

Though considerable pro>^pecti

by us lu tlie other moundf d m

lU

t-

*

r

the level ground at Pritcliard Landing, n

human bones were found and no artifnct^

with the exception of several arrowpoint

of chert.

man

At this plac

of the finding of

years of cult I vat

numerous post-holes for f(

tory is preserved

th

on or m tl le di iruiiiir ^>o f

Fig. 3—Vessel No. 16. Pritchaid Landing.

(Height 3.6 inches.)

A son of M Ollphant described the

discovery by him^^elf, while hoeing, of

frog of stone, of life-like appearance, ha
back a circular hole of considerable size, doubtless a pipe

Scattered over the level ground in places are numerous fragments of pottery and
of stone, evidences of aborio occupancy, and ble to account for

ability to find aboriginal cemeteries at this place, unless it Is that all trace of them
disappeared through long cultivation of the ground, at a period anterior to
visit.

our

Mou THE King Place, C Paiusjj. La

Land
At the junction of Rawson and Gaster creeks, about 1.5 mile from Pritchard

number of low mound
ides on the place, which have been plowed over for

the property of Mr. G. F. King, wh

history of any discovery

negative result.

th place has been preserved, and

L' ti

Jig; o

No
had

MOUN BOOTH LANDIN Catahou Pa I

On property belonging to Mr. M. E. Booth, who lives
feet 4 inches in height and 74 feet across th base

La.

by, is a mound 1
9

and the material from which it is made is tenacious all
tne use of a pick for removal.

Its shape is a truncated cone,

deposit, necessitating
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As the luuuud is n refiiLa- fur j^toek In timet of hijrli water, it was not deemed
advisable to destnn- it, especially n> two pocan trees on its Minunit were* valuetl ]>\'

tho owner.

OwiiiL' to the jtresciice of the?e trues our invi stip^ntion was re^triott d to n pit

11 feet by 6 foot, tMrriod d.»wn, vvitli alni(»st perpendiciihir w alls, fnun the tiuinitiit-

phiteaii to a depth of 1*2 feel inches, where undi>tnrl.«d irroiind F<Muied U> be
reached. On this ba.^al part were fragments of river f-liells and a huiiiImt of ^erde8

beloniiinir to a fish of the urar fannly.

Human remains ^^ere cueountered at five levels, rcsiKM-tively 3 f«'et C inehen;

4 feet 'J inches; 5 feet 7 inehep; 6 feet; 7 feet 5 incljex.

Tlic hones were men* niulderlng fra;^eiits, and skulls, eip:ht in iinmlKT. were
identified in seven cases hj Uacc- oftedh alone. In theotlier iiislanee a mastoid pro-

Cess and part of a htut-r jaw w« re <listin^Mii>haMe.

No artifacts lay \\ ith the remains.

A few arrow- and laneepoints. of rlhrt, and

one of fpiart'/itf^ were s^eallered in the clay, as

were several hones of sandstone and a stopper-

shaped pebble which may have been utilized by

the aborigines.

A few feet from this mound is a sn»all area

composed of black soil and fragments of musscl-

shclls, in which wc found the ]»ascof a ve.^s<l, with

nine feet encircling the margin (Fig. 1).

Fin. 4.— Biii»<'of vf»iwn«i. lionOi jjunAiug

(Diam. 5.3 inrbm.)

Mounds near 1>ig Lake, Catahoula Paujsh, La.

Big Lake, a small sheet of water, and not part of a former course of the river

(which sometimes Iii the South is called a "lake"), is about one mile eastward

from Pippin's Landing, on property of Messrs. H. and C. Newmnn, of New Orleans.

Southwest of the western end of the lake are a number of mounds, some small

and some of moderate size. Some are rectangular in outline, and all are flat-topped

and evidently domiciliary. A number had been dug into previous to our visit.

These mounds were all investigated by us to some extent, trial-hulcs being

sunk with a view of determining if cemeteries were present In the summit-plateaus.

Nothing was found, the clay material of which the mounds were made being com-

pact and of a raw yellow appearance, with no admixture of the organic matter which

one expects where liurials have taken place.

DwEi.Lixn-siTEs XEAR Harrelsox Laxding, Caldwei.l Paimsii, La.

In a field property of M C. M r H Landing, wh
resides on the place th rcular rises in the ground, which evidently had
been used as dwelling-sites in aboriginal times.

One of these (A), about 45 feet in diameter, had, through lono" cultivation,

been plowed almost to the level of the surrounding ground. Bits of potte d
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few fragments of human bones lay on the surniro. raivful mvestigatum of t

site yielded part of one badly decayed hutnun sk^l.^ton, luul a skeletnn km.

identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas as having bcdonged t
'"''"- '-T

Another rise in the ground (15), 63 feet in diameter, was somewhat higher than

the one just described. Scattered over its surface in pi-ofusiun were pot'^herds and

fra2;ments of human Ijunes.

"
Human remains were encountered by us in nineteen places in this site, but

their condition was misatisftictory, owing to the estate of decay in which most of

them were, and to the great amount of disturbance, aboriginal and recent, to which

they had been subjected. Many burials were just In'hiw the surface, and the deepest

was but 30 inches down. Several skulls and some other bones were in a condition

to save, however.

One burial was a skeleton lying flexed on the left side ;
five were at fi

back, two being without skulls; thirteen burials had l»een disturbed.

No artifacts were present with the dead with the exception of one arrowhead

of chert, which lay beneath a femur.

A few arrowheads and lanceheads, of chert, and n drill uf tlie .same material

lay apart from human remains, as did a piercing implcinent of bone having the

articular part of the bone remaining.

The third elevation (C) evidently had not been used fijr burial purposes, as a

thorough search was unsuccessful.

Mound near Poplar Grove Landino, Cai.dwtt.l Parish, T^a.

About one mile east from Poplar Grove Landing, in sight from the road, on

property belonging to Mr. Frantz E. Stewart, who lives near the landing, i? a mound

in the form of a truncated cone, 12 feet in height and CO feet across the Uisc. As

this mound has been used for burial purposes in recent times, a careful investiga-

tion was not attempted.

Mounds near Hogan Landing and near Uade Lamping,
Caldwell Parish, La.

Mounds at Hogan Landing and at Wade Landing, l>eing in n^^e as cemeteries

at the present time, were not available for invcsti'-ation.

Mound near Billy Landing, Caldwell Parish, La.

On the river bank at Billy Landing, on property of Mr. Philip Barnes, is a

small part of a mound, the other part of which, we were informed, had recently
fallen mto the river. Embedded in the exposed section of the mound there still

remamed at the time of our visit fragments of a medium sized vessel of earthen-
ware.

Considerable digging in an adjoinin- field, on the surface of wlii.l. were a fi

fragments of pottery and of chert, was wHhout reward
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MouviJ Axn SITE NKAK Ot-Off Landing, UuAauTA Pauisii. La.

At Cut-Oil' Lamlin^. on proportyof Mr. CtillK-rt StownH {\s\n\ li\v^ at Cill'iit

St wart La!iJiii<:. :t^<nli five iiiiK'? abuM. l>v WaUi uon high ground alxwe tht* land-

in'j and abuin 2U0 yards NN\V. from it. is a monnd :«h..iit 6.5 fd hl^-h. with a

Lasa! dlamettr of 52 fi t. This iiioiind, vhi- h is of clnjf»v tand, |m»vioTi« U* oiir

Cuming hud been Ircnchtd in to the CciiltT on the soiithrrn ^i«h' and llic imm t n! 1 jfti*

middU' portion had h«« n dug out.

Elov«'?i !ria]-h«d«t* sunk iiiio the mound bv us \M.rc \vith(njt n'Fult.

\ fow vaitlf* t .i--t<t from t]ii?< inoini.l U an :i1>orlj:Inal dwtllinff-8ito. fairly

Utt-Ti'd \vitli debris left l»v iti' former orriipant«. ThiK nite, uiub r cultivation in

recent tinn-s, but fallow at the time .»f our visit, had rich bl;ick s<'il, due to nro-

tracte<l ore iipancy. At one j.l:ico on the Hurfacc lay part of a skull .ind other lunuaii

bones.

This plaeo, unfortuualrU , like !<o many invc,«tigat< d by tm in this r«gi«m.

proyed to have been too long under cultivatinn to have preserved the artifat Ik and
aboriiiinal burials which und«»ubt<(lK at one time it h:id held. Trial holo sunk In

e\('ry portion nf the field .showed thr aurfaco soil left V>y nb«»riginal

occupancy to hayo been so washed by rnin ftfVer otiUiv:ition thut but
'

little of it w.i- bfl above the undisturbed clav.

There ^vcrc enthered from the surf; ic<•It us: a drill of cIhtI ;

scvenil knives and bniall nrrowluads of tin* same innt^Tial ; ninl an

intrnstinu arrnAvlnad or knife, aho of chert, fcljown in Fijr. 5.

Prof. W. K. Moonlicnd informs us that tlio Ijjm* ]i\^\ nimlloned

is rare, a few SlKHJinirn?t hnving been

Fit* 5.^Arrow>

of chptt <^*t3t'

found in Tennessee, Arkan?n?.

and Louiisiana, and that similar forms in o}>>idian from California and

from Oregon are in liis p^sgesf^ion.

An almost exactly similar implement was found by us on the 8ur- offLHiMin»f.

faceof aduellinu-site at Rairland Landinir. n fow miles below wb< re ib^ ^^^^^ *****^

first implement was found. The second specimen, ho\vcycr, has a rounded edge as

if it hnd served as a knife.

Also we were shown on a site on Little river, by a man who was rnmping

there, a handsome arrowhead or knife of the type in (question, of red ch( rt, and much
larger than {]n^ specimen found by U8.

MorxDS 0I'I'05?TTE LoGTOWy J-A\I)L\(;, OLACliJTA Pakl^ii, La.

Immediately

which are traces

ably originally 7

the river from Logtown Lam g fi

f several small mound
r 8 feet in height, 'whi

part of a mound with flat top, pr

d on d

T

rgely washed aw;iy b^

surround in 2" field are remains of dwellinir-sites. the dark soil of which
has been plowed and washed 1 turbed clay is apiiarent in places

Af it became evident that time would be spent in negotiati

of this place for even the small amount of investigation we had

to it, we passed on to more inviting field? of research.

I
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Cemetery at Myatt's Laxdixg, OrAciiiTA PAinsir, La.

At Myatt's Landing, abont 15 miles by water hvlow tlie city of Monioe, Is the

plantation'of Capt. A. Myatt, wbo resides upon it. On tlie left of the road loading

inland from the landing, is a large cotton field. At the extreme northern corner of

this field, adjoining the road, is a restricted area of soil darkened by admixture of

matter extending- variously from .5 foot to 2.5 ft'ot beh>w the surface, on
Q....^^ y O

which were fragments of musselshells, pebbles, and other debris from aboriginal

occupancy.

We were informed by Captain Myatt that in work connected with the planta-

tion, and later by the digging of several individuals who vij^ited the place, skeletons,

about ten in number, had been unearthed, and that with these skeletons a few

earthenware vessels had been found.

This area covered by debris is one of the highest parts of the phuitatlon, and

is reached by the river only at periods of exceptionally high water.

The dwelling-site apparently extends across the road (which has cut through

it to undisturbed clay) and continues in a northwesterly direction, on which part is

the residence of Captain Myatt.

Consequently our investigation was limited to that part (f tin* site lying wilhm

the field. A most thorough search of this portion was made by us with the aid of

trenches and trial-holes; this and the subsequent work occupying two days and a

half with our force of diggers, which, as we have said, consisted of eleven men,

and four to supervise.

It was clearly determined that but a small part of the dwelling- s^ite included

within the field (that which bordered the fence) had been u?od as a cemetery, and

this part was completely dug through by us.

Thirty-eight burials were encountered in addition to many bones scattered by

disturbance in aboriginal times and through the agency of the plow at a later period.

It was as a rule easy to determine to which class these di^iturbances belonired ; those

arising through cultivation of the soil being more fragmentary and nearer the sur-

face than Avere the aboriginal disturbances.

No graves were at a depth greater than 2.5 feet.

The form of burial which was determined by us in but seven instances was at

full length on the back, with the lower limbs crossed in one case. A number of

other burials evidently had been at full length also, judging from undisturbed parts

of the skeleton that remained.
L

There was no fixed orientation, the skulls being directed toward various points
of the compass.

A number of skulls and other skeletal parts from this nlace were saved
fairly good condition, and were sent to the United States National Museum

In a small pit in this cemetery, in which no l).>iies were found, were a number of

musselshells, the best preserved of which proved to be : La,./>s/Us hydiauus; L,
Piirpuratus; L. ventricosus satur ; L. anodouloidcs ; Quadntla hcros domhrvana ;
Q. perphcata.

^
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The yiM of artifacU from \Uin cciiu-t' rv \\ .» UK-ajrcr.

Near ft burial wn« j.art i.f a bone iJin, which nrobablv iJdei! lb^li^.

\V burial rt f

I

III 1 »ont in <*re

•jecf«^ of slicll, la.b ab »iit 1.5 inch ill Icjiuih, c^Iindrionb bnviii^ a Ik nd
.7o of an inrh iu diamet

obi rob \

which 18 iHMnt wli.jt

fa \\<ll-knu\N I! is'po

d} r H* !^!tl if «* r

' '^.

?

1

F

^

#r
^

^

,!. ,. ^f»4«^;^

Tin. «t—Vesacl No. 15. Myatt's Lnr,<Ju.^ (Heights^ iutLt*..)

With the burials were seventofn vessels of earthenware, nnrh found nugly
near a skull, where the onirlnal position f^ould Im- deterniined, wliich it was pr'^-ible

to do in almost every case.

4 JftVnS. A. X. a FHILA., VOL. XIV.
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In addition to these vessels, many of which were broken or fell apart un re-

moval, were fragments of vessels, which were prohal)!}' parts of mortuary deposits

'that had been scattered by the plow or througli disturbance in aboriginal times.

The \ essels from this cemetery are of moderate size. s

inferior. Shell-tempering is present in some instances.

Much of the ware i

III form the vessels in the

main partake of the character of pots. The water-bottlr Is rcpruscntt d in several

instances, and one life-form is among the vessels found.

Few of the vessels are without ornamentation. Tlie decoration, wlicn present

trailed, incised, or punctate markings, as the case may bo

pigment is present in one case, within incised lines.

ftIS oiicn ru(le. Red

The following vessels are deemed worthy of special description :

Vessel No. 15. This bottle (Fig. 6), of brown ware, with inci.sed and punctate

decoration, rudely executed, is interesting in one particular in that the entire neck

is decorated exteriorly, any decoration on necks of long-necked bottles being un-

usual, except in the case of such vessels from regions to the northward, un the necks

of which pigment has been used.

w

Vessel No. 11

Fig. 7.-Vessel No. 11. Myatfs Unding. (Diam. 8 2 inches.)

This vessel, an attempt at a life-form, presumably represents
bird, the wings possibly being indicated by faint incised

appear in the illustration (Fig. 7)

hich hardl>

That the aborifrincs at this place were hardly

markings w
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'di}vyU in the pla^ftic ;irt is cvidcnteJ by tlic fiul tliat in place of a modeled binl's

head we find a mere knob witli attempt < at line drciirafion njvon it.

Th(^ie arc two huks for i^uspcn:5ion at opjni^^ite cnd.^ ul the opening,

Fnrtlicr up the Ouaoliita. in tlio timeUTV in Hu\tt'« Fiold, \\f» nmnd sonicwhAt

of an im[tr(tvt'meiit r>n tlil> >t\lf of m --cl, iliuui:Ij in that rnfc n!>o no nKMlrliin; on

the lu-ail hn« Lc'ii attt'Ui[tto<l.

In anotlicr fu'ld. wojitwardly from tin* hou-i*. !.•; a ^ln 11 depiLvIt near iho ha!»k

of a hnvou ulii^'li join> (h« Oiiachitii n\. P a( M\aliV Laiiflitisr. In thif« drj»uhjt wo

found ehcliti as fullowa : Quadrufit hrrn< (fofuhrViiUit : Q. fnip-'iu'tfty *
^J f^*'f^i-

fiita ; Q^ /fij^ond ; Q. pyianiidala ; Q.a^ptr; PJa^iiUfJii snin is.

All thr'M- !!pcci«'s inhabit tin* lower Mift£l>sii'i'i and it5 trihutririen. and with

nil.' <\ccj)tiuM tho .shells found se< ni « ntinlv >inniar to those of tVic« Hvin}; AwW fi>«h.

Q. pyrnmiifata is uhout t\vo-thiid< the oHinnry hi/c*. ihniijih evidentU adult. Tlii^

prubably has no gpoeial signifieanro, nf^ronling to Doctor Pibhry. >vho ha? "^ecn

piniilar <1\N arf colonies of other species, j^irohaldj dne I" l«M*al conditions uufavt»nihlc»

to them.

Near tlic .-ihell deposit, on the surfajo. nre many signs of a]>orijrinal ocrnpancy,

and the soil Is blackened to a con.-iderable depth. Nniuerouh trinl-lndo^ ^ielded no

human remains.

There were gathered from the surface: two disks of ferruj:inouH -uid^ti»iie, ojuh

with a cuneavity on either side; a small *'c(dt" whieli was given to the owner of

the plantation; a cliixl wrought from a <lnrt pebltle; knivefl and arrowheads of

clicrt; part of an ubjcet of bunc, probably originally intended for n bead, but ubieli

had split in the boring. Prof. F. A. faieas believe.^ thin bone to be from tlie leg

of a deer.

MuUND NEAR PaKGAUD LaXDIXG, OUAClilTA PaKL^II, La.

This mound, on tlic Pargaud Plantation, is tb^ properly of Mr. .lohn T. Cule,

to whom belongs al«o the Glendora Plantation, which figures po largely in this

report.

The mound, evidently domiciliary, has suffered through wash of rain. It wiis

not dug into bv us.

Cemktkuy o\ tiik Ot.f.xdora Plaxtaticv, Ot-aciiita Parish, T.a.

The Glendora Plantation, about sixteen miles above Monroe, by water, is the

property of Mr. John T. Cole, who, as wo have said, lives on another plantation

belonginir to him, which is somewhat nearer Monn^e. The Academy is grptitly

indebted to Mr. Cole for the privilege of investigating the rich cemetery on his

1

Immediately at the landing is a rntton-gin, and almost directly back of this

aboriginal cemeterv in uround long under cultivation, l>elieved to begin was an ai)o

beyond reach of
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This ground, planted in oats at tlie time of (»ur \i/it, gave no superriciul indi-

cation of what lay beneath, and was Inirdiy peroeptildy ahuve the surrnimaing

level. Its history, however, was widc.Nprr.ul, it being generally known that yoar^

before, a member of Mr. Cole's family liad made a small collection of eartheuwaro

'essels from the place which had been brought to hh n»»llcc throu,i:h discoveries

made by employees while digging post-liolc-^.

Trial-holes sunk bv us where the relics had iMtn foimtl came* iinmcdiatclv

^

upon traces of human remains and vessels of earthenware. IJ aided by the results

obtained in the holes, a rectangular area 61 feet long by 51 fvii wide, the longer

dimension runninj^r E. and \V., was entirelvduir throujrh bv us, lar-j:tlv with the

use of tro^vels, especially w*here grave-pit> were encountered, the dcepe.'-t of wliicli

extended 38 inches below the surface.

The space dug through, consisting of sandy clay, contained LuriaL in consider-

able numbers, with the exception of the final seven feet of the eastern <nd. Sub-

sequently, digging in irregular spares, nmountiuL^ to 917 ^.quare feet, was dune

contiguous to the N., S. and ^Y. parts of the area already duir nnaking the total

digging somewhat less than one-ten tli of an acre), in order to determine if burials

extended beyond.

While some burials were encountered in this latt(»r dij-irintr. they were much
less numerous in proportion to the P[»aee covered than weru tliusc hi the porliuu

first dug, and it was evident, when our dliririnir was difiCOnthuicd. that we had0'"'0

reached a tract in which burials were widely apart
As said, the deepest grave-pit found by us had a depth of 38 inches.

There were many of almost equal depth. Soim
cular, indicatmg the bunched burial

tended form of burial had been employed

tiv

pe, .-bowed that the ex-

Human remains were encountered at 121 places in the ccnictcrv. and
rule, consisted of hardly more than traces of bones—sometimes crowns of t^eth only,
which were crumbling into dust.

It is impossible to form an estimate of the number of individunls who had been
interred, since not only were the remains deraycd as we have described, but there
had been great aboriginal distur]>ance in the cemetery, caused bv int.nnents cutting
through others previously made; and these disturbances had created sad havoc
among bones and pottery.

In this cemetery little of interest had been placed with the dead, with il»e

exception of vessels of earthenware. Glass beads were found at six noints nnd
ornaments of sheet-brass eighteen times, in connection with h

nnW ir™'
'"^ ^"""^ '

^'^"^'"^ ""'*''' ''''' '=°"oded throueh and through, traces
only remaunng

;

in others, however, the hrass was better pre.ervo.l and was found

1" ^..°™ °^ ™"' .'=""^^: -li^ks of various diameter/; tubnh,r beads; wide,

We shall

naments which possibly had been fin-

remnin, i„ .W
"""^

^T "" '^*"'''' * 'inscription of all ohjects found with human
remams in th.s cemetery, excepting, however, glas.,, brass, and vcs.ols of earthen-
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re, unless <'i'j K'l(»ngiiig to tlii'se olah-< > were f( a^tueiattd Nsilh oihvr

bject

Vessels of earthi'uwnro. lat« r. will b >e 1 VO^.

r, N 8 will 1 brn-s disk 5.75 iiudus in diam* ur,

which foil tobiU on removal ; \\itvv fra-jment^ t»f i biTt ; riiid a larj^o bt;ul. fnfibit

from u (M)Mch (/v/4'/^/) b^' drillliiL' a bole tliTOiinb a jKirt uf the ghell incluJii

portion of the bbuulder, and leaving attarbcd <m eacli Milf. ^nat wiii'jr?- oonpis

of portions nf the body whorl of tbi-

g
bell.MU

Since visiting the cemetery at Old 1 I <) ArkanSiOi 1nvor/ wo
liavo oMaincfl from tlmt p!:ire tm honds ixnitlv Minilar \\\ isuv U^ tlu (

I

juM
described, wbicb

paid, with a bui

re f( 1tl( \N Itl I ret

diijL'iii^ in the jraidtn of ibe

prliiflpal duelling on llie i Ilaee. A ieh«' M ad !* are in

better condition than the one from Glend

f FIj'. 8. Its nmxirmnn di.rrm't^'r Ls 2.25

in elles.

Burinl No. 19. traces of teeth, hnd

d

2.8 inches in diameter

partlv eoatfd witli iH'ina--

knifc of chert. 2.7 inches

in length; two eartbtuware vcssc Is.

Burial N 5. remain« of kull, had near it a
«,

<

-w

ncbbl e < f elicit and three vessels of

Burial No. 2G, tra'-cs of f'«'th, had nearVt\ glass

bea s two earthenware vcssc one of which was Fi«J, fl

cd over a difcoidal ytone, while aiiotlier one lay

SlifU bfii'l from Arktn
(Full ti^c.,

side the vessel. These discoidals, one of hard, fuic-graincd stonej lb >tloUifT an

im ( ipectlvely, 1.8 inch and 2.7 inches in d

Burial No. 36, fragments of a skull, wn? aspnf^iated with a Binsile pcblde of

B No. 42 sk in fra ( nts. had by mber of small, round

pebbles which, presumably, had belonged to a rattb'.

Burial No. 58, mere outlines of a skull, had as a mortuary deposit, oi

of chert and two coarsely-made arrowpolnts f>f tlie tame mat<'rlal.

Burial No. 75, small fragments of bunes, was arcom])anIed by glass

flake

f shoet-bra.ss; two chert pel sscla of earthen

Burial No. 77

ware, under one of

had a chert pel

chert pebble

d t scls of earthen

No. 84. t?: f a skull and fragmenlfl of bones so placed tli

bunched b was indicated, had a brass disk 2.5 inch d another

w itl 1 a din meter of 7.75 bead ; two implements of iron or of

steel, badly rusted, eacb about 9 inche? in length, resembling slender lancepointg.

Burial 88, bits of bone, had a discoidal, seemingly of fine-grained d

stone, 2.6 Inches In diameter

' See our "Certain ^fHinds of Arkansas and of Mi«-iwppi," {>. Oil.
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Burial No. 93, remnants of a skull ami of otlier bones of a cliiUl, had placril mar
plug made

t

it four earthenware vessels; two chert pebbles;^ the reinii

of shell ami wood; and a discoidal of quartz, with a dianu

Burial No. 95, fragments of the skull of a child, was uccoinpanicd by shell

beads; traces of sheet-brass ; a small earthenware buttle.

Burial No. 105, fraiiments of bone, had an undccorated tob;iv.cu-pii)e of ordi-

nary pattern, the only pipe met with in the cenadiy'.

Burial No. 109, fragments of bones, lay with three small cones of blu'ct-brass,

two vessels of earthenware; and a discoidal of finc-graini'd >iindstune, 3.4 inches in

diameter.

Apart from human remains, but undoubtedly having been with them originally

were : chert pebbles in several instances; fragments ui' brass ; red pigment (oxide of

lancehead of black chert, slightly less than 4 inches in length, with the

shank missing; a double-pointed weapon of chert, 7.75 inelies in length; two dis-

coidal stones each found with a vessel of earthenware. One of th«so discoidals, of

quartz, is 2.6 inches in diameter; the other, with a diametor uf 2.9 inches, is of

limonite beautifully coated with a natural deposit of hematite, similar to others we

have found previously and like the one described by General Thru.-lon.*

Three hundred and twenty-two vessels of earthenware, noarly all b.idly broken,

were found in the cemetery on the Glendora PlanLution. Many of these were in

disintegrating fragments which indicated, neyertheless, the deposit uf entire vessels

by the aborigines.

As in aboriginal life vessels of inferior ware and of comparatively cnido decora-

tion no doubt predominated, so vessels of this class might l>c expected to be in the

majority in deposits made with the dead; and so it proved to be in the Glendora
cemetery.

Nevertheless, from this cemetery came some of the most beautiful vessels it

has been our good fortune to obtain in onr years of search.
A veritable passion to decorate seems to have posses»i:J tho pottery makers of

Glendora, the entire bodies and even the bases of vessels fmm there Bomctimcs bear-

mg decoration. This ornamentation, usually Incised, though often faint and rather
coarsely done, is sometimes of great beauty both in desi-n and In execution, though.
unfortunately, the constant recurrence of
originality to the native artist

to attribute a lack of

Certam of the vessels from this place, mainly bowls, are of thin and finely
tempered ware, some brown, some black, often hiixhlv polished. There are also
among the vessels a few specimens of ware coated wit'h red pigment and, in addi-
tion, covered with incised decoration.

Shell tempering, though present at Glendora, is not found iu it<» earthenware
ot highest grade.o"^«^ o

of tl,JhLir f1^
from this cemetery seem to have been plnccd in the ueighborhood

of the head of the dead, as nearly all those found with inm.nn renu.ins (many wore
' "Antiquities of Tennessee," 1897, p. 272.
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'»efound apart from Imuk.- presumably un a<*'''Mint of ftV^irigiiial dihturliah. i or Ikh.i!

burials liad cntirt'lv disappeared) lay ncnr n.'iunaiit8 of tctili or frngiiicnts uf fckull

sometimes on uae side of the skull only, occasionally on bi-lli >ides of it.

On no Mfy»fl«ioii won* m"ii- llian Hve \f»«f» II- '1 ti» lja\ V l»r<*Tl

placed witli one burial, though in a «ingU instan»'' it >«nurd as if iwu dt]K»>it»s uf

throo \<'<-:r'l> each acoofupanicd the saino skull; but it i^ jKtr-ibh» lliat t»iie nf !hi««*

group;* (uhith was >.»iii»\vliat separated from the other) hnd 1m i-ti pla* » d with

sk'letal remains that had entirely ^lisJippcared.

The nii'thod "f arraii'jfenuiit of th<' rarlhetiw .ire vomI^ in the Ctendora reme-
4

tcrv which was unusualU Jiverau, was n« follows:

A Hin*?lo vo-^v,.] n'^tiiiiT nn lU baM*.

Two ve??el!^ staiidijii: Uprl^dil.

A single inverted bowl.

An upright vevvcl imd :iti iinerted ojie^ to-.-thep.

Three vessels standing; two upright, one invertid.

A ve8f»**l n'ftinir on its base aiul niiothir on its .-ide.

Two upri'jlit vc^;M'lfl and one on it? side.

One upright vessel and two resting on tlirir i*idc.^.

An upri^^lit vr<^<'l eoverpd l»v n lnn:r fra'^^nienl.

All uoriLdit vessel with a vosscl inverted over it. pometimeg filtinir clotelv.
ft . «

el inverted.Two upriLfht ve^^f'ls, over one of whioh waf

Three upriL'ht vessel?, one having a vei?«el inverted upon it.

An erect vessel with another turned over it; with thes<'. a ves-^H on its f^ide.

An erect ves?fl and one on its ?»i<le, each covcr<'d by an inverted \tssel.

Two upright vessels, over one of which was a third vessel inverted, a fourth

isel inverted completing the group.

Three upright vessels, one of them having a vessel turned over it, a fifth vet^Ld

ertcd completing the group.

A large vessel turned over three Bmall ones standing erect.

Two ve^^^els standing erect, one covered h\ part of a large conrh-shell iFuI^ur).

Two upright vessels, one having a third vf*«*«el jdaeed upright upon it.

An upright vessel on top of another also upright, an inverted vessel alongside.

Two upriglit vessels, one containing another also

Two vessels standing erect, within one of them a vessel inverted.

A vessel standing upright witl»in another one which, in its turn, was placed nn

a vessel standing on its base.

One vessel w as inverted over a discoidal ."jtonc.

In fifteen vessels were single niusselshells in fragments, doul>tlei>i» havlii^i^ served

as spoons.

We append a descri|»tion of the more noteworthy ve^^els from this exccption-

interestlnir cemetery.

Vessel No. 132 An effi2:v-bowl of vellow ware, coated exteriorly with red
<^%t /ft

pigment of a character mueh superior to that found in the middle Mississippi region,
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thouirli the use of
riv

opposite le The nost n 1 1 (\

>jecl fi

ears, ruKi cyv^, and prob'ililv the iiKMith, Iiave been

accentuated with white pigiueiit; tl

(Pkxte I). The four logs, one of v

1 yes alone .still clean v show the material

d O c L a

relief.

Ill addition to the decoration with ])inin»nt, tl

to the bod\ beautifully incised k

tcly covered

evenly made reticulated lin

sides of the vessel below the e

There

d and t

arc n

A\ h all show a series of <rracefull\ <liaiKd buttles fi

-' irreiTular disks and

ipensl«>n on opposite

ViC believe this vtsstl to he unique.

hoiion* n »r

d

tery, all of excellent b

to the bases.

J
of polished black somo flat. Sonic rounded, as

r

~^_Vjm^» '
'^

The necks, which

Fio. 9.-Vessel Xo. 30. Glendora. (Height 4.4 iucbe..)

placed upon the body of the bottl

are short, exhibit peculiar swelling

Professor Holmes sa^ i(

compound fori

rc} a cup

Compound forms are notally of imitations of two ve sels th
another. * * * '

*^^ ^"^ ^"P^r

^
Fourth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 417.

sua! and consist gencr-

or >. t in tlie mouth <>f
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AKTIQOmtS OP THE OUACMfTA VALLEY.

GLEN DORA, VESSEL NO. 132. (pull size.)

COCKAVNK, BOSTO"*.
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GLENDORA. VESSEL NO. 107. (height. 8.25 inches.)

CocKANNK, Boston.
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ft* Oiller >:pecimc mav \je seen S i>iih• n

OCvnock

t\Nu vc>-«]s distinctly appear.

this comlitiou

uitlf -wtllini: of tin

tl lliat in wh fnnti r
»»

\\\ luav '\ul:iifi In re ihnt ftrVtMal of th<* v<***i U fiuurtMl h\ tliU tla*^ l*v «#

li:i\c pu:^5csm'«], in the past, lucks of the vari**ty un«i(T doFcriptioii. hut ih« ^< ntdvS

having hoon hrok*»n in part in ahorijlnal tlni« •». hav(» h< . n *.»rt'fnlly huu-'tlittl aud

cvt-ntd ofTto criablt* the ^« ->«1 to Iw* continT!<<l in um*.

The (Itrorat on th <*« bottl 4 f roniiKjuml form frn [1

fthf «rro]1 ninl other minff H rai

in others, in a m.inniT pujMrior to

th'- luwor Mi--i«'«i|>pi H'irion.

rr
(>f tlif kind lilth«Tto m tiid

r

w
W

t^

"- 1 _

W^

Fia. 10. -V««*el No. 157. Olcndow. (Height 7.T.*»li»tl*«l.)

Tills set of bottles i.« «hown in Figf». 9 to 26, inclu>Ivc.

Vessel No. 107. Tliis superb bottle, shown in Plate 11, if "f the game type as

the bottles just de.«cTibcfi, but has, in addition, an exterior roating of red pigment

of superior ((ualify, throti^b which if< incised a beautiful conilunation of dii-ks and

running scrolls in a field of parallel lines which seem t(jlend emphnf«i« to the decora-

tion. Tn all probability the lines of the incised decoration on thi.«i bottle have been

accentnatod with white pigment, but if such was the cai»e. no trace of the coloring

material remains.

5 JOUBX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 11.—Vessel Xo. 187. Glendoni. ,Di»in. 4.8 inchet.)

Fig. 12.-Vessel No. 187. Decoration. (About two-thirds .ixe.)
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Fig. 14.-Yessel No. 66. Gleudora. (Height 7.3 inches.)
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Fig. 16.-Vessel No. 130. Gtendon,. (Ueight 5.5 iuchen.)
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Fig. 18.-Vessel No. 276. Glendora. (Di«m. 7.3 inches.)
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Fig. 19.— VeKK*-l Vo. inn Gleadora. <Diiim. 6.2 inches.)

6 JOURN, A, X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 20.- Vessel No. 255. Qlendora. (HH.ht ,8 incbcs.)
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Fig. 5i-2.--Vessel Xo. 207. Glcudora. (Diam. 6.6 inches.)
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Fig. 24. essel Glendora. (FMiim 7.1 inches.)
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Fig. 26.—Vessel No. 151. QIcn>!or». (UrTght 0^5 loeliwi.)

We shall now refer to some of the bowls from GleiKh»ra, nmst of which are of

polished black or of brown ware and iioarly all of which bear m decoration incised

designs made up mainly of combinations of the scroll or of kindrrd p;it terns in con-

the swastil The scrolls at tim

Occasionally the o t Ijouiitiful types

<< show notchrd cU
the attributes of the plumed serpent,'

to be used in relation to all animal form
In some instances the ineise<l decoi

with red pigment, and sometimes witli

'^y

ion rr tuallv. no doubt, th

for back to

scroll came

tion on theso bu ha? Th«"!i emphasized

te 0CCa;^l<'^l

find red pigment in the lines of the ui.n,r Dart nf^tlic decoration and white pi

ment ni those of the lower part
It is interesting to note that a bowl of the clnc»«» und

red and white pigment in its lines, was found by us a vear bcf
Douglas on the lower Arkansas rivor

description, and ^ith

)
1 the mou

A selection of fifteen of these bowls from the cemetorv at Glendora, and
decoration, shown in diagram but two. wh t deemed
sary to mclude it, appear in Figs. 27 to 54

elusive^'
^- ^^'""''' "Moundville Revisited," J„ur„. \^n.]. Ka,. Sci. I'l.il... Vol. XIII. PP-

3-2-382'
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ri.. 27. Vr..^i V„ irtl <
* f>)M«« %% U" ^'**»

Fif#, Wb-—Vewne] N«f* ^"> ij (fMiifli * * ** t^ ^

7 JOrRV. A. N. S. rillLA-, \OL XIV.

m f^'--'.
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t

f

t

Fig. -29.—Vessel No. 21. Qlendura. (length 0.5 incbM.)

Fig. 30.-Ve9sel No. 21. Decoration. {Abont half size.)
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-.•'l\^,^'\ ,^.^
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Flu 31 V N«. ^*r iV^nA'^rti ^W««l «7.% <«r»in» *

Fio. «,—Ve^e^cl Vfi. 847. I> n^tlw. Aho«i lialf mm.)
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Fig. 33.—Vessel No. 71. Glendora. (Diam. G 2 iucLes.)

Fig. 34.-Vessel No. 71. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Flo. rW.— Vew«pl No. i:W. (ilnidom. (Diiini. 7.75 jacln**.)

Fio. 36.—Vessel No. 130. Decoration, (About half size.)
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riLJv \ L

Fig. 37.—Vessel No, 13. Glendora. (Diani. 6.9 inches.)

Fig. 38.-VesseI No. 13. Decoration, (About lialf size.)
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^^^^

m

Fio. no.—

V

1 V I. au7. (})rn<)nnk. tnitm f>7lncbes.)

Fia. 40. —Vessel No. 307. Decoralioo, (About half size.)
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Fig. 41.—Vessel Xo. 111. Glendora. (Diam. 7 inches.)

Fig. 42.-Vessel Xo. 111. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Km. 43.—Vwwl Ny. JTU. Glcnaon. {l).>.m fl I \ ' ^^.j

Fto. IL—Vmrnel S 276. Decoration. (About fatlf sice.)

8 JOUKN. A. N. 9. PHIT.A., VOL XIV.
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Fig. 45,—Vessel No. 273. Glendora. (Diani. 6.5 Indies,)

Fig. 46.-Vessel No. 273. Decoration, (About half size.)
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Ffo 17 Vrwrl Vn -r.T, nicnd- i. (DUiM 6 In. l.«« ^

Flo. 48.—YesicI Xo. ,457. Decormtion. /Aboat halfsizt
'
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Fig. 49.—Vessel Xo. 142. Glendonu (Diam. 8 inches.)

Fig. 50.-Yessel No. 142. Decoration. (About half size.)
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tiu.51 \. --\ N It <;i(pni1om. ' l<(«m. «.7 1*r! r«

Fio. 52.-"Vc»el So, 80. Dt, jralion. (About h»lf »i?«,)
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Fig. 53.—Vessel No. 153. Glendora. (Diam. 6;2 inches.)

Fig. 54.- Vessel No. 153. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Vt-s.l No. ns. A bowl of i.dh.^r poroius vellou war., liavins omt tlu

Iiv^

retire

(I

ed di>i-n couipo^cil m.ilnlv of a iK^mtiful furm of the tua^lik

Vc-.^sol No. icO. A howlcflmiwii ware. T!h Fif!
50 «i.iK>ars tl.nM- time?, and half of it is rr|Mai,.l u. fill an of!,en.iie iitiow.,^
«pace. Tho^e srn.lls ai.i...Mr in bparo n.nn.-.l In Kin<!- \erti..ill\ uhu^A T!
fi .

w
t 1: in till* ntlirr t\N<» it is made in» nf d

Ve8.«'l Xi.. 70. Tliib w.^sel «>f yellow wniv i Kijr. r»7
. -witl, flnt |.a>e, felonlder,

and a low npri-lit nork. belon-s io a Ivi.- fiirlv common in the (.Imdnrn .. m. t.TV.
The decoration, inci<.',l. ci.ii?i>ls prin(i]*al]y nf a -ti-ppcd doi^ru (h. wril knowti in
anric-nt suutli-wcbtern Uniti'd State, and In \I.\i«-o) nx timet ^Luun, npri^dit and
inverted, nltrrnat* 1^.

V('j»«»H No. 12^. Tlli^ vewol. of the -inir i\in .,- ih.' j.reeedinu nnr. hni* n

trailed decoration, prw^iMv ivpn—ntin- an ah .ri-inal fuiui of the «Me ^I'lj. 58^.
Vess.ls Nus. 2, IGC, 220. All tho^e vr^>elK ( Fi)p- r,!<. fn. m) h.h.njr to lh<*

same type as the two vessels just de«iih. .1.

Vess<l No. ISC. Tlii? vessel (Fig. 02), slightly n^ymmetrieal, ha- a lud. . in-

n'fcd decoration around the hody and on the h:i>»o, fliown dia{miiimatirallv in
Fig. 6f5.

Vessel No. 2o6. A pot of striking appi iraneo. it- d:nk ware, of on. . Hejit

quality, bearing trailed d<'sigt»<» made np priiicipany «»f combinations «»r the FcroU,

witli a field of punctate marking**, on the upper part (Fig. 64). 'riien- in h<K>ton llie

body of the ves.scl.

Vcpsel No. 183. A pot of excellent, black, polished ware, h.ivinp' on tw»i (-jtpo-

sitc sides of the neck four Ixdes for suspension (Fig. C,%j, The d^-siLMi, in the in-

cised lines of which red pigment remains in places, appears four times and is con-

fined to the neck.

\'e8sel No. 102. This vessel of dark ware, with Fplicroidal body, Hat ham*,

constricted neck slightly flaring at the rim, has a roughlj exwuted trailed design

rse direction in alternatemade up of hands of diagonal, parallel lino?, the lines in rev<

bands (Fig. 66).

Vessel No. 251. A pof of inferior, brown ware, with a flat base and having

on the body a trailed decoration consistin? largely of eoneentrie circles nnd j^arallel

lines. Around the neck are parallel, encircling linos, also (rai1»'d (Ffi!-. 07 j.

Vessel No. 114. A cooking vessel, as evidenced by the foot upon it, of brown
ware, with two opposite holes for su^pr-nsion, made through projertionfs originally

solid. The design, trailed and punctate, consists mainly of an ordinary scroll com-

bination (Fig. 68).

Vessel No. 9G. A short-necked bottle of vellow ware, with flat base, trlobular

body, and constricted neck (Fig. 69), has. by way of decoration, partly inter

locked scrolls appearing three times on the bo<ly; on the neck is rude, lined

decoration.
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Fig, 55.—Vessel Xo. 68. Gleiidura. (Diani. 4.0 inchenj

.fl"

w

^ '

%\.

^
' ¥

Fig. 56—Vessel No. 169. Glendora. (Diani. 6.2 inches.)
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Fin. 57. Vt**^! V.. TO. fS^rtwInrn. 'Ihnm. <12 1nr!»fn.)

»r
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:i]fiut9i^>--
- W

-#=

A

'.' '

Via. 5^.—Vessel >> 1^- Glendorm. (Heifbt « *- inche*.)

9 JOUUN. A. N. f» PUILA., \ Of. XIV
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Fig. 61.—Vessel No. 220. Glendora. (Heij;bt 4.1 inches.)

^.
^^'^^^^ m

o

-i^

ji-

V*^"
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Fig. 62.—Vessel No. 1S6. Gleiidora. (Diam. 3.7 inches.)
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Fig. 63.—Vessel Xo. 186. Decoration. (Alwut halfsi/e.)
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Fig. 64.—Vessel No. 2.50. Gleiulora. (Height 1 5 inches.)
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w

Fiu. 65." ViKfccI Xu. l«n. GUij»2uiA, vDiam. Tj - ;jrli*« \

*

- -i.

'-
. •

Fin, m.—Yeme} So. 102. Glrutlor*. (lic-e-"* 5.4 incbe*.)
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Fig. 67.—Vessel No. 2ol. Glendora, (Height 1.5 inrhes.)

^ f
jr

Fig. 68.—Vessel Xo. 114. Gleiidora. (Diam. 5 inrhes.)
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iia, 09.—\V-"1 No. 2(i. niendom. (IMam. 6 inrhen.)
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Fig. 70.—Vessel Xo. 138. Gleiidora. (Diam. 6 inches.)
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having as iXcn

138. A bottle of
II re

d
Hal bOM-

of

And

parallel, inci.cd lines, vertically and latorullj. Around tin u.d «r^ nmom l.^k-
ped figures of a kiii<l sometimes found on S
Vessel No. 130

11

d

A pot I

T

TT iF 70).

ich

pigmcn the entire and the iniuT f«idt

time ban J»i,ii c*»\c»ixh! \m(1i

(tf
t the coloring material is drtl.Udlv worn

thoi «t

thronnh in
I Tl decoration

I* Wflrt' In "][<> ^^

sts of dt'SlLlU

d circles and fp

des of

There are four lioleg for Mi«pctl

iiuide up ill ill, inatn of

pn two (i}'|H>iiii««

v4

I

Fig. 71.—Vessel Xo. 249. Gletidora. (Height S.4 mthe*.)

Vessel No. 249. A bottle of liirht-brown ware, with tripod support

al form th middle M ppi rcL'ion. to the ard 1 le i(1 gs, w hich

made separately from the bod

pletion of remainder of the vessel. Severnl fsmall holes have

>sel at each of the points of union with the legs to cna

ptacles for liquid, in conjunction with the body of the b

fitted on after the com-

vve been drill* d

IV latter

There

rude, incised and punctate decoration (F

10 .TOURN. A. N. S. PHI LA., VOL. XIV.

1
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Vessel No. 147.

72), representing one

A bottle of compound form, of oonnnon, porous ware (Fio-

vessel with another superimposed. Th i Ueooration, rudely
incised, on the upper part consists of spirals and on tlie lower part Is made up of a
meander partly surrounding disks, perhaps having- the eye for motive.

Vessel No. 261. A bottle of black, polished ware (Fig. 73), having on the upper
half of the body a decoration consisting of a current scroll in a cross-liatch field in

which are small disks; and below, a design which can l)e better understood from
examination of the figure than from verbal explanation.

Professor Holmes,^ describing a vessel somewhat similar to thi

speaks of it as having a ^^ broad, convex, hood-like collar that encircle

and spreads out over the body like an inverted saucer."

Vessel No. 22.

s one in form,

the neck

This pot (Plate IV), coated inside and out with red pigment
of superior quality, bears in addition an incised decoration, consisting mainly of
meanders and disks. There are four holes for suspension on opposite'sides of the
body below the neck.

\
\

>

\

t-
• r

rEf^'-

m H.

"^

#^
#

r
r

^^*fc r
Fig. 72.-Vessel No. U7. GIendora. (Height 8 inches.)

Fourth Ann. Eep. Bur. A™. Etl.n., p. 4I6, Fi,. 4.T5.

Fio. 73,—Ve«el No. 201. airn.loni. (Height 8 iuches.)
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CLENDORA. VESSEL NO. 22. (full size^

COTKAYMIL T?OSTON.
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Vessel No. 181

to be peculiar to easte

height, with flat base, one of

coming from the Keno PI

A vessel of dark ware, of the

Arkansas and nearbj regi

two found by us in 1

, near Glendora), has

Thi 3.1

Ouachita vaHoy (the other

decoration of ed
that on the "teapot" figured by Holmes^ as coming from Arl

Vessel No. 230. A bottle of brown ware, 5.5 inche

decoration, rather faintly executed, made up of a d

(Fig. 74), which continues around the body of the

o 1

(

incised

lincnnm

Fig. 74.—Vessel No. 230. Decoration. (About tvvo-tbirds size.)

Vessel N 250 A bowl of P yellow ware, 8.4 inches in diameter

coated on the inside with red pigment, which extends also exteriorly about

below the rim. This bowl is of a type found in abundance along the Arkansas

river.

Fig. 75.—Vassel No. 12. Decoration. (About one-third size.)

Vessel No. 12. A bottle, 5 inches in height, of coarse, yellow ware, having a

dit flatteninir at the base and a swelling at the neck. The decoration, rudely

:ecuted, is here reproduced in diagram (Fig. 75).

' Tweutieth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., PI. XVIII b.
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Vessel No. 312. A bowl of inferior, porous ware, 3.4 inches liigli, almost

witli incised decoration, rudely done, consit^ting principally ofentirely covered

forms of the stepped design, shown here in diagram (Fig. 70K

Fig. 76.—Vessel Xo. 312. Decoration. (About one-third size.)

Vessel No. 83. The body of a bottle of irregularly fired ware, Avith flat base.

The neck is missing. The decoration consists of a five-pointed star made up of

incised lines (Fig. 77).

Fig. 77.—Vessel No. 83. Glendora. (Diam. 5.1 iucLea.)

Vessel No. 314. A human-effigy bottle (Fig. 78) of a type commonly found
gions to the northward of the Ouachita valley, thoudi this particular vessel, in
and m modeling, is far inferior to most of those fr^om the middle Mississippi

region. This type is very unusual in the Ouachita vallev
Vessel No. 289 A bowl of inferior, yellow

pposite sides of the vessel had been
w fo 1d 111 fj On

tw
was missing, tho

rotcsque, seated finures. one of

The remaining effigy is shown in F

gh the portion of the bowl on which it had recovered

o
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f

Fio. 7!?. Xmml No. 314. Olrnrlora, (llrigbt Ti 7 1tir>ir«

F,o. 79,—Ve«cl No. 289. Glendora. (Full fixe)
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Fig. 80.-Yessel Xo. 184. Glendora. (Htiglit 5.6 inches.)
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A'essel N lU \
haviiiir on the hud

idc-necked hoH\<* nf l.r..\\n

•Viiil^-M.arod and bt-autifnl!

ware, iritli ilitl. i^tnl »•— •

cont^i^tjnj: mainly of a double •• tUf of vnlnt<»P . F

Fio. 81.— Ve»el No. 2fX!. QlvnAorn.. tllbigut 5.75 incbet.)

Vessel No. 296. A bottle of excellent, black war*^. unique in form, ^vith fonr

projecting lubes, one at each corner of the bajse, and having a beautifullv executed,

trailed decoration consisting laruely of combinations of tlj*- scroll (Fiir. 81). This

bottle is one of the most strikinsr of the ve.^.'^cls from Glendora. a place long to be

remembered for the excellence and artistic beauty of it« better cla-« of putt^rj.
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Vessels Nos. 219 and 136 These beautiful liowls, shown on Plate V, covered

inside and out with polished, red pigment of an excellence unknown to regions lying

northward though the use of pigment was so extensive there, show no deterioration

throuo-h lapse of time. The decoration on both, incised, is a combination of the

Fig. 82.—Vessel Xo. 136. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)

scroll, 0]

diagonal

hatch fiel

incised lines of the smaller vessel

in the case of th

sseL

sm bow and in a field of

Traces of white piirment are evident
1 i^

the

bowl
decoration on the larA diagram be

(Vessel No. 136) is shown in Fig. 82. The de'coratlon on the small bowl
closely resembles designs already shown as coming from Glendora cemetery

=1^
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Mound near Lock Noiber Six, Ashley County, Ark.

Entering the swamp (in low stages of the river) about one-quarter mile above
Lock Number Six, on the right-hand bank going up stream, and keeping a northerly

course through the woods for about one mile in a straight line, one reaches, if aided

by a skillful guide, a mound on a low ridge on which are pine trees.

The mound, of sand, attains a height of 10 feet 3 inches above the general level

and is 93 feet across its circular base. The summit-plateau, also circular, has a

diameter of 33 feet. This mound, which has every appearance of belonging to the

domiciliary class, was considerably dug into by us, but not demolished. Three

burials, much decayed, were found near the surface.

Trial-holes in the level ground near by failed to disclose burials.

About 200 yards in an easterly direction from the mound is a circular rise in

the ground, in which eight trial-holes yielded nothing.

Mounds near Green Lake, Bradley County, Ark.

Green Lake, a former course of the Ouachita river, makes in from that river

from the right-hand side going up, about six miles by water below Caryville.

About one mile from the landing, on the eastern side of the lake, is the property

of Dr. B. H. Green, of Warren, Ark., which, though long under cultivation in the

past, was fallow at the time of our visit.

On this property is a group of eight mounds, all of sand, of which the southern-

most mound is the only one of considerable size and which alone retains its original

form.

This mound, which has never been under cultivation, is 19 feet in 1

measured from the southern side. It is practically square, with a basal diameter

of about 160 feet. The summit-plateau, which is level, is also square, with a

diameter of 80 feet. It was fairly riddled with trial-holes by us in an unsuccessful

endeavor to discover a cemetery.

The remaining mounds also were dug into without success, except the dis-

covery in one of two badly decayed human skulls lying together near the surface

O

It is likely that these mounds, and the level ground, which also we investigated

in places, have in the past yielded what aboriginal relics they possessed, during

the long-continued cultivation to which they have been subjected, though there

seems to be no history of the discovery of artifacts on this property m compara-

tively recent time.
, . . tt a

On the surface there were few signs of occupancy by aborigines. Here and

there was a fragment of chert, and a small " celt," roughened at one end for haftmg.

was picked up by

Cemetery Caryville Landing, Union County, Ark

The aboriginal cemetery at Caryville Landing is well known, word of it havmg

reached us far down the river. Unfortunately its reputation is based mainly on

the past, the cemetery having been situated on ground which has been gradually

11 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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eaten away by tlie river in recent years, according to the Messrs. Poole Brotlicrs,

owners of tlie plantation, and resident there. Diirlnir the process of destruction,

accordinir to these gentlemen, many human bones, some associated with vessels of

have been laid b

A number of holes were sunk by the river bank, having
' O

deep gully behind it, this area being apparently all that remained of the original

cemetery.

Human bones were found in three places—two skeletons at lengtli on the back,

and a few fragments of bone, all in the last stage of decay. With the last burial

was a pot of moderate size, of porous, inferior ware, ^vith a rude decoration of

and punctate ma

In an adjacent field were two small dwelling-sites In which a number of trial

holes were dug by us, in addition to a number in other parts of the field, all, how

ever, being of no avail.

Mounds near Pigeon Hill, Union County, Auk.

Pio-eon Hill, a settlement on land not subject to overflow, ha=;. behind it, In

woods belonging to Mr. W. H. Harry, then living on the place but now a resident

of Texarkana, Texas, a great number of low mounds, some circular in I

some irregular.

A number of these mounds were dug into by us and were found to be of clayey

sand of a raw yellow color, without admixture of organic matter. No bones or

artifacts were encountered. The mounds, presumably, were sites for wigwams,

intended to protect them against inflow of rain, which is likely to gather in pool

on the ground.

Cemetery in Boytt's Field, Union County, Ark.

Boytt's Field, the property of Mr. W. II. Harry, whose place wc liavc just

described, is on the river bank about one mile in a W. by N. direction from Pigeon

Hill.

The field, almost exclusively of sand (in which one is so much less likely to

break artifacts and bones in digjrinix than is the case In clav), is. wo are informed

by Mr. Harry, fifty acres in extent and is fractional NW. qtiartcr, Section 32

Township 16 south, Range 12 west.

In the northeastern part of the field are the remains of n mound much spread

by cultivation, in w-hlch no bones or artifacts were discovered bv us.

Members of Mr. Harry's family, however, with considerable shrewdness for

persons inexperienced in investigations of the sort, had dug shortly before our

arrival, into the level ground about forty yards E. by S. from the mound, where
the soil looked darker than elsewhere in the field, and had found there three skele-

tons in fairly good condition.

Three days and a half were devoted by u? to a careful investigation of Boytt's

Field, resulting in the discovery of burials here and there, within an area of about
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oU b^ 2r, yaiu.-. uhtre tli*' •ki-Ktuii> had Ui-n fouml U^ft.u our M.min^ Burialh
' o werejn.-t with U-twcen tlu- mound and tla*.nrv.i. n^ ^11 ns m short iUfimuH-

al

fartlivr cast In addition. >c vcial Ijuri.l? %\ere eiicMiui^.nd in a ft w vorv r.-1nVt«d
areas near tnLM'tlui, alnm^t at lliu caM^rn ond of tin- Mi\.

Till' burial? Inv ovith tlio * \..|.tIunof tbo., m a jnt t*. wbirb uf ^bull nAr
later) none d.-epor tbau T/J inrlif^ ntid ^miu. at a depth r..ri^idf»i.4l.U !« ^^ thnn U.-.t :

but none was innuudiatelv below the Mirfa, . and tb« .. ,...- n .*M. ,u. tl. .t tlu-

plow had been in onntaet with ai»^ burial.

Vx^^lC" V'uM i« on cujupamtivoly bi^di LTouud. ubieh ih tpldMin hubTner-,d.
and tbc part of tbe field in whieb tlu Imrialu wen- vnvuunlcn d in higb» t tban in.>Ft

part- of (be reiuainder of flie field.

Fifty-five burials were disrovered by u«*. nn! t.ikii,^ inlo acfotnit a cnfeidi lablc
number of Imnian bones wbirli bad b. en widely .Miti^rcd hv iIm- a]»..n;;jne« in diu-

gin- suceej^.^ive ;iraves. U wnp imiMissiblo for ns t4. di tenniu' Imu niany indiv idualg

were ropresentod by tbe^e disfurlud bnnog, but probably ci fib t or <«'n would 1m» a
fair estimate. When parts of a skelet<in had hoon disturb. d. but nil tin- l«inef bnd
not been scattered, the burial is <le.-* tIIkhI as an alMirii:in;d dis-iurbancc.

The forms of l)urial were as Hilluws

:

At full lenirth on the back. 1
4:

LyinL"" ]>art]y flexed on tbe riirblside, .

Lying partly flexed on the left pid*-.*

A!)oriLnnnl <lisfnrbances.

2

5

The pit to which reference has been made wa<! 4 feet df^ep nnd extended 2 f<* t

below the dark surf;u:c soil. The maxitnum diameter <»f tbe pit wa^ 3.5 feet, («o

near as we coubl determine. Three skeletons had been disturbed in it? making.

Throughout the pit, here and theii, were fra^Mmnts of nnisselslH'lls, wuiie

bearing traces of lire; charcoal; vertebra? and fragment;^ of larger human Ixjncs,

which showed no marks of fire. In addition, throughout the pit were sealt« rtd

fragments of human bones, some calcined and some only charrf*<l. Tbei^ frngnient^

were distinctly not a deposit such as one gomctimos find? forming a layer of cal-

cined bones when cremation has been practised as a form of aboriginal burial.

The condition of tbe bones found in Boytt's Field varied greatly. !n one

locality but few were saved ; in other places tbe condition of the lM»ne» wna b»ftor.

There was no orientation as to the heads of the skeletons.

Burial No. oG, an adult, lying at full length on the b:iek, had the skull turned

from the skeleton, in a way to show detachment at the time of interment. In

addition, tlie mandible was mipaing.

A number of skulls and many other bones of tbe skeleton? from Ibis cemetery

were sent to the United States National Museum.

With the exception of e.arthenware ve^^fl?, but few artifacts were dL»ci>vered

in the Boytt's Field Cemetery, and curiously enough, no objects of any sort lay

with burials of children.

ca-ses the foreaniu were bent against the upper ar

jnafMnpG the left arm was raised, with the forearm
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Another exceptional feature is the f\ict that in^ one area cxca\ aknl by us, in

dead

t
which sixteen burials were found, no object of

thou-h earthenware vessels lay with burials in another area not far dist

Plentiful throughout the sand were pebbles of sizes suitable for use as hammer-

stones and pebble-hammers, though none had been so used, as far as apj)earance

dicated

Eight pebbles or about an inch in diameter, were found in the body

of a water-bottle without a neck, which lay with a burial.

One small arrowhead of quartz was near a skeleton, and eight others of chert,

all barbed and beautifully wrought, the smallest but .8 of an inch in length, were

found scattered in the sand, apart from human remains. There was found also

the scale of an alligator-gar. Scales of this fish, according b. Du Pratz, were used

as arrowpoints in the Mississippi region.

Two tubular beads of shell, each about .5 of an inch in length, lay at the neck

of a skeleton.

A "celt" about 3 inches in length, of a rather soft stone, found apart from

human remains, was given by us to Mr. Harry, the owner of the cemetery.

Lying beside an earthenware vessel which was with a burial (as were all the

vessels found by us in this cemetery), closely associated, wore :
a i)ebble ;

a frag-

ment of red oxide of iron; part of a tine of deer-antler ab(.ut 1.5 inch in length,

cut squarely across at the proximal end.

Singly, apart from human bones, were: a disk of earthenware about 2 inches

in diameter, not cut from a fragment of a vessel, but coarsely nunle by modeling

and firing; part of an undecorated tobacco-pii)e of earthenware; a fragment of an

earthenware vessel, roughly rounded and perfDratcd at the center, the hole being

made in an aboriginal way, namely, countersunk on both sides; two well-made,

perforating implements of bone, each having the articular part icinalning: a bone

of a raccoon ; the incisor of a beaver, an animal still found in this part of Arkansas

;

bones kindly identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas as belonging to the Indian dog, and

to a large specimen of the Virginia deer ; and numerous fragments of cara[)accs prob-

ably belonging to the tortoise.

Twenty-four vessels of earthenware lay with the burial<, singly, sometimes a

pair, and in one instance three with a simile burial.

These vessels were invariably near the head, usually alongside the skull and

never farther from it than the shoulder or upper arm.

Several bowls were inverted and one lay on \i^ iide. Over one vessel was

turned a fragment consisting of the base of a larger vessel. In some of the vessels

were musselshells which doubtless had been used as spoons.
With one or two exceptions, the earthenware from Boytt's Field is shell-

tempered, and some of it is of excellent quality. Although in some cases red pig-

ment appears in the lines of incised decoration, no coating of color is present on

vessels from this place, though a small fragment of potterv picked up in the field

has brick-red pigment of excellent quality on each side/ In form, the pot, the
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boul. am! the Uittle are uprtM-ntcil

fruiii the i]?!i;il jrlobuhir formof tlu- U«1v.

M-\t'iiil of ihc 1»*tttl< dt^purtinji i^ t? ^ f %^ hat

TIk* lifi-ft»nii if* pri*K 4.( \n *^iii iii^f^

Tlu' rnoic m»ti wortliy ve*«f'N froui tin ct*!iH*!t rv in K»\tt\ FklJ \^in Hi w bo
ilr-crlbc«l ill (letaiL

mm W

Fig. 93 —Vt*-! N*o. 1. Boytt es.

Vc'^c! No. 20. A small water-bottle of coarse ji) Hi lAimpe

ude, incised decoration representing interlocked scrolls, on part of which

appear markings perhaps representing crests of the winged ^^eri>ent.

Vessel No. 1. A bottle of compound form «'a type in vogue amontr (\m^ aborig-

ines who used the cemetery at this place), havin- a car<lc^ly ex^rutod nrrnll dej^tOTi

on the lower part of the body (Fig. 83).
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Vessel No. 9. A bottle, also of compound fonn, bearing a roughly executed

decoration of cross-hatched lines (Fig. 84).

Vessel No. 15. A bottle of dark ware, in shape tending toward the compound,

bears on the upper part a faintly executed, incised decoration (Fig. 85).

Vessel No. 2. A bottle of dark ware (Fig. SO), with a well-made, trailed

decoration composed of five series of parallel, curved lines forming a star-like figure,

below which is an equal number of series of festooned, parallel lines.

J .

r

Fig. 84.~Ve33el Xo. 9. Baytt's Field. (Height 8.7 inches.)

~^"''.i'>—^M

Fio. 85.—Vt.«el No. 15. Hoytt's FieUI. (Height 7.7 inches.)

Vessel N 6 A bottle of hard, black ware (Fig. 87)
metrical design on the upper portion of tl

an

body, forming a pleasant
the scroll so often found on the pottery of the Ouachita valle;

5cd, gco-

ption to

Vessel No. 10
neck, and flarin^r rim

A pot of b ware, with spl
The maximum diameter is 5

bodv, a short, upright

tion twice shown on the vessel is illustrated in diat-nuu in Fi

The incised d

Vessel N 8
88

A bottle from which the neck is nassin- bearin- a dSr !';;.'!1.?P:T"° "-'•^ '5--' --'"'S -ainlv of a ^.^^ which
attributes of the d serpent. Abo are t
what impaired as to outline throngh exigeucv of

probably syin bol
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Fig. 86—Vessel Xo. 2. Bovtt's Field. (Height 6.8 inchet.) no- 87 -V -el No. 6. UovU'. Field. (U' ight 9.5 iacliM.)
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Fig. 88 —Vessel No. 10. Decoration. (About two-tbud« si«c.)

Fio, 89.—Vessel Xo. 8. Decoration. (About two-thirds aize.)
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Vl-s^oI Xo. 1

M
A life-form i Fig. 00) r, >. luUinsr lo n ccriain oxti ut arw found

T.niidin':. f O ... vliila rivor. lU

d r"%ed

have cxplainod in uiir a(»couiit of tliat ..'TIm i< rv. hi\\i kiiol.'. in pl^re of

birds. In ilils vc^^el, however, exlend<Ml wlnjrs «re hlu.wn. nudr

rc IS cross-liiitcli utroration on wuil's and tail <ni tl •• hmmt and

-uiwi.

-c

Fig. f».—V««iel No. 13. B<.ytt'« Field. (Ix-ngth 9 Inrhwi.)

Mounds near Plkdue Wood-camp, r.Mjmi n foiNTv, Ai;k.

In woods said to he on land beloniring to tlic State, about tbrcc-quartcrs uf

NNE. direction from Purdue AVood r drangn about

9 feet hiirh with basal diamoters of SO feet and 67 feet. The ?urnniit-iilat<nn i? 30

feet by 24 feet

other mounds.

Tl mound, evidently domiciliary, is [

I irreg

\ dcd by

Considerable dijrdnjr in the mounds and in ncighlwring level ground, yielded

r bone nor artifact, and showed

yelluw color, with no trace of o

12 JOURX. A. N\ S. PHI LA., VOL. XIV.

1 to be a mixture of sand and clay, of
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Cemetery at Bell Gin Landing, Union County, Akk.

Extending back from Bell Gin Landing is a ridge of high ground, flat on the

summit, lying°hetween swamp land which is dry in low stages of the nver This

hi.h ground, long under cultiYation in the past, was fallow when visited --

ns° The owner Mr. J. S. Staples, resides about one mile distant, at the town of

Champa
Considerable digging in this territory showed rich soil in places, evidently

darkened by aboriginal "occupancy. Three burials were unearthed-one partly

flexed on the left side, one at full length on the back, one a disturbance, near

to-ether and all without artifact of any kind.
, , ,

°
Apart from human bones, in the soil, were a small " celt smoothed only

toward the cutting edge, the remainder left rough for hafting, and two implements

of bone.

Mounds near Hill Landing, Union County, Ark.

Near Hill Landing, on property of Mr. N. T. Goodwin of Calion, Ark., are

various low mounds of irregular shape, probably domiciliary.

About one-quarter mile WNW. from the landing is a field, probably about

twelve acres in extent, having at its northern and its southern ends two small

mounds, that at the northern end being partly within the field, while the other

mound is immediately outside the fence. These mounds, which liad

trampled by stock, were dug into by us without re«nU, the soil having a raw yellow

shade. The field evidently had been an aboriginal place of abode, as there lay

scattered around: bits of pottery; fragments of chert; part of a quartz crystal,

somewhat broken, grooved for use as a pendant; two small ''celts," seemingly of

sedimentary rock; one chipped cutting implement of chert; four small masses of

maiinetite, one of which shows considerable grlndinf]^ down at one end ;
a number

o^ '"^ o

of small arrowheads, some of chert, some of chalcedony, one very neatly made,

only A of inch in length.

To our disappointment considerable digging in this field yielded no sign ot

burial, and it became evident that the dark soil showincr former occupancy was ot

little depth in places, while in others it had entirely disappeared. The field, on a

slope, probably had lost by long cultivation and wa.<h of rain, the cemetery that

presumably once was there.

Mounds at the Boone Place, Calhoun County, Ark.

At the Boone Place, which has a landinir that takes its name from the J

is a mound with an exposed section on the river's bank, a part having been eaten

away by the stream.

A photograph of this mound, shown in half-tone reproduction in Fig. 91, illus-

trates a point to which we have before referred, namely, tlie inability to give any

idea of the height of a mound by the aid of photography, this mound being 12.5

feet above the surrounding level ground.
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The lilf'tiin* pliow* tLc b:i«t» ^\lilcli \vn= t1 on«riii:il ciirft*.. i.itifiing

tlirough the mound. The b.i«o.l!no can W» - . :. .d th. , \tr* n.r n;:hi of
extoiiding bilow the knvl jjioiiml.

Th*' iMuiind in quc^Uun, with five i

broad, llat tops, fnnn^^ an irre-juhir «irr1

rt»

II r*,
\

' 'T nn t ni|.^

Mini\- trial-hides utn sunk bv iis into the mnn livt r baiil^ W!<b.'i|l

8Uei'. TlIC other moun dug in<«». tli«Mr nwnt»T d<*j. " 1

[inv di'Jirin;'

id< of til

f n^fiigc n>r his ^i<M U in period* nf hl^h wnt.T. and f«

luo;;en m to ke 11K'ni I

ver.

k*l V t<» fpiii «h»'

m

^

m.

'*»

ll-

tiQ. 91.- MoHTid. Boone ri«c«.

- '^^'5^

The lou-lying ground O
visit, but

extent.

n }mer'ii'(\ . was pcctr us and wa?
p at the time of our

1? into to a limiUJ

But as the soil ^cfiiied to be late river deposit, and in addition was* rovered

iekly with dead leaves, we were unable to find an\ indiention f)f alKjriginal burial,

d the idea ofdi^-^anir at random over so considerable an am was not entertatnid.

Mou K Pl Co I A

About 300 yards X. by E. from K er Place Landing, in wooda but in sigl

from the road, is a d h as quadrangul It« h<'igl M
The diameters of ba!--e are 131 feet and 14" ftet; and of the gnmm

feet.

62 feet and 72 feet.
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As this mound evidently was domiciliary, digging into it was confined to the

summit-phiteau, in an unsuccessful attempt to di.-eover a cemetery there.

In woods, about 175 yards N. by W. from Mound A, was a very symmetrical

mound (B) with circular base having a diameter of 52 feet. The summit, also cir-

cular, was 19 feet in diameter.

The height of this mound, taken from the level of surrounding territory,

sli"-htly exceeded 7 feet. Later, a measurement from about the middle of the

summit to what seemed to be undisturbed sand at the base of the mound, showed a

depth of 9.5 feet. Presumably there had been a superficial deposit of mold and of

sand on the area surrounding the mound, thus diminishing the height.

This mound was completely dug away by us to a depth slightly less than 10

feet from its top, except a very limited portion around ca tree at the margin of

the mound, which was left standing.

The mound, in which trial-holes came at once upon human rcmams, was

composed mainly of sand containing an admixture of clay—a small proportion

in the upper part. In the lower central part, however, the percentage of clay

increased until toward the base of the mound the material was almost wholly

clay.

Human remains were encountered throughout the mound, beginning almost at

the margin, at various depths, from well up toward the summit to the bape and

even below it.

Skeletal remains in this mound were so badly decayed that even in the burials

best preserved only crumbling fragments of the larger bones or of teeth remained.

Not a trace of vertebra, small bone, or rib (with a single exception to be noted

later), or of the articular parts of any bones was encountered throughout the entne

mound. Most frequently skulls represented by decaying fragments of bone or by

remains of teeth, were all that remained of the burials.

Fifty-two skulls or traces of skulls were met with in the mound, but as it was

tomary in this region to bury earthenwan d

ber of vessels were found apart from human remains, presumably some skulls had

entirely disappeared, and hence the original number of burials had been in excess

of the number of skulls given in our enumeration.
A small deposit of fragments of bones, all split, none human, lay at a con-

siderable depth in the mound.

Other than earthenware vessels, few artifacts were encountered. A barbed

arrowhead and an arrowhead or knife, both of chert, came from the mound, as did

a disk, wrought from the base of an earthenware vessel, 3 inches in diameter, with

a central perforation.

There were found also a chisel wrought from a chert pebble, about 6 inches in

length, having part of the side and edge broken away, and two chisels together,

one about 3 inches in length, the other somewhat less, each made from a pebble of

chert and having a well ground, convex, cuttin<' edO ^^O
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Among the roots of a tu.» jrrowing from iW nmuml. whicli xui. Uni- . ut f r

removal, wn^ n j.iiH' of canLumvare of inten-tujgr A.nu, tlir IhwI ^\^]u^l,'lti . ivrd
a blow from aa axe, but pmico has Uoi .^u'litca fcujiriht-r. The pnit r.f th^ j.ijK*

on whieh tlic )k>\v1 n-(s Is ^juarc In f^ortkm whero th.' ^t, in is int. n.hd Ui.tA, r.

and tapers to a blunt, point at tlie otlit-r mi.l. The divorailon .ontiM* of notr}i,>

on the four ed-ts of this eh>n-abil pvrnmid ; inrU.-d. encirrlin^i lin.* at l-th **i U
and on two opposite sidr> bflow tlie l«»ul. nnio cirrW In lu\\ n lirf on an rT. ;,-m1

fitlJ sovcn cirrlos on ono Hilc and nine on the other (Fi? 1*2).

#,

r

f

-4
\

)

Fig. 92.—Pipe of earthen ware. Keller Place. (Fulltize.) Kid. 9.1 Oftffter-flinted orntmimt ' •" «w<^
Keller Place. (Full rIzc.;

Near the central part of the base of the mound lay Ihirlal No. 58, conwi-ling

of fragments of teeth and a small, flat remnant of bono, probably part of a rib.

Tills fragment had been preserved by the shect-copp<r <^overiijg of a Imllow u(MKk*n

ornament that lay upon it at such a distance below the teeth as to indicate that its

position had been on the che&t of the deceased (Fig. 03). Thi« nrii;i hhmI w.is

made in two parts and hollowed out to contain pebble** (\^ljich were present In it) to

rattle when the object was in motion. The shape of the olyect when entire i& that

of the canine tooth of a large carnivore, which, duubtle*?, it wa?' intended to repre-

sent. There !;> a hole for suspension at one end.

In a stone-grave on a bluff of the Big ITarpeth river. !• nn., were found by the

late Mr. Edwin Curtis, while conducting explorations under the direction of Prof.

F. W. Putnam, two ornaments almost exactly similar to the one in qiK-stion.

These .ornaments have been figured and minutely described by Professor Putnam,*

who believes them to have been ear-ornaTiiciitg.

' Reports Peabodj Museum, Vol. Ill, p. 112 d §eq.
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Fifty-tw sels of eartlie ly all of wliich shed

taken from th mound These vessels were found near crania or else t

from bones
d, is infc

ly in pairs, and in one case three togetlier.

The ware,' without shell-tempering, save in the case of a single she _
quality ; the deeoration is commonplaee as a rule and the patterns laek onguialitj

^ "^ r'^^j-o:,. r^F ^^^n a'«'s>j«>1< from this mound arCert

described in detail.

Ye'^sel No. 3. A bottle of compound form

94), of inferior ware, rudely deled In

ised line decoration on the ui>per part of the bodj

has been attempted, 1.

diately after inceptior

:iniU)1 d almost imme

Vessel N 33 A pot 3

of b ware having a Hat base

diameter,

d a short

upright neck frum whiol I tends horizontall

alloped margin. The interest little ves-

sel is centered in its decor h foe 1 mes

(Diagram Fig. O') a symbol, the significance

of which is in doubt. This symbol

on pottery from parts of Alab

on pottery from Arkansas, appen

in two instance

H

th

tone and

is vessel

"^ --^ ertical and

the pol

interior portion h'

f the elliptical fi

tal

Fig. 94.—Vessel Xo. 3. Keller Place.

(Height 5.1 inches.)

the manner in which the symbol usually is reprc

sented. In two cases, however, the position of th<

poles and that of the interior parts are reversed.

ali'jrhtly flar
Vessel No. 5. A pot of dark ware (Fig. 9C), with flat base and

g neck Around the rim are imprints showing short, p
Fii

cal rows, each consisting of six protuberanc i<> pper part of the exte

Fig. 95.—Vessel No. 33. Decoration. (About half size.)

of the body into five equal parts, which are filU-d with deeoration of oblique

parallel lines conferred with a tool, thondi the effect is similar to cord-marking.

?

Vessel No. 40. This bottle, of dark, inferior ware, (Fig. 07), is without decora-

tion and is shown on account of its rather j'raceful form.
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Fig. 9G.—Vwtecl XM. 5. KMler riace. (Di«im. 4 inrl.c*.)

\

'lir

If

r

Fig. 97.— Vessel Xo, 40. Keller Place, (Height (12 inches.)
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Vessels Nos. 30, 49

5s. 5.6 inches, 4.7 inches

d 43 Three bo^\ in diameter pectively, 7.5

Each bowl, inside d out, is coated with d pig

ment, and
lines below the rim

has a number of incised, parallel, encircling

the case of Vessel No. 49, the one of medium size, being mterrupted

ortwropposite sides by series of five incised, festooned lines extending below rudi-

mentary handles, on the top of each of which are two straight, impressed markmgs.

about .5 inch in length

Vessel No. 25. A bottle of yellow war

uneven

a <Tlobular body, and a neck distinguished by

(Plate VI), dark in places through

The vessel has
firing, with a coating of red pigment, in part worn away

unusual feature on long-necked

bottles such as this one is, namely, an endeavor to represent an animal head at th

open nig.

eyes

Th head a very crude endeavor, has ears, mouth, and nostril the

wanting. Th decoration of the body, incised in an irregular way

sists of hour-glass-shaped figures made up of series of lines, four times sho\^

Across the road from Mound A and in full view from it, is a circular elevation

(Mound about 40 feet diameter and from 2 to 3 feet in height, which Avas

practically dug down by

ri\ burials tered, all badly decayed, some represented only by

fragments of the skull Three were of children of a child or of an adolescent

of an adolescent whose wisdom teeth had not yet erupted

The form of burial where the skeleton sufficiently complete to indicate it

was at full length on the back

A neatly-made head of chert lay apart from burials in this mound, and

pot with rude ornamentation the skull of a child

In woods, about 65 yards NNW. from Mound A is a circular dwelling-site

(Mound D) about 2 feet high and 62 feet in diameter

m .1 r

Fig. 98.—Pipe of claystone. Keller Place. (Full size.)

oht

Eleven trial-holes failed to come

upon human remains but resulted in the

finding of a pipe of soft claystone, lying

alone 98), and bones kindly

identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas as h

belon":ed to an Indian do

of a tur tie, apparently a

and a bone

moderate-sized
o

snapping turtle

dow

Various series of trial-holes were put

1 in the level ground and in small

circular elevations in the woods, in j

deavor to discover a cemetery, but

d

In one pi human rem were four times encountered, but derable

era- ig in their vicinity was without return

point of black chert.

With of these burials was a small
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xAIouND AXD Sites near Pixe's La.vdi.vg, Calmoux County. Akk
About one-qu

\ direction from Pvle's Landliur in a field

iC

formerly under cultivation but untilled at the time of oui- visit, i. a S3^mmctric
mound with a circular base, 7 feet 6 inches in height and SO foot in diameter. Tl
summit-plateau, also circular, is 34 feet acrojv.'^.

As this mound evidently was domiciliary and is said to be the only refuse for
stock in times ofoverflow, we contented ourselves witli a number of trial-hout du-
into the summit-plateau, which, beyond showing the mound to be of clay with

ht admixture of sand in that part, were witliout result.

A number of trial-holes were put down by us in the fiol.l surroundin<r tlic

mound, but without success

be several feet under water each flood

o

o

ticipated by iis\ as this locality is said

Mound and Cemetery at Kent, Ouachita County, Akk.

In sight of the railroad station at Kent, about two miles above Camden, on
property of the Barlow and Kent Company, of Urbana, Ohio, is a quadrangular
mound having modern burials in its summit-plateau. This mound, 18 feet 6 inches

in height, somewhat irregular in outline through wash of rain, probably at the time
of its building was square as to its base and summit-plateau, which at present have
diameters respectively of 147 feet and 66 feet.

The sides practically face the cardinal points.

The surrounding area is said to have been long under cultivation, and a tomb-

stone on the mound marks a decease In 1852. At present, however, there is a

growth of timber over most of the place.

No attempt was made by us to excavate the mound, which was evidently

domiciliary, but as there was knowledge of several aboriginal burials discovered

while digging preparatory to the erection of sheds (which are in sight from the

mound) for the shelter of stock, we decided to dig in the barnyard, and found one

skeleton there.

Immediately south of this barnyard, however, burials were more plentiful,

forty-four being found in a comparatively small area, while two others were un-

earthed near the boiler-house belonging to the Company, which is at some distance

from the sheds.

Owing to the previous cultivation of the ground, no doubt, the burials lay near

the surface, the deepest being but 15 inches down, and most of them less than one

foot in depth.

The condition of the bones was such, through decay, that many evidently had

entirely disappeared, and although in some cases skeletons were in place when

found, the bones crumbled into minute fragments upon removal. There had been

also aboriginal disturbance, grave cutting through grave, and much recent inter-

ference through contact with the plow. However, in cases where there remained

h of the skeleton for determination, burial at full length on the back was
o

dicated

13 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Of twenty-four burials which surely came under the foregoing class, all but two

had the heads in an easterly direction—not due east, but easterly. Li the two

exceptions the skulls Avere directed N. of W, and WNW.
Little but earthenware was found with the dead. Near the lejjf-bone of a

skeleton were two musselshells, and immediately at the skull of the same skeleton

was another—all broken. Each of these sliells had a central, circular perforation

for the admission of a handle, and doubtless was used as a hoe or scraper.

At the right shoulder of an extended skeleton were two knives and six small

arrowpoints, of chert; and a small projectile point of the same material lay near

the skull of another skeleton.

A skull belonging to a disturbed skeleton had, in close association, a slender,

barbed arrowpoint of chert. Chert pebbles and parts of pebbles, seemingly inten-

tionally placed, were found near bones in several instances.

Apparently apart from human remains were a number
^HBMH^k of fragments ofearthenware which, when cemented together,
1^*^^^^^" ^ formed the bowl of a pipe with a curious loop attachment

ig. 99). Ill the base of the bowl are two perforations, each

of which connects with the passage intended for the stem, in

place of the single perforation usually present.

The proportion of vessels placed w^ith the dead in the

cemetery at Kent was comparatively small, but fourteen

being found. All these but one were crushed by pressure
^--^ of the soil, or partly plowed away, or shattered by the spade

Fig. 99.-Pipe of earthenware. of OUr disCOferS.
Kent. (Full size.) °o

Incidentally, it may be said, in reference to breaking of
vessels in digging, that the better the condition of the bones, the greater is the
number of vessels recovered intact. This may be easily understood when we
recall that all bones are carefully removed by hand, and if any part of a well-
preserved skeleton, except the skull (near which vessels usually are found)^
countered first by the digger, vessels with the skeleton are exposed to but little risk
m removal.

Of the fourteen vessels found at Kent, all but one lay near skulls or parts of
exception being a bowl found near the pelvis of an extended skeleton.

skull

In one instance a bottle and a bowl lay with a skel ssels

quality

found singly. Several bowls were inverted.
The earthenware from Kent is tempered with sand, is fairly good ... ^.^..^

and m several mstances is black and polished. But one vessefis without decora
tion, all others havmg incised markings, none of which, however, is of especial
interest. One vessel, badly broken by contact with a plow, had borne a coating of
red. paint, m addition to a decoration consisting of a number of incised, encircling,
parallel lines^ The more noteworthy vessels are described in detail.

convP.H iT-iV. ^^""^
^^''"^ ''^'"' ^-^ ^^^^^^« "^ maximum diameter, has a

conventional tail 4.5 inches in length, and about one inch in width, projecling at
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a riglit angle below tbo rim. On the

(probably tbat of a bird) has been. AJ

ppo side it! a circular area ^^hwrc a ht ad

al decoration of five evenU
de trailed lines encircling

below the rim, exce|

curve down and aroii

voted to the head and

where the

d paces de

In the!>(

lines has been a thick deposit of red pig-

ment, which still remains in ^^laccs.

Vessel No. 1. A bottle of porous,

dark ware (Fig. 100), with a flat base and

a rudely incised decoration.

Vessel No. 13. A bottle of good,

dark ware, from which, unfortunately,

the neck has been plowed away and lost

(Fig. 101). The shape is somewhat un-

usual, as is the decoration, which consists

of incised designs and modeled bands in

relief.

-.v.^

/

m^-.^-^^i^r'-'-^^--'"^-^
"

I-

/^/
JVW

:/

, F-
J.

d <Mk
--r

y
,!f

1

Fig. inc.—Vessel No. 1. Kent (Hright 7.9 inchai.)

\

\

f

\

m. • .

9 ^
w

^

Fjg. 101.—Vessel No. 13. Kent. (Diam. 7 inches.)
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Fig. 102.—Vessel Xo. 8. Kent. (Height 6.4 inches.)

*&

Vessel No. 8. A bottle of black ware (Fig. 102), having a flat base and a neck

of unusual form. The body has, as decoration, four times shown, series of circles

concentric around a dot, with dentate markin^rs extendinor from the outer circles

presumably sun-symbols. Minor features in the decoration are cross-hatched spaces

between the symbols; incised encircling lines above them; and other encircling

lines on the terminal portion of the neck, where, in addition, are four equidistant,

vertical fillets ornamented with parallel, incised lines on the upper surfaces.
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O

^

\

MA? OF PART LITTLE RIVER
Scale in miles

5 lO

I909

Little river, as we

LITTLE raVER.

said, is navigable to Georgetown, a dir^tance of about

85 miles by water. The portion covered by us was somewhat less.

The navigable part of this stream was carefully searched in advance by our

The territory along that part of Little river visited by us is nearly all subject

to overflow, and not one cultivated field alon- its banks was seen by us which m-

dicated the presence of a cemetery by a dark appearance of the soil or by

debris of aboriginal occupancy scattered on the surface

MOUNDS.

Mounds at Bennett Landing, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds on Bushley Creek, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mound near Chevallier Landing, Catahoula Parish, La
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Mounds on the Frazier Place, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds at Donohue Ferry, Catahoula Parish, La.

Mounds at Nuj?ent Landing, Grant Parish, La.
j^v...i/ ^^.^.. c

Mounds on Big Creek, Grant Parish, La.

Mound near AYhatley Landing, Grant Parish, La.
-

MOUXDS AT BkNNETT LANDING, CaTAHOULA PaRISH, LA

At Bennett Landing, in full view from L ated field

two mounds of moderate size, formerly quadrangular, but now much eroded by

wash of rain, and, as to their lower parts probably by the river in time of

overflow.

Pe gate these mounds was accorded, and later withdrawn

The mounds, judging from their outlines and summit-plateaus, belong to the domi

ciliary class. There is no history of the finding of bones or of artifacts in or nea]

thein.
«

Mounds on Bushley Ckeek, Catahoula Parish, La.

At the junction of Bushley Creek with Old dinsr. About

quarters of a mile NNW. from this landing is a large field, long fallow, the property

of Messrs. H. & C. Newman, of New Orleans, to whom we are indebted also for

permission to investigate their property on the Ouachita river.

In this field are a number of mounds and rises in the ground, and the surface

contains much evidence of former occupancy by aborigines.

The principal mound (A), much trampled by cattle, a refuge for which it is in

periods of overtlow, has a present height of 6 feet; the diameter of its circular base,

which evidently has been much extended, is 80 feet.

Ten trial-holes sunk into this mound showed it to be mostly of hard clay with
an admixture of sand in places.

Human remains, all badly decayed, were found in four of the holes, consisting

of fragments in two places; a skull; and a bunched burial.

In another trial-hole, in which no bones were apparent, was a small, un-

decorated pot having a square, flat base. With it were parts of another vessel.

As neither bones nor earthenware were met with at a depth greater than one
foot, it was evident that burials in this mound had been made superficially.

About 115 yards N. by E. from Mound A is another mound (B), which in the
past has had a house upon it, and is greatly dug and washed away. It is covered
with fragments of chert, among which were parts of several human bones. On the
W. side, adjacent to the mound, has been a garden, around which, except along the
part which abuts upon the mound, is a small embankment, or levee, of the same
period as the house, to protect the garden in periods of high water.

This mound, about 5 feet high from the S., N., and W., is of much greater
height on the eastern side, where, seemingly, the surface of the field has been
washed away by the creek.

«
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About 40 yards ENE. from this mound is a pool marking the area whciioc th

1 for the mound was taken.

In addition to careful examination of the side? of a lame hole, which Trn

already in the mound, we did considerable digging, but without success.

Careful search also was made over all this promising lo(»king fu-ld. nnd mam
trial-holes were put down, but without avail.

Mound near Chevallier Landing, CAXAUorLA PAitibii, La.

About half a mile in a southoastcrl}' direction from the landing, on the Clu-val-

lier Place, Avhich is the property of Mr. D. D. ClKvallirr, living nearby, in .si^dit

from the landing, is a mound, much of which has been washed awav ly rain, h':i\-

In"' sections that expose raw-looking clay, but no Inmcsor artifacts. The height of

the mound is 21 feet.

Dio-o-mg into what remained of the summit-plateau brought no return, and trial-

holes in the adjacent woods and fields yielded no sign of a place of 1>urinl.

Mounds on the Frazier Place^ Catahoula Pariph, La.

About four miles up Little river, after passing through Lake Catahoula, is the

Frazier Place, the residence of Mr. L. D. Frazier.

In full view from the river's bank is a fine mound, about 12 feet high measured

from the NW., Avhere the ground is high, or more than 1 f<

....asurement is taken from the southwestern side, which is about the general lcv<'l.

The mound, originally a truncated cone, has a basal diameter of 90^ foot.
^

It

has been somewhat washed away by rain, and has undergone consid

in places.
. , ,. i* ia

Various parts of the mound were dug into by us, mcludmg an excavatum 10

feet by 9 feet in the summit-plateau, which yielded a full-length burial, two smgle

skulls, and a bunch of bones without a skull. All these bones were 1,adly decayed.

No burials occured at a greater depth than 1.5 feet, where raw-lookmg cUy was

encountered. As we considered the mound to be of the domiciliary kind, with

superficial burials, digging was discontinued at a depth of between 3 and 4 feet.

In a cnltivated field is a curious platform of earth of remarkable «>^"-^;y'

about 150 yards N. by W. from the large mound. The height of hi. mound in h

field is approximately from 2 to 4 feet, depending on the slope of that it of

field whence measurement It is almo a diameter of 05

There

feet, the diameter of the summit-plat«.au ben,g about 75 feet.

r„ere .s no exa.. o.^.tatlon to this curious mound, ^''1'''='''

P^^iX'^bv E
first stage in the building of a greater one, the s.des be.ng approx.mately N. bj E.

-'
^CoS;;rdigt'i- t^l mi in the hope ol discovering a cemeter,

proved fruitless.
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Mounds at Donohue Ferry, Catahoula Parish, La.

On the crest of a ridge overlooking Donohue Ferry, about 300 yard I

easterly direction from the ferry, on property of Mrs. Blanche Walker, of J

La., is a very symmetrical mound, a

m an

truncated cone in form, wh dimen

hard to determine, it being almost impossible decide Avhere 1 idc upon which

stands comes to an end and where the mound begins.

Taken from S. the mound has a height of 12 feet and a basal diameter of

80 feet d these measurements probably answer as well as any others

though the question of the size of the mound must be entirely a matter of ind

vidual opinion At all events, the dimensions cannot be smaller than th 8

The diameter of the summit-plateau is 15 feet.

Cropping from the sides of the mound are masses of sandstone, and our di

into the summit and sides came upon similar masses, and nothing else.

8^^^5

A few feet from the large mound was another, 1 foot 9 inches In height and

29 feet in diameter of base. A trench 20 feet long by 6 feet across, running through

the center of the mound, was put down to a depth extending below the base, with-

out result, except the discovery of masses of sandstone, smaller than those in the

larger mound.

Mounds at Nugent Landing^ Grant Parish, La.

In woods, on land belonging to

mi

*

^V

-f- ^

^*^B^
-»*

-4' .4

- k

f!

m J

^ m
Fia. 103.— Earthenware vessel. Nugent Land

iug. (Height 3.4 inches.)

line and two oblong with rounded

State, near Nugent Land & are various

low, circular mounds
dug through previous

mound that had been

our visit; and a quad-

rangular mound, probably domiciliary, about 7

feet in height. Several of these mounds, includ-

ing the one last referred to, were dug into by

us without success.

In a cleared space, in full view from the

landing, is a low, irregular mound, composed of

very dark soil, evidently a dwelling-site.

Thirteen trial-holes sunk in this site yielded

human remains in three places, all near together.

Considerable space surrounding these holes was

then dug out, exposing other burials, making a

total of three skeletons at full length on the back,

one being without bones from the knees down

;

and eight skulls lying among fragments of bones.

None of these burials, all of which were badly

decayed, lay at a depth greater than 20 inches.

Near one of the skulls was a curious little

ssel of earthenware, sh in Fig 103

fragments ofanother vessel of rude de

and

With

these were three flat pebbles, one round in out

corners.
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Mounds ox Big Creek. Graxt Parish, La.

On a nameless point extending into Big creek, about one mile above its union
with Little river, on the left hand side going up, in view from the water, is a mound
about 1.5 feet high and 40 feet across the base. Six trial-holes eho^ved the mound
to be of closely-packed sandy clay. Indications of sindc skulls witli frn-UH'nts of

long-bones near them were found in two place?. Near one of tlie skull.- \Na> a U\\\\

of inferior ware, in many fragments.

Investigation of other low^ mounds at this place wa< without ?ucce^:;.
\

Mound near Wkatley Landing, Grant Parish, La.

In woods, about 100 yards in from the water, about one mile above Whatlcy
Landing,^ on property of Mr. A. A. "Whatley, is a mound about 4 feet in height,

irregularly elliptical in shape, with basal diameters of 125 fett and ^?? feet; and

corresponding diameters of summit-plateau of 104 feet and 55 feet. Beyond show-

ing the mound to be composed of clayey sand, eleven trial-liolc? were without

result.

At this point we decided to abandon work on Little river.

BOEUF RIVER.

The investigation of Boeuf river, which was not searched for us in advance by

our agent, as we have said before, was abandoned by us at Alto, 100 miles* by

water from the river's mouth, though the stream is navigable 50 miles furfhcr.

The land bordering Boeuf river is low-lying, except in places, until Lander-

neau is reached (see map), after which the banks are somewhat higher.

MOUNDS AND SITES.

Cemetery near Jones Landing, Franklin Parish, La.

Mounds near Dailey Landing, Franklin Parish, La.

Mounds near White Oak Landing, Franklin Parish, La

Mound at Alabama Landing, Richland Parish, La.

Cemetery at Jones Landing, Franklin Parish, La.

At Jones Landing is a large plantation belonging to Mr. L. Herbert Swayze,

who resides there.

' The landiiiff is on the opposite side of tlie river, in Catalioula Parish
^ .. , • ,,;

« All information as to distance to towns and as to navigable length of nver-s mentioned m this

report, has been furnished us from surveys by the United States Engineer Department having 8Ui>er.

^'"'""

1S2"mZ^'.'uoi..ori\.y on account of size and shape, and mounds, or sites in which human

remains were found, are described in our account of the antiquities of Boeuf river.

Sinde mounds or groups of mounds are at or near : Eagle Island Landing, on the Desha 1 Uce

s Lfnd ng, on the Busl Place ; Hetert Landing, on the Hebert Place
;
Swett Landing, on fctate

Thomas Landing, on the Bu^l

land.

14 JOUE>\ A, N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIV.
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Surrounded by cultivated land, on Mr. Swayze's! place, arc

d much spread, on one of which is a dwellinir, while tlie othe

moui

occupied by a

cemetery containing recent burials. Both these mounds, which had the appe

ance of heaving been domiciliary in character, though, at the time of our visit, llu-y

had lost all definite form, were dug into by us witliout success.

Near the mound In which are the recent burials is a pool of water which marks

the area whence material for the mound was taken. This pool is nearly ("urronndi d

by small, circular dwelling-sites.

The entire plantation was carefully examined by u?, with the result that a

plowed field (a pnrt of

slight rise in the ground was noted about half a mile SK. from the lauding, ut the

extreme SW. end of the plantation. This elevation, perhaps one foot in height,

was of much darker soil than the surrounding plantation, and fragments of human

bone lay in furrows made by recent plowing.

Trial-holes at once exposed human remains, and additional digging showed

burials in that part of the elevation which wa? in the

not a large proportion seemingly, was in a cultivated garden beyond a fence)

mainly to be confined to an area 20 feet by 30 feet In extent. This area was dug

throughout by us at a depth of from a foot to 2 feet, where undisturbed clay was

encountered.

Human remains were found in great abundance, but in a poor state of preserva-

tion, only two skulls, both broken, and several bones exhibiting pathological condi-

tions being saved.

In certain cases burial at full len?th on the back was noted ; in others, the

deposit of skulls and scattered bones. In one instance five skulls lay together.

The yield of artif\\cts w^as disappointing.

Placed on the chest of an extended skeleton was the base of an earthenware

vessel, lying too deep to have lost its upper part through the agency of a plow.

With scattered human remains, and near the surface, was another base of a

vessel.

Also with human bones were several bits of chert and part ofa small disk of stone.

An extended skeleton had on one side of the skull a pot of shell-tempered

in frao-raents, rou-hly decorated ; and on the other side a small undecorated
ware

bowl. Near the pot were several broken pebbles of chert; within the bo^^

chert fragment
liell beads, roughly

Another extended skeleton had at the neck sixteen

shaped, each about one-third of an inch In length.

A part of a short-necked bottle, the remainder apparently havmg been carried

away by a plow, lay with fragmentary human remains. The decoration of th-

croi-s-
vessel, neatly executed, had been a scroll combination partly filled

hatch lines. The ware, though not shell-tempered, is excellent, and the outhnc of

the vessel, when whole, must have been graceful.

Near scattered bones were fragments of an undecorated vessel, and in two in-

stances vessels crudely decorated, with globular bodies and flarmg necks, lay near

skulls.
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at

Near another skull was half of a pot bearing a coarse, lined decoration.

The yield from the portion of this cemetery investigated by us was not of

th an aged colored man, into whose crarde^^ no I.W ^^^^^^...^^ ,,^^.. Q

the remainder of the cemetery extended, for the right to continue

On a plantation adjoining that of Mr. Swayze we failed to find bones on the

rface, or soil of a color to encourage us to dio' though scattered amid much chert

debris were a small, pointed implement of bone, and a piercing implement 2.75

inches in length, made by grinding to a point at its narrower end a chert pebble so

shaped as admirably to adapt it to the purpose.

A number of arrowheads of chert were found on this plantation, as well as on

the one belonging to Mr. Swayze.

Mounds near Dailey Landing, Franklin Parish, La.

About 300 yards W. by S. from Dailey Landing, in a cultivated field forming

part of the plantation of Mr. M. P. Dailey, who lives on it, is a mound (A) 14 feet

high, with an irregularly circular base 146 feet in diameter. The diameter of the

summit-plateau is 47 feet. The upper part of this mound, to a depth of from 2 to

2.5 feet, is of rather loose material and is much darker in shade than the solid and
tenacious clay beneath it.

Eight trial-holes were put down in the superficial part of the mound, some of

which, coming upon human remains, subsequently were enlarged. Digging was
not carried farther, as the mounds on Mr. Dailey's place are his sole reliance in

flood-time as a place of refuge for stock, hence digging and a consequent loosening

of soil and destruction of roots which hold it in place, meant impairment to the

mound ; moreover the yield of artifacts was not of an alluring character.

One skeleton extended on the back and six bunched burials were encountered
at a maximum depth of 2.5 feet. With one of the bunched burials were three

skulls ; with another, were two.

All bones were badly decayed.

With burials were six earthenware vessels near crania; in one instance a
pair, the rest occurring singly. These vessels, all of which were broken, show no
shell-tempering and are un decorated, with ption which bears a simpl
design of straight lines, roughly made. The vessels present no novelty in form

^

About 250 yards NNB. from Mound A is a somewhat smaller mound (B),

which has suiFered considerably through wash of water. Its summit-plateau was
of hard, undisturbed clay, light in color. . •

•

This mound yielded nothing to our search, nor was it expected that it would
d

About 80 yards SSE. from Mound A is another mound, much spread through
^ration, which was planted in cotton at the time of our visit. The soil is rich

r
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with admixture of organic matter, but the dci-th to which this h>am extends i?

little more than one foot. Thirteen trial-holes were ^Yithout result.

Across a small arm that makes in from the river, in n soutljerlv direction frum
Mound A, is a mound in woods, in which eight trinl-hoh'.s were sunk without ric-

cess ; and an ecjual number were put down into neighborinL' level ;rround with like

result.

Mounds neat? White Oak Laxdixg, Franklin Pakimi, 1,a.

About 300 yards above White Oak Landing, on the river bank, on land Faid

to be property of the State, is a mound (A) about one foot in heiglit. ami prol)a1)ly

circular as to circumference in former times, but somewhat <'atcn away bv tlje ri\rr

at the period of our visit, when its diameters were 28 feet and 3G feet.

Eleven trial-holes showed the elevation to be of licli loam. toiitniiiiii'_M>C('a^iona]

fragments of musselshells.

Human remains were found in five places and varied in depth from C inclus

to 2.5 feet. In addition to many scattered bones, there were six skeletons lying

at full length on the back, one of which instead of having the arms extruded at tbe

sides, had the forearm? flexed against the upper arms. All bones were in bad con-

dition, the skulls being in fragments.

The yield of artifacts from this place was not encouraging.

Apart from human remains Avas half a pebble which had been split longitudin-

all}^, with an edge ground at the broader end.

Also away from burials was the larger part of a shell-tempered earthenware

vessel which, when wdiole, had borne as decoration a combination of the scroll.

About 50 yards NE. from the mound on the river bank is a mound from 3 to 5

feet in height, the altitude depending somewhat on the side of the mound whence

the measurement is taken. Its circular base has a diameter of 90 feet. Thirteen

trial-holes were du^]^, resultinsi in the discovery of scattered bones; a bunched burial

with three skulls ; and three skeletons extended on the back ; none more than one

foot in depth.

Mound at Alabama Landing, Riculand Pakish, La.

At Alabama Landing, on property of Mrs. M. E. Mcintosh, a road which skirts

the river passes through remains of an elevation but little above the surrounding

level, in which, we w^ere informed, human bones formerly had been found.

Thirteen trial-holes sunk by us came upon human remains in three pi

none at a greater depth from the surface. These remains, which

were badly decayed, had undergone much disturbance.

A skeleton extended on the back had all bones missing below the knees. At

the skull was an arrowhead or knife, of chert.

Three other skulls were found with scattered bones.
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BAYOU BARTFTOLOMEW."

Bayou Bartholomew, comparatively deep in ilie winter season, and narrow so

that the traveler on it has the cosy sensation of journeying on a canal passes

throughout between lines of contiguous farms and plantations, all on ground so

high that it is almost free from danger of overflow. The hayou escaped llie gjcnt

flood of 1882, though the lower parts of the country bordering it were inundated

for a short time in the still greater freshet of 1874, wliich, however, was due to

a special cause.

As we have said, we searched the bayou from its union with tlic Ouachita to

Portland, Arkansas, its navigable length, a distance of 134 miles, by water.

Later, we again carefully investigated the bayou to a point somewhat above

the Mound Place, or about half the distance previously covered.

Bayou Bartholomew, as stated in our Introductory remarks, was nut visited by

our agent previous to our coming, but so courteous were the planters and farmers

along its banks and so eager to aid us, that our disadvantage through want of ad-

vance information was reduced to a mininmm.

MOUNDS AND SITES.

Mound near Sycamore Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

Cemetery near Sycamore Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

Cemetery on the Keno Plantation, Morehouse Parish, La.

Cemetery on the Ward Place, Morehouse Parish, La.

Cemetery near Seven Pines Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

Cemetery near Bray Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

Mound and cemetery on the Mound Place, Morehouse Parish, La

Cemetery at Linn Grove Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

Mound near Linn Grove Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.o

Mounds near Wilmot, Ashley County, Ark.

Mound at Noble Landing, Ashley County, Ark.

Mounds on the Carlock Place, Ashley County, Ark

Mound on the Sherrer Place, Ashley County, Ark.

Mound near Portland, Ashley County, Ark.

Mound near Sycamore Landing, Mokeiiouse Parish, La.

About 150 yards E. by N. from Sycamore Landing is a mound with circular

base, 11 feet in height and 130 feet in diameter. This mound, which has every

appearance of having been plowed over in recent years, seems to belong to the

domiciliary class. Its owner was disinclined to permit investigation.
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Cemetery near Sycamore Landing, Morehouse Parish, La.

At Sycamore Landing is the pLantation of Mrs. Clara Barber, whose place of

residence is Pine Bluff, Ark. This plantation, under the management of Mr.

Clarence Secrease, of Ouachita City, La., adjoins that on which is the mound to

which we have referred, and presumably had the cemetery belonging to that mound.

In a cultivated field in the Barber plantation, about 500 yards in a SE. direc-

tion from Sycamore Landing, and in sight from the mound, was an imperfectly

defined rise above the general level, where the soil was darker than that which

surrounded it. On the surface of this elevation were dwelling-site debris and a

small fragment of a human skull.

Trial-holes put down at various points in this ground came upon faint traces of

bones and several vessels of earthenware.

Finally, as the result of considerable digging, an area 39 feet by 46 feet was

determined, in which, seemingly, the burials had been made. This area was dug

throughout by us at depths varying between 2 feet and more than 4 feet, according

to the distance to which the graves extended.

Traces of human remains were met with in thirty-eight instances, but it was

evident from the number of artifacts that lay apart from bones, that many burials

had entirely disappeared. Barely was a fragment of bone met with that did not

crumble at the touch. Skulls were mere outlines in the soil, and all that remained

of some burials were decaying crowns of teeth.
L

Burial No. 20, seemingly a bunched burial, in a pit, lay 4 feet 9 inches down,

and consisted of traces of three skulls and of remains of long-bones which had been
w

piled lengthwise one upon' another.

Burial No. 4, traces of a skull, 3 feet from the surface, had with it three earthen-

ware vessels and a large pipe of limestone or of phosphate rock (reacting to acid),

fairly crumbling into bits, evidently a pipe of the effigy class; a small arrowhead

of chert ; and a small '• celt " of a hard stone, which, in common with other " celtg
jj

found here, we have not cared to mutilate for a microscopic slide for exact deter

mination, and as to which we do not wish to follow the usual custom and hazard i

guess

Burial No. 8, represented by remains of a skull, which probably belonged to

some fragments of decaying bone a short distance from it, lay 22 inches from the

surface. With the bones were a pipe of earthenware, a small " celt," and fifty-six

arrowpoints of chert, all barbed and acutely pointed. Most of these arrowheads
lay in a small heap, a few being scattered nearby. With the arrowheads were
three pebbles; one pebble-hammer; and thirteen flakes of chert.

On one side of the skull belonorinjx to this burial was a discoidal of limestone,0""0
4 inches in diameter, with a few badly decayed shell beads upon it

pposite side of the cranium was a pipe of limestone or of phosph
rock, which strikingly represents the head of fortunately
distal, curved end of the beak has crumbled away (Figs. 104, 105). Height, 3.75

inches; maximum width, 3.1 inches; leno-th, 4.5 inches.
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Fig. 104.—Pipe of limestone. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.)

Fig. 105.—Pipe of limestone, other side. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.)

15 JOUEN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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The decoration, now somewhat indistinct, is in higher relief on the left side of

the head than it is on the right side, where the eye alone is in relief.

This decoration is shown diagrammatically as accurately as it is possible to do

under the circumstances (Fig. lOG).

The eye represented on this pipe may

pottery from this region.

clue to some of the dcsii»:ns on the

With pipe was a 9 long, with neatly-made, rounded point

th

Fig. lOS.^Pipe of limestone. Decoration. (About half size.)

/

ji>^

iMt
3m

%

Fig. 107.—Pipe of sandstone. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.)
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In front of the skull was a pipe of earthenware, and an elligv-pipo ufsandMuj
4.2 inches in height, 5.6 inches long, and 2.5 inches in maximum widtli.

The latter pipe, it is believed, was intended to represent n raM.it. judging fn
ears, from the nd fi

107, lOS)

the general f nc

On the left side of the pipe (Diafrram. F ]

represented low r

the legs and decoration arc

On the right side the legs are in higlier relief.

Fig. 108.—Pipe of sandstone, other side. Sycamore Tending. (Full siw.)

Fig. 109.—Pipe of sandstone. DecoratioD. (About half size.)
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front of the legs Is an Incised cross of the four directions. This cross and similar

emblems shown on other pipes from the Mississippi region call to mind the smok-

in*^ ceremony described by Charlevoix, in which the smoke was blown first to the

sky, then to the earth (•' above " and " below "), and then around the horizon, or

to the four quarters.

Burial No. 11, a few remnants of teeth, lay in a pit at a depth of 3 feet. With

it was a large pipe of limestone or of phosphate rock, which evidently had been an

effigy-pipe, but which, on removal, partly came to pieces and scaled to such an

extent that its original shape was lost.

Burial No. 17, a mere trace of bone, 3.5 feet down, had with It a bowl of

earthenware and a small cube of galena. This galena (lead sulphide) bears a coat-

ing of carbonate of lead. Lead carbonate Is the white-lead of commerce. It was

shown by us In the account of our work at the great pre-Columbian site at Mound-

ville, Ala.,* that the white-lead paint found by us on ceremonial palettes of stone

could readily have been made by the aborigines by scraping this carbonate deposit

from masses of galena (such masses were found in the Moundville graves) and mix-

ins: the material with bear-nrease.

Burial No. 22, traces of a skull and of teeth, had a small " celt" nearby, and

two similar Implements of medium size lay singly, apart from burials.

Apart from human remains, but evidently having belonged to a burial that

had disappeared, were a bottle and a pipe, of earthenware, and a cube of galena in

contact with the pipe, one side of which had been colored by the carbonate deposit

on the lead sulphide.

Undoubtedly belonging to a burial that had disappeared through decay, there

lay in a little heap fifty-four diminutive arrowpolnts wrought from pebbles of chert.

Two discoldals of sandstone, rather roughly made, were found singly with

earthenware vessels whose associated burials presumably had disappeared through
decay.

Several small arrowpolnts of chert lay with burials, and a plummet-shaped
object of hematite, broken at the end where the means for attachment had been,

was found apart from bones.

In all, eleven tobacco-pipes of earthenware came from this cemetery, many of

which lay near human remains and all of which probably had accompanied such
remains at one time. Seven of these pipes are shown in Figs. 110 to 116, inclu-

sive. Three of the four pipes not included In the list resemble markedly some of

those which are illustrated. The fourth pipe has had projecting at a right angle
from the base of the bowl an appendage about an inch in diameter at its base, which
was not with the pipe when found, and without which the pipe offers no feature of

interest.

Professor Holmes^ figures a number of pipes from Arkansas, which are similar

in type to many found by us along Bayou Bartholomew.

XT o \^^^"P^^i^^^^
Aboriginal Remains of the Black Warrior River," pp. 146, 147. Journ. Acad.

Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. XIII. -^
^

' Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States, 20th Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., Plate XXXIII.
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Fig, 110.—Pipe of earthenware. Sycamore Lauding. (Full size.) Fig, 111 V\p^ of pnn henwnre. Sjcnmom
Landing. (Full biz*.)
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Fig. 112.—Pipe of earthenware. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.) Fig. 113.—Pipe of earthenware. Sycamore
landing. (Full size.)
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Fig. 114.—Pipe of earthenware. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.)
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Fig. 115.—Pipe of earthenware. Sycamore Landing. (Full size.)
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Fig. 116.—Pipe of eartbeuware. Sjcaiuure Landing. (Full iSee.)

Seventy-eight vessels of earthenware, lying singly? in twos, and tlirees, and in

case four together, came from this cemetery. Tn this Inst instance tlicrc were

bowls upright, one w^ithin the other, and two others on tlidr sides, one witliln

the other.

Many of the vessels of this place were apart from human remains when found,

though unquestionably, in our opinion, they had been deposited with burials.

The pottery from this cemetery, as a rule, is inferior, is wiOioiil shell-temper-

ing, thick and unevenly fired. Many vessels were hardly more than pasty frag-

ments when found, though, as there was little originality of form or decoration, the

loss is not greatly to be regretted. This marked inferiority of ware is of especial

interest in connection with this place, inasmuch as Sycamore Landing is in the

immediate vicinity of Glendora Plantation and the Keno Place, where beautiful

meet with atexamples of pottery were found, and one might expect to

similar specimens at Sycamore Landing.

A marked flattening of the base of vessels, a specialty of the region, wa? n..tice-

able in this cemetery also.

Vessel No. 48, represented by parts only, is a bottle of coarse, yellow ^ ware

covered exteriorly with green pigment, the analysis of wl;

ductory remarks on the pottery of this region.

Vessel No. 36. an undecorated bottle, has at one time rested on three supp

which w^ere missing when the vessel was found. There was no opening betw

the body of the bottle and the supports, as there sometimes is in vessels of

kind.

K
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Vessel No. 7. A bowl of black ware (Fig. 117), bearing an incised decoration,

rather roughly executed.

Vessel No. 66. A pot of brown ware, having flat base and bearing incised

decoration composed mainly of a design of spirals, three times shown (Fig. 118).

Fig. 117.—Vessel No. 7. Sycamore Lauding. (Diam. 8.2 inches.) Fig. 118.—Vessel No. 66. Sycamore Landing. (Diam. 6.4 inches.)

Cemetery on the Keno Plantation, Morehouse Parish, La.

The Keno Place is one of a number of plantations stretching contiguously for

miles along the bayou, all belonging to Mr. James G. Sandidge, of Bastrop, La., who
has traveled extensively and who takes ^reat interest in archo^oloorical matters.

About one

cultivated field

quarter mile N. by W. fr th d at Ke PI

an distinctly defined hardly appreciably high than

the level of the surrounding field. This slight elevation, we were informed by M
Sandidsce, had attracted his attention for some time, owino- to the larsre fra2:menio

of pottery that had been plowed from it

o

The soil of this area, much darker than that of the surroundinir field, still had
the surface many fragments of pottery, besides

of chert, a mass of fossil w^ood

hones.

hert pebbles and bits

pitted on both sides and several sandstone

Those employed on the plantation told of glass beads that had been uncovered
by the plow at this place.

Trial-holes in various parts of this area came at once
of human bones and vessels of earthenware.

Next eleven trenches, beginning well out in the level ground and converging
toward all parts of the elevation, were continued until an area 82 feet by 86 feet

in places upon fragments
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was defined as seemingly that in which the human remains and ]H.ttrrv were in-
eluded. This area, which proved to be somewhat greater tlian nece^^aVy on one
side, was completely worked through by us, at dept)». drpnulin- on the' varyin
thickness of the layer of dark, loamy clay, which rented upon untoncheH clay of
lighter color, and upon the depth of various grave-pits which exh nded into undis-
turbed claj^, the deepest of which was 3 feet.

The outer parts where grave-pits uere less frequently found, though they ssvrv
numerous even there, were dug through witli >paa('s, hu( llu' central portion of tlu

area, 23 feet by 28 feet in extent, where the graves cut throudi eacli utlu r a.idC--'-" V^W WiiiVM.jj

were present almost throughout, was gone through with llie aid .»rtrt>wols alonr.
The condition of the human remains in this cemetery was such that not only

no bones were saved, but practically all that were found conM liave been Cdiitaiiird

in a space considerably less than the size <»f a bm-ket and consisted almohl exclu-

sively of mere outlines of skulls, crumbling crowns of teeth, and occasional spi.nfzv

fragments of long-bones.

These traces of human remains were encountered 2o5 times, from the surfac<
J

where they had been disturbed by the plow, down to the b<»l{(tm of tlie docpont

graves.

This enumeration by us is, of course, no exact indication of Ihf nnmbir of

individuals originally buried in the cemetery, as it is evident that fragments of

bone belonging to the same skeleton, but at some distance apart, might be twire

scored, or even more often. On the otlier hand, many burials uTuiuestiimably liad

disappeared.

It is needless to say that determination as to form of Imrial was almnnt

impossible, though as many of the grave-pits were small and circular, prewimably

the bunched form of burial had been in excess of the flexed burial or the burial at

lei
^^^

However, three burials certainly, and perhaps a fourtli, liad been of the ex-

tended variety. One of these extended burials ofTercd features of interest

Burial No. 178, the head directed toward the south, lay about 20 inches below

the surface, on a substance seemingly bark, which rested on the undisturbed clay

at the bottom of the grave. This substance, about an inch in maximum thickness,

was from 10 to 11 inches in width.

At the right-hand side of the skeleton, in contact with part of it, was a circular

staff or pole, of wood, badly decayed, 3 inches in diameter at the end nearer the

head, and 2 inches in diameter near the lower end. The length of the pole was 5

feet 4 inches, when first noticed, but as the feet of the skeleton in question had

been cut away by the digger, it is possible that part of the staff or pole also had

been removed. No sign of metal was present with the wood, nor was there any

trace of strips of hide bound around it. Shafts of spears of modern Indians some-

times were ornamented with hide cut in strips. It is a question, however, con-

sidering the condition of the bones in this cemetery, if strips of hide, had they

originally been present, would have remained, even in part, to the period of the

discovery of the wood. No lancehead was found in association.

16 JOURX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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At the left side of the skull was a mass of red pigment (iron oxide) and nine

gracefully shaped arrowpolnts of chert.

At the back of the skull, near the left shoulder, was a vessel of earthenware.

For some cause which we are unable to explain, the condition of the bones of

the three extended burials ^vas much better than that of the other bones found in

this cemetery, though these burials at length appeared as skeletons only, w^hile un-

disturbed, and crumbled into fragments on removal.

One other burial in this cemetery ^vas of special interest.

Vessel No. 434, an undecorated bowl II inches in diameter, lay over a skull

which it almost covered, 34 inches down, at the bottom of a grave. Above it in

the pit were partly broken vessels which had been thrown aside when the excava-

tion for the urn-burial was put down through the burial or burials wdth which these

vessels had been.

The covering of the isolated skull by an inverted bow4 as a form of burial was
practised along the western coast of that part of Florida which belongs to the

nd. Urn-burial, we may say incidentally, was not in vogue in peninsular

Florid 1

Evidently it had been the custom in this cemetery to place mortuary tributes

practically with all interments of human remains, as objects were found with nearly

all the burials, and when they were not present, their absence, we think, could be

explained through aboriginal disturbance, or the likelihood that some artifact had
been with a part of the burial now gone through decay, as many objects lay apart

from human remains.

We shall now describe all artifacts found at the Keno Place, except earthen-

ware vessels placed with burials having no other objects in association.

Burial No. 1, fragments of bone, had near it an earthenw^are tobacco-pipe.

Burial No. 3, remains of teeth. With these were an earthenware vessel ; blue

glass beads; remains of an ornament of sheet-copper or of sheet-brass, reduced
almost to the consistency of paste, which had been wrapped in matting, a part of

which remained.

Burial No. II, fragments of skull having tw^o vessels, one on each side, and a
fragment of a sheet-brass ornament with matting on the outer side.

Burial No. 12, teeth, 33 inches down. Fragments of an elliptical ornament of

sheet-brass or sheet-copper, corroded through and through. This ornament, which
lay near three earthenware vessels, had matting on the outer surface, presumably
part of the general wrapping of the burial, and woven fabric on the inner surface.

The ornament had been suspended by strands of glass beads, which extended down-
ward. The stringing material had disappeared.

Burial No. 20, teeth. Tw^o vessels of earthenware ; one
^ ^

Burial No. 25, remains of a skull. A knife of chert, with rounded corners; a
double-bladed chisel, perhaps of metamorphic rock, 3 inches in length ; a vessel of

pipe

thenw

•

f nV ^^^""""'^QA !
^^'"-^"^'^^ ^" the United States," by Clarence B. Moore, American Ai.thropolo-

^IStj \JCl.—UCC.^ i(/U4.
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Burial N Tu
had

also

vessel?

of fragments of

ideiitlv tllev

ad been placed on opposite sides of tlle k aiul

1

ly bad I UH'li

B No 3, teeth. Six tubular beads of sheet-bi \ •od

about two inches in length when
found ; a small elliptical ornament

of sheet-copper ; two earthenware

V els on one side of tlle

es.

sknll lind been, and one vesi-^i

the other side.

Burial No. 34, traces of Ix

Three earthenware vessels; a bon

implement much decayed; sixtee

small flakes of chert.

Burial No. 37, teeth. Tl

vessels of earthenware ; thirty-

eight small flakes of chert; one
r

pebble ; one sandstone hone of

the class which excites such lively

mterest in the explorer when first

in contact with his trowel and such

iree

tense disgust when brough t

of day

Burial No. 4
'2. fragments of

C5

bone. Three earth

of sandstone. 7.75

inches in length, 4.1 inchc

the cuttinir edo-e. and .6 of 1

in maximum thickness (Fig. 119).

We consider this axe, which has a

perforation to aid in attachment, to

have belonged to the ceremonial

class on account of the material of

which made evid

that sandstone with a sharp

edge, such as is present on t

could withstand but little rough

usage.

We are indebted to Mr. C. C
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Fig. 119.—Ceremonial axe. Keao Place. (Length 7.8 inche».)

?^ F
Willoughby for the information that there are several perforated axes and a^l

Peabody Museum, Harvard University, one of which, of lignite, from a " ""

river, Arkansas, mound, Mr. Willoughby considers to have been ceremc

to the non-resistant character of its material.

g
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Burial No. 44, fragments of skull, bits of long-bones. Two earthenware ves-

sels; glass beads.

Burial No. 46, fragments of bone.

Sandidge, owner of Keno Plantation.

A u
celt

?>

of mecl
tD to M

Burial No. 71, frasjments of bone. Three vessels of earthenware and a '^celt"

5.5 inches in length.

Burial No. 81, teeth. Four chert pebbles; two vessels of earthenware.

Burial No. 83, fragments of bone. Glass beads; the vessel of the "teapot"
variety, coated with red pigment, referred to elsewhere in this account of the Keno
cemetery.

Burial No. 90, teeth. Tw side of where skull had been
3n the other side ; one hundred and fourteen small chips of

Burial No. 93, remains of a skull and part of a clavicle.a clavicle. Corroded brass on
the remaining part of the clavicle which, no doubt, the copper salts had preserved.

BurialNo. 94, parts of a skull. T glass bead
Burial No. 97. teeth Glass beads; a small mass of g
Burial No. 99, bone fragments

fell into bits on removal.

A disk of brass, 8 inches in diameter, which

Burial No. 104. teeth. One earth flakes of chert

Burial No. Ill, bone. One vessel; four flakes of chert

Burial No. 118, parts of a skull. Four vessels; sevent

Burial No. 132, parts of ribs. Disk of b 4.7

mteen chips of chert

inches in diameter.

upon the remaining parts of the bones

Burial No. 145, parts of a skull

each about 3 inches in length.

T chisels wrousrht from ch pebble

S

'^%

»'

^^

^ ^.

^*^Tl'
or

. _ln

Jx -

Fig. 120.-Hatchet perforated for attachment. Keno Place. (Full size.)

Burial No. 150, parts of a skull. A chisel 1.5 inch I

hard rock, possibly metamorphic, about 4 inches in length, 2.5

o

7 of an inch in maximum thickness (Fig. 120)

hatchet of i

in breadth

This hatchet, of a rare type, h
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rforatioii to aid side evidonce that the
hollow drill had twice been started witliout accomplishing its purpose. \hv tliird

attempt, however, having hcen successful. On the oiiposite ?ide is a longitudinal

groove where an attempt to cut through the stone has been abandoned, owing,
probably, to a wish, on second thought, to have the implement sonuwhat brc.;uhi.

Burial No. 171, teeth. Three earthi

Burial No. 172, parts of a skull. TI

glass beads.

tor

Burial No. 174, parts of a skull. Three earthenware vessels: a pipe of earth-

enware.

Burial No. 177, teeth. Two vessels of earthenware; nine thin and beautifullv

wrought arrowheads of chert, some barbed and witli serrated edg(»s.

Burial No. 178 has been described (page 121).

Burial No. 179, parts of a skull. Three earthenware vessels; t^'n delicately

wrought leaf-shaped implements of chert, ranging between 1.5 and 2 inehes in

length.

Burial No. 180, teeth. Four small chips of chert.

Burial No. 206, remains of a skull. One earthenware vessel
;

glass beads;

remains of a brass ear-plug on each side of the head.

Burial No. 210, parts of a skull and fragments of other bones. One earthenware

vessel; eighteen beautiful arrowheads of chert ; an axe prohably of Fediraentary

rock, 7.25 inches in length, 3.5 inches across the cutting edge (the maNiinnin width

of the axe), 2 inches across the opposite end, and 1 inch in maximum thickness.

This axe is without perforation.

Burial No. 214, teeth. Two earthenware vessels; a brass ring; a few chips

of

Burial No. 215, teeth. Two earthenware vessels ; a trace of brass or of cojiper.

Burial No. 218, teeth. Two leaf-shaped implements of chcrty material, with

serrated edges, one 8.25 inches in length and 2.3 inches in maximum width, the

other 5.75 inches long and 2 inches in greatest breadth; a small chisel wrought

from a chert pebble.

Burial No. 223, fragments of bone. An earthenware pipe ; five shell beads ; an

object of chert, not specifically described in our field notes, probably a cliisel.

Burial No. 224, teeth and fragments of bones of a child. A small bell, possibly

a hawk-bell, of thin sheet-brass; an annular ornament 1.25 inch in diameter,

of thick sheet-brass, made by bending over the sides of a strip of tlie mat^'rial

until they almost joined, thus forming nearly a circular section, and then bringing

o the two ends to form a ring; one shell bead; charcoal.

Burial No. 229, fragments of bone. A remnant of a tool of iron or of

Burial No. 233, the urn-burial, has been described elsewhere (page 122).

Burial No. 238, parts of a skull. Two earthenware vessels: a lump of hem

five flakes of chert, and, a few inches distant, thirty-eight flakes of the same mal

Burial No. 239, parts of a skull. Twenty-seven graceful arrowheads of c
?
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flakes of chert; part of the mcisor of a be The arrowheads with this burial

pointed in dlHerent dh'cctionS; so it is evident they had not belonged to a bunch of

buried few inches from the pile of arrowheads just described

other pile consisting of thirty-eight points^ all of chert, the points also directed

different wav small mass of hematite, roughly spheroidal

Burial No. 243, parts of a skull. Glass beads; two disks of brass, each 2.3 inche

in diameter, one each side of the head. Th disk s are witl perforat

On one side of one disk tufts of black

preserved th copper salts, which, so far

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, and Doctor Miller of the

D of Mammals. United St National

Museum, can determine, is human hai

121).

Burial No. 246, fragments of bone.

forated ceremonial axe of limonite, much deteri

orated, of the type known as " hoe-shaped," hav

ing in places a deposit of hematite, dimensions

A per

7.25 inches by 5.25 inch of earth

enware.

Fig. 121.— Brass disk with human hair attached.
Burial No. 250, teeth. Glass beads ; a peb-

Keno Pi (Full size.) ble of chert.

Burial No. 252, fragments of a skull. Double-pointed spike of iron or of steel

8.75 inches in length shell bead

Burial No. 253, part of

ment (oxide of iron).

Two mass of red

ot found asso-

Burial No. 255, teeth. One earthenware vessel, glass beads.

Apart from human remains (omitting vessels of earthenware i

ted with artifacts of other kinds) there came from the Keno Place cemetery

Glass beads, one from the surface.
rnTwo handsome leaf-shaped implements of cherty material ; one, 7.5 inches in

^^ r

length by 2.7 inches wide; the other, 6.7 inches long and 1.4 inch in width; also

of the same material 2.7 inches long by .75 inch wide
A cc pade-shaped " ceremonial probably of metamorphic rock, 6 inches

long by 4.75 inches in maximum width, approximately, with perforation irregularly

drilled

Five ((

length

the majority of sedimentary rock, the largest about 6 inches in

An elliptical ornament of shell.

A mass a red pigment (iron oxide).

Fragments of corroded sheet-copper or sheet-brass.

One chisel made from a chert pebble.

A pendant of hematite (Fig. 122).

A deposit consisting of twelve small chisels wrought from pebbles of chert;
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two boautifully barU-d AVTO%siymi^ nU uf cleri; n frUfe.n.ut of anotlur wiuw-
scciiiiugly of sediinontan i.-.k.

head : two small " celt
Sf

In all, some with burials, jsome imt ;l •oiaicvl wlih human reiii«ii * lhtu-l 1

douhtloM*, as we haw paid, all objects from this c^i...<«*rv had
with burials), eleven pipes i»f eartlionwnre.

:il Ulic iiUK 1
+-- -

PhicCj six ofwliicli nw sliown in Fius, 123 ti> VJS. jiul

»"u* Irohrn, »:»mo from tl K.

UM\i',

Fig. 122.—Pcn<lantof hema-
tite. Keiio Place. (Full

size.)

Flo. 123.—I'ipf of wrtbriwirp, K**tin Pine*. 'Ft.,| $1-^ *

^

Fig. 124.— Pipe of earthenware. Kcno Plare. iFuH si«e.)
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Fig. 12o.^Pipe of earthenware. Keno Place.
(Full size.)

Fig. 126.—Pipe of earthenware, Keno Place, (Full size.)

^

Fig. 127.—Pipe of earthenware. Keno PI (Full size.) Fig. 1-28.—Pipe of earthenware. Keno Place. (Full size.)
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Four luindred and eiglity-five pottery vessels wore found hv us in die rcmetrrv
Keiio Plant h

saved— l\ir from it—but that at least the number of ves'^.'ls p\vu hy us bad bei'n
placed in the cemetery by the aborigines. IIuw many others had b(»en plowed
away before our coming or what number had been cru^ihed by aburi<^In;d diblc «-*'r-

bance into fragments too small for us to reeoLmize as havin-' constituted entire
sels, we are unable to say.

Our enumeration includ brokrn oin > Mrovid<'d uuf
ficient of the vessel was found to indicate its entirety at the time I'f interment.
Great numbers of those regarded as vessels, however, were not in a rcndilicm to

save, being simply crumbling remains of parts of unde(*orat«-d vefc!^u^ ^t common-
place form ; while others included in the enumeration were simp

of undesirable potter}' Avhich had been mutilated bv the plow.

V lar^c frriii

The condition of the vessels in this cemetery was as a rule deplorable. Most

of inferior ware, as a rule lacking sufficient tempering to ninkc It durable, and of\

imperfectly fired, the pottery, after long soaking in water, often crushed into bits

or so softened that it fell apart on removal, or in places clung bodilv to the sur-

rounding clay (showing the soil to be more tenacious than the ware), was in nn

almost hopeless state even without superadded conditions for evil. Kut in addition

this was the fa f bones in tl »e

cemetery, we were rarely able to come upon a burial and to follow it up with the

trow^el, as our custom is (and thus in a fair percentage of cases to come j?Pntly upc.n

accompanying pottery), but often reached vessels fir^t with the spade, and in a

manner we do not approve.

Furthermore, the tenacity of the clay prevented thorough sifting and con-

sequent recovery of all parts of broken vessels.

So far as could be determined, the vessels in this cemetery had been [ilaced

near the head, singly, in pairs, three together, or occasionally in groups of four,

sometimes all on one side of the skull, sometimes separated by it. Once a vessel

had been placed on top of a skull, its base resting on the bone ; and to one side of

the cranium was a vessel inverted over another.

Other methods of arrangement of mortuary accompaniments, practised by the

aborigines who used the cemetery at the Keno Place, are as follows

:

A single vessel standing upright.

Two or three upright vessels together.

One or two upright with one inverted alongside.

One upright, one on its edge, and one inverted.

One or tw^o upright with another on its side.

A vessel standing on its base with two others on their sides.

A single vessel inverted, or sometimes an inverted pair, side by side.

An upright vessel covered with a large fragment of pottery.

An upright vessel having another inverted over it or over part of it, sometimes

fitting closely.

17 JOURX. A. N. 8. rniLA., VOL. XIV.
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The same arrangement with the addition of an upright vessel alongside.

An upright vessel with another turned over it, both covered with a large fr

ment of another vessel.

Two upright vessels each with another vessel inverted over it.

Three upright vessels, one of them surmounted by another vessel inverted

An upright vessel protected by two others, each inverted at an angle to bring

the upper edges in contact.

One vessel having another inverted over it. With these a vessel on its side

with another so tilted that the aperture of the vessel on its side was closed by the

base of the other vessel.

^ vessel standing vertically, having its opening closed by the base of an upright

vessel ; alongside of these a vessel standing vertically.

The same arrangement except that the last named upright vessel had another

turned over it.

Two or three upright vessels, one within the other.

Two upright vessels, one within the other, with an upright vessel alongside.

Two upright vessels, one within the other, both covered with an inverted vessel.

Two upright vessels, one containing a small inverted vessel, and covered with

a large fragment of another vessel.

Three upright vessels together, one containing another upright vessel, and

covered with a fragment of pottery.

A vessel on its side, containing another one.

In sixteen instances fragments of musselshells lay within vessels, singly except

on two occasions when two shells were present together. Once a musselshell rested

on the rim of a vessel. These shells were too badly broken for identification, except

in two cases, when each proved to be La77ipsilis purpiLraHis,

On several occasions the carapace of the tortoise lay within vessels, one shell

being so small that presumably it had served as a spoon, like a musselshell, and

not in place of an earthenware vessel, as was usually the case in the Ouachita

valley region.

Nearly all vessels of earthenware from the cemetery on the Kcno Place were

of moderate size. In some groups, found with bones of children, all the vessels

were diminutive.

Though, as we have said, the conditions for the recovery of the pottery at the

Keno Place were unfavorable, a number of vessels of ware superior to the average

were recovered in fragments, and these fragments were subsequently carefully

cemented together, and restoration made when necessary and unquestionable.

These vessels, together with a few found whole and many large fragments of pot-

tery, show that the proportion of earthenware bearing decoration was greater than

that in many cemeteries of the Ouachita region, though in most cases the decora-

tion was very simple and crudely executed. One could wish also that the abori-

ginal artists had to a less extent confined their endeavor to the scroll and to

combinations of the scroll.
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Ve fr the K PI pos.'^oss several features worthy of note.

The lenjnrth of neck of a nuinher of the hottl some of e bottles

g of the neck siniihir to tliat of inanv bottles from CUnd Tl

!ia\ e

' flat

base characteristic of the pottery of the Ouachita rcuion was? not so mark
the Keno PI lucalitiea.

found

The presence of a ves:

Keno Place cemetery

f the '•' teapot rict} with rcil plirtiK'nt,

Tt

But one otlior vrs-^el of tlii? tvpc

I me from Glend s s

of the c'^metery tliere, and hears lined decoration on hlack

taied in tlie account

>. \Vi' havo ^Au] In

port on the antiquities of the Arkansas river that vesjscls of thin t vpc are found

ly in eastern Arkansas and nearby re^^nons, in which latter territory the K
Place and Glendora are included

Altl said, of an inferior class prrd the

cemetery at the Keno Phice, there were a number of i I

»

pe and as to d these, with pome other vessels from the i»lacc, lo8«

thy but ilUistrative of the potterv of

d

region, will now h
e ^cribed.

Vessel No. 430. A bottle of brown ware (Fig. 120), with tlatl'n?e and swi-lHug

neck, and well executed decoration of traib'(l lino?, furuiiug combinations of tlie sctoll.

^

f

"'*iA**^
<^ ^

Fig, 129.—Vessel Xo. 430. Keno Place. (Height 4,9 inches.)
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Vessel No. 310. Another bottle of the type just described (Fig. 130). This

bottle, with several others from the Keno Place, is of the same type as many from

the cemetery on

miles distant.

the Glendora Plantation on the Ouachita river, only about four

.' -
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Fig. 130.—Vessel Xo. 310. Keno Place. (Height 7.1 inches.)

Vessel No. 474. A bottle of inferior ware, but otherwise resembling some of

the bottles from the Glendora cemetery. Part of the neck, after breakage in abori-

g times, h

131).

b carefully smoothed to allow d service for the vessel
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f

r

€

Fig. 131.—Vessel No. 474. Keno Plari*. (TMtm. G..j inches.)

Fig. 132.—Vessel Xo. 449. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)
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Vessel No. 449 This interesting effigy-bottle, with four legs, a tail, and a neck

place of an animal head (Plate VII) respects resembles a vessel from

Arkansas figured by Holmes,^ though the decoration of the Ark

fined to the use of red and of white pigment. The bottle from the Keno Pla

d. while covered with beautiful red pigment exteriorly and with

neck, has, in addition, over the outer, upper surface of the body, an incised de..^

consisting of a combination of scrolls ai d disks hatch fields, shown in

diagram in Fig. 132

--/<
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"^ia

^ _ ff

Fig. 133.— Vessel No. 370. Keno Tlace. (Height 12.6 incbes.)

' "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," 20tli Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., Fl. XLII b
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ANTIQUITIES

KENO PLACE, VESSEL NO. 449. (full size.)

Cockayne, Boston.
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Fig. 134.—Vessel Xo. 370. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)

Vessel No. 370. We have spoken of bottles from the Kcno Place rescmbli o

In Fig. 133 is shown a bottle widely d

1 there hav
others from the Glendora cemetery.

gent from any found at Glendora, inasmuch as no bottles

ing other than short necks, while the neck of this bottle is unusually long, bein

8.2 inches out of 12.6 inches, the entire heiprht of the bottle. This bottle, of porou

yellow w^are, bears an incised decoration, shown in diagram in Fig. 134 D

of a scroll arrangement having the effect of a double The base of th

vessel is slightly flattened
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Fig. 135.—Vessel No. 422. Keno Place. (Height 12.25 inches.)

Vessel No. 422 Another bottle, similar to that just described, the neck being

8 inches of the 12.25 inches of the total height of the bottle (Fig. 135). There

oht flattening of the b
incised, concentric

The decorat sists main of four of
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Fio. 136.—Vessel No. 127. Keno Place. (Height 7.2 inche».)

Vessel No. 427. A bottle of un usual and interesting form, having a barrel-

shaped body and a short, swelling neck indicating the compound pliape, tlie neck

representing a cup which has been superimposed (Fig. 136). The decoration con-

sists of a scries of meanders. The ware is yellow and n(>t of the best quality.

18 JOURX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 137.—Vessel No. 118. Keno Place.

(Fall size.)

Fig. 138.—Vessel No. 174. Keno Place.

(Height 8 inches.)

Vessel No. 118. A diminutive bottle of coarse, yellow ware, with a rudely

executed scroll decoration (Fig. 137).

Vessel No. 174. A bottle of yellow Avare (Fig. 138), having an incised design,

five times shown, consisting of two concentric circles in cross-hatch between cres-

centic figures also in cross-hatch, each series of crescentic figures, above and below,

forming a five-pointed star.

Vessel No. 254. A bottle of dark ware, compressed vertically as to the body,

to form an equatorial angle. The neck, slightly flaring at first, then contracting,

ends in a horizontal lip. The decoration, present on the upper portion of the body,

consists of the usual scroll (Fig. 139).

Vessel No. 169. A bottle of common, yellow, porous ware, probably a com-

pound form, with flat base and a fairly-long neck (Fig. 140). The decoration, rudely

executed on the middle and upper parts of the body, is made up of mushroom-bke

figures, erect and inverted alternately, partly surrounded by cross-hatch bands.

Vessel No. 136. The body of a bottle, of brown ware, with an evenly executed

scroll decoration (Fig. 141).

Vessel No. 23. A bottle of soft, yellow ware, 4.2 inches in height, having on

the body two scrolls of red pigment, and two of white pigment, the red and the

white scrolls partly interlocking. The neck is coated with red pigment. This little

vessel may well be an Importation from the Arkansas river region, where bottles

with just such decoration are so abundant.
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Fig. 139.—Vessel Xo. 2r>i. Keuo Place,

(Height 10.5 inches.)

Fkj. no.—Venwl N<i. \i\ii. Keno Place.

(lleighllO.8 inches.)

w
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ir^r^.
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w

Fig. 141.—Vessel Xo. 136. Keuo Place. (Diam. 4.25 inches.)
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Fig. 142.—Vessel No. 359. Keno Place. (Diara. 7.3 inches.)

Vessel No. 359

shown in Fig. 142.

A bowl of polished black ware, bearing an incised decoration

I '
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Fig. 143.—Vessel No. 471. Keno Tlace. (Height 7.4 inches.)
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Fig. 144.—Vessel No. 358. Keiio Place. (Height 7 incLes.)

Vessel N 471 A vase, probal)ly unique, of compound form, representing

eckerl bottle imposed upon a vessel of eccentric gliape, baviui: n series of f

projcctin lobes, above and belo 14 The most infen The

decoration, faintly and rudely executed, consists partly of

parallel lines and punctate

and partly of

Vessel No. 358 A bottle of inferior, light-brown ware, with tripod support

somewhat similar to a b found by the Glendora cemetery. The leg

hich are hollow, communicate with the body of

mall perforat at the points of

the vessel by means of serieg of

the case of the Glendora bottle.

The decoration, coarselv executed, consists of the usual disks and scrolls (Fig. 144)
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Fig. 145.—Vessel No. 426. Keno Place. (Diani. 8 iuches.)

Fig. 146.—Vessel Xo. 426. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Vessel No. 426 A bowl of yello

meander-combination shown in diagram in Fio-. 146

(Fig. 145), with a handsome, trailed

Vessel No. 38

and slight swellir

decoration dividing it exteriorly

A bottle of good, black ware, ovoid body with flattened b
(THT swelling of the neck (Plate VIII) The body of the bottle l)ears a

thr(

par

line

four equal parts by a like number of series of

s each, running vertically. Two opposite series consist of unb
?

Th median line of the other two series parts somewhat abo-v

middle of the body, while the including lines extend ard at the same
All the incised, h one time contained brilliant red

remains in pi

Vessel N 365

In our representation of this bottle the color is sh(

places whence it has disappeared through lapse of

A short-necked bottle of soft, yellow ware, 5.2

1

I

inches in

height, coated over the exterior with red pigment. This bottle resembles in cverv

ay man\ found along the Arkansas river.

Vessel No. 431 A bowl of porous, yellow ware, 6.3 inches in d

has been decorated throughout the interior with crimson pigment, much of

still remains. Beginning at the rim an encircling band of similar pigme

tends downward on the outside a distance of 1.75 pposite sides of

aperture are projections through which holes for suspension have been mad
tically.

Vessel No. 415. A bowl Vessel No. 431, with the except that

the parts devoted to suspension are absent.

Vessel No. 428. A bottle of porous, brown ware, 5.2 inches in heig

faint incised design four times shown (Diagram, Fig. 147).

Fig. 147.—Vessel Xo. 428. Decoration. (About two-thirds size.)
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Fig. 14S.—Vessel No. 172. Decoration. (About Lalf size.)

^ \

^ h"

Fig. 149.—Vessel Xo. 175. Keuo Tlace, (Diam. 5.75 inches.)
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Vessel No. 1

: inside and

A bowl about 5.5 inches in diameter, decorated I

d tlie

awa}- in places, h ad
1

lae incised

Fig. 148.

Vessel No. 1

current scroll and disk?^. in a lined field, Aiuwu in dia-'ram

the opening an incised decorat

red pigment is perceptilde in i

A bowl of well-smoothed black ware ( Fi,L'. 149V havin<r belu\v

o ly of the bcri»ll. A faint trace of

Vessel No. 108

on tl

A vessel of the " teapot" variciv, 5.G inches in heisrht. contcd
le do with red pigment. This '' teap one fnuiL tlir dura

cemetery, as we have said, are the only examples of the typr foinid ly

Ouachita valley.

Vessel No. 341. A 6 tyM revc-ssci i^u. otL. A Circular piaiier o.zo incfies u\ (liametcr. ol yiu»w ware,
decorated interiorly below the margin with two incised, encircling lines. 0\er the

ed

d lines are pi

similar to Fir 161

H )l d gn

Vessel No. 435 A beautiful bowl of fine, polished, black ware and of 'cfi

form (Fig. 150), bears on the outside an interesting coml)inaii<>n of the k lull. ih<i

of 1 been aceentiiated with red p

k

4

^t

-----

^,

M0^-

Fig. 150.—Vessel ^'o. 435. Keuo Place. (Diam. 5.5 inches.;

19 JOUEX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 151.—Vessel Xo. 446. Keno Tlace. (Diam. 7.8 inches.)

\

Fig. 152.-Vessel Xo. 271. Decoration. (About half size.)
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Vessel No. 446 A flat bowl of light-brown ware (Fig. 151). b
decoration a variety of tlio swastika, parti

ly

Vessel No.

neck is missiiiir

circles, probably

1 A bottle of

The deco

in-sj'mbol

are, from wliicl

1

of

is made up of fou

the outer circle are dentate markinirs. uj<sibl

dcfiitrn?—conct ntri

s of the plumed serpent. One of these de.^icns is shown in diagram in Fiij. 1

Vessel No. 479. A vessel 5.9 inches in diameter, wit 1II iicmv

ir of red
1

1

pigflattened base, and a short neck, slightly flaring. A coatii

the exterior of the vessel and on the interior of the neck li

In addition to the pigment, there has been incised decoration exteriorly on the body

wliicli lias (lis-
d on the neck, consisting of the usual disks and scrolls, much of

appeared 1

for suspen

On two opr c sides ( ft) \V \('<S<' 1 a rre lour ijou'shoi
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Fig. 153.—Vessel Xo. 252. Keno Place. (Diaru. 5.1 iuches.)

t

Vessel No. 252. A vessel, mucli resembling a bottle in form, of porous

yellow ware, bearing incised designs of two patterns, each four times shown, pos

sibly conventional representations of the eye (Fig. 153).
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I

Fig. 154.—Vessel Xo. 91. Keno Place. (Diani. 6.25 inches.)
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Fig. 155.—Vessel Xo. 421. Keuo Place. (Diani. 5.25 inches.)
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Yosscl No. 91 A vessel of flat base*, nnd
design three times shown, perhaps representations of a pair ofeve^ from an alK.rigi-

nal point of view (Fig. 154).

Vessel No. 421

yellow ware, havin,

markings, perhaps (

cV vessel resemblinj: a short-nocked buttle in form, of

decoratio n the body, three incised spirals with notehrd

d torenreseiit attributes of tlu' winucd K'nnnt.
Around the short, contracting neck are four incised, encirelini: lims (Fi«r. 1

r.
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Fig. 156.—Vessel No. 371. Keno Vh (Diam. 6.7 inchw.)

Vessel No. 371. A vase of rather soft, yellow ware, with flat base, h

decoration six neatly-made designs, each consisting of a spi

with cross-hatch lines (Fig. 156).

Vessel No. 444. A bowl of coarse, yellow ware, 8.25

1 fdlcd

(lianietcr, hav-

le the efhgy of an animal head, perhaps that of a dog, looking inward.

The opposite side of the bowl, where a convt

On the body of the bowl is a rude, lined deco

prol jaldy mi
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I
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Fig. 157.—Vessel Xo. 48. Keno Place.
(Height 4.6 inches.)
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Fig. 158.—Vessel Xo, 437. Keno Place.
(Diam. 2.1 inches.)

Fig. 159.—Vessel No. 373. Keno Place
(Full size.)

Vessel No. 48

ded by incised

An ovoid vessel of inferior, yellow ay 1 flat base sur-

between which and similar lines at the
meander designs. There are two holes for suspension (Fig. 167)

apex th

Vessel No. 437 This vessel, of soft, yellow ware, with flat base, possibly
presents a gourd, though the presence of a double stem is hard to expl

158)

nr

Vessel No. 373 This curious little object of unusual form is unlike anyth
found by us elsewhere in the Ouachita valley (Fig. 159)

Ouachita

The Keno Plantation is but four miles in a straight line from Glendo
Both these places were important both contained Europe

artifacts
;
they had, as might be expected, interesting points in common, but, on the

other hand, they showed divergent features.

We find

diversity of groupin

the two cemeteries mortuary deposits of pottery, arranged

OJ and tributes of ornaments of brass and of glass beads, placed
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The earthenware from both ceiiutrrirv has poiiiu< o[ rc?omh\

151

at Gleiid

cemeterie

f decoration, though arti;<tic workmanship and
)ra. A swelling of the neck is common to tx number ttf bottles fi 1

On the other liand, vessels with markedly long necks, whic..

feature of the pottery of the Keno Plantation, were not found

1 are so toiivjtunKuis

at Glendora. In
the K
From 1 K

ery were numerous tobacco-pipe

Place came large deposits of cxq

fi but

projectile points, b ly made, were found iiL Glcnd \

une.

; but

Keno
Place were types of axes not present at the Glendora ccnu't* ry

Cemetkky on the Waiid PL.vcr, Mohehousk Pa wish, La.

The plantation known as the Ward PI s al)out XE. direc-

from Ward Tl divided in recent times. Mr. T. L.

Day owning the southernmost portion, on which he reside

In the northeastern corner of the cultivated field on I) fi

view from the road and in sight from the bnvou, was a slidii rise in the tnoundo
Avhcre the soil was darl than that of f fi On this rise were

strewn various indications of aboriginal occupanc3^

Trial-holes almost immediately came upon human remains, and with the aid

of considerable digging, an irregular nroa al^out 50 feet by r)5 feet was found to

contain burials. It is possible that other burials lie in the neighborhood, but, if

so, they are widely scattered and proljably would not repay the extensive digging

necessary to find them.

The area to which reference has been made was completely dug through by

us, and was found to contain thirty-(me burials, none nt a gn^ater depth than 2.5

feet, and most of them considerably nearer the surface.

The slight elevation in which the buriala lay was com])osed of dark soil formed

by continued occupancy. Below this dark soil was tough red clay. The burials

had been placed at various depths in this clay,, and the distance at which they were

from the surface, of course, depended on the depth they had been let into the clay

and on the thickness of that part of the elevation under which they happened to be.

- As the presence of human remains at this place was unsuspected previous to

our visit, and as the bones lay below reach of the plow, the burials found by u?

were practically intact, and consisted of thirty skeletons extended on the back, and

one aboriginal disturbance.

Of the full-length burials Number 6 had the right foot crossed above the

left ankle, and Number 17 had the right forearm flexed, the hand resting on the

shoulder, near the skull.

All the extended burials had the heads in a southerly direction (between SE.

by S. and SSW.) many due S. The burials lay about parallel to the bayou.

It was evident that the skeletons, all of which belonged to adults, with the

exception of three adolescents and two children, had been placed in the ground
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denuded of flesh, as bones often out of place and small b some

mi

Apart from burials were found several knives and arrowheads, of chert and

eatlv-made piercing implement of bone, round about 4

length.

We shall now describe in detail all objects found with burials at this pi

Burial No. 1

Burial No. 2

Burial No. 3-

small earthenware vessel near the skull

vessel, also small, at the right wrist.
+

3—a small pot, with holes for suspension, at the headj five tines from

deer-antler, about one foot from the head, one having a groove around the proximal

end, another smoothed exteriorly and hollowed so as to serve as an arrowpoint.^

Burial No. 4 thenw the head the shoulder a sm

psoidal mass of hematite, highly polished, but without groove or perforation

carapace of a tortoise

Burial No. 5—two ssels at the left should of which had charcoal

beneath it; at the right elboAv, a musselshell somewhat broken, with a circular

perforation for the insertion of a handle.

Burial No. 6^two vessels of earthenware near the skull, one a bowl inverted

and covering part of the opening of the other vessel, a pot.

Burial No. 7 small vessel near the head tine of deer-antler, worked at

both ends ; two musselshells {^Lampsilis anodonioides) near the shoulder and thorax,

having each a perforation for suspension near the hinge.

small pot above the right knee,

a small pot at the head ; two piercing implements of bone at the

Burial No. 9-

Burial No. 10

r side of the right humerus ; a small musselshell {Quadrula heros dombey

the left elbow, the shell having a circular perforation for use as a hoe.

Burial No. 11, a child—a pot near the skull.

Burial No. 12

Burial No. 13

an earthenware vessel near the left shoulder.

a pot near the skull ; the carapace of a tortoise at the right

shoulder ; beneath the right humerus, a musselshell hoe.

Burial No. 14—an earthenware vessel at the side of the left knee j at the shin,

a rude disk of sedimentary rock, 2.25 inches in diameter.

Burial No. 15—three vessels together, about one foot from the skull.

Burial No. 16—at the left shoulder and head, a heterogeneous collection as

follows : one barbed arrowpoint of chert, with the point missing ; one chert knife

;

twelve pebbles and parts of pebbles of chert ; one implement of bone with rounded

point ; eight tines of deer-antler, some cut squarely across at the proximal end ; a

number of bones belonging to male raccoons, unworked with the exception of three,

which have the proximal ends cut off and the other ends carefully worked to sharp

points. An implement similar to those in question, except that the proximal end

remams on the bone, was lately figured by Mr. Robert F. Gilder,^ as having been

found in eastern Nebraska. Mr. Gilder describes the Implement as a fish-hook.

^ As to aatler-points shot into h
,1 History, Vol. III. " The Len

luman beings see Anthropological Papers, American Museum of

ape Indians of Staten Island" ; by Alanson Skinner, p. 15, PI. HI.
American Anthropologist," Jan.-:March, 1909, plate I-2-fig. a.
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In F
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IGO th e

raccoon-bones,

as to hold a fi:

P Tiou d
It will be noted that the an-le ».rtlie >vorkcd

f imwork

h •lull

^ye arc indebted to Mr. William C. Mills. M
01 so well k for tl

c rk

IC f<

ders Ikiih'8 of

belou-niii: tu the raccoon and

qtH

tl. to lia\<-' b<***ii

as awls; and fbnt be (ibtMiiud nt le

village-5!te

m
e*

ic

upward of 125 of tin m Itn|.l

mcnts. and ni.ut" (ban balf as mnnv of il
ft

same kind at Ibc (lartnrr villa L^e-nile.

r>urinl No. 17—tbrro vess**!;* Jicar tli<»

pkull.

Burial No. I'J—a nnissoMiclI b<»e nnd a

rude pot of cartbcnwarej iifar tlie ^^^u^l.

Burial No. 20—at the cranium, a shell

hoc {Quadrula In > i>s (fowhtjaua), btltcr pre-

l^rved than >uiii('.

Burial No. 21—a bowl near tlic head.

Burial No. 22

—

^ v<'ss<'l at encb pide of

the head; witb these a shell rontaininsj a bbu k

siilt.-tauce determined b\ Dr. 31. F. Keller as

Fig. 160.—Ilaccoon bone, and awls made from
similar bones. Ward Place. (Full size.)

follows: "A mixture of finely divided car-

bon and carbonate of lime and contains also

smaller aiiiounls of pbosjdiate of lime. The
carbon appears very black and lustrous under the microscope, while the carbonate

is present partly in pearly scales and partly in an earthy form. It sccnis probabh*

that the material is the charred remains of bones."

Burial No. 23—a pot near the skull.

Burial No. 24—spread out in a layer beneath the skull, which rented upon

'them, w^as a miscellaneous collection as follows: twenty-two tines of (bor-antler,

squarely cut off at the proximal ends; two arrowpoints of cbert, one having l"^f a

barb; three flat masses of sandstone, probably hones; eleven implements of bone,

some with rounded points, all with articular parts remaining; ten pebbles of chert;

nine flakes of the same material.

Burial No. 25, a young child—at the head, a [.ot.

at the right side of the skull, a pot having its opcnhig coveredBurial No. 26

the carapace of a tortoise, the concave side uppermost; four small chisels made

from chert pebbles, each about 2 th, three with hi,Ldily polisbed

g edg

Bur N 7 at the left shoulder, a pot so carefully covered th a rge

fragment of another vessel that no soil had entered
^w-

20 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Burial No. 30—at the left shoulder, a bowl inverted over a pot in which was

the carapace of a tortoise.

Burial No. 31—at the right wrist, a musselshell hoe ; at the right upper-arm,

a large fragment from an earthenware vessel, covering about two-thirds of the thorax.

Under this fragment was a highly polished chert pebble and a small amount of

charred material. At the right of the skull was an inverted bowl.

Thirty-one vessels of earthenware were found in the cemetery at the Ward
Place, the number accidentally coinciding with that of the burials.

The pottery from this place is, with one or two exceptions, shell-tempered.

The form usually approximates that of the pot ; some vessels with globular or semi-

globular bodies, having upright or flaring rims, were encountered. Curiously enough

the bottle was not found in this cemetery, if we except a globular vessel which
seemingly had been the body of a bottle, but which, having lost the neck, had the

margin of the fracture carefully smoothed.

No pigment was found on any vessel, and decoration, when attempted, almost

invariably consisted of some combination of the scroll, rudely incised.

A few vessels from this place will be described in detail.

Fig. 161.—Vessel No. 13. Ward Tlace. (Diara. 6.3 inches.)

Vessel No. 13. This vessel, of hard, yellow" ware and of rather interesting
shape (Fig. 161), is not completely made plain in the illustration as the upper part
of the body extends downward somewhat after the manner of a mushroom. The
decoration, incised, consists of a meander surroundinj? disks above and below, alter-

tely Famt cross-hatch work has been attempted on part of this decorat
Vessel No. 3 A bowl of fairly hard, brown ware, with flat b (Fig. 162)

having as decoration below the rim, on the outside, six symbols, perhaps represent
mg the eye, one of w-hich, owing to lack of space, is

remainder of the exterior is occupied by a combination of scrolls, th
being filled in with punctate markings, as shown diagrammatically in rigVl63

but partly shown
upper

The
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tiMi
.<^--

Fig. 1()2.-Ve«tt8l No. 3. Ward Plaro. (Diam. 6.4 inchrd.)

Fig. 1G3.—Vessel No. 3, Decoration. (Almost half size.)
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Vessel No. 4. A vessel of yellow ware (Fig. 164), bearing a decoration akin
to a considerable number of others found by us in the Ouachita valley reo-ion which
we believe may represent the eye. This decoration is shown in diagram in Fio-. 165

Fig. 164.-Vessel Xo. 4. Ward Place. (Diam. 5 inches.)

• Vft *'«* *•««''< *«••«<

r

Fig. 165.- Vessel Xo. 4. Decoration. (About one-third size.)

.1. w ^I'^J^'l^
°^ *^' ^^^^ belonging to Mr. Day is another that formed part of

the Ward Plantation at one time, but is now the property of Mr. J. Weinstein, of
Bastrop, La. The soil in th field is extremely rich in places, and was so thickly
covered with aboriginal debris and artifacts that
points, lanceheads, and knives, all of chert, was madeTy
tively short time.

1 of more than 80 arrow

our party in a compara
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Many of the points arc barbed and are of considerable elegance of fonn ; iiuiti d

over the whole Ouachita valley beautifnl projutiU' i.oint« aiv abiindntit. Anion

points from that region are many of the tvne c1e>cnbcJ hv Mr. Fowke' a? ^uui-

med, chipped Hints, with but one barb, and given bv him a^

phiceSj fiom southwestern Arkansas and raiahouhi Parish. T

com
^jj

The Wcin.steln Plantation was carefully dug over without finding trno«» of

;tery.

CE>f?:TERY NEAR Sevex Pines Landing, MoHEiiorPE i*\Tnsii, La.

At Seven Pines Landing, otlierwise known a,>< Miller Landing, two pbmtalif^tis.

are divided by the highroad, that of Mrs. T. 0. Tiravel, of Brodnax. T«a., being the

northern more.

On a part of the plantation, fallow at the time of our visit, was much evidence

of aboriginal occupancy, and at one pla^e, aV»ont on<'-(jnartt'r mile NK. from th<*

landing, which seemed slightly liighcr than the surrounding field, were many ."^mall

frajjrments of human bone.

Trial-holes at once came upon burial«, and aft^r much digLMnji of ndditional

holes and converging trenches, an irregular area, 33 feet by 42 feet in extent, vat

defined as that in which the burials lay. This ground, largely clay in

admixture of sand in others, was completely dug through by us, fi

I

line of undisturbed clay benfath.

Human remains, just under the surface at times, were cncoujiton-d at vnriou'*

depths, the deepest being found in a pit whose bottom was about 3 feet from the

surface.

The bones were in such condition, having at times but slightly more conH^t.ll(•y

than moistened sawdust possesses, that the form of burial was hard to determine.

Skulls were found singly or in pairs without long-bones in a>^^ociatIon, in some

cases, while in other instances bones were unaccompanied by skulls. On four

occasions burials at lenf^th were indicated, and one regular bunrhed burial was

encountered, made up of long-bones which had been piled paralUd one with another.

No cranium was present with this burial.

One of the full-length burials lay at a depth of slightly less than three feet.

Later, a circular pit for a bunched burial had l»eeu put down, and this pit had

encroached upon part of th

the appearance of a pot-shaped

_^ „ .._. f

h extending from it—the latter

part being what remained of the grave of the earlier, or full-length burial.

The bunched burial in this combinatirm consisted of three ekulls : one, badly

crushed, at the bottom of the pit; one just above it, inverted but having the lower

jaw below it, and partly surrounded by three femurs placed diagonally and by frag-

ments of other bones; the third skull lay at some di..tance from the others.

No other burials were determined, though altogether bone.s were encountered

in forty-two places. No skeletal remains were saved.

1 « Stone Art," Thirteenth Ann. Rep. Bur. Am. Eihn., fig. 218, p. 156.
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Fig. !()().—Orna-
ment of claystone.
Seven Pines Land-
ing. (Full size.)

Fig. 167.—Pipe of eartlienware. Seven Pines Landing
(Full size.)
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Fig. 168.—Pipe of earthenware. Seven
Pines Landing. (Full size.)

Fig. 1G9.—ripe of earthenware. Seven Pines
Landing. (Full size.)
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Fig. 170.—Pipe of earthenware. Seven Pines Landing. (Full size.)
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Exclusive of pott<?rv, but little in tlic wayof artir;ict>' ua;f |m>ent with Inirij^l*.

With fraLMiients of bono was a cliiM-l 3 inches in Icugth, Hi ally obipjscd fmin a

chert pebble, having an edge beautifully ground. Two laitbenware \».?«el(i lay

Tvith this burial.

With another burial wa? a chisel of a fairlvhard, fine «rrained ,<ton<». %.b inchop

ill length.

Burial No. 3-t. an extended skeleton, had two vr->('lh at the head: an carihea-

ft of the pelvis-. «n ornament ( Kiir. liiij). luobablv of ^ . «

t 1 L « <.

having a part extending horizontally at one end, and a dernration euiisl.-ting «»f

\n ornnmrnt.ty Tlthree faint, parallel, encircling lines nt the opposite extnMii

badly broken when fouiid, has since been ccineiited iopetlier.

Four pipes of earthenware came from this cemetery, three rcrtainly n*«oriatcd

with burials and tlie fourlli probably lia\iii«i been with Imman nniainn at uii«'

time. All are shown in Figs. 107 to 170, inclusive.

The vessels of earthenware from

most instances, and when they did

place, thirty

pfC!<n

with burials

nit ofI res

disturbance or was owing to bones formerly with tliem having disnppe i

d '-^y Their position was usual

h

near \]n'' !«kull. poimliiueH siuLdv, never more

than two together. Several were inverted; in one was the carapaec of

in fragments. Hardly a vessel was recoverec the majority

Ily were crushed into fragments, but also were so disintegraf«d that they

possible to preserve. The ware, shell-temi»ei'ed in most cases, had been insuf-

ficiently kneaded the distribution of the t.iiipering material was uneven

d later, presumably, the paste had been insuflicicntly fired.

Many of the vessels were without decoration, while the ornamentation of oth

lb o

The following vessels arc the m rthy from this
j

Vessel No. 21, a bottle of dark ware and having a flat biwic (n characteristic of

nearly all the vessels from this phice), undecorated, is 11.5 inches in huiglit.

neck, conver-inir somewhat toward the opening, is 6 inches in leiifith.

The

,„^,N7">--. .-,^-VCV^i^ .>" ^ \ ^ * T^

Fig. 171. -Vessel Xo. 20. Seven Pines Landing. (Length 6.6 inches.)

Vessel No. 20. A trough-shaped vessel of thick, porous, yellow ware, shown

in Fig. 171.
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Fig. 172.—Vessel No. 15. Seven Piues Landing. (Height 4.5 inches.)

Fig. 173.-Vessel Xo. 14, Seven Pines Landing. (Diam. 5.6 inches.)
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Vessel No. 15

upper part of the body an incised

bands of chevrons, also incised (Fig. 172)

A pot of inferior, dark ware, with lint base, having on the

nd ihc k

Vessel No. 30. A pot almost the counterpart of the forejroing with llic excel

question somewhat exceed s thor in size.

Vessel No. 14. This vessel, of hiferior, yellow ware (Fig. 173), ha.-^ an in(i«<Hl

decoration similar to that on several vessels figured as corning frum the "Ward 1

and elsewhere in the Ouachita valley, and which wc shall consider to roproscnl

eve, until somethinir better is su^rjiested.

i(

Several other places on Mrs. Leavcl's plantation, wdiich, judging by debris on

the surface, were likely to prove places of burial, were carefully dupr into by us

but without success.

About 1.5 mile, following the road from Seven Pines Landing, is the farm of

Mr. T. E. Hudson, who resides nearby.

A field about ten acres in extent, forming juirt of the property of Mr. HudMMi,

was acquired by him some years ago from Mr.

V. N. Brodnax, living near Brodnax, La.

This field, long under cultivation, has been

celebrated for years for its yield of plummct-

phaped pendants of hematite, n number having

been found by Mr. Brodnax, and at least a dozen

by Mr. Hudson, according to his btatenient— all

having been turned up by the plow. There is

no history of the finding of human bones on the

site, though a cemetery may have been tlu re in

the past, the bones havingbcen destroyed through

cultivation, the hematite pendants remaining.

One of these pendants, received from Mr.

Hudson by Mr. S. J. Ilarrell, of whom wo shall

have occasion to ppeak again in connection with

exploration on his property, kindly was presented

Fig. 174.—Pendants of hematite. Brodnax.

(Full size.)

to US by Mr. Harrell. Tbe specimen, neatly

made, 3.5 inches in length, has a counters^unk

perforation at one end. Another pendant of

the same sort was obtained by us from the son

of Mr. Hudson. Those pendants are shown in Fig. lii.

Much di^o-ins in this field was without positive result.

Cemetery near Brat Landing, Morehouse Pakisii, La.

In cultivated field forming part of pi of Mr. S. J

Harrell. who resides near Mound Landing, and of whom men has j
been

ade, is a hardly perceptible elevation about one-half mile SSE. from Bray Land

21 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA.. VOL. XIV.
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Mr. Harrell, who had visited us while we were working at a iieighborin"- planta-

tion and had become acquainted with our methods, heard from employes on his plan-

tation of the finding of bits of bone and of pottery on the elevation to which reference

has been made.

Assisted by a friend, Mr. Harrell caused to be dug in this place an excavation
about 6 feet by 8 feet in extent, finding numerous skeletal remains, includino- eio-ht

skulls w^hich crumbled upon removal. With these skulls were several pots in

small fragments, and a vessel, oblate-spheroidal in shape, having as decoration, in-

cised interlocked scrolls made w^ith a tool causing somew^hat the effect of cord-

marking. This vessel Mr. Harrell generously offered us, and, in additioi
" celt " found with some of the bones.

J
sm

Having ascertained, with the aid of many trial-holes, the area in which human
remains were to be found, a circular space about 46 feet in diameter was surrounded
by our men and completely dug through, the digging being carried on through sandy
clay darkened with organic matter, to a depth where undisturbed yellow clay was
encountered. At times this undisturbed clay was but 18 inches down, but occasion-
ally pits from 2 to 3 feet in depth were encountered.

The area excavated included slightly more than the aborigines had devoted to

purposes of burial and, of course, surrounded that part of the elevation already dug
by Mr. Harrell.

The condition of the bones in this cemetery varied considerably, most of them
being badly decayed, while a few were fairly well preserved. Many of the bones,
especially the skulls, in addition to the ravages of decay, had suffered through
breakage

The majority of bones in the mound were not in any particular connection,
but were scattered throughout, skulls being found with a few bones lying near them
and often on them, hence the breakage. Other skeletal remains often lay alone or
in small aggregations apart from any skull. Presumably these bones were not held
together by ligaments at the time of burial and hence were interred in no particular
order, for though some of the bones in this cemetery had been disturbed through
cultivation, and some had been scattered by aboriginal disturbance, yet many were
found at too great depth for the plow to have reached, and no disturbing graves
extended below them.

The bunched burial, or rather the symmetrical bunched burial, where long-
bones were piled lengthwise, had not been attempted.

^

Owing to the bad condition of most of the bones and to the disarrangement to
which reference has been made, it was impossible to take exact account of the various
burials. However, seventeen burials were exactly noted, all of adults, with two ex-
ceptions—but these were a small proportion of the interments present in the mound.

Of the fifteen adult burials, thirteen lay at full length on the back and two
were extended, face down.

The heads of all the adult burials were in a southerly direction with the excep-
tion of three, which pointed ENE.
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At the bottom of a pit in the central part of the cemotcrv hiy Burial Xo. IG

(the skeleton of a male, we are informed by Dr. Hrdlickn), extended on the back.

The state of preservation of the bones of this skeletiai wa^ excellent, whith if» the

more remarkable considering the condition of many of the bones in this cemetery.

The left radius was somewhat out of place. All the bones of the right hand and

some of the bones of the left hand were missing.

Near the skull were many fragments of charcoal and some bits of burnt bhell

and of calcined bones, which latter have been determiru d proltably to be not Innnan,

but to belong to tlie deer.

A tobacco-pipe lay at the left side of the jaw of tliis pkcleton. At the left

sliouldcr was a bottle; and over the right hip, a bowl. Both the eartht-nware

ntiMisils and the pipe were in an excellent state of preservation, as were the bonoB

of a skeleton lying in the same pit with IJurial No. IG, but somcwliat nVtove it.

In the soil in this cemeterj', sometimes near burials, were pc'l>l)]i's. prbblc-

hammers, and a small arruwpoint of chert.

A scale of the alligator-gar, probably used as an arrowhead, lay near Innnnn

remains.

Usually with burials, and often in contact with the skull (tht)Ugh in several

instances their exact position was not noted, owing to their falling in masses of soil),

were eleven pipes of earthenware, eight of which are shown in Figs. 175 tu IS'^

inclusive.

One of these pipes has two perforatiims; of the four orifices two are in front

of the base on which the bowl rests and one on each side. Tlusc perforations have

no connection with the hollow part through which the smoke pa??ed, but nndoulit-

edly were used to attach ornaments of some sort to the pipe.

Another of the pipes in this lot has the bowl and the portion intended to receive

the stem resting upon a thin platform projecting on all sides. The part of this

platform which projects bc^'ond the opening for the stem is a restoration which was

made because a corresponding part of the platform extends beyond the bowl.

There were found in this cemetery twenty-six vessels of earthenware, of which

Tt
only two were intact. We came upon also a number of parts of

been broken and scattered by disturbance, recent or aboriginal.

all associated with human remains, and in every case but two, were in proximity

to crania. .

The vessels, as a rule, were found singly, and never exceeded two with a smgle

burial The ware of these vessels, some of which had shell-tempering while f»ome

were without it, was, as a rule, inferior and readily acted upon by the dampness of

the ground in which they lay. Many were disintegrated beyond r.^pair.

In form the vessels had flaring necks as a rule, and without exception, we

believe, had flattened bases. A single bottle was found. No pigment had been

used on the vessels, and when decoration was present it was, as a rule, mcised and

of uneven execution, the designs being the scroll, concentric circles, and common-

place arrangements of parallel, straight lines.

J-
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Fig. 175.—Pipe of eartheDware. Bray Landing. (Full size.)

Fig, 176.—Pipe of earthenware. Bray Landing. (Full size.)



Fia. 177.—ripe of earthenware. Bray Landing, (Full size.) Fin. ITS.- rip<» of w»rthrniT!iTt. Bimjr !...*.«.nr <F«ll - «»)

rtfc

Fig. 179.—ripe of earthenware. Bray Landing. (Full size.) Fig. 180.—ripe of eatlheDwarc. Bray landing. (Full nixe.)
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Fig. 181.—Pipe of earthenware. Bray Lauding. (Full size.)
Fig. 182.—ripe of tartl.en^aro. Bray Landing. (Full iize.)
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Vessel No. 13

Fig. 183.—Vessel No. 25. Bray Landing. (Height 5.25 inches.)
+

A hemispherical vessel of porous, vellow ware, having a flat
base, and a circular aperture about
circle with a diameter of .25 of an inch
showing where a stem is supposed to have been detached

diameter, near which is an
This vessel represents a gourd, th

sed

Vessel No. 11 A vessel of coarse, yellow ware, 2.7 heijiht, much
resembling a gourd-form and similar to one from the cemetery on the Kcno PI
tion, with the PX-OPnfinn ihoi ih^ Tr«^.,„^l ,,..J J • .l* • -. ..,pt that the vessel
lined decoration and has had a base of some kind, now missin

der description is covered with a rude

Vessel No. 25 ^ ^^ttle of gray ware (Fig. 183), with flat base, rather roughly
decorated with encircling, alternate ridges and depressions, similar, tliou-h inferior,

essel from Missouri, figured by Dr. Evers

MouN Cemetery on the Mound Place, More Pa La
In a large cultivated field, in sight from Mound Landhig, on property of M
oward Michie of Mer Rouge, La., is a mound 22 feet in heio-ht. evidentl

J. Howard Mich
domiciliary

a mound 2 feet height, evidently

The mound, about 140 feet square, at the base, has a summit-plateau 50 feet
square, approximately.

' "Archaeology of Missouri," PI. HI, F,v. 210.
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The sides of the mound, two of which arc parallel with the bayon. do not face
tlie cardinal points nor are the corners of the mound dlrootcd toward them.

Eleven trial-holes in the summit-plateau yielded neither bunc nor artifact.

About 75 yards east of this mound is a small pool of water which, no doubt.

marks the site of an excavation made at tlie time of the buildini' of llie mound.
In sight, in a nortlierly direction from the mound, is a ridge ending in an

eminence about 7 feet in height, which evidently lias bieu givntly spread b\ et>n-

tinucd cultivation. Thickly scattered over this ridire were fragments of pottery

(including parts of several earthenware pipes), seventeen small arrmvln-ads of elurt.

chert chips and other debris. A considerable number <>f trial-holes h\ tins ridjre

were without return.

Mucli digging w^as done by us in other parts of the field surrounding the mound,

but Inimodiately he?ide the fence >shich

separates the field from the highroad, about l(lO yards N. by W. from the principal

mound, was the remainder of a dwellinu-site that had ]>cen maliiU cut awa\ bv the

road. The part which remained had heen so greatly spread by long-continued cul-

tivation that it was but little above the level of the field.

Trial-holes at this place came at once upon burials and pottery, and the small,

Irregular area adjoining the fence was then completely dug out.

Much disarrangement was apparent in burials found near the surface, and

many skeletons, no doubt, had been entirely plowed away. Of fragmentary remains

no account is taken in our enumeration.

Thirteen skeletons were found, all of adults, all extende<l on the back, the

heads directed toward various points. In addition, there were two layers of bones.

and a bunched burial formed from the skeleton of one individmil. The layers con-

tained respectively fourteen and sixteen crania. In the larger number are included

four skulls not inimediatel^- placed with the rest, but lying somewhat above them

in the same pit.

Also were found singly several skulls unconnected with other parts of the

skeleton, and with two or three of these skulls were enrth<nware vessels. Some of

the crania were at a depth too great to have been disturbed by cultivation. Possildy

the position of these skulls was the result of aboriginal disturbance.

All burials, seemingly had been made in pits, the deepest of which wa? 46

inches.

The condition of the bones was such that none was preserved with the excep-

tion of part of a cranium.

Burial No. 11, an extended skeleton, bad, at the skull, a collection of objects

more numerous than interesting, as follows: twenty pebbles; one bit of earthen-

ware; three flakes of chert; a flat mass of sandstone; a small, Qat fragment of

sedimentary rock, apparently; a small, oblong mass of petrified wood.

An arrowhead or knife, of chert, lay apart from human remains.

With the burials Avere fourteen vessels of earthenware, all in fragments, with

two or three exceptions. The vessels, as a rule, lay near skulls, though one was
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knee of a skeleton and one at the upper part of a left femur. In

skeleton lay one at th lit shoulder and
at the right

another instance

at the right knee.

The ware, with one exception, is without shell-tempering ; and no decoration

in color is present save in a single instance.

At this place, except in one case, there was little departure from the common-

place, in either form or decoration of earthenware vessels.

Certain of these vessels will now be particularly described.

Vessel No. 1, the body of a bottle from which the neck has been removed

The ware is coarse and unevenly fired. The base

The decoration consists of a five-pointed star, rudely modeled in relief,

through contact with a plow.

IS flat.

having a diameter of about 6.5 inches.

Vessel No. 7. A bottle of gray ware, having a flat base and a most unusual

shape of body—possibly a compound form (Fig. 184). The decoration consists of

series of curved trailed lines above the spaces in the lower part of the body.

Fig. 184.—Vessel No. 7. Mound Place. (Height 8.4 inches.)
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Vessel No. 3, a pot 7.2 inches in aiameier, btidlv brok^^n. Tie (Kcumtlon
, m-

cUed with a tool but having somewhat the effect of ronl-mnrkinjr. consia.^ uf \crLJcal
parallel lines below the neck, under whirli arc M-rics of eight cnncontric. fcpfofw^^d

ine. cnch made up of parallel, hiiri/nntal lines,
lines and fisj:ures of

decreasing in length toward the apex.

In a field adjacent to the one in which were (he nunnid nnd rnucicrj we have
described, a nunil)er of trial-holes were put down, resulting in the liiidinsr cf w«»B ^ "fc
pk(dcton at full length on the back, the head directed NK. The hknlh in i^.n.d con-
dition, was sent to tlie National ^rii«cuni.

Cemktkhv at Linn CiaivE Laniung, Mokluuuse Paki^h. La.

Li a cultivated field at Linn Grove Landing, near the road whicli iKadij-a tin

bayoUj on property of Mr. N. 11. Huff, living nearby, are ninn\ cvi^htic - ..f aborig-

inal occupancy. A nurnl)er of trial-holes put down at ibis place ^ield«d nothing.

It was apparent that much of the dark soil in which burials miglit be found h.id

disappeared through cultiviition and wa«h of rain, and wu v\ere abtured b^' Mr.

Huff that in the past many human bones had been plowed up at this 2>l.'i'^e.

Immediately outside a fence enclosing that part of the field whcri* the e<'niet«Ty

is said to have been was a small space covered with grains, b<fween the feuf-e nnd

the hiirhroad. Here we found one extended skeleton and a number of human bones

considerably scattered.

Mound nkar Linn CnovE Lani»in(;, Mohkitouse i'Aiuhu, La.

Following the road leading out from Linn Grove Landing, about To mllej one

comes to a mound in full view from the road, on property of Mr. A. K. Watt, who

resides on his plantation nearby.

This mound, about 8 feet In height and 05 feet across its circular bflf<e, buill

largely of clay, had been greatly dug into ^^revious to our visit. Conpidcrable dig-

by us in such space as remained, and careful examination of p

previous work had been done, yielded no indication that the mound had been us**d

for burial purposes.

Mounds near Wilmot, Asiit.ev Tounty, Ark.

Two mounds of medium size,evidently domiciliary, one said U) contain modern

burials, and both apparently much dug away previous to our visit, one tiear Wihi.ot.

the other on the river bank somewhat above, were not investigated by us.

Bet

Mound at Noble Lanking, Ashley Countv, Akk.

^^.„^^.. the highroad and the bayou, in full view from the water, at Noble

Landing, on property of Mr. T. A. Barnes, who lives on tli.' place, is a mound 4.5

across its circular base. This mound, mainly of clay, was

lly by us, and, in addition, was trenched from the margin inward
feet in lieight and 42 feet

dug out centn

bone or artifact

22 JOUEN. a. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Mounds on the Carlock Place, Ashley County, Ark.

On roadside which borders the ba^ a symmetrical mound on the

Carlock Place, 12.5 feet high and 90 feet across its somewhat irregiilarly-circula:

base. As this' mound had been used as a cemetery in recent times, the owner, Mr

T. A. Jackson, of Hamburg, Ark., preferred that it be not disturbed. Mr. Jackson

however, placed at our disposal all the level ground of the plantation, on which

an extensive dwelling-site thickly strewn with bits of musselshell, fragments ofo

pottery, and other debris.

A large number of trial-holes, sunk in all parts of this site, shoAved the super-

ficial, loamy soil to be without burials at the present time.

In the field, in view from the road, is a small mound of clay, which also con-

tains modern burials.

MoUN ON THE Sherrer Place, Ashley County, Ark

The Sherrer Place, belonging to Dr. F. M. Sherrer, of Portland, Ark., is about

two miles in a straight line WSW. from Portland, but on the opposite side of the

river.

Behind the dwelling, which is on the road bordering the bayou, are the remains

of a low mound of clayey sand, over which cultivation has been carried on for many

years In addition plowing, which has reduced th d almost to th

general level, the mound has been largely dug into in the past

Ten trial-holes, which were greatly extended later so as to take almost th

entire mound, were put down by In a number of pi bones, includ five

or six skulls, were encountered, some fragmentary through decay, some through

recent disturbance. With these bones were no artifacts.

Apart from human remains was a small bowl with a flat base, coarsely made

and without decoration, which fell into fragments on removal.

Mound near Portland, Ashley County, Ark.

About one-half mile from Alligator Point on the bayou, whence one can reach

the town of Portland by following the road one mile approximately, is a mound in

a field, in sight from the point.

This mound, small and evidently belonging to the domiciliary class, judging

from its shape, had been dug into centrally to a considerable extent before the time

of our visit, by a seeker after treasure, it was said. The mound, which is made of

raw, yellow clay, was not investigated by us, some reluctance having been shown

by the owner to grant us permission to dig, and but little pains having been taken

by us to induce him to do so after we had inspected the mound.
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1.

The material to wliioli this report applies consists of 6fi crania, and of nunur-

ous bones from the same as well as from other skeletons. In all ihcrc nre ninet^*-

one lots, thirty-seven of which are from Arkansas, and fifty-four from Louisiana.

Those from Arkansas come from a single burial place, while the bones from L«>iiis-

iana were gathered from seven different localities. Details rnneerning those places,

the modes of burial, and the arelneology of the graves, are given in the pn < < <]ing

Memoir by Mr. Clarence B. Moore. The localities in which the skeklal remains

were found are shown on the accompaining sketch map. wliic h gives al.«n those

from which came the skeletal material described b}:

year's report^ and to which fre(pient reference will be made in this paper.

The skulls and bones show various states of preservation, but for the greater

part they are more or less imperfect. None of the specimens is mincrali/cd, or

much devoid of animal matter. All, with one exception, are ])laitdy Indian; the

exception, a skull of a female about fifty years of age, with m(»derate " jlat-head"

deformation, is negroid. This skull; in all probability, is that of a negro-Indian

mixed-blood, and will not receive further consideration.

The majority of the crania, both from Arkansas and from T^ouisiana, exhibit

artificial deformation. The deformation represents both of the two varieties, namely,

occipital flattening or cradle-board compression .= and fronto-occipital flalteninjr

(" flat-head" deformation). The forms occur together in some of the localities, but

to some insufficient method practised to produce the fronto-occipital flatten-
o

ey are not always clearly d E.'ich variety of deformation pre-

dominates in, but is not limited to, a certain type of people, indicating adoi»ti..n of

customs in this regard by some of the groups.

As to anthropological identifications di

tively lar-e number of specimens, little evidence on which conclusions can hv based.

cranial that had been artificially altered in form are to a large extent useless
The

%

1 a Report on a Collection of Crania from Arkansas." ActtJ. Nut- Sc

^'"' ?y whS article on " Artificial Head Deformation," Hanclboc.k of America. Indian,. Unll.

30, Bureau of Amer. EthnoI.,VVash., 1907, Part 1, p. 'JC.
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for this purpose. Fortunately tliere are also skulls that exhibit only slight deforma-

tion, and a small number of wholly normal ones. These indicate, for the reo-ion

covered, two distinct types of Indians.

The predominating type is that of the brachycephals, known partly from the

previous report. These people, it appears from the material last collected, rano-ed

in stature from moderate to well-developed, with ^ood though not pronounced mus-
cular development. They were probably the people among whom prevailed and
who communicated to their neighbors, the intentional fronto-occipital deformation.

The other type, less well represented, indicates Indians of stature and streno-th

similar to those of the people just mentioned, but with oblong, mesocephalic to doli-

of a relatively

d-headed peopl

choce|)halic skulls. They were, in all probability, remnants

local strain of dolichocephals mixed with the more numerous
They exhibit the occipital, cradle-board head-flattening, but they practised also

fronto-occipital compression. The physical characteristics of these people, so far as

they can yet be isolated, approach, on one hand, those of the more northerly tribes

of Missouri, Illinois, and parts of Tennessee and Kentucky, and, on the other, those

of more westerly and southwesterly tribes, represented in northern Texas and
especially by the oblong-headed type among the Pueblo Indians. The prevalent
occipital flattening of the skull would point likewise to a connection with the south-

west and the northeast. However, no great weight can be placed on this latter

feature alone, for it represents a custom which could be communicated from one
tribe to another, rather than a fixed, organic, hereditary condition.

In addition to the collections referred to, there were found, on examination of

the older gatherings from Arkansas and Louisiana in the National Museum, a few
crania which resemble very closely the sub-type of the eastern Algonquians.

Barring the element last mentioned, the tribal mixture under consideration, in

more important characteristics, is closely related to the people of Ark
and Jefferson counties, Arkansas, whose skeletal remains Mr. Moore uncovered
during his investigations of the year before. The short-headed type is doubtless
identical in both series.

Numerous long-bones and several of the skulls in Mr. Moore's collection of 1909
give manifest signs of a constitutional disease, seemingly syphilis. Other specimens
from the collection, now partly in the National Museum and partly in the Army
Medical Museum, show osteo-arthritis, marginal exostoses, and effects of fractures

or dislocations
; there are two tibiae with abnormal curvature, and four bones with

lesions indicating localized suppurative processes. However, notwithstanding the
specimens last mentioned, there appear no definite signs of rickets or of tuberculosis,

and no instance occurs of bone tumor or of necrosis of bone.
On account of the varied character of the material, the detailed report which

follows must necessarily deal with the specimens by localities only. It gives numer-
ous results of measurements and observation, both interesting and important, which
have not been touched upon in the preceding remarks and which show the value of

Mr. Moore's most recent collection.
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Nevertlieless. t

older collections in

d Vi1 with th(>M* bcarin
^^_

National Museum, from tliis part of the country, f;

lb

fa

e

f covering the territory of the two State.-, and allow hut little r«*r?pertive in

point of time. They afford

the anthropology of Arkanf

er, a substantial d dation of

s d Louisiana, and should jstiinuhdr fi

collection of the skeletal remains of the aboriginal inhabitant? of these regions.

IT.

AHKAX?A?.

Mr. Moore's collection from Arkansas in 1*.>09 was made at Boytt's Field,

Union county, and comprises the list of ?pcciin<^U!^ given below.

Sexual recojjrnition offers, as usual, some difhcultics. but owing to the ure?fnce

any cases of long- and b rr\ tl iC n

within a y small margin of possiblemall error. I tl 1e uin»'r!ain

approximate age in j

»
1such lis was V] ycnr's report, i^ replaced

by references to defined periods of life, determinations of wliieli an^ s;if*

ible

Skulls anp Bonks from Arkansas.

Locality

Boytt's Field, Union Co
( 4

( 4

(

i

( 4

( t

( <

I (

( (

4 (

i 4

4 (

4 (

4 t

i 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

t 4

<i

4 4

4 4

((

4 4

4 4

4 4

(4

4 4

4 4

4 4

44

Specimen Original \o. Museum No.
(

Bones
14

Skull and bones ,

Skull
Skull and 1)ones

Skull
Bones

Skull and bones
44

Bones
Skull

Skull and bones
44

Bones
Skull and bones

(4

4 4

Bones
i i

a

Skull and bones
Bones
Skull
Bones

4 4

4 1

4 4

Skull

Skull and b(nies

Bones
Skull

1 4

Skull and bones
Skull

ft i

i i

i

A
I I

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
10
10

II

12

13

17

18
19
20
21

21
22
23
24
28
32
33
34
36
37
40
41
43
52
53
54
55

1

255 . 133
. 1 33a
.123

. 1 25

. 1 r.2

. 1 24

.141

. 1 32

.122

.121

.121a

.130

.143

.127

.139

.12t>

.129

.141

.134

.138

.138a

.120

.145

.142

.140

.13*i

.135

.151

.119

.137

.147

.141»

.128

.146

.150

.148

Female
.Male

14

41

4 4

44

Female
Male

Female
Male

Female

Male
t i

4 4

Female
Male

44

i i

Female
Male

4 4

44

14

44

44

Female
Male(?)
Female

44

Male
44

Female
Male !

Female

1

rrHo<1 of L»l>*

Adult
4 i

Y«Minfj ndult

Middlc-aK^" •'»*1ult
I ft

I 4

44

Adult
ie-ajre

I ft

Adult
Youuir adult

Middle-age adult

Xcitr udult
Adult

YounK adult

Middle-age adult

A^i'd adult
Adult

44

4 4

Middle-afje adult
Adult

Middle-ajje aduU
Adult

4 4

44

4 4

Middle-age adult

Younjj adult

Adult
Middle-age adult

14

Young adult

Middle-age adult
I t

Aged adult

Z f age • basilar suture closed ;
eruption of permanent teeth nni.hed ;

wear of teeth .light to mo<krale ;

^"^^••S lVul?^"e;^ce?dlJr55 vears of a.e : teeth worn off considerably; synostoses in sutures advanced or complete.
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As seen from the table, the specimens represent 24 male and 12 female full

o-rown individuals. The predominance of males may be accidental.

Of crania, 13 males and 10 females arc represented. Among the male skulls

3 are normal, 6 show slight to pronounced occipital and 4 slight to considerabh

fronto-occipital flattening; while among the females 3 are

cipital flattening, and 5 fronto-occipital compression.

o- the deformations will be found in the first table of measurements

normal, 2 show
Additional details reirard-

Five of the crania and numerous bone dications of syph

pathological conditions itemized t of form g
succeeding chapter

There are only a few anomalies of a more important nature, even if the teeth

lie skull No. 255.119 theand dentition

basihar process

cm. of the med

ded the consideration In m
shows on the right side a r)ronounced teral fissure to with 0.8

In male skull No. 225.124 the riirht nasal bon

in shape, reaches only a little above the middle of that on the left

c

absence

Crania from Arkansas—Measurements Relating to Form
Males

h

Museum
No.

1

Deformation
Diameter

aniero-poste-
rior maximum

1

Diameter
lateral

maximum

Basion-
bregnia height

Cephalic
index

Heig^ht-len^th
index

i

1

1

1

Height-breadth
index

255.119
cm.
16.7

17.6

17.3

(15.7)

. (16.9)

(16.4)

(17.3)

(15.9)

(16.2)

(17.6)

(17.3)

(17.7)

(16.9)
1

1

cm.
14.7

14.8

14.3

(15.2)
i

i

1

1

1

1

i

(14.6)

(15.7)

(14.2)
h

1

(15.4)

1

L

1

' (15.9)
f

1

1

1

(15.1)

1

(15.7)
1

r

(14.8)

(16.1)

1

cm.
14.1

14.0

13.5

(13.7)

?

(14.3)

(13.8)

(14.6)

?

(14.8)

?

(14.3)

(14.5)

1

ss.o
84.1
82.7

V

T

(Probably
mesocephal)

f

Meso- or low
brachyce-

phal)

f

f

(Nearly bra-
chycephal)

Probably
mesocephal)

Meso- or low
brachyce-

phal

f

84.4
79.5
78.0

95 9
.126 94 6
.I4y 94 4

i

1

!

.121

Considerable
occipital compres-

sion

Moderate
occ, comp.

Medium fronto-
occ. comp.

Slight occ. comp.

Traces of frontal
with considerable

occ. comp.

Medium fronto-
occ. comp.

Moderate
occ, comp.

Pronounced
occ, comp.

Moderate lateral

occ. comp.
1

Pronounced
fronto-occ. comp.

y i 9 f

.123

.124

1

1

1

1

4

.125

1

1
r

i

1

.127

1

1

j

1

1

1

.128

1

1

'

.141

1

.145

.150
+

.152

1

1

!

jt
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farther up being compensated partly by the left nasal and partK by the nn.sal pro-
cess of the right superior maxilla. In male skull No. 225.14 fthc -rlciioid k^i:y.x^,

especially the right, are unusually narrow antero-posteriorly.

Dental and numerous other minor anomalies will l»o referred to later.

In their anthropological charactoristies the hone^ from Ikntt'? Field do not
show differences, either in proportions or in fonn, clearly enongh to enable s. i-nrntion

into more than one type. Yet the skulls are not honiogincons. All tho nonn:il

crania, and a number of those the shape of which has been artificially nltn^ d,

belong clearly to the brachycephalic type of people known nlroadx from th«' Menard
and Greer cemeteries. A number of the deformed «knlls, howevir, xhow dihtln* tU

that, were it not for the artificial shortening, they would have to be elasied an

mesocephalic or even as dolichocephalic. It is the.sf skulls which r«*nnnd ene s«>

forcibly of the cranial type known fnnn some of the Pueblos. In the further trcatr

ment of the material it would be desirable to separate these skull? and tlie nl;itA,d

bones from the crania and bones of the brachycepbals ; but, as the identifieatioii of

these specimens, and particularly of the bones from the skeletons where no »«kull is

present, is uncertain, and as there are probably also present inlennediate fDjinsdu**

to admixture, such separation is not practicable.

Measurements.-—The data obtained by measuring the skulls have been sepa-

rated, as in last j^ear's report, into several convenient groups. The tn1»les (pp. 170,

177) present those that relate more directly to the form of the skull.

Museum
No.

255 . 1 20
.143

.148

.122

.129

.130

.144

146

147

151

Crania from Arkansas—Measi:remkms Rklating to FoUiJ

Fkmai.es

Deformation

Moderate fronto-

occ, comp.

Moderate
occ. comp.

Slight frontal

with moderate
occ. comp.

Slight frontal

with pronounced
occ. comp.

Slight fronto-

occ. comp.

Slight fronto-

occ. comp.

Slight occ. comp.

Diameter
antero-poste-
rior maximum

cm.
16.7

16.8

17.0

(16.3)

(16.6)

(15.8)

(15.4)

(16.1)

(16.9)

(16.6)

Diameter
lateral

maximum
Basion-

brcgma height

cm,
13.9

13.8

14.4

(15.0)

era.

? (fair)

13.6

13.6

?

(about 14.3)

(14.6)

(15.3)

(14.6)

(about 14.5)

(13.6)

(13.6)

?

(14.7)

(14.7)

(12.7)

?

Cephalic
index

&3.2
83.1

S4.7

t

f

(Probably
brachyce-

phal)

f

Heit^lit-leneth W^S^Vk brwdth
IMilr\ itldrx

f

(Meso- or
dolichoce-

phal)

W . 9

&0.0

t

94. f

23 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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The non-deformed skulls, it is seen, besides being rounded, are all

high, in which respect they further resemble those from Arkansas and Jeff.

relatively'

erson

counties, described in last year's report; and there can be no doubt that they belono-

to the same general group of people. From additional material in the National

Museum, it appears that the same type prevailed also in Drew and Mississippi

counties, Arkansas.

The deformed specimens show varying grades of compensation in breadth and
height for the artificially diminished length, the

much like an elastic bag filled with liquid.

skull acting under the process

The several deformed crania which
permit the discernment of a more oblong type represent doubtless a mixture of the

above, dominant, with a strong additional tribal element. Similar oblong heads

occur also in parts of Drew and Mississippi counties. Furthermore, from Pecan
Point, and from near Bardstone, in the latter county, there are extant individual

non-deformed skulls, of an unknown period, presenting the type of the eastern and
southeastern Algonquian crania.

Size. The principal dimensions of the crania from Boytt's Field agree fairly

well with those observed in the skulls from the Menard and Greer cemeteries, but

Measurements of the Arkansas Crania Relative to Their Size.

Museum
No.

255.119
.126

.149

.121

.123

.124

.125

.127

.128

.141

.145

.150

.152

.120

.143

.148

.122

.129

.130

.144

.146

.147

.151

Aver-

(with
minima
and

maxima)

Male

Female

Males

Females

Deformity Capacity*

None

Cranial
module (mean

diameter)

((

Occipital flattening

Fronto-occ. flattening
Occipital flattening

Fronto-occ. flattening

Occipital flattening

?

?

i t

( i

(<

(<

Fronto-occ. flattening
None

?

?

ti

iC

?

C.C.

1475
(fair)

(submedium)
1310

(medium)
1480
1315
1455

(fair)

1670
(medium)

1470
(fair)

(medium)

? (fair)
Fronto-occ. flattening ? (medium)
Occipital flattening
Fronto-occ. flattening

< (

t (

k i

( 4

a
a

Occipital flattening

4

1280

7)t
U55

(1310-1670)

cm.
15.17
15.47

15.03
14.87

?

15".37
15.10
15.30

?

15'.83
?

15.60

15.83

?

14.73
15.00

?

15.13

14.67
14.77

?

14.77
?

10)
15.36

(14.87-15.83)

Circumference
(above supra-
orbital ridges)

cm.
50.1

50.9
49.0
48.5
49.1

49.3
49.3
48.0
49.3
52.7
52.3
50.1
51.3
47.5
47.7
49 .

6

48.2
49.0
47.7
48.3
48.5
49.5
48.8

13)
50.0

(48.0-52.7)

6)
14.84

10)
485

(14.67-15.13) (47.5-49.6)

Nasion-
opisthion arc

cm.
35.0
35.0
35.0

36.2
34.1

35.7
34.4

?

37.3

?

35.5
34.3
33.3
35.0
35.1
32.7

35.2
34.0

?

.34.2

?

10)
35.2

(34.1-37.3)

7)
34.2

(32.7-35.2)

Thickness of
left parietal
(above squa-
mous suture)

mm,
4-6

5
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
5-6
4-6
5-7
5-7
4-6
5-7
4-6

5
5-7
4-6
5-7
4-6
4-6

(6-7)

13)
5

(4-6 to 5-7)

9)
5.3

(4-6 to 5-7)

t Numbe'r ofTas^eJ'^
mustard-seed in accordance with the writer's method described in Science, n. s., xvii, June 26. 1903. PP- 1011-I014.
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few that are more car Oiilv oii<* nftlu' siK^iirtCiis. lioN\<»r<»r

be termed large, namely that of IbTO c.c. capacity. In 15 additionn! Arkan
crania in the National M

?
which it could bo deteniiiiKtl. the

ranges in 9 males from 13C0 to ]i)00 c,<^., and in 6 fo maU.j^ from 11 SO to 1

The capacity of the skull gencralh- bears a relation to tlic stature of 1

ftcily

) c.c.

. and J

ly the humerus and the H One or In.th of the femora arc PrL>«.ut in Ci\(: of

skull Tl

f(

1
\

Relation ov Ski i i. Cm'acity to Siati rr

Male Skull
No.

255 .121

.125

.127

.124

.141

Averages

Blcoml>lar h > ^h at r\gf\X

femur of snmc
in<iiM<laal

Fetn. ! ' i1 Indf X (— c. c. of

cm.
45.7

43.3

42.1

46.0
48.2

JS . 7

S0.4
34,6
32.2
34.6

45.1 32.1

These interesting data unfortunately ajiply to too ft H of g

value, particularly for type comparison. It may

average bicondylar length of the right fomur in 1h<

Eastern states approaches 45.0 cm., and the cranial capacity

be stated, h<>\\('V<»r, llwit

white Ainrrican male of

Um

1500

g averaj]re fenioro-cranial index of about 33.3, a fiO ;htb

these Ind

The average module (mean diameter of the skull), the grealetol

m above the ridsres, and the nasion-op show in both

htly lower averages than in whites. The thickness of the parietal boiie iF^not

essive. but it will be noticed that it averages slightly more in the fe '

the males, even if we omi ,lly thick sk No. 255.151. Tl

D leral among Indians, although rather thick femal

•srer Indian skeletal collections.

The relation in the two sexes, of the average module, and of the circumferc

d posterior arc, IS most identical for the three measurement?, boin

96 (females)

measurements

100 males^ for the module, and as 97 to 100 for both the other

For capacity, however, the difference in the relation would

Facialparts It is re<rrettable that the facial parts of many of the skulls, m-
o

din*T nearly all the females, are imperfect or wantmg 8, tho

that remain sho\v her of features of considerable interest In the n

facial measurements, and especially the indices, are considerably alike through

out the thstandincr evident diversity in the form of S
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iidly, botli the upper and the lower facial ind perceptibly lower than in the

of Arkansas skulls described in Mr. Moore's last report. This is due to the

generally lesser height of

line, in the present series.

face, /. ^,, the height of the alveolar point to

The lower jaw also is relatively that average index of the

face is slightly more leptoprosopic than that of the face as a w
The breadth of the face is quite moderate throughout the

males a deformation of the vault has a decided effect on the

upper

and consequently on the facial indices. Tl

bracketed in the accompanying table.

bizygom

In two of the

itic diameter

measurements d indice are

Museum
No.

255.119
.126

.149

.121

.123

.124

.125

.127

.128

.141

.145

.150

.152

Measurkmknts of xnE Arkansas Crania with Referknce to the Facial Parts

Defor-
mity
of

vault*

Male

Total
height
of the
face

Alveo-
Jar

poiiit-

nasion
height

I (

(

(

i i

(<

I (

(

<

<<

r <

O. C.

O. C.

f-o. c.

0. c.

f-o. c.

f-o. c.

o. c.

255.120 Female
.143

.148

.122

.129

.130

.144

.146

.147

.151

O,

0.

f-o.

c.

c.

cm.
11.6
12.2

11.3

12.0
?

11.8

11.7

11.5
?

n.7
12.0

4<

(4

<<

t€

( C

f-o. c.

o. c.

f-o. c,

f-o. c.

f-o. c.

f~o, c.

0. c.

11.2

10.9

11.9

11.1

?

?

cm.
6.9

7.3
6.9

6.9

7.1

7.1

7.2

6.9

?

6.8

?

7.3

7.2

Diam-
eter
bizv-

gomatic
maxi-
mum

Facial
index,
total

Facial
index,
upper

Nose

cm.
13.8

14.3

13.7

(14.2)

14.0

13.9

13.3

?

13,6

?

14.1

84.1
SSJ
82J
?
?

?
84.9
ss.o
?

84.6
?

83.0

(15.2) {78.9)

7.0

?

?

?

7.3

6.5
?

?

12.5
?

?
«

«

?

?

13.2

?

?

?

89.6
?
f
?
f
f
f
?
f
f

50.0
51.0
50.4
{48.6)

?
50.7
51.8
51.9
f

50.0
f

51.8

{47.4)

Nose:
height

i

(mean of
that from breadth

nasion to'
(i^^^xi-

the nasal "^um)

notches)

56,0
«

'?

?
?
?
f

cm.
5.0

6.2

4.7
4.9

4.8

5.0

4.9

4.8

?

4.85
?

5.35

5.25

cm.
2.55
2.8

2.4

2.6

2.45

2.45
2.6

2.35
2.35

2.45

?

2.5

2.8

Nose ;

index

Orbits :

height.t
right left

Orbits :

breadth ,t

right left

Orbits :

index,
right left

4.8

4.4

?

?

4.9

4.7

?

?

?

?

2.5

2.6
?

?

2.7

2.5

?

2.2

?

?

51.0
53.8
51.1
53.1
51.0
49.0
53.1
48.9
?

50.5

46.7
53.1

cm. cm.

Palate

:

external
length X

cm. cm.
3.95 86.2

? 4.10
3014.00

?

4.00

91.1
85.4 ?
78.7 82.5

3.45 3.60 4.00
3.50
3.15 3
3.45 3.50 3.90 3.90i<?<?.5 89.7

?

3.80 3.

3..50 3.

3.10 3.15 3.90 3.75 79J 83.7

?

70 4.00
50 4.20

3.95
4.10

95.0 93.7
83.3 85.4

? ?

3.65 3.55 1 4.00
? ?

52.1
60.0

?
f

55.1
53.4
?
f

3.30 ? 4.10

f
i.05 91.2 87.8

f
? 80 .5 ?

3.70 3.80 4.10 4.10 90.2 95.1

?

?
m

?

?

3.40 3 25

?

?

?

f
?

?

?

?

? 3.35

3.90 3.90:<S7.2 83.3
?

?

?

?

? 3.65

f
f
f

? 91.8

cm.
5.5

(6.2)

5.4
5.3
5.3
6.0
5.8
5.4

5.6
5.8

5.8

5.5

5.5

?
m

?

?

6.0

5.3

?

?

?

?

* O. c. = occipital compression ; f-o. c. = fronto-occipital compression. t Broca's method. X Turner's method.

Palate

:

external
breadth

I

cm,
6.2

?

6.*1

6.5

6.5

6.7

6.3

6.7

7.1

6.5

7.1

6.3

6.7

?

?
«

?

?

6.7

6.2

?

?

The nasal index is mesorhynic in the main, but reaches to slight platyrhjnj

males, d r)rin
The females appear to be somewhat more platjrhjnic th
pally to a lesser height of the nose. In the skulls from the Menard and Greer
cemeteries the nasal index is almost invariably lower, due to a greater height of the

accompanying the greater height of the upper face. In s'o far as the breadth
of the nose is concerned, the last year's series of crania and d con-
sideration are much alike

In the dimension d index th

o d the rounded skulls from Boytt's Field

perceptible difference betwee

The orbital measurements present nothing extraordinary. The indices show
rather a wide range. Th probably due in part tl of the vault

Palate

:

index I

112.7

f

113.0

122 .

6

122.6

111.7

108.6

124.1

126.8

112.1

122.4

114.4

121.8

f

f

?

?

111.7

117.0

f

?
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defo en present in a high de-ive. an» m.t wUhoui effect ow ih V

;hape of the orbits. Th f hoth urbit? arc

are

present report for the purpose of showing tlie very freipient difllrencvs in

observed in, but by no means limited to, the Imlianf». These dilTerences

what characteristic, in that the left orl.it is freqtiently the hiiiher and nnrrowt r,

giving an index greater than in the right; but there are alsu'ca^s in which the

condition is reversed. A similarly great variation in the orbital inih-x is noucv-
able in the skulls from Arkansas describid in the last report.

The palate again shows predominantlv bra<-h\ uranie. A« in the <*a«<» of all

the other facial measurements, there can bo isolated no distinn type? rorrespond-

insr to the senarate forms of tlie sknll.

Other Measurements.—Special attention has b

how sepnrntely the alveolar slantinjr. an

)
K ter

of prognathism, and as it is important to i

additional measurement used m the scrie

from basion to the middle of the nasal notches, has been eniployed.

The total facial angle, or more properly, the basi-facial angle—the annle be-

tween the basion-alvcolar point line and the liiH' from alveolar point to nasion

ranges in ten of the male skulls (the only ones in which it could be determined)

from 66° to 74°. The alveolar angle, or that between the basion-alveolar ]»oiiit

jni the alv<H)lar point to the middle of tb<' nasal notchcB (thed the line fr

inferior boundary of the nasal height), differed in the same individuals between IS"^

and 67°. The variation in the latter, it is seen, is ptreeptiltly greater than in the

former, showing that the inclination of the upper alveolar procesfl in this series

depends more on that of the facial parts behind and above it than ou any causes

inherent in itself or in the teeth.

No similar measurements arc as yet available for comparison with whites;* but

it is certain that both the facial and the alveolar average prognathism is in the

Indians somewhat greater than in the whites, though less than in tlie Ameriean or

African negro, or in the Melanesian.

Measurements of the frontal bone show that the diameter frontal mininnun is

not considerable. It ranges in the thirteen males from 8.7 to 10.2 cm., with the

'o
of 9.6 cm., while in the ten females it measures from 8.0 to 1(1.2 cm.,

beinn- 9.3 cm. The sex differences are not very material. It was furtl_^ ^^^"O

d that this measurement shows but little direct relation with the brea.lth

of the skull ; /. c, the breadth of the skull and the breadthdength index.

The diameter frontal maximum is of service only in the non-dcformcd skulls,

being more or less altered in all cases in which either fronto-oeelpltal or occipital

compression is present.

The main diameter of the foramen magnum ranges from 3 to 3.5 cm. in six of

males here it could be measured, and from 3 to 3.3 cm. in three of i\v^ fi

The lower jaw shows only moderate dimensions. The bigonial diameter varies

in nine males from 9.9 to 11.2 cm. and in seven females from 9.5 to 10.7 cm. The

avera-e hel-ht of the symphisis is 3.65 cm. in the males (3.2 to 3.9 cm.), and 3.45

cm. (3.1 to 3.6 cm.) in the females. The angle shows very little diiTerencc m the

1 A large series is, however, promised by Dr. Rivet ^^^^O/irrived indepcnidentb^
t^^f^f^^'^

basi-facial angle in a similar manner. See " L'Anthropok,g.e," XX, 1909, 35 d seq., and 1
/•> et seq.
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two sexes, averajrinj:; 120° (107° to 128 ten males, and 1
o (110° to 128

e'Mii females. It is clear that the lower jaw, except for its slightly smaller dimen

of little use for sexual identification in this series of

Observations on the Crania.

The descriptive notes concerning the
A,

Arkansas skulls present so many simi-

larities to those bearing on the skulls from Louisiana that the two can be treated

together. They will therefore be found reported on in the section following that

dealins: with measurements of the Louisiana crania.

The same applies also to the long-bones and the other bones of the skeletons^

which will be described together in a later section.

Additional Measurements of the Arkansas Cranta with Reference to the Facial and Other Parts of the Skull

Museum
No.

Defor-
mation

of
vault

255.119
.126

.149

.121

.123

.124

.125

.127

.128

.141

.145

.150

.152

Male

.120

.143

.148

,122

.129

.130

.144

.146

.147

.151

Female

o. c.

o. c.

f-o. c.

o. c.

f-o. c.

f-o. c.

o, c.

o. c.

o. c.

f-o. c.

f-o. c.

o. c.

f-o. c.

f-o. c.

f-o. c,

f-o. c.

o. c.

Prognathism *

Basion-
alveolar
point

diameter
(a)

cm.
10.0

10
10

10

10
9

9

10

10
10

7

2

Basion-
nasion

diameter

Angle
between
a and

alveolar
point-
nasion
line

Basion-
middle
of nasal
notches
diameter

4
9
8

3

1

4

cm.
10.2

11.0

10.2

10.3
?

10.0

10.1

10.1

?

10.7

?

10.6

10.6

?

9.5

10.2

?

?

9.9

?

?

9.7

?

degrees

72

?
66

70
72
f
*

74
f

73
7/

Height
from

alveolar
point to
middle of

nasal
notches

Kb)

Angle
between
a and
line b

cm.
8.9

9.7

9,2

9.2

9'0

8.8

9.2

?

9.1

?

9.0

9.3

?

?
?
f
?
?
*

9

cm.
2.05
2.25

2.3

2.1

?

2.3

2.4

2.1

?

2.2

?

2.1

2.1

degrees

51
56
62

55
?

48

55
67
f
50
?

53
53

2.3

2
1

5

85

f
f
f
f
f
f
?
?
f
f

Frontal Boxe

Diameter
frontal

minimum
(a)

cm.
10.2
10.0

8.7

9.3

9.8

9.8

9.3

9.7

9.6

9.8

9.9

9.6

9.4

8.7

8.6

10.2

9.3

9.1

9.0

9.3

10.0

9.1

9.4

Diameter
frontal
maxi-
mum {b)

cm.
12.2

12.1

11.3

?

?

(ii.8

(12.4

(12.9)

(12.9)

(12.4)

11.6)

12.8)

Percental
relation
of a to 3

(
ax ioo\

b )

83.6
82.6

77.0
?
?
f

11.0

11.0

11.

8

(12.2)

(11.9)

(11.6)

(12.0)

(11.9)

(11.6)

(12.2)

79.1
78.2
86.4

Foramen
Magnum

Mean
diameter

cm.
3.3
?

?

?

3.3

3.0
?

3*5

?

3.4

3.3

?

3.0

3.3

?

?

3.1

?

?

?

?

Lower Jaw

Diameter
bigonial

cm.
10.5

11.2

9.9

?

?

10."9

9.9

?

10.*2

10.4

10.6
11.1

9.5

9.6

?

9.8

10.5

10.7
9.6

9.6

?

Angle

right left

Height
at

sym-
phisis

degrees
? 119

121 120

127 128

117
"

?

?

126
124
127

?

cm.
3.6

3.9

3.9

?

3.7

107

125
119

112

ii9

112

122 119

127

?

127

119
?

?

126
128
121

124

125

127
?

3.6

3.5

?

3.5

3.9

3.2

3.6

110 113
?

3.6

3.5

3.5

?

?

3.1

3.6

3.5

3.5

?

Menl?d and'Grlerce^etV^r^P.fHpl^Hh^.'S H^°^
'^^

tll'^'"^,
compass having crept into the determinations of the facial angles and sub-nasal height of the skulls from the

-vienara and Oreer cemeteries described last year, those determinations are here repeated with corrections :

Museum No. Angle between a and alveolar
point-nasion line

Height from alveolar point to middle
of nasal notches {b)

,n ' 249.915
.921

.922

.916

.923

.924

.925

degrees

74
7i

72
64
73
66
70

ma

cm.
2.3
2.2

2.4

2.9

1.7

2.45

2.1

Angle between a and line b

degrees
60
5r
58
54
52
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in.

LOriSIAVA.

Mr. Moore's colloctlon froiu Loui<i;ina in 1909 came frum ?rvriul loraliti

which are given with the list of i?pocimens in the table l>elow.

c

LorjsiAXA SktlI.S AM»

^

1

i

j

1

1

HoNXS

Locality

Skull and hontti

1

1

1

1

su^ »l !lf^ ! i»
- ti*

Harrelson Landing, Caldwell Parish Ak^I :t(hilt

Adult
^OO.'"^

H<mes 7 .(11)'. J Mnle-
4 4 in ,(VtS ft «

1

« 4

Skull nnd l>nni*s 11 .(I'.t.'t

1

YcMatijr tdnll
B<Mies 12 .< »'.«,

>« t Adnll
44 IS

j

.IW7 •*
»

1 %

Bell Giu LandinjT Hones "
1

.HH)
,

Mal« .

% 1

< ( it i i 1

,100a
- i %

Myatt*s Landing, Ouachita Parish Skull and hones A .102
«

•

Vnun^i adult
^ * "

Bones A . 1 < 12a
• ft Adult

Skull 9 .118 Fewnlc Maddlra^ adult
It » Brmen IS , 1 OH •*

1

AHidt
1

Skull and bones 19 .111
,

"
* Vounft adult

Skull 20 .li:{ ••
!

Middle-aK< •> lull
i i

21 .117
<l

Ncu.: a'lnlt
t i 22 .116

• « Vuunif ndiilt
l<

1

23 .116 Male A^ 1 adult
^

Skull and bones 24 .lort
44 Middl< ..K* . lult

Bones 26 .110
II Ad tilt

*
i Skull and hones 27 .KKS 1* male

i
Middl<*-nr* ^^^H

1

Bones 29 .ion Male Adult
1

1

J Skull and hones 30 .104 '

•4 t Middle n|pt rtdult
i 1

14 31 .103 Fciualc
* 1

d
1

i

44 32 .112
44

1 J
Ajjefl fldnU

4

«4 36 .107 Mule
i

Yuuuj; adult
J

Skull 38 .114 1

i

Middle-nipr ftdull

Jones Landing, Franklin P:Irish Skull — .153 Female
j

1 t

£J F 1

1 (!l^fT..i<li
^

n «< 44
1 .154 MaU*

1 f

Bray Landing, Morehoi7se Parish
it it

Skull and hones i

Skull

10 .201

.202 Female

ft i

YounK adult

n ti 44
4

m^ .20.1 Male Aged adult
H 4 ( 44 — .204

1

1

i

« ft

Mak-<
Mi<ldU' aj^c adnlt

1

4 ( (( Bones (a lot) .205
1

1

h

1

ftnd

female*
^1

Ail adults

Mound Landing. Morehouse Parish Skull and bones 1 .207
i

\

Female
^9 4

Middle-age adult
Aji^ed adult

Mid(ile-aK^c adult

^^ ^^k ^B^a- ^-™ -^ ^ -«—

Ward Place, Morehouse Parish Skull and bones
41

1

2
.217

:

.218

Male
1 a

Bones 4 .227 Female Adult
44 6 .220

4 4

1

ft 4

Skull and bones 6 .219
ft ft

1 .^K ^k ^

Middle ..^- adult
4 4 7 .211 Male

1

V 1

44 8 .210
' 44

1

4 4

44 9 .216 F^emale Young: adult
44 10 .220 1 *

* Middlc-a^^e adult

44 12 .215 ' Male
• ft

44 13
;

.21

3

Femnle Vuunc; adult

4 %
44 14 .200 Mule Middle-afje adult

Bones 15 222
1 1 Adult

ft I

44 16 1 .221
1 ft

44 17 .224
i i

m ft

44 18 ! .225 Female
ft ft

(4 19 Male
44

44 20 .214 Female
t 4 ft

44

Skull

22
31

.212

.208

1 4 ft ft

Middle-age adult

^^H _ ^^~~^^k 1 . • ^ A b H *•> ^* J ^AA tl-|<^ C-;rTitIor tahl^ nprtainiiiic to Arka nsas, page i 75-
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There are seventeen male and eighteen female skulls. Including all the bones,

however, thirty male and twenty-eight female individuals are represented.

With a single exception, these specimens are in a state of preservation similar

to that of the Arkansas skeletal remains. The exception noted is the bones from
+

Harrelson Landing, which are more resistant, and darker in color.

Deformations are again frequent. Of the male skulls, six are of normal shape,

nine show various grades of occipital and two of fronto-occipital compression
; among

the skulls of females, six are non-deformed, eight have occipital flattening and four

fronto-occipital compression.

An interesting fact is that the fronto-occipital deformation occurs in only one

locality, namely, Ward Place, La. Its absence in several of the other localities

may be merely accidental, due to the small number of specimens from these places.

But in the fairly large series from Myatt's Landing, only occipital compression is

detected. Notes reo:ardin2: the 2rrades of deformation are included with the firsto o ^— o

table of measurements.

Several of the skulls show evidence of disease ; details of these are given in

Section VI. Syphilis was undoubtedly present, as likewise were other pathological

conditions, known already from the skeletal remains of Arkansas.

Anomalies of importance, as in the crania from Arkansas, are limited in num-

ber. In male skull No. 255.106 the basilar process shows a deep lateral fissure on

the left side and a similar condition in a lesser degree on the right (Fig. 4, y)

;

the same specimen shows also a small medio-basilar or "pharyngeal" fossa. Male

skull 255.154 exhibits a very pronounced occipital torus, with a marked depres-

sion above its middle for a ligamentous or tendinous insertion. Male skull 255.203

shows an epactal or "interparietal" bone, 6.7 cm. broad and 4.5 cm. high. Male

skull 255.218 has a pronounced semilunar occipital crest, and a depression of good

size in the median line above it. Female skull 255.094 shows a marked bilateral

depression extending antero-posteriorly over three-fifths of the surface of each

parietal, between the temporal ridges and the sagittal region, due to senile diminu-

tion of nourishment of these portions and their consequent absorption. In female

skull 255.118 there is a large third condyle with an articular facet; and in female

skull 255.103 we find on the right a paramastold process, 0.9 cm. high and equally

stout, which articulated with the atlas. On the left side of female skull 255.212

there is a large wedge-like, separate ossicle, 2.2 cm. in length by 0.5 cm
breadth, between the wing of the sphenoid and the glenoid portion of the temporal

bone. This separate piece includes the sphenoid spine (spinous process). Female

skull 255.213 shows a pronounced depression, 3.3 by 3.0 cm. in extent, above inion ;

it is of the same character as the depressions in crania 255.154 and 255.218, and

as those of a number of skulls in the Arkansas collection of 1908, and no doubt

served for a ligamentous or tendinous attachment. In female skull 255.214 there

is a marked non-articular tubercle immediately back of each occipital condyle.

Finally, the lower jaw of female skull 255.220 shows on each side an abnormally

o J and cleft-like dental foramen.

Other minor anomalies are enumerated under " Observations" fnaiie 19
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Loi REFEarNCE TO TilHIJl FnUM

Miiseutn
No. Local itv

I

Di^iormation

Plame-
ter ;r>i.:.._ui

antfro- ' lai i|

posterior ruiki-
maxj- mum
ni u lu

lici|>lj|

Ct^>l>9tii- hidric

•2O5.094

.095

.107

.114

.102

Harrelson T.andinji; Female

.104

.100

.111

.115

.113

.116

.103

.105

.112

.117

.118

.154

.203

.204

.201

.202

.207

.211

.209

.210

215

217

218

213

208

212

214

216

219

220

I i

< <

( I

t «

4 i

I 4

t 4

4 4

I (

1 4

i 4

( 4

( 4

< (

Jones Landing
Bray Landing

4 (

( (

Mound Landing
Ward Place

( 4

4 i

4 t

4 4

4 4

i i

< 4

4 4

i(

i (

a

(<

44

Myatt's Landing Male

n

i 4

4 4

i 4

I t

l-Y-male

Moderate
occipital

compression
i

Slight

) occ. comp.
j

l*ron(nnKcd
occ. comi>.

Slight
occ. conip.
Moderate
occ. conij).

T

cm

.

i

cm.
17.6 14.4
17.(. 14.1

IS.

2

15.1
1»? 14,3

(17.2) (HO)

?

(1«.S) (M.S)

(lU.O) (15.5)

(IG.G) (H.3)

(ir..9) (11.7)

<<

««

ti

1

1

( t

Male
Male

it

Female

Female
Male

Moderate
occ. comp

Slight

occ. comp
Slight

occ. comp
Slight

occ. comp
Moderate
occ. comp

16.6 U.7

44

«4

Slight

occ. comp
^Toderate
occ. comp

(ICO) (14.3)

(17.6)
[

(14.5)
I

(16.S) (14.6)

(10.3) (14.9)

{\r,AV} (14.2)

18.3

17.6

17.3

14.2

14.3

15.1

(17.7) (16.2)

4 4

44

Female

Moderate
occ. comp.
Moderate
fronto-

occ. comp.
Lateral

mod. fronto

occ. comp.
Moderate

i occ. comp.
Moderate
occ. comp.

(10.5)

16.2

18.1

(16.8)

(16.5)

(15,0)

14.5

14.5

(15.5)

(17.7)

(14.7)

(15.1)

4 I

(17.1) , (14.6)

(16.3) ,
(15.1)

«(

(4

it

4 4

<4

Slight
fronto-

occ. comp.
Pronounced
occ. comp.
Slight fron-

tal with pro-
nounced

occ. comp.
Slight fron-

tal with pro-

nounced
occ, comp.
Slight fron-

tal with
moderate
occ. comp.
Medium

occ. comp.

16.6

(16.5)

(15.7)

13.6

(13.9)

(15.5)

(16.6)

(14.9)

(14,9)

(16.1) (14.5)

(15.5)
;

(14.5)

cm.
i

(K<'<»d) [

14. f>

(gm>d) i

14 4

MO
78,6

> * * *

(1 , .iilu't^phnl)

# ft •

83.1

(lirachycrpha!)

I 4

(H.I) (1 ,.k1iv(^.i ,rt

(H.6)

?

(14.8)

14,1

la.G

(1S.6)

(13.8)

fl4.3)

(14.1)

iM A\ ("i<-*^'»- or»li(i{htlv
^'^"^ lirnohycephal)

'

77.6

8J.2
87J

(brachycrjdial)

(brachjvcphal)

(brachyccj>lirtl)

I I

16.3

14.8

16.0

(H.5)

(H.O)

14.3
14.5

?

(H.2)

(14.8)

?

13.6

(12.5)

(probably brachy
cephal)

8L9

t
7^.1

' 9

9 1 • *

fr t • f

81.9

I '

%% f « > a

^ ?

80.1

SI.9

(14.6) (13.6)

twradth

«9|VBfi|

V * >

9% 9

ft * « " •

t ' •

« • > ^ •

107.7

99J

t * * • « » B Vi

100J3

I

100.0

(13.7)

4a««****#

(13.4)

(13.2)

(H.O)

J

!

24 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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rm

The Form of the Louisiana Skulls.—In form the Louisiana crania show a pre-

dominance of the same brachjcephalic type as that of the majority of skulls from
+

Arkansas; but there are likewise some more oblong heads, which are similar in

their turn to those of like form from Arkansas. The longer forms appear amono-

the non-deformed Louisiana skulls, and are suspected also in several of the deformed
crania. Besides these two types there are undoubtedly also intermediate fo

resulting from admixture.

The height of the skulls for the greater part is quite considerable, as is the

case with the skulls from Arkansas.

The principal measurements with reference to the form of the crania are o-iven

on p. 185.

Two features shown by the preceding table, which deserve special notice are

the height-length and height-breadth indices. The former index averages 82.7

the males, and 84.3 in the females; the latter 102.2 in the males, and 99.1 in

in

females. All of these averages, but particularly those of the hei^ht-lenfrth ind

traordinarily high and are met with

restricted

Indians only

The Sise of the Louisiana Skulls.—In size there is again a fair agreement
between the crania from Louisiana and those from Arkansas. A number of the
male skulls and one female specimen show, as seen from the following table, very
fair capacity (between 1500 and 1600 c.c.) ; but there are also crania, both male
and female, of but very moderate capacity. In the case of female skull 255.208
the capacity is decidedly small, though such examples are not uncommon in the
American race. The average capacity of the twelve male crania is 1460 (1350-1580)
c.c.

;
that of the 7 female skulls, 1310 (1130-1390) c.c. In comparison with this, all

the available Arkansas crania the capacity of which could be determined, comprising
19 males and 11 females, give an average of 7^55 (1260-1670) c.c. for the males
and I2SS (1140-1395) c.c. for the females. The differences between the two areas
are not very material, but, so far as they obtain, they favor Louisiana. They are
noticeably more pronounced in the females than in the males. This interesting
condition may be incidental to the small number of specimens, particularly in the

from Louisiana; yet it deserves attention. Similar difTercnccs are noted
the measurements bearing on the size of the vault in the two series of skull
The percental relation between the capacity of the female and that of the m

m

the latter being taken as 100, amounts in Louisiinia to 89.7, in Arkansas to

86.3. This shows that the female skulls in these groups are not only absolutely
larger in Louisiana than in Arkansas, but that they are also relatively larger, when
compared with the males, than they are in the other State. This rather strengthens
the possibility that the high average capacity of the Louisiana female skulls is

accidental.

The percentage of difference between the capacity of the male and female
higher than that shown by any other of the principal external measure-

ments of This will be shown more clearly in the succeeding pages
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Museum
No.

25ri.094

.095

.107

.IH

.102

.104

.106

.111

.115

.113

.IKi

.103

.105

.112 i

.117

.118

.154

.203

.204

.201

. 202

.207

.211

.209

.210

.215

.217

.218

.213

.208

.212

.214

.216

.219

.220

Me.vsuremexts of the Louisiana Crania with Hi irviMF t\» Thuw Suk

^ - mii\ * Capacity

Cranial
mr*dule

diann'icrj

ft * f nee
mmtimiim
(atxAc

Nasir>r\

opisttilon
ii.

J

ThuVn
of trtl

ialK'\^
aiquamrm*

llarrelson Landing
4 I

^fvatt's Lanilin^

Female
4 i

Mule

I

i 4

14

4 4

c i

4 I

C 4

4i

4 4

4 i

4 4

44

44

4 4

ft •

44

4 4

4 4

4 I

4 4

Fcmiile

4 4

44

44

44

Jones Landing
Brav T>andinj2j

4 4

4 I

4 4

44

44

44

4 1

ft ft

44

o. c.
44

44

4 4

4 4

Male
Male

1

1

I 4

Minind LanJinvi
Ward Place

«

t

4 i

i i

t i

i 4

I 4

I t

n
41

Female
Female
Male

4 4

4 (

4 4

4 i

4 4

Female
• «

44

4 4

((

4 4

t «

O. C.
4 4

O. C.

f-O.C*

n. c,
44

f-O.C,

o, c.

f-O.C.
4 4

4 4

o. c.

c. c.

?

1370

?

1545

?

H20
1 ;i»)

i:550

?

?

1110
1390

?

1500
?

1 5»)
1S70

?

1470

?

1420
1400

1410
13fiO

1 2 1

5

1.330

lliiK)

1 32r>

?

?

cm,
?

15.40

?

1 .'j
. r.3

?

15.13
16.37

15.23

1 Ti 30
1.">.13

14.li7

14.00
15.30

16.23

15.10
15.13
15.'>3

1 5 .57

15.80
15. «)

15.17

15.00

16.70

?

15,fl7

15,50

14.00
14.30

14.03
14.70

14.97

14.00

14.07

c JU

.

50 S

5o.u
51.7

51.7
?

4U.3
4».7
IS.R

4M.3

4tf.7

4S.7

48.0
..2.2

50.3
41« 3
4'.i.3

61.6
,^n 1

hi.2

52 .

3

TiO.O

47.9
61.0
.50.9

18.8

51.2

49.5
49.fl

47.2
47,0

47,3
47.6

48.0
47.1

47.7

cm.

S7.0

U.J
: ,0

nitn.

4-7
4-7

4-6
r

t

•M
M
ul.8
34.7

.....0

3n.2

35 .0

3.3 «

:',r,.H

»**.5

35 9
37.2
35 .

7

X^ 3

;i.5.6

34.2

86.0

81,4

34,3

33.4

33.3
33.3

Si . 5

?

5

4-7
6-7
5-7
4-6
3-6

5-7

6 7

3 5

4 7
5-7

4

5-6
5-6
4-«

4

4-7

4 6

5-8
4-7

5-7

4-6
4-6
4-^
4-6
4-«
8-t

* O. c. = occipital compression ; f-o. c. = froiUo-octii.ilal comi>r ion.

The rc4ation of the capacity to stature, tlic latter represented !)y tin- h-njith of

femur, was dctcrinniahle in 7 of the male and () f the femole skulls from I

K r

iana, and the results

not without its varia

lished in large series of skelet

follow! nii table. The set <)
IS

but it should prove of conf»id(Tal)le interest when estab

The number of Indian specimens available is not satisfnrtory for a compar

1 with that in whites; nevertheless, by including
of the capacity

d ta on the ArL

3 approximate

clve male Ind

skulls given in the previ section

,<»-e femoro-cranial index in whit«

ly show an index greater than

found that of

hat of whites

of the same sex, while in nine it is lesser. Tn all ibility a h'ssj-r fern

dex th of whites exists throughout among the Indian^ though

O

ill be individual exceptions. Jhis moans that the well k

lial capacity of the Indian is not due to sm

lower aver-

The cranial module (me diameter) and f circumfe
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Relation of Skull Capacity to Stature

Skull No. Cranial Capacity

Males
255.218

.111

.210

.106

.217

.211

.201

c. c.

1350
1390
1420
1420
1440
1470
1570

Females
255.213

.216

.212

.214

.112

1215
1325
1330
1390
1390

Bicondylar lengtli

of
right femur

cm.
45.0 (left)

44.7
43.1
43.0 (left)

44.7
44.6
45.5

f

Fenioro-cranial index
=- c. c. of skull capacity per
i.o cm. of femoral lengthy

42.0
40.6
43.1

41.4
41.2

30.1

31.1

32.9

33.0

32.2
33.0

34.5

28.9
32.6
30.9
33.6

33.7

maximum and of the nasion-opistliion arc are given next to show their relative

value in comparison with the capacity. Reference to the tabulated data shows

that the measurements most closely expressing or representing the size of the skull,

after capacity, are the cranial module and the circumference, the nasion-opisthion

arc offering greater variability. The necessity of measuring the thickness of the

cranial vault in each case where the actual capacity can not be determined is

apparent. This measurement, as taken in this series, i, e.^ along a line 1.0 cm.

above the temporo-parietal suture, is not perfect, but it has the advantage that it

can be taken with the compass used for other skull measurements. It would be

preferable to determine the thickness of the parietal along a line running from

before backward nearer or at its middle, but this would require a special in-

strument.

Results of considerable interest are obtained by comparing the averages of the

principal external measurements of the skull which relate to its size, in all the

lable collections from Arkansas and Louisiana, and by contrasting them
two sexes. According to these averages, which alsoo are given in the

n the

table.

Louisiana crania, of both males and females, show the larircst external dimen

sions, while those from Menard and G mete Arl
smallest This result agrees in the main with the determin relat

sliow th

no- to th

of the sk The differences, however, on the whole are very moder
ate, and it is quite probable that in at least some of the groups the}

due to the small number of specimens.

ccidental

The average thickness of the skulls is in every series except that from Bo>
Field, Arkansas, noticeably smaller in the females th the males. The m ale

but they

from the Menard and Greer cemeteries show the highest average thicknes

i female skulls from threpresented by only th specimens th
locality are not exceptional. The next in thickness are the male skulls from Lou
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has a be c I

ps of crania, with only a slightly larger capacity

The percental relation of female to male averages of

ements of the vault presents considerable n localities, and is

TTl the P Lnrizcr numbers of spcci would

doubtless red further some of c As already aUudcd to. the^i

al indices exceed considerably the similar indices of Tliis is

due partly to the relatively great thickness of the f<
n

P

conditions. It will be of importance to d e relations with n-spoct to

other o ps of Amei

Locality

THE FACIAL PAUTS.

Facial Di T majority of f

fortunately are injuied, yet

snmtuvliat hicrher and broad<

n e
C>

1 tlK frtim Bov

Arkansa
cemcteri

it more b^ KA pocimcns from the Menard ant

Fi

'er

The relative proportions of the face, /'. e.. the fac

dent from the taltle on page 1 N

less, the facial indices, especially the upper, arc perceptibly lower in th<' crania

from Boytt's Field than in the others, and in addition the averages of all the facial

measurements of the skulls from this locality are lower than those of the_ oth

series. This relative smallness of the face of tbe former inhabitants of the Bn^

Field re<?Ion was probably a local peculiarity

Comparison of Facial DiMKxsioN.s OF Mat.k Skulls fhom T^otiSiANA axt> Akkaxsas

Number
of

Average total

facial height

Number
of

Average upper
facial heiglit

Louisiana {a)

Arkansas [b) :

Menard
and Greer
cemeteries

Arkansas (r) :

Boytt's Field

Arkansas {d) :

Drew and
Mississippi
counties

7

1

cm.
1235 (11.5-13.4)

12.4

10

Number
of

Cases

cm.
755 (7.0-8.0)

9

1

9

Average diaiiiclcr

bi/>Ronialic
maxiniutn

cm.
142 (13.4-14.6)

Number
of

Average lata!

facU! index

XtirtibfT

7.7

11.75 (11.3-12.2) 11

2

7.05 (6.8-7.3)

IU5 (14.5-14.6)

6-90

$5

8

8 13.S5 (13.3-14.3)

1

3 U3 (12.1-13.1) 11 7.6 (7.0-8.2) 10 ii.95 (13.5-14.6)

85 (81.5-90.3) 8

B6 (84,2-88.3) 7

A\'cr""''" "'""T
facial iniii. x

5.? 4-55

53

51 (47.0-55.2)

54J (52.1-(»0.7)

and in 3 from Arkansas (rf), 7.06 cm.

The average proportions and the index of tbe nose in the several sr.;np. of skulls

fron.Louisiana;n%^kansasbearcloseresen,Uance; nevertheless^., be
^^^

from the following table that there are certam local differences The«>
^'•^j'^^,

height of the nose, which m turn i> owing
particularly to the unequal average

largely differences in the height of the upper face Thus the greatest 1 r
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height of the nose occurs in crania from the Menard and
male skulls from Drew and Mississippi counties, Arkansas, and the
show also the lowest averasre nasal index.

the highest nasal index is found in the

Greer group and in the

se two series

On the other liand, the lowest nose with
Boytt's Field crania, in which the face, as

has been previously mentioned, also was exceptionally low. Tlie averao-e breadth
groups of skulls under con-

of the nose differs less than the height in the various

sideration.

As to sexual differences, the three larger groups of

Indi

differe

o nasal de ales than in the females
m

ists hites and ther
Sim

height of the upper face is relatively

d is due to

the fem
breadth

le fact that the

red with males.

Comparison of Nasal Dimensioxs

Sex and Locality
Number

of
individuals

Louisiana
Arkansas

:

Arkansas :

Males

Boytt's Field
Menard and Greer cemeteries

Nose

:

average lieight

Arkansas : Drew and Mississippi counties
r

13
11

2

13

cm.
5.16 (4.5-5.5)

(4.7-5.35)

Nose :

a\erage breadth
Nasal index

average

4.98

5.22

5.49 (5.05-5.80)

Females
Louisiana
Arkansas : Boytt's Field
Arkansas : Menard and Greer cemeteries
Arkansas : Drew and Mississippi counties

2.62

2.54
2.62
2.69

:-3.0)

cm
(2.3

(2.35-2.8)

(2.4^2.95)

15

4

5
7

4.87 (4.65-5.3)
4.70 (4.4-4.9)

5.15 (4.9-5.3)
4.96 (4.7-5.2)

2.56
2.57

(2.3-2.85)

(2.5-2.7)
2.50 (2.4-2.6)
2.61 (2.45-2.70)

50.95 (45.4-57.8)
51.05 (46.7-53.8)
50.25
49.40 (45.6-54.5)

52.65 (46.9-61.3)
54.80 (52.1-60.0)
48.55 (45.3-51.0)
52.70 (49.0-57.4)

h

The ordi'/a/ height in the Louisiana skulls ranges from 3.4 to 3.85 cm., and th
breadth from 3.6 to 4.4 cm
cm., breadth 3.55 to 4.0

In the females the variations are: height 3.3 to 3.65
cm The de

skulls, and from 84.6 to 97.3 in the female

from 77.3 100.0 in the male

megaseme; but the value of the orbital dimensions and
ficiallj deformed skulls is problematic. It is certain

The majority of the specimen

fron to-occipital compression

dices in many of the

lat in some cases of

bly also of narrowin^: the orbits

deformation has the effect of lieightening and pos

orbital

In

vertheless, when of

The simple occipital compression is less fl

his/her deo not t an effect on the

both measurements and dices of the two dille
quite appreciably, and in a majority of these instances the index of the left orbit
the larixer. Thus, of the eightee

1 the index could be determined

tweh
qual in two, larger on the right side in four, and larger on th
Similar differences were noted in the measurements of the Ark

left sid

they exist also among Indians elsewhere, and have been found
The pa/a/^ in the Louisiana skull

in the
the m predominant! V mesu

females mainly brachyuranic. Its average indices arc brachyuranic, and
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show, :^s do the average nieasuieiiK-iit?, coiisiderLilde likcncsjs to tLu.-t- of tlic ihrtc

other series of skulls available for cumparison. The higher indices; in the female

tlian in the male crania of the Louisiana group are apparently cxroptional. T!**

locality differences, shown in the following table, are so irregular tliat no definite

significance can be attached to them.

Palate: Comparison of Average MF\srRKMKNTS ami 1n-i>kis

Sc.\ and I-oc:\liiv

Males
ft I

Louisiana

Arkansas: Boytt's F'ield

Arkansas: Menard and Greer cemeteries

Arkansas: Drew and Mississippi cotinties

Females
Louisiana

Arkansas : Boytt*s Field

Arkansas: Menard and Greer cemeteries

Arkansas: Drew and Mississippi counties

Number

«lK*cimpn«

10

12

1

7

d

2

5

S

External Imjjlti of

Ihe |tahlr lTuni<-r\

cm.
.^.TS (5.4-^ 1)

SJ7 (S.:^ <i.O)

5.80

IlL

cm.
(>(>.*• U'.-' 7.3)

fi..'!^ (().l 7.1)

fiOO

S.7S {S.fy-S.H)

j5JS (4.9-5.6)

i.;/ (5.35- <i. 2)

S.H (5.1-5.7)

7.0J (655-7.40)

6JO (no n 8)

fi.M' i()..5.5 7.1)

as (ids (, );>f;,8)

110

Jjj (ii:u> 12S.6)

!:.' (in.i 127.4)

/;<

;/V (111 S-127.1)

6J7 (5.95-G.75) /;/ (101.4-133.9)

Additional Measurements oj the Facial and Other Parts of the Skull.

The individual data are here given, as lu tin' ease of tliC Arkaii.-as < ranin, in a

parate table, in order to facilitate their possible use according to aecondar^

tandard Thus nresonted

the effects of deformation on some of the mcasurem<*i (

tudy of

liaii»et<'r

frontal maximum (see page 194)

Proo-nathisjn.—For the Louisiana seri< f skulls the measurements pertain-

facial and alveolar prognathism give an average bnsi-fnrial atigh- in each sex

of 70°, with an avc

The alveolar proce

o o of 55.5° in the males and 52° in the fcraal

the nex

similarity

5S in the females is somewhat more slanting

creases but little the total facial protrusion,

measurements and andes relative to this ft

(hn'S

A

those obtained on the Ark particularly the *?k Is

B03 Field. The basi-facial angle prese sm

from

both

within the individual series and in the separate groups

The Frontal Bone

breadth is decidedly Ic

moderate dimensions.

As in some of the Arkansas specimens, the smallest fr

some of the Loui «kulls. d d

The avera-es given below sIkjw, as usual, a perceptibly larger diameter frontal

imum the m th fe and th close

measurement of the Lou from l>oj

similarity

Field, Ark

25 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Comparison of Average Measirfmkxts am> Inpkfs RKrAxiNO 'ix» V\ .XATHISM

and Locality

Xum-
ber of

mens
basioii-alveolar
poinl diauieur

Ave

<

Males.
«

I.ouisuuui 7

Arkansas

:

Rnvtt's Field

Arkansas

:

Menard ami Greer cenieterie<?

Arkansas

:

Drew and Mississip])! connlies

10

cm. cm.

j>olirt to i^Mdif of
natal noil hc^a

' facial aneir

, A^t .-.-r »U tw

Tp T*

«.m.
10J (10.0 u.O) /f.rt (10.4-11.1)1 9J (9.0 ns)

1

5

l'"emales.

Lmiisianu

Arkan.sas :

Buytt's Field

Arknnsas:
Menard and Greer cemeteries

Arkansas
:'

Drew and Mi^sis.sippi counties

G

J0.2 (9.8-10.7)

10.7

9.9J (9.5-10.5)

F0.4 (10.0-11.0) 9J {S.H9.7)

11.4

/(J.jJilO.O 10.7)

9.8

S.9 (8.5 li.5)

I

3J (2.1 2. 75) u) (ws ,.,1 « ? ^4h hi)

JJ (2.0S-2.4) 7/ (
« .»

•'• 74)
«<•

(4S (,?»

2,3 74 P ^ni

9.7 (0.3 10.2)

4

4

3

?

JO. I (9.4-10.6)

9.6 (9.4-10.0)

9.S (P .<>^]0.7)

9.S (9.5 10.2)

10.06 (9.^10.2)

ffj (8,3 8.0)

.»..? (2.0 2.5* '7/ (67 73) .S' '«*. ^";

?

9./ (9.5-9.8)

9.^ (8.5 9.3)

:.2 (l.H.'i 2.4) ?0 (•.•, 7.";)

?

V (49 57)

f

S.-/ (8.3-«.6)

J-? (1.7 2.9) as (t;j 73) iJ (51 5G)

c'.r? (1,S5 2.15} 6V (<.'. 71) ,57 (4',' .S3)

* Two specimt'ns.

This similarity extends, in all probability, to t]»o Arkansas skulb ci>llt'rtc<l in 1008,

thoui!:li the pinall number of siH'cInicn.s in tlje latftT eollectioii 'jive KDiucwhnt in\-

equal averages.

The dinmeter frontal maximum, which can be considen^d in only tlie un-

deformed specimens, averages perce})lil)ly less in tlie femnle crania fn im lK»tli

Louisiana and Arkan.sas than it docs in the male skulls, but this h due merely

to the smaller size of the female head. The average percental relation Ix'tween

the smallest and greatest frontal diameters is alike in the two soxefj, though there

appears a slight tendency toward a lower index in the female crania. The propor-

tion between the two measurements is also very simihir in the difTcrent loesilitie?!.

Foramen Magnum.—In all the groups of skulls here considered the mean

diameter of the foramen magnum shows a higher average in tlie males than in the

females; and in both sexes it is slightly higher in the Louisiana crania than in

either of the groups from Arkansas. So far as the sexes are concerned, these dif-

ferences are due probably to the difference in stature, for this factor has a decided

efli'ct on the size of the foramen.

LowerJaw In this series of skulls airnin, as in tliat from A

J is of moderate dimensions throughout; ^^i

tly higher than the lower jaws from Arkansf

ges ind t

Both the breadth and th f the lower j
may be exp(>cted

perc less in the fe the males, but there are individual excep-

both
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Frontal Bone—Foramen Magnum—Average Proportions and Their Comparison

Sex and Locality

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Males
Louisiana

Arkansas

:

Boytt's Field

Arkansas :

Menard and Greer!
cemeteries

Average diameter
frontal minimum

Nu ni -

ber of
speci-
mens

Average d La meter
frontal maximum

17

13

cm.
9,6 (8.5-10.2)

i\ um-
ber of
speci-
mens

9,6 (8.7-10.2)

Arkansas :

3

. .Drew and Missis-
sippi counties

23

10.0 (9.8-10.15)

6
cm.

12J (11.7-12.8)

Averaj^e perceiUal
relation of

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

3

Females
Louisiana 17

9.45 (8.4-10.7)

1

11.9 (11.3-12.2)

6 SO (74.8-83.0)

Foramen
niagmun

:

average
diameter

3

11

12.3

SI (77.0-83.6)

10
cm.

3.45 (3.3-3.7)

6 3.3 (3.0-3.5)

1

7.^,05(11.4-13.3)

18

11 79J (73.7-S4.9)

2 3.25 (3.15-3.35)

Arkansas :

Boytt's Field

Arkansas :

Menard and Greer
cemeteries

Arkansas :

Drew and Missis-
sippi counties

10

9.4 (8.3-9.9) 6

9.3 (8.6-10.2)

7

3

11.7 (11.1-12.0)

11.3 (11.0-11.8)

6

3.33 (3.05-3.7)

3

9.2 (8.8-9.85)

13

4 11.9 (11.5-12.4)

79 (73.5-85.6)

81 (78.2-86.4)

4

9.15 (8.1-9.5) 7 UJ (11.2-12.0)

77 (74.5-79.1)

3.1S (3.0-3.5)

3.13 (3.0-3.3)

7 79 (76.3-82.6)

3.15 (2.9-3.3)

3.14 (3.0-3.3)

Lower Jaw—Average Dimensions and CoMrARisox

Sex and Locality

Louisiana
Arkansas

:

Arkansas

:

Arkansas

:

Males

Boytt's Field
Menard and Greer cemeteries
Drew and Mississippi counties

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average bijfonial
diameter

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average angle

11

9
1

8

cm.
10.7 (9.5-11.6)
10J (9.9-11.2)
10.9

10.7 (10.0-11.9)

13

10
1

8

Louisiana
Females

Arkansas: Boytt's Field
Arkansas

:

Menard and Greer cemeteries

13

7

4

10.0 (9.1-11.3)
9.9 (9.5-10.7)

9.95 (9.8-10.1)

14

8
3

degrees

/A? (109-131)
7.^^(112-128;
116.5

lis (108-126)

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average height
at symphisis

7.^7(109-134)
7i'i' (110-128)
7^*5(121-129)

11

10
1

7

3.75
3.65
3.40

era.

(3.4^.4)
(3.2-3.9)

3.65 (3.2-4.0)

12

7

3

3.40 (3.2-3.7)

3.47 (3.1-3.6)

3.30 (3.15-3.5)

The angle of the lower jaw, which
sides, was found taking the Louisiana skulls of both

d whenever possibl both

two, larger on the right in six, and larger on the left in ei-ht

equal on the two sid

available specira

twelve, and larger on the left in seventeen.

capes. Taking

equal in five cases, hircrer on the right

Th
there is a sHght tendency toward a lar-er angle on the left

ults seem to indicate that

The sexual differences are again very slight. In the avera-es the female lo^^

jaws of all the groups show a slightly wider an-le. b
ficatio

value.

dividual
o id

prop thi s particu reeion is of
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IV.

OlJSEKVATION.^ ON TllE ARKANSAS AN It LOUISIANA CRANIA.

Craniai J 'ault.

The conformation of the vanlt differs, naturally, in accordance \s r
o f sk As to the non Icf, \WK\ ,!!y \\ \V

saiTie

G crania : the ft

' in front; the

appl;^

these skulls is nsuallv well huilt, ihuui^h n
fi fi i^idc to side

d n elevation ttal Future : ih«' puriital rmd

formly convex, withoijt any spccinl protrusion ttf the p

bo??tr or of the mid

Th e «i;8. M'liiK' usunllv fi

do thev in any case nppi On tl i( iiovcral of

the specimen?, mentionrd specially in the parngrnph on anumMUr*. show a
\

d. mo or less A nuniher of «> f

bit also a marked (htided) deprcFsiou in

mi

is

sk

ibove the inion. This fossa is characteristic and i« not nccid.ntal. It

ble in the Arkansas crania and occurs with -ivator or less rarity in I

s from oth f N \merica. It apparently n attn<'h-

of a liiramcnto xtreme part of of porti'nis of

trap

The more oblong Louisiana skf\y d: bN

more \
ced d broad >

this

ds occasionalh forward to the frontal bone; hy the greatn- fn'<piency of

a low forehead ; by lesser convexity of the parietal regions but greater distinelneiis

of the eminences; and by more or less protrusion of the occiput.

Supra-orhitill Ridges.

Compared with what ma} 1)6 regarded as the average m whites, the supra-

orbital ridges in the two series of skulls under consideration appear as follows

:

Arkansas
ii

Lot'lSIANA

Small
Moderate
Well developed

(about as me-
dium in white
males)

pronounced

Females

6
4
1

Males

2

3
8

Females

6
n
1

4
n

Tt is seen that of the male skulls (of the sexual determination of which there

old collections in the National Mn«*Mim,
' In 23 male aiut l^ lemaie ^ Kau^u:. -^u... —- -- •.

^„,^ji ^x 3 F 10; moderate, M. 8,

tl.e co.Klition of the supra-orbUal ndges is : ^O"^ M. 0, K 1 ,
small, 31. ^, r. lu,

F. 0; well developed, M. 10, F. 2 ;
pronounced, .M. I.
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fe

be no doubt in more than perhaps one instan

of develoTDment in these feat the other

crania in which ridires reach moderate dimensions, and iw

t number that show
d there are several

3 in which

Thethey approach closely in extent to what would be regarded as masculine,

rather limited development of the ridges in some of the males agrees with what has

been observed in the 1908 series of skulls from Arkansas.

Mastoids.

As in the case of the Menard and Greer skulls, the mastoid processes in both

the Arkansas and the Louisiana series often show only a moderate development in

the males, while in the females they frequently exceed the average determined in

the same sex in whites and in Indians from other regions. In detail the conditions,

compared with white male and female standards respectively, are as follows •}

Arkaxsas Louisiana

I

*

Small
Moderate to
medium

Above medium

Males

1

11

1

Females

2

8

ilales

5
6

6

Females

11

7

The rather strong development of these processes in the Arkansas and Louis-

iana females no doubt bears relation to a good development in this sex of the sterno-

cleido-mastoid muscles, the growth of which was probably favored by the habitual

carrying by these women of heavy jars and other burdens on their heads.

Stitiircs.

Serration.—The serration of the cranial sutures in Indians is generally less

complicated than in the whites, and the Arkansas and Louisiana skulls here dealt

with form no exception. The conditions are actually as follows ?

Arkansas

Near medium
in whites

Sub-medium
(2-3 Broca)

More or less
simple
Broca)

(1-2

Females

7

3

Louisiana

Males Females

5

10 11

1 6

It is interesting to observe that the onh
preaches the approxim o bites

skulls in which the serration ap-

! those of males, and that, on the

^ In 23 male and 12 females Arkansas skulls of the earlier National Museum eollectious, the

mastoids are (male compared to male and female to female standards): Small, M. 6, F. 0; medium,
M. 16, F. 8 ; above medium, M. 1, F. 4.

* In 22 male and 13 female Arkansas skulls from the earlier collections in the National Museum,
the condition of the serration of sutures is : Near medium, M. 1, F. 0; sub-medium, M. 14, F. 8; more
or less simple, M. 7, F. 5.
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other hai

both of th

(1, the pier fnniis of

No reiriilar

ic in?

relation ha?

ore fiviiucnt in the A

bsiTvod h( twiH'ii th
f the i«utures and the r^izc of the .^kiill

e gi aih of

th best developed o
produce more defi

Perljaps a very larire f 8k

PlC) Tu

type

tlie crania, with

13. from T

row artinilation with the ft

>:i'<.'pti(>n, tlic ptcriouti art

Thei'xception occurs in f<

thi- tA'iiiporal s<pj:iiii:i f<

f the- H

the f<i)hoiio-2)arlfial artii-ulati

No n-lalion is ajiparcut hftwi. n the \vidtl

o of A
from Louisinnn avera<j^ br

but the female crania fi

OUh tha 11 lints*' fr

two

d ions. The details arc as f<

t approxiniatch

Ark.iTiMf«,

saiiH' cnn-

Pterion H-form

Broad
Medium
Narrow

A KKANSAS

Males

1

6
3

Females

2
4
1

Li)l ISI ^N \

Mai

G

Fein:i1«|

t
11

2
'\

Occh Thc d of extc tsVnctstosis in the cranial siiliircs hliowp a

bcr of interesting features as ^vell as nunierou? irrcLndarities. (See trdtl (

200, 201.)
pp

T det show that, dorsally, sy bi'Lri UR in il u ijoritv f thCM'

the coronal suture, and is followed in a short time bv

the sagittal, temporo-occipltal, ai

in the iircatcst degree iu the spl

cs. The pron

md !8pheno-fr

lastly in the lambdoid

in all the specimens.

The table shows

The temporo-parictal artictdation was fo

prucess m
fcsts itself

tiunF, and

nd oaten t

umcrous individual irregularities in the ap

pearance and progress of the synostoses. In this particular ser

ties are doubtless auirmcnted by the effect of the artificial defori

eg

As
od

localities in the d sutures at whicl 1
^J

b

ten 1 p dges, following which points of obi

ly in the portions belf)w and at ilic

appear along d

rd of the suture ; in tlie sagittal the most fre(iuent points of bejrinninir of

obi are the obelion and the summit; in the lambdoid it betrins at variou?

points in the med d downward on each side; in the temporu-

phenoidal the parts that co-ossify earliest are the infe

ii> distal extremity. This fairly i

the results of observations on American crania from The order oi

Mn 19 mule and 11 female Arkansas skulls from the old collections in the National Mu^un),
idition of the pterions is: H-Form—Broad, M. 0, Y. 2; medium, M. 6, F, 5; sub^medium,
T"* o . A* At o t;^ i . 1.=" \? 'V,...^

the con

M. 10, F. 3 ; Xarrow/M. 2, F. 1 ; K-F>)rm—Xnne,
2 See the writer's "Contribution to the Physical An

University of California Publications, Vol. 4, No. 2, table 5,

Berk
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among whites^ according to data obtained hy Hamy. I3ruca^ and Topinard 1

is sagittal. il below poral n bd curoiKil about bre

finally, temporo-pa

mences earlier an

I

d
probability obliteration of the frontal suture com

d ad m dly tl Tnd than in the hites

precise differences in these respects between the two races remain to be
determined by further observation According to the writer's penen there

many individual variations in regard to suture occlusion in the

Sutural Bones If wc excel a few spc

crania.in both the Arkansas and the Louisiana

series of Arkansas skulls described in 1908. and

Th

from Arkansas and Louisiana alreadv the N
sources. In of the Arkansas and of the L

AVormian or other sutural bones at all are presen

sutural bones are scarce

same Avas observed in the

ident in the collections of

tional Museum from other

,na skulls of the present

The sut ly few in number but thej

They are found most frequently in the lambdoid, next in frequency bein

poro-occipital sutures and the squamo-mastoid angle.

tierally sma

tem
In t

present in the posterior extremity of the sagittal. In male skull 255.119, Arkansa
small sutural bone exists bet tw nasah"^: and m 255.203

Louisiana, there is an epactal. In only two instances are there small ep

FACIAL FEATURES.

Orbits.

the whole the orbits show notliing extraordinary. They differ quite
widely in individuals, as shown in the measurements of height. There are no

of very massive or of square orbits

Nasal Bones
Th dep

shallow in the females, bein
The nasal bones

o
ually have fair bread tl

Upper Maxiller.

fairly well marked in the

both quite comparable wit

d more

A
panied w^ith an abnormality of the right bon

Pt to this, accom-

I (page 176), and
there are two other cases in which the breadth of the bones is sub-medium

The nasal bridge averages moderate height. There are no high nose?, and ii

three of the skulls the bridge is rather low.
The i7iferior nasal border (that of the notches) is prevalently more or less dull

as seen from the following details -?

m Arkansas Louisiana

Border sharp as aver-
age in whites

Males

5

Females

3

Males

2
1

1

1

Females

5

Somewhat dull

1

1

1

1
1

3 ! 5 9
h

Dull 5 3 7

h

1

3

In U m.l.
'
^'^™^"t= '^ Anthropologie Gcncrale, Tari., 1885, p. 6^5.

tion of the infpTinr n 1 K T '-^'^r^f'
'^""' ^^ *^^ «^^ ^'^^U^^xvA Museum collectloi.., the condi-

duD M 5 F 2 d;"ff ^'^V
'' ^'

^f""''''
^^^^^^ ^^'«'P' M- 7, F. 4; somewhat dull, M. 1, F. 0;

dull, M. 5, F. 2
,
slight to moderate sub-nasal fc^ were present in M. 6 and F. 0.
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In four ad (>nnl cases tlio l>ord iiiorx' (»r loR= (hill on one side and T>

on the other. In one Ark Arkanf^as fiiiialo. and six Lonl^inna male

crania, the

fosscp; and

dullness of the border is accoinpanied hy sma

in one Arkansas female and two Louisiana male skulls then* pul>-

• •

nasal grooves or gutters. In an additional Louisiana m al (* sk .N. )

o b-nasal fossa oceurs on the riuht. and a moderate irrot

5.215)

n louhtloss onl\ 111od ( r le same ptrurtural tiudcnrv.

Tl le / s/> do\cloiM'(l in I th

of the uhites, and the skulls of tli*^ s.^ries uiuh^ cnn^idcratiun f<>nn no i\f^i^\

this rule. They exhibit this feature ti9 ?o]]i^^y9 }

AkkansaS Lot'ISMV^

Well-developed nn^ial

Males

1

Penialefi

spine (abouUis aver-
age in whites)

Su1>-medium hci>{hl

as well as protru-

sion (= length)

No height and sub-

medium protrusion

H

(I

M.ik'S

4

Fcm al

»

3

8 7 7 9

II

4 2 3 4

Prognalhisui h treated under " Measurements
»t Th I (»ftho

alveolar processes ranges fn.m what would he regarded af^ approximalrly medium

to that which is decidedh (> SUCH.•1 cdium hut d ecpial \\ ro-

f most members of the Idack 111 '/cnera! the alveolar

processes tlie A T rb i('<1. T icrc arc

no diastcm d, in a few cag^" only is there any crowding

(See under Teeth, page 208

sion

Siib-orbital FosscD.—'^:^' this term the wiit<M' designates the entire large depn

e^tendincr over the anterior surface of the superior maxilla beneath '

and particularly bene

border of orl)it.

P
This der

1 f the malar h

k

forms part of the

perfectly as the " canine

fo.^sa," is of some racial importance, since in some peoples it is generally much

developed than in others, and may e" be wholly tl f many

of the Esk la Indians it often shows leps depth than about the average

yet there are also localities from which some of the 1

show sub-orb fossae of fair deptl \s will be from the table fp. 204),

hat the case in both the series of

, T io 1 „., 1 7 fnmalp \rkan«a8 ski.lU from the old collections in the National Museum,

sion, M. 6, F. 6 ; no height sub- medium
P/^/J"'';',"'.^^;.;;' V l^^^.,,^ collecflont., the condition of the

^ In 13 male and 7 female .kulls of
^j^%f '„^,^^^'?';'^f,'^XnriL4 P. 1 ; .hallow to ah^nt,

sub-orbital foss.T i= as follows : Well marked, M. 3, B. 5, sub medium, iu.4.

M. 6, F. 1.
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Well-marked

Sub-medinm

Shallow to absent

Arkansas

Males

3

3

5

Female;

1

3

3

Loi ISIANA

Males

2

4

6

Females

9

6

2

The Lower Jaws.

The lower jaws are generally of moderate dimensions, and all have a moder-
ate to fiiirly well-marked jjrominence of the chin. In the skulls of seven of the

Arkansas males, three of the Arkansas females, seven of the Louisiana males,

and seven of the Louisiana females, the chin is more or less sr^uare. Tlie bone is

generally of good strength, but in no case very massive. The angles show a pro-

nounced eversion in one case only, the lower jaw of female skull 255.103, Louisiana.

Malar Bones. ZygoiiKe.

The liar bones both the A d the L series, generally

•es. The malar
tuberosity, or torus is well marked in a few cases, and the same is true of the pro-

show moderate to good development, and very feAV unusual featu

marg None of the malar bones division, and there is not
le of a marked fissure in the processus tempo
The zygomcB present nothing extraordinary.

Base of the Skull.

About the base of the skulls there are several features of racial siunific to

which attention has been directed by the writer already in several instances. These
are, prmcipally, the relative depression of the petrous portions of the temporal bones
(as seen when the upturned

middle lacerated foramina,

vary, in general, directly

d fr )m above), and the size of the

They are related to the development of the brain,

I the mental activities of the individual, and their dif-

ferences extend to entire groups of people.

In a man or woman of the white race who has been well educated and has been
ell above the average in mental activity, the development of the brain has affected

the skull

portions

such a manner that the more yield

been pressed outward
ts the peti

the petrous portions themselve
decided depression; and as such skulls have also grown in breadth and length more

petrous portions remained unaltered, the middle lacerated

extraordinary

,_.^, ji, has not been
realized, the depression of the petrous portions and the size of'the middle lacen

foramin have

hile th

become more spac Tn Individ w
tal activity, with consequent brain growth and skull exp-'

horn

ted

foramina In the child depression of the former, and the
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'

')

f the latter is iiKviLaiifi

raordinarv moi

face of the pot

c Iti ixM.plo Ix'IoiiLrln^ to raoo nut clinm jH

L

d tlio Australian-*, llu* InH

b

lacerati'd i^o

portions is either level with orhwi ^lightlv Wluw^ both the
s faces of the basilar pnK'e.-< niid the gphcnuid bUllt d Uiiddle

range from ry small to smull. Oroapu^nnllv in tliei»e cn-t -

a flattened portion of the apex of the patron

bodv uf

pn extciid.-^ clrnr o\tr on tu the

d fo I

c

poid

lateral aperture repre.^ nting i\u niiddU*

|<"^. even tljdsc \\)i(»!»<» ^ik^ll^ aif }v»>t do-

ped, the inferior .•surface of the jK-irous portion- is slijrhtlv ;v7/.vvv/ fnjs (^-vn ft

above in llie unturned \ basilar proc M' .^jiluniiidal jtarth. uhili

the foramina laccra media arr cither inM^nifleant <»r i-ntirolv ah^ nt. Fi

in tln' lower monh
of fe

evs and ill i|uadrunrds there is a .^till pron

of the uetrous wed
d iMuiioii

below) the iieiirh]>()rii)ir bone siirf:

above (in ii[MijLdit pnstti<m <»f

Tt is thus seen that lliesc t^o features, nainelv ( 'prefssion of tliC pet J Mlm
portions Within tlic oth(T stnieturcs of the ba.M'j and (2) the <:nide of

tlie size of {be midille Inceraled

( ^pression aiK1

foramina, arc of siirnificance and ahvaxt worthv of

attention. In the Indian they raniro in irencral from
•/ ^^ l^

in whites to approximately tlie average in tlie Africa

what according to locality. In the

scries, the conditions reuardiiej these* two ft

hH nudiuni

but thev ( n home-

Arkansas and Louisinna crania uf the p
aturcK are as follows:*

Petrous Poriiofis

Level or almost level with
the neighboring surfaces

Slightly depresscfl

Moderately depressed
Well depressed

Afiddle lixceraled foraiuhnz

Small
Moderate

Arkansas

Males

3

\

Female.*

3

4 4
4 2

4 5
4 4

\^

!l

M

Loe IS I AN K

M;iU-.«4

7

6
1

3
8

rcni.il«

7

3

11

3

The smaller Arkansas group does n(»t elearly show sexual differences, but in

the Louisiana series the female skulls indicate a decidedly inferior character, that

dinary In'ain development is exhibited rr<'<pientl\

Somewhat similar differences exist, according to the writer's observations, also in

tlie white race.

IIK

The styloids arc more often imperfectly developed or wanting altogetlier in the

ins than in whites ; but there arc individuals in whom the styloids reach prnpor-

that would be regarded as averaL^e or well (h-vcloped in whites, and the num-

ber of 1 dividuals may be

Arkansas and Louisiana crania the cond IT

others. In

ble (p. 20G)

Paraniastoid. A. slight io moderate, non-artirular, irregular elevai ion, betw

' In 15 male and 11 female Arkansas skulls from the old collections in the National Mnstum,

the condition of the petnju.s portions is: Ivevel, M. 1, F. 1 ; slightly dejm -cd, M. 1, F. 9; nimk^ratelr

depressed, M. 5, F. 1 ; well depressed, ^^I. 2, F. 0.
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the distal end of the jugular process and the condv

f the rectus capitis lateralis mus frequently met with

tlie region of the insertion

T

On thethose of the series under discussion form no exception,

ijlindrical and articular process, while by no means unknown in the Indians is of

d

d, a larire

rare occurrence. Resrardo o the present series, two of tl male
female skulls from Louisiana show moderate non-articular paramastoid
cranium (female

d one of the

No 255.103) has on the right side an articular

one

d of equal diameter
process 0.9 cm

The/ condyloid ft ften absent minutive in the
+

There nre in all
Indian skulls from Arkansas and Louisiana than in those of whites.

28 skulls in which these structures can be examined, and of these the\' are normal

Condition of Styloids.*

Arkansas

Styloids approxi-
mately as well
developed as in

average whites
of same sex

Sub-medium
Small
Rudimentary or
absent (in lat-

ter case only a
small base be-
ing visible)

Special

Males Females

Louisiana

^lales Females

5
3

2

3
2
1

5

9
1

1

2

5

5

4
2

1 Right rudimentary
;

left sub-medium
1 Right medium ; left

rudimentary

1 Right sub-medium
;

left only base
1 Right very small; left

moderate
1 Right base only ; left

medium
1 Right sub-medium

;

left medium

1 Right moderate; left

only base
1 Right only base ; left

rudimentary

follows :*Mediam!Ml'*F\^^^^^^^^ ^Ij"
^'^ collections in the National Museum, the condition of the styloids is as

base ; i = no trace of eventhe bases 1 1 ri^ht nHimiri*'"^ 2?" ^^'T^' ^ 4. F, 6. Special : Males, i ^ right, medium, left only
tary. left medium

;
x rrlil^'ub'm^ediLT/lSa l^^l^l^l^f^L^^^^^^^^ ^' ^^^" ^'^ '^^^^

' ' ^ "^'^ ''"'^"^^"-

23, or 82 per cent. Of the remaining 5 skulls, one of the canals is wholly occhided
two and partly occluded in th The oblitcrat male

female skulls; it is present twice on the ri-ht side and three times on the left
The jugular foramen is found

the right side, as will be seen by the foUowin

ites, to be more frcqiicntlv

Arkansas

About equal
Right larger
Left larger

LOIISIANA

Males

1

5
3

Females

1

2
2

JTales

3
9
2

Females

3
10
1

the con,IiHon nPVhl^'ntl^
^^

^t'^f^
Arkansas skulls from the old coUectioos in the Kutio.uil Museum,the con Imon ofthe para-mas oids is as follows: Moderate uon-articular elevation on each .ide: M. 0. F. 2.

the con
larirer

M
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The spijin//s/>rL>s..ssrs in the ciUlcction uiulor cxamin:ition oflt-r rmnu lous irrr^-

iilaritiet?, being sonutinu'S unusuallv (kvt'lojxil. The variation*'^ in this particular

structure, thoiiiih of no •rreat impr'rtanco. >vill wtll n'i>ny n <i'i>arate tlioroiigh study.

A feature of frequent oconrrcnce in skulls i»f Indians, as well as of >vl!itc». U

the projections of bone arising on one ?ide from the -pinoiip procrw or the virinily

tliereof, and on the other from the en perior or inferior pari of the < \ternal ptiryg.nd

plate. Oceasionallv these prooosscs join and j.'-ive ripe to a ptervprospinotih or

The sij^iiifieant-e (»f tlie«e slruetures, notwithttundingptervgo-sphenoidal foramen.

tlie faet that they have lonu l)ccn well known to anatniin>(>. and are rir«.cniy«d as

being formed l>y ossiPioation of fil^rous baud«^ oonneetin}: th«' diflVrent pointi*. h nnt

yi't so clear as might be desired.

In the Arkansas and Louisiana crania a greater or leNMT tendcMicy <<.\\aid Ihc

formation of the inferior ptcrygo-spinoUH fomnicn was «>bscrvtd. but other eondi-

tions, as indicated beh)w, were likewise noted.

I*ritRVCf>-SPiN<>i s I'liR ^MI^A.

A K KANSAS

Males Fi'male*

Teiuleiicy to su-

j>erior pter>'go-

spinous fora-

men, both sides

Tendency to in-

ferior pterygn-
spinous fora-

men :

Right
Left
Both sides

Inferior ptcrygo-
spinous for-'

amen from
three-fifths to

nearly com-
plete

3 1

1

1

25.S.119, right ?; left

four-fifths

I

255.141, right three-

fifths; left four-
fifths

255.152, right ?; left

nearly complete

Loi I ST ^ »c V

M ale«

II

11

K^Tinlps

I

1

2
half255.115, right

left nenrly conjplclc

3
1

5
255.0<»5, riRht n. ..tly

con1p1clc; and ten-

dency al)»o on eftch

Ride to superior for-

amen

255.211, right three- 255.105, right nearly

fifths; left three-, complete; left nearly

fifths complete

II

255.215, rijcht nearly

complete; left lu.ir-

Iv c<;nip!cte
|

'255.217, ri^ht two-

thirds ; left nearly

complete

Inferior foramen 255.127. right com- 255. 143, pterj-go-sphe-^ 255.201, ptcn'RO-spin-

complete plete ;

complete
left noidal complete on

left (tendency on

right) J L

nns c(mi plete on left

(slight ten^Jency on
right)

255/218, ptcrygo-sphc-^

noidal complete on

ch side 1

-!

cmid
* In M male and

Di/cc/s of ossification in the floor of the auditory Of such defects,

dehiscences (Hyrtl), whicl v ry frequent and often large in the case of Tnd
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in some parts of the Western Hemispliere, particularly in Peru, the skulls from
Arkansas and Louisiana show the following instances :^

Arkansas

No defects

With defects

Males

12
1

Females

7

Ldiusiana

Females

11

7

th

10
(

Of the 22 skulls from Arkansas, defects in the floor of the meatus are present

14 per cent.); of the 35 skulls from Louisiana, such defects are found

29 pe

Taking into consideration the 10 Arkansas skulls described last year, and
30 additional skulls in the N
State

Museum total of 62 from that

a unilateral or bilateral dehiscence is present in 10, or 16 per cent.

Unfortunately there are only 4 additional skulls from Louisiana in the Museum
Adding this number to those above given, it is found that ofthe 39 skulls from tlm

State, 10 s

cent, of tl

Louisiana

As to

skulls in tl

defect in the floor of the meatus, on one or both sides, or in 26 pe

total These figures indicate an excess of the abnormality in the

ex, the abnormality is more frcf^uent in the fern

present series it occurs in 4, or 13 per cent. ; wl

. Of the 30 male

of the 27 females

exists in 9. or 33 per Taking all the available skulls from both Arl
and Louisiana, aggregating 60 m d 47 females. 7 of for or approxi

tion

.

tely 12 per cent., and 12 of the latter, or nearly 26 per cent., exhibit the cond
These results illustrate that, at least in Arkansas and Louisiana, the defects

of ossification in the floor of the auditory meatus are more than twice as common
the skulls of females as in those of males.

Tectil

.

The condition of cicntition is shown in the table on page 200

der Abfiorniali

o

There is only a single instance of a supernumerary tooth

if Teetii)
;
and there are no pronounced defects in the form of the teeth remain

ind in condition for examination.

In size the teeth

whites.

(See the details foil

every case are moderate, not exceed tl

This applies to all except the third molars, which occasionally

averasre mD

More or less wear is exhibited in the teeth of all the sk It is evident that

this process commences early in adult life, and occasionally before. No case of ex-

treme wear came to notice. In a number of the crania the wear of the teetli is not

uniform over the whole denture.

'In 22 male and 10 female skulls from Arkansas of the old collections in the National Museum,
such defects are as follows

: No defects, M. 19, F. 8 ; small to moderate defects. M. 3, F. 2.
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Arkansas

Dentition com-
plete above;
(below ?)

Complete below
(above ?)

Complete ab"ve
and below

Defects

Males

2

.

8

Females

!.OIlSl\NA

2

MalM

2

2

1 * A^ *4 .i >

1

II

1

1

7

2^5.123, upper third 255.129.

left molar nev*

npper V"1U 25S.1<>4. tip]>er ibinl, 25.«; 113. upf%er ih\rA

em ]> tec! ; below
complete

]>U*ic: lt»v\er third

molar never enipted

255. U-s, up|>er

plcte ; luwcr
molars never
ted

255.152. upi>cr
molar never
ted ; lower
plete

com- 2 5 5.147, u pi»or>;
third

ci up-

lower ihircl ii>;hl

molar nevt < ,tted

rijjlil ! 'lar :: \rr

ertiptt ti ; lo\\«i'

cumplclt

255,210, upprr third

ri^lil iiM'l.ii m4u»v.

ciuptcJ ; lower ?

led mol.ir iMivrr

^n^plrtl
,

• t

* * }

'*^^
»-*'»' Jhinl

third

emp-
coni-

r

I

21*. . til^pfT

m I-iiH nrvrt enip-

te«l ;
1 '' ^rcotuplrte

c

^^fl

The if/^prr ivn'sors \vL(»n present and well preserved, hIjow Lrcmrallv iLe

I in

t

shovel-like, sharply outlined ventral concavity so <hnracteriiitic of ih* -' t<'«'ll

the Indians, and to >vlii.h attention has hitherto iK^n cnlh-d by the writer.

The number and the ni.)rph<»l(»girnl char;icters of the cusps on ihr UM-lan*, uhcn

the latter are puHTicicntly preserved to permit ohscT^'nUon, resomblc those in whitr^.

The number of cusp? on the dillerent molars is as follows:

Cl SI'IK FoKMUL-« OF THE Mol \KS

rrrFit I .OWT%
• ^IB

Museum
No. Right Left

1st 2(1 I
3d Isl 2d 3d 1st

Kiglit

2d

Left

3<1 ' 1st !
2«1 1 M

iVrkansas Males

Arkansas Females

Louisiana Males

Louisiana Females

225.124
.126

.127

.145

.150

235 . 1 30

255.107

i 255.116
.117

.202

4
4

4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

3i*
4

4

3^ I

3i

3

3
4
4

3
3
3
3
3

3

3

4

?

4
4
4

4

4

?

3

4
4

4

4

?

4

3^
3^

3

3

3
4

4

?

?

?

3

3

3

5
5
5
5

5

4
It

?

4

ill Pit (•

44

?

4

?

6
?

44

41

\-

5
5

!

4

1

5

4

3i
?

I

5
5

5

5

S

5
5
5

4

4|
?

4

4

?

4

4

5

X-
7

I

3j

?

4
4'

?

2

The u, ,er

• cusp, desiKnatcd by haU.s .re
t^--,th^^iUuullV'""

'"' "'"'" "'*""' '"" ''**'" ""''''

figure in each case expi esses the number of the»e small cus^i^s.

Abnoymalitics of the teeth are in detail as follows

:

• .• ..^ i ,

In male skull 255.121, Arkansas, both uj^per third molars are, ^ indicted b)

the alveoli, small in size.

In male skulls 255.123, 25.5.145, and 255.150, Arkansas, tlic uM^cr front Icetl I

liow slisht crowd

In male skull 255.149, Arkansas, the right upi>er third

In female sk 255.120, Arl the ri^dit upper second bicuspid h a tri-

lobe root.

07 JOURN. A. N. S. PHI LA., VOL. XIV
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In female skull 255.130, Arkansas, both upper third molars arc of sub-medium

dimensions.

Li male skull 255.107, Louisiana, the upper third molars are sub-medium in

size.

In male skull 255.115, Louisiana, there is a moderate crowding of the upper

front teeth

In male skull 255.210, Louisiana, the right lower third molar points forward

and upward, while the left upper third molar is of sub-med

In female skull 255.116, Louisiana, the rigl

In female skull 255.202, Louisiana, the upp

diminpper tliird molar is

third molars are sub-medium

size.

In female skull 255.216, Louisiana, there is a supernumerary tooth between

the right upper lateral incisor and canine ; it is smaller than the incisor, but much

like it in form.

Diseased TV^/Z/.^Decayed teeth, while not ry mon or numerous, are

nevertheless quite frequent in the Louisiana crania, and in even a greater degree

the same is true of teeth lost during- life, doubtless due to caries in the greato
majority of c

are as follow

The ditions in this respect, so far as could be ascertained

Arkansas Louisiana

Skulls with no teeth
decayed or lost dur-
ing life

Skulls with one or
more teeth decayed
or lost during life

Females

3

IS

It was not possible in all cases to determine the sequence of the decay ; it is

nevertheless plain that among the people of both Louisiana and Arkansas, the first

teeth affected by caries, both in frequency and time, were the molars, then the bi-

cuspids, lastly the more anterior teeth. Regarding the latter, only one case of

caries was observed in the canines, and the incksors that remain are all healthy,

but in many instances the loss of one or more of these teeth makes the observation

incomplete.

V.

MEASUREMENTS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE BONES.

Bones other than Skulls.

The measurements and observations concerning the Arkansas and I

bones will be most conveniently presented together, as are the descriptive

the crania of the two Like the skulls, they present man}
• . • There

ht differences here and there, but on the whole the data regarding both the
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loii"- ami the other huno« serve to strongtlieii the ronchisiuii that \st aix* derilhi^

with two ffroups of the same people, or rather ctf the same mixture of people.

The separation of the bones pertaining to individiiahs nsiteetiNilv witli roiimlod

and with oblonir skulls would have hem drMrnhle. hut. for rca?ons already tri\fn,

ha«i not been fea

On the whole the spi'iimens .show all the characterij^ties exhibited b\ Indian

bones, thondi some of these eharaderi.-ties, such np phitymrm}', are Ua.^^ prononneH

rei

ire less general than in the case of bones fruin other lo<aliti('P.

Many of the hone? aredis»';»sed ; tliese are dealt with in the filial sfilion of

(M't. Arthritic conditions are eummon, and inflannnatory IcFions, \shich m

probability enn l)e aseribod to syphilis, alr^o nre frequent.

As to anomalies, those of an important nature rarely occur in the Aila;

series. The fifth lumbar vertelira of male tlv\vUm '25r>.1l!7 shows a defe.-i in fu

of the lamina:. And the ridit pati-lla of male ^keh-ton !>.''.
1 U h ihaiaeteriyec

Uy pronounced Fig. d)

\mon- the Louisiana hemes the left female humerus 2^5.1 (i,^ sh.m'i* a p<'culiar

irre-ular exostosis baek of the lower third of the deltoid rid-e (Fig. 5, e). Ki^ht

°
nnile skeleton 255.100 shcnvs a pnmounced p<»plitenl rid-c K.-O em. hm-.

ft

Tl

f

tibia of nnile

The right innominate b<me of male skeleton 255.210

minate%ones of female skeleton 255.105, have the medio-iliar foram

of 255 217, male, shows a ron.siderablc enlargement of the right tr

its first segment and a large irregulnr facet thereon, by wlneh it art.eulato. with

the enlarged lateral process of the lust hmibr.r vertebra (Fig. 8). Ihc s<-venth

cervical vertebra of male 255.215 shows a foramen 5 by 2.5 mm. (defect of fusion

in its spinous process), slightly dislad from the middle (Fiji. 9 a).

The first dorsal of 255.212, female, shows a pec-i'- ''^^"-1 ^^'•'^-<'- ^^^ th" 1^'"'

side liylosc<l nreessory rib, tliou-Ii bnfli r.-nbir rostal articular

a separation of the posterior part of its neural nrob nncl t^J'f^'^'fon ..b the

pedicles by a very irregulnr facet on eaeh .ide; both the tlnrJ and nftb Inmbars

being normal (Fig. 9 c).

7 Vie Humerus.

Tlie total number of paired humeri is 92, representing 28 males and 18 fem

femal
Their avera-e length ranges in the males from 32.C to 3

fror29.8 to 32.0 em., almost exactly tl„. averages obtained by the vrUc^ from

bservations on 378 male and 13.S female whiU An.r.eans from -^*-" "m^^

Slates- The relation between the female and male arm-bones ,s approximately 03

9 100, which also is e^nal to that in whites. This length of bnn.erns wo.dd

corre=Dond aeeording to Manouvrier's standards, to a statnre average of abo^

ICG ;m in males and about 154 em. in femaies. This point will be dealt w.th

der Femur (page 21

referred to is in preparation for speci
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The dimensions of the shaft at the middle show an average lateral diameter^

very nearly as large as in the whites; but the average ante d

decidedly smaller. Th is best shown in the percental relation of these two

diameters, or index of the shaft at middle. This in the writer s series of 304 white

American males averages on the right 81.6, and on the left 83.9

In the Ind

d in 97 Ame
ms under cccan females, on the right 78.8, and on the left 79. G.

sideration, the same index averages 74.4 (Arkansas) and 76.8 (Louisiana) on the

o d 75.4 (Arkansas) and 77.8 (Louisiana) on the left in the male hile

the females it is 69.8 (Ark and 1 (L on the right, with 73.1

(Ark d 73.9 (Louisiana) on the left. These proportions show that the

humeri of the Ark d Louisiana Ind are both weaker and flatter th

of the average white American 3. In both the white and the Indian, and in

both sexes, the left humerus show^s a higher index of the shaft than the right bone;

this is due to the fact that its lateral diameter is smaller, as compared with that of

the right humerus, while the difference is less in its antero-posterior dimension on

the two sides.

Humerus—Length : Duiexsions axd Ixdex at Middle. Radius—Length : Radio-humeral Index

Sex
and Locality

1

1

Side

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average length
(maximum)

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens

1

f

1

1

Average
diameter
lateral at
middle

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average diam-
eter antero-
posterior at

middle

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Average
index

of shaft
at middle

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

1

Average
length

(maximum)
of radius

Num-
ber of

speci-

mens

Average
radio-humeral

index

Males
1

cm.
1

1

cm. cm. cm. cm.
1

1

Arkansas ;

Right
1

9* 32 7
(29.5-34.2)

10

1

2.3

(2.0-2.6)
10

1.70

(1.55 1.85)
10

74.4
(69.4-83.7)

3
25.0

(24.4-25.7)
3

75.6

(75.3-77.9)

Boytt^s Field
1

Left 9
1

1

32.6
(29.4-34.2)

1

10

1

2.2

(1.95-2.35)
10

1.67
(1.5-1.8)

10
75.4

(72.7-80.9)
3

24.7
(24.1-25.5)

3
75.0

(74.2-79.0)

Louisiana
j

1

Right

Left

19
1

19
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

32.7
(30.6-35.2)

32.7
(30.2-35.8)

18
1

1

1

1

1

18

23
(1.85-2.7)

2.2
(1.85-2.7)

18

18

1.76
(1.35-1.95)

1.74
(1.35-2.05)

18

18

76.8
(64.6-W.7)

77 S
(68.1-89.1)

10

A,

10

25.3
(24.1-26.5)

25.1
(22.9-26.5)

9

9

77 8

(74.6-^80.1)

77.6

(72.9-80.5)

Females

Arkansas

:

Right
28.9

(27.6-30.2)
5

2.05
(1.8-2.2)

5
1

1

1.4
(1.3-1.6)

5
69.8

(66.7-72.7)
— .—,

Boytt's Field

Left 2
28.9

(28.0-29.9)
5

2.0
(L75-2.2)

\

5
1.4

(1.15-1.6)
5

70.

S

(65.0-80.0)
1

1

—

Louisiana

Right 13
30.2

(28.3-32.0)

1

13
2.05

(L8-2.2)
1

13
i.5

(1.35-1.6)
13

J

J

73.1
(67.5-80.6)

14
22.7

(2L9-23.7)
6

76.2

(74.2-78.6)

Left 13
29.8

(28.1-32.0)

1

13
1

2.0
(1.9-2.2)

13
15

(1.3-1.6)
13

73.9
(63.4 84.2)

J

1

14
22,6

(2L6-24.1)
*

1

1

6
77.4

(75.2-80.6)

* Applies to pairs only.

^ Parallel with the anterior surface of the bone
' ' At right angles to its anterior surface.
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The fIu

part (as will

with a broad

to of the shaft in

be seen from the

cro ddl for CT**

p pn

burder into u H 1 rface. Thire !• al^o a fi

percentage of plano-convex hiinu ri wlTuh repn v^nt the juvenile form

III MiKis—SnAi'i. OF Shaft at Miimir C*)-

Type< of ShajJt*

Arkansas Ij«.i im ^^'^

i

Maits 1 t in;iir<
'ih.

MjIi* F iM

Nnm1>er of specimens ex-

amined
Ty]>es:

1 or near 1 {/>)

2 or near 2 (c)

4 or near 1 (</)

p. c. or near p. c. {e)

Right

3

Left RJjfht

5

3

4

4

S

5

3

1

I

ciraH, mn well zn in conn^km ^Ub the ^mc it ^ un.ln
-rl!*-' ^^•;*^*"f*;

HHlicU, A..

Tvpical Forms of ^^^lt of Ix^ng Bone., l*roc. A« Amen Anml., U^^ ^^o'^-t »y<>^ P 'f '^^'a Sec, in Ibis re.

*
ff Ordinary prismalic.

rf km!-do?Ho'XV at and bcluw nuddk- i. broadened into, louuh .u,f«<^.

e Plano-tonvtx.

The torsion was found, b

The delt VUCi

few individual except

rally well tnarked, is () ccd onU

meri of one skeleton, namely, female 255.130, Arl

None of the humeri examined bears ni(»re than of the gnprarcoi

i

The articular extremities sh

The septum between the c

the usual sex differences

ronoid and the <>lecrai

large proportion of e These defects appe

ion

()

fossic is defective in a

ii> TiKirc eotiimon in the

Arkansas series than in that from Louisiana, and, as usual, they are decidedly more

frequent in the females than in the males. As to tho Mdes. there is in these

;ht preponderance of the dcf

and is probably accid

ht. which is contrary to

other cases perforation oft found

both sides of the body. The relatively great frequency of these defects, which

formed principally during childhood, by physiological absorption of th

mposing th

of both sexes, examhicd hy

ted from the fact that, among umcri of

the writer, such defects existed only in 00, or 4.2 per

IiTthcVoUowing table arc presented the details in regard to this peculiarity

der consideration.
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HuMERVS—Defects of the Septum

Defects

Arkansas LOI'ISIANA

Total number of speci-

mens examined

Defects : pin-point

small

medium

large

special

Total defects

Percentage of bones with
defects

Percentage of bones with
defects according to

locality

Percentage of bones with
defects according to

Males, 345%

Percentage of bones with
defects according to

side Right, 575%

Females, 575%

Left, 41,2%c

(a) Shows two perforations.

1

Ma
1

Males Females .les Females

1

Right Left

1

Right Left i Right Left Right Left

U 12

1

4 6 18

2

23 20 17
1

3 2 1 T 2

^

4

3 2 3 3 7 6

2 1 1 1 1 1 2

'

1

1 («)

5 7 3 4 3 7 8 12

45% 58% 75% 67%

1

1

165% 30 %o 40 %€ 71%c

Arkan:sas, SSJi
f

Louisiiana, 3S3%

TJie Radius,

As with the humerus, the dimensions of tj dius are quite similar in the

Arkansas and Louisiana skeletons ; and, as in whites, the bone averages slightly

longer on the right side. In strength and curvature the radii of both groups are

generally moderate.

The principal interest of the rad

that of the humerus the

the comparison of its length with

called radio-humeral index. This proporti

decidedly greater in Indians than in whites, showing that the Indian for

relatively longer, a feature common to the less advanced The examination
of the bones of 526 white males and 212 white females gave the writer to

radio-humeral index of 73.6 for the former and 72.8 for the latt In the Ind
as is seen in the above table, the index averages approximately 75.3 for the

Arkansas and 77.7 for the Louisiana males, with 76.8 for the L
Both in whites and

left:

, femi

Indian males it is slightly higher on the right than on the

the sma.ll group of female skeletons from Louisiana form an exception
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The Chia.

The o
Fihufi

dimensions of

. There are o

ul n:i g' Ul a «» on

Iv 30 uln:v in C(»nditioii to prnnit lucafcurcmpnt

The hones of the riirht side exoi ed )t>!<*
1i£\ of the U fl sid

both n J'hc curvatim' is umially fairlv

Tlie pronator (jiiadratus ridge

foinale 9, Louisian:\j is pro IMu

ulni\i is given in tlio next t:il)lc. Thi ft*, it is {Seen, nn*

H f ft c

AS it

:)f lh«

there are also iiumerons cast s in wliiili ther< four llisttMrl cif 1

faces, d to duplication of the posterior plane, and nian^

f the Piirfacrs are pronouncedly concave.

wliiili t^ne

Ulna—SuAiL OF Siiaits at MJ^^!l!

Arkansas
h

K<n isi\N%

Ty]ies ul Shape

Malc«

II

rcmnle* Malcjl Fcmalr*

Rigbt I-cft

Number of specimens
examined

Tvpcs :

3(*)

Za {c\

V> W)

Unclassifietl

6 9

Right I rft Kight I 'ft ' RikIi' ' l-«*l
-

h

4 4

; i 16 H ;v

I

•»

I i

2

4

6

'>

1

1 1

7 4

7

2

1

6

JT

1

y

1

2

1

3

1

a Prismatic or near rrismatic. * Flexor lurlacc tgnca

-/ tLt^ih flovcir atifl extensor surfac** coiicave.

T//e Fenuir.

The length of the femur in the Arkansiui and Louisiana groups ehowa flight

differences, bnt as these are unequal in the two sexes, they robabl

gnifi The length of the female femur is to that of the male approximate ly

92 to 100, the same relation as with the h en. In most of the suhd

ght, a ph
left bone is of very slightly greater average length than the r

observed also in ^vhitos and in other races.
^

Additional measnroTiK-nts of the femur pertain to the ^uh-trochantcnc fl

enon

inn- which in the whites has beei d principally by Manou vrur. Of tb

. Manouvrier. L.. La Platymcrio. 46. The .ame, Ln rlatym^rie

_ . .- .01 T„ r>t„* .r*-:^ TV ^- riK^na n«» 1

gr. intern

£ 'x' rarii*

1802.
cor{)9 1] uc<^

problem. Ergebni-e der Anatomic uml Eutwickelung^geschichte. X, ^^ lesbaden, iJUU, p. dj.
, « 7-
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flattening, whicli is more pronounced in Indians than in whites, two measurements

were taken, namely, the greatest lateral and the smallest antero-posterior diameter.

The percental relation of these dimensions gives the index of the tiattening. Th s

dex. it is seen, is lower in the females than m the males, showing that the female

fern flatter at th poi As to tl tw sid d ers b In

der consideration, the Index of flattening is perceptibly higher in the

femora of the Arkansas males than in those of! The female group

opposite condition, but this may be due to the small number of specimens obtained

Femur—Length : Measurements and Index of Subtrochanteric FlatteninCt

Sex
and Locality Side

Males
1

Arkansas

;

Boytt's Field

1 Right

( Left

f
Right

Louisiana
\
( Left

Females

Arkansas

:

Boytt's Field

( Right

1

1

( Left

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens

14

U

Average
bicondvlar
length of
femur

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens

r

cm.

19

19

4

4S.6
(42.0-48.8)

(42.1-48.7)

(39.9-48.3)

44,2
(39.8-48.4)

Average mini-
mum breadth
at subtrochan-
teric flattening

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

I

Average mini-
mum thickness
at subtrochan-
teric flattening

Kb)

cm.

15

15

23

4

Louisiana

Right

Left

12

12

41.0
(38.9-42.4)

41.2
(39.2-42.8)

41 . 25
(38.8-43.1)

413
(38.4-43.3)

23

6

6

13

32
(2.75-3.65)

3.2
(2.8-3.5)

3.3
(3.0-3.6)

3.3
(2.9-3.6)

15

cm.

15

13

3.2
(3.15-3.35)

3.2
(3.05-3.3)

3.05
(2.8-3.3)

3.05
(2.85-3.3)

23

23

25
(2.15-2.75)

25
(2.2-2.75)

2.4
(2.0-2.7)

2.4
(2.0-2.7)

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

15

15

23

Index of
platyniery

loo'

(-.

23

76.7

(70.4-84.6)

76.6
(72.1-80.8)

74.2

(65.6-86.7)

74.6

(64.7-83.3)

7
) >

7

13

( 1 . 75-2 . -i 5)

7

13

(1.70-2.45)

2.2
(2.05^2.4)

2.2

(2 .
0-2 . 35

)

6

6

13

13

69J
(54.7-75.4)

70.2

(53.1-78.7)

72.9
(62.1-81.1)

72.2

(63.5-81.0)

The relation between the lensrth of the humerus and the Icnirth of the femur,

or humero-femoral index, approaches 72 in this series, or nearly the same as is

observed in whites.

The shaft is massive and generally well developed.

The linea aspera, as will be seen by the following note?, is in numerous cases

exceptionally high, giving the so-called pilusteric charactor to the shaft; but this

feature is plainly a compensatory one, for a more than ordinarily greater backward

bending of the shaft, about or above its middle, is present in these bones.

The shape of the shaft predominantly approaches the prismatic, but pure types

of this form are rare. Next in frequency is the elliptical shape, followed by the

plano-convex. It is interesting to note that the plano-convex shaft is found only

in the males. A somewhat similar condition prevails in the case of the round

shaft, while, on the other hand, the elliptical form is much more frequent in the

female femora.
^
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FeMIK—LiNKA ASPERA

Condition of

Ijnea Aspera

Number *>f specimens
examined

It

Medium

Very high

Arkansas Louisiana

Ma les

i

1

Female Mai

1

Right
'

Left
i

1

Right ' ! eft
'

F

RinlH
1

16

•

17 7
1

6

6 5
!

7 « 13

7 9
1

.

4

11

4 3 — 4

17

3

Ft-m;ilt's

i^n Riffht

/6

18

S

Uft

i$

u

4

Femtk—vShapk of Shai i at Miiuhk

Types of Shape

Arkansas 1.»>^'lsi\NA

Mules

\\

Females Males FemalM

Number of specimens
examined

Types :*

1 or near 1

Right Left Right

li

Left liRijfht

it

Lf^t Right l.ft

16 7

c or near c

8 9
i

6 21 17

1

4

1

r or near r

^ or near •/

/.. <:. (6) or near

1 1

2

5 6

2

2

1

1

14

3

5

1

2

12

;7

10 8

t*

2

2

2

1 1

*/ Ordinary prismatic.
' r.nipt'cal.
r Round. .. -

.

./ Anterior surface divided

p. c. (or 6) piano convex.
b) a vertical ridge into two surfaces

As will be seen in the next table, gluteal tuberosities, or ibinl trochanters

fairly numerous, particularly bones from T Tl process IP also

slightly more frcq til is series among the females than amoijc
males

The oblong form is decidedly more numerous than the rounded

Individual specimens that d

tioned in Section VI, are as follo\

par addition to men-

Male femora 255.121, 255.128, 255.141, Ark

specimens on both sides is very obt

Angle of neck of those

Ri<rht male femur 255.124, Arkansas : Exceptional grade of

Fem femur 255.130, Ark The shaft sh Oil the anttTO-'xteriial

surface, upper third, a smooth, bonj

cm. broad

2.3 cm. long, 0.4 cm. big^i» «n<i ^-^

KvAd male femur 255.205, Louisiana : Torsion pronounced
;

left bone
o

28 JOUBN. a. N. S. PHILA., A'OL. XIV.
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Female femora 255.105a, Louisiana : Both show marked torsion.

Female riirht femur 255.112, Louisiana : The gluteal tuberosity is 4.0 cm. long

and 1.0 cm. high.

Femora Third Trochanter, or Glvteat. Tuberosity

Arkansas Louisiana

Variety of

Third Trochanter

1

1

1

Males Femlales Males Females

Right Left Right Left Right Left
1

Right Left

Number of specimens
examined 13 15 7 6 27 21 17 " 19

Small rounded — 1* ' 1 1 2 —

Small oblong 2
4

1

t

4 2 6 6 5 5

Medium rounded 1

1

1 2 1

Medium oblong 1 1 — 1 4
1

4 1 4

Pronounced rounded -

—

1

Pronounced oblong
1

1

1 — 2 1 4 1
f

Absent 9
1

12 3 2 13
1

8 5 7

Percentage of bones with
third trochanter, all

grades and varia-

tions

1

1

31%

1

1

1

1

20% 57% 67% 52% 62% 71%

•

63%

1

Percentage of bones with
third trochanter, ac-

cording to locality Arkansas, 36S%c Louisiana, 61 7o •

Percentage of bones with
third trochanter, ac-

cording to sex Males, 55%

1

Females, 65 %i)

* Three moderately rounded tubercles.

T/i^ Tibia.

The length of the tibiie, like that of the femora, averages slightly greater in the

male skeletons from Arkansas than in those from Louisiana; as to the females, the

bones from Arkansas are too few in number to be of value for comparison. The

right tibia averages slightly longer than the left. The relation of the length of the

tibia to that of the femur, /. ^., the tibio-femoral index, which ranges in whites from

about SO to 81, is perceptibly greater in the skeletons under consideration, especially

local peculiarity that this index, in boththose from Louisiana. It IS a curious

males and females, is somewhat hicrher in Louisiana than in Arkansas. The sexual

differences, as in whites, are quite immaterial ; and nothing definite appears irom

the series as to differences on the two sides of the body.

In addition to its length, the tibia was measured also as to its two principal
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diameters at tliu middlo of the shaft. Theso diameter?,* as dotcrmint^ hy the
writer in nearly 2000 nuniial adult bone.* of whitef*,* pnuluee for the ant^'ro-

dimension in the mahs an average of 3.13 cm. on tin- right, and 3.14 on the left;

while in the females it is 2.72 em. on the right and 2.57 c. m. on the Idt.

trior

TiuiA—Length
; Dimensions and Index at Middle; Ticio t rMOR.M, Lvptx

niid Locality Side

Xuni-
her of
spf-ci-

tnons

I

(grc.itesi bcr ol

Sjlilic) ! tlH'tlS

t

Males

Arkansas; :

Rnytt's Field

Rijrht

-<.

Lett

Rijrht

Lf)uisiana

Females

Arkansas

:

Boytt's Field

Louisiana

7

7

13

13

2

2

10

10

I

cm

SSJ
(36.4-41.6)

JSJ
(35.9-4 l.r.)

37.10
(34.4-40.3)

37.0S
(34.5-40. S)

33 . 15

(33.1-33.2)

33.15
(32.7-33.4)

3-/.S

( 32. 2-37..S)

34.7
(32.:i-37.0)

9

1

17

4

4

9

9

Av«rm(c dUm
cier kntiio

ildJle

I

cm

3.45

,
(3.2 3.&J)

3S
(2.8,V3.Sj

3J
(2.8-3.7)

33
(2.9-3.7)

Nimi-
Ih-I (i|

2.^
(2.75-2,9)

( 2 . 7-2 .!>">
J

2.9

(2.0 3.05)
;

2.9

(2.05-3.1)

9

9

9

An t i^i^t*

U iitiiidfe

cm.

> >

a.^^' ::."i'^»

\

9

17

17

1

1

' 4

4

» 1

i2.H 2.:w,;

> *

(1.^' --'H)

"> y

{].s:> 2.fl)

1.95
(l.H.v2.or.)

2.0
(l.« 2.3)

1.9

(I/m 2,05-:

I.S5

(1,55 2.05)

Ntiwi*

IkT ol
1.

1

I

nKu;»

8

R

17

17

4

4

<<

9

111' V

i

\tim-

(

rt.? . 7
(5i.:) SI. 7)

1^1

(«3 S^ 73.21

(•.<..l-7H.O)

64J
(.Vi.U 70.2^

(55.3 71.7)

5

ft

9

9

S

«

C

1

Am

(m.s&'>.2.

(7'.«,'» ^•>.4)

(79.S "^^ G)

(81.1 .%.«)

I

^2 .

7

(>*».l 85.4)

{m.h'n.7)

fi4J

(RHMHS.2)

The lateral diameter of the tibia averap'.s in white inMlc-^. on tlie riirht feid

4 left 2.20 fe the ri'jfht 2.0»""> em., and f>n tin

left 1.86 cm. This dimension Lnves a breadth-height index of the shaft of the tibia

of 71.1 in th males d 1.9 n T the Indians the

d scries is somewhat superior to that in wli

equal or smal]«'r. This gives rise to a sra

dex of the shaft greater plat yenemj 11 ie lud ruiDunrisun'^ ^^

ty, sex, and side Indian series, arc not satisfactory, due

small and irregular number of specim

As to the of the shaft of the tibia, th ary p found

prevail, but lateral prismatic shaft () A large proportion of

the tibiae, however, sho a s h d pronounced cone of tl i<

face in the region of the tibialis anticus muscle, while numerou

' The antero-popforior diameter is the maximum mta.-urcmtnt, the lateral diameter being that at

a right angle to the antero po>leiior axis of the bone. The latter is taken in ^iich a way that the

anterior border of the tibia h'es on the rod of tlie sliding compaj^ in the middle of its opciiin;:.

* See "Study of the Normal Tibia," The American Anthr.^pologist, October, 1 808, p. 307 et ^rq.;

aUo Proc. Assoc. Amer. Anatomii^t?, 11th Auniial Se&ion, New York, 1«1)8.
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are of type 4, which distinctly shows four instead of three surfaces, the additional
plane resulting from a duplication of the posterior surface by a ridge which follows
the line of the septum between the flexor longus digitorum and the tibialis posticus
muscles.

Tibia—Shape of Shaft at Minni.E

Arkansas

Types of Shape

]\Iales Females

LouIvSlANA

Right Left

Number of speci mens
examined

Types : 1 or near 1 (a)

2 or near 2

3 or near 3

4 or near 4

14

2

13

Right Left

1

4

4

2

1

Males Females

Right

6 20

Left

70

4

2

3

5 or near 5

7

3

1

6 or near 6

4

2

5

4

6

Right Left

12

9

1

3

\{b)

5

4

5

1

12

4

6

2

2

2

3

1

3

1

(a) I Ordinary prismatic.
2 Lateral prismatic.

3 External surface markedly concave.
4 Posterior surface divided into two distinct surfaces by a vertical ridge
' Posterior surface concave, external border indistinct.
Lateral prismatic, with postero-lateral and antero-lateral surfaces markedly convex and anterior bor-der very dull.

Indian
^P^*^'™^" 255.138a was partly fused with tibia, which may account for this exceptional shape in an

The inclination of the head of the tibia was, in no case, very pronounced

The proportion of fibulaa

frasrments

The Fibula.

lable for measurement is rather small, though

o The measurements of length show practically equal
iges for the bones of the two sides

The shape approaches most frequently the ordinary or tlie lateral prismatic
In female skeleton 255.097, Louisiana, both the fibula) are unusually flat.

gilt

The Clavicle,

The collection contains 31 clavicles that can be measured. Tliese bones show
rly the same dimensions in the two areas from which the material was gathered.

the

and

They also show that the left clavicle is on the average somewhat lon^- th
A similar d exists

others, in whites and in oth

know from the studies of Paste 1

* Pasteau E. Recherches sur les proportions de la clavicule dans les sexes et dans les races.
Ihese. Pans, 18^9.
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m:\]v ^r)5,123 audThe curves (Ttbe clavicle arc nitulcrate iii all Imt two ca

male 2G5.127, Arkansas), in which they are very iiiarkid.

None of the bones is niaf^sive.

Rhomboid impression or facet is prc^'-vnt in slight to uuhU ratt: form in nlh and

18 pronounced in male 255.123, Arkansas.

Female clavicle 255.095, L(»uisiana. shows n very pnaninent conoid tiiU rcle.

Ulna; Fiht'Ia; Ci aviccs— Ki Ni.in

and Locality Side

Num-
bc! of

speci-
moiMl

Males

Arkansas

:

Boytt's t ield

Right

Left

Louisiana

RiK-ht

Left

Females

Arkansas

:

Boytt's Field

Right

Louisiana

Left

[ Rik'lit

eft

5

4

7

2

9

9

Average l^fiKth

(muxiniumi cilthe
ulna

I

cm.

J7J
(2.>.4 irJ.S)

26.9
(2r).9-28.1)

26.6
(25.1-27.8)

24.1
(23.8-24.5)

24.4
(23.8-25.4)

24J
(23.4-25.3)

I

lie I >i(

I

(niaMiiHiml i.I itic

s

4

4

2

4

4

cm.

36.2
(.>...<. .>n,«)

Sb.T.f

(S5.3 :«» 2)

36.7

( 3.% . 3-3i* . 1

)

TJ 4
(32.0-i«.8)

34.7

(31.2 H'l. 3)

34.7

(34.0 nr, 3)

I

N 11m -

brrof

i

A

1

7

1

4

4

(I mi ' tltr

cm*

(in -J 16.4)

257
(140 17.1)

(I8.G ir,.i)

ISJ
(14.1 ifl. 3)

H.O

13
(12.9 14.1)

13.7
(13.1-14,5)

Fibula—Shai>e of Suaft at :Mir'T)T,Ti

Types of Shape

Arkansas LoitSlANA
4iMmHB

Males

I

Female

Right Left Right

Number of specimens
examined

Types : 1 (^)

2 or "la id)

3 or 3a {c)

36 id)

4W

Males Female*

Left Right Left
1

j

1

4

2

I

1

1

1

1

Kight

U
1

6

8

2

3

1

1

1

a Ordinary quadrilateral, approaching prismatic

* Approaciiing lateral prismatic.

c External or internal surface concave

i ^l Sa'srrflSrrlfatio^n'i;- a^^^^^^^ ridge of two planes fro^ the external .«rfa«).

I>eft

5

1

2

1

1
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From Arkansas there f

four bodies and seven manub

The Stoiiuni.

J bodies and four nianubria, and fr I

bod

In none of these cases is tlie manubrium attached

The bodies vary considerably in all d

The Scapula.

Of the scapula? there are but few fragments, and three imperfect pieces that
could be measured. All of these are from Louisiana.

exhibit nothing of special interest.

In descriptive features they

Measurements
.

—

Sex

E

Number Side

1

^
Height

:

inferior to
superior angle

Heisjht: inferior
angle to inter-
section of spine
and median

border

Breadth

(Broca)

1

cm.

10.5

10.7

?

Breadthdieight
index
total

Breadth-height
index
inferior

Male

Male

Female

255.201
1

r

.106

.095

Right

Left
1

Left

cm.

16.0

?

13.5

cm.

1L7

11.0

11.0

65,6

?

89J

973

f
*

The
.Verfcbrcc.

The dimensions of the vertebra) are generally moderate, the bones be
ve r

J

whites

large or massiv Tl

A
principal anatomical features are

o

to

umber
incompleteness of th

can be determined on of th

section

A

The principal anomalies of the vertebrte are mentioned at the be^rinnino- of

pec feat is the erj freq occurrence of 1 marked
asymmetry of the bodies of the dorsal vertebra), without indication of dise

The Pelvis.

There are in all 14 pelves, 4 male and 10 female, on wh 1 are

Owing to the smpossible.

data are not useful for comparison, and
be utilized with additional material in the fut

ber of specimens in the individual groups

ply as so many records

The general index of the pelvis averages higher in the male skeletons from
sections, as well as in the female skeletons from Louisiana, than it does in

whites, thus showing relatively great breadth
which in whites ranges from 79 to 80, is like

skeletons.

The average index of the inlet,

greater most of the Iiid

In addition to the pelves, there are present a number of single ossa innom
measurements of which are given in the table (p. 223). Tlie figures give

teresting indications, but the number of specimens is too small for definite ded

some

tions
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Pl^T.VIS — lUMENSlONS AM) iNinCFS

Sex nnd Locality

Males

Arkansas :

Hoytt's Field

Louisiana

Females

Arkansas

;

Bovtt*s Field

• «

Louisiana

N u 111 -

her of
speci-
mens

1

G

2

4

Averaite
maximum
height

(a)

maximum
breadth

Avcrtre
index

of iKjlvife

Num-
btroT
vpcci-

ni< IN

1

(

cm.

37.3

cm.

27.0

J7.9

134

V20.8-22.2) (2fi.:j-29.G) J 19.5-186.8)

1

20.6 26J
(20.2-21.0) (L'fi.'J 27.2)

19J 27.6

(lS.2-20.3) (2O.7-2S.0)

120 6
1129.6-11.".t.7)

141.4

(130 ir.2.7j

1

6

3

S

An t\-^
j^re-atMl

breidlh of

cm.

1L8

riorl 111 iVif

cm

;/

KxtTxpk
IndrsL til the

07 A

(n.f~13.3; (9.7 12*i) (7^ 1* UlT.O)

u.o 10.9 II4J

(12.4-13 P^ (I0.:i 12.1) i>5L2 HT 7)

;? < /t?./

(12/.> 14. :»^
(*»** ILft)

1

(*»l*. 7 vM)

///r Sacmm.

The total number of sacra tliMt could be measured is IS, bul f^iuuo additional

available for observation. Tlir indicoH are all lower tlian in Ww
ppeciniens are

whites, showing tbat the sacrum is relatively hi^di, as in the nojjro.

OssA innomtnata; SACKtM-AvEKAt.K Mkasikumums axu Iniucks

OSSA IXNOMIXATA Sacwi'm

and Locality

Males

Arkansas

:

Boytt's Field

Louisiana

Females

Arkansas

:

Roytt's Field

Louisiana

Side

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

2

2

2

2

2

2

. 1

Average Ntim-
hei^iit. bcr of

*

(maxinuiin) speci-

{a) mens

cm.

20.0
(19.8-20.2)

19.9
(19.8-20.0)

22.05
(22'.0-22.1)

22.15
(22"l-22.2)

20.6
(20.2-21 .0)

20.6
(20.2-21 .0)

20 .

1

(20.1-20.1)

20.1
(19.9-20.3)

2

Avtrafre
breadth
ibcUvwn

superior iliac

•pines)
(A)

Num-
ber of
spccl-
m«nt

cm.

16.05
(.15.4-16.7)

15.S5
(15.3-l'i.4)

15.4

lo.7

15.0
(14.8-15.2)

15 .45

(15.3-15.6)

2

1

1

2

2

Avciaite

hcljjht Index
and K*H .iiiiv

Num*
! bcr of

I

!

M ales

*-! (J *Ark
Rovtt's Field

II

72.S

(70.0-75.6)

71.6

(69.2-73.9)

I Louisiana

I!

73.3

Females

I

Arkansas :

Boytt's Field

74.8

74.6

(73.6-75.6;

76.9
(7.").4-78.4);

* «

Louisiana

4

I

6

Avetaiee
hei^lu

Aver art

(ni.'i V itiium)

cm. cm

.

A^uafi"

f X !«,

n.
(11.0-

11.7 101 rt

12.1) 111.5 11. << i<*5.(t in*. .';

11.$

(11.4 12.

11.7
4 V (10.7-1 2.5 >

^.1
(H3.9-l<»7.u^

12.1 12.H ia5.8

11.s 1 m.9
(9.6-12.3) (11.1-12.4) (lOO.s li:..6)

/;./

1

1
r
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As to the number of segments composing the sacrum, it is found that m
three-fourths of the cases the bone has five, and in the remainder of the specimens

In addition there is a tendency in one case (Fig. 8) to assimihation of theSIX.

last lumbar.

Of the extra segments one is lumbar and four are cocc\

Th often accentuated

in wh As will be fi the d the

1 the male

t table, it also

in the female

presented in

begins high more frequently in the females than in the males.

The neural canal is defective for the greater part from the fourth, or from
below the fourth, spinous process downward. This also is most frequently the case
in whites.

Sacrum—Characteristics

Arkansas Louisiana

Males Females

1

Males Females

Segments : 5

6

3

1

1

6 (1 tending
to assimila-
tion of last

' lumbar)
2

5

2

Extra segment is
1

1 1

coccygeal
1 lumbar
1 coccygeal

2
coccygeal

Cun*ature :

small
moderate
good

3
2

1

2

i 5
2

2

5

Curvature begins zvith

first segment
second segment
third segment
fourth segment

3

1

1

1

1

<

3
3

5
2

NeilraI cana I exposed
from
below third spinous

process
at fourth
below fourth
at fifth

below fifth

1

1

3

1

1

2
1

3
1

4

2

1

T The PatcII(v.

The patellae of the Arkansas and Louisiana skeletons s

measurements given below, o^enerally of moderate dimen

be ted

breadth slightly exceeding? the hei2:ht

from the localities

Tliere is very diiference in the bones

The patella in the female is sm
than that in the male ; the breadth-height index is quite
left bones differ but slighth

in all proport

'. The right d
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Patella—AVERAOF HlMrNJ
•

1

Akk ^vsas

Mai.ks Ffmai v^
Protx>rlioni 1

Nuai-
her of

itirtii

i

r"^P ^ ^^P ^r^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^'^

Xuin-
Iki of
•peci-

H

;
Num-

....
i

berof

UlCtM

Lt..

1

1

1»€ ! til

^t Ki J

'
1

1 fM

Breadth (maxinnim), cm. 6

!

(4.15 1,7)
*

i

4.2
i4.0-4.tiS)

3
(3.1. 1 15)

1

Height (maximum), cm. 6
4 ^5

(4.0r4.5) * (3.1M.ti5)
3

(3.ti-3aS)

Thickness (mnximnm), cm.

1

6
(1.7-2.2)

,

5
(1.8-2 15)

3
(1.7 1.H5)

Breadth-height index

/breadth X 100\

\ height )

6
(92.1-105.S;

5
V.S.;

105. J 100.0)
3

i

200.6
(9M-l(»'.'.-ij

1

LoriSI ANA

1

Makks ! 1 M^rr^

Proportions
1

Num-
h^T of

incns

5

RiKht

(4.15 J. 6)

Kum-
Wr of
spcci-
inctit

5

l..-ft

4.4
(4.1-4.0.5)

Num-

1

Viitn-

beroC

1

4

1 'fi

Breadth (maximum), cm. 4
J.9

(3.75-4.1)

1

J 9

(3.754.0)

Height (maximum), cm. 5
(3.9^.85)

5
4.2

(3.95-4.75)
4

(3.7-3.85)
4

s.s
(3.8-3.85)

Thickness (maximum), cm. 5
2.0

(1.9-2.1)
5

2.0

(1.9-2.1)
4

(1.75-1.85)
4

(1.75 1.9)

Breadth-height index 5
(85.6-112.8)

5
104.2

(91.6-113.4)
4

1

IOS.

6

(100-110.8)
4

102J
(97.4-105.3)

/ breadth X 100\

\ height )
14 MM

An interesting feature in regard to the patella is ilie occasionnl prt'scnco of

notch, /. e., a more rkcd defect in the border of

bone in the localit}^ of the a

rather frequently in Egypt

whites, is pre

This notch, which scon

d met

more than half th peciniens and

lly nmong the

ire than a third

of the patellie of females. It is, however, seldom pronounced, the majority of

bones showing only traces of the feature.

The patella; of male skeletons 255.111 and 255.222, Louisiana, .show

extraordinarily developed apex.

29 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHIL.V., VOL. XIV.

each an
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Number of specimens
examined

Notch absent

Trace

Small

Moderate

Pronounced

Patella—The Vastus Extfrnvs Notch

Arkansas

Males

LoriSTANA

Females Males

Left Right

'
1

Left
1

6 3

3 1
1

2 2
1

1

1

1
1

11

Right Left

8 10

2 S

1 3

4 1

1 1

Females

Right

8

6

1

1

Left

7

G

1

16

50 '/c

31%

6%

13%

Totals

Arkansas Louisiana

33

58%

18%

18%

6%

Males

31

45%

23%

19%

6%

6%

Females

18

72%

22%

6%

The Os Calcis.
m

There are 23 pairs of these bones sufficiently preserved to be measured. Their

dimensions, as well as their breadth-height index^ differ but slightly in the two

localities. The bones al differ \ ry little on the two sides, the right bone bei D

on the average very slightly the larger. The female bones, however, are decidedly

smaller than those of the males..

The measurements and indices form an interesting basis for future comparison.

Os Calcis : Average Dimensions and Breadth-height Index

Proportions *

Length (maximum), cm.

Breadth (minimum at

middle o£ body), cm.

Height (maximum at
middle of body), cm.

Breadth-height index

dreadf/i X 100

height

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

6

6

6

6

Males1'

Right

8.05

(7.4^.45)

2.7
(2.5-2.95)

4.0
(3.7-4.3)

67.7
(60.5-72.4)

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

6

6

6

6

Ark.\nsas

Left

8,05
(7.3-8.5)

2.7
(2.55-2.0)

3.9
(3.6-4.1)

695
(63.4-73.0)

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

1

1

1

1

Females

RJKht

6.9

2.4

3.55

67.6

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

1

1

1

1

Left

6.9

2.4

3.4

70.6

* Pairs only.
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Os Calces—contim i n

Lcn'lSlANA

M Pkmam >

Proporlions

Num-
ber of

nu us

RiKlU

Xura-
ber of rrfi lUtlil

I

Length (mnxiinum), cm. 11

Breadth (minimum at

middle u£ li«>dy), cm.

Height (maximum at

middle of body), cm.

Breadth-height index

hycaJth X 100\

11

11

11

height

(7.45-8.4)

(2,5-2.9)

LO
(3.85-4.2)

(6L^74.0)

Ik I ij • ft

11

n

(7.5 vS.25)

(2.fi 3.0)

^^
' (3 r,> 1,2)

11
70.S

(67.5 73.4.1

7.4

(7.25 7. <iS)

2.4S
(2.3S Vr.)

(3.2 3.7)

(><i.4

((4.y-75.0)

5

.^

5

•i

7.4

(2.3 2.U,

(3.2-3.7)

(fiK.7-7H n

* Pairs only.

In 72 spccimcn.s from both ?<exes in wliich the facet* for the nptrag;ilii? fun h<*

ned, there are two of these facet

(71 pc Thefc pro[

1 ('J'J p
st ideir

and three in 01 ra«eg

in the i*kcU'l<>nrt

1 Arknnp.'is. and

fr 11 i(

regions: 2 facets in 32 per cent, of the hones fr

cent, of the bones from Louisinnn.

As to sexual dilTcrcnces, two f\icet8 exist in 20 per cent, of the mn

per cent, of the feninlcs, showing a perceptible prcponderan<-(' for the 1

The sustentaculum tali generally shows fair to marked pm;

pu

Tl

peroneal spine is frequently Avell mark

like surface for the play of

In the more pronounced ca«ef»

dimucr side. Tl

often shows anteriorly, at the insertion of the flexor brevis di:jitA>r

mod
The left os calcis of male skeleton

lunar notch or defect antero-interiorlyi

and the adjoining border.

06. L 1 Ecmi

K of the foremost astrasialus facet

Astragalus.

The number of clearly-separated articular facets for

galus does not by any means corresp 1'1 witl 1 mbcr of those on the heel lx)nc

Thus a clear separation by an interval of an ank^rior and a lateral astragabi^ facet

prJsent in only four of the 43 specimens, or approxnnaUily 10 per cent.

Os trigonum was not found
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Of this bone only a f<

TJie ScapJioid.

present, and ai these there but one at

any peculiarity T s is from female skeleton 255.09G, Louisiana, and the

peculiarity c

middle of th

sists of

inferior

pronounced pointed pi

surface of bone and anteriorly

which rises from the

as an articular facet.

The same specimen shows also a small cuboid fac

The Cuboid.
w

This bone, of which a fair number of specimens are in hand, shows, as a rule

an elevated or an uneleyated facet for the sesamoid in the tendon of the peroneus

longus.

T//e First Metatarsal.

This bone is generally of ordinary form and of moderate dimensions.

of the specimens shows any special features.

close similarity with respect to the two areas from which they came.

None
Their length, given below, indicates

H
First Metatarsal: Dlmensioxs

V

Arkansas

1

Males
1

Females

i

1

1 Num-
ber of
speci-

i

mens
Right

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens !

1

Left

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

1

Right

Num-
ber of
speci-
nitiis

Left

Average length (maxi-
mum), cm.

4* 6.2

(5.8-6.8)
5

.

62
(5.8-6.5)

S.65 2
5.65

(5.55-5.75)

1

1

1 LoriSL\NA

1

1

1

Males Females
L

1*

Num-
ber of

speci-
,

mens
1

1

5

Right

Num-
ber of
speci-
mens

Left
1

1

r

1

]

>

Num-
ber of
speci-

j
mens

1

Right

6.0

(5.6-6.4)

1

1

Num-
ber of

speci-
mens

1

1

Left

Average length (maxi-
mum), cm.

6.0

1

(5.7-6.2)
\

4
6.3

(6.0-6.5)

1

1

2 5.7

* Not pairs.

Phalanges. Hand Bones.

Only a few of these bones were recovered, and, beyond some patliological

lesions, referred to under Section VI (p. 229), they show nothing of special interest.
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Vi. PATHOLOniCAL OliSFKVATlONS. T)KTA1L;^.

AKKAN'SAS.

2r).j.ll9.»

VcrlihrfP : moilcmtt' marginal cx<*stu?.ci» on oiio lumbar.

Plidlduocs : the first r^it terminal ithalanx of llio Huit has iiKKlomto ex-

cicscencH's on it* plantar snrf;ice.

2o:;.l21.=

Fcniora : right—moderate inlhunmatury changer^ ahont lin<»a a^l•c pa. tnithllp

fourth
;

left—moderate inllamuiatory chanire!* with augnn'nlation in Fi7o at

inner lip of linoa aspcra. Indow middle, on adjneent hone, and t>n

shaft, Dostrriorlv, hclow the third fourtli of the .-rinic from Jihuse.

Tihi(C : riirht—moderate inilamniatorv ehan^^eH om r hn^-e i.art of hnrraee of

shaft.

Clariclrs : right—inllammat«»ry ehan,tr«'s on distal end.

]\'rfi'hr(r : one cervical and two luml)ar have maruijial exo^oses; tlie

former shows also rnu^hen» <1 (arthritic) articular giirfaees on tlie

processes.

Os calcis : right anehyh>«.'d with astragalus (Fig. 7, c).

Cuneiform : right middle fused r-omphtidy with the metatarsal of the ncond

toe (Fig. 7, b).

255.12la.3

Tibi(r : left—slitdit inilammatory changes on shaft.

255.123

Skull: A j^umma (in all prohahilitv), hollow in frontal, 3 cm

S^

d near median line; also a scar, prohnhly of

philitic), 5.5 cm. above nasion, in median 1

Fen c flammatory changes posteriorly, above lowest fourth, and

f such anteriorly, over lowest Hftl

left—inflammatory changes over lowest third, above condyl

1

Tibicp: left—moderate inflammatory changes over shaft

Sknmm: entire bone shows irregular hyperplasia of anterior surface, and

thickening.

Clavicles: right—shaft shows thickening and inflammatory changes.

r^ , , 1 .11 i.„.i. 1 ..: K„*K ro.i;; Wwh 111 nfp. both fomnm. both tibia, b^-tli cluvicle*,

2 'Hel^l^rXliVUTTn^ri' .;...' ™an,ToTh ui„.. left tihia, left cUvicle, «crun,, ho.h

patellse, left os calcis.

3 Healthy : left humeru?, right patella.

Healthy : both humeri, left ulna, rigl

patella, left os calcis.

pel
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255.124. 1

Skull : The meatus auditorius on each side narrowed by a hyperostotic

ridge rising from what was once the posterior free extremity of the
tympanic ring {= tr exostosis).

Femora: left—inflammatory changes on posterior surface, lowest fourth

also next to external lip of linea aspera at middle.

Tibics : right, slight ; left, considerable inflammatory changes over shaft.

FibulcE : left—slight inflammatory changes over shaft.

Clavicles: right—old fracture in middle.

Vertebrce : fourth and fifth lumbar show marginal exostoses.

Os calcis : right—some inflammatory changes over surface.

Phalanges : of body. Several of hands show inflammatory changes.
255.125.^

Femora : right—moderate inflammatory changes posteriorly above internal

condyles.

255.126.^

255.127.^

Skull : A limited area of increased porosity on the postero-superior portion

of each parietal, above the lambdoid suture.

255.128.^

255.13L«

Tibiee: right—inflammatory changes above popliteal ridge
i255.132.

255.133a.«

255.134.^
255.135.i«

255.136.^1

Tibiee : in both traces of inflammatory changes on surface of shaft.

255.138.12

Astragalus : left—the whole upper articular surface, top and sides, changed
through disease—flattened, rough, and irregular (Fig. 9, g).

/ Healthy
:
right humerus, left radius, left ulna, right femur, right fibula, left clavicle, sternum,

right innominate, left patella, left os calcis.

' Healthy: skull, left humerus, left radius, left ulna, left femur, right innominate, left os calcis.

^
Healthy: skull, both humeri, both radii, right ulna, both femora, right tibia, both clavicles,

pelvis, vertebrae, right os calcis.

* Healthy: both humeri, both femora, left tibia, pelvis, vertebra).
* Healthy

: skull, both femora, both tibia), left patella.
* Healthy : both femora, left tibia, both calcanea.

I S^^!'!"^ ' ^^^^ humeri, both ulnse, both femora, right tibia, both clavicles, right patella.
« Healthy : both femora. »

fo i

» Healthy
:
both humeri, right radius, both femora, both tibise, both clavicles, vertebrae, both

calcanea.
10

11

12

Healthy : both humeri, left radius, left ulna.
Healthy: left femur, left fibula, right os calcis.

Healthy : both humeri, left radius, both ulnse, both femora, both tibiie, both clavicles, vertebrse,
right patella, right os calcis.
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2iJ5.13Sa.

Tihiir : left—synostosis (witliout provious fracture or olber visible injury

of either boiK'^i wiili fibuhi bv oiu >tion;!: Ik»hv t*e!>!iiin. C.5 em. loiijr.

and another small one. sli^htlv lower. *i.O cm. above V^wvv ttrtlcnlnr

jsuiTace.

205.139.'

25r).140.»

Tihicr : rij^ht—iudanimatory olian>^> alHr\'<» pojilit<':»l rid^o.

r>ours of illc foo/ : on riirht the TwA ni<tatnr*:ib ini^rnal :ind iniddb- t niu i-

ft)rm. nnd scaphoid, are fuseil into (uu- iiiaFR. apparrntly t-hiee i :»rly

Ftiigo of growth (Viji. 7, d).

2o5.Ul.»

Slcruuni : arthritic condition of articular tsnrfarop of f1i.-l lib.

I'crii'brw : fourth lumbar shrtwh- moderate marginnl extt-toMX.

Os cahis: left—region of attachment ofext. brevi?! dipritorum muH-lr rough

and porous.

2oo.l42.^
•; ft255.11).

255.110.*

255.150.'

255.152."
AUKANSAS.

Fcvuiles,

2.55120.^

Femora: left—smooth bony swelling, 1.2 em. long by 0.7 cm. brnnd and

0.3 cm. liigh, internally, slightly below middle.

Ver/cbnc : all lumbar show marginal ^'xostoses.

255.1
•")') 10

Scaphoid: suppurative depret^sion on articular surface for internal cunei-

form near distal edge.

255.129.^^

Vcrtdmc: cervical—fourth and fifth show marginal exostoses and niujihen-

ing of lateral articular surfaces;

liinibar—marginal exostoses, and in last three also excrescences about

lateral articular surfaces.

' IleaUliy : both femora, both tibise.

» Heakhv : left Libia, left fibula, left pntclla, both calcan<'ft.

Hnth fein<»ra* both tibiae, both

See Fig. 9, d)

botli calcaiiea,

* Healthy : skull.

•Healthy: skull,
" Healthy : skull.

Healthy : skulL

Health)

B

9 pel

'''''"''i netuSv: 'Zll, both hun,er;, rigU femur, left tibia. left fibula, b.,,1, clavide., two ver.el,,,,

right t;?t^l». both caloanea.^
^ __^^^. ^^^ _^^__^^ ^..^fe^^,, wh clavicle,, pelvi,, ri«b. o. calci..
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255.130. 1

Vertebne : fourth lumbar diseased iu posterior third of upper surface of

255.133.2

body; nature of pathological condition (?) (Fig. 9, e).

TibicF : right—slight inllammatorj changes on internal surface, above middle.

255.137.^

255.143.4

Vertebrcc : lumbar show marginal exostoses (moderate)

255.144.

Skull : A shallow depression, 3.0 by 4.5 cm., in the left parietal, near the

255.146.5

255.147.*^

255.148.^

255.151.

lambdoid and reaching to the sagittal suture.

Skull : All bones, vault and face, thickened, but no irregularities or scars.

LOUISIANA.

Males
255.099.^

255.100.^

255.100a.i°

255.102.11

255.102a.i-

255.104.1^

VertebrcE : lumbar—slight marginal exostoses; lateral articular facets show

arthritic changes.
255.106.1^

TibicE : right—effects of suppurative condition anteriorly, on lower end.

255.107.1^

Vertebrce : lumbar—marginal exostoses ; lateral articular facets of one show
arthritic changes.

Healthy
patella, right os calcis.

' Healthy

:

left humerus, left ra
' Healthy

:

both femora, both t

* Healthy: skull, both humeri,
* Healthy: skull, four vertebra:
* Healthy

:

skull, two vertebrse.
^ Healthy : skull.
8

O " '"'-""''' "o

9

Healthy: both humeri, right radius, right femur, both clavicles.
Healthy: both humeri, right tibia, right fibula.

Health V : left fibula.

" Healthy: skull, both humeri, left radius, both ulnse, both femora, both clavicles, two vertebra.
12 Healthy : right ulna, right femur, right clavicle.
^ Healthy: skull, both humeri, both tibiae, nine vertebra.
" Healthy

clavicle, pelvis, sixteen vertebrae.
'^ Healthv: skull, rip-ht hi

femora, left tibia, left fibula, right
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255.109.^

]'crtcbriT : lumbar—i^Uglit upi>er iiinrjrhial pxujjIom^.

255.110.-

255.111.*

Tibi(r: left—inflammatory chaiijic? about tli«* miiMlc fourth of inumal

bordor.

I'crtibrcc : fiflli, sixth, and M-vcntb ii-rvical, twelfth duJ^;^l. Am^w arlbritic

clianji:e8. and all lumbar virtobra' have niaiiJinal * \o(.t<»M s.
o

255.111/

255.115.

Skull: tr exo>loi»f*s in l»otb iiK-atus aiiditorii, nearly o. .luilinp: tin' rlfrbt

255.154.

255. 201.

•

Femora : rl^lit— a j^uiall exosU'M-- from ;»iil»nt»r hurfaor «if gu .A ti"<'bMnter;

left—moderate marginal cxostosoF about V>\\ix aiilcub-ir ^ur^M^«

Witcbrcc : bnnbar—marginal f\<»>l*)MS.

Os ra!cis : right—an cxostosi.«, or a fut^ion of a Mjiaiati' j,iuall bone, in front

of the insertion of the e\t» nial brcvi.'- di;^itoruni.

Palcllcc : left—marpnal pxopt" « and an artbiltie ^pnt <Fi}r. 0, h).

o

2

J5.203.'

55.201."

.5.205.'

Tibicc : .205 (8), loft—moderate evvcllin? abiMtt intcrfial bonb-r at middle

and lower third
;

.205 (4) left—slight inllammatory changes on \\\^\n \ H.urth nf hluift;

.205 (5) left—inflaiiiniatury change.^ over most of cbaft;

.205 (G) rinht moderate inflannnatory changes on internal .surface,

below nilcblle.

255.209.^°
I ivpu

Vcrtcbrcc : last dorsal and all lumbar show marginal exi*^t

Oscalds: left—moderate lesion jn?t posterior to antrrior n'^tra-aluB fa<et

(nature?).

Healthy • left hu.iicru?, left radius, both ulna-, b-th fcaiora, Iwth tibia., buth fib'"' "^ Pirht ver-

tebra?, both patollse.
Hoth tibijp, both fibulae, pelvis, wx verU br»,

both patellie. . ., . ^ ^ ^ • \ i • r . .

3 Healthy : ''kull, both humeri, right tibiic, both claviclef., plvia, fourt <« II V rltbnc

* Healthy: gkull.

Incakhy; Skull; both bu,uen,l>olh radii, both ulna, bolh tibi., both fibula., pel vi«, ninetrrti

vertebrge, left os calcis, right patplla,

^ lleallhy : skull, three cervical vert^hric.

« lleahhv: skull, four cerviral vertebne.
t ievw

ne pel
10 IJ^, bolh femora, both

eighteen

30 JOURN. A. N. S. PHI LA., VOL. XIV.
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255 210/

Vertebn^ : lumbar—marginal exostoses.

255.211.2

Vertebrae: cervical—fifth, sixth, and seventh show arthritic changes';

lumbar—marginal exostoses and arthritic changes.

255.215.
3

Vertebra: cervical—third, fourth, and fifth with arthritic changes;

lumbar—fifth with arthritic changes.

PaiellcF: left—arthritic changes on articular surface.

21

Femora : in both slight inflammatory changes externally above outer condyle.

VertcbrcB : cervical— all below atlas show arthritic changes (roughening,

increased porosity, and irregular enlargement of most lateral and

also body articular surfaces)

;

dorsal arthritic changes on first and second

;

lumbar—marginal exostoses.

PatcllcE : right—articular surface shows arthritic changes.

255.218.^

Tibice : on both slight inflammatory changes over shaft.

Vertebrce: lumbar—one (the only one present) shows marginal exostoses.

255.221.^

255.222.^

Verfebrce: cervical—arthritic changes on body and articular surfaces, fourth

to seventh

;

dorsal—marj]rinal exostoses on two lowest.

255.223.«

Tibiae: left—a sharp exostosis of moderate size below external tuberosity,

at about the insertion of flexor communis.

255.224.^

' Healthy : skull, both humeri, both radii, both ulna', both fen.ora, both tibiae, both fibulai, right

clavicle, pelvis, twelve vertebrse, left patella.
, , ., . , ,, ci .,!«> iwli

' Healthy: skull, both humeri, both radii, both ulnie, both femora, both tibnr, Imth hbulse, botn

clavicles, eleven vertebrte, left patella.
, ^ ., . t .t ci w rlrrl.f

'Healthy: skull, both humeri, both radii, both uluie, hft femur, left tibia, both fibulse, right

clavicle, pelvi?, seventeen vertebnie (seventh cervical anomnlnns; see Fijf. ^, ")• ,

IToalthy : skull, both humeri, left radius, both ulna:, right tibia, right fibula, .acrum (anomalous

articulation with fifth lumbar; see Fig. 8), ten vertebrie.
, i i -i r fto^n v^rtpbr^

' Healthy : skull, both humeri, both radii, both ulme, both femora, both clavicles, fifteen \erteDra.

left patella.
, i /-i i i ,1, Ar>v\

« Healthy : both humeri, left radiu?, both ulnje, both femora, both tibia?, both fibulic, both uavi-

cles, sacrum, twentv-one vertebrae, right patella.
, i t

•
i „n ^^rvi

" Healthy : 'both humeri, both radii, both ulnre, both femora, both tibifc.both clavicles, one cervi-

cal and four dorsal vertebra?.
8

9

Healthy : both ulnse, both femora, right tibia, both patellie. , .

Healthv: both humeri, both radii, both ulnse, both femora, both tibiae, right clavicle, peivi*.
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I.on^IANA.

Frmafcs.

2OO.094. 1

Skit// : SuiTace of frontal bone irrejrulur over miJdU'. aj»proacliing lo\^-

nodular.

IIn))icri : both show advanced inlhiimnatory changes; surface Irn-gnlar

Radii : b 'th pix'sent inflammatory chftngct?.

Uliup : right—probabl}' an old fr.uturo above b.u(»^t lliird
;

b.ft—hillamniatory cliango? over ^shafl.

Clavicles : both show innaimualory changes on .shaft.

Vcrtcl})rp : cervical—atlas, axis, and n>nrth ^h(»\v nrthritic rb:m.ir<«. with

some marginal o\ost<)st .s

;

lumbar (two prc'rnt'l—marginal exohlosrs.

250.095.='

Vcr/cbro' : lumbar—third, fourth and fifth witli mnr-rinal oxoMoh* s.

096

Ulncv : right—fracture above h>W('st third, non-union, irn'gular articnlm

71/}i(r : riirht—some inflammatory changed over surface of miJdh' third

brer : d Iftl

bar—

m

iUlilUill luiii jjii nil " .-i".-!-'. • "• .....

Asinvra/iis: riiiht shows results of healed stijipurative c<»udlti(tn nbout head

(Fig. 9, f)

097 4

Radii : right—fracture at middle.

U/mc : right—fracture below middle third.

Vcr/rbrrc : marLnnal exostoses on cleventli dorsal, and .second, third and

fourth lumbar.

255.098.'^

Radii: right—fracture above lowest fourth.

2')5.103.^

Vertcbrce : marginal exostoses on luml)ar, and bodies of all i\\ii^^ moderately

and Irregularly flattened.

Scaphoid: right shows slightly incomplete old fusion with internal cunei-

form.

vertebrae.
3

'HeuUhy; skuiri'eftluin.en,,, both radii, both uln,-c, right fibula, right clavicle, ««nus „

rse

crlebra
* Healtliv: botn numen, leii unu*, -'"t" .^.»^'«, -- —

»

one lumbar vertebra, left patella.
. u. n i i a ,.n*..11a

* Healthy: both humeri, both femora, right fibula left V^^^^^^^ .

_ „ , ,
-^

1 11 I ..1 u ^-: ^:,.i,t t.a/1 11^ linfh fptnorn. both tn>i
Health}

sacrum, nine vertebrse.
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255.105 1

Tibiae : in both, p backward at middle, and inflamma

y changes over middle third

Fibuhu : left—inflammatory changes over shaft.

Vertebrce : several lower dorsal and one (the only one present) lumbar show

marginal exostoses

255.108.2

Htimeri : left—moderate exostosis a short distance posteriorly to lower third

of deltoid ridge.

255.112.^

Clavicles : left—arthritic changes, sternal end.

Vertebrcu : cervical—slight rouf]rheninf]r of articular surfaces of bodies ofQ^^^ *V^^Q...V...-..J3

third to seventh
\

dorsal—marginal exostoses on several lower ones;

lumbar—slight to moderate upper marginal exostoses on all.

255.113.^

Skull : A large patch of irregular, scarry, hardened surface on postero-

255.116.^

255.117.«

superior part of right parietal.

7255.118.

255.202.«

Skull : A small superficial scar in middle of forehead

255.205.^

Radii : A pair, .205 III, show inflammatory changes oyer shaft.

Ubue : A pair, probably from same skeleton as above radii, show inflamma-

tory changes over shaft.

Femora : A pair, probably from same skeleton as above ulna; and radii, with

inflammatory changes over surface of lowest third of shaft.

Tibice : A pair, showing, especially the right, an abnormal curvature back-

ward and somewhat inward at middle, and inflammatory changes

over most of the surface. Belongs probably to the same skeleton

as the above.

Fibnlcc : right—shaft shows inflammatory changes; probably of the same

skeleton as the above.

* Healthy: skull, both radii, right ulna, both femora, pelvis, eight vcrtcbroc.
' Healthy: right humerus, both radii, left femur.
' Healthy : skull, right humerus, both radii, both ulnse, both femora, six vertebrae.
* Healthy ; three cervical vertebrse.

Healthy : skull.

Healthy : skull, two cervical vertebrae.
' Healthy : skull.

* Healthy : six cervical vertebrae.

» Healthy: seven humeri, four radii, one ulna, five femora, four clavicles.
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25:^.207.^

Femora : left—an exostosis, 1.2 em. long and 0.7 cm. higli, »oale-like. jHiint-

ing mt'diad. just below minor trochanter.

255.20S.-

2r)r).2l2.^

J'^crfehifC : cervical—the lower artionlar surface ul' bod}" of fiflb and ihe

upptr of that of fixth show arthritic changes;

lumbar—marginal exostoses on fiflh.

25o.2l8.'»

Fnuora : left—a hardened oblong ^welHnL^ of miKhiat** si/Cj t»u external

border a])0vc middle.

Sacrum : moderate marginal exo>tos<'s along free border of body of the first

segment.

Vcrtchi(r : cervical—left corresponding lateral articular faeeis of axi« and

third, and articular surfa^'es of body of fourth, show arthritic

changes

;

lumbar—marginal exostoses.

255.214.^

Vertebra' : lumbar—sliirht marginal exostoses on third, fourth, nnd fifth.

255.210.^

Femora : both ihow moderate dilTuso inllaiumatory idian-vs over surface of

shaft.

Ti'hue : right—slight inflammatory changes over shaft;

U.ft_f;ligbt inllammatory changes about popliteal ri«lg<' and over shaft.

Vertebrcc : lumbar—marginal exostoses on fourth and fifth.

255.210.^

Tibicc: in both, hut especially in right, some inllaminatory chani^es «)vcr

shaft.

Vcrtchrcc : lumbar—marginal exostoses on tliird, fourth, and fifth.

Palelhc : left—arthritic changes on articular surface.

255.220.^

1

Vcrtcbrce: lumbar—one (two present) shows marginal exostoses.

Healthy: skull, both Im.neri, both radii, both ulnse, right H-iMur, both tihiiP. hoth clavicle?,

four cervical vertebrge, right patella.

Healthy : skull.

both clavi

^ Healthy: skull, both humeri, right radius, both ulme, both frmorf

ivicles, sacrum, nineteen vertebrae (fir.<t dor.al anomalous- ieel?ig. .:»,

* Healthy: skull, both humeri, both radii, both ulnae, right femur, I

f«»morft, both tibiae, both fibulre,

b), right patella.

)()th tibias, left lioula, left

^-'^I'^^TX^^:^^^^^^^'^ f' ."'^ ^'-"^'^ ^''^'' '-•-

vertebrae, both patellw.

«''Vlealthv skull both humeri, both radii, both ulna?, both clavicle., relvi^ ..ine vcrtebne.
_

' HeaUhv-; skull, both humeri, both radii, both ulu^. both femora, r.ght fibula, bo.h clav.cle.,

eleven vertebrae.

"Hed%: skull, right humerus, both radii, both uln^, both femora, both tibi«, left fibula, both

clavicles, nine vertebrae, both patellae.
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255.225.1

Vertehrce : dorsal—slight marginal exostoses on several lower ones;

lumbar—slight upper marginal exostoses on all.

255.226.2

Vertebra? : lumbar—marginal exostoses.

255.227.^

Uhia? : left—inflammatory changes over shaft.

Tibice : right—considerable inflammatory changes over shaft

Skulls t
Humeri
Radii
Ulnaj
Femora
Tibiae
Fibulte
Clavicles
Sterna

Bones Exhtbiting Pathological Conditions : Resume*

Total number
of specimens,

from
both States

Healthy

Scapulae
Pelves
Ossa innominata
Sacra
Vertebrae : cervical

58
lis
90
86
122
97
47
70

11 bodies and
7 manubria'

3
15

3
9

182, from 46
individuals

49
113
84
80
105
67
44
64

10 bodies and
5 manubria

3
15
3
8

144

1 i

dorsal

1

1

lumbar

380, from 48
individuals

362

Patellce

Calcanea
Other tarsal bones
Metatarsals and
Phalanges

194, from 45
individuals

49
70
97
9

87

45
65
90
5

Inflammatory
changes

in

6
2

4
3
15
28
3

4

1 body

Marginal
exostoses

in

1

Arthritic
changes

on
articular
surfaces

in

1

1

2 nianu
bria

3 (1 individual)

38, from 12 indi-

viduals (mainly
arthritic chan-
ges)

18, from 9 indi-

viduals (mainly
marginal exos-
toses)

106, from 33 indi-

viduals (almost
wholly margi-
nal exostoses)
1 3

1

3

Fractures
in

2

3

1

Exostoses
other
than

marginal
in

2

Abnormal
curvatures

in
Various in

1

1 2

1

1

Body asymmetric
in numerous
specimens

1

4

4

3

* With these should be borne in mind the
tion. They are : two femora of a female subject
subject 255.215, same locality, with signs ot

changes on shaft ; and the fractured radius and ulna from the left forearm of subject No. 255 loo, BcM Gin Landing, Arkansas,
t Exclusive of pathological conditions due to the teeth.

* Healthy: both humeri, left ulna, both fibulae, seven vertebrae, right patella.
' Healthy: both humeri, both radii, both ulm^e, both femora, left tibia, pelvis, nineteen vertebrre,

left patella.

^ Healthy : right humerus, right radius, right ulna, both femora, seven vertebrae, both patellae.
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NOTES.
" Injldnimiiliwy Changrsy—Under this heading are inchided paihuloijiral

cha]ii:i;es which first affect limited areas of tlie surface of tlie ^haft. or hodv of the

bone, and in more advanced cases lover most or all of the surface of the ghnft. or

body of the bone and involve nK)rc or Icf^s its walls. In the earlier stncres tlu'

changes are apparently due to slow inHanunatory conditions originaling in thr pirji>-

«teuni and accompanied by more or loss perceptible ostoophytic doputell^. Later,

as the inllammator}' proccfs pm^^resse**, the surface (f the shaft becomes more or

less irregular and nodular, and the patholoirical alteration extendi to the ini« r.-tl-

tial parts of the bone, causing considerable thickening, with incrcfl«» in weight of

the shaft of the bone. It affects most oftm the ti1>ia'; the vrrt«'bi;e and prlvic

bones appear to be immune. In all probability this process indicat«'s HVphilis;

but thtio are Instances in wliich It is impossible to decide wlu thor the chanjre**

should bo ascribed to this disease or to that systemic condition which rohtilts in

arthritic changes in various articulations. In the majority of the cases in whieh

such inllammatory changes have occurred In one or more bones of an individual,

the skull has been ibund normal.

"^ iMannual i:>w/As7\s\"—These are cliaracteristic excrescences uf a definite

though as yet somewhat obscure significance, occurring with great fn-quency, mdrcd

quite" generally, In older subjects, both among whites and among the Indians.

These excrescences may form about the nrticular surface of long bones, but arc mt.-t

common about the surfaces of the bodies of the lumbar vert«"l»ra". Tlu'y begin along

fho nnner niari-in of the last three lumbars. then appear along the uiiper marfrins of

perior vertebrnc of ly along those of one or t\vu of

the last dorsals, and then develop along the lower borders of the same bones. Tl

frequently Involve the free border of tlie uppermost segment of the sncrtim, and

lly accompany ccrvicnl or other lateral articulations.

On the whole they bear close etiological relation with the system

Its In advanced stages are

ver

mpanied with roughening and other inflammatory changes of the articular

face about which they occur, and in the end the result is a fusion of the adjacent

tebra\ Tn extreme cases whole regions of the spine, and even the entire spine,

TL
as well as the pelvic bones, become consolidated through this change.

iiin-s of the condition may be observed in middle-aged adults, but it is especially a

feat'ure accompanying old age. It may coexist with other slow inflammatory con-

ditions of the bones, in wliich case a diagnostic separation of the processes niay be

y diff]

Arthritic C/iano-cs on Articular Surfi
»i generally

... .........ted porosity of the articular surface, followed by increased roughness and

i'rre-ularity of the same. They are most commonly observed on the lateral articu-

lar suri\ices of the cervical vertebrie,but are occasionally seen on those of the upper

dorsal or some of the lumbar vertebra:, on the sacro-iliac surfaces, and even on the

nvtienlar facets of the long and other bones. As above mentioned, these changes
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occur also on the superior and inferior surfaces of the bodies of the vertebrn?. They

generally involve both of the articular surfaces in apposition, and in the vertebral

column lead ultimately to anchyloses. They are frecjucntly accompanied by mar-

ojinal exostoses along the border of the affected articulations. The two processes,

in fact, are closely related and probably are due to the same general causes.

''Fradui-esr—The fractures observed in this collection are comparatively few,

fewer than would be found in a similar number of bones of modern whites. It is

further noteworthy that all but one of the fractures are in the bones of the forearm,

the exception being one in a clavicle. There is no fracture of the bones of the lower

extremities. The healing, barring the case in which union did not take place

(Fig. 7, a), is of good character in all the specimens, though attended with more or

less marked effects of original displacement of the fragments (see Fig. 6).

^'Exostoses other than Marginal!'^—The majority of exostoses pertaining to

this class are formed at the insertion of muscles, or on ridges, such as the popliteal,
4

or within the intermuscular septa. Some of them doubtless stand in causal rela-

tion with the marginal exostoses and arthritic changes. Others, particularly those

in the intermuscular septa, are manifestations sni generis, the cause of which, par-

ticularly in young subjects, is not clearly understood. In the series of bones under

consideration, the exostoses other than marginal are few, and, with one exception,

unimportant. The exception applies to the bony septum found to connect, without

sign of injury or disease, the left tibia and the fibula of male skeleton No. 255.138 «

from Arkansas (Fig. 5).

" Abnormal Cnrvatnresr—Curvatures slightly to moderately above the aver-

age, but without reaching a degree which can be considered pathological, are common
in the femora of this collection, and also in some of the bones of the forearm. In

the femora such curvatures are generally noticeable at or about the middle of the

shaft, the upper part of the bone being bent backward, and are usually compensated

for by an especially high posterior femoral ridge (linea aspera). Specimens of the

so-called " pilasteric femur" generally indicate cases of this nature. In two in-
r

stances only do curvatures occur which can be regarded as pathological. They are

both in the tibia, and may be due to a mild degree of rachitis, althougli there are

no signs of this disease on the remaining parts of the skeletons.

" Various^—The only subject requiring particular mention under this head-

ing is the frequently observed asymmetry of the bodies of the dorsal vertebrae.

This unevenness relates only to the contour of the bodies, not to their vertical

dimensions. In no case is the particular cause discernible.
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ANTIQUITIES OF THE OUACHITA VALLEY.

Advance preparations, 7.

Alabama Landing, mound at, T09,

Alligator-gar, their scales used as

projectile points, 84, 163.

Arrangement of vessels at Glen-

dora Cemetery, 31.

Arrangement of vessels at Keno
Plantation, 129.

Arrowheads, large deposits of,

112, 116, 125, 126.

Arrowheads or knives, of unusual

form, 2^, 157.

Arrowheads with single barb, 157.

Awls made from raccoon bones,

152.

Axes, ceremonial, 123, 126.

Barb, single, arrowheads with, 157.

Bayou Bartholomew, description
y

of, III.

Bead of deer's leg-bone, 27.

Bead of shell, of novel form, 29,

Bell Gin Landing, cemetery at, 90.

Bennett Landing, mounds at, 102.

Big creek, mounds on, 105.

Big Lake, mounds near, 21.

Billy Landing, mound near, 22.

Black pigment not found on the pot-

tery, 12.

Black river, searched unsuccessful-

ly, 8.

Boeuf river, description of, 105.

Boone Place, mounds at, 90.

Booth Landing, mound at, 20.

Bottles with swelling necks, a com-
pound form, 13, 22, 131, 132, 137.

Bowls with painted interior, 75, 143,

145-
r

Boytt's Field, cemetery in, 82.

Brass, 28, 29, 30, 122, 123, 124, 125,

126.

Bray Landing, cemetery near, 161.

Broken-necked bottles, refinished by

aborigines, 33. 132, 154.

Burial, form of. in Ouachita region,

10.

Burial, forms of, 22, 24, 28, 83, 90,

96, 97, 102, 103, T04, 107, 108,

109, 112, 121, 15T, 157, 162, 167.

Burials destroyed by cultivation, 8.

Burials mainly in dwelling-sites,

along the Ouachita valley, 8.

Bushley creek, mounds' on, 102.

Carlock Place, mounds on, 170,

Caryville Landing, cemetery at, 81.

Ceremonial axes, 123, T26.

Charlevoix, as to smoking cere-

mony, 116.

Chert chips, large deposits of, 124,

125.

Chevallier Landing, mound near.

103.

Chisels of chert, deposit of, 126.

Clime, Arthur W., 10.

Cole, John T., owner of Glcndora

Plantation, 27.

Compoimd forms of vessels, 13, 32,

74, 85. 86, 94, 131, 137, 13S, 141,

168.

Copper-coated, hollow ornament of

wood, 93,

Copper, sheet-, or sheet-brass, 122,

123.

Cross of the four directions, on
effigy-pipe, 116.

Cut-Off Landing, mound and site

near, 23.

Dailey Landing, mounds near, 108.

Decoration of long-necked bottle,

unusual, 26.

Decoration of pottery, masterly, 15.

Deposits, large, of chert chips, 124,

125.

Disks of earthenware, 84, 92.

Disks of stone, 27, 29, 30, 112, 116,

152.

Dog, Indian, bones of, 22, 84, 96.

Donohue Ferry, mounds at, 104.

r

Eaglc-pipe, stone, 112.

Ear-i:)lug of shell and wood, 30.

Ear-plugs of brass, 123, 125.

Ear-plugs of shell, 25.

Earthenware, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20,25,

26, 30, 31, 32. 23^ 48, 6s, 73,

74- 75- 76, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 89,

94. 96, 98, 99, 100, 102, 104, 107,

108, T09, 119, 120, 129, 130, 131,

132, 134, 135, 13^,. 137, 138, 140,

141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 150, 151,

154, i5<5, i59> 161, 162, 163, 166,

167, 168, 169.

Earthenware of lower Mississippi

region, finest in [Mississippi val-

ley, 15-

Earthenware of Ouachita region

not closely related to that of the

Pueblo region or of Mexico, 13.

Earthenware of Ouachita region,

remarks on, by Prof. W. H.

Holmes, 13.

Earthenware vessels largely found

in fragments, 12,

Earthenware vessels, restoration or,

12.

Effigy-pipes, 112, 115, 116.
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Effig} -vessel, human, 13, 76.

Effi^jy- vessels, 31, tTi, 134. 140.

Eye, aboriginal form of, on eagle- 143, 145

Inci<e<l tk^oratiun irlnfouwl 1»\ MiHuduail,, V.<*!, \\\ K., 23.

pigment, 12, 4?^, o?. 80 R^. c>t)^ Momvl Tlaic, lU'^Mnil and ^..ne'.v: ,

en, ii^*.

pipe, 114,

Eye, aboriginal fonn of, on pottery,

63^ 74* U7» Ma 154* '5^ i6r.

Feet, nine, ve*:-c] with, 21.

Ftuir (lireetions, crn>.s of, n6,

I^'wkc, ^lerard, as to projectile

points, T57.

Frazicr Place, mounds on, 103.

Iron ur steel, implement^ of, 29, Mounds; and ^it< ml «

*

en
1:. 1 \ ' 'U

1^5. ^^''

Jiaio Landing, cemetery at, 105.

Kaolin, rare, as a pigment on fK>t-

r.ariliulomcvv, iii,

Monnds and sites alouij U^^ui riv-

ci, !0

terv, 12.

Keller, Dr. H. F,. 12, 153,

Kclki Place, mornd> on, Q
Galena, lead sulphide, its carbonate Keno and Glcndora cenidcries com

coating used as paint, wf*. pare<I. t;o.

Monn<1v and ^Iics afong little riv^

er, lOT.

Mount's and site* aliuijj iMi»ebtia

river» 1(1.

XK i*t ^'^^ KV\ I5i» >53* 54-

Glass beads, 28, 29, 122, T24, T25, i

Keno Tlantatii ^n. cemetery un. 120.

Kent, mound and ccmcler\ at, v^;.T26.

Glauconitc. r2.

ng", i cmetr-T V

ev. r^fmivl^fd

H
A I*.

King Place, motuid^ on, 20.

lorm, 23.

S

( ;knd< Ma and Kcno cemeteries com- Knives or arrowheads, of unusual

jjarcd, 150.

Glcndora Plantation, cemetery on,

27,

Green Lake, mounrls near, 81,

Green pigment, analysis of, 12.

Green pigment nn earthenware ves-

sel, 12, TI9.

Hair, liuman, on brass disk, T26.

uriuluK. wluu biokdi, 33, 132,

151

i\ccks of ImiUIcc nnii^nrdlv h4i^, at

I

^af-shaptnl imph

T25, 126.

'af-*ihaped imph

f cherl,

Kcno Place, 13T, 135, 13(1.

Xecks. *iwellingf, on l>'ttlts, a com

I
K 1 3

.A c/
ITarrell, S, J., gift of pendant from,\ .- , . , " ' ^^.-

' -^ ** * ''Life-form^ m pitttcry, comparative-

* \oblc Landing, moinv! at, M19.

f chert,
'
y^^jjr^,^ Landiti;^. mound*^ nt^ 104.

26, 31, nrnamcnl, hollow, of wood, copper-

161.

1 larrelson T-anding, dwelling- sites

near. 21.

Hatchet of stone, perforated for at-

tachment, 124.

Hematite, pendants of, 126, iGl.

Hematite, plummet-shaped object

of, 116.

Hill Landing, mounds near, 90.

Hodge, F. W., 10.

Hogan Landing, mound near, 22.

Holmes, Frof. William H., 8, 10,

13. 3^. 74' 75. Ti^ ^34'

ly rare, 13.

20, 30

shill, elUptienl, 12^.

OuaHiita river, df^^^cription of, 7,

J 5.

Landing

69

valley, inl r' »duetory re-

n, 7.

Linn Grove Landing, mound near, Ouachita valley, territory explored.

169. 8.

Little river, description of, lOI.
U 1 X- 1 C-- 1 o, Par2:aud I^ndnig, mound near, 27.
Lock Nnniher Six, mr»un<l near, Si. ** ^** "^ ^i / /
T * T ^;«« ,....,,, wie r^r^t^r^ Pathofogical specmien<=, description
Logtown Landing, moMncis oppo-

j
.

site 2^. '

J
' w- • • : n . u^i^f ' Fendant^ of hematite, 12^), i6i.

Lower Mississippi valley, bhght ' '

Perforator^, hone, R4.
haec)logical investigation of.

hitherto, 8.
Perrin Place, mound ( 17

Ilnll.^ka, Dr. Ales lO, 126, 163. ^

^^^^^^^
^.^-^

^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ 84.i^>"'"
"'"' mcmm!. near, 82.

Human hair on bra^s disk, 126,

Importation, possible, of certain

types of pottery, 12,

96

Mafpielite, masses of, go.

Incised decoration combined with Mattinj;, a', wrapping, 122.

use of pigment, on earthenware, Miller, Dr. M. G., 9.

12. ^2, S3' 73- 74» 80, 96, 98, 134,

T45. T47.

(

76

rignjcnt combined with inci&cil <\CC'

orati(jn. on pottery, T2, 32, 33. 4^.

^'3. 73^ 74, «o. 84. 0^. 08. 99.

134, 143. 14s. 147.

Pibbry, Dr. H. A., 10, 27.

ripe of earthenware, with holes for

attachment, 163.
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Pipes of earthenware, 19, 30, 84,

93, 98, 112, 115, 116, 122, 125,

127, 159, 163.

Putnam, Prof. F. W., 93.

Pyle's Landing, mound and sites

near, 97.

Swastika, douhlc, shown on pottery,

Pipes of stone, 20, 96, 1 12, 1 14, 1 15,
|
Quartz-crystal pendant, broken,

116.

Plumed and winged serpent, attri-

butes of, on scroll decoration, 48,

8$, 86, 149.

Plummet-shaped object of hematite,

116.

Poplar Grove, mound near, 22.

Portland, mound near, 170.

Pottery, 11, 12, 19, 20, 2^, 26, 29,

20, 3h 32, 33, 48, 6^, -Ji, 74, 75,

'j6, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 89. 94, 96,

112.

Sycamore Landing, mound
III.

90.

Quartz-crystal with water-bottle,

Rabbit-pipe of sandstone, 115.

Raccoon bones made into awls, 152.

Red pigment, analysis of, 12.

Red pigment of tliis region finest

in INIississippi valley, 12.

Refinishing of bottles with broken ' 124, 131, 145.

135-

Swastika on vessels of earthc

^

i5< 48, ^>3. 145. 147-

Svcamore Landing, cemetery near.

nware.

near,

Symbol of unknown significance,

on earthenware, 94.

Taylor Place, mounds on, 17.

"Teapot" variety, vessel of, 12, 75,

necks, by aborigines, 33, T32, 154. Thruston, Gen. Gates P., 30.

98, 99, 100, 102, I04, 107, 108,
^"ssell. Major T. T., 10.

109, T19, 120, 129, 130, 131, 132,

134, 135. 136, 137. 138, 140. I4t>

Sandidge, James G., owner of the

Keno Plantation, 120.

Tripo<l vessels, yX)^ 119, 141,

Tripod vessels, rare, 13.

Unique vessels from Glendora cem-

143, T45, 147, 149, 150, 15T, 154, , Scroll-motive, predominance of, 15.: ctery, 31, 32, 79.

156, 159/161, 162, 163, 166, 167,

168, 169,

Pottery, arrang^ement of, at Glen-

dora cemetery, 31.

Pottery, arrangement of, at Keno

Plantation, 129.

Pottery, certain types possibly im-

ported, 12.

Pottery largely found in fragments,

12.

Pottery of lower Mississippi re-

gion, jfinest in Mississippi val-

ley, 15.

Pottery of Ouachita region not

closely related to that of the

Pueblo region or of Mexico, 13.

Pottery of Ouachita region, re-

marks on, by Prof. Wm. H.

Holmes, 13.

Pottery, restoration of, 12.

Pritchard T.anding, mounds at, 17.

Purdue ^^'ood-Camp, mounds near,

89.

Scroll-motive, suggestive of animal

origin, 15

winged,Serpent, plumed and

85, 86, 149.

Seven Pines Landing, cemetery

near, 15;.

Shell bead of novel form, 29.

Shell ear-plugs, 25.

Shell-tempering of pottery, 13, 2(1,

30, 84, 154, 159, 163.

Sherrer Place, mound on, 170.

Sites, unproductive, description of,

omitted, 15.

Skeletal remains de:5cribed by Doc-

tor Hrdlicka, lo.

Skeletal remains presented to Na-

tional Museum, to, 24, 83.

Staff of wood, beside skeleton, 121,

Star, five-pointed, decoration on

vessel, 76. T38, i^vS.

Stepped design, on pottery, 63, 76.

Siin-symbols on earthenware, 86,

100, 147.

Unique vessels from Keno Place,

14T, 150.

48, Urn-burial, 10, 19, 122.

Vanatta, E. G., 10.

\\'ade Landing', mound near, 22.

Ward Place, cemetery on, 151.

Watson Landing, mounds at, 16.

Weapon, double-pointed, of chert,

30-

Whatlcy Landing, mound near, 105.

^^'hite-lead paint used by aborigi-

nes, 116.

White Oak Landing, mounds near,

109.

White pigment bclduni used on the

pottery, I2.

Willoiighby, C. C, as to ceremonial

axes, 123.

Wilmot, nioimds near, 169.

Winged and plumed serpent, attri-

butes of, on scroll decoration,

48, ^'^, ^, 149-
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A.NTIQUITIES OF THE ST. FRANCIS, WHITE. AND
lU.ACK KIVKRS, ARKANSAS.

Bv Cl.AKFXCE B. MOOKE.

INTHOHLOTION'.

Our last season's field work, all of it in tlie State of Arknnsa?, occnpiod

of the months of November, 1009, and January and April. 1910, and all of F

ary and March, 1910.

The reirions covered bv us were: St. Francis river to its nnion with Little
i^

IV water,* and up the latter stream to Lepanto, 20 miles further

:

White river to its union with Bhack river, 20-"> miles by water; and lilack river to

its junction with Current river, a distance of 109 miles.

White river is navigable in favorable seasons from the union with Black river

to Batesville, Ark., 37 miles by water; but at the time of our visit the state of

White river was farther up

with Black river, nor had our success on White river been such as to tempt us to

do

As we have explained in former repoi

Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of the steamer from which our work in the winter is

done, who is deeply interested in our invest irations and renders eflicient aid

in advance such territory as we desire to explore, in order to find the exact situa-

tion of all mounds and cemeteries in that territory, with the names of their owners,

that we may obtain permission in advance to investigate these sites, that later our

work may not be impeded. Incidentally, w^e may say that owners of property

throughout the South are, as a rule, most kind in granting us permission to dig, and

the Academy here takes the opportunity to express its sincere thank

of mounds and of cemeteries along th d. for the cord

way their property was placed at our disposal. As much of this property is culti-

vated ground, and as we were present at many places in the planting season, per-

mission for unlimited digging is certainly a considerable favor, and it is so regarded

by the Academy.

The territory explored by Captain Raybon in advance of our coming (see map)

was St. Francis river to its union with Little river, and Little river to the foot

of Big Lake, Ark., 262 miles by water.

» All distances on these rivers kindly have been furnished llie Academy by Major M. L. Walker,

United States Engineer Corp?, Little Rock, Ark., to whom the Academy is indebted for m,any courtesies.

*32 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Tn addition, Captain Raybon explored White river to the mouth of Black river,

and Black river to Poplar Bluff. Mo., a distance of 497 miles by water; and also

traversed Current river from its union with Black river to Doniphan, Mo., 53 miles

by

Work on Black river north of its union with Current river, and on Cu

was abandoned by us on account of the scarcity of artifacts with aborin

burials and of the inferior (luality of such artifacts as were found with

investigations.

It is not possible to take a boat on St. Francis river above its union wi

Little river, but the latter stream at the time of our visit was easily navigable to

Bi'^ Lake. Our quest, hoAvever, which ended at Lepanto, on Little river, came to

an end owing to the hostility against negroes, entertained by the natives along the

river above Lepanto, who maintain a negro dead-line, permitting no colored person

to "-o among them. As this race prejudice has resulted in the murder of a number

of negroes, we did not deem it fair to expose to slaughter men who had served us

faithfully for years. Our sole motive for referring to this disagreeable episode is

that when an amply equipped expedition abandons a most promising region, a valid

for doing so should be forthcom o

As we have explained in former reports, our archceological work in the South

is done from a stern-wheel steamer cue hundred feet in length and twenty feet

beam. This steamer is navigated by a captain, a pilot, an engineer, and a crew of

five men. In addition, there were with us the last season, six men to dig, who,

aided by three of the crew, made a force of nine men in all for this work.

Dr. M. G. Miller, anatomist of the expedition, who has taken part in all our

field work and in putting through the press all our reports, aided the investigation

this season as usual.

Mr. Arthur W. Clime, with the party for the third year, rendered most efficient

aid in a variety of ways.

Our thanks are tendered Prof. F. W. Putnam and Mr. Charles 0. Willoughby

for much valuable aid in connection with the pottery of the St. Francis river ; Prof.

F. A. Lucas for identification of bones of lower animals ; Dr. H. A. Pilsbry and

Mr. E. G. Vanatta for determination of shells ; Prof. R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., for

identification of minerals and rocks ;
* Dr. H. F. Keller for chemical determinations

;

Miss H. N. Wardle for valuable suggestions, and aid with the index ; and Mr. F. W.
Hodge for literary revision of this report.

Tliroughout our season's work thirty-eight boxes and cases of skulls and of

other skeletal remains were carefully preserved by us and were forwarded as a gift

to the United States National Museum. These remains, at a later period, will be

fully described by Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, Curator of the Division of Physical Anthro-

pology in the National Museum.

All measurements of vessels and of other objects described in this report are

approximate, and any reduction in size in the illustrations is linear. The vessels
4

and other objects may be seen at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

* As sections for microscopic examination, cut from the various specimens, were not furnished by
us, the basis for exact determination was not so ample as it otherwise would have been.
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PART I.

St. Fkancis River.

St. Francis river enters the Mississippi on the western side, about twelve miles

above the city of Helena, Ark.

The banks in places are fairly high and are not subject to overflow except on

rare occasions. It is not likely that the great aboriginal sites along the river have

suffered to any great extent through wash of water.

The principal sites along the St. Francis, although as a rule having mounds in

connection with them, are in reality great dwelling-sites which have increased in

height gradually through long periods of occupancy, and the aborigines, burying

where they lived, have formed, in course of time, great cemeteries in which burials

lie at various depths often depending on the period in the growth of the site when

the burial was made.

All these burials in the various sites we believe to have been pre-Columbian,^

^ The reader is doubtless aware that native copper (which is not found in merchantable quantities

in Europe), such as was used by the aborigines in the United States before the coming of Europeans, is

far purer than is copper produced by smelting from the ores found in Europe, which are sulphide ores

and contain many impurities that cannot be wholly eliminated in smelting.

Three specimens of copper from burial sites in the St. Francis Valley were submitted to Dr. H. F.

Keller, who reports as follows

:

"Having completed the chemical examination of the materials you sent me May 21st, I would
state my results as follows

:

"1. The copper bead marked 'Big Eddy, with burial No. 5' consisted of a piece of foil lapped at

one edge and roiled into a cylinder. The crust of carbonate, etc., was removed with acid, and the

clean metal carefully analyzed. It yielded

"Copper 99.91 f^

"Silver .031
" Iron .023

"Lead, arsenic, antimony, and other metals were absent. There can be no doubt therefore that
the bead was made from native copper.

"2. The smaller bead marked 'Mound on Rose Place, Cross County, Arkansas,' after cleaning
witb acid, was found to contain 99.9% of copper and traces of silver and iron, but no other metallic
impurities.

"3. The fragments of copper marked ' Mounds above Turkey Island, Cross Co., Ark., with burial
m. 35 ' were found thickly incrusted with carbonate of copper and clay. This material contains about
80% of copper, but no trace of lead, arsenic, antimony, or other impurities characteristic of copper
extracted from sulphide ores could be detected in it. It showed however a very marked reaction for
silver.

"4. The 'red paint' from cemetery on Cummings Place, Poinsett Co., Ark., is a clay colored red
by an admixture of about 8% oxide of iron.

"5. The earthy material of very bright red color is similar in composition, but contains 13.3%
ferric oxide.

"The tests of the specimens of copper were made with the greatest care, and they leave no room
for doubt that these objects were fashioned from the native metal."

wei

We learn also by this report that the red pigments in use by the aborigines aloncr the St. Francis
•e clays colored with red oxide of iron—a purely aboriginal product.
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diiTirinir done bv us aloiiir the St. F

found in anv wav indicating intercourse witli E rn
t

to have been peculiarly secluded, Thomas Ashe,^ who traveled down the Missis-

si}ipi so late as 1806, says of the St. Franeisj '• Near its confluence with the Missis-

sippi, it is subject to inundations but toward tlie head of its naviiiation it has high

1 fertile banks, which are thickly occupied by Indian nations, of o

is known, as there are d as they have nt^vcr be
> J

on I

ited by any person dis^JOsed to discover tlieir character and lii^^lory

Aboriginal burials in the St. Francis region usually had U^en made extcndcc

the back, and, with the exception of pottery, l)ut Hi tie hod boon placed witl

them, though there w:ere many exce[)tions to tliis rule.

Several instances of cremation of human remains were found bv us alonjr the

river, and there was one iiistaiice of cremated liiniian bones deposited in a vessel

of earthenware.

The St. Francis valley forms part of the Middle Mississippi region, which

reixion is defined by Holmes" as follows:

"The geoirraphic distribution of the ware of this group naturally nM'cives first

consideration. Apparently its greatest and most striking development centers about

I

the contiguous portions of Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky and Icnncssce.

The aboriginal pottery of this Middle Mississippi region is more abundant thai

is that of any other part of the United States, and this pottery pro})ably has been

more fully described and figured than has the ware from any other portion of our

country.

The St. Francis valley has yielded more examples of its ware than has any

equal area in the United States, and while this pottery has shared in the full

description which has been accorded the earthenware of the region to which it

belongs, and while we can hope to shed but little new light upon the pottery itself,

we shall try to describe in this report the conditions under which the vessels were

placed with the dead and the burial customs of the aborigines who made the vessels,

details w^hich former seekers of aboriginal remains along the St. Francis have failed

to make public.

As the St. Francis (with the possible exception of the Mississippi, a river very

many times the length of the St. Francis) long has had the reputation of being

richer in aboriginal earthenware than is any other river in the United States, the

territory through w^iich the river passes has been for years the headquarters for

collectors and for persons wishing to make a livelihood or to increase their means

by the sale of Indian pottery, and these individuals have worked for long periods

and with indefatigable zeal. Moreover, vast numbers of vessels have been destroyed

along the St. Francis in the process of cultivation of the cemeteries in which they

lav, while others have been dug out or have been shattered in the digging by

' " Travels in America." LoaJoii, 1809, p. 273.
,. ^^ , . t> t^

' William H. Holmes. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States" 20th An. Rep. Bur.

Am. Ethn., p. 80.
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nn skilled local endeavor. Consequently the limitations of the scientific worker

along St. Francis river at the present time are apparent.

Though we were merely gleaners along the St. Francis, so far as the acquisition

of pottery there was concerned, and while the number of vessels obtained by us

was far smaller than it would have been had the time of our visit been advanced a

score of years, yet there seems to be no reason to believe that the average quality

of the vessels obtained by us can differ from that of earlier discoveries along the

river.

The earthenware is shell-tempered. Quantity rather than quality seems to

have been the aim of its makers, for the ware is often insufficiently fired, and the

vessels are frequently thick and out of shape—"lop-sided," to use an expression

exactly describing them.

The high polish of the surface often found on vessels from Mississippi, Alabama,

and Louisiana, is almost absent on the St. Francis.

A very large proportion of the vessels are undecorated or have some trivial

form of decoration such as beaded, notched, or scalloped margins, or else loop-han-

dles below the rim or ears projecting from it (if handles and ears, which were used

to aid suspension, may be classed as decoration). Superior trailed or incised deco-

ration is almost never seen on the St. Francis pottery, the inferior surface of most

of the ware being unsuited to incised decoration of excellent quality, even had it

been attempted. When incised decoration is met with on the St. Francis ware, it

is as a rule rude and scanty, being confined to parts just below the rim, and usually

is restricted to vessels intended for culinary purposes. On the few vessels found

by us having incised decoration, it is almost invariably of a kind so elementary in

design and execution that the vessels are entirely out-classed in this respect by
those found in some other regions. But one really superior piece of incised work
was found by us on the whole St. Francis river, and but two or three of even
medium quality. This comparative absence of incised decoration on St. Francis

pottery is conducive to great monotony in the appearance of its vessels, since very
many of them, which would have decoration in other regions, are wholly without

the St. Francis

Of course there are some exceptions to the feriority of

the river—perhaps about eight per cent.^ of those found there present other than
most minor points of interest as to form or decoration. Vessels of the better class

found by us will be fully described and illustrated in this report. As, however,
almost none of our vessels are of types wholly new to the pottery of the Middle
Mississippi valley region, we feel an explanation to be due for introducing illustra-

tions of them. Many of these vessels present minor points of difference from those
which have been figured elsewhere, and illustrations given in some of the earlier

works were made at a time when technical methods had not reached the excellence
they have attained at present.

J
Fourteen hundred and fifteen vessels, whole and broken, were found by us on St. Francis river and

on the small part of Little river investigated by us. All these vessels were most carefully examined
by us before being: rejected in place, being given to owners of the lands, being turned over to minor
institutions, or reserved for our collection at the Academy of Natural Sciences.
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Owing to the widespread attention that the pottery of the St. Francis has

received already, we shall omit in the main from our description of tlie ware the

commoner forms of the pottery of this region, and shall have but little to say of

the undecorated bottles, pots, and bowls of commonplace form ; the bowls and pots

with loop-handles or ears, and with trivial decoration, such as knobs, notches, fillets,

or rude incised or punctate markings ; bowls having rudely modeled heads project-

ing from one side and conventional tails on the opposite side ; many bowls having

forms of the fish in profile; bottles with dual necks uniting near the opening or

Avith annular or tripod supports; or bottles having coarse representations of the

human head at the opening; vessels bearing in relief reproj^ontations of the frog;

shell forms, fresh-water and marine; various forms of the gourd, including ladles;

vessels of ordinary shape with uniform coatings of red pigment.

The great majority of vessels found by us along St. Francis river were in frag-

ments, as indeed we have found the case to be everywhere else. These fragments

were carefully gathered and, if found worthy of restoration, were labeled and sent

to the Academy of Natural Sciences, where they were cemented together in their

original shapes,^ occasionally with slight restoration. This restoration is never

attempted unless it is entirely w^arranted by the form of the remainder of the ves-

sel, as, for example, the addition of a handle similar to another on the vessel, or

the insertion of a portion of the rim or of the body. The restoration, moreover, is

made with a material that can be distinguished at once from that of which the

vessel is made.

The student of the earthenware of the St. Francis who is not already familiar

with that part of Professor Holmes' " Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United

States," ^ which treats of the ware of the Middle Mississippi valley, is recommended

to accord it careful attention, inasmuch as nearly all the forms and decorations of

pottery found along the St. Francis, as well as in adjacent territory, are carefully

described and figured in it. Also, "An Analysis of the Decorations upon Pottery

from the Mississippi Valley"' will prove interesting to read in connection with the

decoration of vessels figured in this report.

As a general rule the mortuary deposit of pottery along the St. Francis was

placed near the head of the skeleton, though there were a number of exceptions to

this rule where vessels were found near various parts of the body. In cases of

deposits of a considerable number of vessels, the pottery sometimes began at the

head and extended downward. In the case of an infant which had eleven vessels

with it, the pottery deposit extended almost the full length of the skeleton, if not

its entire length. However, in the great majority of cases vessels of earthenware

lay at the heads, and "pot-hunters" along the river, having dug down to vessels

near skulls, which they had discovered with the aid of sounding-rods, seldom dug

out the entire skeletons, realizing that the chance of finding other vessels with

them did not warrant their doing so.

I The effigy vessel from the Bonuer Place, on St. Francis river, was fouud in ninety-five pieces.

3 Charles C. Willoughby. Journal of American Folk-lore, Vol. X, 1897.
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The position of vessels in respect to each other along the St. Francis was the

ame as we have found it to be elsewhere. Vessels often lay within other vessels

r under them, and bottles were often capped by small, inverted bowls which some-

imes, in the case of bottles with short necks, covered the neck completely, the rim

f the inverted bowl resting on the body of the bottle.

In many vessels, or occasionally placed on the openings of some of them, were

hich had served as spoons,^ and sometimes shells carved to represent

spoon

In burial sites along St. Francis and Little rivers were found bones from various

Is which Prof F. A. Lucas kindly has determined as dog, deer, otter, beaver,

tail rabbit, raccoon, wildcat, and probably elk.

We shall now describe certain sites along St. Francis and Little rivers, takei

in order going up-stream, introducing only sites where our search was rewarded

though many others were visited by us and much unproductive work was done ii

them. We believe we had the privilege of examining all the important sites alon<

St. Fra ted years ago), and these

the Clay-Luna Place and the Cook Place, both in Cross County, it is needless to

sav, were not omitted by us without many strenuous efforts for permission to

investigate.

Sites Investigated

Forrest Place, Lee County.

Whitehall Place, Lee County.

Castile Place, St. Francis County.

Bonner Place, St. Francis County.

Big Eddy^ St. Francis County,

Bay Ferry, Cross County,

Rose Mound, Cross Countv.

Parkin, Cross County.

Togo, Cross County.

Jones and Borum Places, Cross County.

Neeley's Ferry, Cross County.

Catfish Mounds, Cross County.

Mounds above Turkey Island, Cross County.

Log Landing, Cross County.

Fortune Mounds, Cross County.

Turnbow Place, Cross County.

Lindsay Place, Poinsett County.

Cummings Place, Poinsett County.

Miller Place, Poinsett County.

Potter Place, Poinsett County.

Stott Place, Poinsett County.

^ In this connection it is interesting to note that the Japanese word kai stands for both shell and
spoon : and tliat the Chinese ideograph for the word "spoon" is said to have been copied from a shell

resembling a pecten. N. Gordon Munro, M. D., "Reflections on some European Paheoliths and
Japanese Survivals." Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol. XXXVL Part III.
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Temetery ox the Forkest Place. Lee CorxTV.

Going inland from Forrest Place Landing about tlnce-(|uartors of a mile in a

soutliwesterly course (or considerably more by the winding road), that part of tbe

Forrest Place is reached which belongs to Mr. Stephen Blackstone, of Macomb, 111.

The surface of the cultivated part of Mr. Blackstone's property is strewn with

midden-debris, including numerous small arrowheads of flint' and bits of pottery,

some of which latter, of thin ware, still are colored a brilliant red.

There is contsiderable history of the hnding of human bones and o( pottery

vessels all over the Forrest Place, which l)order? the low hills that there appnnich

tliG river. Colored tenants showed us two eiirthcnware vessels that had been

ploughed up by theiiij one of whicli, somewbat broken aflcr its discovery, evid( iitly

had been of the "teapot" variety, though tlie spout wa? nii^i'ing when tlie vcs-^cl

was recovered b}' us in the field where it had been left by the discoverer.

This vessel differs somewhat in di'tails from tl»e "teapot" vessel found in

regions farther south, in that it has ather south, in that it has a flat base projet

the compound form resembling a small cup.

Tn a Dart of the field where debris was tliickest rk

est, considerable digging was done by us, resulting in the discoA'cry of six burials.

These burials, however, Avere so widely separated that the place could hardly be

considered a cemetery in the strict sense of the word.

The burials lay in pits, the deepest 3 feet from the surface. The condition of

the bones was such tbat no skulls could l)e saved, most of the burials, in fact, being

hardly more than decaying fragments of 1)oiie. Three burials lay closely Hexed oi

the left side, the head of one beine: bent forward on the chest.

1

Burial No. 5 lay with the trunk on the back, the thighs flexed upward in a

manner to raise the knees considerably above the level of the trunk, the h'gs flexed

closely against the thighs.

Burial No. 6 had the trunk twisted, the lower part being on the back and the

upper part on the right side. The thighs were partly flexed and widely everted,

while the legs were partly flexed, the feet being together. The head rested on the

right shoulder.

One skeleton, that of a child, was badly decayed.

Twelve vessels were found by us in the digging, lying at various parts of the

skeletons, never more than two with a burial, though three vessels were found

together w^ith no bones in association.

In the soil, apart from human remains, was a pebble of quartzite,^ flat, nearly

round, about 2.2 inches in diameter and .3 inch in thickness, having near the mar-

gin a perforation for suspension.

1 Unless otherwise specified, the term "flint" is used in this report as a general name for the mate-

rial of objects made of chert, hornstone, chalcedony, opal, and (Tllier silicious materials, including the

rock known as novaculite, found abundantly in southwestern Arkansas.
* Professor R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., who for several years was connected a\ ith the Geological Survey

of Arkansas, and who kindly determined for us the rocks of which the objects of stone found by us

last .«eason are made, writes: "It is evident that most of the implements you siiowed me might have

been made from materials found in Arkansas • '
. The massive shale, the slate, the Innestone, the

sandstone, the quartzite, the flint, the chert, the quartz and the calcite, from which many of the imple-

ments were made, are found abundantly in that State."
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Cemeter THE Whitehall Place, Lee Cou

The Whitehall Plantation, one of four kindly placed at our disposal by Mes

Banks and Harrelson (Lem Bank d W. H. Harrelson), of Memphis, Tenn IS

bordered on one side by St. Francis river d pposite side by the M

sippi, the rivers at this place not being much more than two miles apart.

About one mile in a NW. direction from Franks Landing on the St. Francis

a mound, 11 feet in height, in a cultivated field belonging to the plantation,

basal outline is irregular, the principal diameters being 105 feet and 125 feet.

plateau is 50 feet by 67 feet This mound, which has every appe

The
The

:e of

having been domiciliary, was dug into by us with negative results in the endeavor

to ascertain if superficial burials had been made in the plateau.

Adjacent to the mound is a tract of land said to be above high water at all

seasons.

discovered some dist

o

In this tract, about 40 yards in a northerly direction from the mound, ai

below^ the surface by the aid of i

les, an area roughly elliptical ii

irials. This space, rich

din<r-rod, and th the help of

as containing b38 feet by 27 feet, was defined

deposit, was practically dug through by us, such parts only being left und o

small to contain a burial without discovery

The burials, twel in mber, lay from 8 inches to 6 ches below the

surface They had suffered through decay to an extent that made preservat

impossible. Their positions were as follows :

Partly flexed on the right side (including one adolescent)

Partly flexed on the left side .......
Children, position undetermined .......
Burial No. 3 lay with the trunk on the back, the thighs and legs partly flexed

to the left side.

4

3

3

*«fc

«

Fig. 1.—Pipe of earthenware. With Burial Xo. 3. Whitehall Place. (Full size.)

/
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upBurial No. 12. lying ^Yith the trunk on the back, had the knees drawn
toward the chin.

Seven vessels of earthenware came from this little cemeterv, six of which were
immediately with burials.

Burial No. 3. adult, in addition to a bottle at the left humerus, had, at the

left elbow, an interesting pipe of hard, black ware, shown in Fig. 1.

Of the seven vessels from this place, some of wliich wore badly crushed, three

were undecorated bottles with wide moutlis, and one was an undecorated bowk
The three remainimr vessels merit particuhir description.

Vessel No. 2, a bottle of yellow ware, decorated with alternate, upright Itands

of red and cream-colored pigment. The neck of the bottle, the upper part of which

is missing, has a uniform coating of red pigment.

Vessel No. 3. This bottle (Fig. 2), rather neatly shapi'd, has six lobes on the

body, each surmounted by a notched band in relief.

Fig. 2.—Vessel Xo. 3. Whitehall Tiace. (Height.".! inclies.)

Vessel No. 1. The vessel shown in Fig. 3 is of a shape somewhat uncommon

g St. Francis river, and as the Mississippi is but two miles distant from where

the vessel was found, it can hardly be regarded as a St. Francis type

of frogs in relief adorn the body.

Four head

In places on the surface of this plantation were signs of aboriginal occupancy,

including a few flint arrowheads, nearly all small and leaf-shaped ; numerous frag-

ments of pottery, some of excellent ware bearing well-preserved decoration of red

34 JOURN. A. X. S. I'HILA., VOL. XIV.
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pigment,

the surface
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A "celt" of volcanic rock, about 6.5 inches in length, was picked up

About 35 yards northeasterly from the mound was a small area of sand h

Tjht admixture of clay, the only soil (

o

f this kind we noticed

tlie higher parts of the plantation bordering the mound A few sm fi

of human bones lay on the surf this place, which, however, had upon it no

midden-debris Sounding-rods and trial-holes at once came upon burials, and sub

*>^iB"^

.'^-r-^

*-

^

J&
J^

t

^

w
X r

^w

Fig. 3.—Vessel No. 1. Whitehall Place. (T)iam. 8.8 inches.)

sequent digging indicated that th d deposit, which was about 24 feet sq

was crowded with burials extending from the surface to a depth of 4 feet N
thg having in view th preservation of

on the ht

of these burials removed by us w
the bones, proved to be closely flexed on the left side in four

side in three instances; while two ^vere aboriginal disturbances.

Havin<i ascertained that the condition of the bones was such as to render them
unfit for preservation, and having failed to find an artifiict of any kind associated

with them, we removed in part nine other burials, and finding them almost entirely

irials previously taken out, abandonedunder condition

the search.

simi of the b

The Castile Place, St. Francis County.

Just above the landing at the Castile Place, on property belongii

L. McGee, of Grand Junction, Colo., is a quadrangular mound about 300
350 feet in extent, with the upper surface somewhat rolling.

Mr. W.
feet by

would bo a fair estimate of the average height of the mound
Probably 7.5 feet
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It was evident from the appearance of the surface that the mound had long

heen a pLace of abode, for scattered about was much debris, consisting of bits of

flint, fragments of pottery, and small masses of baked clay, which, as tlie surface

of the mound had been under cultivation, probably came from fireplaces broken

the plow. With the fragmentary material on the surface were found several small

arrowpoints, a ^•celt" somewhat broken, and an earthenware pipe of ordinary form.

The mound, which probably had increased in height by stages, Ava;< composed

of loamy material with a large admixture of ashes and much baked clay in masses^

perhaps fireplaces broken through in digging graves—for the aborigines had buried

where thev lived.

Extensive digging was done l)v us in this mound, resulting in the discovery of

one burial in the southeastern part of it; of two near the northeastern corner; and

of twenty-three burials near together in the central part of the western half In

addition, five burials were found, widely npart, in a ridge "S

field to the westward of the mound.

The burials in the mound proper were in graves, from slightly below the sur-

face to a depth of 4 feet. It was impossible to determine if the deeper grnves had

been made at a period w^hen the mound was of the same he

forms part of

o

of our visit, as none of them cut through any stratum or fireplace, th o

probably other of the deeper graves in the mound which were not found by us ma^'

d

A number of burials had been cut through by later graves. This condit

eral instances proved to be unfortunate, as, for example, Burial No. 1

preserved adult skeleton, the only one the skull of which was in a condition to

save), which a later interment had deprived of the bones of the lower limbs.

As a rule, the form of burial was at full length on the back. The exceptions,

excluding some burials which had been greatly disturbed, and the remains of several

children, were as follows :

Burial No. 5, adult, partly flexed on the left side.

Burial No. 6, adult, the trunk lying on the right side, the lower extremities

gling off from it.

Burial No. 14, at full length, face down, the left arm brought up over the head

the forearm closelv flexed. A later burial had removed from this skeleton the

bones of the legs and feet.

Burial No. 23, adult, trunk on the back, the right lower extremity straight,

the left slightly flexed.

Few burials were unaccompanied by objects of any sort, most of them having

pottery in association. Incidentally it may be said that several skulls were found

crushed by vessels that had been placed against them.

With the exception of pottery, which will be described later, but few objects

had been placed with the dead.

Burial No. 3, the remains of an adolescent, which had been somewhat dis-

turbed, had at the right elbow a bottle and, slightly scattered, twelve tubular beads

of bone, each about an inch in length.
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Burial No. 4, adult, at full length on the back, in addition to one vessel, had

side of the rijrht le^, from the knee upward : a " celt " of
a o'

about 4 inches in length ; three piercing implements of bone, with the articular

parts remaining. ber of mussel-shells, decayed and broken ; a lot of
7

round pebbles, probably from a rattle, the remainder of which had disappeared

decay; the incisor of a bea\ off.

Burial No. 6 had in association a section cut from a large and thick m

hell [Quadnila hci part of the valve, projecting like a

hook. Though this object has the form of a pendant, it bears neither groove nor

perforation. Its position in connection with the body was as follows: near the

head of the skeleton was an upright vessel having within it another, also erect;

farther down was a single upright vessel, and at the forearm w^as a bow^l on its

base, containim; a vessel inverted over the shell ornament.
7 O

Burial No. 14 had near it an arrowhead wrought from a tine of deer antler

which, however, may have been accidentally present in the midden debris. At the

skull was an undecorated bottle, and two bowls, one within the other.

Burial No. 16. an adolescent at full length on the back, had, at the head, ao

single vessel, and near the left humerus a shell of the oyster type {Exogyra costatd),

a cretaceous fossil having a ribbed back, the ribs, however, in this instance, having

been removed probably to allow the shell to serve as a spoon.

A sin2;le shell bead w^as found near a burial.

Apart from human remains in the mound w^ere tw^o piercing implements of

bone, and a small "celt," seemingly of sedimentary rock; while on the surface of

the adjoining field, to which reference has been made, were gathered a number of

chisels, some wrought from flint pebbles, some from masses of silicified wood ; a few

flint arrowheads; a bead of bone; two disks made from fragments of pottery ves-

sels, one with a central perforation, the other about tw^o-thirds perforated centrally.

Sixty-four vessels w^ere found by us at the Castile Place, nearly all associated

with burials. As a rule, the pottery lay near the skulls, though there were excep-

tions to this. At times a single vessel lay with a burial, but more often two were

present, usually a bottle and a bow^l, sometimes one at each side of the skull. The
greatest number of vessels present with one burial was seven, the deposit being

ged in line in the following m pright, h
upright, a vessel wathin which was a third vessel inverted sm

fragments ; a v€

upright position

ted over another one standing erect ; a sinirle vessel

Although we have given the number of vessels found bv us at the C
Place as sixty-four, this figure by no means represents the tally of those preserved

by us, many of the vessels having been merely disintegrating fragments, w^iile

others had considerable parts missing and were in other w\ays undesirable.

One vessel is superior to the others from this place. This is Vessel No. 37, a

bottle 5.5 inches in height, coated exteriorly with red pigment and having traces

of the same color within the neck. Modeled in relief on the body of the bottle are

the head and legs of a frog.
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MorxD ox THE RoxNEH Place, St. Fuaxcis County.

About one-quarter mile inlaiul, in a ^^traiglit line, through partlj- cleared

ground, from tlio landing at the upper end of the Bonner Phice, belonging to Mr.

Edward Bonner, Sr., of Forrest Chy, Ark., one eonies to the house of the tenant

occupying that part of tlie property. Immediately hack of the house is the rem-

nant of a mound which has been much reduced in heiirht and increased in diameter

by cultivation. The lieiglit at the time of our visit was about 3 feet; tlio ilianu'tcTj

45 feet.

This mound has a history as an aboriginal burial place, and fragments of hiininn

bone were scattered over the surface when we visited it. What we considered to

be the original mound was dug out by us, and pubsciiuently refilled, as tlie liigl

ground was required for the use of stock in periods of high water.

I

Human remains in the last stage of decay were present in a number of places

in the mound, including a large deposit of long-bones piled parallel to one another,

having four skulls at the margin of the pile. Possibly other crania in small frag-

ments were included in this deposit.

No artifacts were found immediately with burials, but scattered throughout the

mound were several bowls, two small bottles, a human elligy figure, and an earthen-

ware pipe.

The ware of all these is black, almost without shell tempering, and imperfectly

d

y kind
fired. In consequence, several of the vessels were in disintegrating

but one, a bottle, were very badly broken. No ornamentation of ai

present on the earthenware of this mound.

Vessel No. 4, a human etfigy bottle,^ found in ninety-five fragments, since

cemented together (Figs. 4, 5), has an interesting arrangement of the head-dress

and the hair, and is represented as wearing a garment resembling an apron. The

tongue protrudes, seemingly ; or else some object is represented as held in the mouth.

The pipe, of a common type in Arkansas, has two small projecting feet at the

base of the bowl, to enable the pipe to remain upright when placed on a level sur-

face. Supports of this kind are sometimes prominent features on these pipes, as

they are on the one figured by us as coming from the Rose Mound (Fig. 8). In

other cases, how^ever, the supports are less conspicuous, and in some cases are

hardly more than rudimentary.

Cemetery near Big Eddy, St. Francis County.

Big Eddy, a bay formed by the swirl of the river in periods of high water, is

almost surrounded by woodland sloping upw\ard to low hills that at this place nearly

approach the water. The territory for a considerable distance around is owned by

Mrs. Mary Lee Dennis, of Hot Springs, Ark., and is under the management of Mr.

Robert J. Rhodes, of Whiteville, Tenn.

By following for a short distance the county road leading inland (another road

1 For many effigy bottles described aud figured, see Gen. Gates P. Tliruston's "Antiquities of

Tennessee," 2d ed.
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Fig. 4.-yesseI No. 4. Bonner Place. (Height 13.1 inches.)
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follows thu river), one reaches a mound 55 feet in diameter of base and about 8

feet in height, inmiediately by the roadside.

Tliis mound, of raw clay, probably the site of the wigwam of the chief, from

which tlie superficial deposit of midden-refuse has washed away, yielded nothing to

investifration.

Across the road from the mound begins a low ridge of artificial origin, which,

running westwardly, borders a shallow ravine and then turning southwardly is cut

by the road and ends a short distance beyond it.

This ridge, the level ground near it, and various small rises of the ground in

its vicinity (all of which are still in woodland), as well as a field about 200 yards

NE. from the mound, for many years have yielded pottery in amounts really sur-

prising, to the efforts of inhabitants and of seekers of relics for the market, some of

whom, it is said, devoted long periods of time to the work. The whole territory is

literally seamed with traces of digging, except the field where the superficial evi-

dence of search has been obliterated by the plow.

A most careful examination was accorded by us to all this territory, with the

aid of sounding-rods and by digging trial-holes, but so extensive had been the work
of previous diggers that nothing except remains left by them was found by us, save

two burials in the field, and a group of interments at the beginning of the rid

just across the road from the mound, most of Avhich were at a depth to defy the

efforts of the sounding-rods of previous visitors. Unfortunately for us, both in the

field and in the remainder of the cemetery in the woodland, the artificial deposit of

loamy material and midden-debris was less deep and had offered every oj)portunity

to the pottery-hunters.

Twenty-four burials which came from the extremity of the ridge, and tw^o

additional ones from the field—all that were found by us—will be described in

detail, with the general statement in advance that thouf

n

*^ance that though the bones at this plac

were in fairly good condition, but one skull was uncrushed, and that neither at th

place nor at any other place on the St. Francis was noted any orientation of burial

Burial No. 1, the skeleton of an adult (as are all not otherwise specified by us
lay extended on the back at a depth of 3 feet 9 inches, the measurement bein

made to the upper surface of the burial, which is the method j^ractised by us in a

our measurements of depths of interments. Above part of this burial, but near the
surface, was the site of an aboriginal fireplace, marked by a layer of baked clay
having a maximum thickness of 6 inches. This layer also extended over parts of
other burials (Nos. 2 and 3). It is not our belief that the fireplace, which was far

above the burials, had any connection wnth them, but we consider it to have been
incidental to the dwelling

throughout the entire site.

Fragments of burnt clay were present

*

To return to Burial No. 1 : at the neck were three tubular beads of shell; two
vessels at the left shoulder; two at the left elbow; and one at the right humerus.

Burial No. 2, at full length on the back, 3 feet 8 inches down."" Two vessels
ay at the right of the pelvis.
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Burial No. 3, extended on the back. 4 feet 6 inches do^vn. Vessels lav one at

left hand somewhat farther up

celt" of silicious lim

left shoulder. X\ It riiilit

humerus were : a '

points ; a flat flint pebble showing marks of

le ; two bone implements with rounded

use; a flat mass, probably crystallized

sandstone; a fragment of pottery; a decayed bit of bone having belonged to a

lower animal, part of which had been cut away; a bead of bone, 1.75 inches in

length ; four small shell beads.

Burials Nos. 1

distinctly difl*ercnt

d
o
o were interestingly associated, showing, as J

periods of interment. B N o 1 ving bcl a

did,

tum

of clay which locally formed part of the ridge, while ]^uri:il No. I had cut tlirongh

this stratum, so that it is clear that one burial had been made before the formation

d

ade ibsequentU gram,

of the

been n

Fig. 6).

Burial No. 4, a child, 2 feet

below the surface. Over the pelvis
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Fig. G.—Plan of graves. Big Eddy.

Burial No. 5, a child, extended on the back, had at the left kne 1

had bee red with an

pot

ted fratrment of left side of

were sm

. At the head and neck w^ere a few shell beads, some of which

shells {Oliva litcratd), ground for stringing; and tliree tubul

erlapping ed^es, the longest 1.9 inches in length
beads of sheet-copper, with .. ^ -

One of these beads, analyzed <iuantitively by Dr. H. F. Keller (see page 258 of

this report), proved to be of pure, native copper which could not have been obtained

from Europe

At the right side of the skull of this burial was a group off!

: a bowl turned over i bottle. In add
a pot inverted over a bowl ; a pot inverted ; a

tion to all other objects placed with this favored child there lay, on the bottom of

the pot which was covered by the bowl, a spoon carved from a heavy mu-sol-shell

srround away, and a series of
{Lampsi/is piirpiiratd) having the edge of shell

neatly-made notches cut at one end to form a handle.

Burial No. 6 lay partly flexed on the left side, 3 feet 9 inches dow N

leaf-shaped point of flint, about 1.5 inches in length, while back of

35 JOURN. A. N. S. THILA., VOL. XIV.
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head was a considerable quantity of ground oxide of iron having a purple hue. At
the pelvis were : a bottle, and a bowl having within it another bowl inverted.

Burial No. 7, an extended skeleton of a child, had, near the skull, a bottle

neatly with a small, inverted pot, the rim ofwith a short neck, which was covered neatly with a

w^hich rested on the body of the bottle, thus keeping the neck intact and the interior

of the bottle free from clay. Near these was a bowl turned over another bowd, which
was itself inverted.

Burial No. 8 lay a little more than 2 feet below the surface, in an extended
position so fixr as it went, the upper part of the thorax and the skull having been
cut aw\ay by a later burial. This burial (No. 8), it should be borne in mind, though
found without associated objects, had lost that part with which artifiicts usually
are found.

Burial No. 9, at full length on the back, 3 feet 8 inches below the surface, had
at the skull a bowl inverted over a bottle. At the left tibia were eight neatly-made
projectile points of Hint, leaf-shaped, as are practically all arrowheads found alon
St. Francis river.

Burial No. 10, a child, extended on the back, 3 feet down, had a bowl on one
side of the head and a bottle on the other side, the opening covered with a mussel-
shell much decayed.

Burial No. II. This burial, wdiich had been cut away from the thorax upward,
formed part of what had been a skeleton extended on the back. At the right knee
w^ere two vessels.

Burial No. 12, a young child, 3.5 feet down, had a pot at the left side of the
skull.

r

Burial No. 13, at full length on the back, 42 inches down, had at the right side
of the skull, but somewhat above it, five vessels, one of which, a small pot, was
inverted over the opening of another vessel, while two of the remaining three ves-

had m At the left side of the skull was a sixth
sel. Near the greater deposit of pottery was a piercing implement of bone.

Burial No. 14, badly disturbed by a later burial, had, at the left elbow, an
earthenware vessel, and near the left foot a pipe of earthenware, having projections
extendmg outwardly from the base of its bowl, a type common in Arkansas.

Bunal No. 15, an aboriginal disturbance, 5 feet in depth, had a lot of small,
round pebbles at the left hand, and a bowl at the left of the pelvis. Beneath the
bowl was an antler of a deer, having two tines cut from it

Burial No. 16, a child, extended on the back, somewhat more than 3 feet from
the surface, was without artifacts-this fact emphasizing their almost uniform
occurrence with burials in this cemetery.

Burial No. 17, a small child, lying at a depth of 3 feet, had a pot at the right
of th

Burial No. 18, extended on the back, at a depth of 2.5 feet, had at the
e shell bead, and at the left hand and forearm a bottle and a bowl.
Burial No. 19, a very young child, somewhat less than 2

a

feet down, lay with
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a small pot, over which, no doubt, the base of

thouofh a blow from our diffijfer disarran2red the fi

l1 be ed

oo 'o

Burial No. 20, extended on the back, about 3 feet deep, had at the

a pot, and farther up the arm a bottle. At the skull was a large bowl

Burial No. 21 head was a bottl

y diminutive bottle

Burial No. 22, a joung child, 2 feet down, with a pot near the skull.

Burial No. 23, an adolescent, extended on the back, more than 4 feet in dei

ad, at the right side of the head dab o

Burial No. 24, an adolescent, Ij'ing in the same position as the preceding buria

md at about the same depth. On the right side of the skull, wliich it had crushed

ay a pot, and on the left side another pot having a nui!<sel-sliell within it, as had j

f oth At r and left of the cranium, j

P

the ears, one on each side, were ear-plugs of shell, reseuibling short, thick, bl

a w^ell-known type.

Burial No. 25, partly ilexed on the right side, one foot down, had a pot at

left shoulder rhis burial and the succeeding one came from the field we have

ferred to, and lay not far from the surface.

Burial No. 26, a child, with whose bone

opening, two bowls, and two pots In one of

bottle

pots was a shell ppoon

ly had been badly broken by one of our sounding-rod N sk

which was crushed, were two ear-pl ade from mussel-shells iQuadnda hci

Below the head of each of these ear-plugs is a groove encircling the shank

ConsideriuiX the disturbance, aboriirinal and recent, that had taken pla<

cemetery Big Eddy, remarkably few objects were found separated from hum

Fig. 7.—Vessel No. 41. Big Eddy. (Diam. 8 inches.)
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remains. The list of such objects is as follows : a "celt" of flint, about 4.6 inches

n small "celt" of sedimentary rock; a shell spoon made from a mu
shell [Lanipsilis pnrpuratd) ; two disks made from fragments of pottery vessels
one with central perforation and one without it; a tine of a deer-antler, separated

• circular cutting and subsequent breaking; a few vessels of earthenware.
The pottery found by us in this cemetery, sixty-seven vessels in all, was in

many cases so decayed and crushed that little but crumblinf? bits remainedi^ uiis remainea on
moval.

the reg

Among the vessels preserved were few of types not already w^ell-k

The following vessels are of more interest than are the majority of those from
place.

Vessel No. 18. The vase shown in Plate IX is coated with red pigment and
iround the neck four solid projections which are conventionalized loop-handles.
The vessel is supported by four feet whose notched margins, in conjunction

ity

with the shape of the feet, probably represent cloud sj^mbol

Vessel No. 41. This bowl, shown in F
the half-tone representation of it, as the profile view introduced to display the heavy
coil of hair on the back does not show enough of the face to portray its rather
interesting features. The ware is thick. There are two rude, encircling, incised
lines around the upper part of the body of the bowl.

IS a

Mound near Bay Ferry, Cross County.

In a cultivated field, the property of Mr. R. Block, of Vanndale, Ark.,
mound about one mile in a S. by W. direction from the landing at Bay Ferry.' The
mound, of clay, 5 feet 9 inches in height and 48 feet in diameter, is in the form of
a truncated cone.

Nine trial-holes carried to the base of the mound came upon burials in

instances, all badly decayed.

With three of the burials were six vessels, two to each, of common shape,
undecorated and dropping into fragments.

Easterly, in full view from the mound, is a ridge apparently left by wash of
water.

^

Trial-holes sunk in this place, which we thought might have been utilized
for burials, were unproductive.

SIX

The Rose Mound, Cross County.
About 3 miles below Parkin is the Rose Place, well-known in the neighbor-

hood, a part of which now belongs to Mr. P. H. Wissinger, of Parkin, Ark., and is

called the Mound Field.

This field, in reality a great mound, quadrangular with rounded corners, gener-
ally flat, but having many inequalities of surface, lying in woods, about one mile in
from the river, seemingly in the past was part of a tongue of land pointing ^vest-
ward. Although the side of the mound nearest the river at the present time is on
the north, at the tniie of the making of the mound the course of the river was to
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the westward of it and in the immediate vicinity of the mound. Tlie mound was
formed by digging a large trench on the eastern part of the tongue of land nnd
separating this tongue from the mainland on that side. There are also remains of
a trench at the western end which cut off the tip of the tongue. Tlie other sld

of the mound look out upon swamp, dry at tlie time of our
ably lower than was the tongue of Land originally.

gue. ine ouier sides

idcr-

The northern, eastern, southern, and western sides of the mound are in length,
respectively, about 849 feet, 471 feet, 900 feet, and 270 feet. The eastern side

runs almost due north and south.
F

The height of the mound is difficult to determine. Its altitude on the eastern

side, taken from the level of the ground beyond the trench, is from 3 to C feet.

From the other sides, however, the height is much greater—15 feet or more in

places, but this includes much of the original height of the tongue of land. Per-

haps the added part may be judged from the present height as taken from the level

ground on the eastern side, and this accretion, it is evident by the nature of the

soil, slowly developed during a long period of occupancy.- The surface of the

mound, often to a depth of 5 feet and more, is not the alluvial soil of the surround-

ing territory and of the lower parts of the mound, but is rich black loam containing

midden-debris and many firepl marked by great layers of

soil blackened by charcoal, and strata of clay burnt almost to the hardness of brick.

Not far from the center of the mound is a conical mound about 4 feet high and

40 feet across the base, which presumably was the site of the chief's residence.

The entire surface of the great mound is scarred with remains of holes made
by seekers after pottery, who have so thoroughly dug the burial places of St. Fran-

cis river. It was difficult to find an area of even a few square feet on any part of

the great mound, which did not show traces of the spade.

Digging was done by us mainly and most successfully in parts of the great

upper surface of the mound, where humps and rises above the general level indicated

a more prolonged period of local occupancy than there had been on the Hatter parts,

though there was no portion of the mound in which we dug, level or otherwise,

where some hole or holes did not come upon human remains.

Some of the burials lay just below the surface, though, as the mound has been

under cultivation, originally they probably had been at a greater depth. A few

other burials were so much as 5 feet below the present surface. Some of these

deeper burials had been made when the mound was lower than it is at present, as

unbroken layers of soil, and sometimes fireplaces, lay considerably above them.

Some deep burials, however, were clearly traceable from the present surface of the

mound.

Incidentally it may be said that though we carefully avoided digging where

superficial signs of the work of others were apparent, we came upon a number of

mutilated skeletons, parts of which had been dug out, and we found also pottery

and bones which had been pierced by sounding-rods, but which, no doubt, had been

soft a condition at the time of contact to indicate their ijresence
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Twelve working days, with nine men to dig and four to supervise, were devo-

ted by us to the Rose Mound, During this time two hundred and seven burials

were found by us, no fewer than seventy-one of which were of children or of infants.

The form of burial of some of the interments, especially in the case of children

and infants, was not determined by us, but the great majority of burials lay

ided on the back. The following exceptions to this rule were noted

Partlv flexed on the riorht side ....... 1

7

1

4

Partly flexed on the left side ...
Closely flexed on the left side . . . . •

In a squatting position ...,••••
Three burials were as follows

:

Burial No. 75, an adult, had the trunk on the back, the thighs somewhat

everted and flexed, and the legs flexed, bringing the feet together.

Burial No. 166, a child, had the trunk on the back, the thighs flexed at right

angles upward, and the legs flexed on the thighs.

Burial No. 203, an adult, lay closely flexed and semirecumbent on the back,

the head considerably higher than the pelvis.

The number of vessels found by us, broken and whole, in the Rose Mound was

five hundred and eighty-seven. Very many of these were left in place, their con-

dition being such as to make removal practically impossible, and their quality of a

kind to inspire no wish to add them to our collection. Of the vessels taken from

the mound by us two hundred and thirty-five were presented to Mr. Wissinger, the

owner of the property.

We shall describe the more interesting vessels from this place at the close of

our account of the Rose Mound.

A considerable number of objects were found apart from burials in the Rose

Mound, including some pottery vessels. In the case of these latter, however, we

believe the separation of most of them may be accounted for by the digging, aborigi-

nal and recent, which had taken place in the mound. This applies also to a num-

ber of other objects found, but not to smoking-pipes, which in most of the sites

along the river, as well as in the Rose Mound, were found away from burials, and

probably were lost in the debris by aboriginal dwellers on the site.

Among the objects found apart from burials were seven earthenware pipes,

five of which are rudely made, and all undecorated with the exception of one, which

has a very irregular and crudely incised swastika design. Two of the seven pipes

(one of which is included among those we have described as coarsely made) were

found near fireplaces or kilns and bear no mark of use. They are, moreover, light

yellow in color, and though fairly hard, indicate by their shade that the process of

firing had not been completed. The remaining pipe of the seven (Fig. 8) belongs

to a type before referred to by us as common on St. Francis river, and figured ^ by

Holmes as coming from Arkansas, on which two feet, or supports, project forward

from the base of the bowl to enable the pipe to maintain an erect position when

' Plate XXXIII, d. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern U. S."
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placed on a level surface. It is interesting to note that pipes are on sale at the

present day, having precisely similar supports intended for the same purpose. The

pipe

on

here shown by us has those supports well defined which display flattening

the under surface as if through wear. Some Arkansas pipes of this type,

however, show the projections as mere knobs, as if conventionalizing had begun.
r

Likewise apart from burials, were found: two earthenware balls similar in

size to objects used in our game of ^^ marbles"; one ear-plug of earthenware; a

Fig. 8.—ripe of earthenware. Eose Mound. (Full size.)

number of disks of pottery, several modeled and fired, but most of them made from

fra^,ne„ts of earthenware vessels-the greater number of the latter havmg central

perforations as is usually the

a number of rude objects of

th these disks in norther]

Lware so imperfectly fired

Arkansas

many of them

crumbled into fragments on removal. These objects, which may be described as

havin<i; rous hly shape of a blunt cone, vary m neignr from 4 to 8 inches and

were invariably found apart from burials and m the neighborhood of fireplaces

which probably had served for the preparation of pottery.
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Cones of this tj'pe^ vary somewhat in minor particulars, some having-, and
some being without, holes in the apices, and will be referred to in connection with
other mounds alone: the river.

These fireplaces were not characterized by the ordinary debris found near fires

devoted to culinary purposes, but contained masses of burnt clay, of irregular shape,
ranging in size to double that of a closed hand. Possibly these masses had served
in the construction of ovens for firing pottery, as with these masses were found

bers of fragments of vessels, which had a new appearance and did not
have been in use, but rather appeared to be parts of vessels that had broken in t

process of firing.

Side by side were three objects, similar to one another, of half-fired clay, fl

75 inch in width

base, with convex upper surface and rounded ends, much resemblin
of bread in shape. Longitudinally, on each upper surface

o

Also apart from burials were four tubular beads of copper ; one perforated cyl
der of charred wood^ piercing implements of bone: eight arrowpoints of flint

seven leaf-shaped, one barbed; rude discoidal stones, some made from pebbles; flint

knives; chisels wrought from pebbles of flint; pitted stones; seven "celts,'' five of
quartzite, one of igneous rock, and one of flint, ranging from 2.1 inches to 4.5
inches in Icntrth.

We shall now turn to artifacts which were associated with burials.

Of the two hundred and seven burials in the Rose Mound there were twenty-
two which had with each of them, usually, but not always, associated with a vessel
or vessels of earthenware, a single bead of shell, two beads of shell, or a number
of shell beads, nearly all of which were badly decayed.

Of these twenty-two burials, four were of adults and eighteen were of children,
including infants.

We shall now describe in detail all burials found by us at the Rose Mound
that were accompanied with artifacts other than shell beads or vessels of earthen-
ware, but we shall include in our description beads of shell and pottery utensils
when they were found with these burials in connection with other objects.

Burial No. 3, adult, partly flexed on the left side, had eighteen curious objects
of earthenware, pillar-shaped, flat on what presumably are the bases, and slightly

ilti

I

It IS interesting to note that similar cones were in use under like conditions in prehistoric Europe,
n an ai^icle on the excavation of stone- age dwellingpits and cremation -graves in the Hanau
I. Prof. Friedrich Heiderich writes-" The second dwelling-pit was likewise round, and of about

the same dimensions as the first.
[the first]. There were found a quantity of sherds of large vessels, quite like those of the former pit,

but lying scattered throughout In the center of the pit a well preserved mealing-stone lay overturned...... Further there was found in the vicinity of the mealing stone, a peculiar object of burnt
clay, of sugar-loaf form-the use of which is problematical. Its height is 16 cm. ; the di"ameter at the
base, 10 cm This objec is not perforated at the point, as are similar ones which have been found in
other ocal.ties. [Trauslat.oiO-Aorr..i>o«^en^.5/a« der Dentschen Oesellschaft fur Anthropologie,
Lthnologie imd Urgeschichte, XLl-l-S, p. 11, Archiv ftir Aiithropologie N. F. JB IXWith the text is an illustration showing a cone of earthenware greatly resembling 'some found by
US on St. Francis river.
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concave on the upper ends. Thej were distributed

poorly fired that manj of them fell apart on

o between 3 and 4 iiiclies in leu*'-

dong the body, and

Such as were saved
One of these objects is sliown in Fi«r. 9

objects

In the Rose Mound and in other dwelling-sites along the St. Francis we fon
these 1\

Presumably this type of object was nscd as a support for receptnclcs placed in
fires, to raise them from the ground in order to give the Hre full piny on the surface
of the base.

D Koch-Griinbe o figures and describe sup-

ports almost exactly similar to these, except the supports

are hollow, as in use among modern Indians of n(

western B
cooking is going on.

to hold vessels from the ground while

for

We are indebted to Mr. Charles C. Willoughby for the

Dr. W. C. Farabee brought to Real tody

, Mass., from his expedition among
!r Amazon region, clay standards 10

Museum, Cambrid

Indians of

(T
C

Upp
12 inches in length, which were used as supports for

leptacle in which earthenware vessels Avore fired.

Burial No. 10, a child, had d

on. some set
?

th otl lers. N
plugs and three beads of

the

ell.

d were two

Burial No. 15, in addition to four vessels of earthe

ware, had a single shell bead at the neck, and two rud

discoidal stones, each about 3.5 inches in diameter, mad
one from limestone,' the other from sandstone.

Burial No. 1

--

I

Fig. 9.—Earthe u ware support.
With Btiriul Xo. 3. Rose Aloiiiid.

(Full size.)

adult extended on the back, had,

besides four pottery vessels, a ball

of hematite at the left ankle, and

two tubes of bone, badly broken.

Burial No. 19, a child extended on the back, had tl

vessels of earthenware ; a number of shell beads at the m
of considerable size and evidently wrought from the colum

of marnie {F^^/P-. two Pl f

trianirular th

Fig. 10.—Ornament of shell.
With Burial Xo. 19. Eose
Mound. (FaW size.)

a

portion

of the

two

and

forations at opposite ends, respectively, the other

squared at the ends, each of which was perforated
;

r ornament of shell with a perforation through a

small, flat, shell ornaments, one triangular witn one

three oe

project at right angles and another perforation through the bod

ament; another circular ornament of shell Avith three perforat

side by side, running through the base of a projecting part (Fig. 10). At the left

of the pelvis was a " celt " of quartzite, 3.5 inches in lei gth. Shell bead

1 iC
Zfvei Jahre luiter den Indianem.^^ Vol. If, p. 207, Fig. 125,

36 JOUEX. A. N. S. THILA., VOL, XIV.
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prese length. Th
the point missing.

placed, approximately^

the chest was an object of thin sheet-copper, 10.5 inches in

object in shape resembles the head of a lance with part of

, centrally

ted to the

There are two perforations, about one inch apart

The lower three inches of object

remainder. It is hardly necessary to remind those familiar with aboriginal copper-

working that riveting of parts does not imply repair, but rather that nuggets ham-

mered out have been pieced together to obtain a requisite amount of the sheet

metal to make the object in view.^

Burial No. 21, a very young child's skeleton, having traces of sheet-copper on

the lower jaw and With this burial were seven vessels of

Burial No. 23 ild bead d three bone bead

the With it was a single pottery

A burial comes next in order which was not exactly determined as to th

of accompany artifacts That is to say, there being several burial

the immcd hborhood hesitated b th found to any

particular one. At all events there lay together : ground red oxide of iron ; eight

; twodiscoidal stones; one chipped pebblevessels of earthenware; four rude

incisors of the beaver.

Burial No. 28, a child having an ear-plug made from the penultimate whorl of

the conch {Fulgur perversimt) at the right temporal bone, and two vessels of

earthenware.

Burial No. 29, an adult extended on the back, had four earthenware vessels.

one discoidal stone, one pebble, five parts of tines of deer-antlers.

Burial No. 38, a child, had three earthenware vessels; a rude disk of pottery,

about 3.5 inches in diameter.

Burial No. 43, a child, had one vessel of earthenware, one shell bead, and two

shell ear-plugs, each of the last having a single perforation near the end worn back

of the ear, probably for more secure attachment (Fig. 11).

Burial No. 46, a child, had four eartlienw^are ves-

sels and two shell car-plugs.

Burial No. 47, a child, had five vessels of earthen-

ware; three pottery disks; two round pebbles; one flint

disk ; shell beads at the neck.

Burial No. 51, an adult extended on the back, Avas

accompanied with one earthenware vessel and one bone

bead.

Burial No. 54, a child, had four vessels, and a

pipe of earthenware at the head. This pipe (and it

is not the first time we have found a pipe with the
Fig. 11.—Ear-plugs of shell. With I'l/^ I'liii ixi l • i\l.

Burial No. 43. Eose Mound. (Full Diin^T^l ot a child, tliough the cvcnt IS unusual) has
size.)

rude, incised decoration and a gi'^T^light indication of an

animal's head. Four feet have been present on the base of the portion intended

See "Metal Work." Handbook of American Indians.
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to receive the stem, in fulfillment of the animal concept, but all have disnpp

throun^h breakage (Fig. 12)

ua

Burial No. 56, an adult, extended on back, had six vessob ; nonr the pkml

shell beads and traces of metal hardly more than carbonate of copper.

Burial No. 62, a child, partly flexed on the right side, was acccMnpanied witl

einht vessels, in one of which was a shell spoon ; two shell car-plugs, spool-shaped

both from the left side of the skull.

Burial No. 78, an adult in a squatting position, the knres tunicd soniewlmt t^

the right. From tbe right shoulder to the pelvis, point downward, was an uniqi
-- " There

d. The

c»

bject of sheet-copper, doubtless a ceremonial spearhead, shown in Plate X

,re single perforations, one at the point and one at the base of the spearlu'i

..:> ii
St

Fig. 12.—Pipe of eartheaware With Burial Xo. 54. Rose Mound. (Full size.)

end of the right prong has disappeared through decay A large r-rt of the Ic-a

pron. had been attached to th. r.«t. as is indicated by perforations. Cunonslj

o
h thenware vessels were found with of the person with

which this interesting piece was deposited

Burial No. 84 adult, extended back: two vessels; a mass of red

pigment at left shoulder.
somewhat tilted backward

Burial No. 86, an adult, in squatting position but some^^

shell beads at neck, thighs, and four vessels. Conform.»c
shell beads at neck, ttiigns, anu aiiiw^., ^^^

Conner 9 3 inche? by

of the left side of the skuU was an oblong ornament
f f^ ;3 'Z;:,,, ^.^^

4.1 inches in size. This object of aboriginal make, as
^}l\^^'J^J^'^^S^^^^^e hl^

lay directly on the

remains. The uppe

skull, and1 and on the ornament as ^^eu a^ u.. .^^^ ^""- ~

face of the ornament (which is undccorated) has bee
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ered with fiibric and with hark. There are two holes centrally placed, some dis-

tance apart, which were for attachment by means of a band, part of which remains,

extending longitudinally on the inner surface to the first hole, through which it

passed, and continuing along the upper surface, entered the second hole. Another

sheet of copper, 6.1 inches by 5.6 inches, lay on the thorax. This sheet had been

attached in a manner similar to that of the ornament on the head, with the excep-

tion that, in place of a band, two parallel cords had been used.

Burial No. 90, an aboriginal disturbance : three pottery vessels, and one drink-

ing-cup wrought from a conch-shell [^Fitlgnr). Near the extremity of the beak of

the shell is a hole for suspension.

Burial No. 104, a child, the sknll lying partly in a bowl with which was a

bottle, w^as accompanied with two ear-plugs of shell.

Burial No. 118, a child, had ten vessels; a mass of red pigment over the

of dark green, silicious rock, 2.8 inches in length, at left should

shell beads.

Burial No. 122, a child, extended: two vessels; sixty-six pebbles from the

size of a ritle-ball to that of a fist ; two shell beads ; fragments of sheet-copper at

the left side of the jaw; a decaying band of sheet-copper fitting on the left central

part of the skull.

Burial No. 126, adult, partly flexed on the right side : a small earthenware

pendant rudely representing the head of an animal.

Burial No. 127, a child, extended on the back : seven vessels ; shell beads at

neck; three pebbles artificially rounded.

Burial No. 136, a child : two vessels; two ear-plugs; shell beads at neck.

Burial No. 143. an adult, full lensfth on the back : three vessels ; a mass of redo

pigment at the right hand, which rested beside the thigh.

Burial No. 146, a very young child with which w^as a rudely hexagonal section

of shell, 1.5 inches in maximum diameter, which at one time had a single perfora-

tion near the margin at one side. This perforation, having broken through, has

been replaced by two holes just below.

Burial No. 150, an adult, extended on the back: three vessels; three bone

piercing implements under the back ; at feet, sixteen leaf-shaped arrowpoints of

flint, some flaked on one side only.

Burial No. 154, an adultj partly flexed on the right: two vessels; a bon

pm
Burial No. 156, a child, extended on the back: four vessels; shell beads at

neck ; two ear-plugs at the right side of the skull and one at the left side.

- Burial No. 164, a child, extended on the back but having the right leg cross-

ing the left at the ankle : one vessel ; shell beads at neck, with small perforated

disk of shell. Slightly apart from this burial, together, were two disks of shell,

each having a most interesting form of perforation for attachment, consisting of a

hole entering and emerging from the same side of the ornament (Fig. 13).

Burial No. 165, a child, extended on the back: two vessels; a clay disk 1.5
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inch in diameter, modeled, not cut from a fragment; another clay disk in one of

the vessels.

Burial No. 109^ a child, extended on the back: two vessels, in one of which

Avas a mussel-shell carved to form a spoon
;

shell beads at the neck.

Burial No. 170, an adult, extended on

the back, had seven vessels; two shell ear-

allyplugs found (as these ear-plugs usi

found) one at each ear, but in this cas-

knob of one of them pointed backward d

not ard the front d

which the knobs of these

toward

asually

Fi(i. 13.—Ornnnientsof sliell. With Burial Xi». 1G4.
Rose Muuiiil. (Full size.)

pom However, there was evidence of disturbance with this burial to account for

disarrami;emen

Burial No. 172, a child, extended on the back, was accompanied wi

;1, but the burial was marked by the presence of bi'oken potterj^ and evi-

dence of disturb Nearby, on bits of a broken vessel, were fragments of

had been a rude b of bone T
material is badly a fleeted by time and

moisture. The parts recovered are

shown in Fisi. 14.

The discovery of this comb is inter-

esting, inasmuch as there has been con-

siderable discussion as to whether or not

combs were in use among aborigines of

our country before the coming of Euro-

pean

Inasmuch as we found nothing

Francis river, except this comb

that Id m y way be regarded as

bowing intercourse between the aborigi-

nes d white people, we believ con-

siderimr the number of sites visited

sites
J

of digging done by us in these

d the quantity of artifacts found,

this comb also is prehistoric.

Incidentally we introduce here

Fig. 14.—Abori<rinal comb of bone. With Burial Xo. 172.

Rose Mound. (Full size.)

made probably from hor Th

representation of a comb (Fig. 15) kindly

identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas to be

comb, which is the only other one ever found by

us in all our diiro;insr, is interestins^ from the fact that thougti ttie siiapeh the

undoubtedly copied from a European model, the de points to Iiid

workmanship Th b was found by d on Murjihy Island, St
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Johns river, Fla., somewhat above Palatka, and \iiy with superficial burial deposits

of glass, iron, and the like, which distinctly denote a post-Columbian period.

Burial No. 173, a child: seven vessels; a chisel wrought from a pebble, at

skull.

Burial No. 176, a child, extended on the back : a mass of red oxide of iron at

the outer side of the right tibia. We find in our field notes thirteen vessels cred-

ited to this burial, but as by their numbering it is apparent the vessels were not

taken out consecutively, there may be an error in regard to the number, and we

feel it would not be wise to cite this burial as a record. In one of the vessels were

two rude, discoidal stones.

Burial No. 179, a young child: two vessels; two ear-plugs of shell, lying

together, a little apart from the skull.

Burial No. 180, a child, partly flexed on the right: three vessels; at the neck

thirty tubular beads of bone from 1 to 1.5 inch in length.

Burial No. 191, an adult, full length on the back, had two vessels; a mass of

FlO. 15.—Comb of aboriginal make but of post-Columbian period. Mound on Murphy Island, Florida. (Full size.)

red oxide of iron, such as is used for pigment, but wrought into the form of a cone

about 5.5 inches in height.

Burial No. 192, an adult, extended on the back: six vessels; seven leaf-

shaped points of flint at the right knee and one at the right hand ; knife of flint

at the right elbow\

Burial No. 203, an adult, closely flexed and semirecumbent on the back, head

somewhat higher than the pelvis : one vessel ; a shell ornament in small fragments.

Burial No. 205, a child, full length on the back: three vessels; three shell

beads at the neck; a shell gorget on the chest (Fig. 16). This gorget, shaped from

the body-whorl of a marine shell {Fulg2ir)^ belongs to a well-known type repre-

senting the human face. This type of ornament has been found with aboriginal

burials, in the Southern States usually, but has been met with as far north as

Manitoba.^ A series of these gorgets is figured and described in the Second Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology.^

» Henry Montgomery, '" Calf Mountain' Mound in Manitoba." Amer. Anthropologist, Jau.-
March, 1910. Plate III.

''William H. Holmes, "Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans," Plates LXVII, LXVIII,
LXIX.
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Near a burial, but not assuredly with it, was a small uiulecorated bottle con-

taining twenty-six hollow sections of delicate bones, from somewhat more than .5

inch to about 1 inch in lenirth. These ol)iects can hardlv be considered beads, as

they have been broken rather than cut apart.

While at work in the Rose Mound, it was decided to examine with the utmost

care all artifacts found with the next fifty burials, exercising special attention in

the case of earthenware vessels which, owing to their connnonplace forms and to

tlie paucity or to the entire lack of decoration on them, or else to their very frag

*«»i'

Fig. 16.—Goriret of shell. With Kiiiial Xo. 205. Rose Mound. (Full size.)

mentary condition, otherwise might not have had recorded in our notes the most

points connected 1 m
Accordingly, those fifty burials first found after this decision was made (Burials

Numbers 53 to 102, inclusive) w^ere recorded Avith the fullest detail, and the results

give, among other things, a fair idea as to the general character of the pottery on

St. Francis river, making allowances, of course, for fashion which varied somewhat

in the different sites.

The fifty burials in question were as follows

:
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^ 1

2

17

Adults .........
Adolescents .........
Children, including infants ......

The following burials had no associated artifacts:

Children, including infants ......
One adult liud an artifact but no earthenware.

Earthenware vessels and other objects were with the following burials:

2

5

Adults ........
Children, including infants .....

Burials accompanied with earthenware vessels only were

Adults . . .

Adolescents........
Children including infants ....

8.

3.

20.

2.

9.

The number of earthenware vessels found during the unearthing of the fifty

burials was one hundred and forty-nine. Thirteen of these vessels were found

apart from burials, their position being no doubt due to aboriginal disturbance or

to comparatively recent digging.

The one hundred and thirty-six vessels with burials had been placed numeri-

cally with the dead as follows : Of the eleven burials with Avhich pottery and other

artifacts had been placed, one adult had one vessel ; two had two vessels ; one,

three vessels; one, four vessels ; three, six vessels, each, res^^ectively. Two infants

had four vessels each and one had no fewer than eleven vessels.

Of the thirty-one burials which had pottery alone in association : one adult

had one vessel; eight had two vessels; three had three vessels; seven had four

vessels ; one had spectively. Two adolescents had

each. Of the nine children, includinsx infants : two had one vessel and fou, *xx^..v*v^...

had two vessels; one had three vessels; one had four vessels; one had five ves

to each respective burial.

The one hundred and fortj'-nine vessels found during the unearthing of

fiftv burials were divided as to form as folloA\

Bottles .

Pots and bowls

Other forms

40.

104.

5.

Of the bottles twenty-one w^ere of ordinary forms and without decoration.

Five had trivial decoration, such as notches around the base or at the opening;

while fourteen differed more or less from the general average of bottles, either in

form or in having a uniform coating of red pigment, or, in one instance, red pigment

in bands.

Thirty of the pots and bowls were undecorated, being even without ears, loop-

handles, or appendages of that kind ; while twelve had loop-handles or ears, but

otherwise were entirely plain. Thirty-two of the bowls and pots had only trivial
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decoration, siicli as knobs, incised lines around the necks, notched or scallo}>ed

margins, or fillets in relief near the openings. Nine had trivial decoration in addi-

tion to ears, loop-handles, and the like. Five pots and bowls had decoration of

a commonplace character on the bodies, such as rudelj^ incised parallel lines or

coarse punctate markings ; and sixteen vessels of the types in question were sonio-

wliat removed from the commonplace by decoration with red piginnil or by having,

or having had (for many of the bowls of this class were interred after their decora-

tive devices had been broken off and lost) the projecting modeled liends of (pnulru-

peds or of birds, or the heads and tails of fish, often greatly con\ention;dlzid.

The five vessels of forms other than bottles, pots, and bowls, will be described

and illustrated in the detailed account of the more noteworthy vessels from the

Rose Mound, the numbering of the vessels included in this analysis being 175 to

323, inclusive.

Red pigment had been used on twenty-one of the one hundred ami forty-nine

vessels in question : thirteen times as a uniform coating ; five times in bands, with

the ware for a background; twice in conjunction with brown pigment ; and once

in combination with white pigment.

We shall now return to the pottery in general found at the Rose Mound.

Vessels of earthenware lay wnth most of the burials—one infant, as we have said,

havinsT had no few^er than eleven.

The arrangement of the vessels was, in the main, as tlii

where on the river—some containinir other vessels, some with i

y were found

over

em
Pottery, as a rule, was found in the neighborhood of the skulls, but such was

not always the case.

We shall now describe in detail the most interesting vessels from Rose Mound.

Vessel No. 271 (shown in two positions in Plate XI) is a bowl of yellow ware,

having projecting from one side the modeled head of a quadruped, which is a rather

striking piece of work and considerably superior to most attempts of the kind

known°in this region. Opposite the head is a flat space which presumably takes

the place of the tail. The legs of the animal are indicated by rather rude, incised

markings. On the whole, this piece is an unusual one.

Vessel No. 252. This little bottle (Fig. 17), of a known but uncommon type,

lay with the bones of a child. The crescentic body recalls the head of a war-club

of a type known to our Indians, and it is not unlikely that this was copied in

pottery just as the Peruvians embodied their form of war-club in the shape of some

of their vessels.

Vessel No. 177. This vessel (Fig. 18), a cup, may have been used as a recep-

tacle for paint, as red pigment remains on one side of the interior. Tt is just as

likely, however, that the presence of this coloring matter arose from accidental

contact.
1

• J

Vessel No. 350, a bottle of dark ware (Fig. 19), having on the body an incised

desiirn based on the swastika. Around the neck also is incised d

37 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 17.—Vessel Xo. 252. Rose Mound. (About full size.)

Fig. 18. —Vessel Xo. 177. Rose Mound. (About full size.)
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Fig. 19.—Vessel No. a")0. Rose Mound. (Height 7.25 iiiclies.)
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in diagram in Fig. 20) which perhaps represents a highly conventionalized form of

the serpent.

Vessel No. 564. A bowl of 3'ellow ware (Plate XII), coated with red pigment

Fig. 20.—Vessel Xo. 350. Decoration.

on de. h ay of dec ide, a curious human fio
Below and on eachred pigment, w4th extended legs and upraised hands and arms.

side of this figure, also in red, are stepped designs, or cloud-symbols.

Vessel No. 388. This bottle (Fig. 21), like the one just described, is included

^1.

*^?*:/

^^^^
>m

j-

. .

Fig. 21.—Vessel Xo. 388. Rose Mound. (Height 6 inches.)
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mong the very small mimbGr of vessels found by us on the St. Francis on whic
icised decoration of even average excellence appears. The body of (lie bottl

bears a dec
e

der to have been d ed f
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Fig. 2-2.—Vessel Xo. mS. Eose Muuud. (Full size.)

pent. Varieties of this decoration are not uncommon on pottery from parts of

Arkansas and of Alabama.

Vessel No. 528. A bottle of coarse, yellow ware, representing a grotesque

human figure (Fig. 22). There are two perforations in each ear, through which
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possibly the bottl

without outside si

WdS dcd. At the vessel d not stand

ppo

Vessel Nu. 570. A bottle of \ Fig. A, Plate XIIL h
on the outsid

tl le n d

d pigment, a design based upon the swastik

ectioiis. There is red pigment interiorly on t

symbol of

V

-k
i

\

.^^

Fig. 23.-Vessel Xo. 246. Rose Mound. (Diam. 8.5 inches.)

Vessel No. 248, a bottle of yellow ware (Fig. B, Plate XIII), bears exteriorly
a design in red pigment also showing wind-symbol
a gourd, possibly with part of the blossom attached

In form this bottle represents

Vessel No. 246 This em^y bottle (Fig. 23), graceful and well modeled, rep
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resenting a fish, is of beautiful, thin, hard ware, bearing a high poh'sli. and
eling and in surface is a marked exception to most of the vessels found ii

Francis valley.

Vessel No. 229. A bowl of hard, v 7 inches in diameter, is of cr-

est in that it sh a tionalized form of decoration based on the animal
pt. In diagram (Fig. 24) the inner circle shows the rim of the bowl, outside

of which, on two sides, is a pair of

appear in relief.

eves. The fore-legs and hind-legs,
j

Vessel N 469 A bottle of d F shoulder or a
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Fig. 24.—Vessel Xq. 229. Decoration. Kose Mound. (About one-third size.)

collar-like addition below the neck, on wdiich are projections which in a region

whose inhabitants had been more given to careful work, presumably would have

been loop-handles.

Vessel No. 280. In Plate XIV is show-n one of the well-known class of head

vessels which are fully described and figured by Holmes in his " Aboriginal Pottery

of Eastern United States."^

These vessels are "found In considerable numbers in graves in eastern Arkansas

and contiguous sections of other States," and to our knowledge four belonging to

this class have come from the St. Francis valley : one from the mound at Parkin,

' AYilliam H. Holmes. 20th An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 96 et seq., Plates XXIX, XXX
I

xxxr, XXXII, xuii.
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now in the Cincinnati Art Museum ;
^ one from the Fortune Mound, now in Peabody

Museum, Cambridge, Mass., and two found by us in the Rose Mound.

The one now under description came from a grave that had been disturbed in

aborijyinal times, and the vessels present with the burial had been broken and parts

of 11 presumably had bee

which had been badh

thrown out. At all events, fragments of this head

iiattered, were found widely scattered in the ground,

Ik

m.

•k

w
r

r. ' J

Fig. 25.—Vessel Xo. 469. Eose Mound. (Height 8.75 inches.)

and some parts we were unable to recover, although long search was made with the

aid of a sieve and by passing the soil through the hands of a number of men.
L

Fortunately only such parts of the vessel are missing as belong to the back of the

head, and to a part of the side of the head, including the right ear. Almost none

of that part of the vessel shown in the plate is a restoration. The face has had a

coating of pigment, evidently gray clay, much of which still remains on it. The

back of the head has had a uniform coating of red pigment. At the outer side of
L

^ Gates P. Tliruston. " Anti(|ulties of Tennessee," 2d ed., pp. 94, 95.
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the right eye has been an incised figure which evidently resembled the one on tlie
smaller head vessel from the Rose Mound (.hown in the next plate), but. unf..rtu-
nately, only the two extremities of the Hgure appear on the ori-inal part of the
larger head. The reader will note tbat a number of holes are repRv^cntod in the
cartilage of the ear, instead of the great hole often shown in the lobe, in which some
ornament usually is represented as Inserted. These holes, as shown in this head

rally present in the head

In conclusion, we would explain that the representation of i

XIV is sHghtly larger than the vessel itself, and this arose through tbe need to tilt
* '* tly for the camera in order to obtain a more sallsfactory photograph

for the makinn of

Vessel No. 539. Tin's bowl, having the head and Icl^s <»f a fro<r modcbd m
de, is of special interest only because the head of the fr

is hollow, has been filled with objects which rattle when the vessel is "shak
Diameter of bowl, 5.7 inches.

Vessel No. 298, a bowl 12.2 inches in diameter, is of yellow ware and has for

decoration on the inside, in red pigment, a swastika, or symbol of the four winds
or directions. On the outside, also in red pigment, are three concentric circles,

doubtless sun symbols.

Vessel No. 378. A bottle of yellow ware (Fig. 2G), with a well-made, incised

decoration, the design based on a swastika. This bottle is by far the best example
of incised work found by us on St. Francis river.

Vessel No. 474. This vessel, shown in Plate XV, is another example of the

class of head vessels, one of which already has been described and figured in this

report. The vessel under description difters from the one previously described in

that it is considerably smaller and has a coating of yellow pigment on the upper

part of the face and red pigment on the lower part. The curious incised marking,

parts of which remain at the right eye of the larger vessel, is present around part

of the left eye of this one. Presumably a short neck has at one time been present

on this vessel, but this we have not attempted to restore. The tip of the nose,

missing when the vessel was found, has been replaced, however. The back of the

head has a uniform coating of red pigment.

Vessel No. 458. A bottle representing a human figure. The nose has been

slightly chipped on the upper part by a blow of a spade. On the back is the

curious marking sometimes seen on human efhgA-vessels of the Middle Mississippi

which probably represents the spine. The _^ '

siderable detail, extend beneath the base of the bottle. This bottle is somewliat

outside the usual style in that the opening is not at the back of the head, but is In

the body of the vessel in front of the face (Fig. 27).

Vessel No. 325. This bowl (Fig. 28), found with another exactly similar in

shape but somewhat larger, has four holes for suspension, and horizontal extensions

on two sides of the rim, probably conventionalized fms.

Vessel No. 40. This vessel, of coarse, vellow ware, of a fairly well-known

38 JOURN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIV.
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\

Fig. 26.—Vessel Xo. 378, Rose Mound. (Height 8.6 inches.)
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Fig. 27—Vessel No. 4.=)8. Kose Mound. (Heiglit 7.25 inches.)
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type, is made up of three compartments, each representing a pot with three loop-

handles, which, however, are decorative only, there being no space for the passage

of a cord.

mon.

Openings in the compartments allow them to contain a liquid in com-

Tlie decoration, consisting of parallel, in-

cised lines on the bodies of two of the compart-

ments, and punctate markings on the body of the

third, extends also on the bases in the shape of

erratic, incised angles and curves. Height, 3

inches : maximum diameter, 7 inches.

Vessel No. 99. This vessel resembles the one

just described, w^ith the exceptions that there are

but two compartments ] that the decoration, rough

incised lines, is confined to the necks ; that four

small ears project laterally ; and that each of the

two compartments is somew^hat larger than the

Fig. 28.— Vessel Xo. 325. Kose Mound.
(Diam. 6.5 iiiclies.)

individual compartments of the other vessel.

Vessel No. 566. This bottle (Plate XVI) has

around the body a decoration of alternate bands of red and of light yellow

apparently tinted clays. Around the neck are stepped designs, or cloud symbols.

Vessel No. 46. This vessel, shown in Fig. 29, although of ordinary ware, is

more graceful in form than are vessels usually found along the St. Francis. On

two opposite sides project heads of some animal (perhaps a raccoon), not modeled

-—-.^.aci-YJ^ ^^ H 1^ 1 "^
i',ftii niVftiT

Fig. 29.—Vessel Xo. 46. Rose Mound. (Diam. 9.1 inches.)
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th fficlent distinctness for positive identifie

n the upper part of the body.

There is rude, incised d

Vessel No. 85, a bottle 6.2 inches in h o J
witl 1 ful body, oblat

I relief a Mml 11 le

1ly ITobues ' a? coniing

roidal, which, by way of decoration below the neck, be

meaning of which is in doubt. A similar bottle is figii

from Arkansas.

Vessel No. 407, a bowl of very ordinary ware, having two rudely modehd

animal heads facing each other on

opposite sides (Fig. 30).

Vessel No. 404, a bowl with a

modeled animal head projecting up-

ward on one side, in which are small

objects that rattle when shaken, has,

on the side opposite the head, a tail

curling upward. Maximum diame-

ter 9.7 inches.

(PI

Vessel No. 562. This bowl

te XVII), somewhat similar to

from this same mound in the col-

lection of Peabody Museum, C

bridge, Mass., has interiorly an ii

esting decoration in red piginen'

Fio. 30.—Vessel Xo. 407. Rose Mound. (Diam. 8.5 inches.)

background of the ware, consisting of

cen tral swastika indicatini^ the four winds, surrounded by three equidistant stepi

designs, or cloud symbols The of the bowl under descript coated

d pigme The outer margin of the opening is beaded

Vessel No. 586, a handsome bottle, oblate-spheroidal as to the body, found

The decoramany fragments which since have been carefully cemented together.

tion of the body consists of ten upright bands of pigment alternately red and white

The base, which is flat, and the neck have solid coatings of red. There are punctat

markings around the margin of the neck.

Vessel No. 185. This vessel, one of teapot )? ty (Plate XVllI)

which found

of discovery bein

United States only in eastern Arkansas and nearby

the eastern part of the Arkansas river valley), diffe

from the usual form of this kind of vessel in that, instead of having a knob

side and a spou oth head of an animal takes the place of the knob

d the addition of four feet completes the animal form It has been suggested bj

Professor Holmes, who fig
2 a of class, tliat the teapot

derived from the animal form, a spout ff the place of The decoration

on ssel under description consists of partly interlocked of O P'
k

d of red, on the yellow background of

Vessel No. 11 Th O essel (Fig. 31) a decided fro

' Op. cit., Plate XIII f
' Op. cit, Plate XL b.
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Fig. 31.—Vessel No. 115. Rose Mound. (Diam. of body 8.8 inches.)
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others of the variety of the "teapot" type having anima! heads and sjwiits, in

that the head (which is better modeled than those of its class usually are) looks

ard. We found teapot vessels on only three occasions on St. Frn

Rose Mound and one at the Forrest PI

of

Vessel No. 127. This bowl (Fig. A, Plate XIX) shows a fish in profile and
belongs to a type of vessel, common in the Middle Mississippi region, the St. Frnncis

valley having its full share. The ware is yellow ; the exterior has a uniform coat-

ing of red pigment. The interior has, by way of decoration, a figure rcsemblini^ a

swastika with an added arm, which may have been introduced for the purjjose of

filling space.

Vessel No. 68. This little bowl (Fig. B, Plate XIX) is considerably above the

average of the pottery of the St. Francis region, being symmetrical in form and

having an interior coating of excellent red pigment. The body is decorated will

three encircling lines of small nodes, above which is incised decoration.

1

Mound at Pakkin, Cross County.

On the river bank, immediately at the town of Parkin, is a famous aboriginal

cemetery belonging to The Northern Ohio Cooperage and Lumber Co., of Parkin,

Ark.

About midway on the navigable stream (if we include Little river), the Parkin

territory has for years constituted a kind of march to be raided by the pot-hunters

of the upper and of the lower river. The principal diggers from above rested not

from their labors until Parkin had been visited, while the pot-seekers from below

thought not of their journey home until Parkin lay behind them.

After them came the deluge.

The Lumber Company, which later had acquired the property on which the

cemetery is, and erected a sawmill nearby, in dull times when the mill was closed,

permitted its employes to eke out a livelihood by digging for pots, and this became

the avocation of many. Men were actually seen by us at Parkin walking around

with sounding-rods in their hands, as elsewhere they might carry canes.

The Parkin Mound, similar in type to the Rose Mound, has a great upper sur-

face, as a rule flat, on which are many humps and rises. According to a rough

measurement the sides of the mound are of the following lengths : north, 617 feet;

south, 525 feet; east, 938 feet; west, 863 feet. It is surrounded on three sides by

depressions whence unquestionably material to make the lower part of it was taken.

Subsequently the height of the mound increased by the accumulations due to long

occupancy. This made-ground we found to have a depth no greater than 4.5 feet

in the various holes sunk by us. The height of the mound above the general level

probably is from 3 to 6 feet, though of course it appears considerably greater when

viewed from the depressions which partly surround it, or from the river.

There, is a pond in the level ground on the northern side of the mound, no

doubt caused by the removal of material for its making.
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On the western edije of this srreat mound, on the river bank, is a mound 20-v. ^^ ^.^.^ _

feet in height, on which, doubtless, dwelt the chief who ruled over the great settle-

ment. The diameter of this domiciliary mound was not taken by us, as the base

had been greatly impaired in places by the cutting through of a road, and in other

parts by the wash of the river.

There are many accounts of discoveries in the Parkin Mound, of earthenware

of fantastic forms, and tales related by some of the inhabitants of Parkin descrip-

tive of the pottery found there, show what the Caucasian imagination can do when
working in conjunction with that of the African.

No doubt this great site, in times gone by, has yielded vast quantities of pot-

tery, but unquestionably in this site, as in all the other sites on St. Francis river,

earthenware of novel designs formed a very small proportion of what was taken

from the

Much of the work at Parkin, as elsewhere along the St. Francis, had been

done by the use of sounding-rods and by subsequent digging of holes of small

diameter, down to the pottery when it was discovered. As sounding-rods are often

halted by the baked clay of fire-places, and as rods sometimes pass completely

through bones and earthenware vessels without meeting with sufficient resistance

to indicate their presence, some vessels always remain in sites where search has

depended largely on this method. This fact explains why anything was found

by us.

The great mound is largely covered at the present time by the small houses of

employes of the sawmill and by the gardens and enclosures belonging to these

houses, so there remains but comparatively little ground open to inve

Nine and one-half hours digging by our force of nine men, wherever an open
space was found on the mound, resulted in the discovery of nineteen burials, none
more than 26 inches from the surface.

Of these burials fifteen were of adults, three were of adolescents, and one was
that of an infant.

All, with three exceptions, lay extended on the back. .

One burial was flexed on the left side ; another was in a squatting position,

the trunk leaning forward, bringing the chin down to the pelvis. The form of

burial of the infant was not determined.

Of the nineteen burials, three had been decapitated by former diggers, while
other cases skulls had been dug down to and the pottery which undoubtedly

was with them had been removed
There were two aboriginal disturbances.

Twenty-five vessels of earthenware rewarded our search, several of which lay
apart from burials.

Of these vessels eleven are undecorated bowls and six are bottles which
are entirely plain. Two bowls and two bottles have shallow notches on the rim,
and one bottle (Fig. 32) has on the body four rudely-modeled human faces in relief,

having a seemingly undue development as to the ears. Still another bottle has six
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knobs encircling the npper part of the body. One bowl rutlol^\ represenlb a fi^h in

profile, and, finally, one bowl has on two sides conventionalized heads offish, which

are little more than mere projections.

No more than throe vessels were found with one burial, and all vessels were

in the neighborhood of the skull, except in one case, where a bottle and two bowls

lay at the feet of a skeleton. This burial, however, was tlie one in a sijuntfing

Fig. 3'i. -Vessel Xo. 14. Parkin. (Heiglit fi.7 iiiclies.)

position, to which reference has been made, and presumably the feet alone were on

the ground when the pottery was deposited.

Mound near Togo, Ckoss C

In cultivated field, on property bel Mr. J. G. Wood, of Togo a

mound somewhat more than a mile in a westerly direction from 1
Tl

mound time of our visit, had den building upon d th

past had served as foundation for a h The remainder of the mound had been

39 JOUEN, A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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under cultivation, and presumably has been much spread, as the cultivated part is

considerably lower than that upon which the house had Ijeen.

The present height of the mound is 5 feet. The basal area is very irregular

a diameter of one hundred feet may be considered approximate.

As mounds in this region are not supposed to be destro^^ed by investigators

our search was confined to a large number of trial-holes, which came upon five

burials : three of children and two of adults. Of the adults, one lay extended on
the back; the other, at full length on the rio-ht side.

^h

%

f

^

Fig. 33—Vessel Xo. 4. Togo. (Height 7 inches.)

With one child was a small pot with loop-handles ; with another, a pot and
bowl, both decorated

bottle of compound fo

With the remaining child was Vessel No. 4 (Fig. 33)

presentinc^ a bottle standing in a bow On four side
around the body, below the base of the neck, are human heads rudely modeled
relief

With one of the adult burials was an undecorated bowl: and alone in th
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mound was a rude pot. All eartlu'iiware ve!?!?els witli bnrlal? nt tlii? place were in

the neigh borliood of the skulls.

Apparently this mound has lost many burials during its culiivation. More-

over, a prominent trader in pottery is said to have worked sncce?sfully at the place.

The Jones and Borum Places, Ciiuss County.

About two miles above Togo, but on the op])osite side of the river, are two

adjoining places, one belonging to Dr. C. C. Borum, of Earle, Ark., extending to

the water's edge, tlie other, the property of Mrs. .1. W. Jones, of Jamestown, Ark.,

lying back of the Borum Place.

Passing through woods belonging to the Borum Place, one rcnohcs the culti-

vated ground belonging to the two properties, on part of which are many rises and

ridges, with a symmetrical mound, 8 feet high and 50 feet across the base, centrally

placed. Much of the high ground belonsjinii to these nlaces is artificial. bciuL'- the

of long periods of aboriginal occupancy

Digging was done by us in a tentative way over the principal high places

ighout, and in such places as yielded returns we conducted work as extensive

permissible in bottom land where mounds mav net be permanently interf<'red

th

Burials were found almost everywhere in the higher ground, but interment

had been made singly or perhaps two or three near t<)g( tlier, and not in grouj

At this nlace also traces of the work of others were met with, and il

evident that digging had been carried on here to a considerable extent.

Forty-eight burials w^ere found by us at these places, of which sixteen were of

adults ; twenty-five were of infants or of older children ; two, of adolescents. Four

were disturbances, aborii^inal or modern. One burial is not particularly described

bool

The form of burial, when determined (with the exception of that of an adult

which was partly flexed on the right side), was at full length on the back.

But few artifacts except pottery lay with burials. Under an inverted vessel

with the skeleton of an infant, was a small arrowhead of Hint.

Burial No. 17, an adult, had at the skull two bottles, one of which had a neck

which, broken in aboriginal times, had been neatly smoothed around to remove the

rough surf\ice of the break. Across the skull were fragments of sheet-copper, while

shell beads were at the top of the head as if possibly they had been connected with

the copper ornament. At both wrists were beads of shell.

An adult skeleton had a mass of red clay lying at the left wrist.

The skeleton of a child had at the skull a bottle and a bowl. In the latter

vessel w^as a rudely pitted discoidal stone.

Burial No. 40, a child, which lay 40 inches below the surface (as deep as any

burial at the Jones and Borum places), had with it a bottle and a boAvl. Shell

beads were at the neck, with which was a marine shell, a young Fulgur pcrversiim,

perforated at the beak.
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Shell beads of ordinary form, in addition to those already noted, lay with two
other burials.

Apart from bii

none prese o

•lals were : four

any distinctive fef

pipe of arsely mad d

pi

pai

o
marbles" and

Ter

not

a piercing implement of bone with the
naining

;
a small dumb-bell shaped object of earthenware, probably

D spheres of clay, each about an inch in diameter, resembling our
probably used in a game, like those found in the stone-graves of

clay andone small, imperforate disk of earthenAvare, modeled from
shaped from a fragment of a vessel; a similar disk, only larger, and h„.„.

central hole;

fired

perforated disk wrought from a fragment of pottery ; a cone of half
ay, found in a firc-pl two sm earthenware column

from the mound on the Eose Place but more thoroughly fired

to those

Ninet\ from the Jon
four associated with burials and
skulls re!

d Bo places, all but

In th
ted directly in large bowls ; and in one case on, and partly in, a bow

d
In

Francis, contained

cemetery at this place, which, like other places of burial alon^x the St

come upon Burial No. 14, that of a child

much pottery of mediocre interest, it was a genuine relief

th neck few spool-shaped
beads of shell

;
at the shoulder a fine effigy vessel which will be particularly described

later in this

h
d a small bowl coated with

susp Ning two holes on each side for

small bottles, one inverted in the opening of the

d paint inside and out

these vessels, upright.

d

did

The vessels of this place, many of condition
rule features of

preserve

But four had decoration with
ment, in each instance consisting of a uniform coating of red.
more interesting vessels from the Jones and Borum places, foil

Pi

Descriptions of th

Vessel No. 22 This fine hum effi'^y figure, of yellow ware (Plate XX)
presumably has had a coating of red pigment over the entire surface, though much

The ears show the same form of piercing as do the
of this coating is now mi^ .. „..^^^,,j_^. j^ nc citis siiuw ine same
well-known head vessels which we have already described Effig}

ally found on St. Francis river, but are not numerous there, thounh more abund
than in the

seem to be

Mississippi region. Vessels modeled after the human form
mo abundantly found thern Misso d Ten

Bonner PI reference has been mad
describing the emgy figure from
ariety of effigy vessels figured in General Thruston's "Antiquities of Tenne

In

the
j>

A number from Missoui
Evers

1 h Archaeology of Missouri," by Dr. Edward

Vessel No. 64. A bottle of inferior, yellow ware (Fig. 34), having a bodj
formed of three compartments connected interiorly.

' Gates P. Thruston. " Antiquities of Tennessee," 2(1 ed., p. 164.
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Mounds and Cemetery at IS Ferry, Cross Coun

At Neeley s Ferry is the plantation of Mr. Starland ^Y. Wood, of Earle, Ark
which is known as the Starwood PI in contradistincti to that of Mr. J. G
Wood, of Togo, of whom we already have had occasion to spe

The Starwood Place for \ been famous for the number of antiqnit

found there, and in consequence it has been for an equal period a Mecca for

Pl

d for dealers in aboriginal pottery, who have been far from idle while visiting

About eighty are aid be d at Starwood PI

uch of which consists of ridc!:

d of rising: orround. includa & o

I irregular mounds, all of which,

doubt had their origin throuiih

g-continued aborig oc c u-

pancy.

The principal mound at this

place, near the river bank, is 18

feet in height, measured from the

•^

road on the west. The mound has

suffered to, such an extent by the

making of this road (which partly

surrounds its base) and through

wash of water, that a statement

as to the present diameter of the

mound would be misleadins;.

Owing to its use as a place of

burial in recent times, but little dig-

ging in this mound was attempted

by us. We found in it, however, one

burial with shell beads at the neck

and ear-plugs of shell near the skull.

Over all the surface of the culti-

vated ground at the Starwood Place (and the entire place is under cultivation

except the upper parts of two mounds) are fragments of bones, human and of lower

animals, and innumerable bits of pottery and other debris from dwelling-sites.

Evidently many burials and their accompanying artifacts have been destroyed

at this place during years of cultivation, while the work of curiosity seekers was

too often evident throughout our investigation.

The very size of this site stood in the way of a thorough search, for, as was

evident, the aborigines had lived over most of it and had buried beneath their

dwellings and not in any particular spot.

Digging was done by us in all places that seemingly offered promise of reward

(except in considerable areas devoted to the cultivation of alfalfa and where build-

FiCt. 34.—Vessel Xo. 64. Jones Place. (Height 6.2.''> inches.)
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ings were), and burials were found in all such places, even in the barnyard and

under the stable, sometimes scattered, sometimes a few together, in one instance

the remains of four children, separate but within the limits of a single trial-hole

somewhat enlarged.

At the Starwood Place, as elsewhere, was noted the growth of the site above

the earlier burials. For instance, the skeleton of an infant lay just 5 feet below

the surface. Sixteen inches above this burial was a great fire-place of burnt clay,

the hard material being somewhat convex at the under surface. Above this fire-

place was a thin stratum of clay and then another fire-place. Above this latter

fire-place was a stratum of clay surmounted by a layer of clay and charcoal com-

bined. Finally, there was a thick stratum of clay extending to the present surface

of the ground. All these strata were unbroken and had their origin after the time

of the burial.

It is not at all likely that the first fire-place above the burial of the child had

any connection with it, inasmuch as other burials on the place were not found

immediately beneath the fire-places, and moreover, the thickness of the baked clay

of the fire-place and its extent, argued a more long-continued fire and a larger one

than would have been accorded a single burial.

Presumably a large fire-place for culinary purposes had been made by scooping

out a certain amount of soil (hence the convex lower surface of the baked clay),

and the presence of the skeleton of the child beneath was purely an accident.

Ninety-five interments were encountered by us at the Starwood Place, of which

fifty-three were of adults, thirty-nine were of infants or of older children, and three

were of adolescents. Included in these burials were several aboriginal disturbances.

We omit from the enumeration a number of recent disturbances where parts

of burials had been cut to pieces by seekers after pottery.

With the exception of the aboriginal disturbances, and of some of the children's

burials which could not be determined, all interments encountered by us at the

Starwood Place were at full length on the back with two exceptions, to which we
shall refer later.

Three of the extended burials had the legs crossed at the ankles ; one, at the

knees; one, the thighs crossed above the knees.

Of the two burials spoken of as exceptions to the form prevailing at Neeley's

Ferry, one lay at full length, face down, while the other cannot lie proved to be the

burial of a human being, though it seems to us most probable that it was so, and

hence we have included it in our list of burials from this place.

In a little heap were finely burnt bone-dust and a few small fragments of cal-

cined bone, much smaller than such fragments left after aboriginal cremation usually

are. If the cremation included the entire skeleton of an adult, the work had been

very thoroughly performed. Probably the ashes were what was left from the

incineration of a child. This little pile of burnt bones lay partly covered with an

inverted bowl, on the base of which, standing upright, was a bottle. This whole
deposit lay at the feet of a skeleton.
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With the exception of pottery, objects placed with the dead at this place were
unimportant. In one vessel were a number of Mint chips and one flint pebble;
under another vessel lay a small flint arrowhead.

Burial No. 13, in addition to a bowl and a bottle, had, in a little pile, a lar^^c

number of pharyngeal teeth of the fresh-water drum-fish, which Prof. F. A. Lucas
kindly identified for us.

At the right of the skull of Burial No. 14 was a juit coniainlng a number of

bones of a small fish. Under the

right shoulder w^as a bottle; and

under the right elbow, a bowl in-

verted over one dumb-bell shaped

shell bead, a large bone bead, and

many fragments of small dumb-bell

shaped objects of half-fired clay.

With Burial No. 31, an adult,

were at the skull, a bowl, a bottle,

and an earthenware pipe (Fig. 35)

having hardly more than rudiment-

ary supports projecting from the

base of its bowl.

With Burial No. 48, a child,

was a marine shell, a young Fulgur
perverstim, perforated at the beak.

With eight burials were shell

beads, a few to each burial, nearly all badly decayed.

With two of the burials having beads of shell, both

of children, were in one instance, the canine tooth of a

bear, perforated for suspension at the proximal end

;

and in the other (Burial No. 98), a gorget of shell

Fig. 35.—Pipe of eaitheuwaie. With Duiial No. 31. Xceley's
Ferry. (Full si/e.)

shaped to resemble a turtle (Fig. 36) and having an

interesting perforation for attachment, namely, where

the hole enters and leaves the ornament on the same

side. We had occasion to speak of this form in con-

nection with two objects from the Rose Mound.

Each of two burials had an ear-plug of shell.

ably the

. Pre-

these escaped our search or had

Fig. 36.—Ornament of shell, repre-
senting a turtle. WMth Burial No.
98. Nee ley's Ferry. (Full size.)

been lost through previous disturbance

burial had a P of shell pi d

two interments had each a gorget of shell, decayed

and broken beyond restoration.

With one burial was a small bead of sheet-metal, decayed through and through

coated with carbonate of copper, and having bones near it, colored green as if othe

beads had disappeared \ behind
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With the skeleton of an infant were two ear-plugs of earthenware, and the

burial of a child had a chisel made from a quartz pebble, lying below two bowls.

There were found also, though not in connection with human remains, five

disks made from fragments of pottery vessels, each with a central perforation, and

one disk of the same material having two holes ; a piercing implement of bone and

a bone implement having a rounded point ; six bone piercing implements with the

articular parts remaining; a tubular bead of bone; two small arrowheads of flint;

two ear-plugs of pottery, of the type resembling a short, blunt pin,—found sepa-

one decorated as to the upper surface of the head, with numerous imprints

of a pointed implement; a flat pebble neatly worked to form a chisel, the sides

rately,

originally curved, having been squared; three small "celts" respectively of quartz,

silicious limestone, and dark-green silicious rock ; a pipe of earthenware, coarsely

modeled, showing a frog in relief (Fig. 37).

1

\

7-1
J-

Fig. 37.—Pipe of eartlienwure. Neeley's Ferry. (Full size.)

There were found also, in each instance near a fireplace, three cones of half-

fired clay of a type similar to that referred to in connection with objects found by

us at the Rose Mound. One of the cones from the Necley's Ferry site is 6.5 inches

in height with a basal diameter of 5 inches. Extending downward from the apex

is a circular hole 2.5 inches deep and somewhat more than half an inch in diameter.

The second of these cones resembles the first, but the third has three holes, one on

top, like the others, but with the addition of two shallow ones on opposite sides

somewhat below the apex.
I

One hundred and seventy-five vessels of earthenware, broken and whole, many
hopelessly crushed, were found by us at this place. Of the vessels recovered

seventy-one were left with Mr. Wood, the owner of the property, who is interested

in archaeological research.

A considerable number of burials at this place were without artifacts of any
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Fig. 38.—Vessel Xo. 61. Xeeley's Ferrj. (Height 8,5 inches.)

40 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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sort

;

had vessels, eight being found with the skeleton of a child

As is usually the case in aboriginal cemeteries, vessels lay near the skulls, but were

found all} parts of for of

skeleton of an adult extended on the back (Burial No. 18), where single vessels lay

over the left hand, the upper part of the left thigh, the left knee, the left ankle,

and over the feet.

The more interesting vessels from this place will now be described in detail.

Vessel No. 61. An effigy bottle (Fig. 38) representing a human figure having

the legs extending back across the base of the vessel.

Vessel No. 11-5. A bottle Avith short and comparatively wide neck (Fig. 39),

being, in our opinion, a highly conventionalized fish-form. The tail and the dorsal

and ventral fins are indicated, while the details of the head are dispensed with.

This omission of the head from conventionalized animal forms is occasionally found

along the St. Francis.

X
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Fig. .39.—Vessel No. 115. Neeley's Ferr.v. (Diam. 6.5 inches.)

Vessel No. 118. A bowl of yellow ware, with maximum diameter of 10.3

inches and a height of 4 inches, having by way of decoration interiorly, in red, a

cross of the four directions, with spaces between the arms occupied by terraced designs
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representing clouds. On the upper part of tlif outside of tlie vessel are four cloud

Ext endin<3^ liori/.ontally from four equidist-sjmbols similar to those on the inside.

ant points on the rim are small projections centrally notched on the mar-inc. con-

ventionalized heads or tails of fish.

Fig. 40.—Vessel No. 2. Neeley's Ferry. (Diaiii. G.'^S inches.)

Vessel No. 2. This vessel (Fig. 40), representing a frog (a common type in

the Middle Mississippi region), is shown here only because the modeling ditters

from that usually found on similar vessels from this region, in that the legs are

more massive and the relief is higher. Moreover, the legs do not seem to have

been modeled separately and impressed upon the body of the vessel, as is the case

with so many vessels of this kind. Tt is impossible, however, to determine just

Fig. 41.—Vessel Xo. 120. Neeley's Ferry. (Diam. 5.3 iuclies.)
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Fig. 42.-Vessel Xo. 58. Xeeley's Ferry. (Height 6.7 inches.)
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Fi«. 43.-ye.sel Xo. 30. Xeeley's Ferry. (Height 6.4 inches.)
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how tbe legs were made. If they were repousse, as the head i?. the spaces inside

have been carefully filled and show no hollows, though one is present at the head.

Vessel No. 102. A bottle of ordinary dark ware, having a kind of collar in

relief below the neck, and three rounded feet at the base, forming a tripod support.

Apparently these feet were added after the bottle was otherwise complete, as holes

have been roughly knocked in tlie base of tlie hot lie where ilie feet join the body

to enable the feet, which are hollow, to share in the holdiug capacity of the vessel.

Vessel No. 120. An interesting little bowl (Fig. 41), having on one side an

animal head, and a conventionalized tail on the ojjposite side. Fore and hind legs

appear on the vessel ; these are connected on each side by a festooned band in

relief, on which arc notches.

Vessel No. 58. A bottle of compound form (Fig. 42) representing a bottle

placed in a bowl which rather rudely represents a frog. The ware is most inferior.

Vessel No. 30. A bottle, shown in Fig. 43, having a neck leaving the l»ottle
1

on opposite sides and joining above, a type well known in the Middle Mississippi

region and elsewhere. This bottle is shown here not because it presents any novel

feature, but for the reason that it is a good example of the asymmetry which to

such a marked extent characterizes the vessels of the St. Francis region. We have

said so much of the "lop-sidedness" of these vessels and have shown so few of them

in this report that it seemed to us that an example might reinforce our statemontfl

on the subject.

Catfish Mounds, Cross County.

On the right bank of the river, on property of Mr. R. R. Rodgers, of Smith-

dale, Ark., is a cultivated field about ten acres In extent, surrounded by forest

except on the river side. The field is covered with humps of artificial forma-

tion, the largest about 5 feet in height and 75 feet across the base. A circular

depression, dry at the time of our visit, is at the northwestern side of the mound,

while a short distance to the eastward is another depression, circular and filled with

water when w^e were there. Similar humps and pools occur in numbers in the sur-

rounding woods. This place is known as the Catfish Mounds.

Comparatively few signs of early occupancy were on the surface of the field,

fragments of flint and bits of pottery here and there, and the

burnt clay usually present on aboriginal sites lay scattered around. There is littl

history of the discovery of aboriginal objects at this place, but as few persons liv

nearby, and as none of these has been there a long time, it is likely that forme

diggers got their full share without those at present on the spot having heard an^

thing of

The principal mound was as thoroughly examined as is permissible in a region

subject to overflow, where mounds are a valuable asset, nine trial-holes having been

put down and all subsequently greatly enlarged.

Two burials were found, adults at full length on the back. With them were

four pottery vessels, three of ordinary shape and undecorated, the fourth a bottle

standing on a tripod support.
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Various other humps in the field were examined, as were a number of others

nearby in the woods. But two burials were found : that of a child and indications

of a full-length burial much deca\ ed. With these were two undecorated vessels

and two other vessels also without decoration were found apart from bones.

It is our belief that the field, which is a comparatively small one, has been
almost deprived of relics by former diggers and by long-continued cultivation.

A part of a day spent by us among humps and mounds in woods some distance

back of the Catfish Mounds was without success.

4

Mounds above Turkey Island, Cross County.

On the eastern side of the river, about 200 yards above Turkey Island, in

woods, is a group of low, irregular mounds and rises, beginning immediately on the

river's bank and extending a short distance inland. Our estimate was that the site

vered about

These various rises of the ground, all artificial as their composition testified,

had been subjected to the usual onslaught from seekers after pottery in former
years, and in consequence were pitted in every direction. The elevation farthest

up stream (the most northerly of the various rises) Avas on ground sloping toward
the water, so that, on the river side, the mound appeared much higher than the

artificial part of it really was. A measurement taken when the mound was in

course of total demolition by us, from the summit to the base, showed the artificial

elevation to be 5 feet in height. The diameter of the circular base was about 35
feet. This was the most symmetrical mound on the site.

Two days with nine men to dig were devoted by us to this mound. During
this time forty-two burials were encountered, as follows

:

Adults .

Adolescents

Children

Not determined

25

3

1

9

Of the undetermined burials, one consisted of small fragments of bone sur-

rounded by the roots of a large tree, which apparently had absorbed the bony
material to a large extent. Presumably, however, the burial was that of a child.

Of the other undetermined burial particul

With the exception of remains of small children, whose form of burial was not
determinable, all burials but one were extended on the back. This exception,
Burial No. 28, consisted of calcined fragments of human bones, evidently adult,
deposited in a mass 11 inches by 14 inches by 5 inches thick. A bowl had been
placed with this burial.

Included among the adult burials are two aborijrinal disturbances and three
disturbance Recent disturbances at this place consisted of beheaded

tons where former visitors, having reached the skull or the accompanyin- pottery
by the aid of sounding-rods, had dug down to remove the earthenware.
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During the digging were foniul, apart from burials: a canine troth of aUar,
perforated for susiicnsiun ; a small ''celt" ; two mus.«i(>l-sln 11 hoes, one OtKufnth
heros, the other somewhat broken ; tw(

about 3 inches long made from half of

of bone ; an

ly of n bird

f the pillar-shaped supports of pottery, similar to ones found ilscuhcre along the

river.

Exclusive of pottery there win' with burialf!: fragiiunts of phootcopprr in

three instances (that uith Rurinl No. 35, analyzed by Dr. II. F. Keller, proving, n«

we have stated elsewhere, to be a purely aboriginal proiluc.t); three nntl<'r-iK)inl8

found together; two shell beads; three shell beads and two phell ear-plugs; the

scapula of a Virginia deer, perforated at the side and at the end in a manner to

make the holes meet at right angles.

Sixty-three earthenw'are vessels came from (his iiioniid, four being tin* greatest

number with any one burial. Red pigment had been n?cd on but one vestcl, a

bowl having a uniform coating inside and out.

The general character of the vessels was tlie same as that commonly found on

the St. Francis, being as a rule without decoration. One bottle, originally mounted

on a tripod, showed -where the legs having broken, the base of the vessel had been

smoothed to allow its continued use. A small bottle, also with tripod support, had

been intended to have a spherical body, which, however, was nattened on one bide

as if the vessel, while still in a plastic state, had been placed on its side in a way

to impair its roundness of outline, and in that condition had been fired.

Somew^hat more than three additional days were devoted to the remainder of

our digging near Turkey Island.

There seemed to have been no general place of burial at the aboriginal settle-

ment other than the mound we have described. Burials had been scattered and

were comparatively few, even making allow^ance for those which had been disturbed

before our coming.

Apart from the mound, fifty-two burials were encountered, as follows

:

Adults....
Adolescents

Children, including infants

Not determined

21

4

25

2

Of the last two burials one had been almost absorbed by the roots of a large
+

tree and the other was a deposit of calcined bones, about 1 foot in diameter and 3

inches thick. The bones had been so reduced by the action of fire that it was not

possible to say with certainty if they were human or not, but as deposits of this

kind in aboriirinal sites almost invariably are of human bones, we have included

this one in our enumeration.

The form of burial was at full lengtli on the back, w ith the possible exception

of remains of several infants, as to which we were unable to determine, and the

remains of an older child and of an adolescent, both of which burials lay flexed to
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the right. Two other burials, namely, that in the roots of the tree and the calcined

deposit, of course, are excepted also. The deepest burial among those outside the

mound was somewhat more than 4 feet down, but the burial originally had not

been of this depth, as it lay beneath unbroken strata which had formed after the

time of the burial.

Lying apart from burials in the various sites outside the mound w^ere : a per-

forated disk made from a fragment of a pottery vessel

;

two chisels wrought from

celt of disintegrating sandstone ; a discoidal stone ; apebbles of flint; a small "

cone of half-fired clay, 6 inches in height and 4.5 inches in basal diameter, having

two holes opposite each other about two inches above the base; an ellipsoidal

object of earthenware with a shallow

longitudinally, 3.75 inches long,

groove around the middle, slightly ridged

2.5 inches maximum diameter. Objects much

resembling this one are figured by Professor Holmes1 as having been for use in

slings among California aborigines.

There were also found singly, in the various sites, four pipes of earthenware,

one of which is shown in Fig. 44.

Fig. 44.—Pipe of eartlieuware. Mounds near Turkey Island, (Full size.)

Apart from any burial was an earthenware pot containing seventeen decaying

mussel-shells, arranged side by side on edge, five of which had been perforated for

use as hoes. Other hoes and mussel-shells were found during the digging.

The following burials had accompanying artifacts other than pottery :

Burial No. 69, a child, had a shell gorget (Fig. 45) of the type representing

a human face, and somewhat similar to the one already described and figured in the

account of the Rose Mound. This gorget lay on the right side of the thorax, the

engraved side down. A bowl also had been placed with this burial.

William H. Holmes. Report U. S. Nat. Museum for 1900, Plate XXVI.
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Burial No. 72, a rliild, had tuo ve<<ol« :it the head and two pliell beads at the
nock.

Burial No. 77, an adolescent, had a howl at tijc left t^Idf* of the gkull \slih a
bottle lying on its side upon it. At the nork wirr a iiiiinluT of >hcll beads; at r.ieh

ear was an ear-plug of shell of the blunt pin t\pt^ the hend dinetid t<. t1 H front.

Fig. 45.—Gorjjet of shell. Willi Buri«l No. 69. Mounds near Turkey Island. (Full sire.)

Burial No. 82, an adult, liad two masses of red [»ignic

iirht side of the pelvis, over the lower part of the for

(! of at

'arm ; the other on the

)wer part of the humerus, which, together with the radius and the ulna, was dyed

brilliant red. Slightly beyond tlie sjkull were a bottle and a b<»wl, having between

lem a mass of scarlet pigment.

Burial No. SO, a child, lay with two bowls near the skull On th

a shell gorget in many disintegrating fragments.

Burial No. 88, an adult, with two bottles near the head, had a number of

beads at the neck and two at the pelvis.

Crossing and fitting to the curve of the upper part of the frontal bone v

band of copper about 7 inches long and .8 inch in maximum tapermg some

what tow^ard In one place the sheet-copper formmg

41 JOUEX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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been joined together probably by tying, as four holes are present, but no rivets. On

the sheet-metal ornament Avas a band of split cane, much ofthe inner surface of the sheet

which still remains. This cane formed part of the

fact that sin«-le perforations at each end of the ornament, no doubt for attachment

ament, as is shown by the

pass through On the upper part of th mattrng which

doubt, is part of the covering of the entire burial, locally preserved by the

of copper The skull below this ornament is colored g

Burial No. 90, an infant, had beads at the neck, and a shell gorget representin

the human face, but inferior to the one figured previously as coming from this place

Exclusive of the pottery taken from the mound, eighty-two vessels of earther

ware came from the sites near Turkey Island.

formerly having had tripod supports, but from which these supports h

Among these are four vessels

ivins been

broken off, the

smoothed.

of with the body of the el had been carefully
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Fig. 46.—With Burial No. 94 (an infant). Mounds near Turkey Island. (Full size.)

Six of the eighty-two vessels bore decoration with red pigment. Three of

these^with a uniform coating of red^were respectively a bowl from which an animal

head had been broken, but on which the tail remained, and tw^o wholly asymmetri-
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cal bottles. The three remaining vessels had designs in red. Two of these will be

particularly described, and figured in the plates, in connection with this place ; the

third, a rough, heavj bottle with a circular, flaring base, has the paint scaled from

it to such an extent that the design is greatly impaired.

The following burials present features of interest in connection with the

arrangement of vessels.

Burial No. 52, an adult skeleton, had near the head an upright bottle, over the

neck of which a bowl had been turned so that the neck was entirely covered, the
1

rim of the bowl resting on the body of the bottle. Another bowl w^as nearby.

Burial No. 71, an adolescent, had an inverted bowl partly covering the skull

and giving to the burial the appearance of a certain form of urn-burial. Upon

examination, however, it became apparent that this position uf the vessel was inci-

dental and that the bowl had been inver-

ted to cover a smaller bowl which had
4

been placed upon the skull.

Burial No. 94, a very young infant,

had near it a small bowl in which, up-

right, was a little effigy bottle. The

bowl and the bottle are shown in Fig.

46, in which, however, the bowl has been

tilted slightly from the upright position

in which it was found, in order to give a

better view of the bottle.

We shall now describe certain ves-

sels from the aboriginal site near Turkey

Island

Vessel No. 1 This bottle (PI

XXI) has four equidistant bands of red

pigment running vertically on the body.

The. background IS a coating of gray

^3 Around the neck

of red pigment.

Vessel No. 15. A bottle of coars

ware (Fig. 47), of a fairly common typ

in the g having a collar modeled

around the neck, and a tripod support.

Vessel No. 84, A clumsily made,

asymmetrical bottle, 8 inches in height,

having a body formed from three lobes,

and an annular, projecting base or foot.

Vessel No. 117. This bottle (Plate

Fig. 47. Vessel Xo. 15. Mounds near Turkey Islaud.

(Height 10 iiicbes.)

XXII), of yell has had, as a backjrround for a desig
o

in red pigment

of light gray chiy The design consists of a four-pointed
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ties directed downward from the base of the neck, and a simihir figure with the

ointhig upward from the base of the vessel. Around the body is a design

tIv based on the swastika, four times shown, with a modification in one inst-

where the figure has five arms, this fifth arm connecting with one of the points

of the upper star. The decoration on the neck seems to consist of a zigzag of gray

pigment running between series of triangles in red.

Mounds near Log Landing, Cross County.

Near the river bank, at a log landing, the name of which, if it has one, we did

not learn, on the western side of the river, are three low^ mounds, one of which is

crossed by teams hauling timber, and another is partly traversed by the road. In

these two mounds but little digging was done, owing to our wish to avoid injuring

roads over which heavy loads must pass.

Digging in one ofl-he mounds and in part of another resulted In the discovery

of four burials of adults, all extended on the back. With each of these burials,

near the skull, were a bottle and a bowl, all undecoratcd with the exception of one

bowl which had loop-handles, and on the body rude imprints probably of a section

of a reed.

Fortune Mounds, Cross County.^

The Fortune Mounds, as the place is called, the property of Mr. W. S. James,

of Bay Village, Ark., consist of ridges of the ground and one flat mound on the

river bank of the type w^ith Avhich the reader is familiar. This mound, presumably

quadrangular in the past, is now of irregular outline through wash of water. Its

area is probably about two acres. The height of the mound varies greatly. The
upper surface, which is strewn with dw^elling-site debris, slopes slightly downward
toward the northern, or river, side. The other sides have suifered to such an

extent through wash, and so much surrounding soil has been carried away by the

river, that the height of the mound varies at almost every part. Probably origi-

nally its altitude did not exceed 6 or 7 feet.

This place bears a great reputation for the discovery of human skeletons and

accompanying pottery in the past, and evidently it had been most persistently

sounded and dug previous to our coming. It was from here that the head vessel

in Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., was taken.

Considerable digging on our part resulted in the discovery of one skeleton at

full length, having an undecorated vessel at the head.

The Turnbow Place, Cross County.

About one-quarter mile in from the river is a tract of cultivated ground, about
fifty acres in extent, known as the Turnbow Place, and belonging to Mr. W. N.

Turnbow, who resides upon it. Part of this place is made up of a number of ridges

and high places, and is similar to other aborljrinal sites alons St. Francis river.Q»»-.«» ^iVV^K. VV.v^l._

Most of the elevated ground at this place, however, had little superficial sign of

u-.^ \?V^''}^^'^ Tf
in Poinsett Couuty until a part of that county, including the Fortune Mounds,

was taken to complete Cross County.
j» &
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former occupancy, and digging in these parts did not indicate a great depth of mid-

den deposit.

The westernTnost elevation, however, a ridge about C feet high and 125 feet hy

225 feet in extent, had over the surHice bits of pottery and fragments of human

bones, and Mr. Turnbow told of burials tliat liad been uncovered there by ihc plow.

Ei<^hteen trial-holes in this ridge came upon only a single burial, with an nn-

decorated bottle at the skull.

It is probable that this ridge, which tlie owner informed us had been under

cultivation for more than forty years, had, in the course of time, yielded to the

plow, and perhaps to curiosity hunters, most of the burials it once contained.

MuUNi) ON THE LlNDSAV PlACE, PoiNSKTT COUNTV.

The Lindsay Place, which has been recently cleared of timber, belongs to Mr.

J. W. Lindsay, who lives upon it. A short distance from the landing, in a culti-

vated field and near the road which borders the river, is a flat mound about 3 feet

in height and 30 feet in diameter.

Ei"-ht out of nine trial-holes in this mound reached raw clay containing no
o

mixture of midden-refuse, when at a short distance from the surface. The ninth

hole, when about 16 inches down, came upon a large fireplace marked by clay burnt

almost to the hardness of brick. This clay in places had a maximum thickness of

about 4 inches.

The bed of burnt clay had upon it, in one place, a layer gray in color, com-

posed of ashes with a slight admixture of clay. This deposit, irregular in outline,

was about 2 feet square, roughly speaking. Its maximum thickness was about 5

inches, though the deposit became nmch thinner toward the edges. This deposit

of ashes did not cover the fireplace, but was found on it only in one pi

Just beside the deposit, b the fireplace in an upright

position, was a pot having the lower two-thirds filled with very dark clay and frag-

ments of the cremated bones of a child—a cremation which had been thoroughly

done, compared with many aboriginal ones, as the major part of the deposit was

hardly more than powder, while the larger fragments were less than an inch in

diameter and were exceptional.

The upper third of the vessel was filled with the ordinary clay from the mound,

and the part below, much darker than the clay above, presumably was made up of

a mixture of the cremated bones, ashes, small fragments of burnt clay from the fire-

place, and a slight infiltration of clay from above.

Beside this urn-burial were the fragments of a bowl.

Considerable digging was done in connection with this burial to discover

whether other burials had been made in its vicinity, but none was encountered.

We are unable to determine if the fireplace in this mound was simply one

in this region, where the aborigines have lived,
similar to so many fireplaces found in this region, where the

and the urn-burial was placed upon it merely by accident, or if the fireplace marked

the site of the cremation, and the fireplace and the mound itself were made expressly

for the one burial.
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Cemetery div the Cummings Place, Poinsett County.

Tlie Cummings Place, belonging to Mr. C. C. Cummings, who resides on tlie

plantation and at'^Marked Tree, has at the landing considerable high ground of

artificial origin, through which a road has been cut, arid on which is Mr. Cum-

rain<^s' home and also a large barn and various other outbuildings, and an enclosure

for stock, in which a building formerly stood.

The Cummings Place has been long famous for the aboriginal pottery found

there, and we were informed that a person whom we knew to be a prominent

of aborij^inal relics, and to have passed many years on St. Francis

pursuit of Ills vocation, had spent much time at that place and had gathered

abundant harvest there.

Our successful dijjrdn^ at the Cummings Place was done in that part of the

enclosure where a house had been at the time of the visit of the person to whom

we have referred, and also in an extension of the raised ground, about 40 by 75 feet

in size, immediately across a fence bordering the northern side of the enclosure.

Our work, which consisted of digging here and there and enlarging the holes

when burials were encountered, resulted in the discovery of forty interments and

of sixty-six vessels of earthenware, nearly all of which were with the burials.

Of the forty burials, thirty-one were of adults ; five, of children ; two, of adoles-

cents; and two were aboriginal disturbances. One of these latter, Burial No. 15,

was interesting in that the legs showed marked disparity of development, the in-

dividual in life having been decidedly lame.

With the exception of the burials of two or three children (the form of which

was not determined) and of one burial which lay at full length face down, all inter-

ments from the Cummings Place were extended on the back, with three slight

variations, as follows

:

1. The right leg crossing above the left knee.

2. Trunk on back, thighs flexed upward with legs partly flexed on the thighs.

3. The left ankle crossed over the right one.

Three skeletons lay with the skulls resting in bowls.

While pottery lay with nearly all the burials found, but few other artifacts

had been placed with them. With a child's skeleton were five beads of shell;

an earthenware pipe of ordinary type lay near the burial of an adult.

With Burial No. 36 was an earthenware bottle at the skull, and at each side

of the cranium, an ear-plug of shell of the type having the shank made from

the penultimate whorl of the Fiilgur (conch shell) and the mushroom-shaped head

from parts of the shell on each side of the suture. On page 295 of our " Cer-

tain Aboriginal Remains of the Alabama River" we figure a shell and show

exactly from what parts ornaments of this kind were cut.^ This form of orna-

ment often has been considered a pin, but as we have frequently found such orna-

ments at each side of the head at the ears, some with grooves just back of the heads

fig. 10.
Hoi
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of the ornaments and some with perforations in the ends for attachment, we are

strongly inclined to consider them ear-plugs.

Burial No. 11, the skeleton of a cliild, had at the neck tliree marine slu-lU

{Oliva Iitcrata),Q.\\i to ^lermit stringing as heads; one shell head at the right wrist;

a mussel-shell hoe above the pelvis; slightly to the left of tlie pelvis a pmall howl

and a bottle, and an undecorated pot in which was a small bone. Witli tho?c

vessels was a rudely modeled head that belonged to a vessel not present with the

rest. Three shell beads were at the ankles.

With a few disturbed bones not recorded as a burial, were two fragments of

sheet-copper; some shell beads; a number of pillar-shaped supports for receptacles,

lying in a mass together, similar to others we have referred to with tlie exception

that these, while modeled, had not been fired.

Scattered through the debris at this pi g inipl

of bone, and disks made from fragments of pottery vessels, some perforated, and

some not; also one perforated earthenware disk about 2 inches in diameter, wliich

had been shaped and fired.

There were found also several small arrowheads of Hint; a diminutive ear-

plug of earthenware, coated with red pigment; several antler-points, cut squarely

off, and in several instances having a boring in the proximal end, which, however,

was not of sufficient size to have chambered the shaft of an arrow.

One earthenware pipe and part of another one, both of ordinary type, were

found apart from burials.

The sixty-six vessels found by us, broken and whole, were in the main imdcco-

rated and of ordinary forms. As a rule, earthenware lay near the skulls, but no

burial had more than four vessels.

The use of red paint was six times noted on the pottery at this place, three

times in uniform coating.

The order of arrangement of vessels at the Cummings Place presented no new

feature. In one instance a small bowl, erect, was completely covered with the

inverted base of a lar<2;e vessel that had been broken into a circular form for the

purpose.

Mussel-shells, usually badly decayed, were present in some of the vessels, as

was one shell spoon in fragments.

In one vessel were many decaying fish bones.

The thrifty natives who formerly inhabited the Cummings Place had been

quick to utilize broken vessels for interment with the dead. In no fewer than four

instances there, where interesting vessels were found, important parts were missmg,

though in three cases (as in the case of broken feet) the area of fracture had been

smoothed to render the vessel efficient.

We shall now describe the more interesting vessels from the Cummings Place.

Vessel No. 59. This bottle, shown in Plate XXIII, is of yellow ware, having

on the body in red pigment, as decoration, an arrangement based on the triskcle,

much in the manner of many of the swastika designs from St. Francis river.
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Around the neck, also in red pigment, is a serpent which is shown extended

on the same plate with the bottle. To any one familiar with the markings on the

diamond-back rattlesnake {^Crotalns adamanieus) there can be no question that this

serpent was intended to be represented on the vessel.

But here an interesting point arises. The diamond-back rattlesnake, found

chiefly in Florida, though its habitat extends along the Gulf coast westward to the

Mississippi (some of these snakes having been found near New Orleans), is practi-

cally unknown in Arkansas, though one specimen is reported to have been met
with there. ^ Even if this single doubtful case was correctly reported, presumably
its occurrence was in southern Arkansas, wh n bottle

rpent came is well to the northward in that St

The rattlesnake known to Arkansas is the banded rattlesnake {Croiahis horri-

dns), and one of these snakes was killed by us at the Rose Mound on St. Francis

river. The markings on the banded rattlesnake have nothing in common with
those on the diamond-back variety.

In connection with this bottle, with its pictured diamond-back rattlesnake,

three hypotheses can be formulated

:

1. That the bottle was brought from remons to the southward : thoiO"'^ *^v,^x. xv^ gii we
consider this most unlikely, as the decoration on the remainder of the bottle is of

the type found in the St. Francis region and not of the kind found farther south.

2. That as the aborigines were constantly traveling, and often moving from
place to place, the bottle was made in northern Arkansas by some one familiar wath
the diamond-back rattlesnake of more southerly regions.

3. That the Crotalus adamanteus inhabited northern Arkansas at the period
when the bottle was made, but since has disappeared from so northern a territory.

Vessel No. 61. This vessel, a bowl 11 inches in maximum diameter, has pro-

jecting upward from one side what is intended to represent the neck and head of
some animal whose teeth are roughly indicated by imprints in the clay. On the
opposite side of the bowl is a conventional tail. This type of bowl with
head and tail is common enough in the Middle Mississippi region, though vessels in

which the head is hollow and contains small objects that rattle when shaken, as is

the case with tlie vessel under description, are only exceptionally found there.
Vessel No. 7. A graceful bottle, coated with brilliant red paint, having a

globular body and a slender neck. A projecting basal support had been broken
from this vessel and the area of union with the body had been carefully smoothed
to permit the vessel still to retain an upright position

im

ff

Vessel No. 54. This bottle, of black ware, had originally possessed three
lobular supports at the base, one or all of which having been broken off. the bottle
had been treated in a way to enabl

Vessel No. 43, a compound form 'resembling three pots joined, though interiorly
there is but little separation of the bodies. Traces remain of where probably an

Museuurfo^^lJrris. "^^'^ "^""'""^ ^"^^" ^' ^^^^^ ^'"-^-'^•" ^^P^- U- S. National
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and head, modeled after those of been. The ware

figured

e

of the vessel is very coarse, and the outside is covered .vith soot, showin- it to hnve
been in use for cuhnarj purposes. Two sTnall ears project horizon tall/from opno-
site sides of each of the three openings. Maximum diameter, U inches: hoLu
7.8 inches. The outlines of a type of vessel somewhat similar to t

by Professor Holmes.^

Vessel No. 39. This bottle (Plate XXIV), with double neek uniting in a sin-
'i one above, belonging to a type not uncommon In tlie Middle Mississippi region,
bears on the body a decoration consisting of six spaces coated witli red and white
pigment alternately, on a background of brown pigment. The neck, apparently,
has been covered with red paint, now largely worn "away. The appearance of tlij

vessel, as shown on the plate, suggesting a lobed body for the boitk^ is .shared hy
the original vessel, but is not based upon fact, the lobed appearance being caused

the heavy bands of brown between the spaces of red and of wliite. A part of

the neck is missing through breakage in early times. The restoration, shown in

broken lines on the plate, is based on comparison with other bottles of same
type from the same region, though this double-neck type from P(M'u and e

often has a longer upper portion to the neck. The asymmetrical shape of

which has been faithfully reproduced

umber of vessels along the St. Fran
pical of a g

The Miller Place, Poinsett County.

T

The Miller Place, a short distance below the town of Marked Tree, but on the

pposite, or western, side of the river, is the property of the Messrs. Bennett Broth-

? (T. J., J. F., and W. W. Bennett), wdio reside on the plantation and at Marked

4

In the Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, for 1890-91
o •

description of this place and a plan from which one who has lately visited the place

can see how much cultivation has changed it in later years.

Though much digging was done at the Miller Place in earlier times, for the

last ten years, at least, indiscriminate work on the place has been 2)rohibited, though

there has been surreptitious search, and, according to all accounts, a great amount
of pottery has been uncovered in the course of cultivation. In fact, at the time of

our visit there, two skeletons, one with two earthen vessels, were ploughed up

within a few feet of where we were at w^ork.

Immediately at the landing at the Miller Place are extensive high places of

artificial origin, on which are a dwelling, a large barn, and various smaller buildings,

with fenced ground pertaining to them. All this ground, of course, w^as closed to us.

Leading back through cultivated fields toward woods which surround the j^lace

are two parallel ridges of rich, black soil, both of which have long been under culti-

vation. It was in these ridges that practically all our quest was conducted.

^ Op. clL, Plate VII, a.

* Page 207 et seq.
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Somewhat back from the landing, but in full view from it, are two mounds
surrounded by cultivated ground. One of these, doubtless quadrangular in the

past, has now the outline of a triangle with extremities somewbat blunted. Its

height above the general level is 12 feet, though if measured from positions where
it is evident that soil has been removed, the height is considerably greater. The
diameters are 17-j and 140 feet. The summit-plateau is about 100 feet by 70 feet.

This mound was dug into superficially with negative results.

The other mound, a truncated cone and very symmetrical, rises about 13 feet

above the general level of the surrounding fields. Its diameter is 112 feet.

This mound, so far as we could determine, is composed of raw-lookino-, tena-

cious clay. Almost at the surface of the summit was a burial accompanied with
four bottles.

It is most unlikly that this mound contains burials throughout, and it was not
in our power to determine the matter with the force of diggers under our control

even if the destruction of a mound which might prove a place of refuge at a time
of unusually high water were permissible or if the proposal to scatter quantities of
raw clay over fertile ground could have been entertained by the owners.

An excavation, partly filled with water at the time of our visit, whence, no
doubt, material for the mounds had been taken, is near the ridges of which mention
has been made.

Three days were spent by us in digging at the Miller Place. Burials were
encountered in all parts of the ridges, though they were somewhat scattered and
never in large groups.

^

Fifty-eight burials were encountered, excluding recent disturbances. Of these
burials two were of adolescents, eighteen or possibly nineteen were of children, the
remainder being of adults.

^

With one exception, that of a child lying partly flexed on the right side, all

burials when determined were at full length on the back, two having the feet

crossed at the ankles.
w +

One skeleton lay with the head resting in a large bowl.
The custom along the St. Francis of depositing few objects except pottery

with the dead (and the natives there certainly fulfilled their duty in respect
pottery) was emphasized at this place. Shell beads (in one instance a single bead)
were with six burials. In several cases small shells perforated longitudinally, badly
decayed as a rule, lay with other beads. A single tubular bead of sheet-copper
rested on the thorax of a skeleton.

Burial No. 36, an adult, had at the right shoulder a pot, and a bottle farther
down near the right huniorus. At the left elbow were a bowl and a pot, the latter
containnig a large number of minute chips of flint.

Burial No. 41, au adult, had a bowl at the skull, and at the outer side of the
left thigh, four arrowheads made from antler-points, and two projectile points of
flint of the elongated, leaf-shaped variety. Incidentally, it may be said that barbed
arrowheads or any arrowheads of stone, except of the type to which reference has
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just been made, are uncommon along the St. Francis. On the otlier hand arrow-
heads wrought from antler-points are more numerous in the St. Francis re-ion than

found them to be elsewhere

Burial No. 44, the skeleton of a child, had near the upper part of the skull a
bowl in which was a small pot inverted. Also near the skull were two bottles.
At the right and on the left of the cranium was an ear-plug of shell of tlie blunt
pin variety, while beads of shell, including one perforated marine shell {OHva
literata), lay at the neck. Square beads of shell having carved line decoration
were on the upper part of the thorax. At the left shoulder was a bottle, its

ins: covered with a small bowl inverted.

o
I

m

Burial No. 49, an adult, in addition to pottery, bad, at the neck, one largo,

spherical shell bead, and seven tubular beads of bone, each about one inch in length.
Throughout the digging were found, apart from burials, and probably lost while

the site was inhabited : a spade of Hint, 7 inches long and 4 inches in

diameter; three small ear-plugs of earthenware ; several piercing implement? uf

bone ; antler-points ; earthenware disks made from broken pottery, perforate and
imperforate ; one bone bead ; a small '' celt," probably of sedimentary rock j one
pipe of earthenware, of ordinary type.

One hundred and tw^elve vessels of earthenware were found on the Miller

Place, fifty-eight of which were presented to the owners. A large proportion of the

remainder, undecorated and hopelessly crushed, was not available for removal.

In eight of the vessels found were mussel-shells—two in one instance. Bones
of small fish were in four vessels.

The maximum number of vessels found with one burial was six, in one in-

stance; but, as a rule, one, two, or three vessels lay with the dead, though occa-

sionally burials were found unaccompanied with any artifact. As is usually the

case, small vessels as a rule had been placed with burials of children.

Paint had been used as a decoration for pottery in nine instances, three times

consisting of a uniform coating of red.

In three cases at the Miller Place incised decoration over the bodies of vessels

which had not been intended for culinary purposes had been attempted, but was of

the rudest character. It was noted here also, as elsewhere, that a marked tendency

on the part of the aborigines had existed to place imperfect vessels with the dead.

The following vessels from this place seem worthy of special mention.

Vessel No. 1, a bottle of yellow ware (Plate XXV), has in red pigment two

parallel bands around the neck, and on the body, also in red, a combination based

on the swastika, the symbol of the four winds or directions.

Vessel No. 42. This bottle (Plate XXVI), originally with a tripod support,

which had been lost through breakage in aboriginal times, has a decoration consist-

ing of a number of stepped or terraced figures representing cloud-symbols, done in

red pigment on a background of white material, doubtless kaolin such as we found

had been used for pigment along Arkansas river. The neck of the bottle shows

much wear, and the designs formerly upon it are hardly distinguishable at the pres-
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eut time. Wc have noticed this worn condition on the necks of many bottles, and

bottl necks plainly showed slight

We have

grooves left

believe it may have arisen from abrasion by a cord used for suspe

found in several instances

by a cord or tliong.

Vessel No. 67. This bottle (Plate XXVII) has, by way of decoration on the

body, diarriond-shnpcd figures in red pigment enclosed in diamonds composed of pig-

ment of a yellow tinge. The space encircling the base of the neck is not decorated

with this pigment, but is the yellow ware without the addition of coloring material.

On tllu neck of the bottle, on a background of red, is an angular meander of the

same .shade of pigment as appears on the body of the vessel.

1

The Potteu Place, Poinsett County.

ice, on Little river, owned by Mr. W. M. Potter, who lives the

the stream and is made up of considerable high ground of the same ch

The Potter PI

bomors

actcr as we have described as being along the St. Francis. This place w\as occupied

for two years by a very energetic dealer in Indian pottery, who covered the upper

St. Francis and Little rivers in his work, almost as thoroughly as did another dealer,

whom wc have mentioned, that part of the St. Francis below Marked Tree.

Considerable digging at random by us in a part of the plantation not occupied

by houses and fenced enclosures, came upon

children; two of adolescents.

burials: five of adults: three of

The usual extended position for burials had exceptions at this place as follow

one burial in a srpiatting

somewhat tilted to one sid

position ; one ni a similar posit pt the body

burial extended, face down
A\ one interment was a

bend ofbone; with another, a shell

hoe; and two shell beads Averc

with a third.

Burial No. 10 ad

tended flice down, had at the left

elbow a Ijottle with a bowl inverted

over the openin

of the pelvis wf

of deer-antler.

At the righ

)wpoin

A piercin

ment of bone lay at the left thigh.

At the left knee were four arrow-

points of antler and one of flint.

Somewhat above the left knee
was an earthenware pipe bavin"-

front of the bowl a rudely mod-
FlG. 48.—Pipe of earthen wave. Potter Place. (Full size.)

eled head in relief At the front of the base of the bowl
to hold the pipe in an erect position (Fig. 48)
A small "celt" lay apart from burials.

°

two projec
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All burials but two were accompanied with pottery, and one of these

showed signs of disturbance, which may have removed accompanying vessels.

iteen vessels in all, presenting no feature of interest, with one exceptEig

were with the burials. A bowl on which had been two loop-handles, one on each

side below the rim, had lost one handle in aboriginal times. This handle had been

replaced by a perforation presumably to enable the vessel to be continued in use.

Evidently the loop-handles, so common on aboriginal pottery in certain regions,

were not, as some have thought, simply ornamental, but served a practical purpose.

Red pigment had been employed on but one of the eighteen vessels.

The Stott Place, Poinsett County.

The Stott Place, belonging to Mr. Frederick M. Stott, who lives on it, also had

undergone careful search by the diligent worker to whom we have referred in our

account of the Potter Place.

There are no especially high places on the Stott property, but the surface of

the land is slightly rolling, owing its irregularities to aboriginal deposit.

Considerable digging came upon six burials—four of adults, two of children.

Where determined, the extended form of burial had been practised.

Burial No. 1, the skeleton of an adult, which was saved almost entire, and

with the skull in good condition, presents pathological features of much interest,

including a reunited fracture. In addition to three vessels, a chisel chipped from

a flint pebble, 5.25 inches in length, lay with the remains.

Thirteen vessels were found with the burials, nearly all of them undecoratcd,

two or three having trivial ornamentation.

In one instance two large fragments of pottery had been placed over a skull.

At the Stott Place, which is on the outskirts of the town of Lepanto, our

journey up Little river ended, for reasons given in our introductory remarks.

In the cemeteries of St. Francis river, as in many other parts of the Middle

Mississippi valley, the fish, as is well known, was a favorite concept in connection

with pottery and is found as a decoration on the ware in various degrees of conven-

tion. As a series of bowls from the St. Francis, showing gradations from the fish

to a highly conventionalized decoration, may prove of interest, such a series is given

in Figs. 49 to 56, inclusive.

Through the courtesy of Prof F. W. Putnam and Mr. C. C. Willoughby, of

Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., we have received nineteen photographs repre-

senting the most interesting vessels in the collection of pottery made on the St.

Francis, in 1880, for Peabody Museum.
In Figs. 57 to 63, inclusive, are reproduced (about one-third size) seven of these

vessels, all but one decorated \vith red pigment, which least resemble others found

by us on the St. Francis, though some of the vessels from the Peabody Museum

collection, which we figure, rather nearly approach in appearance certain ones

found by us.
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Fig. 49.—Jones Place. In this figure we have a bowl representing a

with some attempt at modeling the head and tail, which are placed

siderably below the rim.

fish,

con-

4

Fig. 50.—Near Turkey Island. Next we see a more conventionalized head and

tail, and notice that"both have been placed at the level of the rim.

f

V

r

'-^^

Fig. 51.—Miller Place. The next step in the evolution is simplification in
the rendering of the head and tail.

Fig. 52.—Jones Place. We now see the head and tail ^^ /^® Ai^entral
detail and appearing more like handles, though the dorsal aim

fins still remain on the bowl.
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Fia. 53.—Near Turkey Tslmid. The convention is now further advanced.
In addition to the plain and uniform appearance of the head and tail, we

the dorsal and ventral fins resemhling handles, and without attempt
t detail.

Fig. 54.— Rose Mound. The fins have ditiH]»p«ir«1, The In ad and Iflil me tin!

form or perhaps simj^lv the tnil of ihe fish has hern dnpliratrd.

-i.^

(?*"
^

Fm 55.—Jones Place,

evohitilV
^" ® resemblance to those seen in the early stage of theevolution are present on the bowl.

Here we have a further step in convention, two Fig. 56.—Near Turkey Island. Lastly we have a bowl with a uniform

decoration encircling'the rim, based upon the tail i^hown in Ihe preceding

fi gu re.
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Fig. 57.—Peabody Museum Collection. Rose Mouud Fig. 5S.—Feabody Museum Collection. Eose Mouad

Fig. 59.—Peabody Museum Collection. Eose Mound.
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Fig. 60.—Peabody Museum Collection. Rose Mound. Fig. 61.— Peabodv Museum Collection, ilalconib Mound.

We are unable to identify the Halcomb Mound, wlience came one of the ves-

sels from the Peabody Museum collection. The mound is referred to as being "two

miles above Neeley's Ferry." This is about the location of the Catfish Mounds

(described in our report), and perhaps thirty years ago they bore' the other name.

Fig. (>2.—Peabody Museum Collection. Fortune Mound Fig. 63.—Peabody Museum Collection. Stanley Mounds
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Pakt II.

WHITE. AND BLACK^ RIVERS

As stated in our introdiutory remarks, '2(i5 miles of White river (wliicli takes

its name from the beautiful clearness of its water) and 109 miles of IJlack river, in

both instances from the mouth up, were investigated by us last senson.

The lower part of White river to St. Charles, 60 nillos by water, liad been

carefully searched by us without result in the spring of 1908, the only high ground

within reach having been Indian Bay, a description of which site may be found in

a report of the Bureau of American Ethnology .'

Still farther up, White river runs through overflow country where sites of

aboriginal occupancy if present, were not within working distance from the water.

In fact the entire stream, so far as investigated by us, is lined by much low ground

where arch[eolo";ical research is not likelv to be rewarded. Knowinji this in ad-

vance, and that, with a few trifling exceptions, no aboriginal objects had been

obtained from the White and Black river regions, in Arkansas, we nevertheless

decided to search the territory thoroughly in order that a region so favorably

situated geograpliically in the midst of a territory filled with Indian remains could

be placed on record, though realizing that the quest might be a fruitless one.

While most of the owners of sites along White and Black rivers granted cordial

assent to our request to investigate their properties, some failed to make reply,

though addressed a number of times on the subject. We mention this fact in no

spirit of adverse criticism, but simply to explain the omission on our part of more

complete investigation. However, presumably, enough work was done by us to

determine the nature of the territory, for with one exception no site of interest was

found along White river, and but three vessels of earthenware were encountered

along the stream.

Along Black river, while some vessels were found, not one was of a character

to warrant its transportation home.

On both rivers, though burials were fairly numerous, they were almost invari-

ably unaccompanied by artifacts, a remarkable fact considering the custom of lavish-

ing deposits upon the dead as practised by aborigines of nearby regions.

As a rule, we shall describe all mounds visited by us along White and Black

rivers, but shall give details only of such dwelling-sites as yielded burials to our

search, though many other sites were investigated.

^ Tiie Black river of Missouri aud Arkansas should not be confounded with the Black river of

Louisiana or the Big Black of Mississippi.
^ Third An. Rep. Bur. Ethn., p. 487 et seq.
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Sites Investigated.

White River, Arkansas.

Mt. Adams, Arkansas County.

Pepper Field, Monroe County.

Old Plum Orchard Landing, Monroe County.

King's Landing, Prairie County.

Chandler Landing, Prairie County.

Negro Hill, White County.

Lindsay's Point, White County.

Atkinson Ferry, White County.

Taylor's Bayou, Woodruff County.

Wamic Place, AVhite County.

Haralson Place, Woodruff County.

Hawkins Place, Woodruff County.

Vincent Place, Woodruff County.

Hames Place, Woodruff County.

Teague Mound, Woodruff County.

Black River, Arkansas.

Elgin, Jackson County.

Lindley Landing, Jackson County.

Perkins Field, Independence County.

Little Turkey Hill, Independence Countj^

Harter Knoll, Independence County.

Tucker Bay, Lawrence County.

Clover Bend, Lawrence County.

Lauratown, Lawrence County.

Cornpen Landing, Lawrence County.

Upper Hovey Place, Randolph County.

Mitchell's Log-camp Landing, Randolph County.

Mound near Mt. Adams, Arkansas County.
E

About one-quarter mile NW. from Mt. Adams, in sidit of the road which, xx^ ^^

passes through woods on property of Mr. Richard McRee, who lives at Mt. Adams,
is a mound 20 feet high and 138 feet in diameter of base. A number of trial-holes
showed the mound to be, as far as dug, composed of river deposit. No sign of burial
was met with, and no artifact with the exception of a single arrowhead of flint.

Mound near Pepper Field, Monroe County.

A tract near the river bank, formerly under cultivation, said to belong to the
State, IS known as Pepper Field. In this field is a low mound of sand, much
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worked away through cultivation, on part of which is a house occupied hy a colored

fiimily. Considerable digging in the unoccupied part of the mound yielded, in three

instances, skeletal remains very badly decayed. Witli one burial was a rude vefctel

of earthenware, badly crushed.

MouxD NEAR Old Plum Orchard Landing, Moxroe County.

Following the road in from Old Plum Orchard Lauding, the residence of M
J. T. Evans is reached, on wdiose property- is a small mound. This mound, whic

is much spread and is but a few inches abo\

skeletal remains nor artifact.

}

Cemeteries near King's Landing. Prattue County.

At King's Landing is a plantation belonging to Mr. J. A. King, of Desarc,

Ark. Tu a field back of the plantation house, which is near the landing, were a

few scattered signs of aboriginal occupancy. Considerable digging in this field, at

a place where the soil seemed darker than elsewhere, unearthed a number of ekcle-

tons, nearly all badly disturbed by the plow, and all very much decayed. With

one skeleton was a large, tubular, shell bead ; with another, below the knee, were

many small, discoidal beads, also of shell.

About 1.5 mile N. by W. from King's Landing is a small cottonfield, also

property belonging to Mr. King, where, in two places, were visible on the surface

many fragments of human bones and dwelling-site debris.

Considerable digging in these sites yielded fourteen burials : partly flexed on the

right, and on the left ; at full length on the back ; and disturbances, aboriginal and

recent. In addition, two skeletons lay extended, face down ; and another was on

the back, partly flexed, with the thighs widely everted, the legs crossing at the

feet.

The burials at this place presented no fixed orientation ; nor did they at any

other point, so far as our investigation on White and Black rivers extended.

Mounds near Chandler Landing, Prairie County.

About 1.25 mile almost due E. from Chandler Landing is a farm about fifty

acres in extent, most of which is beyond reach of the river, though around it is

woodland which is inundated in periods of high water.

The farm and the surrounding forest land are the property of Mr. E. W. Grove,

of St. Louis, and are under the management of Mr. R. D. Caldwell, of Desarc, Ark.,

who kindly placed them at our disposal.

Mound A.

A few feet from a farm house by the roadside, which is occupied by an intelli-

gent colored man, who cultivated the farm, was a mound 7 feet 6 inches high, and

65 feet across its circular base.
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The informed us he had d o the mound, intend o to make a

for potatoes, but coming upon human bones he had abandoned the pro

ject W these bones, he told us, was a ball of stone and a grooved hich

r he presented to us.

The mound was practically leveled by us with the aid of from

men, in twenty-nine working hou

could have been demolished with

's. While a mound of sand the size of this one

m equal force in half the time, this tumulus of

loamy material, owing to long continued drought, was, with the exception of super-

ficial parts, dried to a degree of hardness requiring constant use of the pick. This

condition was not only a cause of delay, but made the recovery of objects difficult

without subjecting them to breakage.

r*

w

t
%

r

Fig. 64.—Vessel of earthenware. Mounds near Chandler Landiug. (Height 3.4 inches.)

Human remains in this mound were often only decaving fragments— sometimes

mere particles of bone d were present hout, but less frequently th

would be expected in a mound of the size of the one in question were it not borne

in mind that, presumably, many burials had entirely disappeared.

The condition of the bones and the character of the material in which most of

them were embedded made determination of the form of burial impossible, though

in several instances the burial at length was indicated. In one case a layer of bones

was present, apparently consisting of skeletons and parts of skeletons mingled.

many bones, however, being missing and others being out of pi

Th artifacts in this mound, and in a small neighboring one to be described

er, show that a culture tending toward the use of stone exclusively had prevailed

the place, a fact quite exceptional in all our work in Arkansas.
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Fig. 65.—Pipe of earthenware. Mounds near Chandler Landing. (Full size.)

One vessel of earthenware lay with a b This vessel, shown in F

of no spec that it is practically the only found by
& 61,

White river, the two others referred to elsewliere having been represented by \

decorated fragments of inferior ware.

With another burial was a pipe of earthenware, 5.3 inches in length (Fig. G

the only othc

others found

obi ; of earthe

place, has

present in the \, This pipe, like all

bowl d the stem in one piece. Ve and

Fig. 66.—Vertical and cross sections of pipe shown in Fig. 65.
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Fig. 67.—ripe of shale. Mounds near Chandler Landing, (Full size.)

Fig. G6 Th came from this mound also, both

human remains, two monolithic pipes, similar in shape, of massive shale

pipes from these mounds) 7.25 ches in length (Fig. 6

and cross sections in Fig. 68), the other unfortunately deprived of part of its stem

by a blow from a pick which ground the part that was struck into irrecoverable

fragments. There was also present in the mound the stem of a stone pipe which

Fig. 63.—Vertical and cross sections of pipe shown in Fi^^ 67
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had been similar to the two ah^eady described. Its base is liat like that of the pipe

from Mound B.

Half-tone representations of the earthenware pipe and the stone pipe, from

Mound A, were submitted hy us to Mr. Joseph D. McGuire whose report on these

pipes, based on his great experience in such matters, is highly valued by us.

The pipes, according to Mr.^ McGuire, seem to be extremely interesting speci-

mens of the Monitor type and certainly would be classed as such if only their bases

were fiat—especiall}- in the case of the stone pipe which apparently has some feat-

ures belonging to the Siouan type. Mr. McGuire, however, does not know of the

irrence of the Siouan type so far w^est as Arkansas, though pipes of this type

common from Maine to Georgia along the Atlantic seaboard, and as far west as

mountains, as may be seen by Mr. McGuire' s '' Pipes and Smoking Customs of

American Aborig " 1

mon

J

The earthenware pipe from the Chandler Landing mound, according to Mr.

McGuire, apparently belongs to the same type as does the one of stone, and is

unique so far as Mr. McGuire recalls. The large bowl, as is well known, is com-

to the Arkansas pipes, but the small perforation in the stem appears to be

typical of the Monitor type. While the eariJienware pipe is in its exterior similar

to pipes found from South Carolina to New^ Jersey, the perforation of the bowl and

the stem in the earthenware pipe is different in proportions from those found in

the others.

Also Mr. McGuire considers the finding of the earthenw^are pipe and the stone

pipe in the same mound to be an extremely interesting thin

Unfortunately the half-tone representation of the stone pipe from Mound B

near Chandler Landing was not prepared in time for us to submit it to Mr.

McGuire. While the stone pipe from Mound A shows a flattening of the base,

a broken pipe from Mound A as well as the pipe from Mound B show a more

decided flattening and seem to be still more confirmatory of Mr. McGuire's belief

that the pipes from this place are of the Monitor type.

Four boat-stones came from this mound. Of these we shall speak later m
connection with tw^o others found in Mound B nearby.

Throughout the mound, usually apart from burials but sometimes with them,

were eighteen lanceheads and arrowheads of flint, all found singly with one excep-

tion where four lay side by side with a burial. Also with a burial lay a finely

wrought leaf-shaped blade of flint, 9.75 inches in length and having a maximum

width of 2.3 inches.

Near the leaf-shaped blade was a rare form in stone (Plate XXYIII), 8.3

inches in length. The material is probably green quartzite. This object, which

bones

resembles a chisel in shape, is in reality a ceremonial axe, as is evident from

mark left plainl}^ upon it by the handle.

Not far from this ceremonial object, and also in association with

another, of slate, of the same type, 10.5 inches in length.

' Kep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1897.

44 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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In the present connection it may be said that the so-called hoe-shaped imple-

ments which some writers had supposed to be ceremonial axes, have been demon-

strated to be such.Mnasmuch as a number of these "implements" found by us

plainly show where and how their handles had been placed
;
and the soft stone

from which these objects often have been fashioned and the absence of chipping at

the cutting-edges clearly indicate their ceremonial character.

The "celts" of copper, and the long, slender implements of the same material,

found at Moundville, Ala.,^ were all set in handles in a manner similar to that of

the so-called hoe-shaped implements; and it is our belief that objects of the type

of those from Moundville, and also the chisel-like implements of stone found by us

in the mound at Mount Royal, Florida, and at this place, as well as the objects

generally known as spade-shaped, or spuds, are neither more nor less than cere-

monial axes.
r

To return to the contents of this mound, fragments of much-decayed wood

stained by copper lay near a burial; while dissociated were half a "celt" of sedi-

mentary rock and a small flint implement with rounded ends.

MouNJ) B.

About 400 yards in a northwesterly direction from Mound A, in the same

field, was a mound 4.5 feet in height and 40 feet in diameter of base. This mound,

largely of clay, had been much plowed aw^ay at the sides, so that by the complete

excavation of the central part, 28 feet by 38 feet in diameter, we demolished practi-

cally all that had been left of the mound.

Frauments of bone were met with at intervals throughout the excavation.

crushed flat and broken into many fragments.

Pottery was absent.

Lying with a burial w^ere three lancepoints of flint, the largest 4.25 inches in

length ; and a handsome monolithic pipe, 7.25 inches long (Fig. 69, vertical and

cross sections in Fig. 70).

With a skull were one shell bead and four perforated pearls, much decayed.

There came from this mound two boat-stones apart from bones, but which

doubtless had been interred with them.

Of the six boat-stones from this place, two are made possibly from a green

igneous rock, one from a ferruginous rock, one from gray shale, one from earthy

limonite on which a hard ferruirinous coatimr has formed, and one from rock
_j ^^ _

crystal. They range in length between 2.5 inches and 3.7 inches, have no perfora-

tions or grooves, and but one shows a hollowing out of the base.

The boat-stone, the use of which is problematical, " found sparingly in most of

the states east of the Mississippi,"^ and here met with but slightly west of that

J
"The So-called ' Hoe-shaped Implement.' " Amer. Anthropologist, Julv-Sept., 1903.
"Certain Aboriginal Heniuins of the Black Warrior River." Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Vol. Xlir, p. 154, Figs. 27 and 28.

Handbook of the American Indians." Bur. Am. Ethn. Bill. 30, Part I.
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Fig. 69.—ripe of shale. Mounds near riiamller Tz-uulin^. (Full size.)

Fig. 70.—Vertical and cross sections of pii)e shown in Fig. G9.
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river, is usually, though not invariably, hollowed as to the base, and a

perforated. AVisconsin specimens, however,

havino" a flat base with neither groove nor perforat

show some wi flat base

^ed

d

or

one

It would be tenable, we th uppose the perb boat of rock

crystal, with its beautifully beveled upper edge (Figs. 71, 72), which was found by
an unfinished object.th a b the base of mound

Probabl\% as has been suggested, boat-stones witho

be

means of attachment

carried in the bags of sham

Fig. 71.—Boat-stone of rock crystal. Mounds near
Chandler Landing. (Full size.)

Fig. 72.—Boat-stone of rock crystal. Side view.
(Full size.)

In the field in which were the mounds were several sites which, by the color

of the soil, led us to believe they might prove to be cemeteries, though on them

were no debris indicating aboriginal occupancy. Trial-holes in these places proved

unavailing.

Mounds near Negro Hill, White County.

On property belonging to the Stoneman & Zearing Lumber Company, of Devall

Bluff, Ark., in woods subject to overflow, on the western side of, and some in sight

from, a trestle that forms the western approach of a railroad bridge crossing the

river below the settlement of Negro Hill, are two low ridges and two low, flat-

topped mounds, of sandy soil. Careful investigation of the two mounds and one of

the ridges yielded neither bone nor artifact.

On the eastern side of the trestle and in sight from it is another low, flat-

topped mound. Nine trial-holes in this mound produced in only one instance, near

the surface, a few scattered human bones and fragments of an earthenware bowl.

Cemetery at Lindsay's Point, W^hite County.

Lindsay P the property of Mr. W. A. Haley, who on th

may be reached from White river but is more conveniently approached by
up Little Red river about 2 miles.

or

The point is high ground surrounded by wood Near the of

black from admixture of organic matter and having on the surface many
fragments of pottery, pebble-hammers, and other deb
bones have been ploughed up at this pi

It said that hum

Careful nivestigation yielded scattered human bones and four burials, two of

' Charles E. Brown, "Wisconsin Archaeologist," Oct.-Dec, 1909, pp. 147, 148.
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which latter were disturbed skeletons, another lay at full length on the back, and

one was partly Hexed lying on the left side. AVitli this last burial, near the knees,

was an arrowhead or knife of flint.

Little Red river was carefully searched by us to West Point, about 18 miles

up by water. There is much high ground along the banks, which seems well fitted

to have served as places of aboriginal abode. No mounds or cemeteries were met

with, however, except the small site at Lindsay's Point.

Tt is possible that what we sought ma}- be found in the high ground at a dist-

ance from the river, but unfortunately beyond our reach.

Mounds near Atkinson Ferry, White County.

On property of Mr. T. E. Stanley, of Augusta, Ark., about 3 miles by water

above Augusta, but on the left side of the river, going up, are several Ioav mounds,

which serves as a site for a stable. Considerable digging in these moundsf

yielded nothing.

Mounds near Taylor's Bayou, Woodruff County.

Taylor's Bayou (locally called Taylor's Bay) enters White river a short di.^t-

above Auf^usta. About 2 miles up the bayou, on the eastern side, is a planta-

tion belonging to Mr. T. E. Stanley, of Augusta, owner of the place at Atkmsor

Ferry, to which reference has just been made.

At the southeastern end of the Taylor Bayou plantation, in a cultivated field

are two mounds within a few yards one of the other, both much spread by the plow

Mound A.

This mound, about 4 feet in height and 47 feet across its circular base, of dark,

sandy clay, had nine trial-holes sunk into it by us. These trial-holes (supposed to

be 5 to 6 feet in length and 3 feet across, but which are sometimes not fully this

ize) were first carried to the base of the mound and then extended to include a

considerable part of it.

Four burials w ere encountered, as follows : an adult and an adolescent, both

partly flexed and lying on the right side; a small child; an adult at full length on

the back.

The bones of the three skeletons first named, though found less deep, were

badly decayed and fragmentary. On the other hand, the extended skeleton, which

was at a depth of 40 inches, was well preserved.

No artifacts lay with the burials; indeed, the only ones found in the mound

were a small flint arrowhead, and a fragment of pottery, square with rounded cor-

ners, having a countersunk perforation in the center from which, on one side.

sed lines radiate to the o
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Mound B.

This mound, about 2 feet high and 45 feet in diameter, was tentatively investi-

gated by means of nine trial-holes which afterward were greatly enlarged. It

became apparent that the central part of the mound had been used for burials •

consequently a median portion, 24 feet in diameter, was completely dug out by us.

Sixteen burials, all badly decayed, were found, none deeper than 2 feet from

the surface. The burials were as follows : some closely flexed, some partly flexed

sometimes to the right side, sometimes to the left; a skull Avith scattered bones; a

skull with a single thigh bone ; a flexed skeleton without a skull, though an isolated

cranium was found at a distance of 4 feet from it.

Cut one artifact lay with these burials. Burial No. 4, the skull and thi^-h

bone to which reference has been made, had with it a neatly-made pipe of massive

red shale.

Apart from burials were a rude mortar represented by a flat stone slightly con-

grind

d a long, irregularly shaped mass of stone which evidently had served

A mass of quartzite, also from this mound, irregularly pitted in two places on
one side, has on the opposite side a circular concavity 5.25 inches in diameter and
1 inch in depth.

Mounds on the Wamic Place, White County.

At this place, in full view from the river, are a low mound on which is a small

building, and two small rises of the ground in a field nearby.

The owner of this place did not live upon it, and failed to reply to our request

for permission to investiorate.

Mounds on the Haralson Place, Woodruff County.
On property of Mr. John G. Haralson, of Fitzhugh, Ark., in swamp dry at the

time of our visit, are five low, flat-topped mounds, all near the border of Buckle
Lake, a former course of White river.

These mounds, which had every appearance of having been domiciliary, were
all dug into by us without discovery of anything indicating their former use as

places of burial.

Mounds on the Hawklxs Place, Woodruff County.
On the Hawkins Place, near the river, are two low, flat mounds, one of which

These mounds were not investiixated by us, permis-

dig not having been obtainedO ^ "-.'X,

Mound on the Vincent Place, Woodruff County.
About one-quarter mile ESE. from Vincent Landing is a mound about 2.5 feet

high. It is known as the Hickory Mound throudiout^ the surroundin^r country.
Conditions were imposed as to opening this mound, which we did not see our way
clear to accept.
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2^IouxD OX THE Hames Pt.ace, Woodrvff County.

The Hames Place, belonging to Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Ilames, residing on the

perty, has a history of human hones found while sinking postholes and in the

of ag In the crarden and in the barnvard is raised g

parently what is left of a ridge or of a low mound. The soil in this clevat

lick from admixture of organic matter.

Considerable digging in the garden uncartlied six skeletons at a depth of

)n IS

lo inches to 2 feet from the surface. The bones were in l)ad condition, one sk

a few long-bones only being saved.

The burials, four of adults and two of children, were as foil

Closely flexed on the right side

Partly ilexed on the right side

Partly flexed on the left side

4

1

1

With one skeleton were shell beads at the neck, and the skeleton of a child

had at the waist a pebble, a small quantity of powdered hematite, and discoidal

beads of shell. These beads, in a double string, had

In an adjacent field are a few small elevations c

of baked clay bearing imprint of wattle, no doubt fri

Three of these rises of the ^^round were dug into by u

of

o'"""^' c

The Teague Mound, Woodruff County.

he Teaiiue Mound, on the old Snapp Place, belonging to Messrs. 1^
V^

Brothers & Haralson, of Fitzhugh, Ark., is widely known on White river, and the

fact that a mound of this size is famous shows how unimportant as to size the

ids on this river are.

The Teairue Mound is in the form of a ridge (i^erhaps a mound use-

way) 210 feet in length, extending almost due N. and S. From the southern

extremity, where the^ieight is 6 feet and the breadth 58 feet, the ridge slopes

gradually upward to an altitude of 10 feet at the northern end, where it is 100 feet

in transverse measurement.

This mound, which has suftered greatly through wash of rain, has every

appearance of having been built for domiciliary purposes. Considerable digging

into the raw clay of which it is made yielded nothing.

We shall now consider the sites on Black river.

same

MouxD AND Cemetery at Elgin, Jackson County.

About one-quarter mile below Elgin, a small settlement on Black river, on the

side of the stream, immediately on the bank, is a mound slightly eaten nito

the river and much spread by cultivation. This mound, on property belonging

._ Mr. J. 0. Taylor, livin- near Newport, Ark, is but little above the general level,

and is circular in outline, with a diameter of about 100 feet. It is composed of rich,

loamy sand. Considerable digging yielded one badly decayed skeleton, closely

flexed on the right side.

V
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In cultivated land, also belonging to Mr. Taylor, in a part of a field borderir
the wood, about 250 yards west from the settlement, in rich ground somewhat abo\
the general level of the field, is a dwelling-site having on the surface arrowpoints

o

e

and fragments of flint, hammerstones, and debris of aboriginal occupancy but
almost no pottery.

Twenty-one trial-holes sunk in this site came upon six skeletons seemingly in
good condition as they lay in the ground, but which on removal proved to be friable
and on the point of disintegration. All skulls had given way through decay and
pressure of the soil.

The burials, which were widely scattered, w^ere as follows :

Closely flexed on the right side ....
Partly flexed on the right side ....
Closely flexed on the left side . . .

Partly flexed on the left side (a child) .

Aboriginal disturbance from the pelvis down
Infant .

In another part of the field, somewhat nearer the settlement, was a sli^'-ht

of the ground, which evidently had been a dwelling-site, but in which no burials
were found by us.

With other midden refuse were three disks of pottery, each having a perfora-
tion in the center, and part of a similar disk.

The reputation of Elgin as a site where human bones are discovered in cultiva-
tion is rather wide-spread. The territory bordering the settlement is said to be out
of reach of high water and consequently offered to the aborigines an attractive
place of abode. Unfortunately we were unable to find other dwelling-sites in the
vicinity, though careful search was made.

Mounds near Lindley Landing, Jackson County.
On property of Dr. L. G. Slaydon, of Tuckerman, Ark., is a mound in a culti-

vated field, about one mile S. by W. from Lindley Landing.
The mound, of clayey sand, has been greatly spreld by the plow, at the

the expense of height, which is now 5 feet. The diameter of the irregularly circular
base IS 84 feet. We were unable to find in this mound any sign of its having been
used for burial purposes.

About one-half mile in a southerly direction from Lindley Landing is a mound
much spread by the plow, also in a cultivated field, belonging to Mr. D. C. Dowell,
of luckerman. This mound, irregularly circular, has a diameter of 47 feet. Its
height was o feet above the general level, but measured from the summit to the

while digging was under way, the height seemed to be somewhat in excess of
the figure named. On the surface of the mound (which was almost entirely of

base

d) were many small fragments of human bone
Trial-holes came upon burials, and vessels of earthenware, and hence
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it was determined to dig out along the base a part of the mound 42 feet in diame-

ter, which seemed to represent its original size, the rest of the present diameter

probably being due to cultivation.

Burials, all badly decayed, were found in forty-two places, from jut^t below the

surface to a depth of 4.5 feet, one burial being in a pit extending 10 inches into

yellow, undisturbed sand which lay under the dark sand of which the mound was

composed.

In manv instances the form of interment was not apparent owing to the

decayed condition of the bones; occasionally, however, the nature of the burial

could be identified, and included the burial at full length on the back and the

Hexed burial.

There were also, at the very base of the mound, some of the bones of a single

skeleton, including the skull, in such arrangement that no form of burial other than

the bunched variety w^as possible. The bunched burial was met with by us in this

instance only on White and Black rivers.

Four and one-half feet down was a deposit of calcined fragments of human

bones, 12 inches by S inches and 2 inches in thickness. Placed vertically on this

deposit was a vessel of

In another part of the mound were fragments of calcined human bones, not

arrani^ed in a mass but scattered. With this burial also, was an earthenware vessel.

These were the only instances of cremation encountered by us along White and

Black rivers.

Sixty-one vessels of earthenware lay with the burials in this mound, almost

invariably near the skulls, but in several cases in the neighborhood of the pelvis.

The vessels had been placed singly, in pairs, and in one instance three together.

These sixty-one vessels,^ all of medium size, with the exception of several

diminutive ones which were evidently toys, and some of which were found with

skeletons of children, are of inferior ware. Shell tempering is present in some in-

stances, but the pounded shell is often unevenly distributed, and the firing of the

clay must have been imperfectly done. Many of the vessels were crushed to fra

ments when found, and the majority of the remainder fell into bits on removal.

In form the vessels, save in two instances where the cup is represented, a

pots, bowls, and bottles, these last h

others long and narrow ones.

With a single exception, that of a cup with two encircling, incised lines, no

attempt at decoration is apparent on the body of any vessel. A number of pots

and bowls have loop-handles; and a few have projecting animal heads so rudely

modeled that they barely escape being classed as knobs. On such vessels are con-

ventional tails extending from the sides opposite the heads. Three or four of the

bowls have small, flat ears extending laterally ; these ears, in the case of one vessel,

are decorated with rude, parallel, incised lines. Two or three of the loop-handle

vessels have small, vertical projections on the sides not occupied by the handles.

1 Each vessel, no matter how fragmentary its condition when found, is included in the enumera-

tion, our object being to note what number originally had been placed in the mound by the aborigines.

ide necks, and
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No attempt at decoration in color is anywhere shown.

We are fully aware that in mounds and cemeteries vessels commonplace in

form and decoration predominate, but we do not recall in any previous investiga-

tion in which any considerable number of vessels was found, having met with pot-

tery which indicated such lack of skill or ambition on the part of its makers.

A ring of earthenware, possibly an ear-plug, rudely wrought, with an encir-

cling groove, was found apart from human remains.

The only artifact present in the mound, with the exception of pottery, was a

single arrowhead of flint.

In the same field in which was Mr. Dowell's mound, and about one-quarter

mile in a southwesterly direction from it, was a slight rise in the ground, circular

in shape, which at one time may have been a small mound. On the surface lay

fragments of human bones and two beads of shell. Fourteen trial-holes came upon

a disintegrating skeleton lying partly flexed on the right side, 10 inches below the

surface. At the skull was an undecorated bowl of inferior ware.

In a field about one mile to the north of the Dowell Place are several dwelling-

sites on which were arrowpoints, fragments of flint, and other midden debris,

including parts of two earthenware disks, each of which had possessed a central

perforation.

Mound near Perkins' Field, Independence County.

About one-half mile through woods, in a NW, direction from Perkins' Field,

which is near the river bank, is a mound on property belonging to the Barnett

Lumber Company, of Batesville, Ark. This mound, of rich, black loam, circular

in outline and about 85 feet in diameter, has a height of 3 feet, approximately.

"It is not a burial mound, strictly speaking, that is, it is not a mound built

exclusively for burial purposes, but rather a dwelling-site which formed gradually

during long occupancy and in which the dead had been interred.

Ten subsequently enlarged, some to double and

to almost treble their original size, resulted in the discovery of thirty-one burials of

the customary closely-flexed or partly-flexed forms, and a few aboriginal disturb-

hich, the reade

dug th

caused by graves in aboriginal times be

The interments lay from 8 inches below the surface to a depth somewhat more

than 3 feet, the deepest being not in the mound proper but beneath it, in tenaci-

ous clay on which the mound was built.

The bones of all these burials were badly decayed. With them were : a lance-

point of flint ; several masses of stone ; a lot of flint chips somewhat scattered, which

may have been simply midden refuse lying in the neighborhood of bones.

There was also with a burial a pipe of soft claystone, 1.8 inches long and 1.3

inches in diameter, having a hole in the base in such a position that a stem inserted in

it would have the bowl not at right angles but extending in the same axis with it.
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Here and there in the soil, apart from burials, were a number of arruwpoints

and knives, all of tlint, and all rather coarselv chipped and lacking in finish. Also

in the midden debris were : hammer-stones ; a circular pebble, pitted on both side?

;

and four piercing implements of bone, one, 5.8 inches in length, double-pointed, and

very neatly made.

Little Turkey Hill, Tndependexce Countv.

Little Turkey Hill, as this mound is locallv known, is on properly l^elonging to

the Barnett Land Company, who also are the owners of the Perkins' Field mound.

Little Turkey Hill is most conveniently reached by going up Strawberry river

about one mile to a log landing and then proceeding inland another mile approxi-

mately in a westerly direction, through the woods.

The " Hill," in woods said to be subject to overflow, irregularly circular in out-

line, is of dark loam and is of the same character as is the mound near Perkins'

Field. The diameter of Little Turkey Hill is 120 feet; its height, a little more

than 3 feet. A hole about 7 feet by 18 feet, about in the center of the mound, had

been made previous to our visit.

Fifteen trial-holes, some of which were greatly enlarged in the form of trenches

extending- alon<^ the base of the mound, came upon eighteen burials from a few
""O

d. Several very roughly made arrowhead .>i or kn

inches to a trifle more than 3 feet in depth. These burials lay some closely flexed,

some partly flexed, on the right side and on the left side. There were several

aboriginal disturbances of skeletons.

No bones w^ere in a condition to save.

Superficially few, if any, fragments of pottery were seen, and, while digging,

almost none were encountert

lay in the soil, apart from burials.

With a burial, at the right elbow, were a rude flint knife and three fragments

of flint, and the inverted carapace of a tortoise ; and these were the only artifacts

found with burials, with the exception of those in a grave-pit about to be described.

In this pit, near together, were five skeletons of adults. One lay about 30

inches down (the measurement being taken to the upper surface of the skeleton as

it lay), while the other four w^ere 38 inches down, in clay beneath the mound proper.

All these five burials had accompanying artifacts, a noteworthy fact in view of the

paucity of such deposits in other parts of the mound.

Burial No. 7, closely flexed on the right side, had, at the neck, a considerable

number of discoidal beads of such diameter that it is apparent they must have been

made from the axis of a marine shell. Moreover, their structure is of a density to

indicate their origin from the columella of a large ocean shell rather than from a

river shell, which, having less solidity of material, tends to disintegrate.

With these discoidal beads, which are remarkably well preserved, were many

other beads made by grinding down parts of small fresh-water shells {Ancu/osa), a

ariety related to A. prcerosa, which

'est of the Mississippi.

been reported
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With all these beads, and no doubt used as central ornaments, were two barrel-

shaped beads, one of claystone, one of red jasper, each about .8 inch in length.

Burial No. 16,^ closely flexed on the left side, had many shell beads extending

from the chin to the pelvis, most of them very badly decayed, as was the case with

the shell beads found with four of the five skeletons in this grave.

With the ordinary beads along with Burial No. 16 was a considerable number

of other beads, in a better state of preservation, made by suitably grinding a small

river shell {Nerttina lineolatd).

Evidently as a central piece with the beads wdth Burial No. 16 was a curious

tube of claystone, 2.5 inches in length and .7 inch in diameter, the diameter of the

hole being .4 inch. At intervals over the outer surface of this bead were semi-

perforations made with a pointed drill, as is indicated by the absence of cores and

the presence of a deeper central part in each semi-perforation. That this bead at

one time had been of greater length is shown by the presence at one end, of two

remaining halves of these markings left by a drill.

Burial No. 17, lying closely flexed on the right side, had a number of shell

beads with which were two tubular beads of jasper, one red, the other yellow with

a mingling of red, 1.2 inch and .8 in length respectively, both highly polished.

Below the chin was a small drinking-cup wrought from a marine shell; and

with the concave side against the skull was a badly decayed shell drinking-cup

bearing incised decoration of a rather rude character (Figs. 73, 74, see p. 357).

A drinking-cup of shell from Harrisburg, Ark.,^ with engraved exterior decora-

tion, is shown in Plate XXIII of the Second Annual Report of the Bureau of

Ethnology

With the two remaining b shell beads only, which

we have said, were badly affected by decay

Harter Knoll, Independence County.
w

The landing on Strawberry river, to which reference has been made, has two

roads leading from it, one of which we followed to reach Little Turkey Hill.

By going out the other road, which pursues a W, by N. course, about one mile

through the woods, one comes to Harter Knoll, w^hich is Immediately on the left

side of the road.

The Knoll, as it is called in the neighborhood, though it is of artificial origin,

being of the same class of mounds as are the one near Perkins' Field, and Little

Turkey Hill, Is under the same ownership as are these two mounds. It Is 3.5

feet in height and 115 feet, approximately, across its circular base, and is made
of rich, dark soil, scattered through which we found hammer-stones, a few bits of

pottery, and other midden debris. Thirteen very rude arrowpoints and knives

were encountered also apart from human remains.

^
Burials are numbered in the order of their discovery and not according to proximity.

3 w-n"^ ^'^^Tx^
""'^^ '" ^ straight line from where our cup was found.

William H. Holmes, ''Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans."
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Fig. 7',i.—Shell driuking-cup with engraved decoration. With r>urial No. 17. Little Turlv^y Tlill. (Length f>.2incht'fc.)

Fig. 74.—Shell cup. Decoration. ^One-third size.)
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Thirteen trial-holes, some of which were enlarged, came upon twenty-one

burials, all so badly decayed that no bones could be saved. These burials lay from

near the surface to the very base of the mound, and in form were similar to the

others found in this region, namely, the flexed burial. Likewise among the burials

were several aboriginal disturbances, and also recent disturbances where postholes

for the supports of a house that formerly had been upon the mound, and where

small holes, probably dug by the inhabitants of the house, had disarranged parts of

burials. Into these holes, which subsequently had been filled but which were still

clearly traceable in the mound, recent material had fallen, such as bits of iron, a

fragment of glass, and the like.

If we exclude a rude arrowhead of flint found near the left elbow" of a skeleton,

which may have had an accidental proximity, artifacts were present with but three

burials, as follows

:

Burial No. 7, a skeleton of an adolescent, lying closely flexed on the left side,

had some beads of shell near the pelvis or perhaps associated with wrist bones which

were near by.

With Burial No. 18, an aboriginal disturbance, was a banner-stone of altered

igneous rock, 1.8 inches in length, in form resembling a prism, triangular with

rounded corners. This banner-stone, when found, lay near the knee of the skeleton,

though probably its position there may be accounted for by a disturbance which the

skeleton had undergone.

Burial No. 20, lying closely flexed on the right side, had shell beads near the

pelvis and similar beads which apparently had gone around the neck and which

included two tubular beads of claystone, each about 1.25 inch in length.

Mounds near Tucker Bay, Lawrence County.

Near a part of a former course of the river, known as Tucker Bay, and about

one mile in a southwesterly direction from Clover Bend, in woods on property of

Messrs. F. W. Tucker & Co., of Clover Bend, is a mound 5 feet in height and 47

feet across the base. This mound, of clay, had been dug into to some extent previ-

ous to our visit. Owing to the presence of trees and the need to keep the mound
intact for the use of stock in times of high water, a central portion only, having a

diameter of 25 feet, was removed and subsequently replaced.

In the portion dug by us were found eighteen burials, of w^hich no fewer than

nine were of children, including infants. Thirteen burials lay closely flexed, eight

on the right side and five on the left. One was partly flexed on the right side ; the

form of burial of three was not determined owing to their decayed condition ; and
one was a recent disturbance.

The burials lay from near the surface to the base, one even being in a grave

extending 10 inches into the clay underlying the mound. Curiously enough, while

the bones of all other burials found by us in this mound were so decayed that their

preservation was out of the question, the bones of this skeleton (Burial No. 12) were
in fairly good condition, though the skull, unfortunately, was crushed.
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Six vessels of earthenware came from this mound.

One from near the surface apparently was not associated with hunian rcmaiiiB.

Its body, hemispherical, is surmounted by a short, slightly everted neck. The ware

is inferior and no decoration is present.

Another vessel, or large part of a vessel, had been decorated with deep, j)ar-

allel, encircling lines; two loop-handles were on opposite sides below the rim.

With a burial were fragments of an undecorated vessel of poor ware, having

loop-handles; and with another burial, wliieh had a few shell l)eads at the neck,

were two vessels near the skull. One of these, undecorated, was in many Fmnll,

disinte""ratim; fragments. The other, badlv broken and of soft, inferior ware, had
o'"-'"^'"ci o

been a bottle with the head of an owl forming the neck. The modeling Is rude;

the horns of the bird are missing through breakage. There are traces of red paint

in places on the vessel.

Another burial had fragments of an undecorated pcit, lying near the tekull.

Burial No. 2, closely flexed on the left side, had, back of the spine, a mass of

calcite wrouLcht in the form of a cone 4.5 inches in length.

Not in connection with burials, though possi1)ly at one time they may have

been so, were a rude arrowhead of white Hint, a "celt" of medium size, and a gouge

6 inches in length. The two latter objects were presented by us to the owners of

the mound.

Two small, flat mounds in the neighborhood of the one just described were dug

into by us without success.

Mounds near Clover Bend, Lawrence County.

About three-quarters of a mile in a southerly direction from Clover Bend
/

woods, but immediately on the border of a cultivated field, is a mound about 7 feet

in height and 60 feet in diameter, on property of Messrs. F. W. Tucker & Co.,

whose mounds near Tucker Bay have just been descril>ed.

This mound had been dug into extensively prior to our coming. No bones or

fragments of pottery were to be seen in the material thrown out from previous ex-

cavations or in the holes.

When nine trial-holes had been sunk by us to depths between 3 and 5 feet

without encountering bone or artifact, further search was deemed unnecessary.

Three other small, flat mounds in the neighborhood yielded nothing to indicate

other than a domiciliarv use.

Mounds near Lauratown, Lawrence County.

In a field of the Lauratown Farm, which belongs to Mrs. John K. Gibson, of

Black Rock, Ark., about 200 yards from the river, are six mounds extending about

ilf mile in a straight line in a southerly direction from Lauratown Land

These mounds, ranging in height from 2 to 10 feet, have been greatly spread
»*"& Xl^X **V..Q

by long-continued cultivation. No fragment of human bone or of pottery was

apparent on their surfaces.
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All were dug into by us to a considerable extent. In one was a skull in decay-

frasments, near the surface, and in another part of the mound was an un-

I

n ^-^o

decorated bottle of shell-tempered ware (as was all the ware found by us on the

Laaratown Farm), having a stone pitted on each side over the opening where a

neck formerly had been.

In another of these mounds were fragments of a skull associated with a pot

and a bottle, both undecorated, each having parts missing.

About one-(|uarter mile in a southerly direction from this series of mounds is

another, 3 feet in height and 50 feet in diameter, also greatly extended by cultiva-

tion. On its suriiice were numerous bits of pottery, and we were informed that

vessels had been taken from this mound. If such is the case, the mound presum-

ably had baen a domiciliary one with superficial burials, all of which were removed

by former diggers or else by cultivation, for all that rewarded our search, which
was a thorough one, were fragments of an undecorated vessel with loop-handles.

r

The southernmost field of the farm, which adjoins the field in which is the

mound last described, is thickly strewn with midden debris, including great quanti-

ties of pottery in small fragments, none of which, however, bears decoration of any
interest, with the exception of several bits colored bright red.

From the surface of this field was gathered a considerable collection of arrow-

heads and small chisels, some neatly made. There was also picked up an ear-plug of

pottery of a well-known form, namely, that of a pin with thick body and large head.

In the southern part of the field, where debris lay thickest, nine trial-holes

were put down without resu

might prove to be a cemetery
o rise of the ground which it was hoped

Forty trial-holes, some of which were considerably enlarged, were sunk in the

treme southwestern corner of this field, and came upon four burials which
with one exception, so widely apart, and were accompanied by artifacts of s(

interest, that the di.udns was discontinued.00""0

In a pit, about 2 feet down, lay a skeleton at full length on the back, whose
lower extremities had displaced the upper part of a skeleton also originally ex-

tended. With this latter burial was a rude, asymmetrical, wide-mouthed water-
bottle without decoration, and 2 feet from it a bottle which had been turned on its

side at the time of the disarrangement of the burial to which it belonged. This
bottle,^ undecorated, with a long and slightly flaring neck, was carelessly made,
being irregular in form as to both body and neck. On the right shoulder and chest of

the disturbing burial was a rude bowl whose sole decoration was a series of notches
placed obliquely around the rim.

Another burial, an adult at full length on the back, was without artifact.

The skeleton of a child, somewhat disarranged by a blow from a spade in the
hands of one of our diggers, had at the skull a pot and a bowl, both small. The
bowl bears traces of red pigment inside and out. The pot has two loop-handles at

opposite sides, and vertical, notched fillets opposed to each other, above one of which
ht projections of the rim, while the other has b O
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All vessels from tliis place seemingl}' ^vere tlio work of potters without artistic

ambition and lacking in care or skill.

Mound near Corxpex Laxdixg, Lawrexci: Covnty.

This moundj about one mile in an ESE. direction from rornpen Landing, the

property of Mr. Clay Slofin, of Black Rock, Ark., shows no traces of the pU>w. Its

heijrht is 5 feet 3 inches; its diameter, 45 feet. The sides arc comparatively steep,

the mound the appearance of a cone truncated near the base. In the sum-
b^'^"o

parativelj

Nine trial-holes, extending to the base of the mound, were without repult, save

in one instance. Eighteen inches from the surface, below the central pnrt of the

summit-plateau, was an ornament of sheet-copper, 4.3 inches by 3.8 inches, having

a central concavo-convex boss surrounded by a circle of depression?, which bad

been placed upon a human skull lying face upward, and had preserved parts of the

upper and lower jaws with their teeth, which were stained bright green. No trace

of the remainder of the skull was evident, and presumably all other partb of tlu

burial, which probably had been that of a child, judging from the teeth, had disap

peared through decay.

The trial-holes in this mound covered it fairly well, and presumably no othei

burials were in it, though it is impossible to say if originally there hud been but ;

single central burial, or if a number of other burials had been in the mound, all o

which had irone without leavinc]r a trace of bone behind, though in this latter even
j^,,..V. ,. .^..V...„ .V.«,,...Q

might have expected to Hud some artifact.

Li three places in the field in which the mound was, where the soil seemed

dark and debris of aboriginal occupancy la}

unsuccessful digging was done by us.

urface

MOUXDS ox THE UrPEK IIoVEY PlACE, RANDOLril CoUNTY.

In woods, on the banks of a "lake," or former course of the river, about one-

quarter mile northeasterly from the landing on the Upper Hovey Place, the property

of Mr. G. H. Hovey, of Pocahontas, Ark., are two small mounds, the larger less

than 4 feet in height and about 40 feet in diameter. In this mound, almost entirely

dug out previous to our visit, were sunk by us a number of trial-holes in places left

bv former dio-n-in-j. No results were obtained except to find several small fragments

of human bones in material thrown out from earlier holes.

The smaller mound was investigated by us without success.

Cemetery xear Mitchell's Log-camp Landing, Raxdolph Couxty.

About 1.5 mile in a northerly direction through the woods from Mitcheirs

Log-camp Landing, is the house of Mr. William Anderson. In an enclosure adjoin-

ing his house, used for the cultivation of flowers and vegetables, bones had been

broudit to lisrht in the course of cultivation. Some digging had been done by
-j**^ ».W **Q

members of the famih
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ial-holes sunk by us yielded two skeletons of adults, both closely

There were found also dis-flexed, one on the right side, the other on the left.

turbed bones belonging to the skeleton of an adult and to one of a child.

r

At this point, owing to ill success and on the assurance of our agent, who as

we have said, had searched the territory for us in advance, that the region to the

northward was not more promising than that we had been over, we abandoned

further search on Black river.
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Analysis of copper, 258, 273.

Arrowheads of deer antler, 268,

33O' 332.

Arrowheads of deer antler mimei-

ous- in St. Francis region, 33T.

\rrowheads of flint, 265, 268, 273,

274, 280. 284, 286, 307, 31 T, 312,

327- 330, 332, 345- 349.. 352, 354,

. 355. 358, 359- 360.

Arrowheads, shapes of, on bt.

Francis river, 274, 280, 330.

Artifacts seldom placed with the

dead, on White and Tdack rivers,

339.
Asymmetrical pottery of St. Fran-

cis region, examples of, 317, 319-

Atkinson Ferry, mounds near, 349.

Axes, chisel-shaped, ceremonial,

from White river, 345.

Balls of earthenware, probably

used in a game, 279, 308.

Banner-stone, 358.

Bav Ferry, mound near, 276.

Beads of bone, 267, 268, 273, 282,

286, 311, 312, 331, 332.

Beads of claystone, 356, 358.

Beads of copper, 273, 280, 311, 330.

Beads of jasper, 356.

Beads of shell, 268, 272, 273, 274,

280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286,

307, 308, 309, 311, 319. 321, 322,

326, zv^ 330- 331, 332, 341. 346,

35 T, 354, 355, 35^^, 35^. 359-

Beads of shell, with carved line

decoration, 331.

Bear, canine tooth of, perforated,

311. 3^9-

Big Eddy, cemetery near, 269.

Boat-stones from Chandler mounds,
White river, 345, 346, 348.

Boat-stone of rock crystal, 346,

Bone comb, 285.

Bonner Place, mound on, 269.

Brown, Charles E., as to boat-

stones, 348.
Bunched burial met with but once
on Wdiite and Black rivers, 353.

Burial, forms of, on the St. Fran-
cis, 259, 263, 264, 266, 267, 272,

278, 304, 306, 307, 310, 318, 319,

324^ 326, 330, 332, 333.
Burial, forms of, on White and

Black rivers, 341, 342, 349, 350,
35T, 352. 353' 354' 355^ 35^.

Burials at different periods in St. ' Ear-plugs of earthenware, 279,

Francis sites, 2^1. lyy. 310, 320.1 308, 312, 327, 331, 354.

Castile Place. 266.

Catfish mounds, 317.

Ceremonial axes, as to, 346.

Ceremonial axes from White river,

345-
Chandler Landing, mounds near,341.

Chisels of flint, 2r>8, 280, 286, 312,

?>20, 333, 360.

Clime, Ardiur W., 256.

Cloud symbols, 276, 292, 300, 301,

314^ 3^5. 33T.

Clover Bend, mounds near, 359.

Comb of bone, 285.

Ear plugs of shell, 275, 281, 282,

283, 284. 285, 286, 309, 3TT. 319,

321, 326, 33 T, 360.

Ear-phigs of shell, with perfora-

tions, 282,

Earthenware of St. iM-ancis region,

remarks on, 260.

Earthenware of St. Francis region,

shell tempered, 2^)0.

Earthenware supports for use in

fires, 280, 281, 308, 319, 327.
^

Eftigy, diminutive, placed with

burial of infant, 323.

Comb of horn, post-Columbian, Efifigy 269, 293

from Florida, 285.

Compartment vessels, 297, 300.

Compound form of vessel, interest-

ing, 306, 308.

Cone of red pigment^ 286.

Cones of earthenware, 279, 280, Farabee, Dr. W. C, 281.

297. 308, ZH. 323-

Elgin, mound and cemetery at, 351.

Engraved decoration on drinking-

cup of shell, 356.

Evers, Dr. Edward, 308.

308, 312, 320.

Copper, 258, 2yz. 280, 282, 283,

284, 307, 311, 319, 321, 327. 330^

361.

Copper, analysis of, 258, 273.

Copper beads, 273, 280, 311, 330.

Copper object resembling a lance,

282.

Copper ornaments, 283, 284, 307,

321, 361.

Copper spearhead, ceremonial, 283.

Cornpen Landing, mound near, 361.

Cremation met with at but one place,

Fish effigy vessel of exceptional ex-

cellence, 294.

Fish-form, highly conventionalized,

3M-
Fish, series showing convention-

alizing of lx)wls representing,

333. 334, 335-

Forrest Place, cemetery on, 263.

Fortune mounds, 324.

Fresh-water shells ground for use

as beads, 355, 356.

Gorgets of shell, 286, 311, 320, 321,

322

on White and Black rivers, 353. 1

Gourd, vessel in form of, 294.

Cremation on the St. Francis, 259,

310, 318, 319, 325. ^

Crystal, rock, boat-stone of, 34^^.

34^-

Cummings Place, cemetery on, 326.

Data, exact, as to fifty burials from

Rose mound, 287, 288, 289.

Deposits with the dead, 259.^

Digging, much previous, in St.

Francis sites, 259.

Discoidal stones, 280, 281, 282,

284, 286, 307, 320.

Disks of pottery, 268, 276, 279,

282, 284, 285, 308, 312, 320, 327,

33T, 352, 354.

Drinking-cup of shell, with engrav-

ed decoration, 356.

Drum-fish, pharyngeal teeth of,

311. -

Hames Place, mound on, 351.

Haralson Place, mounds on, 350.

Harter Knoll, 356.

Hawkins Place, mounds on, 350.

Head vessels, 295, 297.

Head vessels, where found, 295.

Hematite, ball of, 281.

Hodge, F. W., 256.

Holmes, Prof. William H., 259,

261, 295, 301, 320, 326, 329, 356.

Ilrdlicka, Dr. Ales, 256.

Human figure painted in bowl, 292.

bone

308

ZZ^, 355-

Introduction, 255.

J and Borum Places, 307.

Keller, Dr. H. F., 256, 258, 273

319-
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Kilns for pottery, 280.

King's Landing, cemeteries near,

341-

Knives of flint, 280, 286, 355.

Lance, copper object resembling a,

282.

Lauratown, mounds near, 359.

Leaf-shaped blade of flint, 345.

sels from St. Francis region, in, Shell drinking-cnp, 284, 356.

Lindsay Place, mounds on, 325.

Lindsay's Point, cemetery at, 348.

Little Turkey Hill, 355.
Loaf-shaped objects of pottery, 280.

Log Landing, mounds near, 324.

Lucas, Prof. F, A., 256, 262, 285,

333. 336, 337-

Pendant of earthenware, 284.

Penrose, Prof, R. A. F., Jr., 256,263.

Pepper Fields mound near, 340.

Perforation, interesting form of,

284, 311.

Perkins Field, mound near, 354.

Shell gorgets, 286, 311 320, 321, 322.
Shell-tempered, St. Francis ware is,

260.
r

Sites investigated on St. Francis
river, 262.

Sites investigated on White and
Black rivers, 340.

LincIIey Landing, mounds near, 352. Personnel of the expedition, 256. Sites on St. Francis river believe'd

M
311

parts of Wh Black
rivers, 338.

Map, St. Francis and Little rivers,

257-

Map, Wl Black, Current, St.

Francis and Little rivers, 254.
Marine shells used as beads, 273,

327, 331.

M
Mille

Mitel s

near, 361.

Log-camp, cemetery

on earthen-Modeling, interesti

• ware vessel, 289.

Monolithic pipes of Monitor

344, 346.
Mt. Adams, mound near, 340.
McGuire, Joseph D., on pipes

Chandler mounds. White
345-

Neelcy's Ferry, mounds and ceme-
tery at, 309.

Negro Hill, mounds near, 348.

river,

Old Plum Orchard Landing,
mound near, 341,

Orientation of burials not found in

St. Francis region, 272.
Orientation of burials not found in

White and Black river region,

341.

Ornament, shell, in form of turtle,

311-

Ornaments of copper, 283, 284,
307, 321, 361.

Ornaments of shell, 281, 284, 286.
Ornaments of shell interestingly

perforated for attachment, 284,
311-

Owners of properties, thanks to,

255-
Parkin, mound at, 303.
Parkin mound, much previous dig-

ging in, 303.
Peabody Museum, interesting ves-

Pigment from St. Francis sites, to be prehistoric, 258.
nature of, 258.

Pilsbry, Dr. H. A., 256.

Pin of bone, 273, 284.

Pipes, moE

.344- 346.

Pipe of earthenware, of interesting

form, 343.

Monitor

Sites on St. Francis river, nature
of, 258, 277.

Skeletal remains to be described

later, 256.

Skull covered by fragments of pot-

tery, 333.
Skulls resting in bowls, 308, 330.

Pipes of earthenware, 265,267, 269, Spade of flint -^^i

274; 278, 282, 308, 311, 312, 320,

3^^^ 327. 331. 332, 343-
Pipes, stone, 344, 346, 350, 354.
Pipes usually found apart from

burials, 278.

Pipes with projecting supports,

274, 278, 311, 332.
Potter Place, 332.
Pottery, arrangement of, on Black

river, 353.
Pottery, arrangement of^ on St.

Spearhead of copper, ceremonial,

283.

Spoons carved from mussel-shells,

262, 273, 275, 276, 283, 285, 327.

St. Francis river, 258.

Stott Place, 333.
Sun symbols on pottery, 297,

Swastika,

289, 294, 297, 301, 303, 314, 324,

327, 331-

designs based on the,

Teague mound, 351.

Teapot" vessels, 263, 301.

Francis river, 262, 267, 268, 273. lll^^l' ^^^^^ "^IT"^'
"'^'' ^^9'

274, 275, 289, 323, 327, 331, 332.
Pottery, comparative absence of,

on White river, 339.
Pottery disks, 268, 276, 279, 282,

284, 285, 308, 312, 320, 327, 331,

352, 354.
Pottery, ir of, on Black

specnnens

nver, 339, 353, 360, 31

Pottery, interesting

from St. Francis region, in Pea-
body Museum, 333, 336, 337.

Pottery, where found in respect to

the skeleton, on Black river, 353.
Pottery, where found in respect

to the skeleton, on St. Francis
river, 261, 289, 305, 307, 308, 314,

3^3^ 327. 331. 332.
Putnam, Prof. F. W., 256, 333.
Rattles in modeled heads on ves-

sels, 297, 301, 328.
Rattlesnake, diamond-back, painted

bottl

J
Remains of lower animals, identi-

fied by Professor Lucas, 262.
Restoration of pottery, our method

of, 261.

Rose Mound, 276.
Serpent, crested, conventionalized

decoration based on the, 293.

'Teapot" vessel, animal form, 301.

"Teapot" vessel, unusual variety

of, 301.
_

Territory investigated, 255, 256.

Thruston, Gen. Gates P., 269, 308.

Togo, mound near, 305.

Triskcle, design based on the, 327.

Tube of claystone, 356.

Tubes of bone, 281.

Tucker Bay, mounds near, 358.

Turkey Island, mounds above, 318.

Turnbow Place, 324.

Turtle, shell ornament In form of,

curiously perforated, 311.

Upper Hovey Place, mound on,36i.

Urn-burial on the St. Francis, one

instance of, 259, 325.

Vanatta, E. G., 256,

Vessels representing the human
head, 295, 297.

Vincent Place, mound on, 350.

Wamic Place, mounds on, 350.

VVardle, H. N., 256.

White and Black rivers, 339.

Whitehall Place, cemeteries on, 264.

Willoughby, Charles C, 256, 261,

281, 333.
Work, extent of season's, 255, 256.
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SOME ABORIGINAL SITES ON MISSISSIPPI lUVER.

Bv Clarence B. Mooije.

'J'his report treats of our investigation of some aboriginal sites along Mississippi

river, l^ing within three miles on each side of the stream or within that distance

back from certain dead rivers, so-called, which are former courses of the Mississippi.

The investigation covered the river from New Orleans, Louisiana, to a point

somewhat above Wilson, Arkansas, not far from the southeastern boundary of the

State of Missouri, a distance of about 775 miles, hy water.^ It occupied one hun-

dred and thirty-one days: parts of November and December, 1910; of January and

April, 1911 ; and all of February and March, 1911.

As has been explained in previous reports, Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of the

steamer from which our explorations are conducted, as has been his custom for

many years to do, with a companion, in advance of our coming, went over in a

small boat much of the territory which it was our intention to explore, making
in(|uiries at landings, visiting sites, and obtaining the names of their owners, from

whom permission to dig could be procured prior to our coming. The time devoted

by Captain Raybon to this work was parts of two summers, and the portion of the

Mississippi river searched by him was from the northernmost point to which our

exploration was conducted down to Natchez, Mississippi. Consequently that part

of the river (archasologically an unimportant one at the present time) from Natchez

to New Orleans, was investigated by us without the advantage of a previous searcl

made in our behalf.

Unfortunately for the cause of archaeology, investigation along the banks of the

Mississippi, where in the past numerous Indian villages were, is affected by two

adverse conditions. The great river is ceaselessly changing its course, eating into

one place and depositing soil at another. Hale Point, Tennessee, a site celebrated

for the discovery of interesting relics even in recent times, is now totally destroyed

by the encroachment of the stream, while it is likely, on the other hand, that some

1

C
6 ^'^^^ ttxv^ii^ river now lie beneath thick layers of alluvial deposit,

pidly removing nearly all traces of aboriginal remain

e specially the sites on comparatively level ground, in which so many aboriginal

burials in the Mississippi river region are found.

' Distances by water in this report are taken from the " Map of the Alluvial Valley of the

Mississippi River. Published by the Mississippi River Commission, 1907," a publication of the United
States Government,
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Alono- the territory immediately bordering the lower Mississii^pi cultivation

has been carried on for so long a time that archaeological research there is practi-

cally useless.
'

From New Orleans, La., to Baton Rouge, in the same State, 126 miles by

water, pur quest was not satisfactory. The land along the river is thoroughly

cleared and comparatively thickly peopled, and has been under cultivation for so

long a time that one hears but little of aboriginal remains within reach from the

river. With but' few exceptions along this part of the Mississippi one hears only

reports of mounds that have been ploughed away or sees only small parts of them,

M'hich have been left by cultivation. Aboriginal cemeteries are unknown.

Between Baton Rouge, La., and Natchez, Miss., 134 miles, following the course

of the river, the presence of mounds along the river was comparatively unknown to

the inhabitants. With the exception of one mound originally of fair size, about

mi above Baton Rouge, which had been largely dug into in various pi

but four small mounds were found by us, although thirty-eight localities along the

river were visited and careful inquiries were made.

Continuing up the river, between Natchez and Vicksburg, Miss., 100 miles by

water, most careful inquiries were made by us in addition to the search conducted

by our agents at the time of their journey of discovery. Nevertheless, our joint

efforts resulted in the finding of but three mounds^ until the interesting group near

Glass, Miss., a short distance below Vicksburg, was reached. The mounds near
4

this place will be fully described later in this report.

Between Vicksburg and the Blum mounds,^ that great group a short distance

above Greenville, Miss., about 124 miles as the river runs, many flat-topped and

fairly symmetrical mounds, some of medium size, some large,^ and a few interesting

roups of such mounds (including the fine group at Mayersville, Miss.) were visited

by i:

o

While all that part of the Mississippi river under description was carefully

searched by us, we believe that conditions north of Vicksburg are such as to facili-

successful quest and that consequently few if any sites of importancemore

on this part of the river were passed by us unnoticed. It is true that abongmal

sites are often well back from the present course of the river and are frequently

screened from it by trees,* but large mounds, singly and in groups, such as seem to

be found along this part of the river, are as a rule well known for some distance

around, and diligent inquiry, such as was made by our agents, and later by our-

selves, must, we believe, almost invariably have led to their discovery.

* Near Rodney, Jefferson Co., Miss., about 12 feet high ; near Grand Gulf, Claiborne Co., Miss.,

12 feet in height, approximately ; Locust Mound, Horseshoe Lake, Warren Co., Miss., less than 4 feet

in height. The first mentioned mound had been partly washed away; the other two were dug into by

us with negative results.
,

-

* The great group of mounds just above Greenville is described in a former report and is referred

to later in this one. .

» One mound of the group near Transylvania, La., is about 50 feet in height.

^* Usually a late growth on ground deposited by the river in comparatively recent times, and not

forest trees among which sites would be likely to be found intact.
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Mounds or groups of mounds, all of considerable size, were found bv us between

Vicksburg and Greenville as follows:

Near Henderson, East Carroll Parish, Louisiana.

Near Chotard, Issaquena Co., Mississippi.

Near Transylvania, East Carroll Parish, La.

Near Longwood, East Carroll Parish, La.

Near Majersville, Issaquena Co., Miss.

Near Pileher's Point, East Carroll Parish, La.

Near llarwood, Chicot Co., Arkansas.

Unfortunately, between Vicksburg and the Blum mounds, though considerable

work was done by us, neither bones nor artifacts were discovered.

De Soto's followers saw mounds in use as dwelling-sites for chiefs who lived

upon the mounds, with their people on the level ground about them, and long inves-

tigation in recent times has shown that many mounds^ were of this domiciliary

class and apparently were not constructed primarily for burial purposes.

Some of these large, flat-topped mounds which had every appearance of having

been domiciliary, were dug into superficially by us, while others had so suilercd by

w^ash of rain that the making of excavations in them seemed useless, in view of the

fact that in the rare cases w^hen domiciliary mounds contain burials, such burials

are near the surface.

A few mounds in use as modern cemeteries were closed to us.

Though there is but little hope of the discovery of relics of any kind in domi-

ciliary mounds, they nevertheless are of great importance in an investigation, since

they mark former centers of aboriginal life, and as life and death go hand in hand,

the presence of these mounds indicates where cemeteries are or have been.

As the reader of that part of this report describing the more northerly sites

investigated by us will learn, aboriginal burials there were found by us in level

ground, in rises, and in ridges, on the surface of which almost invariably lay various

indications of former aboriginal life, lu the shape of fragments of pottery, bits of

flint, and remnants of human bones, etc.

Though elaborate search was made by us and some digging was done in the

ground surrounding the mounds between Vicksburg and Greenville, no indication

whatever—superficial or interior—of the presence of aboriginal cemeteries was

found ; nor w^as there any reliable history of the finding, at any of these sites, of

anything indicating the presence of aboriginal burials.

It is our belief that this absence of cemeteries from the region under discussion

lies in the fact that the long cultivation to which the land has been subjected has

destroyed all aboriginal burials that formerly were there, and that this occurred at

a time beyond the remembrance of those now alive and when general interest in

archa3ological matters was so slight that the discovery of human bones and of arti-

facts was allowed to pass unrecorded.

' We would explain that in the use of the word "mounds" reference is made to symmetrical

mounds or to those that seem to have been such, and not to rises of the ground, or ridges, or flat,

elevated areas that have grown up under occupancy, which often. contain burials.

47 JOURN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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From Greenville to the point where our season's investigation ended, 295 miles

by the river, though many sites have been destroyed by cultivation, some still

remain, and all those where successful work was done by us will be particularly

described in this report. A number of other sites in this region, however, in which

our quest was unrewarded, though much work was done in some of them, will not

be referred to.

Throughout our season's work there were found by us sixty-five skulls of the

aborigines, in good condition, and a considerable number of other parts of the skele-

tons, all of which were sent as a gift to the United States National Museum. Dr.

Ales Hrdlicka, Curator of the Division of Physical Anthropology in the Museum,
will, we trust, describe these remains at a later period.

That part of the Mississippi river whose aboriginal sites are described in this

report is included in the Lower and Middle Mississippi Valley regions—geographi-

cal divisions (among others) made by Holmes ^ to facilitate his description of abo-

riginal pottery, in certain of his exhaustive memoirs on the subject, to which the

reader of this report is particularly referred.

The Middle Mississippi Valley region is defined by Professor Holmes as fol-

lows, in writing of its pottery :
^ "Apparently its greatest and most striking devel-

opment centers about the contiguous portions of Arkansas, Missouri, Hlinois, Ken-

tucky and Tennessee. The area covered is much greater, however, than would

thus be indicated ; its borders are extremely irregular and are not as yet at all

clearly defined."

As a boundary line between the Lower and Middle Mississippi Valley regions

has not as yet been definitely determined, we would suggest that the Arkansas

river and an imaginary line extending eastward from its mouth be considered as

such, not only because the geographical position of the river fits it to serve as the

basis of such a division, but for the reason that the aboriginal pottery of the Arkan-

sas river possesses the distinctive features belonging to the ware of both the region

above and the region below that stream.

North of the Arkansas river incised decoration on earthenware Is comparatively

seldom encountered, and when it is present among the great number of undecorated

pieces, it is, as a rule, of inferior execution, often consisting of hardly more than a

series of parallel lines. Incised decoration, excellent in design and in execution, is

rarely met with north of the Arkansas river.

On the other hand, south of that river engraved, incised, and trailed decoration

on pottery is the rule rather than the exception, and vessels marked by beautifully

incised decoration are not infrequently found.

In the Middle Mississippi Valley region, north of the Arkansas, pottery with

decoration in color—solid red or polychrome—is often found.

South of the Arkansas, however, the use of pigments for decoration of pottery

^ William H. Holmes. "Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley," Fourth An. Rep. Bur.
Ethn. William H. Holmes. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," Twentieth An. Rep.
Bur. Am. Ethn.

3 Twentieth An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 80.
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was rather infrequently resorted to, and while some few vessels from this region

have solid coatings of red, they are exceptional and they usually hear hicised deco-

ration in addition. Vessels with polychrome designs are very exceptionally met

ith in the Lower Mississippi province.

Human effigy vessels are comparatively abundant in the region lying north of

the Arkansas river, while south of that river vessels of this type arc seldom found.

wun

There can be no question that north of the Arkansas the average quality of

the ware and the character of the modeling are inferior to those of the region to

the southward.

The pottery of the Arkansas river, as we have said, shares the distinctive feat-

ures present in that of both territories. Incised decoration, as well as the use of

•nnents for decoration of pottery, are abundantly evident in the valley of the
Pi

A
Vessels representing the human form, are fairly numerous along the Arkan-

but are not found there in the same numbers they are met with in regions

fa

In the sites of the Arkansas river also are many vessels resembl

carefully made ones of the region to the north, while many others, in excellence of

ware and beauty of form and of decoration, call to mind the better work of the

Lower Mississippi Valley.

As the reader possibly may care to inquire further as to the pottery of these

regions, we would suggest that the two memoirs of Professor Ilolmes, already cited,

and "Contributions to the Archaeology of Missouri, Part I, Pottery,"^ and our

"Antiquities of the St. Francis, White and Black rivers, Arkansas," '^ treat of the

pottery of the Middle Mississippi region.

The aboriginal pottery of Middle Tennessee, which we presume may be classed

as belonging to the Middle Mississippi region, is described in General Thruston's

Antiouities of Ter

" 3

The ware of the Lower Mississippi Valley region is considered by Professor

Holmes in the Twentieth Annual Report of the Bureau, and, in part, in our

"Antiquities of the Ouachita Valley

The earthenware of the Arkansas river is partly described in Holmes' memoirs

already referred to; in his "Collection from Arkansas County" '; and in our "Cer-

tain Mounds of Arkansas and of Mississippi, Part I. Mounds and Cemeteries of

the Lower Arkansas River." '

In parts of this report reference will be made to the exact number of earthen-

ware vessels found by us at various sites under description. To assume that all

these vessels are entire would be incorrect; in fact but few of them are so. It is

our endeavor to convey an idea of the approximate total of vessels placed by the

1 Dr. Edward Evers.
* Jouru. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila,, Vol. XIV.
* Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. XIV.
* Third An. Kep. Bur. Ethn., p. 476 et seq.

' Joura. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.' Vol. XIII.

4
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aborigines in such parts of the sites as were dug through by us, and hence each

vessel found is counted as one, no matter how fragmentary it may have been at the

time of its discovery.

Various causes contributed to the mutilated condition of numerous vessels.

Many were more or less broken by aboriginal disturbance,—grave cutting through

grave,—while others, soaked with water and consequently softened, gave way

under the pressure of the soil, in the course of years, and were crushed to frag-

ments. Numbers of vessels also, reached in process of cultivating the ground in

recent times, were hopelessly ruined by breakage—not alone shattered by the plow,

but having parts irretrievably carried awaj'.

There is still another factor contributing to lessen the proportion of entire

vessels discovered. Although the ceremonial breaking of earthenware vessels did

not obtain in the region under description, the thrifty aborigines were prone to

utilize imperfect vessels for interment with the dead, and hence the discoverer often

conies upon bottles without necks or with only parts of necks ; bottles which, hav-

ing had basal supports, have them in part only or are without them ; other vessels

from which important parts are missing, including bowls once decorated with

modeled heads and tails but which have them no more.

Another fiict to emphasize, especially in connection with the Middle Mississippi

Valley region, is the large proportion of inferior earthenware placed with the dead

in some of the sites^vessels of inferior texture and of ordinary form—often asym-

metrical—without decoration of any kind, with the exception perhaps of beaded or

notched margins, or possibly a few rude lines of incised decoration. We do not

believe it possible for those familiar with the pottery of this region only through

visits to museums, or by inspection of illustrations of selected specimens, to have

any conception of the small proportion of really interesting vessels found in some

aboriginal sites in the region in question. It has been our fortune there, more than

once to unearth fifty successive vessels without coming upon one presenting any

feature of especial interest, either in the way of elegance of form or of decoration,

or of oddity of design.

The large proportion of vessels of inferior ware and of commonplace form, care-

lessly modeled and scarcely decorated, or without decoration, found among the

mortuary tributes of pottery made by the aborigines of the Middle Mississippi

region, arises, we think, from the great quantity of pottery in use in that region in

aboriginal times. The time required for the making of this superabundance of

vessels perhaps bred carelessness of manufacture in respect to much of the ware,

and set the potters working in a perfunctory way, as is exemplified by the great

repetition in the form of the vessels and in their decoration.

The pottery obtained by us in a broken condition, that seemed desirable to

place on exhibition in the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, where all

our collections may be seen, has been cemented together, with slight restoration in

some cases, always made in a way to be distinguished from the original.
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The reader is referred to a recent publication of the Bureau of American

Ethnolo^^y for a full and interesting account of the aboriginal tribes of. the Lower

Mississippi Valley^—this region, of course, not of necessity coinciding as to bound-

aries with the one to which the same name has been given in order to facilitate

descriptions of its pottery.

All measurements of objects described in this report are approximate, an

reduction in size in the illustrations of them is linear.

Dr. M. G. Miller, who, as anatomist of the expeditions, has taken part in a

il

previous field work and in putt 10 press, aided th

investigation again this season.

Mr. S. G. Weir, as assistant, gave valuable aid in a number of ways, and Cap-

tains J. S. Kaybon, commander of our steamer, and Hugh W. Nixon of Mempliis,

Tenn., a Mississippi pilot since 1850, contributed to the success of the expedition.

The thanks of the Academy are tendered Prof. F. A. Lucas for the identifica-

tion of bones of lower animals; Dr. H. A. Pilsbry and Mr. E. G. Vanatta for deter-

mination of shells; Mr. F. J. Keeley for identification- of minerals and rocks; Dr.

H. F. Keller for chemical determinations; Mr. Stewart Culin for valuable informa-

tion; Miss H. N. Wardle for suggestions, and aid with the index; and Mr. F. W.

Hodge for literary revision of the report.

The Academy also wishes to express its gratitude to the owners of plantations

along the Mississippi river and various dead rivers tributary thereto, who, without

exception, in the most liberal manner, placed their property at its disposal for

o d most courteously did everything in their pow

cess of the expedition.

We shall now take up in detail some of the sites investigated by us in this

season's work, as a rule including only such as yielded tangible results, though

many other sites, as we have said, were visited and a number were dug into by us,

some to a considerable extent.

1 John R. Swanton. Bulletin 43. " Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adja-

cent Coast of the Gulf of Mexico."
. ^ /• i

• . i

^ For obvious reasons we have not furnished sections for the microscope, cut from objects sub-

mitted to Mr. Keeley, who consequently has not been able to make as exact determinations as he other-

wise could have made.
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SITES INVESTIGATED.

(Lower Mississippi Valley.)

Near Shaw Field, Pointe Coupee Pari^^li,* Louisiana

Trudeau, West Feliciana Parish, La.

Near Glendale Landing, Concordia Parish, La.

Near Ellis Cliff, Adams County, Mississippi.

Near Oak Bend Landing, Warren County, Miss.

Near Glass, Warren County, Miss.

Shadyside Landing, Washington County, Miss.

Richland, Desha County, Arkansas.

Near Neblett Landing, Bolivar County, Miss.

(Middle Mississippi Valley.)

Avenue, Phillips County, Ark.

Kent Place, Lee County, Ark.

Johnson Place, Tunica County, Miss.

Commerce, Tunica County, Miss.

Rhodes Place, Crittenden County, Ark.
L

Mound Place, Crittenden County, Ark.

Bradley Place, Crittenden County, Ark

Pecan Point, Mississippi County, Ark.

Stoflfle Place, Mississippi County, Ark.

Mounds near Shaw Field, Poixte Coupee Parish, La.

About one mile in a WNW. direction from Shaw Field, which is on the river s

bank, are two mounds, near together, in woods, on property of Messrs. James and

Emmett Cotton, of Raccourci, La.

The larger mound, somewhat more than 6 feet in height, is almost square as

to its base, with a diameter of about 100 feet. Eleven trial-holes sunk into the

summit-plateau showed the mound to be of rather raw clay into which graves, none

of which found by us exceeding 2 feet in depth, had been dug from the surface in

places. Five burials were encountered, four of the bunched variety, and one, badly

decayed, which seemingly had been a skeleton closely flexed on the left side.

Of the four bunched burials one consisted of bones with which apparently no

skull had been placed ; one had three skulls ; one, five skulls ; and one had seven-

teen skulls. All the bones were badly decayed.

The only objects found with the burials were three flat pebbles
:
two. with one

burial, one with another.

The smaller mound, resembling the other in shape, seemed not to have been

used for burial purposes, as our digging came upon only clay unmixed with organic
r

matter.

' The State of Louisiana uses the term parish to designate that division of the commonwealth

which in every other State in the Union is known as a county.
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Site at Trudeau, West Feliciana Parish, La.

Iinmed

from the river. At

hous black

Trudenu Landing

one side of this

indicating former

Through part

is a farm with a residence somewhat back

aboriginal occupancy.

of this ground ran a small road, from

the side of which, we

by the occupant of the ho

were formed

ligent colored man

been i

brass k had

uncovered by wash of rain.

While digging into this place, after

the discovery of the kettle, we were

told, various objects of iron or of steel

were unearthed, and also a pipe, prob-

ably of

obtained

h we
Fig. 1.—Pipe of catlinite. Trudeau, La. (Full size.)

Seven trial-holes put down by us near w^h

failed to come upon graves, though d O

e the kettle had been discovered

debris was encountered in places

Mound near Glendale Landing, Concokdia Parish, La.

In woods about 1.5 mile in a northerlv d from Glendale Landing

property belonging to Mr. J. M. Davis, resident nearby, is a mound irregularly cir-

cular in outline, having a basal diameter of about 100 feet. The present height of

the mound, which is said to have been trampled down somewhat by cattle who seek

it at times of overflow, is about 4 feet. As this place' of refuge is highly prized by

its owner, its destruction by us was w^hoUy out of the question.

irials, as ei";ht trial-holes came uponThe mound apparently contains many b

seven interments, and in the removal of these, eight more were discovered. These

fifteen burials, all in graves let down from the surface, none deeper than slightly

more than 2 feet, were nine of the bunched variety and six of adults extended on

the back, one of which had lost a leg through aboriginal disturbance.

Although bits of pottery were scattered throughout the mound, probably refuse

material gathered with the soil, but one vessel was found with the burial Tl

(Fig. 2), which lay

the sk of a child, formm
apart of a bunched burial, is

small, flat bowl, havino; as deco

ration a desig in the main

composed of partly interlocked

scrolls, alternate scrolls filled

in wdth reticulate lines, and

a flat, circular base
Fig. 2.—Eartlieuware vessel. Glendale Lauding, La. (Diam. 4.8 inches.)

having

of which a hole has been mad
slightly projectin the cen-

possibly by

>
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Two burials, a bunched d an ded one. were accomi^aniod with masses

of red pigment; while a large bunched burial, having fifteen skulls, had a lump of

red paint and a bit of yellow ochre about 2 inches in diameter, concave on one side.

doubtless material for use as paint had been worked

An tended b had red and \ pigment near the skull; and a small

Hint 1 head with triangular blade and a shank for attnehmc

Apart from bones in the soil was a slender, barbed arrowhead of Hint.

Mound near Ellis Cliff, Adams County, Miss.

About one mile in a southerly direction from Ellis Cliff, on rising ground form

part of the hills that here approach the river, was the rcmnnnt of a small mound

hich had been dug into previous to our coming. Investigation of the parts

y lelded two bu d parts of One skeleton lay r

flexed on the back knees being drawn up ard the

closely flexed on the right sid

side, closely flexed on the rig

of another grave in aborigina

Two skeletons which had be

Another was

Tied side by

side, had lost heads and shoulders by the innk

No artifacts were present with these b

» *

Fig. 3.--ripe of sandstone. Church llill, Miss. (Full size.)

r

At Gum Ridge, Jefferson County, Miss., a settlement Mr. T. G

dly presented to the Academy a gracefully shapedWood of that place, kii

probably of metamorphic rock, and a pipe

but rectangular in transverse section as to the part intended for

of sandstone, having a rounded bowl

ption of

allied rocks.

' The terra "flint" is used in a general way iu this report to include chert and other closely

48 JOUEX. A. X. S. THILA., VOL. XIV.
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the stem (Fig. 3). The celt and the pipe, Mr. Wood informed us, were found bj a

colored man at Church Hill, a short distance from Gum Ridge, and probably were
B

uncovered by the plow.

Mound near Oak Bend Landing, Warren County, Miss.

A few feet from the water's edge at Oak Bend Landing, is a mound of irregular

outline, about 50 feet and 60 feet in basal diameters, and 3 feet high, approximately.

Persons long resident in the neighborhood report the mound, which they say once

was considerably higher, to have been graded to serve as a foundation for a house,

and subsequently to have suffered additional loss in height through wash of water.

The house had disappeared at the time of our visit, but a cistern, which no doubt

had belonged to the house, was present in the mound.
»

Trial-holes in this mound came at once upon human remains, and two days

devoted by of what probably had been a small burial

mound
Unfortunately much digging into this mound had been done b}^ others, as there

was great disturbance of bones and of artifacts, in places, and numerous corroded

nails of iron were found in the course of our digging, which presumably had been

left on the surface of the mound at the time of the demolition of the house, and had

been introduced into the mound through various excavations.

Owing to all this disturbance and to the advanced state of decay in which the

skeletal remains were found, the exact score of burials and their classification were

hard to determine. Twenty -eight burials were noted by us, mostly belonging to

the bunched variety, but a few burials of adults extended on the back, and the
*

skeletons of several children also were present in the mound.

Three individual burials had the skulls covered by inverted bowls which fitted

the skulls like caps.

Some of the bunched burials were extensive, one having no fewer than thirty

skulls (many in fragments) and a great quantity of other bones, though we were not

in a position to say whether or not the full complement of bones for the number of

skeletons represented by the skulls was present. The skulls of the bunched burials;

as a rule, were heaped together at one side of the burial.

In most instances singularly few artifacts lay with the bunched burials, when

the number of individuals these burials often represented is taken into account. For

instance^ the burial we have cited (which included with the rest the skulls of two

adolescents and of three children) was accompanied with a single vessel of earthen-

ware. This, however, was an extreme case, other bunched burials having been

somewhat more liberally provided. For instance. Burial No. 7, a large, bunched

burial with many skulls, had associated with various parts of it : twelve earthen-

ware vessels; fragments of corroded sheet-brass or copper; glass beads; a rude disk

of bituminous coal, about 2.5 inches in diameter; poAvdered hematite in two places.

A feature of this burial was the presence of several toy vessels of earthenware,

put in near bones of children.
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With a number of burials in this mound wore glass beads, and with some were

fraf'ments of sheet-brass or of sheet-copper—sheet-brass certainly in some caees.

The mound, therefore, is post-Columbian.

AVe shall now describe, the artifacts present with some of the burials.

Burial No. 13 was the skeleton of an adult, extended on the back. At the

head was an earthenware vessel in fragments; a bottle Iny at tlie fett. On the

chest of the skeleton and extending to one side of it lay a small bunch of human

bones with w^hich no skull was found. Lying above this buiu-h, but possil»ly deposi-

ted for the lower burial also, were a number of objects in line, overlapping eail

other to some extent, as follows : an imperfect flint arrowhead; a chisel wrought

from a tlint pebble; a polished celt of flint, 4 inches in lengtli ; two celts of scdi-

mentarv rock, 5.25 inches, and 6.75 inches in length, respectively ;
a tool or weapcm

of iron' or of steel, about 5 inches in length, badly corroded; and, together, five

lance-points and knives of flint, two broken; one leaf-shaped implement of flint, 3.5

inches long ; and a bit of rock-crystal.

Burial No. 20, a bunch having eleven skulls, including two of add

1

accompanied with two earthenware vessels. Near a skull, not on each side of it,

but placed together, were two disks of indurated clay, each about 1.24 inch m
diameter and .75 inch in thickness. The

surface of these disks is polished and seems

in additition to have received a coating of

some dark material. The periphery of

each disk shows a slight projection all the

way round on each side (Fig. 4). Presuma-

bly these objects were ear-plugs, though the

_ projecting parts seem inadequate to have

Fig 4 -Ear-plugs of indurated clay. 0:iTc Bend Land- held tllC Omameut lu phlCC UnlcSS it CXactly

ing, Miss. (Full size.)
^ ^^^^^ ^^^ opcuiug in the lobc of thc ear.

Burial No. 26, of the bunched variety, having twenty-flve skulls (one of which

had belonged to an adolescent and four to children), had in association four vessels

of earthenware, variously placed, and, together, one arrowhead of flint and three

pebbles. With this burial also was a circular object of indurated clay, 1.3 inches

in diameter, centrally perforated, concave on both sides. The two faces of this

object, w^iich perhaps was an ear-plug, are polished.

Burial No. 28 consisted of a single skull d bow

We have classed this burial among individual ones in the belief that the remainder

of the skeleton had disappeared through decay or in the great disturbance to which

the mound had been subjected. Beside the covering bowl stood another vessel, and

near the skull and just below the rim of the bowl over it were two chisels wrought

from pebbles of flint-
,

A few objects lay in the mound apart from burials. These objects, which

probably owed their position to disturbance, were: a small celt of diabase; a chisel

made from a flint pebble; an ornament 1.25 inch in length, fashioned from the axis
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of a marine {Fiilgnr), including, a small part of the whorl, perforated

o-itudinally ; a flat pebble about 3 inches in length, chipped on opposite sid

facilitate ment to a handle, perhaps for

IS near

pebblethe smaller end to

hammer.
F

A sample of pigment from this mound is reported on by Dr. H. F. Keller as

follows :
" That marked ' Site at Oak Bend, Warren Co., Miss.,' is a red ochre con-

taining about 40/^ of clay and silica and about 60% of hydrated oxide of iron. It

is intensely red throughout its entire mass and is coarsely granular and gritty."

Forty-six vessels of earthenware, mostly in small fragments, were recovered

from this mound. The ware, as a rule, is inferior to that found in the mound near

Glass, only two miles distant. Ten of the vessels are without decoration ; most of

the others bear incised or trailed designs, some, however, crude and scanty.

One fragment of a vessel which apparently had been coated with red pigment

was the only evidence encountered of the use of paint in the decoration of earthen-

ware in this mound.

Several of the better class of vessels from the Oak Bend Landing mound will

now be described in detail.

Vessel No. 10. This bottle (Fig. 5), with low, wide neck, is of hard and com-

-%

^

^

•A^

Fig. 5.—Vessel No. 10. Oak Bend Landing, Miss. (Height G inches.)
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parativcly thin ware. The modeling is symmetrical; the trailed decoration ha;

been executed by a firm and practised hand. It is interesting to note that practi

cally the same decoration may be seen on a vessel from near Menard Mound

Arkansas river, Ark., figured' by us.

Vessel No. 8. A bottle 5.5 inches in lieiglit, with low, wide mouth, bearing ;

trailed design largely composed of circles between lines, some curved, some straight

The dcsi<:?n is rather faintly execufod and conscnuently wanting in elTeet.

Vessel No. 24. A bowl having a modeled head of an animal and a conven-

tional tail, both rising vertically from opposite sides. Within the head, the jaws of

which arc extended, are objects which rattle when shaken. Around the body are

two trailed, encircling lines, rudely done, enclosing diagonal lines. On tlie base a

six-pointed star is incised. Diameter 6.5 inches.

Site near Glass, AVarken County. Mt?<^.
r

About one mile NNE. from Glass, a station on the Yazoo and Mississippi Val-

railroad, on the plantation of Mrs. J. P. Cline, of New York Tity, which is

ler the manaa:cmcnt of Mr. William G. Paxton, of Vicksburg, Mis?., are fournn(.v.. „

mounds forming a very irregular circle with a diameter of about 420 feet. Some

distance north of these mounds is another, much spread and worn, on which is

a house.

None of these mounds was erected as a place of refuge in time of flood, for

ley not ten min-fugh they are on ground subject to occasi(

journey from the hills which approach th

The largest mound of tlie group composing the so-called circle is 30 fe

pper par

d is still rather symmetrical, though wash of rain has already scarred the

t. The basal diameter N. by E. and S. by W. is 180 feet; E. by S. and

W. by N. it is 1G7 feet. The diameters of the summit-plateau in the same direc-

tions respectively, are 60 and 64 feet.

Fourteen trial-holes in this plateau failed to come upon artifact or bone.

Tavo other mounds of the four composing the circle have been greatly mutila-

ted. One, about 6 feet in height originally, has been partly cut away in making a

road, while the other, curtailed on one side by the same road, has been in part

washed away on the opposite side by a small bayou, and has been leveled to a con-

siderable extent to serve as a foundation for a building which formerly stood upon

it. Both these mounds were unsuccessfully dug into by us.

The fourth mound of the circular group has a height of 15 feet. NNE. and

SSW. its diameter of base is 149 feet; ESE. and WNW. it is 128 feet. The

diameters of the summit-plateau, respectively, in the same directions are 30 feet

and 59 feet. This mound, however, has been under cultivation practically over its

spur, protected from the plow by a tree, projects from

of the summit-plateau a distance of 13 feet, thus showing that the plateau

Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.,

face, and

1 (< Mound
Vol. XIII.
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has been worked awaj through cultivation by at least that number of feet on one
sid

Although, as the reader is aware, digging into the flat tops of domiciliary
mounds is seldom productive of posit

these plateaus or in parts of them
ally burials are found

Trial-holes in the summit-plateau of the mound in question came upon
of

o

or
Q

earthenware, all near the surface. Consequently it was decided to di

completely through that part of the plateau (about three-quarters of its present
area) where indications of graves were found.

Human remains were encountered but twice and consisted of some crumblin
teeth of a child, 1.5 feet down, and the left humerus of an adult, 2 feet below the
surface. In both instances these remains were accompanied with deposits of pot-
tery, extending some distance from them, and evidently were all that was left of
entire burials.

In other instances artifacts were present, singly and in groups, where no burials
were apparent, though beyond question they had been present but had disappeared
through decay.

There came from this mound, in addition to vessels of earthenware : several
polished pebbles, evidently smoothing-stones for pottery; a discoidal stone rou^hlv
haped from a pebble

; a flat pebble chipped toward one end, on two opposite sides
probably to f\icilitate attachment to a handle ; a small quantity of powdered hema
tite used for paint, of which Dr. H. F. Keller says it " is an"^ impure, ferruginous
clay. It is very red on the outside, but yields a red-brown powder on grinding
hich turns brick-red

xed with considerable sand

gnition. It contains 72.5% silica, show^ing that the clay

Associated with pottery, and lying side by side, were two cylinders of yellow
ay material, crumbling and in many fragments, varying from .8 to 1.1 inch in

diameter. These cylinders had been decorated with longitudinal parallel lines,

placed near together. It seems as if possibly the cylinders had been compressed
in molds, as a small longitudinal ridge is evident on one side. We were unable to
determine the length of these cylinders, which fell into many fragments on removal,
but the deposit, as it lay in the ground, was 15 inches in length. We could not
learn if this was the length of a single cylinder or included part of one pro-
jecting beyond the other. Each of these cylinders possessed one rounded end
which came from opposite extremities of the deposit. The character of the end
opposite the rounded, one we were unable to determine, though we think it likely
that the objects had been what is known as spade-shaped implements and that their
upper parts had crumbled away.

Thirty-five vessels of earthenware were scored by us as coming from this
mound, though the count was of necessity imperfect as only two whole vessels were
encountered, the surface of the mound having been dug into and ploughed in a way
to break most of the pottery contained in the graves.

The ware from this place contains little if any shell tempering. It is fairly
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d f excellence. Various forms of the bo'wl prcd

in connection withnate. The principal fe

place is the great proportion of decorated
P fr thi^

In point of fact, but one wliollv

decorated vessel, or part of a vessel, was met with in the mound.

With the exception of a vessel having a design of red and of creaui-oolored

pi<nnents upon it, all others from this mound bear incised or trailed deeoration to a

creator or less extent. This decoration is largely conventional and often based on

the scroll, as is so frequently the case with pottery in the Lower iMississippi region.

The following vessels from this place are deemed worthy of particular attention.

Vessel No. 7. This superb bottle, of thin, hard, black ware, by the exactness

of the spacing and the freedom shown in the executl<m of tlie design, is in tlie front
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Fig. 6.—Vessel No. 7, Glass, Miss. (Heigbt 6 inches.)
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rank among vessels from the Lower Mississippi region, whose abori,n;inalo potters,

the region now known as the United States.

when their best efforts were exerted, excelled all others in incised decoration in

The regularity of the lining on this

vessel and the evenness of the cross-hatch work are remarkable (Fig. 6).

Vessel No. 24. This handsome bottle has a well-executed, incised decoration

clearly shown in the illustration (Fig. 7). The ware is thin and hard, and this

piece may be considered a good example of the better, but not of the best, pottery
of this region.

Vessel No. 1. This vessel (Fig. 8), which we think may be classed as a bottle,

is of hard, yellow ware, and bears an incised design based on circles, triangles, and
the swastika.
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Fig. 7.—Vessel No. 24. Glass, Miss. (Height 5.75 iuches.)
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Fig. 8.—Vessel Xo. 1. Glass, Miss, (lleiglit 4.3 inches.)
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Fig. 9.—Vessel Xo. 8. Glass, Miss. (Height 3.5 inches.)
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Fig. 10.—Vessel No. 6. Glass, Miss. (Diam. 6.3 inches.)
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Fig. ll.^Yessel No. 18. Glass, Miss. (Height 6 inches.)
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Vessel No. 8. This vessel of vellow ware (Fig. 9) bears as decoration an

incised desi";n of mediocre workmanship, based on scrolls and circles.

Vessel No. 20. A bowl of excellent brown ware tL'mperc<^ with material other

tlian shell, belongs to a cla.ss representatives of which were fonnd by us in the Neb-

k'tt Landing Mound, Miss., -vvhie-h will be described later in this rcjwrt. The type

of vessel referred to consists of nn inverted; truncated cone, the pidi's being in

various degrees of expansion. In this particular case the howl, witli a circular, flat

base about 3.5 inches in diameter, has a height of only 3.1 inches, while the diame-

ter of the vessel itself is 11.1 inches, so tliat the expansion is marked.

A''cssel No. 12. A bottle 7.2 inches in height, Avith globular Itody and short,

slender neck constricted below the opening, which is flaring. The decoration in

white and brick-colored pigments has been executed with considerable care «nd con-

sists of partly interlocked scrolls of white and of red around the body, and a red

triano^le at the Hat base. The neck has a uniform coatinji of red. This bottle, the
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Fig. 1^.—Vessel No. 36. Glass, Miss, (lleigbt of pot 4.7 inches.)
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pigment of which is in excellent condition, is especially interesting in that it comes

from a site in the Lower Mississippi valley, in which region polychrome decoration

on earthenware is exceptional.

Vessel No. 6. A bowl of yellow w^are (Fig. 10) having an incised decoration

of crescentic figures.
w

Vessel No. 18. A bottle of yellow ware (Fig. 11), from which, unfortunately,

the upper part of the neck has been ploughed away. Around the body is a band
in relief The incised decoration, which is rather faint, is based on the swastika

with curious, trefoil figures in addition.

Various slight rises of the ground in different parts of this plantation, on which
were a few scattered signs of aboriginal occupancy, were investigated by us but
without success. Probably places of burial at these sites had been destroyed in the

course of long cultivation of the soil.

There were presented to us here fragments of a vessel which wx w^ere told had
washed from a bank. This vessel (Fig. 12) is of very coarse, shell-tempered ware,

and entirely unlike that found by us in the mound. On each of two opposite sides

of the vessel is modeled in relief a long-bodied quadruped somewhat similar to the

lizard-like figures present on a vessel found at Madisonville, Ohio, and figured by
Professor Holmes.^

On the modeled figures on our vessel, however, ears are represented, which
feature presumably takes these figures out of the reptilian class. An opening for

suspension is present between the body of each animal and the side of the vessel.

Blum Mounds, Washixgton County, Miss.

This noble group of mounds at Winterville, near Greenville, Miss., explored

and surveyed by us during a previous visit, is fully described in our "Certain
Mounds of Arkansas and of Mississippi." ^

Site at Shadyside Landing, Washington County, Miss.

Near Shadyside Landing are three mounds which would be in full view from
the river but for the presence of trees. Near these mounds are various small ridges

and flat elevations which evidently, in the past, w^ere aboriginal dwelling-sites,

though much of their superficial parts apparently had disappeared through work,

wear, and wash.

We are indebted for permission to examine this site to Mr. J. H. Leavenworth
of Greenville, Miss., its owner.

The mound nearest the landing, of irregularly circular outline, with basal

diameter of 166 feet, has a height of about 13 feet. Trial-holes sunk into its

summit-plateau yielded no return.

In full view from this mound is another, somewhat larger but much spread,

and evidently considerably reduced in height through wash of rain and trampling

• ' » Twentieth An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn., PI. CLXIITa.
Part III. "The Blum Mounds." Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. XIII.
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of feet. In fact a house built upon the mound, resting on supports, has beneath it

a part of the mound about 2 feet higher than the rest of its surface which has been

washed and worn away while the portion under the house has been protected. In

Fi*'. 13 is shown this house under which may be seen the ground rising as described.

Within a few feet of this mound is the third one, havinir a circular l)aso about

95 feet across. The height is 7.5 feet. Our digging in this mound was not rewarded.

]

Fig. 13.—House on mound at Shadyside Landing:, Miss., showing part of mound under the house, protected from wash of

d illustrating the erosion to which mounds sometimes are subjected.rain

A short dist m thw^esterly d fro the mound th

small, flat rise in th 1 r d. on which were some fragments of pottery

and other debris. This area was fairly riddled with our trial-holes, which showed

that burials had been put down from a higher level, but that most of them were

near the surface owing to the amount of material which had been ploughed and

washed from that part of the site.

There were found here fifteen burials, as follows

:

Adults at full length on the back, including two adolescents

Adult, aboriginal disturbance . . • • •

13

1

Bunched burial, consisting of the bones of

and of one adolescent

dult

1

With the bunched burial were the crumbling remains of a small earth

vessel.
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A few feet east of the ridge we have described was another or perhaps an ex-

tension of the mound. The surface of this ridge was covered with fragments of

pottery, and bits of human bone were plentiful on it.

This ridge or extension was thoroughly investigated by us, but unfortunately

it became evident that nearly all the made ground which had formed during abo-

riginal occupancy had been worked or washed away, as but two burials were found

one a bunch having a single adult skull; the other, a burial of the same class with

ten skulls, three of which had belonged to children. The upper part of this burial

was visible on the surface, while none of it lay more than one foot deep.

With the latter burial were three vessels of earthenware : one of medium size,

having a body with four lobes, without decoration ; another badly crushed, on which

were two encircling incised lines; a

having a round open-third (Fig. 14)

ing and a square, flat base on which

are a number of concentric, incised

squares. The body of the vessel has

incised, encircling

diagonal ones.

lines, containing

Fig. 14.—Vessel Xo. 3. Sharlyside Landing, Miss.

(Height 3.5 inches.)

With this burial also were part

of a small celt of fine-grained sand-

stone, and, dangerously near the sur-

face, a fine pipe of limestone (Plate

XXIX), representing a human figure

on hands and knees. The pipe lay

on its side directly beneath the bones,

which had somewhat disintegrated

the parts of the pipe in contact with

them. Both sides of this pipe are

shown in the plate, the one injured by

the bones being easily distinguishable.

On the surface, near this burial, was a small, barbed arrowhead of white flint.

The barbed type of projectile point was very rarely found by us on the Mississippi

north of this place, the leaf-shaped point usually being met with.

Scattered in the soil were found, apart from burials, in the Shadyside Landing

site : two small, rude celts ; a pebble shaped somewhat to resemble a celt ;
another

pebble showing a slight amount of workmanship, and grooved at one end to serve

as a pendant; a pebble probably of igneous rock, with an artificial semi-perforation

at one end
;
part of an antl^ 5.5 inches in length, squarely severed and with a con-

siderable hollowing out of the proximal end ; a number of small chisels chipped

from flint pebbles, which difler from chisels of the same material found farther north

on the river in that these are chipped but not ground at the edges which, more-

over, are flaring.
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SHADYSIDE LANDING, MISSISSIPPI. PIPE OF LIMESTONE. FULL

Cockayne, Boston.

\
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All other ridges and rises at this interesting place were carefully dug into by

us but while it was evident they were of artificial origin, it was also apparent that

the parts in which burials probably had been, had washed or worn away.

Site at Richland, Desha County, Aek.

Richland, a settlement belonging to the Price, Ledbetter Land Company, of

Richland includes the De Soto Plantation. About one mile north of Richland, in

woods, on property belonging to the Company, is a large, flat-topped mound which

has been extensively used for burials in recent times.

One of the houses on the main road in Richland, on the De Soto Plantation,

stands upon a low, much-spread mound. On one side of this house seven trial-

holes were put down, all of which reached burials. In removing these burials

others were found, making a total of eighteen, none at a depth greater than 3 feet.

The bunched burial was not represented, all being individual burials, some extended

on the back, some flexed. All were of adults except one of an adolescent and one

of a child. Two of the burials, lying side by side, had lost heads and shoulders by

the digging of a hole some time in the past.

At the legs of one burial were a few small, shell beads, and some powdered

hematite was near the skull of another. Near the feet of an extended burial was

an undecorated vessel of moderate size, cylindrical, with slightly flaring rim and a

base moderately convex.

Although doubtless the mound contained a great number of interments, we

felt disinclined to continue its exploration, especially as the position of the house

and out-buildings upon it precluded all idea of its complete demolition.

Within a short distance of the mound just described is an almost imperceptible

rise in the ground, of limited extent, the soil rather dark in shade and having on

the surface numerous fragments of pottery. Investigation of this site, however,

indicated that it had not been used for burial purposes.

Mound near Neblett Landing, Bolivar County, Miss.

Back of Neblett Landing is the old Neblett Place, now known as Viro

Plantation, the property of Mr. Charles Scott of Rosedale, Miss.
.

^

About two miles in a NE. by E. direction from the landing there is on this

plantation a mound about 7 feet in height. It is nearly square and has a summit-

plateau. The entire mound has been under cultivation that has rounded its cor-

ners and extended its diameter, which, at the time of our visit, was about 125 feet.

Trees on the side of this mound show it to have suffered extensive wash of

the roots of one tree being exposed for 2.5 feet above the present surface,

mound, however, presumably, has suffered more extensively from wash of water

Th

ides than on th Nevertheless, it was evident that the plate

had suffered to a considerable extent, as fragments of pottery and of human bones

lay on it in numbers at the time when our work was undertaken. Moreover, some

burials were found partly uncovered by the plow, and presumably many more had

been totally destroyed.
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In shape this mound has every appearance of having been a domiciliary

and our di"-'Tlno> in it, which lasted two and one-half days, with seven men,
no o

firmed this view, for while the mound contained many burials in the summit-plateau

and part-way down the sides, it was evident that these had not been made during

the building of the mound, but had been sunk from the surface, after its completion.

The mound was composed largely of raw clay material, some parts of it having

more sand than others. The graves, none deeper than 3 feet, which was an excep-

tional depth, had been dug into this material, which had a distinctive color, making

it easy to define the limits of the graves from the surface down on account of the

presence in them of the dark village-site material from the outer parts of the mound.

Presumably, then, a domiciliary mound had been utilized superficially as a place of

burial.

Sixty-five burials came from this mound, of which forty-four were bunched

burials. Three of these latter were noteworthy in that, instead of having the long-

bones in layers or in piles horizontally, they were arranged almost vertically in the

ground.

The bunched burials, in regard to the number of skulls found with each of

them, were as follows, the skulls having belonged to adults, when not otherwise

described

:

Without a skull, 1

With a single skull, one being of an adolescent and one of a child, 20

With two skulls, four having each the skull of a child and one that of an

adolescent, 14

With three skulls, including the skull of an adolescent, 2

With five skulls : four adult skulls and one of an adolescent ; four adult skulls

and one of a child; three adult skulls, one of an adolescent, and one of a child, 3

With six skulls, one being that of a child, 1

With seven skulls, including one of a child, 1

With eight skulls, two being of children, 1

With twelve skulls, including two of children and one of an adolescent, 1

The remainder of the burials were :

Adults at full length on the back, 16

Children, 3

Recent disturbances, 2

The bones at this place were badly decayed, none being in a condition for

preservation.

In connection with eight burials—five bunched burials and three extended

ones—bark was present, usually below the burial, but exceptionally, above it.

Presumably, however, other burials in the mound had been accompanied with bark,

which had disappeared through decay.

The only objects, except earthenware vessels, found in the soil apart from

burials, were a pebble-hammer and a piercing implement of bone.

Singularly few artifacts, except earthenware, had been placed with burials in

this mound. A bunched burial which included the bones of a child, had a pebble
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rudely fashioned to form a discoidal stone. Willi a bundled Tjiirial lay a flat pebble

perforated at one end. Pebbles lliiis treal*-d are not often met >vith. One, similar

to that from this place, was nnearthcd by us in the site at Avenue, Ark., and will

be referred to later in this report, while three other perforated pebbles were found

• us on the lower Arkansas river, and one at the Forrest Place, near the mouth

of the St. Francis river, Ark.

Ninety-one vessels of earthenware lay with burials in this mound and six

vessels were found apart from them.

The bunched burials at this place had their full share of cartheuwarc vessels,

the deposits with some of the larger burials being greater than those with

smaller ones.

Burial No. 17, a bunched burial, consisting of six skulls of adults and one of a

child, lay upon bark, and had with it thirteen vessels, an interesting feature being

that some of these are diminutive and evidently had been placed with the burial on

account of the child included with it.

Burial No. 33, a bunch in which were eight skulls, two of them having

belonged to children, was accompanied with eight vessels^ and here again toy veis-

sels intended for children were present.

Of the ninctj-seven vessels from the Neblett Landing mound, twenty-four were

unbroken or nearly so, most of the remainder being badly crushed.

The ware from this mound is not <j^ the best, and no vessel shows a polished

surface. A few of the vessels exhibit fairly graceful modeling and some diversity of

form, though, curiously enough, the bottle is present in but few instances. A favorite

form of vessel at this place is one somewhat resembling an inverted, truncated cone,

which is represented among the vessels found no fewer than thirty-seven times,

with various modifications, of course, including a considerable expansion of the body.

Decoration is a marked feature of the pottery from the Neblett Landing mound,

only nine of the ninety-seven vessels found being entirely without it, though in

some instances the decoration present is scanty enough, being only a single, incised

encircling line, or a line arranged in festoons.

The decoration in the main consists of line-w^ork,—engraved, incised or trailed,

fairly well executed in some instances, but much of it of mediocre or inferior

workmanship, as is the case in nearly all sites where this kind of decoration on

pottery is employed. There is great repetition of design on the ware, the partly

interlocked scroll, the current scroll, the spiral, festooned linos, loops surrounding

some of these in connection with rude cross-hatch workV all do G •/

service as they are so often called upon to do in connection with incised decoration

on aboriginal pottery in certain regions.

Decoi-ation in color is present on but two vessels from this place—a design in

red and white in each instance. On the whole, the earthenware of the Neblett

Landing site is interesting, as this site is the northernmost one investigated by us

on the Mississippi river where line decoration is a feature, though line decoration,

as we have already said, is often present on aboriginal pottery from sites on the

Arkansas river, which enters the Mississippi only a few miles above Neblett Landing.

50 JOURN. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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We shall now take up the description of certain of the more interesting vessels

from this place.

Vessel No. 56. This vessel (Fig. 15) is a shallow bowl in the form of a shell,

the hin"-e of which, in all its details, is carefully and accurately reproduced. The

Fig. 15.—Vessel Xo. 56. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Diam. 11.2 inclies.)

ft

model taken by the aboriginal potter, according to Doctor Pilsbry, was probably the

fresh sel {L/itio piirp Th outline of this shell, however, as

Doctor Pilsbry points out, is elliptical, while that of the bowl is round. It is quite

possible, nevertheless, that f the vessel was modified to suit the need

f a bowl. The decoration on this vessel has been a coating of cherry-colored pi
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ment on the inside, now partly worn away, and on the outside a well-preservt d

design, hour-glass in sha-e, perhaps current scrolls united, in white pigment on a
background of cherry. Both colors are remarkably well preserved. In this vessel

we «H»f^ polychrome decoration south of the Arkansas river, but a very short dis-

tnnce south of it, it is well to bear in mind.

Fro. 16.—Vessel No. 2S. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Diani. 8.3 iucbes.)

Vessel No. 28 This bowl (Fig. IG) bears by way of decoration de

of solid red pigment from which extend four d, forming

The background is pigment of cream The decorati of

background of red

th arms expanding somewhat toward the extremities, and having
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Vessel No. 22. This interesting vessel of the well-known " teapot" variety

(Fig. 17), which will be discussed more fully in this report in our account of the
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Fig. 17.—Vessel No. 22. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Height 5.9 inches.)

Fig. 18.-Vessel Xo. o. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Height 4 inches.)

site at Avenue, is to a certain

extent a variant from the usual

a
T -

teapot
?3

vessel In that a mod-

eled frou surrounds the neck.

There has been restoration of

one leg of this modeled figure,

which, however, does not show

in the illustration.

Vessel No. 5. We have

here a vessel of compound form

representing a circular bowl set

on a kind of saucer. The m-

cised decoration is based mainly

on the scroll. There is a single

hole for suspension, on two op-

posite sides (Fig. 18).
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Fi(i. 19—Vessel No. 71. Nehlett Laudinp. Miss. (Diam. 8.3 inches.)

Vessel No. 71. This bowl, of tlie form prevailing in the Neblett Land
bears on the body an incised design consisting of a well-known combinatio

a current scroll has each of its loops arranged to Include a circle (Fig. 19).

O site,
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Fig. 20.~Vessel Xo. 90. Nebiett Landing, Miss. (Diam. 6 inches.)

Vessel No. 90. A bow^l of the same type as the preceding vessel as to form,

but having a graceful finish to the margin, as shown in Fig. 20.
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Vessel No. 96 Th bowl, a life-form representing a shell, is similar

sels found to the northward in the Middle Mississippi region, where, however, they

are usually without decoration. But this vessel, being from a region where incised

decoration was in vogue, has on the outside a design based on the swastika, and on

the front, upper part, within (though it does not show in the illustration), an incised

band filled in with crossed, diagonal lines (Fig. 21).

Fia. 21.—Vessel No. 96. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Height 3.3 inches.)

Vessel No. 19 This vessel, also representing a shell, resembles in form
bowl just described and on the inside milarly decorated. On the outside

front, incised scrolls extend around circles, while behind are two bands with crossed

diagonal lines, similar to the single band in front. Height 4.2 inch

Vessel No. 55.

d

A bottle of inferior ware, having projecting from oi

from the other side the head of a bird or of a quadruped, from w
de

the

bill or nose is missing through break P interment. On two sides of the

bottle are rude, incised designs, possibly representing wings (Fig. 22)
Vessel No. 52 This bottle, of light brown ware, bears on the body an incised

decoration composed of the circle and the scroll (Fig. 23)
Vessel N 69 There is sho Fig. 24

ware, which is undecorated on the inside, but bears on th
trailed desi<?n based on the scroll.

inverted bowl of light b

ted

In sight of the mound just described is another, considerably larger, the surface

of which apparently has not been under cultivat
has been used

It is said that this mound
gely for burial purposes in comparatively recent tim and
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Fig. 22.—Vessel No. 55. Nebletl Landiii.tr. Mis«. (ITt-iglit 4.1 inches.)

evidoncc of this in the shape of headboards marking graves is .still apparent on one

part of the mound. A number of trial-holes sunk in the summit-phitean of this

mound were unproductive.

«-.

^
f

>

^
r

. 1

w

J"j .e '•J^Z-P^^

Fig. 23.—Vessel Xo. 52. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Height 3.6 inches.)
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Between the two mound was level ground which had
vation.

been long unde
On the surface were scattered some debris from aboriginal sites and a few

fragments of human bon A siderabl mber of

came upon three burials, with one of which was an inferior vessel of

this ground

\

'#%

f

^

Fig. 24.-Vessel No. 69. Neblett Landing, Miss. (Diam. 6.5 inches.)

Here ends the description of our work in the Lower Mississippi legion.

Z^^\^'^V^
^^ -considered lies north of the Arkansas river and consequenth

Middle Mississippi valley.

m
The

the

^
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Site at Avenue, Piiillii<s County, Ark.

At the settlement of Avenue is a plantation beloni:ln<i to Mr. R. B. Goahlir,

who resides at Avenue.

On this plantation, in full view from the road, is a niucIi-.-<pread nu.und on

which are a frame building and a number of out-housos. Tliis mound, no doubt,

was the domiciliary high place of the site."

About ()ne-(|uarter mile in a SSW. direction froin thii? mound, still on the ])rep-

erty of Mr. Goalder, is a ridge about 120 foct by 2'iO feet, nnd from 2 U> f<. t in

height, depending on that part of the surrounding area (wbieli is far fn^m levt

whence the altitude is taken. *

Here and there on the surfiice of this ridge, which we were told had ]>ecn

under cultivation about six years, bits of flint pebbh^s, fragments of p(>tl<'ry, burnt

elay, and particles of liuuian bone were observed.

A few yards westerly from this ridge is another, about 1 25 feet by 95 feet and

approximately 3 feet in height, which had aluiost contiLnious another ridge 85 feet

by 70 feet and about 2 feet in height. These two ridges are on a plantation belong-

ing to Mr. A. Martin of Henrico, Ark., and are said to have been under cultivation

for two seasons only. At the time of our visit trunks of trees were still standing

in the field in which these ridges were. On the larger of tlie.se two riduvs wore a

few fragments of human hones and indications of nhoriginal occupancy in the past^

hut the smaller site had no superficial debris.

Three dnys, with seven men to dig, were spent by ns in the investigation of

the three ridges mentioned, wdiich were composed of clay so tenacious that tlie

ding-rod was of little avail and triahholes only were of

irer ridji ly, the bu

g from the surfi

Burials and artifacts were encountered in the

being sixty-two in number, all in graves extendi]

a depth greater than 2 feet. Some burials already had been disturbed by cultiva-

tion, and it was evident that in a few years more the plow would have destroyed

the majority of them.

The burials were as follows

:

Adults at full length on the back, 3
r

Adults partly flexed on the right side, 9

Adults partly flexed on the left side, 2

Adult closely flexed on tlie left side, 1

Adult extended on the back to the knees, wi

thighs, 1

closely flexed on the

A lone skull, 1

Recent disturbances, of considerable extent, 3

Infants or children, 3

Bunched burials, 39

The bunched burials, in layers or piles of bones, sometimes without skulls,

sometimes with a number of them, were not determined as to the exact number of
^

51 JOUEN. A. N. S. I'HILA., VOL. XIV.
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complete skeletons present, and it is doubtful if such determination were possibl

the badlj decayed condition in which the bones were found.

The bunches, with the number of skulls with each (the skulls being of adults

when not otherwise described), were as follows :

Bunches without skulls, 6

Bunches with one skull each, 9

Bunches with two skulls each, including one bunch having one skull of a
w

child, 11
.

...
Bunches with three skulls each, including one bunch with a child's skull, 6

Bunches with four skulls each, Including one bunch having a skull of a child, 4

Bunches with six skulls each, including three skulls of children in one bunch, 2
r

Bunch with seven skulls, 1

The last mentioned burial had about 8 inches above it a few bits of calcined

human remains.

On the surface of facts, and in the soil, apart from

burials (with the exception of pottery) nothing was lound save a smgfound le chisel
*

ight from a flint pebble.

But three burials at this place were accompanied th facts other th

pottery.

Burial No. 6, a bunch, had in addition to a bottle and two bowls, two long pins

piercing implements of bone

B N 33, a bunched burial, had near it a flat pebble, oval in outline,

about 2 inches long and 1.5 inch in maximum d Near the margin of

broader part is a perforation for suspension. We have referred to perforated peb-

bles of this kind in our account of the site at Neblett Landing, in this report.

Burial No. 48, a bunched burial, had two bottles and some red oxide of iron

ground for use as pigment.

Seventy-five earthenware vessels (one of which was apart from human remains)

came from the site at Avenue, the vessels being with the bunched burials as fre-

quently as with the single skeletons, though some burials of both classes were with-

out pottery. Vessels in some instances lay one within the other, and occasionally

small, inverted bowls covered the openings of bottles.

As a rule, in most sites in the Middle Mississippi region, where pottery is pres-

ent, and in regions to the southward also, though perhaps to a less extent, mussel-

shells {Unid) are often found in vessels, on them, or near them. These shells were

used as spoons. No such shells were present with any vessel at Avenue.

The ware from this place is thin, as a rule,' and often of the yellow, porous

kind so adaptable to decoration with pigment. This class of decoration is present

in seventeen instances on the pottery found at Avenue by us, thirteen being uniform

coatings of red, while in four cases red appears In connection with white or cream-

colored paint.

Many undecorated vessels of this soft, yellow ware, in addition to the painted

ware, and a few vessels of dark material but ill-fired, were in a friable condition



^
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Fig. 25.—Vessel No. 20. Aveuue, Ark. (Lengtli of body 8.9 inches.)

ji
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Two interesting vessels belonging to a better class of thiISand badly crushed.

painted ware have been repaired, and later will be described in detail. •

Among the vessels found at this place were two bowls with slight, rude, trailed

decoration; one small bowl having a series of rough, single, festooned lines, incised

exteriorly around the margin, in which were rude imprints, of a pointed implement;

a vessel havinsj six small lobes; a vessel with small, pointed knobs near the rim.

Among the vessels decorated with red pigment was one with a conventional

tail of an animal, but which had lost the head through breakage in early times,

and another with the modeled head of a predatory bird^ but having suffered partial

loss of the caudal appendage.

Vessel No. .20. There is shown in Plate XXX, and in another position in Fig.

25, the most interesting vessel of the " teapot " variety which has yet come to our
w

notice. This vessel, which possibly represents a tortoise or a turtle (though the

head is far from resembling that seen on any of the order Chelom'a), shows the

animal lying on its back with legs extended upward, the toes of the hind feet

directed backward in a manner forcibly indicating the habit of the tortoise and

turtle family. The only other vessel of the "teapot" variety portraying a life-form

placed upon the back, that has come to our knowledge, is one found by us in the

Rose Mound on the St. Francis river. Ark., but in this case legs and feet are not
_ M

represented.

The decoration on this "teapot" vessel from the site at Avenue consists of an

excellent coating of red pigment covering the lower part. of the body. Red pigment

also is on the eyes and on the upper and lower part of the head and the under por-

tion of the tail or spout. Two circl.es, one at the base of the tail and one near it,

on the belly, probably representing the female sexual organ and the vent, likewise

are shown in red. The remainder of the vessel, except the base, where the yellow

ware is without decoration, has had a coating of cream-colored pigment.

Incidentally, we may repeat here what we have detailed in former reports to a

considerable extent. The "teapot" vessel, so far as the United States is concerned,

is found only in eastern Arkansas and nearby regions, its centre of distribution

being the territory along the lower Arkansas river, though it has been found north-

ward as far as the Rose Mound^ near Parkin, on the St. Francis river, Ark., and

southward near the junction of Bayou Bartholomew^ with the Ouachita river, ni

northern Louisiana, where, however, probably it was carried in trade.

The ii teapot
? J

vessel has been found in Coahoma county^ Miss., but not far

removed from the river/ and Professor Holmes figures a vessel belonging to the

same class as coming from " Mississippi." *

1 Clarence B. Moore. "Antiquities of the St. Francis, White and Black Rivers, Arkansas,"

PI. XVIII and Fig. 31.

2 Clarence B. Moore. "Antiquities of the Ouachita Valley," p. 75. Jonrn. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Phila., Vol. XIV.
3 Charles Peabody. "Exploration of Mounds, Coahoma County, Mississippi.

Museum Papers, Vol. Ill, No. 2, PI. XIV.

)> Peabody

William H.. Holmes. ^'Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," p. 94, PI XLb.
Twentieth An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn.
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Another vessel of this class, from the site at Neblett Landing, Rolivar Count

Miss., is described in this report.

As the reader probably is aware, the ordinary variety of "teapot" xct^sol h

ub-globular body with a knob on one side and a spout

riai^s are animal forms, the spout taking the place of

It mfiy be interesting to note in respect to tlie " ten

The

f.

which alinrtst entirely is confined to the State of Arkansas, does not sofm to be

found in the same territory as the well-known head vases, whidi also area sjoeiaHy

of the same State, the head vessels being found more to the northward. As we

shall have occasion to point out when writing of tliese vessels, the Rose Monnd on

the St. Francis river, Arkansas, may be considered, so far as records go, Un- noiili-

erntnost point where "teapot" vessels have been found and tlie southernniu.-t liniit

of discovery of head vases.

Vessel No. 32. This bottle, 10.-") inches in height, found In s<'venty-two frag-

ments, has been cemented together and proves to be of graceful form, the body

globular with a flattening at the base, the neck of medium length, slender and

slightly constricted below the opening, which has a decided tlare. The decoration,

consisting of partly interlocked scrolls in red and white pigment, has, in additiiui,

?spaces between the scrolls, indications of black coloring materia

»rn away. The neck has a uniform coating of red. This bottle in all rcspc

iembles a class of vessels found in sites aloniir the Arkansas river.

b

Vessel No. 68, a bottle with 2;raceful, globular body, and flat base, h

neck, constricted toward the open rhe decoration on

body and neck is a uniform coating of red pigment. Height of buttle, 9 inches

gth of neck. 3.5

Vessel No. 27. A bottle of yellow ware, having as decoration on its globular

body with flattened base, six vertical, elliptical bands of red and white pigment

alternately. Between the bands is a separating space showing the color of the

The slender neck, 3.5 inches in hei'^ht, flaring at the aperture, has beenware

tail ex-

coated with red pigment, much of which still adheres. Height 10.1 inches.

Vessel No. 43. A bowl, parts of which were not recovered, has as dec

inside and out a coating of red pigment. On one side, projecting verticall}

modeled head of a predatory bird, and on the opposite side a conventional

tending horizontally.

Vessel No. 8. The bowl shown in Plate XXXI, though slightly asymmetrical

is of considerable interest. On one side, in relief, are modeled the snout, mouth,

eyes, and ears of some animal, probably a raccoon. Red pigment covers much of

the upper part of the vessel, the rest of which has had a coating of light pink oi

cream-colored pigment, traces of which still remain. The interior of the bowl alsc

has a coating of red paint above, and traces of cream-colored paint are present on

the lower part.
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The Kent Place, Lee County, Ark.

The Kent Place is on the left side of a dead river, going up, about five miles

above its union with the Mississippi, which is eighteen miles approximately by
water, above the St. Francis river. This plantation belongs to Mr. Lem Banks of

Memphis, Tenn., whose' numerous and extensive properties on the Mississippi and
on the St. Francis rivers have all been placed in the most generous way at the dis-

posal of the Academy for investigation throughout the last tw^o seasons.

There are various mounds on the Kent Place, all more or less altered from
their original shape through cultivation and through wash of rain. This place was
well known when the dead river on which it now is was the course of the Missis-

sippi, and doubtless in the subsequent decades great quantities of burials and accom-
panying artifacts have been plowed up and destroyed.

About one mile in a northerly direction from the landing on the Kent Place is

a mound about 18 feet in height, if measured from the general level. North and
south its diameter of base is 180 feet, and 120 feet east and west. The summit-
plateau slopes upward from the northern extremity. From the southern end of the
mound a ridge runs southward and then turning eastward continues to a deep
depression containing water at the time of our visit, w^hich depression doubtless
marks the spot whence material for the building of the mound was taken.
The length of this extension is about 300 feet; its breadth is about 80 feet, though
it varies considerably. The ridge slopes sharply after leaving the mound, so that
its height the greater part of the way is inconsiderable.

From the northern extremity of the mound a similar ridge, 340 feet in length,

extends in a northerly direction and then turning, continues to the eastward.
Near the landing are two mounds, one of considerable size but greatly spread

and cut by roadways, worn by trampling of feet and washed by water, on which are

several frame buildings. In the smaller mound many burials are said to have been
made in recent times.

Some dwelling debris lay in places over the cultivated part of the pi

tion. A flint chisel, however, was the only object of interest gathered by us from
the surface

As the clay at this place was too tenacious to permit much sounding with rods,

trial-holes were almost our sole means of finding burials, and these were put dowm
in great numbers throughout five and one-half days' digging by six men.

The sites more or less successfully dug at the Kent Place were : the ridges at

both ends of the mound, already referred to ; several rises of the ground in a field

to the north of the mound; other elevations in cultivated ground in a southeasterly
direction from the mound. One burial (No. 22), which will be particularly described
later, came from tbe summit-plateau of the mound itself (in which, however, owing
to recent burials, our digging was very restricted), and one from pasture land near
the old river bed.

Oar investigation resulted in the discovery of fifty-four burials, as follows

:
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Adults, 35

Adolescents, 2

Infants and children, 14

Bunched burials of adults, none exceeding the remains of two, 3

The thirty-seven adults and adolescents were in the following positions

:

Extended on the back, 11

Partly flexed on the right side, 11

Partly flexed on the left side, 8

Closely flexed on the right side, 1

Disturbances, aboriginal and recent, 5

Burial No. 30 lay extended on the back to the knees, but the legs had been

flexed airainst the thi<rhs, bringinor the feet

Apart from bu

L'ment of flint:

•e were found in the soil

:

chisel : one arrowhead of

npod "S
the same material

;
part of

decorated pipe of earthenware, of ordinary type ; another large fragment of

pipe from hich the bowl is par
J

hich has bad at

size. In front oftime an extension in which has been an orifice of considerable size.

bowl of the pipe are two projections like feet which enable the pipe to stand upri

when placed on a level surface. Such supports (found even on some mod I pes)

were present on pipes found by us in various sites along the St. Francis river,

It is interesting to note, also, that pipes of
2

Arkansas.

aborigines in Argentina/ and in Mex
But little of importance in addition to

aboriorines with their dead at the Kent PI

C
"V used by

earthenw^are had been placed 1

Lcc. We shall describe in det

burial th which artifacts oth th arth were found, including the

discovered with these particular burial

Burial No. 4, a child about six years of age, had near the head Near

this burial, and probably belonging to it, lay a small pebble, part of which had been

chipped away to give it the form of a ceremoni No perforation, h

present

Burial No. 5, a child about years of age, had the eck d on the

chest, eleven shell beads and an ornament, made from the bone of some fish, having

artificially made, and apparently trimmed a little on the ed At the left

knee was a bottle.

Burial No. 6, adult at full length on the back, had at the right elbow a bowl

By the legs lay a skull 21 inches long, belonging to a fish of the gar family

Burial No. 7, adult partly flexed on the

f the skull, and a bowl under the left shoulder

ft side, lay with a bottle at the left

At the neck were four shell beads.

Burial No. 8, adult, lay partly flexed on the right side, thus bringing the knees

"Los Aborigines de la Republica Argentina," p. 54.* Professors F. F. Outes and C. Briich.

' Eduard Seler.^^.^.. "Die altea Bewohner der Landschaft Michiiacan," p. 101 et &eq.

melte Abhaudlungeu zur Amerikanischen Sprach- und Alterthum.>^kunde. Dritter Baud.

Gesam-
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toward the head. In the space betw the

bow Thrown out by the d Iv

knees and head were- a bottle and a

this burial, and doubtless belono-int^

bular bead of copper or of brass, very badly corroded
o""b

r

Burial No. 9, adult, closely flexed on the right side, had near the feet a bottle

below which were two bowls.^ Near these bowls were fourteen slender arrow^points

of flint, eight lyipg together, the rest slightly scattered.' Crushed against the pelvis

were a number of pendants of shell, most of them broken beyond restoration, though

few have been successful^ repaired. The

out slender

the shell, be

pendants had been made hy cutting

of mussel-shells, and includ

perfoi

d part of the himre of

One side of each ornament is scalloped

A small quantity of i^owdered hematite lay near the left forearm.of this burial.

Burial No. 10, adolescent lying flexed on the right side, had the space between

the knees and the head occupied by the following objects : a bottle and a bowl; an

interesting pipe (Figs. 26, 27) representing a human figure with perforations in the
u '.

t
^v^

m

^
.̂-rssi '» -TBMTTitf I ir

n-i-- -

Fig. 26.—Pipe of earthenware. Kent Place,
Ark. (Full size.)

Fig. 27 Pipe of earthen wai'e, side view
(Full size.)

Kent Place, Aik

ears. On the back of the figure is represented the back-bone as it is so often

in human effigy N
r

the pipe were three pebbles, about 3 inch

diameter, each rudely rounded to form a discoidal

tortoise.

d the carapace of

Burial No. 12, adult, partly flexed on the left side, had on the left side of the

skull, an ornament of sheet-copper, 3.25 inches wide by 5 inches long, having two

holes near together at the center, for attachment. On the outer side of the orna-

^ At the Kent Place,, vessels, though often found near the heads of burials, also frequently were
come upon at other parts of the skeleton.
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ment, preserved by tlio copper salts^ were the remains of matting with which the

burial probably had been covered. On the inner side were fibrous remains badly

decayed. At the left of the skull was a bowl, and at the left shoulder a vessel of

the well-known ''teapot" class. At the outer side of the left plbow was a cerennv

nial axe of quartzite, of what is known as the hoe-shaped variety, 5.l!o inches in

length, without the perforation which those axes usually have.

Burial No. 15, adult, partly flexed on the right side, had a flint knife J.l inches

in length, with a double serrated edge, at the right fore-arm. At tlie left elbow

was a bowl resting in another bowl, near which was a lump of kaolin,' probably

used for pigment. At the left shoulder was a bottle resting on a bit of sandstone.

Near the skull of this burial were two discoidal stones, one of fosslliferons lime-

stone, the other roughly rounded from a pebble. A few decaying shell bead^ \-\y

at the neck.

Burial No. 22, adult, was the one to which reference has been made as ha\iug

been found in the summit-plateau of the mound. This skeleton, which was partly

flexed on the right side, lay 4 feet down, a depth greater than that of any other

burial found by us at the Kent Place. At the left of the skull was a rude orna-

ment of sheet-copper, 7.75 inches in length and 3.5 inches in maximum width, and

having three perforations at one end for suspension or attachment. Small bits of

copper had been pieced on with rivets to complete the ornamoiit. At the neck

were shell beads and glass beads mingled. At the left of the pelvis was a bowl,

and a few badly decayed shell beads lay at the left knee.

Burial No. 32, adult, at full length on the back, had at the left hand four badly

decayed mussel-shells, each with a small perforation centrally placed in the fehell

and not just below the hinge as perforations of this kind usually are found in such

shells.

Sixty-nine vessels of earthenware lay with the burials at the Kent Place.

These vessels, many of which were very badly crushed, never exceeded five with a

single burial, and, as we have said, often had been placed at parts of the body other

than the head.
r

The majority of vessels from this place were of inferior ware and of most com-

mon forms, though the use of color for decoration on the pottery had been popular

among the aboriginal dw^ellers at the place, since no fewer than fourteen vessels

bore decoration conferred by use of red pigment, while four had designs of red and

paint, and two others red and white pigment with black coloring m
addition. Many of the red vessels, however, w^ere disintegrated beyond redcmp

tion, while of the coloring material that had been on them but a small portioi

remained.

At this place, presumably, the more wealthy or influential individuals d

:her, inasmuch as every vessel or other artifact of any interest found at the

1 Of this material Doctor Keller writes: "That marked 'Kent Place, Lee County, Ark., is a

pure kaolin. It is very soft and friable and the powder consists of microscopic crystalline scales. It

IS only slightly discolored upon ignition, and a rough quantitative analysis gave silica 47.3% ;
aluniina

38.7/^ ; water 13.9/^ ; and a trace of lime. This is very nearly the composition of pure kaolinite.

52 JOUEX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Kent Place came from the two extremities of the mound we have described and

from a small hump a few feet from it, while vessels and artifacts from various sites

in the fields were of a very inferior class.

It is interesting- to note in connection with this place that so far as our inves-

extend it furnishes the northernmost the Mississippi

of the well-known '' teapot," or spout vessel, though we have found vessels of

class still farther north on the St. Francis river, Ark. Four pot" vessels, all

broken and some very fragmentary, came from the Kent Place, one of black

ated with red pigmen d parts of which unfortunately had bee

ried away by a plow, having a handsome decoration in red, white, and black.

There was almost a complete absence of incised decoration on the earthen

of this pi

had parallel

A few vessels were rudely marked with parallel, vertical lines ; one

les encircling a space below the margin ; one, a bottle, had a most

inferior attempt to render a scroll design with the aid of a sharp point.

We shall now turn to vessels from the Kent Place inviting particular description.

Vessel No. 9. The bottle shown in Plate XXXII has a barrel-shaped body

decorated with encircling bands of red and of white pigment, separated by narrow

spaces showing the yellow of the ware.

ing of red. The coloring material on this bottle is particularly well preserved and

The neck is covered with a uniform

bears a considerable polish.

Vessel No. 17. This vessel, of the well-known "teapot" variety, has a uniform

coating of red pigment, and differs from most, but not all of the " teapot" class in

that it has a flat base of circular

being rounded Another minor

bases of the majority of "teapot

that the knobm
opposite the spout instead of being rounded, as is

shows a slight flattening. Height 7.2 inches.

this

sual m of this kind

Vessel No. 4. This bottle, shown in Plate XXXIII, has for decoration on the

body six figures, elliptical alternately red and wh Sp bet^\

these figures now show the yellow of the ware to a considerable extent, but h

been colored black, not with pigment, but with material le hardly mor

a stain, perhaps charcoal, which was used by the Blackfoot Indians in recent times

for coloring pottery.

Vessel No. 26. This bottle, 7.3 inches in height, is an example of the crude

work in color so often met with in the Middle Mississippi region. The body, which

is oblate-spheroidal, is covered with a design consisting of a cherry-colored cross

whose four arms extend downward, and of a somewhat degraded white

The neck of the bottle is coated with th bandhaving arms directed upward,

red, white, and red.

Vessel No. 1. This handsome bottle closely resembles one figured by Holmes.

The neck has been coated with red pigment. - The body has eight vertical spaces

alternately red and white, separated by narrow margins showing the yellow-brown

J:

of the ware (Plate XXXIV).

' William H. Holmes. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," Fl. XLa.
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Johnson Place, Tunica County, Miss.

About two miles east by north from Mhooii Landing is a mound in a cultivated

field which forms part of the plantation of Mr. W. M. Johnson, who resides upon
it. This mound, about 13 feet high and 120 and 150 feet in diameter of base, has

been spread by the long-continued cultivation to which it has been subjected, doubt-

less with considerable impairment of height.

A number of trial-holes sunk into this mound soon came upon raw clay where
kelihood of encountering a burial

Surrounding the mound is a considerable aboriginal d

slope, has been subjected to much wash of rain, judging from the quantity of

o r

fragments of human bones on the surf;

Surterficially on th hich lay considerable debris, were gathered \

us : a flint drill ; a barbed arrowhead of flint ; a pebble on which a cutting edge

had been ground, thus forming a diminutive chisel ; numerous fragments of potter}'

colored red, and some showing stripes of white and red ; a modeled eartl Jenware

head of some animal, colored red in places, and having protruding eyes coated

white pigment.

1

Apart from human rem pipe of earthenware, having

flat base protruding slightly beyond the bowl.

Unfortunately at this place, which has long been under cultivation, most of

burials, in all probability, had been ploughed and washed away. Diligent work c

1 ^^

parts of the site came upon four burials : a bunched b 1 bones and

skull of an adult; another burial of the same class, having bones and skulls of

ad burial, presumably a bunched of adult bones which had

been badly disturbed by cultivation ; the bones of a young child.

With the child's burial was a small vase coated with red pigment, and many

fragments of another vessel.

No artifacts lay with the other burials.

who li

COxMMERCE, Tunica County, Miss.

Commerce is a small town on a great plantation belonging to Mr. R. F. Abbey,

About three-quarters of a mile in a southerly direction fromupon it.

the landing is a mound on cultivated ground, which has been very symmetrical and

is still imposing in appearance, thou the corners are hat rounded This

mound has been extensively used for burials in recent times. Its height taken from

the northern side, where were neither depressions nor ridges of any kind, is slightly

more than 20 feet. Its sides face the cardinal points, approximately. Its diameter

of basel^. and S. is 193 feet; that of the summit-plateau in the same directions is

114 feet. East and west the basal diameter is 173 feet, 83 feet of which is included

the summit-plate

Near mound is a limited area of artificially made hi o d. on which

lay some fragments of pottery, a few flint pebbles, and much baked claj
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of aboriginal fire-placeSj broadly scattered by the pi One ife and one chi

both of flint, came from the surface, but no entire arrowheads were met with

Two and one-half working da\

pi

were devoted by us to the dwelling-sites at

The twenty-nine burials found were rather widely scattered

rface and had been disturbed by the pi

Abbey that the part of

We were informed by M
plantation on which we w^ere at work had been und

about 1836 j consequently, it is likely that many burials have been

ploughed away in the past

the sites.

Fragments of human bones lay in all direction

B sful work could be done with the sounding rod at this pi

owmg to the number of fire-places below the surface, w^hose hardened clay impeded
the passage of the rod. Consequently, trial-holes were practically our only means
of discovering burials.

The burials were as follows ;

Adults at full length on the back, 8

Children, 2 •

Bunched burials, 18 .

Cremation, 1

The eighteen burials of bones out of anatomical order, in layers and in piles,

often consisted of the bones of one individual and never included the remains of

more than three.

The cremated bones, in rather small fragments, formed a mass about 20 inches

long, 14 inches wide, with a maximum thickness of 2 inches.

Although there were picked up on the surface at the Commerce Plantation a

number of fragments of pottery having rather rude incised and trailed decoration,

and one bit of ware on which was part of an engraved design, as well as a consid-

erable number of bits of ware colored red on one side or having on them parts of

bands of red and of white, but twelve vessels were found by us at this place. These

st of eleven bowls of moderate

decoration of anv kind, with tli

size and one flat bowl or platter All

with the exception of one vessel covered with

rude punctate marks and of another vessel with a fillet-like decoration around the

margin of the opening.

No mussel-shells were found with any of these vessels.

One child had two vessels; one of the extended burials had two; and two had

bunched burials each had one vessel, and a single vessel lay withach Fiv

cremated

the neighborhood of the skulls

When vessels lay near bunched burials they

The sole burial having with it any object other than pottery was that of

child about four years of age, which lay at a depth greater than did any other b
found by us at th amely 3 feet 8 inche N pottery lay this inter-

ment, but on the chest was a face-shaped gorget about 5 inches long, made from the

body whorl of the conch {Fulgur perversum). This ornament has two holes for sus-

pension at the top, or broader end. The decoration consists of a scallop-like carving
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on the lower ends of both lateral margins, and traces of workmanship intended to

represent a nose and mouth on one flat side.

At the left side of the pelvis of this burial, where the left hand rested, wn? a

ceremonial axe of a silicious conglomerate, of the hoe-sh aped class, 4 inches in length

and 3 inches in maximum breadth of blade. The perforation usually found on

axes of this kind is absent. The size of this little axe, much smaller than is usual

with axes of this kind, marks it as a toy and quite in keopinir with the ajje of the

child to whom it belonc^ed.

Rhodes Place, Crittenden County, Ark.

The Rhodes Place, formerly the Earle Place, is about one mile directly in from

Ward Landing and is the property of Judge John F. Rhodes of Marion, Ark.

On this plantation is a flat-topped mound, washed out of all definite shape, on

which stands a dwelling. The height of the mound, taken from the road which

passes it, but which itself is on ground artificially heightened in aboriginal time?,

is 13 feet. On the opposite side, which is lower, the height of the mound is aug-

mented. Two basal diameters of the irregular base are 200 feet and 160 feet.

In the neighborhood of this mound are many rises of the ground and low ridges

on which are evidences of former habitation by the aborigines. It was in these

places that our digging was done, the exact localities in some cases having been

indicated by the results of sounding with a steel rod. We were told that much

work had been done at this place by two persons with whose names we were famil-

iar in connection with their wholesale search for pottery on the St. Francis river,

Ark., and evidence of previous disturbance at the Rhodes Place occasionally was

apparent.

The number of burials found by us was sixty-five, as follows

:

Adults, 36

Adolescents, 2

Infants and children, 27

The thirty-eight adults and adolescents lay as follows

:

At full length on the back, 35

Partly flexed on the right side, 1

Aboriginal disturbances, 2

The skeleton of one infant also had been disturbed in aboriginal times.

Included among the extended burials are two, the feet of one of which had

been plow^ed away, while the skull of the other had been dug down to and removed

by a seeker after pottery.

The reader will note the absence of the bunched burial at this place. The

bunched burial was not encountered by us on the Mississippi river north of the site

at Commerce.

The burials lay at varying depths in the made ground which had grown up

under aboriginal occupancy, the deepest grave in this ground (which itself varied

in depth) having been 40 inches. One burial, however, had been dug through the
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artificial soil to extend a foot into yellow sand which underlies the made ground at

the Rhodes Place. The bottom of this grave was about 4 feet from the surface.

An interesting burial (Number 9) was the skeleton of a female extended at full

left arm the skeleton of a very young infant, its head
This skeleton had at the right

length, and having on the

resting on the upper arm of the adult skeleton,

elbow a bowl, and over the left shoulder a bottle.

On the surface, and in the soil, but apart from burials, were found at this place :
L

a number of flint chisels ; a celt of slate ; a few small arrowheads of flint ; several

arrowheads made from antler ; a number of rude disks wrought from fragments of

pottery vessels, two centrally perforated ; a canine tooth of a dog {CamsfamHiarts) ;

one bone bead; one pottery support for use in holding a vessel above a fire, of the

class described by us in a former report,* this particular support, however, not only

being concave at the upper end, as such supports usually are, but having a decided
^ M

M

outward bend of the body to furnish a more secure support when resting against a

curved surface, than a straight body could afford.

Also apart from burials, and evidently lost during the occupancy of the site,

was an undecorated pipe of earthenware, of ordinary type, and a similar pipe was

found under the following conditions. Here and there throughout this site were

. large fire-places marked by areas of burnt clay, where it was evident the firing of

pottery had been carried on. Immediately under the baked clay of one of these

fire-places and partly included in a layer of carbonized material, lay the pipe in

question. This pipe, fired black on the side which had been exposed to the flames,

but light yellow in color on the upper part^ presumably had been overlooked after

incomplete firing.

At the Rhodes Place we came upon the southernmost occurrence in our exper-
L

ience of a curious aboriginal custom unknown to us before, namely, the interment

with burials (and occasionally apart from burials, though the separation may have

occurred after the time of interment) of single wing-bones (metacarpals), or a num-

ber of these same bones together, which had belonged to various birds, kindly iden-

tified^ by Prof. F. A. Lucas as follows: swan [Olor amerkanus); Canada goose
r

{Branta canadensis)
;
greater snow goose [Chen hyperboreus nivalis) ;

lesser snow

goose {Chen hyperboreus)) wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavd) ; a large duck.

At the great aborignal sites at the Bradley Place and at Pecan Point this cus-

tom was repeatedly noted, as will be set forth in the accounts of these sites, which

follow in this report.

These wing-bones, when with burials, often lay near the forearms of skeletons,

though sometimes the bones were found near other parts of the burials.

We shall now describe each burial with which were artifacts other than pot-

tery, and shall give details of such pottery as was found with these burials.

^ "Antiquities of the St. Francis, White, and Black Rivers, Arkansas," n. 280 et seq. Journ.

Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. XIV.
2 Some of the wing-bones found by us were so badly decayed and broken that they were not

retained for identification.
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Burial No. 7, the skeleton of a child four or five years of age, Lad at the neck

three shell beads and two columella} of marine shells. Grouped around the skull

and extending along the right side to the elbow, were eight vessels, Tienrly all

diminutive. Lying beside the vef^scl farthest down was

an undecorated pipe similar to the two others from this

site. The placing of pipes with children or infanta was

not commonly resorted to in aboriginal times, but it has

'''Khmi7/iMaS!lrk.''''[Flnrsiz^^^^ hcen previously noted by us. 'With this burial wa:: also

an ear-plug of earthenware (Fig. 28).

Burial No. 11, of a child about five years of age, had a few shell beadi' at tlic

top of the skull where, perhaps, they had fallen from the neck at the time of inter-

ment. On the chest was an undecorated, face-shaped gorget of shell, 2 inches long

and 1.75 inch in maximum breadth, having two perforations at the broader end

and one at the opposite extremity.. This burial had pottery vessels as follows: a

bottle and a bowl above the skull ; a pot at the right shoulder ; a bowl near the

right humerus.

Burial No. 21, adult, at full length on back, had two shell ear-plugf of tlie

well-know^n class having the shaft cut from the parietal wall of the shell and the

head from parts extending to each side of the suture. These lay one at each side

of the skull. With this burial, also, were three vessels of earthenware, on one of

which was a badly decayed mussel-shell, having on the outer side rude, incised

decoration.

Burial No. 28, a child about four years of age, had ear-plugs of shell of the kind

just referred to, the exact relation of which could not be determined as the skull

had been disturbed by a blow from the shovel of the man engaged in digging.

Seven vessels, all diminutive, w^ere with this burial : a little beyond the skull, a bot-

tle and a bowl ; at the left of the skull, a pot and a vessel made in imitation of a

foot of a child, with toes and ankle bones distinctly marked (Fig. 35) ; at the right

ankle, two bottles and a ladle or spoon.

Burial No. 33, adolescent, extended on the bark, had a pot at the left shoulder,

and near the head, a shell ear-plug of the short, blunt pin variety, the companion

to which no doubt escaped our search.

Burial No. 41, a child, had at the left of the thigh a much decayed mussel-
m

shell and a wing-bone of a swan {0/or americanus).

Burial No. 42, a child seven or eight years of age, had at the neck two shell

beads and one tubular bead of blue glass. On the left side of the thorax was a

small, face-shaped gorget of shell, without decoration, having two perforations at

the upper, or broader, end. On the right side of the thorax was a rude, discoidal

f ferruginous clay with a secondary ferruginous coating. The six vessels

which lay with this burial, most of which were small, had the following arrange

ment: a pot at the right of the skull; a bowl over the right shoulder; a pot at the

right elbow ; a bottle at the' left elbow; a large bowl at the left side of the pelvis;

a bottle at the middle of the left femur. A shell bead lay near one of these vessels.
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er.

Burial No. 45, the skeleton of a child about two years of age, had at the neck

a small, thin ornament of shell, broken into many fragments; a bottle lyino- across

a bowl, both diminutive, at the left of the skull: a small bowl at the left should

on which was an animal head containing objects which rattled when shaken.

Burial No. 53, a child, had a bowl at the right of the pelvis and a discoidal of

sandstone at the left elbow.

Burial No. 54, a child, had one shell bead at the neck, and a small, flat orna^

ment of shell with two perforations, on the chest. Two vessels lay at the right

shoulder.

Burial No. 57, adult, extended on the back, had a bowl and a pot at the right

of the skull ; a bottle at the left of the skull ; a pot at the left shoulder. Near the

skull also was a wing-bone of a lesser snow goose {C/ieit hypcrbo7'eus) ?

One hundred and twenty-three pottery vessels, many crushed into small frag-

ments, came from the Rhodes Place, all but six interred with burials. Three of

these six vessels, however, lay together, and unquestionably "had accompanied an

interment. In aboriginal sites one often comes upon skeletons from which vessels

have been taken, but the converse is unusual, and we are constrained to believe

that the bones of a very small infant had disappeared through decay (though large

bones at this place were fairly well preserved), or that our digger threw the small

skeleton back and buried it under the loose soil before the vessels were discovered.

It may be well to expl with vessels found with burials, th

the total number met with at any one site must be less than originally had been

placed there, since aboriginal disturbance invariably has broken or removed some

vessels which latter are not found in connection with the bones, while in recent

times the plow, and the "pot-hunter" in certain cases, have removed some vessels,

leaving skeletons or parts of skeletons behind.

At the Rhodes Place the greatest number of vessels found with one burial was

nine, and children had been by far the most favored.

Many of the vessels are shell-tempered. None has decoration in color.

The more interesting vessels from this place will now be particularly described.

Vessel No. 19, a bowl about 8.5 inches in diameter, has notches around the

margin, and below, on opposite sides, the modeled head and tail of a frog in relief

In place of .modeled legs on each of two opposite sides, however, is a disk in

relief, somewhat more than one inch in diameter.

Vessel No. 65. This human ^^^y bottle (Fig. 29) diifers from others found

in this region in that the necks of the latter form parts of the modeled heads and

are subservient to them. In this particular case a neck similar to that found on

the bottles of the region has the head in relief upon it.

A better example of this type of bottle forms part of the collection of Mr. E.

E. Baird of Poplar Bluff", Mo., for not only is the modeling of the vessel superior to

that of our specimen, but the neck of the bottle is embellished with a pair of well-

made ears.
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Vessel N 1 Tl bum Jan

n of its class found by

bottle (Fig. 30) is b tbe most inter-

Tlie bend is well modeled
d presents a life-like appe Great attention bas been srivon to d on

body, for not only is tbe back-bone plainly represented, but t'r

Idor-blades, collar-bon knob proj at tl»e Avrists. indiciitiDir the

ads of tbe uln;e. Tbe costal cartilages and tbe sternum also appear in relief,

d a mbcr of ribs bave been ised d

But tbe most interesting feature of all is tliat tbe figure is represented ns

'-(

Fig. 29.—Vessel No. 6o, Rhodes Place, Ark. (Heigbt 7.4 inches.)

53 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 30.—Vessel Xo. 21. Rhodes Place, Ark. (Heiglit 8.4 inches.)
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sitting cross-legged, a position very rarely seen in aboriginal figures found in the

United States, the legs on effigy bottles almost invariably being ropresentf(l flexed

back parallel under the figure. On a shelf gorget from Tennessee,' however, a

cross-legged figure is shown.

Vessel No. 32. A bowl (Fig. 31) having a modeled human head on which is a

head-dress presumably made from a stuffed bird or from a bird-skin. In this con-

nection we arc indebted to Mr. Charles C. Willoughby for the reference, Plate 11

of Thomas Harlot's "Virginia,*' Holbein edition, where is shown an Indian with a

*^^%

r

P^" .f

Fig. 31.—Vessel No. 32. Rhodes Place, Ark. (About full size.)

bird with extended wangs at one side of the head T r ader probabU

that in Le Moyne's "Narrative," Plate XIV, is portrayed a chief wearmg p

of a bird on the head

Vessel No. 18. ^ ^

tending backward from the head and joining the body of the vessel. Both wing

also are shown, and the tail, below which is modeled the vent in relief (Fig. 32).

This interesting life-form represents a bird with

well-known hVessel No. 28 is a bow4 (Fig. 33) belonging to the

grotesque head of some fanciful animal on one side, and a curling tail on the oppo-

site side. This particular vessel, which is superior to many of its class, has on the

back of the head a swastika incised within a circle.

Thomas ^Vilson. "The Swastika/' Plate X, Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1894.
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^-

Fig. 32.—Vessel Xo. 18. Rhodes Place, Ark. (About full size.)
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N 78. A little bowl of

head of a bird The onh

feature of special interest

the back of the head to aid

in the tail. Diameter 5.1 i

about this ve??el is that a uerforation has been mad
fct rat ions prei»e

Vessel No. 90. A small bowl head. tail, and h-ixs of a fro?, mudclcd

re f Small objects within the head
o c

rU. Iloiulit 2.0 inolie8.

Vcpsel N A bow / hes in (Haiiittor, having a model* d. ui

of some animal impossible to identify, and resembling numerous otln

this region. On the back of the head, incised, is a triskeliun within

Vessel No, 82. This bottle (Fig. ol) is decorated as to tlu' iio<'k

(• fi

'm\

o band

IS a de m
etched

portray fac

below the op On

th c nni der of the neck

Vessel No. 56 Tl of unusual form (F o 3 presenting

foot, was found, as we have already explained, with the skeleton of a child

about four years of Th eck of bottle, struck by a spade time of

Fig. 33.—Vessel Xo. 28. Ehodes Place, Ark. (Height 7.75 inclies.)
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Fig. 34—Vessel No. 82. Rhodes Place, Ark. (Height 5.1 inches.)
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Fig. 35 —Vessel No. 56. Ehodes Place, Ark. (About full size.)
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Fk;. 36. Vessel Xo. 45. Rhodes Place, Aik. (lleigbt 8.4 incbcR.)

Fig. 37.—Vessel No, 51. Rhofle?; TMace, Ark. (JJeigbt 5.3 inches.)

^
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its discovery, has been restored from parts which clearly indicate the height and

shape of the neck. General Thruston^ cites Doctor J who describes d

figures a bottle from a Tennessee grave, represe the foot d G of a child

Th foot, how at th toTD of the bottle, with the opening; at the heel

Fig. 38.—Vessel No. 3. Ebodes Tlace, Aik. (Diam. 8.7 inches.)

and describes a stone pipe found near NashvilleGeneral Thruston^ also figures

Tenn., which represents a human foot.

Vessel No. 45. A pot (Fig. 36), evidently a cooking-vessel, is of rather infe-

rior, shell-tempered ware, and bears a decoration, incised and punctate, of about the

average excellence met with in that class of work in the Middle Mississippi region.

Around the neck is a series of loop-handles.

1

3

3

Gates P. Thruston. "Antiquities of Tennessee/' Second ed., p. 137.
Joseph Jones, M.D. "Exploration of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee/' Fig. 28.

Op. city p. 190.
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Vessel No. 51. This pot (Fig. 37), another cookincr-veffsel, miicli refeiubl

J
described Tl oop llOAV ced by a more

d form, merely uprights in relief.

Vessel No. 3. This pot (Fig. 38). also prosiimnbly used for culinary pnrpost-jj

)ug]i made of coarse, shell-tempered ware, and possessing a surface unfitted fo

work, has a handsome, incised decoration far cxccllinir most of the embellish

f this class found in the Middle Mississippi region. Tl10 d c based

on the swastik

upri<

hum
f

four times. In epaces bt'tween the u})per p
ted by pr

head

io represent

^

r

r

Fig. 39.—Vessel No. 73. Rhodes Place, Ark. (Height of bowl 2.8 inches.)

Vessel No. 73. A bowl having a modeled human head upright on one side

d a conventional extending horizontally the opposite d On th

appear two incised ovals, probably a symbol (Fig. 39)

Vessel No. 4 Tl vfi5?e, m
would lead one to believe, be on

cefully shaped than Fig. 40

body an incised decoration based on the

ty more g

swastika and perhaps in part derived from the crested serpent.

Vessel No. 81, a bowl, is decorated interiorly with a poorly executed, incised

design, the meaning of which is problematical, though possibly a bird may be rep-

resented, as what may be intended for head, tail, body, and wings appear on the

desisrn shown in diajiram in Fiir. 41.

54 JOUEX. A. X. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig, 40.—Vessel Xo. 47. Rhodes Place, Ark. (Height 4.5 inches.)

u

Fig. 41,—Vessel Xo. 81. Rhodes Place, Ark. Decoration, (Half-size.)
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The Mouxd Place, Crittenden ('ounty, Akk.

The Mound Place, believed to be about tlireu miles in a direct line from

Wyanoka Landing on the Mississippi river, is tlie property of Mr. D. II, Fox, of

Memphis, Tenn. The plantation takes its name from a number of mounds here

and there on the place, variously from 5 to 15 feet in height, nil much altered in

shape by cultivation.

One day, with eight men to dig, was devoted by us to this place, tlic work
being done in some of the mounds and in all the most promising localities on the

level ground.

Although fragments of human bone and some broken pottery lay on some of

the mounds, nothing was found in them by us, the diggers soon passing through a

stratum of made ground to raw soil beneath, in which burials couhi not ronsouahly

be expected to be found. Presuinably much of tlie ground made by occupain-y,

and all the included burials, had been ploughed away. We were informrd that the

original height of the mounds had been impaired to a considerable extent by culti-

vation.

In the level ground, though many trial-holes were dug, but five burials were

encountered—two of adults, two of children, one of an adolescent. The maximum
depth was 32 inches.

With these burials were eiirht earthenware vessels, four with a sini:h' burial.

On two pots is rude incised decoration consisting of parallel lines ; and on a bottle,

also incised, arc ^^Jirtly interlocked scrolls made up of bands fdled in with reticulata

lines. One small bowl, rnther neatly made, and having the tail and head of a fro^

modeled on opposite sides (an opening representing the mouth), has an incised deco-

ration based on the swastika RTid, in addition, three circles, in two of which are

scratched four-armed crosses, and in the other, one with eight arms. A bowl has

four lobes on the body, rather rudely made.

It was evident from the number of mounds on the Mound Place and from the

quantity of debris on the level ground that the site at one time had been a large

one. Presumably long cultivation had carried away all the more superficial burials,

leaving only a few of the deepest ones.

The Bradley Place, Crittenden- Cou^'TY, Ark.

The Bradley Place, on the left-hand side going up, of an " old river," a former

course of the Mississippi, which passes back of T«land No. 40, is said to be eight

miles above the junction of the two rivers, this union being about ten miles above

Memphis, though, of course, on the opposite side of the Mississippi.

The plantation, the property of Messrs. Banks and Banner (Mr. Lem Banks of

Memphis, whose courtesy to the Academy we have referred to in connection with

the Kent Place, and Mr. W. S. Banner, residing on the plantation), has long been

famous for the discovery of aboriginal pottery in various parts of its great extent.

It is said that the interesting? collection of aboriginal pottery in the Cossitt Library

Memphis, came from this place, and doubtless much of it did, but
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tion was made lono- ago, and as exact data did not accompany the pottery, it would
o *^o

o

be difficult to determine the origin of any particular vessel in it.

On the Bradley Place, about one-half mile from the water, are four mounds

ither, one in the form of a ridge. These mounds, the Wampanocka group,

the highest of which is about 20 feet, were without history of discovery of any

kind of aboriginal relics, we were told. Some have been used in recent times for

burial purposes. Moreover, as these mounds would be a place of refu

of the breaking of the levee (in which one of them is incorporated), no d
o

o

them was attempted. Presumably, like other large mounds of this region, these

were built for domiciliary purposes.

The cultivated portion of the Bradley Place, at the present writing, consists of

a comparatively small part lying between the mounds and the water, and a vast

field around the mounds and extending for several miles inland.

On parts of the territory between the mounds and the river, and on the east-

ern end of the great field (near the mounds, and farther back in the more or less

immediate vicinity of the remains of a mound not associated with the group), as

well as comparatively near the western extremity of the great cultivated tract, are

ancient dwelling-sites, all more or less following the course of Wampanocka bayou.

On these sites lay many relics of aboriginal life and death—bits of pottery; arrow-

heads, flakes, pebbles, chisels, etc., of flint ; and numerous fragments of human

bones.
A,

All these sites have been for years most industriously prodded by the rods of

one ofcolored men resident on the place and by those of visiting " pot-hunters
?J

whom is known to have remained at the plantation for a considerable length of

time.

All these sites also were carefully gone over by us with the aid of rods and of

trial-holes, but while many burials were encountered, the fact that a marked pro-

portion of them had been dug down to and deprived of accompanying artifacts,

considerably impaired the scientific value of our results.

Ten and one-half days, with eight men to dig, were devoted to this place. The

investigation resulted in the discovery of one hundred and eighty-one burials, none

more than 42 inches in depth, as follows :

^

Adults, 134

Adolescents, 6

Infants and children, 40

The forms of burial of the one hundred and forty adults and adolescents, less

eight disturbances, aboriginal or recent, were

:

Extended on the back, 117

At full length, face down, 7

Extended on the right side, 1 . .

Partly flexed on the left side, 3

To be particularly described, 4

^ With the exception of one burial, particulars as to whieli are not in our field notes.
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Of the burials at full lenp;th on the back thirteen had the legs crossed nt theo

ankles, in seven instances the left over the riglit, and in six cases in tlie reverse

position.

Burial No. 43, adult, lay with the trunk on the bnek and tlie lower extrc.uii-

ties partly flexed upward.

Burial No. 81, adult, had the trunk on the back, the thighs alinof-t vertical, the

legs flexed back toward the thighs.

Burial No. 92, adolescent, lay at the bottom of a pit about 3 feet in length.

The position of the skeleton was the result of its restriction to such limited quar-

ters. The trunk lay semi-reclining against one end of the grave, the Ixad thrown

back, face up, the arms parallel to the trunk. The thighs rested on the base uf the

hole, the left leg flexed back along its thigh, the right leg extending almost verti-

cally upward along the other end of the grave.

Burial No. 129, adult, lay prone, the head on the right side, the right arm

under the trunk, the fore-arm flexed, bringing the hand to the head. The left

arm lay along the trunk.

The soil at the Bradley Place, though fire-jdaces were evident occasionally, did

not show the long aboriginal occupancy that we have found indicated at some other

sites.

1

pe

um

on d

In the soil, apart from burials, were : one ear-phig of pottery, of the blunt pii

; one earthenware pipe of ordinary pattern and undecorated ; three disk

wrought from fragments of pottery vessels, each with a central perforation ; a num

her of unperforated pottery disks; several chisels made from flint pebbles; a n

ber of arrowpoints fashioned from deer antler; part of an antler with an encirc

Dve made preparatory to separation ; two astragali of Virginia deer, ground

two sides and somewhat worked on two other sides, similar to the intercs

astragali to be described particularly, later in this report, in connection with our

investigation of the site at Pecan Point. There were encountered in the digging

also three small celts, one of sedimentary and two probably of igneous rock ; one

small celt of black flint; numerous arrowheads of flint, including two of fair size

and barbed, the others being small, often leaf-shaped, but sometimes square at the

base ; a fragment of an undecorated ornament of sheet-copper.

In one or two instances, lying in the made ground at this place, were halves

of lower jaws of deer, which probably had been used as scrapers for maize when

green, as they sometimes were among the Iroquois.^ We are told that this part of

the jaw was held by the anterior, toothless portion and with the sharp back teeth

the kernels were scraped from the cob. "The Setieca housewife when she uses the

jaw scraper, with characteristic humor, says, ' I am letting tlio deer chew the corn

first for me.'

"

Some interments at the Bradley Place were without artifacts of any sort;

others had pottery alone.

' Arthur C. Parker. "Trofiuoia Uses of Maize and other Food Plants," p. 53. New York

State Museum. Museum Bulletin 144.
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The following burials had artifacts than pottery associated with th

All burials of adults, w^lien not otherwise specified, lay extended on the back

Th burial had with it two ear-pluf>-s of

found in pi the head as the

Burial No. 2, adolescent, disturbed.

the blunt pin type which, however, were

skeleton had been disturbed by recent digging prior to ours.

Burial No. 3, a child, had one shell bead at the neck; a bowl and a bottle near

the head.

Burial No. 10, a child, with which were two bottles and a pot, near the skull;

at the neck, two shell beads, and a small, flat ornament of shell, tending tow^ard

oval in outline and having two perforations at the broader end.

Burial No. 24:, a child, had a large and a small bottle at the left of the thorax.

Large bottles associated with children's burials are somewhat unusually found.

Together, at the right elbow, were a bit of quartz crystal and fragments of a shell

from the Gulf coast {Cardium robustuni). With these w^as an ear-plug gracefully

carved from a fairly hard, white stone and copper-coated on the outer surface. A
part of that portion of the ear-plug which w^as intended to button back of the lobe

of the ear, is missing through breakage evidently in ancient times, from the appear-

FiG. 42. Ear-plug of stone coated with sheet-copper on the upper surface.

Bradley Place, Ark. (Full size.)

With burial No. 24

ance of the surface of the broken part. The mate to this ear-plug w^as not present,

and it is likely that the broken ornament had been given to the child with which

it was found, for use as a plaything or as an ornament. This ear-plug is shown in

three positions in Fig. 42. Ear-plugs of limestone, copper-coated similarly to this

one, have been found by us in middle Florida, though the stone of these ornaments

is not nearly so gracefully carved as Is that of the ear-plug from the Bradley Place.

An ear-plug closely resembling this one, from a stone grave in middle Tennessee, is

figured by General Thruston.^

Burial No. 39, adult, had four wing-bones of swans (Olor americanus) together

e inner side of the right humerus.

Burial No. 54, adult, had at the right hand a wing-bone of a goose {B

adorns). A bowl and a bottle were near the skull.

» Gates P. Thruston. "Antiquities of Tennessee," Second ed., p. 169.
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Burial No. 56, a child, had at each Fide of the head an car-plug of the kind

somewhat resembling a mushroom in shape.

Burial No. 57, adult. At the right of the skull were two entire ii)itoiKe >hflls!,

with an arrowhead of antler nn^er one of them, A bowl and a buttle were near

the skull.

Burial No. C2, a child. At the left of the skull was a howl, nnd another howl

had been placed at the left humerus. In one of thef^e was a rude discoidal gtuiie.

A bottle was at the right elbow, and at the left of the pelvis, the carapace of a

small tortoise. At the left knee laj a bowl, and nearby an astragalus of a deer,

characteristically ground for use in a game.

Burial No. 68, a child, had with it two bottles, one of which had been deposi-

ted after the loss of the neck. In the unbroken bottle were : one large bone bead

and parts of another one; a very small and badly decayed shell ornaniejil with a

single perforation; t^tenty-five delicate tubes of bone, probably Iieads, averaging

about one inch in length.

Burial No. 70, a child, had at the left of the skull a pot, a discoidal stone, a

badly decayed astragalus ground to a certain extent as to some of the sides.

Burial No. 72, a child. Near the skull were : a bowl ; a bottle; a flint chisel

;

a shell ear-plug at one side of the head, its mate probably having been thrown back

by the digger. At the left shoulder lay a howl ; a bottle was at the left humerus;

on the lower part of the trunk was a bottle without a neck. At the left of the

pelvis a pot and a bowl had been placed, while over the pelvis was a bottle.

Burial No. 75, a child two or three years of age, had at the h-ft of the skull a

mass of red oxide of iron, ground for use as pigment. Dr. H. F. Keller speaks of

this pigment as highly ferruginous. At the neck were: thirty-six shell beads

one-third to one-half inch in length; one small, tubular bead of sheet-copper

or of sheet-brass, corroded through and through ; two beads of glass. With the

beads were the spire of a marine shell, greatly decayed, having two perforations

for suspension, and what seem to be two diminutive, copper bracelets, one placed

above the other and joined together through corrosion when found. These brace-

lets, if such they are, are made of rods of copper with overlapping ends, but are

bent to have an inside diameter of .75 inch, and hence, with such proportions, could

hardly have encircled the wrists of even a young infant. Perhaps, placed together,

they served as a pendent ornament, in connection with the beads. Attached to

these by corrosion was a metal bead similar to the one already described. On the

chest of the skeleton was an undecorated gorget of shell, irregularly oblong, 3 by

3.5 inches, having at the broader end four perforations, two in line immediately

above two others also in line. To the right of the pelvis stood a bottle.

Burial No. 83, a child, had at the neck a bottle, and an astragalus of an elk,

ground smooth on two of its sides and worked to some extent on two other sides.

Burial No. 116, a child about six years of age, had with it a bottle near the

head and shell beads at the neck, with which was a small section cut from the body

whorl of a marine univalve, having one perforation for suspension.
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Burial No. 119, a child, lav

pi opposite sides of

th a vessel at each side of the skull and sh

head. A badly decayed columella of a sm
marine univalve lay at the chin ; a bottle was near the left side of the pelvis.

Burial No. 120, adult, had at the right of the skull, a bottle, and at the rif^ht

shoulder ber of pebbles together, presumably having belonged

of which had disappeared through decav

Burial No. 121, adult, was interesting in that it had a bowl inverted over the

skull, completely Under this bowl, to the left of

flat base

jaw of the skeleton, was an earthenware pipe havi

ded by an incised line
o

To left of

bowl was another bowl upright. Over part of the

bow d another bowl
which

tern.

ay at the left shoulder, near

ware pipe of ordinary pat-

Immediately alongside the covered skull of this skeleton

an decorated earth

^H was evidence of comparatively digging, and it is proba
ble that other objects belonging to this burial had been re-

moved previous to our coming

-i-"i

fl- ^:|C

./

b^

and parts of pebbles, of flint. With th

pigment.
t.

L-i

Burial No. 126, adult, had to the right of the skull, a bottle

resting on a bowl. Over the opening of the bottle was a spoon

with dentate margin at one end, made from a mussel-shell,

which was greatly decayed when found. At the left of the

skull, and extending beyond, were eighty-five chips, pebbles,

3se was a mass of red

At the right shoulder were a flint pebble and an

arrowhead of antler.

At the outer side of the right humerus, and parallel to it,

lay a most interesting object, namely, a tool consisting of a

handle of deer antler much worked down and showing impres-

sions of cord which had encircled it its entire length at certain

distances apart. Each end of this handle is hollowed out to a

considerable extent, and at one end is a perforation, presuma-

bly for suspension. In place in the other end was the incisor

of a beaver projecting from the socket 1.1 inch, the curve of the

tooth being in reverse direction to a curve in the handle (Fig.

43).

by use.

sand and clay which had gained entrance to the socket, the

former method by which the tooth had been fixed was not

apparent. Presumably gum had been used which, in course of

time, disappeared through decay.

It is interesting to note that Professor Putnam ^ found in

' Frederic W. Putnam. Eighteentli and Nineteenth Annual Reports Peabody Museum of

.Imerican Archseology and Ethnology, p. 456, Figs. 8 and 9.

p^WMflj-

The tooth is considerably chipped at the distal end as if

Although held in place, when found, by a mixture of

Fig. 43.—Tool made of an
incisor of a beaver, in a
handle of antler. With
Burial Xo. 126. Bradley
Place, Ark. (Full size.)
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Ohio mound, together, two handles of antler, in one of whieli liad h
plhiter of bone and in the other a chipj>ed Ftone

[ Tn cn«»e AK».the
od of faste o not evidont.

With this intero8tin<.^ tool found by ug ^vas a piercing implcraent uf bone, nnd
on the inner side of the same arm, in many fra

been two long, slender, bono implements of some kind.

a hiriie fr

pn*^u
•h

;Vt the k'ft leg lay a large fragment i)^' a h«)\vl whicli had been of i'onsidcrable

size, in whicli were forty-Fseven pebblc£ anu tI ips of flint and ( h of cunirlom-

crate. Resting on these fragments of stone were seventein tines of antler ranging

in lenirth between 1.7 1 d 3

eaeii e1 d T
handles for

of antler in

probabh

) IIK

I a 1

fnlly worked down and blunt

reliminarv mnnufactnre of

Professor Putnam also found together a nunilKT of n1(11^8

C fiTrrd to, llioiiLdi the liandlcs H

by him were in a more advanced state of complct ours.

Under the fragment of bowl containing tin* hnndk-s of antler, and extending

beyond it, we found ninety-five pebbles and fragments of r

diameter, thouirh mobt of h pTnaller, Vs of

d p

tlle

Burial No. 135

skulL n

at the risrht of

bowl on the uj)per pnrl of tlie thorax,

and three flat imnlemcnts of bon i roun(led a

probabl d in basketry,* Iving parallel at the right uf

the humerus.

Burial No. 13C, adult, lay 1 P at tlic a
elbow, and a scale of a gar-pike (L^p/snsfr?/.<:). perhaps

one time in use as an arrowliead, at the right of the pch

Burial No. 140, adult, had at the right elbow part of

e of deer antler, smoothed exteriorly and rounded at

nent or wcanon of unusual form.d; also au imple

of black flint, 3.9 inches in length d 1.5 incl

mum width (Fig. 44). At the right humerus were : three

piercing implement.> of bonej part of a small stone celt;

about two-thirds of the inci^^r of a l>eaYer; and a tine of

deer antler worked down and hollowed at one end, prob-

lection with the beaver tooth, which.tool in con

Fig. 44.—Point of black flint.

With Kurial So. 140, Brad-
ley Place, Ark. (Full size.)

however, wa? not found in place.

Burial No. 142, adult, had at the left elbow a bottle,

and at the right of the pelvis, a mushroum-sliaped object

of pottery, used as a modeling tool m the manuf;

of

Burial No. 144, adult, had a shell ear-plug at one side of the head, but careful

search failed to find its mate on the opposite side. However, at a place where so

» Cf. Henry AV. ilaynes. Proc. Boston Soc. Kat. Hist., Feb. 15th, 1893, Vol, XXVI, p. 31.

5.7 JOUEX. A. 1^. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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J

much dio-o-ino- had been done down to skulls, for the removal of objects with them
oo'-"o

this absence has no significance.
, , .

Burial No. 145, a child lying face down, had at the neck a roughly triangular

ffor-et of shell, about 3 inches in length, undecorated, having two perforations for

suspension at the broader end. A bowl and a bottle were at the right and at the

left knee, respectively.
i. i n

Burial No. 147, a child about seven years of age, had near the skull a pot, and

a conch-shell {Fu/gur perversum) having a round hole in the body whorl below the

shoulder, for the insertion of a handle. Tools of this class are common enough in

Florida, but the discovery of one so far north is of interest. With the shell imple-

ment was a mussel-shell {Unio ptirpuratus). At the right of the skull stood a bot-

tle, while at the left of the head was a pot containing another pot inverted. At the

neck were eighty-four shell beads of various shapes and sizes. At each side of the

neck was a shell ear-plug of the short, blunt-pin type described by Dumont as " the

shape of a nail provided with a head." ^ In this particular instance each ear-plug

has back of the head a groove to accommodate the encircling lobe of the ear. A pot

lay at the right forearm, and a bowl near the right femur, having with it two mussel-

shells, one of which is perforated near the hinge.

Burial No. 152, adult, had a large, decaying mussel-shell over the left elbow,

and two others, one notched at the end, at the left humerus.

Burial No. 153, a child, had a bowl and a bottle at the skull, and at the neck

a small univalve much decayed.
i i n

Burial No. 155, adult, lay with a bowl and a bottle at the right of the skull.

In the bowl were forty-eight pebbles and chips of flint, and five small, leaf-shaped

arrowheads of the same material. On these were three sections of tines of deer

antler, probably intended for tool handles. At the right shoulder was a bowl con-

taining a bit of sandstone and having a nodule of flint nearby. Near the left hand

were a bowl and a piercing implement of bone, with the remains of what probably

had been a similar implement.

Burial No. 157, adult, had at the right shoulder a handsome chisel wrought

from a flint pebble, and fragments of a bone implement. At the right of the skull

was a pot. . .

,

Burial No. 160, adult, had a shell ear-plug near the skull.
^

The opposite side

of the cranium had been dug down to and rifled by a previous digger.

Burial No. 174, adult, lying face down, had a bowl at the left of the skull and

a pot resting on the back. Near the pelvis was a piercing implement of bone

While digging at the Bradley Place we came upon a fire-place which at one

was within about 8 inches of the surface, but sloped downward to a depth ot

1.5 feet approximately. Below this fire-place was a pit about 2 feet in depth

w^hich, mingled with the soil and scattered here and there, were ni

ments of china and of glass, and the metal part of a fork with two tmes.

1 Cited by John R. Swanton. " Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley." "Bulletin
,

Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 55.

end

merous fr
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"We do not know if this fire-place had b ed by Ind At

Bradlc}' Phice was abundant evidence of aboriginal intercourse with the whiU'S.

This fire-place, however, was not accompanied with niassc? of baked rlav as abi>rlg-

inal fire-places often are.

Prof. F. A. Lucas kindly has identified bones belonging to the followino' lower

animals, found by us while digging at the Bradley Pl:i<'<>: D«»g {Ca/iis /</mi/i<ins\

Red fox n''ulpcsfiil:'us), Florida otter {Lufra canadensis Z'aga\ Black bear {Ctsus

Bison (B /fisofi), Beaver (C Avfst's), Swan (O/of

Canada goose (Bran/a canad

Fig. 45.- Vessel No. 28. Eartlieimare bottle having opening plugged with clay. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height G.8 inche«.)

Two hundred and fifty-eight vessels of earthenware, most of them undecorated,

d great numbers crushed fragments, were found by us at the Bradley Place,

but six with burials, and usually near the skulls, the greatest number with one

burial being nine. In or near some of the vessels were mussel-shells (T^w/^) wliich

had been used as some of shells being smoothed at one side and a fe

notched at one end. Shells sometimes had been placed

bottles.

of
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interest

The earthenware found by us at the Bradley Place does not equal in point of

• sites in the Middle Mississippi region, and includesfrom some othe

few of the rarer forms. The ware, sometimes with shell tempering and sometimes

without it, is occasionally of fair quality. It is practically without incised decora-

d the of pigment is evident on it in but Of the nme

examples, four are vessels originally having had a uniform coating of red pigmen

two have simple designs in red on yellow ware ; two, decoration in red and cream

d one. in red. cream, and black

The following vessels are worthy especial description :

Vessel No. 28. This vessel, or rather the body of a bottle, (Fig. 45), lay at a

fire-place. It was also about one foot from a burial, but this proximity presumably

was adventitious.

w
/

7

Fig. 46.—Vessel No. 94. Bradley Place, Ark, (Height 8.3 inches.)
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The bottle had been of vellow ware, and d possessed tlirce ft

low, had been joined to the body of the bottle after tlie body itself had bt^en com-

pleted. A circular implement had been used to punch bole^ through the b:i>e of

to enable the feet o pacitv of the body

The most interesting feature of the bottle, however, is that having lost its neck,

[ss of clay had been in part forced down through the opening wht re the neck

])een and in part spread over surrounding portion? of the body. Tlic niasa of

clay was then fired to some extent, leaving

fectly baked, wdiile the exterior portion is n

part within the bottle very

thorouirhlv firiMl.

Fig. 47.—Vessel No. 87. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 5.9 inches.)

The mass of clay was withdrawn by us from the bottle only after

siderable effort, and dent that closing of open space had been

intended to be permanent, possibly with a view to the reversal of the original posi

tion of the vessel, the contents to be allowed to escape through the orifices where

the feet had been. It is possible this was the work of children.

Vessel No. 94 This teresting bottle, sh Fig. 46, presents rather

novel feature, namely, the representation of the human head, the circular opening

of the bottle taking the place of the mouth.

Vessel No. 87. A human e^^^y bottle (Fig. 47) presenting no feature of espe-

cial interest and shown merely as a specimen of effigy vessels from this place. A
line of small protuberances extending down the back are designed to represent
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the presence of vertebrae beneath the flesh, a common feature

sels. The legs extend parallel backward under the bodj

this class of ves-

Vessel No. 156, another human ffigy bottle IS somew hat more interesting
than the preceding one on account of the peculiar arrangement of the hair or head-
dress, which differs on the two sides (Fig. 48).

•

Fig. 48.—Vessel Xo. 156. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 7.75 inches.)

Vessel No. 67 A bottle, 7.3 inches in height, with globular bodv, havin
decoration three designs based on the swastika, shown in red on a ground of cream
color

region

.

This design was much in vogue in parts of the Middle Mississipp Valley

Almost exactly similar decoration is show by Holmes,^ and in various

plates of our report on aboriginal sites of the St. Francis river. Ark.^ The neck of

^Yi!liam H. Holmes.
Twentieth An. Rep.

* Op. cit.

"Aboriginal
Bur. Am. Ethn.

Pottery of Eastern United States," PI. XLIa and b
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tills bottle, 2 inches in height and 3.3 inches in width, lias had a dt'Ooratio!i in nc

pigment, now almost obliterated.

Vessel No. 119. A bottle 5.8 inches in hei'-lit. with a rather short, wide neck

g in relief on one side, the head and fore-leirs of a froir. and

the liind-legs.

Vessel No. 127. Such parts of

xtv fragments, \vhich be

bottlt^ as AViTO round h\ {i< cojjgl^ttnl of

o r h. how
1 togo restoration f

csscnt to determine feature

(! This vessel is of

dcntly shown as enclosed in a network of ts the manner in

wliii'l I ely bottles somet d

I

^

W
m

W

-i

**
^*-

f 'C

^
1.

- *
I

-'

Fig. 49.-Vessel Xo. 127. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 7.6 incbes.)
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Vessel No. 182. A bottle (Fig. 50) which has an engraved desio-n based
found in decoration having a mythological signifi

swastika, with an addition ofte

among the aborigines of south United States, and probably derived from
ted serpent. This bottle is of interest in that it comes from a re^-ion where

farther to the
engraved decoration is less frequently encountered th

southward.

\

\

Fig. 50.-Yessd Xo, 182. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 8.6 inches.)
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Vessel No. 134. A bottle having in relief

frog

inal

d on the opposite side a tail (F

de a iikHleled hoad of a

The reader will n'i-;ill that

United States, the frog usuallv is reprc?CTited with

in aborig-

FiQ. 51.—Vessel No. 1,34. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 5.25 inches.)

sions.

Vessel No. 84. A pot, the body of which is surrounded by vertical dcpres-

From one side projects tlie modeled head of some animal. A tail which

has been on the opposite side is missing. On two sides, opposed to each other, are

two disks in relief (Fig. 52).

Vessel No. 38. This bowl (Fig. 53) belongs to a class specimens of which

often are found in the Middle Mississippi region. It is interesting only in that the

animal head is represented with expanded jaw^s, an unusual, though not a unicjue

feature.

Vessel No. 187 T s bottl

figured by Holmes ^ as coming from Ark
54) is somewha

jisas. The bodv

hape to one

ded by

which, at one time been coated with red and white alternately

The neck, slightly flaring at the opening, has been covered with alternate, horizon-

tal bands of w hite and of red. A beaded collar surrounds the union of the neck

with the body, and a similar decoration adorns the margin of the base.

» Op. cit, PI. XVb.

56 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 52.—Vessel No. 84. Bradley Place, Avk. (Height 4.8 inches;)

\

t*f

1 -•
r

Fig. 53.—Vessel Xo. 38. Bradley Tlace, Ark. (Height of bowl 4.25 inches.)
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v

^!.

-T-t'-''

Fig. 54.—Vessel No. 187. Bradley Place, Ark. (Height 7.9 inches.)

Vessel No. 131 Th ratlier curious vessel (Fig. 55} has a conventional

extending from one side, and from the opposite side a head so highly conventional

ized that it consists merely of a knob adorned with encircling lines.

Vessel No. 90. In Fig. 56 is shown a bowl of light brown ^are, having on on<

side a knob, and on the opposite side a projection about one inch in length

pot" class, though

This rudi-
what resembling a spout of the kind found on vessels of the "tej

this one is much shorter than are spouts on vessels of the type noted

mentary spout, if such it be, is solid, though at the extremity n shallow depression

h b made on it. On opposi side from the spout i knob usually

found on "teapot" vessel ey are not animal forms, and whicli, by-the way
)

ften found on vessels representing gourd
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^b __ _
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v

Fig. 55.—Vessel Xo. 131. Bradley Place, Ark, (Height 3.3 inches.)
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Fig. 5fJ.—Vessel No, 90. Bradley Place, Ark. (Diam. 7.5 inches.)
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Vl-^scI No. 1'»S. In uur description of tli.- tt'iU- at P.m n r<»in< in iliif w., it

uc lia\c o-^c:i*ion t.» rofcr to a gjiiibol. t!ii» mtaninir of w hi* li \§ jmiMc mttirnl. »n<|

wliich r>m*»timc« apju-nr- *^« tin- oullino of !»< wis, Wt- Luvo Ii.tp \r\ Fitr. 'T a !•' nl

which, instead of bcin? trivcn iLw uutline of ilii^ «ivTnl>..l. which iitsu.ilh h'« Iw..

jMiint-* pnijwtinp vertically, has tl><» pt»liitf< dotihh <! lu ijinu)'»r mtm! f jM*<!!i»l..nth'

|jla<*e<! ahout tin- rim.
^

X

"%....
*n

/
y
^

If
Fro. 57.—

V

1 Xo, l-">-*. BraHlf^T Tuce, Ark* I' »tn 102 ln*-h«^.)
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k^ -"n "I X lV

r -'

/

Fig. 58.—Vessel Xo. 69. Bradley Place, Ark. (Diiiin. 10 inches.)

Fig. 59. Vessel Xo. 215. Bradley Place, Ark.
(Height 3.7 inches.)

an engraved design

Vessel No. 69. The bowl shown

in Ficr. 58 is decorated interiorly with

of mediocre ex-

cellence, presenting a triskelion cen-

trally placed and surrounded by

groups of festooned lines.

Vessel No. 215. This pot of

brown ware (Fig. 59) has an inter-

esting decoration made up of small

nodes thickly placed,

similar vessel is figured b}'

as coming from Arkansas.

A somewhat

Holmes^

Op. cit., n. xig.
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o

Pkcan Point. Mississii'iu County, Akk.

Pecan Point, on xVIis^issippi river, fo^nl^^ tlie soulluastern rrtmer of Miti^ispipp!

County, wliirh is the northernmost county of the State of Arkansas, borderi

Mississippi river.

Pecan Point has been celebrated for many years for the nnrnher of

antiquities found there during the bnihlinjr of U'vccs :ind in cultivation. In addi-

tion, much successful work wns done at this ]ihn;L' for the Bureau of American

Ethnology, and for the Davenport Academy of Natural Science, of Davenport, Iowa,

the results of which are described in various roporls' of the liunnn of Anutican

Ethnology. It was at this place that the first of the inlcrestiuL' clns^ of licad V( ?-

sels was found.

The warm thanks of the Acndemy of Natiiral Sciences are tendered Mr. R.

W. Friend, of Pecan Point, who cordially put his large planlallons there at the

disposal of the Academy for investigation, in the most unreserve d

About one mile above the main settlement at Pecan Point, though still in its

kirts, a short distance from the river, is a mound which has been used og a

etery in recent times. This mound, which has suffered soiue in shape in the

lapse of years, is about 12 f( O d is approximately square with rounded

corners, its sides nearly facing the cardinal points. The basal diameter is about

110 feet; that of the summit-plateau, 50 feet, approxiniattdy. Apparently a cause-

way connected the mound with the level ground in former times.

A short distance from this mound (which probably was domiciliary and was

not dug into by us) is the northwestern coiner of a large field which has been long

der cultivation, and part of which,* judging [n^ \\ of aboriginal debr

scattered over the surface, must have been a dwelling-site for a considerable period

in early times. This field, Ave were told by Mr. Friend, was where the digging

previous to our own had been carried on. Since then, however, that part of the

field in which aboriginal burials are found has been curtailed by the building of

new levees.

Although so much former investigation had been carried on at Pecan Point,

we felt the place still offered an excellent opportunity to the arcliieologist, Mnce it

is plain that neither by digging trial-holes nor by the use of sounding-rods can an

aboriginal site of any size be entirely cleared of relics, and those using only rods

for the discovery of vessels (as did those who preceded us, we were told), of neces-

sity leave behind the vessels that are deeply buried and all those over which are

fire-places of hardened clay, through which rods cannot pass.

1 William H. Holme?. "Illustrated Catalogue of a Portion of the Ethnologic and'Archaeologic

Collections Made by the Bureau of Ethnology during the year 1881," p. 469 et seq. Third An. Kep.

Bur. Ethn.
William H. Holmes. "Ancient Pottery of the Mississii)pi Valley," />rrWjH. lourth An. Rep.

Bur. Ethn.
Cyrus Thomas. "Mound Explorations," p. 219 e< teq. Twelfth An. Kep. Bur. Ethn. J his

account contains a plan of the aboriginal mound and site at Pecan Point.
, rr •

i.

William H. Holmes. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," p. 98 et al. Twenneth

An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethn.
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Those relying on rods alone, even in the absence of fire-places miss much pot-
tery, and many skeletons (which often indicate the presence of pottery) which
softened by long exposure to damp, offer little resistance to pointed rods of steel

Nevertheless, the activities of former searchers are a distinct detriment to the
archaeologist seeking exact data, as no definite determination can be arrived at as
-to the average number of vessels placed with burials in any particular site since
as we know, these seekers after pottery were accustomed, after ascertainino- the
position of vessels, to dig down to them and to effect their removal, leavino- the
skeletons behind.

Our digging at Pecan Point occupied fourteen and one-half days of eight hours
th a force of nine men to handle the spades and four men to super\

as
.The work was done in the northwestern part of the field, to which reference h
been made, and the area searched extended from the northwest corner of the field

a distance of 162 paces along the northern side, and had a breadth of 89 paces at

the western end, where the fence meets that of the northern side at a moderately
acute angle, and covered all that part of the field on which signs of aboriginal oc-

cupancy were apparent. In addition, a small garden and some territory adjoining
it, all of which were contiguous to the area already specified, were dug through by
us, with considerable success.

Search elsewhere in the field was not rewarded.

Our quest consisted of sinking trial-holes at random, since inequalities of sur-

face, which might have guided us had they been present, were no longer apparent,
and prolonged drought had hardened the soil to such an extent that the use of

sounding-rods was not effective.

The soil in which burials were lay upon alluvial deposit and was composed of

ground darkened by admixture of organic matter in which were ashes and dwelling-

site debris. Fire-places at various depths were encountered at intervals.

The depth of this made-ground varied in places. The deepest burial found
(which lay 4 feet 6 inches below the surface) was still in it. Often, however, the

depth of this artificial soil did not exceed 3 feet.

Three hundred and forty-nine burials were encountered at the Pecan Point site,

as follows :

Adults and adolescents, 257
Infants and children, 58

Disturbances^ caused by interfering graves, in aboriginal times, and by recent

cultivation and search, 34

The forms of burial of the adults and of the adolescents were as follows :

Extended on the back, adults, 227; adolescents, 21, 248
Extended face down, adults, 4 ; adolescent, 1,5
Partly flexed on the right side, adolescent, 1

CT J-'''" ^i^^
of serious disturbances sucli as those noted here, no determination as to age was made,

blight disturbances, such as the loss to the skeleton of an arm or of a foot were itrnored in tlie classifi-

cation. °
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Partly flexed on the left side, adults, 2: adolescent, 1, 3

There was no fixed orientation of the burials at this place, heads being directed

toward various points of the compass.

Although considerable age must be accorded tlie burials at Pecan Point, mwv
nothing in any ^vay indicating contact witli white persons was found there, 3'et

possibly owing to the quantity of ashes in the niade-irround in which the burials

lay, which would act as a preservative, the skeletal remains were in an exi-elK nt

state of preservation, enabling ns to obtain there forty-eight skulls an<l (•(Ikt sk*!**-

tal remains, which were included in our gift to the National Mu?cnni.

An interesting pathological h^pccimen was met with : Burial No. CO, the bkelc-

ton of an adult, had a badly united fracture in the upper fourth of tlie left femur,

with anterior displacement of the upper fragment.

On the surface, where they had been ploughed up, and in the soil of the dw ell-

ing-site, were many flint chisels which had been made from pebbles, often ones

especially selected owing to a shape which lent itself to the making of a chisel

with a miniruum amount of chipping. Some chisels, however. \v<re made from

pebbles broken in two or from which considerable parts had been removed. After

the pebbles had been chipped to the required shape, they were ground somewhat,

especially on both sides at one end, to confer a cutting <dge. In Fig. 00 is shown

a selected pebble; one chipped and ready for grinding; and a com]>l(i<'<l chisd.

In the Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnologj^ is shown one of the

chisels from Pecan Point.

Also scattered throughout tlie made-ground were numerous sniallj flint nnow-

pointSjwhole or in various stages of completion ; one large projectile-point or knife

of flint, made with a single barb, a type well known as coming from parts of

Arkansas, Louisiana and elsewhere; several celts of moderate sl/.e, one of these of

fine-grained sandstone, another probably of mctamorphic rock ; a small, fiat mass

of bituminous coal ; a few, rude, discoidal stones made from pebbles originally flat

;

many flat, circular pebbles not artificially shaped; numerous disks made from frag-

ments of pottery vessels, some centrally perforated; a tube of bone with an encir-

cling groove near one end ; a shell of a cretaceous fossil {Exogyra costaid) which

occurs in western Arkansas ; two scales of the gar-pike, such as Du Pratz says were

used as arrowpoints by the Mississippi Indians; three mussel-shells found one

within the other, tw^o of which, probably belonging to the same shell-fish {Unio

anadofi/oi'des), had been carefully worked to a point at one end ; an astragalus of

an elk and three belonjirlnn; to Virginia deer, all showing workmanship to enable

them to be used as dice in a game; in a little pile together, five wing-bones belong-

ing to the wild swan, the wild goose, and the wild turkey. We have spoken before

of the curious custom at the Rhodes Plaee, the Bradley Place and at Pecan Point,

to put near or with the dead, metacarpal bones of birds of considerable size. The

evidences of this custom were especially noticeable at Pecan Point, but here, how-

ever, each occurrence was not recorded by ns as the bones sometimes were too

badly crushed and decayed for identification.

' P. 470, Fig. 142.
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Fig. 60.—The flint pebble to the left in the illustration is one of the kind often selected by the aborigines on account of a

suitable shape from which to raake chisels. The middle pebble, showing chipping, illustrates the intermediate sta^e

in the work. Ou the right is shown the finished chisel having a ground cutting-edge. All from Pecan Point, Ark.

(Full size.)

The head of a long-bone found in midden debris at this place has been identi-

fied by Prof. F. A. Lucas as having belonged to a bison.

We shall now consider all burials

Pecan Point, which

ied 1 artifacts other

vessels, but shall refe

accompa-

n pottery

to such

% ^WS*'

/

vessels as were with these particular

burials. The form of burial of adults

and of adolescents, in each case, unless

otherwise specified, was extended on

the back.

;''
Burial No

bone of a turkey

adult, had a wing-

t the left ear, and

Fig. 61 Pipe of earthenware. With Burial No. 4. Tecan
Point, Ark. (Height 2.25 inches.)

leaf-shaped projectile point of flmt

near the head. At the face was a bowl,

and a bottle was at the right shoulder.
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Burial No. 4, adult, had a bottle

iflit shoulder. N d

the right side of the skull and a bowl nt

an eartlu'iiwaro pipe having on two pides

decoration based on the swa.^tlka, NsUh spiral firms, and in front ;in inclMd repre-

sentation postibl^' of the head of a dc

mounted with plumes (Fig. 61).

Burial No. 13, a child, had three >

f a human h <ur-

h iH'ck. n diM'oidal ptcne fit

the left thigh. Near the stone was the wiug-hoiie^ of a bird. Will 1 hn

also was an

a game.

of d of K dcs. for use

Burial No. 25, a child, h
(^

f. nt the ri-ilil Ihisrh. ft

bottle. Some limonite, doubtless used as 3

I^nrial No. 28. a child, had in additioi:

I this burial.

II shnpcd 1m d

of shell; two shell ear-plugs of dillennt ?i/e.s; n (hit, oblong, shell 1h:m1 with crcs

c excisions in four sides, and two ceiitrul pernjpatioi

Burial No. 33, adult, had a bottle at the feet, a bow [leI at tin- ankles, and,

ft shoulder, three carefully made iniph-iucnts of split bon*'. each rounded at one

id, probably for use in basketrj'.

Burial No. 40, a child, had a worked astragalus of a deer near iho h.ad, and,

1 the pelvis, a bottle, a bowl, and a toy vessel representing a frog

Burial No. 56, an adult, had in asso^

A small, flint arrowpoint rested on a dor

10 h( ad. n botllo and a bowl.

Burial No. GO, an aboriginal disturbance of the skeleton of a well-gmw

skeleton being present only from the pelvis up. This burial had no fe

ed around

rhis burial had no

Til addition, tohell bcadf*. some

some flat, and plug of shell lay in pi cm-] 1 de of i( head.

found by us in the site at Pe

Point, with one exceiition wl: be noted

later, belong to the well-known clas?

hat resemble a mush m
w

sb

h ieh

though tin ad ds sliditly more

de than it does to the otlur. This class of

ear-plugs have

wall of a larL^e

ft from the pnrietal

ve iFuI^iir), and

head from parts to either side of

:ly explained in this re

T return to B N 60 W 1 the

Fig. Gi.—Oinameiits made from spires of marine

sbells. With Burial No. GO. Pecan Point,

Ark. (Full size.)

beads, evidently n pendant with the ncckl

was a canine tooth of a panther, grooved at

d for suspen the forehead of the

1 At r.can Point, in addition to the ^ving-bon(^ found and recorded as belonging to parncular

burials, six other wing-bone, were unearthed, some of which were "'^h ^"^'^^^'^
^"'^T^ "C^^

the.u. pre.u.nablv through disturbance. We cannot say with wj.at bunal any one of t'^^^ej>one8 WM

found, but Prof.F. A. Lucas kindly has identified the bones as follows: .wan, 3; snow goose, 1 .
^.Id

goo.se, 1 ; wild duck, 1.
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skull lav a fl fe Al with the beads was a pend b of

ch-shell iFulgiir perversmri), perforated at beak for suspension, and

aments made from spires of sm ch-shells, each with two perforat

(Fig. -62)

Burial No. 74. ad d, in addition to a water bottle, two pairs of sh

plugs. Shell beads were at the neck

Burial No. 82, an adolescent, lying partly flexed on the left side, had, at the

right of the pelvis, a bottle and a bowl containing another bowl in which was a pot,

all upright. Alongside these was a bowl within a bowl, both vertically placed.

Shell beads were at the neck and a shell ear-plug at each side of the head.

Burial No. 85, adult, had red pigment near the skull and a bone implement

with flat, rounded d m to th already described at the

humerus. At the left of the skull and at the left shoulder, respectively

vessels.

ight

two

Burial No. 101, a child, had a bowl and a bottle, also many sm

and a single shell bead near the skull.

J
flint chips

Burial No. 104, a child, had with it a wing-bone of a snow goose and the penis

bone of

the dis

Raccoon bones of this kind are sometimes found sharpened at

d for awls, but in this case, wh the d d is intact, the

bulbous, or proximal, end is perforated as for suspension, though It is hard to s

what use the object could have been put. Possibly the perforation was placed

bone intended for an awl which, for some left finished. In a K
tucky site ^ was found a similar bone of a raccoon, perforated at the proxim

and without a point at the opposite extremity.

end

Fig, 63.—From left to right: astragalus of deer, of elk, and of bison, smoothed fur use as dice

Pecan Point, Ark. (Height of largest astragalus, 2.4 inches.)

With Burial Xo. 104

and

Near the skull was red pigment, and

the right shoulder, respectively, wei

the left forearm, the left humerus

a bowl a bottle d a bowl Small

skull was a handsome discoidalshell beads were at the neck. At the left of the

of limonite with a secondarv ferrudnous coatinir.

1 Harlan L Smith, ''The Prehistoric Ethnology of a Kentucky Site/' Plate XLII 5

pological Papers of the American Museum of Natural History. Vol. VI, Part 2.

An thro-

k
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Lying together, with this burial, was an interesting set of three a.-f niiiali (Fig.

C3) identified by Prof. F. A. Lucas as belonging to bison, elk, and deer, n^Fpoctivelv.

These astragali had been carefully smoothed in jilacc!* and arc of the kind found

by us on the river from the Rhodes Place northward. The reader is donbtU^s

aware that unworked astragali, or knuckle-boncs, are very cminonly fonnd in

aboriginal sites, and that such bones were used in games, hut (he findintr of a}Jtra"-ali

in aboriginal sites in the United Slates, carefully gmoothed as to certain part5 to

facilitate their use, presumably as dice, is unusual and possibly has not b«'rn

reported before.

We arc indebted to Mr. Charles C. Willoughby for the information that the

only worked astragalus (wit

Cambridge, Mass., belongs to an ox and recently was obtained from Indiana of

Patagonia.

1 des ground) that he recalls in the Peabodv

Mr. Culin ^ figures the .astragalus of a bison which was used as a die by Papago

Indians of A however, shows no work

Mr. Culin, w^ho was on the point of starting on a protracted journey, kiinlly

furnished, at our re(piest, the following note as to worked astragali. Subsetpiently,

after his departure, he sent a second note on the subject, which also we include.

Presumably, had it been possible for us to reach Mr. Culin, the two notes. pcrViapp,

with modification, w^ould have appeared as one.

Mr. Culin in his first note says

:

"I have carefully examined the worked astragalus from Pecan Point, Arkan-

sas. T have never seen or heard of worked astragali being <'mployed for any j)ur-

pose among the North American Indians. Unworked knuckle-boncs, cither small

ones of sheep or deer, or large bones of the ox were used recently as dice by a

number of tribes in widely separated localities. I have described the astragalus of

a bison collected by Dr. W. J. McGee, from the Papago Avho employed it in a game.

I have collected knuckle-bones used as dice from several tribes, notably the Pomo

and Maidu in California, who both have two games, one played with the knuckle-

bones of sheep, goats or deer, and the other with a single large bone from an ox.

These games are counted with sticks and are played like the stick dice game, but

1 ; is not unlikely that they w^ere borrowed from the Spaniards.

"The Indians used small unw^orked knuckle-bones, as well as other small

heavy bones, as weights on w^hirling toys, being tied in the middle of a sinew cord.

It may be that the objects you found were used as dice. It is possible, but the

de

Mr. Culin's second note is as follows

nThe only worked knuckle-bone [astragalus] in the Field Museum of

History [Chicago, 111.] is a single perforated specimen of medium size (llama ?) from

the necropolis of Caldera, in Chile. It is associated with many other bone objects,

flat strips of bone, all similarly perforated, as if for suspension, and pretty certainly

' Stewart Culin. "Gaines of the North American Indians," p. 148. Twenty-fourth An. Rep,

Bur. Am. Ethn.
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dice. We have here, therefore, a pre-Columbian worked knuckle-bone [astragalus]

die, but the hole is merely for suspension."

Burial No. 107, adult, had below the neck, two beads of bone.

Burial No. 119, adult, had a bottle and a few shell beads at the right humerus.

Burial No. 121, adult, had at the skull a bottle and a mushroom-shaped

object of earthenware of a class no doubt correctly believed to be modeling tools

for pottery, by Holmes,^ by Thruston^ and by Fowke.^

Some have thought that objects of this kind were used to cover the openings

of water bottles, and in point of fact a considerable collection of vessels made by

modern Indians of British Guiana, now in the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, includes numerous bottles wath stoppers much resembling the object

found by us at Pecan Point.

However, these mushroom-shaped objects of earthenware from prehistoric sites

in the United States as a rule show considerable wear and, furthermore, are not

found in numbers sufficient to warrant their being considered stoppers. One mod-

elin<^ tool could serve for many bottles, but a stopper would be needed for each one.

Moreover, we do not recall having found at Pecan Point bottles with necks suffi-

ciently slender to accommodate these mushroom-shaped objects, which, by the way,

we have found in regions where bottles with slender necks are not known.

Burial No. 124, adolescent, had a pot, a bowl, and a bone implement doubtless

used in basketry.

. Burial No. 138, a child, had two shell beads at the neck.

Burial No. 150, an aboriginal disturbance of the skeleton of an adult, had shell

beads at the neck, and was accompanied with two bottles, near one of which lay

half of a flinty concretion that had been broken open and apparently polished

along the surface of the fracture, giving the object the appearance of a diminutive

bowl. At the right hand were three flint chisels and a celt of the same material.

A handsome leaf-shaped weapon of flint, 12.5 inches in length and having a maxi-

mum thickness of one inch, lay at the left humerus. A beautiful discoidal stone of

banded silicious rock was at the inner side of the right forearm, while a wing-bone

of a swan lay near the skull

Burial No. 152, adult, was accompanied with one bottle ; near the skull

red pigment

Burial No. 160. adolescent, had near the skull a bowl in which were two flat

pebbles. Lying inverted upon from a m
above which was a large mussel-shell. With this burial also was a bowl rudely

representing a fish.

Burial No. 162, adult, had at the right shoulder a ceremonial axe of the 'dioe-

shaped " variety, made from carboniferous slate, a material so soft that no imp e-

' William H. Holmes. "Aboriginal Pottery of Eastern United States," Plate XXXV.

Twentieth An. Rep. Bur. Am. Etbn.
' Gates P. Thruston. "Antiquities of Tennessee," Second ed., p. 161, Fig. 65.

, ^ , q,.p

" Gerard Fowke, citing Cristopher Wren. Proc. and CoH. Wyoming Hist, and Geoi. ouu,

IX, 156.
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ment intended for practical use would be shaj^od from it. At the left fonanii was
a flint chisel, and at the left of the skull, a bottle.

Burial No. 104, adult, had a? mortuary- deposit, a bowl, n bolllf. and seven

badl}' decayed mussel-shells arranged in a pile, one within the otiicr.

Burial No. 1G7. a child, had two pots, one on the riiiht and one on 11k- left

elbow. A bottle was over the right shoulder. At each side of the heud ^^as a

shell ear-plug, and at the neck wi?rc a small conch-shtll perforated at the beak f«tr

suspension, and the spires of three similar shells ench with a bole for t«nspencion.

Below the chin, on the chest, was a shell gorget of triangular foini, whieh "HC

usually finds decorated with a repppsentation of a human fare. In this ingtnnce,

however, only holes for suspension arc present. At the right forearm were two di«-

coidal stones, each about 2.5 inches in diameter, and a ^mall, flat, circular pebble.

Burial No. 108, adult, had at the right of the skull a tortoise shell, and at the

left of it two bottles and a bowl.

Burial No. 171, adolescent, accompanied with seven vcsm-Is. one of which, a

bowl, contained a pot in wliich wa,s an astragalus of a deer, ( anfully Mno(>tlnd .'is

to some of its sides. In the containing bowl was a small pebble. Another bowl of

this group held a pot in which was another astragalus of a deer, also pnuan d for

gaming. At the risrht side of lent of bttne.

Burial No. 182, a child, in addition to a bottle and a bowl over the pdvis, had

ic chest the remains of an undecoratcd gorget of shell.

Burial No. 1S5, adult, had near tlie skull a bottle, and at the right elbow a

way throuL-'h

bottle and a bowl. Under the bottle was a flat peb1>le.

Burial No. 188, an adult with lower extremities cut j

disturbance, liad a cup and a bottle at the right humerus, and at the right shoulder,

a bowl. At the left shoulder was a perforated disk made from a fragment of jtottcry

vessel, and a wing-bone of a bird.

Burial No. 202, adult, had shell car-plugs, one at each side of the head, with a

perforation for attachment at the end of the shank of each.

Burial No. 222, adult, had a small quantity of red pigment near the skull. A
bowl and a pot were with this burial

Burial No. 228, a child, in addition to a bottle, a pot, a bowl, and a toy pot,

had two ear-plugs of shell, of the kind almost universally found at Pecan Point, but

having at the end of each shank a hole to fasten the ornament more securely. Tn

addition this burial had a pair of the blunt-pin. or nail-shaped variety of ear-plugs,

short with rounded head. At the neck were shell beads and a small pendant of

talc (?), roughly three-sided, tapering slightly toward one end and having n perforar

tion for suspension.

Burial No. 254, adult, had as mortuary" deposit, a bowl, a bottle, and two

shell beads.

Burial No. 272, adolescent. One shell bead lay at the neck of this burial,

with which also one bottle had been deposited.

Burial No. 300, adult. At the ri^rht humerus was a leaf-shaped weapon of
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cliipped 11 J o and the o lit femur, erect, edge downward as

if it had been deposited with the hand grasping the handle, was a handsome, choco-

late-colored, ceremonial axe of ferrugmous shale (Fig. 64), 6.1 inches in length, and

2.6 inches in maximum breadth. In this axe is a perforation for attachment, rather

s type of ceremonial axe,irregularly made by boring from opposite sid Th

oblo o outline, is seldom tered One, of lignite, from the St. Fran CIS

Arkansas, is in Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., and two were found by

Keno Plantation, northern Louisiana, one of sandstone and of meta

morphic rock.

Burial No. 302, adult, had at the right elbow a small amount of red pigment

and a chisel wrought from a flat pebble, by sharpening one end. A bowl and a

bottle lay with this burial.

Fig. 64.—Ceieinoiiial axe of ferruginous sbale. Witli Burial No. 300. Pecan Toint, Ark. (Full size.)

Burial No. 305, a child, had a small bottle representing a fish, a diminutive

bowl in the form of a frog, and a bowl having conventional head and tail on oppo-

site sides, in which were a mussel-shell and a round, flat pebble.

Burial No. 309, adult, had in addition to a bottle, red paint at the left humerus

;

a gorget of shell made from a triangular section of a conch, without decoration

;

and a curious object of bone at the left forearm, so badly decayed and broken that

former and shape could not be determined. It seemed, h have

been a receptacle made from part of a large bone, split and hollowed. The thin-

ness of the walls and the length of the hollowed space seem to discredit the idea

that the object had served as a handle.

Burial No. 311, a child, had a bowl, a bottle, and a small, oval, undecorated
ornament of shell, with two perforations.

Burial No. 325, adult, had a bowl at the right of the skull and a bottle at the

right shoulder. On the upper part of the thorax, the broad end under the chin,
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lay a disappointment in the shape of a perfectly preserved gorget of ^liell sonieuLat
more than 7 inches in length and C inches in maximum hreadth, having two perfo-

rations in the upper, or broader, part, and one near the opposite end. This gorget,

of a type so often representing the human face, is witliout decoration of any kind.

Burial No. 32C, the skeleton of an ndiilt, showiiior sliiilit disturbajMM^ had af tho

o

right of the skull, one within the otlicr, two eartlienuare ve^^els representing shell

forms, and a bottle at the riglit humerus. Near this bottle were a Fmall quantity

of paint; three cylinders shaped from tines of antler; a piercing implement about

6 inches in length made from a section of a bone, havin^r at one end nine nulches

on one side.

Burial No. 333, adolescent, had two rude, discoidal stones at the left of tlic

pelvis.

Burial No. 340, adult, had a small quantity of red pigment near the skull and
two shell beads at the neck. A bowl and a bottle also were with tins burial.

Five hundred and thirty-five vessels of earthenware, broken and whole (two

hundred and sixty-three of which were left w^th Mr. Friend, the owner of the

Pecan Point Plantation), were found by us during our investigation. Of these,

eleven were apart from burials, probably as a result of aboriirinal disturbance.

The vessels from this place, as a rule (with many exceptions), lay near the

skulls, and often a deposit consisted of a bowl and a bottle. A number of burials,

however, were without deposits of earthenw^are, while some liad only one vessel and

a few had each a considerable number of them. The arrangement of vessels in

respect to each other was simple. A few lay within others, but cases of surmount-

ing vessels, inverted or otherwise, were rare.

The earthenware from Pecan Point is gbell-tempered as a rule, but on the other

hand, often it is not of the shell-tempered kind. The ware is of fairl}* good quality.

The forms are almost invariably confined to the bottle, the bowl, and the pot, and

these, as a rule, vary but little from standard shapes.

Bottles almost universally are of the wide-mouthed variety, and, save in a few

instances, without superficial decoration, though manj^ of them have an added

attraction in the form of a projecting annular or discoidal base which, incidentally

we may say, was often, if not always, made separatelj- from the body of the vessel

and added to it previous to the firing.

Strangely enough, the bottle with the tripod support, a not uncommon form in

the Middle Mississippi region, was not found by us at Pecan Point.

Though the surface o^ much of the ware from Pecan Point could readily have

lent itself to engraved, incised, or trailed decoration, such decoration is seldom

found upon it, and when present it is almost invariably of the rudest kind. How-

ever, incised decoration on earthenware, as the reader knows, is not looked for to

any extent in the Middle Mississippi region. On the other hand, the use of pig-

ment for decoration of earthenware was a favorite method in that region and was

extensively practised by the potters of the St. Francis river sites to the westward

of Pecan Point. Taking this into consideration it is rather a surprise to know that
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but twelve vessels decorated in color were found by us at Pecan Point, and the

with the exception of the head bottle to be described later, show little variety

design.

Many mussel-shells, separately or occasionally in pairs, lay within or beside

vessels at this place. ^ ^ , ^ - r- ^ .

We shall now consider earthenware from Pecan Point, having features of

interest. . • ^i i j i ^ .

Vessel No. 31, a bottle, has four equidistant depressions m the body, but is

otherwise undecorated. This form of decoration in regions where potters were

given to the use of incised designs would have, in addition, much incised decoration

in which the depressions would occupy central positions.

Vessel No. 330, a bottle of ordinary form as to the body, but showing

markings whence a head, a tail, and four legs apparently had been broken

away. Animal forms and pots with the additions we have named occasionally

are found in the Middle Mississippi region, but a bottle with a globular body,

with head, tail, and legs is rare indeed. A fine bottle bordering on this class,

though the body is not entirely globular, is in the collection of Mr. E. E. Baird of

Poplar Bluff, Mo.^

Vessel No. 333, a pot of ordinary ware, having around the portion below the

rim a decoration of upright fillets in relief. On the body are vertical, parallel, incised

lines, very rudely executed. On the base of the vessel is a circle containing a

swastika.

Vessel No. 463, a bowl almost 4.5 inches in diameter of body, having on one

side, projecting outward and upward, the modeled head of a bird. On the opposite

side is a tail extending horizontally, having six deeply incised, parallel lines on the

upper surface. In this tail are tw^o holes for suspension ; a single hole traverses the

neck of the bird on the opposite side.

Vessel No. 475, a pot about 6 inches in diameter, has on opposite sides a con-

ventional head and tail of a fish ; on tw^o other opposite sides, dorsal and ventral

fins are represented. On one side of the vessel are two holes for suspension, vrhile

on the opposite side are the same number of semi-perforations which, for some

reason, have not been completed.

Vessel No. 229. This bottle, shown in Plate XXXV, received a blow from a

spade on one side, the restored part showing somewhat to the left in the illustration.

The body is decorated with vertical bands, white and red, the red bands being of

different widths alternately. The neck has had a uniform coating of red pigment,

much of which has disappeared through wear.

Vessel No. 1 60. A bottle of coarse, shell-tempered ware, of a well-known type

in the Middle Mississippi region, has a double neck arching to form a short, vertical

one at the union of the two.

Vessel No. 173. A bottle of hard, black ware, 7.2 inches in height, having in

relief on the upper part of the body, surrounding the neck, the symbol shown in

' W. K. Moorebead. " The Stone Age in North America," Vol. 11, p. 281.

V
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Fig. 65^ the meaning of which, doubt, though its use ir

mparatively widespread

as we have said, is in

aboriginal times was e(

We find it engraved on pottery and repousse

sheet-copper from the great site at Moundvil
Aha., and carved on stone from the resrion bord
ing the lower Ark river.

relief pottery from Ark 3

It is seen in

and we have
found the symbol in that State, forming

line of bowls, alonsr the St. Francis and M
rivers.

Fig. 65.—Symbol of unknown meaning

Incidentally it may be said that the symbol

in question, when it does not appear in relief on a

bottle or as an outline of a bowl (in which case no

particular position can be assigned to it), is almost

iably represented with the pointed r ver-

J

tically placed d has centrally an ellipt

figure perhaps representing an orifi In Fig. 6G

one of these symbols which is engraved

from Moundville. Ala.

Vessel No. 144 We show here in Fig. 6

bowl shaped in outline to resemble the symbol

which reference has just been made.

Vessel N 459 This bottle. 3.9 inches in

Fig. 66.—Symbol of unknown meaning, from
a vase, Moundville, Ala. height, has lost much of its neck aborig

times, though the marg of fracture been

smoothed down by the abori continued use of the The d

has consisted of a considerable number of vertical bands alternately red and

black, though on some of the bands little trace of the black rem

Vessel No. 136. This interesting pot 68) life form representin a

quadruped of some kind, is of hard, black ware showing considerable polish

type is unusual, and resembles somewhat that of a vessel found by us on th«

The

Arkansi

descript

river,^ which, howe

. The decoration (

IS ferior some pects to the der

this vessel consists of designs based on the

tika and of swastikas enclosed

Vessel No. 317. In Fi^. 69 is shown a very interesting bottle. On two oppo

while on two other opposite sidesside relief modeled human faces

1 Clarence B. Moore. "Certain Aborigiual Mounds of the Black Warrior Ei ver" and "Mound-

ville Revisited," passim. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. XIII.
^ , ^r j -n -i i "

•2 w:ii:„.-/tt ti..i„,„„ « Certain Notched or Scalloped Stone Tablets of the Mound Builders.
H. Hoi

Ma
M C(

Tlie Stone A^e in North America," Vol. I, p. 452.
We

» William H. Holmes. "Aboriginaf Pottery of Eastern United States, Plate XUlf.

found this symbol in relief on no fewer than eight bottles at Pecan Point, Ark
* "Certain Mounds of Arkansas and of Mississippi," Fjg. 7. Journ. Acad. Isat. Sci., Hula.,

Vol. XIII.
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relief, human hands are represented. Between the hands and the faces

four long-boneSj in relief This decoration, which must be verjunusuaP on pottery

mind the human long-bones engraved on bottles found by us

o Moundville. Al

1

Fig. 67.-yessel Xo. 144. Tecan Toint, Ark. (Diam. 9.75 inches.)

Mitchell of St. Louis. Mcome from r ear B thev ]p aX r , i

'^ ''^f ^^ ^^- ^^""'^' ^"v ''^ ^ fine bottle said to hav<

all ver,^X "'S^t;ets^:^.^;tU^^ ''-' '--' -^ seven long-bones

Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Black Warrior T?lvpr. " ,. 99fi / /
"Moundville R«i,ite,l," p. 369. Joa™. AoacI N^L S "p,,f,- ''1 "in.
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Fig. 68.~Vessel No, 136. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 5.5 inches.)
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Vessel No. 228. The human effigy bottle shown in Fig. 70 is devoid of espe-

cial interest save that incised lines appear on the fiice and probably represent a

decoration painted or tattooed.*

Fig. 70.—Vessel Xo. 228. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 8.2 iucbes.)

Vessels Nos. 267 and 296. In Fi<^s. 71 and 72 are shown tw^o human ef^gy

bottles which are of interest simply as coming from the great Pecan Point site.

» For method of tattooing among Indians of the Mississippi Valle}% see John R. Swanton,

" Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and adjacent Coast of the Gulf of Mexico, pp. Ob,

57, Bui. 43, Bur. Am. Ethn.
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Vessel No. 17G Th h ef?i^y bottl ¥\ or 7

type of such bottles from o space for suspen

from the general

on is provided on

each side of the bottle, below the shoulder of the fi

Fig. 71.-Vessel Xo. 267. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 8.75 inches.)

Vessel No. 206.

.perture at the back of

This graceful bottle of polished, black ware (Fig. 74), having

not of I

of form
type

representation of a human head modeled in relief

th but is sh here on of O
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Fig. 72.—Vessel No. 296. Tecaii Point, Ark. (llciglit 4.9 inches.)

'.

Fig. 73.—Vessel No. 176. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 6.9 inches.)

59 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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^>i

v _'

Fig. 74.—Vessel Xo. 206. Pecan Point, Ark. (HeigLt 5.3 incLes.)

Vessel No. 202. A small

coming from this region. The
of some quadruped, (Fig. 75).

bottle of yellow ware, similar to others figured as

aperture is placed at the back of the modeled head

I -

1

^m

-^ /"
j^-

^v-'^..^

#
•'t-l

Fig. 75.-Vessel No. 202. Pecan I'uint, Aik. (Height 3.8 inches.)
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Vessel No. 497.

lief at the base of the neck, a cross of the four directions, each arm of

A bottle (Fig. 76) having by wav of decoration, modeled

the well-k tep-desi

shade as its background

photographic reproducti(

of the vessel.

)r cloud-svmbol. As tliis

body of the bottle, did nc

a half-tone illustration is made fr

desitrn. beinsr of ame
lend If to succeF^fi

e

Fig. 76.—Vessel No. 497. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 5.9 inrhes.)

Vessel No. 91. A bottle 4.7 inches in height, of light-brown ware, with short,

wide neck, having in red pigment on the body four volute dessigns based on the

swastika. On the neck are step-patterns, or cloud-symbols, in the same color.

Vessel No. 254. A bottle 7.75 inches in height, to which a wide and slightly

flaring neck contributes

the one on the vessel iust described

0.5 inches. On the body is a design somewhat

decoration on earthenware from

this part of the Mississippi river and from the St. Francis river, Ark

ward The design on this bottle, however, differs from the other in that, instead

of having a back-ground of the ware, all space between the red p

filled in with w^hite, or, perhaps pro2)erly speak On the

neck has been a decoration in red pigment, now almost obliterated

discoidal, projecting base.

The

-^
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Vessel No. 272. A bottle 5.8 inches in height, of a rather common type, rep-

resenting a fish with head, tail, and fins, in relief. The only feature of particular

interest of this vessel is that its short, wide neck has tw^o loop handles on opposite

sides

Vessel No. 283. A life-form representing a shell drinking-cup wrought from

conch {Fulgur\ the beak and the spire being clearly indicated. Height, 2.5

inch

Vessel No. 531. This bottle of compound form, having three encircli

of punctate markings around the lower part of the neck, above which are four con-

ventional handles without openings, and an annular base, belongs to a class of

which a number of examples were found by us at Pecan Point. A similar vessel

is figured by Holmes.^

Vessel No. 68. A bottle 6.7 inches in height, also similar to one figured by

Professor Holmes,^ having an animal head projecti'ng from the neck, the opening

being at the back of the head.

Vessel No. 464. A bottle 8.6 inches in height, whose body is a life-form rep-
1

resenting a fish seen in profile. The head, tail, and dorsal and ventral fins are rep-

resented, but with no high degree of excellence. An interesting and unusual feat-

ure is the vent in place, clearly modeled in relief.

Vessel No. 55. A bottle very rudely made, 4.2 inches in height, the body

having the form of a fish on which, in relief, are the usual head, tail, and fins. A
noteworthy variant, however, is the head of some animal indistinctly modeled on

the neck of the bottle.

Vessel No. 88. This pot, rather coarsely made, has on one side, in relief, a

modeled head representing that of a raccoon. On the opposite side is a conven-

tional tail. The body of the bowl has very roughly executed incised decoration.

A vessel in many respects similar to this one is figured by Holmes ^ as coming from

Arkansas, and a vessel also recalling this one, with a modeled raccoon head on each

of two opposite sides, was found by us at the Rose Mound,^ St. Francis river, Ark.

Vessel No. 246. A bowl 6 inches in maximum diameter, having a rim pro-

jecting horizontally. On one side, extending upward, is a modeled representation

of a human head, from which the features have partly disintegrated. On the oppo-

site side, extending horizontally, is the modeled figure of a quadruped, from which

the tail is missing. This figure has projections along the back such as are seen on

many human efiigy bottles, and which, as we know, are introduced to indicate the

vertebrae.

Vessel No. 230. A pot having in relief the head and legs of a frog. The tail

is represented by a disk in relief.

Vessel No. 431. A bottle 7.3 inches in height, with wide neck about 3 inches

' Op. cit, PI. Xllld.
' Op. cit., PI. XXVa.
' Op. cit, PI. XXIVb.
* "Antiquities of the St. Francis, White, and Black Rivers, Arkansas," Fig. 29.
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high, having around it a decoration consisting i»f a unirorni coating of red paint, has
a painted design on the hody, based on the swastika, Avith spiral arms. The ppirals

in this case, however, show less curve than usual, and have a somewhat gciuared

appearance.

Vessel No. 13. In Plate XXXV i is shown a head bottle, a variant from the
well-known and interesting type of head vases which we believe (speaking of the

United States) are found only in northeastern Arknn.^as and in soutluaf^tern

Missouri. At the time when Professor Holmes wrote his "Ancient Pottery of the

Mississippi Valley,"* he had met with but eight head vases, all of which had been
found in this Pecan Point site. In later years other head vases have been discov-

ered, but in comparatively small numbers; so the vessels are as rare as tliey are

interesting.

We have been enabled to trace the present ownership of the following speci-

mens of the head vessel type :

Eight in the National Museum, Washington, D. C, and in the Davenport

Academy of Science, Davenport, Iowa; all from Pecan Point, Ark.

One in the collection of the Cossitt Library, Mempljis, Tenn., said to have been

found at the Bradley Place, which is not far from Pecan Point.

One in the collection of Mr. I. McGirk Mitchell of St. Louis, Mo., and another

belonging to Mr. H. M. Braun of East St. Louis, 111. ; both from a site near Blythc-

ville, northeastern Arkansas, not far from the Missouri line.

One "from Mississippi County, Ark.," the property of Mr. E. E. Baird, of

Poplar Bluff, Mo.

One in Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., from the Fortune Mound, St.

Francis river, Ark.

One in the Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati, Ohio, from the mound at Par-

kin, St. Francis river, Ark.

Two in the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Pa., from the Rose

Mound, St. Francis river, Ark.

Several in the collection of the Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis, Mo.,

described as coming from southeastern Missouri.

A handsome bottle with faces and ears modeled in relief on two opposite sides

in the collection of Mr. George J. Mepham of St. Louis, Mo., who informs us that

it came from a mound in Mississippi County, Mo.

The head bottle under description, from Pecan Point, Ark., now in the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Pa.

There is also a class of vessels found near Little Rock, Ark. (and possibly else-

where), which can hardly be called head vases or head bottles but which nearly

approach such vessels. The vessels in question bear faces modeled in low relief,

and little effort has been made to have these vases conform to the shape of the

human head. In fact, the face does not always seem to have been intended to rep-

resent the human features. The faces, moreover, sometimes occupy but a small

' William H. Holmes. Fourth An. Rep. Bur. Ethn., 1882-83, p. 406 et seq.
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space on the vessels on which thej are modeled. Examples of of

figured by Hoi 1

In a small collection of aboriginal pottery in the Courthouse ^ at Little Rock

of the "teapot" type havinjy on one side a face modeled irArk., was o

lief. We have in vain attempted to obtain a photograph of this interesting

Fig. 77.—Vessel No. 218. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 7.8 inches.)

As we have said before in this port, the " teapot
j>

sel and the head
both specialties of Arkansas (though a few "teapot" vessels are found in Mississippi

and some head vases come from southeastern Missouri), are not, as a rule, found in

the same parts of the State, the southernmost discovery of head vases and the

northernmost occurrence of "teapot" vessels being, we believe, the Rose Mound, on
the St. Francis river. Ark.

^
William H. Holmes. "AbongiHal Pottery of Eastern United States," PI. XXIX
At the time of our visit in 1908.

a andb
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In speaking of head vases and " teapot
5*

reference only to territory included in the United

he it rcmemhered, we

In Professor Holmes' ^'Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley 1

'Aboriginal Pottery of E„^.

xliaustively treated and fullj

idercd in ^' Prehistoric Art.^

d

United tatos/ ^ the subject

The question of hend

of head vases is

We shall now
P

d this digression and return to the head bottle from Pc

\

"^'

r
"

N,

A

.-' W

r- s

..„ ^.-

Fig. 78.—Vessel No. 97. Tecan Poiut, Ark. (Height 5.5 inches.)

The ware bt b own, containing a certain amount of shell-tomperi

The base of the bottle projects downward and seems to have been modeled to rei

head

human neck, while the body of the bottle has been given the shape of the

The face, including the ears, is modeled on it in relief The face, ears, and
neck have a coating of red pigment, but the remainder of the vessel is without the

addition of coloring. Each ear shows two perforations, a number smaller than head
vessels usually have, though the ears of human effigy vessels from the Middle
Mississipp o how bavin b one perforat w h IS

XUII.
3

Pis.

]
Fourth Au. Rep. Bur. Ethn., p. 406 et seq.

" Twentieth An, Rep, Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 96 et seq.

Thomas Wilson. Rep. U. S. National Museum, 1896, p. 475 et seq.

XXIX, XXX, xxxr, xxxii,
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placed in the lobe of the ear. The some head vessels show a vertical row

of perforations near the posterior margin of the cartilaginous part of the ear, some-

what similar to perforations found in the ears of some of our modern Indians. In

work ^ is a photographic portrait of a Crow Ind o three perfora-

placed vertically, two near the margin of the cartilaginous part of the ear and

the lobe

/

y
V

J-

1

.' '

"^.

>

y -j'^

y

/

->

^

Fig. 79.—Vessel No. 304. Pecan Point, Ark. (Height 4.2 inches.)

Vessel No. 218 This bottle (Fig. 77) is shown of wide

mouthed bottles with long necks, found in the Middle Mississippi

Vessel No. 97

eck

in out-

decoration composed of incised, vertical

A bottle of compound form (Fig. 78), rather graceful

line, having around part of the

lines, above which is a series of conventional handles, solidly placed on the neck
Vessel No. 304. A bottle of thin, dark ware, shown here on

grace of form (Fig. 79).

Vessel No. 43.

of

This bottle (Fig. 80) has by way of decoration on the body,

alternate vertical bands of red and of white pigment. On the neck are shown step-

designs, or cloud symbols, in white and in red, the white upright, the red inverted.

Vessel No. 386 is a bowl (Fig. 81) with a rude animal head and tail, to which
are added i

represented

relief the fore o d hind ^-f of the quadruped ded to be

Vessel No. 123 This pot (Fig. 82), with incised decoration made up of

of parallel lines running diagonally, alternately reversed, is interesting as showing

McLa "My Friend the Indian," plate facing p. 40.
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Fig. 80.—Vessel No. 43. IVciin Poiut, Ark. (Height 7.8 inches.)

T.
X

V -
I

L V

Fig. 81.—Vessel No. 336. Pecan Poiut, Ark. (Height of bowl 3.7 iucbea.)

60 JOUKN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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the usual style of sed decoration which prevailed in the Middle Mississippi

region. A series of conventional handles surrounds the neck

Vessel No. 328. This hand

exteriorly a striking in-

cised design exception-

ally well-executed con-

sidering the region

bowl, without decoration on the inside, has

whence it came. The

design consists of a cross

surrounded by current

scrolls. Below the mar-

gin of the bowl is a

Fig. 82.—Vessel Xo. 123. Tecan Point, Ark. (Height 4.1 inches.)

series of conventional

handles (Fig. 83).

It is interesting to

note, in connection with

the site at Pecan Point,

the almost total absence ;

of decoration on objects

other than vessels of

earthenware, which
ir

were found at the place.

Numbers of piercing implements of bone were unearthed there by us, but only one

of these bears decoration of any importance. But the objects from Pecan Point

These

objects, unlike the bone implements, served no utilitarian purpose, their function

being purely ornamental, and w^hen on objects of this kind no decoration is present,

as is the case with those from Pecan Point, the omission is striking, especially as

gorgets of shell from Tennessee and even from sites on the St. Francis river. Ark.,

not far westward from Pecan Point, often bear interesting designs.

Another fact worthy of remark is that throughout all our w^ork at Pecan Point,

but one pipe was encountered.

on which lack of embellishment is most noticeable are the shell gorgets.

Wils

The Stoffle Place, Mississippi County, Ark.

About five miles NNE. from the landing whence a road leads to the town of

a mound about 8 feet in ;ht, two hundred yards from the river

approximately. This mound, 100 feet and 75 feet in basal diameters, h be

used as a cemetery in recent times. It

who resides on the place.

the plantation of Mr. T. M. Stoffle

In the cultivated field surrounding the mound is ground somew^iat higher th

of the adjacent land, and from this area it was said, a mixed-blood Indif

dealer aboriginal pottery, had
found throughout it by

taken many Traces of his work were
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Fig. 83.—Vessel Xo. 328. Pecan Point, Ark. (Diam. 9.75 inches.)
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Trial-holes, sunk by in this ground Ited in the discovery of twenty

three burials, some of which had been badly disturbed, while deposits of pottery

with the skulls of others, which had been discovered by the aid of the sounding-

rod, had been dug down to and removed.
I

Burials were as follows :

Adults, 10

Infants and children, 7

Disturbances, aboriginal and recent, 6

Of the ten adult burials, nine lay extended on the back; one was rather

closely flexed on the left side with the trunk so turned as to have the face

directed downward.

In the soil, apart from burials, but perhaps separated from them through pre-

vious disturbance, were a celt of igneous rock, pecked on parts intended to enter a

handle, and an astragalus of a deer, carefully smoothed on some of its sides.

Burial No. 4, adult, had a bowl at the left of the skull; at the outer side of

the femur, a bone pin with a head, and a considerable number of very slender

implements of bone, originally about the size of wooden tooth-picks in use at the

present time, only much more delicately shaped. Many of these were badly broken,

but some have since been repaired. Just such a deposit of small, bone implements

is described by General Thruston ^ as having been found in an aboriginal cemetery

in Middle Tennessee.
4

Burial No. 7, a child, was without artifacts w ith the exception of a large disk

shaped from a potsherd, which lay near the skull.

Burial- No. 10, a child, had a pot over the right femur. With this vessel was

a sphere of pottery about .75 inch in diameter. Similar objects have been found in

other parts of Arkansas and in Tennessee.

Burial No. 12, a child, had two discoidal stones rudely shaped from pebbles

originally flat, and two astragali of deer which, however, show no sign of workman-

ship. With this burial also w^ere a bowl and a bottle.

Burial No. 16, a child, had two pots at the left of the skull, and, on the chest,

a canine tooth of a bear, perforated at one end for suspension.

Burial No. 17, adult, had in association a pot over the left humerus; a bottle

and a bowl at the pelvis; a thin and graceful leaf-shaped implement of flint, 8.5

inches in length, across the pelvis ; and two carefully-made piercing implements of

bone, each with a hole for suspension at the blunt end.

Twenty-four vessels were found by us at the Stoffle Place, which, however,

must be a considerably smaller number than originally had been placed with the

burials we discovered. These vessels, which are of inferior ware, present no feature

of especial Interest. A small bottle with a band of red and a band of white pig-

ment around the neck, and alternate upright bands of red and of white around the

body, was the only example of color decoration on the pottery found by us at this

place.

1 Gates P. Thruston. "Antiquities of Tennessee," Second ed., p. 306.
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Adverse conditions afFcctinj::^ tlic

invcsti^^Mtion, 367.

Antler, handle of, vvitli incisor of

beaver, used as tool, 432.

Antler, worked, 3i>o, 429, 433, 434,

457-

Arkansas River, southern bound-

ary of Middle Mississippi repon,

370.

Arrowheads, };/y, 379, 390, 407. 1 Heaver, incisor of, used as tool, in

T^cad of sheet-copper or l)rass, 431.
1

launched burial, thirty skulls wlib

IVads of bone, 414. 431, 454.

IVads of shell, 39!, 407, 40), 415.

43<^,.43^ 434, 45i. 45^, 454- 455*

457.

Head, tubular, of copper or brass,

408.

r>ear, tooth of, perforated fur sus-

pension, 476.

one, };;K

nuncho<l burials <'f peculiar form,

39^.

Curials, notable, 4T4, 429.

Ihnials, whore found, 3^^.

408, 4' I. 4M, 4-^8, 429, 434, 449,

450, 45 T.

Arrowheads of antler, 414, 429,

43^43^-
Arrowheads, garfish scales, 433.

449-

Arrowheads, types of, in Middle

and I.ower Mississippi Valley,

handle of antler, 432.

Heaver, incisor of, with burial, 433.

r»isun, astrairahis of, ground for

Catlinite, pipe of, ^-jC^^

Celts, 377, 37ij, 3r)o, 414, 420, 433

4 49, 454. 476.

Ceretn<>nial axe of fcrruii;inon!5

shale, 45^).

390

44
Astragali ground for use as dice,

429, 43T, 449, 451, 453. 455, 476.

Astragali ground for use as dice,

set of three found with a burial,

453-

Avenue, site at, 401.

Axe, ceremonial, of ferruginous

shale, 456.

Axes, ceremonial, hoe-shaped va-

riety, 409, 4T3, 454,

use as a die, 453.

Banks, Lcm, his many plantations

placed at the disposal of the

Academy, 406; the Kent Place,

406; the Bradley Place, 427.

Barbed arrowheads, where found

on Mississippi River, 390.

Bark, present with burials, 392, 393.

r.ison, bone of, from Pecan Point,

45^-

lilum mounds, 388.

Bone beads, 414, 431, 454.

Bone implements, 392, 402, 433,

434^ 45^ 452, 454, 455. 457. 474.

476.

Bone implements, deposit of, 476.

Bone pins, 402, 476.

Bones of lower animals, found at

the Bradley Place, 435.

Bone tubes, 431, 449.

Bottle of remarkable construction.

436-

Bottle shown as enclosed in a net-

work of cord, 439.

Bowls inverted over skulls, 378,

379. 432-

Bowls, small, inverted, covering
r

openings of bottles, 402,

Bracelets of copper, 431.

Bradley Place, 427. .

Bunched burial, its northernmost

limit on Mississippi River, 413.

Ceremonial axe, i)ebble in shape of,

407,

Ceremonial axes, huc-i>liaped va-

riety, 409, 413, 454.

Chisels chipped from flint pebbles,

379' 39^, 402, 427, 434, 449, 456.

Chisels, geograi)hical variation in

type, 490.

Chisels of flint, made from selected

pebbles, 440.

Clay cylinders, 382.

Clay-stoppered l>ottle, 427.

Cloud symbols, decoration on ves-

sels, 467, 472.

Coal, bitumiuiuis, mass of, 449.

Coal, rude disk of, 2;j%.

Commerce, 411.

Compound form of vessels, 396,

472.

Concretion flinty, broken and pol-

ished, 454.

Condition of pottery found by us,

11^^ 37^-

Copper bracelets, 431.

Copper-coated ear-plug of stone,

430.
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Copper, sheet-, ornaments of, 408,

409, 429.

Copper, sheet-, tubular bead of, 431.

Cremation of human remains, 402.

412.

Crested serpent, design based upon

the, 425, 440-

Cross-legged, human effigy figure

seated, 419.

Crosses, four- aiid eight-armed, as-

sociated with swastika design on

vessel, 427.

Cross of the four directions, the

arms being cloud symbols, 467.

Cuhn, Stewart, 373, 453-

Culin, Stewart, his opinion as to the

use of ground astragali as dice,

453-

Cylinders of yellow clay, 382.

Decoration, lack of, at Pecan Point,

on objects other than earthen-

ware, 474.

Decoration on pottery, type of, 370,

371-

Deer jaws, parts of, used as scrap-

ers for maize, 429.

Dice, astragali ground for use as,

429, 431, 449, 451, 453, 455. 476.

Discoidals, 408, 409, 416, 431, 449,

451, 452, 454, 455, 476.

Disk, rude, of bituminous coal, 378.

Disks of indurated clay, 379.

Disks, wrought from potsherds,

414, 429, 449, 455, 476.

Ear-plug of stone, copper-coated in

part, 430.

Ear-plugs of earthenware, 415, 429.

Ear-plugs of indurated clay, 379.

Ear-plugs of shell, 415, 431, 432,

433. 434, 451, 452, 455-

Ear-plugs of shell from Pecan
Point, form of, 451.

Effgy bottle of unusual type, 416,

417.

Effigy figure, human, seated cross-

legged, 419.

Effi.gy pipe of earthenware, 408.

Head vessels, where first found,Effigy pipe of limestone, 390.

Ellis ClTff, mound near, yj7-

Engraved decoration on pottery, Head vessels, where found and

447-

\

prevalent in Lower Mississippi

A^alley, 370.

Erosion, mound affected by, 388,

389-

Evers, Dr. Edward, 371.

Excellence of pottery of Lower

r^Iississippi region, example of,

383, 384-

Face-painting, or tattooing, on ef-

figy bottle, 463.

Fire-place, potter's, 414.

Fish-bone ornament, 407,

Flint point, unusual form of, 433.

Foot-shaped vessel, 415, 421.

Fossil shell, 449.

Fowke, Gerard, 454.

Friend, R. W., owner of Pecan

Point plantations, 447, 457.

Friend, R. W., thanks of the Acad-

emy tendered to, 447.

Frog, in aboriginal art, 441

-

Gar-pike, scales of, used as arrow-

heads, 433, 449. .

Glass, site near, 381.

Glendale Landing, mound near,

Gorgets of shell, 412, 415, 431, 434,

455. 456, 457, 474.

Hale Point, destruction of, 367.

Hands, heads and long-bones, mod-

eled in relief on vessel, 459, 460.

Haynes, Prof, Henry W., 433.

Head bottle from Pecan Point, 469,

471.

Head-dress of bird skin, shown on

modeled human head, 419.

Head-dress, peculiar, on effigy bot-

tle, 438.

Head vessels, a class resembling

them, 469.

Head vessels fully described by

Professor Holmes, 471.

Head vessels, their distribution,

405, 470-

where owned, 469.

Hodge, F. W., 373.

Holmes, Prof. William H,, 370,

371, 388, 404, 4^o, 438, 441, 446,

447. 454. 459. 468, 469, 470, 471,

Hrdlicka, Dr. Ales, 370.

Human-effigy vessels, distribution

of, 371-

Implements of bone, 392, 402, 433,

434' 45 1; 452. 454^ 455. 457. 474.

476.

Incised decoration prevalent in

Lower Mississippi region, 370.

Incised decoration, usually inferior

in Middle Mississippi region,

370, 457-

Incisor of beaver, with burial 433.

Inferiority of pottery, cause there-

of sug-gested, 372.

Johnson Place, 411.

Jones, Dr. Joseph, 424.

Kaolin used for pigment, 409.

Keeley, F. J., 373.

Keller, Dr. 11. F., 373, 380, 382,

409, 431.

Kent riace, 406.

Knife of flint, 379, 409. 4i2, 449.

452.

Leaf-shaped arrowheads, \vhere

found on Mississippi River, 390.

Life form of unusual type, 459-

Line decoration, northern limit of,

393-

Line decoration of superior quality

exceptional in Middle Mississip-

pi Valley, 393-

Long-bones shown in relief on bot-

tle, 460.

Loop-handles surrounding neck of

vessels, 424, 425, 474-

Lower Mississippi Valley region,

northern boundary of, ZT^-
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Lucas, Trof. F, A., ^7^^ 4M. 435- ;
Pendant? of shell, 408, 452, 455.

450. 45^ 453- Perforated pebble, 393, 402.
^faps of part of Mississippi Val- ' Perforations in ears of head ves-

ley, 3'^»^^' 374-

Matting with burial. 409.

McLau<^dilin, James, 472.

Middle Mississippi region,

southern boundary, 370.
•

Miller, Dr. M G., 373.

Modeling tools of earthenware,

433.' 454-

Moorehead, Prof. W. K., 458, 459.

Mound Place, 427.

Mounds, larg^er ones usually domi-

ciliary, 369.

Mussel-shell spoons, unusual ab-

sence of, 402, 412.

Neblett Landing, mound near, 391.

Net-work decoration on bottle,

439-

Nixon, Capt. Hugh W., 373.

Oak Pend Landing, mound near,

378.

Ornament of fish-bone, 407.

Ornaments of slieet-copper, 408,

scls. often numerous, 47T, 472.
Piercing imj)lcments of hone, 392,

Rivets u?ed on ornament of sheet-

coj.per, 409.

Rock-cry>tal, fraj^nnent of, 379,

430-

402, 433, 434. 455. 457, 4-4^ ^-r, Scope of the investi.uajion, 367.
Its! Pigment, accompanying burials,

|

•'^^^^''» r)r. Eduartl. 407.

409

408
4T5, 416, 430, 431, 432, 434. 451.

452; 455. 456, 457.

Outes, Profs. F. R, and C. Bruch,

407.

Panther, tooth of, grooved for use

.
as a pendant, 451.

Parker, Arthur C, 429.

Pathological specimen, 449.
Peabody, Dr. Charles, 404.

Pebbles of flint, selected for the

manufacture of chisels, 449.
Pebbles perforated for suspension,

393, 402.

Pecan Point, 447.

Pecan Point, condition of skeletal

377, 3;^. 3^0, 382, 3(;i. 402. 408.

431. 432, 433, 45T, 452, 454, 456.

457-

Pigment, vessels exceptionally dec-

orated with, from Lower Missis-

sippi \\alley, 387. 303. 304. :{,,5.

410.

Pilsbry, Dr. il. A., 373. 394.
Pins of bone, 402, 476.

Pipe, effigy, of earthenware, 40S.

Pipe, effigy, of limestone, 390.

Pipes, 2,76, S77, yjo. 407, 408, 411,

414, 415, 429. 432, 45 [.

Point of flint, of unusual form. 433.

Polychrome decoration on potterv,

370, 3^7, 393, 394, 395, 402, 404,

405, 409, 410, 436, 438, 44T, 458,

459, 467. 472, 47''>-

Potter's fire-place, 414.

Pottery, broken and inferior, plac-

ed with the dead, 372.

Pottery, condition of, found by us,

371. 372.

Pottery of Lower and Middle Mis-

sissippi regions contrasted, 370,

371.

Preliminary remarks, ^67, 368, 369,

Sliadyside Landing, site al, 388.

Shaw Field, lui.unds near. 375.

408

429.

Shell bends. 391. 407, 4,^^. 415. 430,

431, 434. 451. 452, 454. 455, 457.
Shell- form, vessels of, 394. 3(^8,

457, 4'^''*^-

Shell, orn.uuents ».f. 379, 409, 412,
4T5, 416, 430, 431,432, 434, 45',

452. 455, 45^>- 457-

Shell pendants, 408, 452, 455.
Shell spoons, 432, 435, 454.

Sites investigated, 375,

Skeletal remain^ at Pecan Point,
«

370, 37^> 372^ 373-

Preliminary work by agents, 367.

Putnam, Prof. Frederic W., 432,

conduion of, .\\c},

Skeletal remains sent to U. S. Xa-
tional Museum, 370.

Smitb, Harlan I., 452.

Smoothing-stones for pottery, ^f^2.

Sphere of pottery, 476.

Spires of conch-shclls, pierced for

suspension, 452, 455.

Spoons of mussel shell, 432, 435,

454-

Stci)pcd design on vessels, 467, 472.

Stoffle Place, 474.

433-

Q

44

44
Pecan Point, duration of investiga-

tion of, 448.

Pendant of talc, 455.

Raccoon, penis bone of, perforat-

ed, 452.

Rattle, in heads, modeled upon ves-

sels, 381, 416, 421.

Rattle, pebbles from, 432.

Raybon, Capt. J, S., 367, 373.

Rhodes Place, 413.

Richland, site at, 391.

Stoppered bottle. 427.

Support of pottery, 414.

Swanton-, Dr. John R,, S73f 434.

4(^3

Swastika, on pipe, 451.

Swastikas engraved within circles,

419, 458, 459.

Swastikas, on vessels, 384, 389, 398,

425, 427, 438, 440, 467, 469.

45^- 459-

445

Talc, pendant of, 455.

Tattooing, or face painting, on

effigy bottle, 463.
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"Teapot" vessels, 396, 404, 409,1X07 ceremonial axe, with skeleton

410, 443, 470.

'Teapot'' vessel, distribution of,

404, 405 , 470.

^Teapot'' vessel, its northernmost

occurrence on Mississippi River,

410, 470,

"Teapot'' vessel of rare type, own-

ed in Little Rock, Ark., 470.

"Teapot" vessel, rare form. of, 404.

Thomas, Cyrus, 447.

Thruston, Gen. Gates P., 371, 424,

430, 454, 476.

Tool made from conch-shell, 434.

Tool made of incisor of beaver, in

handle of antler, 432.

Tool for shaping vessels of earth-

enware, 433, 454.

Tortoise, carapace of, with burial,

408, 431.

Tortoise shells, with burials, 431,

455-

of child, 413.

Toy vessels of earthenware placed

with children, 378, 393, 411, 415,

4^*^^ 451. 455. 456.

Trailed decoration on pottery,

prevalent in Lower jMississippi

\^alley, 370.

Triskelion, 421, 444.

Triskelion engraved within a circle,

421.

Trudeaii, site at, 'x^y^.

Tubular bead of copper or brass,

408. •

\'cs>el of earthenware modeled af-

.
ter foot of child, 415, 421.

\'essols of compound form, 396,

.472.

X^essels of shell form, 394, 3(^3,

w
457, 4^>8.

Vanatta, E. G., 373.

Vessel covered with thickly-set

nodes, 446.

Vessel of earthenware, decorated

with heads, hands and long-

bones, 459, 460.

Vessels shaped like inverted cones

1^7. 393^ 397-

y

VVardle, II. N., 373.

Ware, quality of, compared, 371.

Weapon of flint, of unusual form,

433-

Weapons, leaf-shaped, of flint, 454,

455. 476.

Weir, S. G., 373.

Willoughby, Charles C., 419, 453.

Wilson, Thomas, 419, 471.

Wing-bones of birds interred with

burials, 414, 415, 416, 430, 449,

450. 45 ^ 452, 454, 455-

r 4
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Mississippi Sound; Miscellaneous Investigation in Florida. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

Phila., 1905. Vol. XIII. Quarto, 206 pa^es. Maps, illustrations in text.
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of Phila., 1907. Vol. XIII. Quarto, 144 pages. Maps, illustrations in text.
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SOME ABORIGINAL SITES ON RED RIVER

Br Clarence B. Mooke.

.i

INTKODUCTION.

Red extreme nortliwesiern Texas and takes an east-
erly course, bounded most of the way on the north by the State of Oklahoma and
on the south by Texas, until southwestern Arkansas is reached, where the river
continues in the same direction, having Little River county, Arkansas, on the
north and Bowie county, Texas, on the south. Next, Red river, still pursuin-r an
easterly course into Arkansas, has part of Little River county to the north of it
and Miller county to the south until within a short distance from the town of Ful-
ton, whence the stream takes a southerly course, having Hempstead and Lafavctte
counties on the east and Miller county on the west, until it enters the State of
Louisiana.

Li Louisiana, Red river flows in a southerly and then southeasterly direction
until it joins the Atchafalaya river (locally pronounced Chaf-al-eyc-yeh) which
continues southward, while a continuation of Red river, called Old river' on charts
prepared by the United States Corps of Engineers, goes a distance of eight miles by
water eastward to Mississippi river.

Our investigation, this season, occupied slightly less than iive months of the
latter part of 1911 and the earlier portion of 1912 and covered Red river (and Old
river) from the junction with Mississippi river to a point 37 miles by water' above
Fulton, Arkansas, or 519 miles in all, as the river runs.

As we have explained in previous reports, our archajological investiiration is

ducted from a steamer of light draught, one hundred feet in lenn-th

which enables us to carry material necessary for the work and an ample force of
men to attend

Mr. J. S. Raybon, captain of goes over in advance such
territory as we have selected for our investigation, ascertaining the
of mounds and of cemeteries and the names and addresses of the owners of the
aboriginal sites, so that, later, our work may be carried on without the delay in*

dental to search and to correspondence.

_' Presumably in former times what is now called Old river was part of the Mississippi. As Etd
river is now connected with the Mississippi by Old river, this river may be regarded as a continuation
of Red river, and in fact the junction of Old river with Mississippi river is almost universally spoken
of as the mouth of Red river.

^Measured miles, as given by charts furnished by the United States Corps of Engineers.

61* JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.



484 SOME ABORIGINAL SITES ON RED RIVER.

The preliminary work of Captain Rajbon and a companion occupied parts of

two summers and covered Old river and all that part of Red river investigated by

us with the exception of the small portion above Fulton and of that part of the

stream which lies between its union with Black river and its junction with Atcha-

falaya river, 27 miles by water, which is mainly swamp and which we, in our boat,

searched over three times with negative results.

Near Natchitoches (pronounced Nack-ee-tosh) Red river divide a

Colfax, below, a distance of about 43 miles by water. The westernmore course of

the river is known as Cane river. This part also, now navigable only in times of

fairly high water, was carefully searched by Captain Raybon but was not investi-

gated by us since the report as to the antiquities along it was unfavorable.

Previous to our work there had been no investigation of the antiquities of Red

river : digging by treasure-seekers ; the occasional putting down of small holes in

mounds by local residents impelled by curiosity ; or infrequent demolition of por-

tions of high places by collectors with the aid of scoops drawn by horses, can

scarcely be termed investigation.

Unfortunately, our own investigation of that part of the river covered by us

was of necessity far from complete. Aboriginal cemeteries which are in level

ground where unlimited digging may be done, for reasons to be given later, are

almost absent along Red river, so that our field for productive work was restricted

to mounds. Now, much of the Red river country is an overflow region, and

mounds are often places of refuge for domestic animals and occasionally for inhab-

itants, in periods of high water, so that the destruction of mounds or work done on

them which may lead to their destruction through wash of water, is entirely out

of the question. Consequently, we were not always able to determine the exact

nature of mounds. However, in the case of large, flat-topped tumuli along Red

river we believe it can be said, as of the same class of mounds in many other

regions, that they were built for places of residence and that they do not contain

burials except occasionally, and when burials are found in them they are superficial.

Our investigation along Red river was impeded also by the flood that pre-

vailed during the latter part of our trip, which prevented our visiting a few mounds

and in several cases interfered with our work in others. Nevertheless, we believe

we shall be able to give a general idea of the antiquities of somewhat more than

the lower five hundred miles of Red river.

As is well known, the lower part of Red river was explored by the French

not long after their settlement in Louisiana. Tonti tells us that the Indian nations

there waged cruel war on each other. . Penicaut, early in the eighteenth century,

went up Red river to the village of the Natchitoches, which he estimates as about

195 miles above the mouth of the river. This distance would place the settlement

very near the site of the present Natchitoches, which is not far distant from the

old French fort built by La Harpe a few years after Penicaut' s visit.

We endeavored in vain to identify the former settlement of the Tassenogoula,
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or Nation^ of the Rocks, which Penicaut says formerly dwelt with the Natchez and

whose customs and religion were the same as those of the people of that tribe.

Penicaut places this village as six leagues above Saline river," at the base of a chain

of hills extending north and south. Hills of this description are now about ten

miles farther up Red river than according to Penicaut's account. However, it

should be borne in mind that the course of the river is continually changing, and

that Penicaut, though he made a close estimate as to the location of Natchitoches,

was not in a position to give distances with any degree of certainty. Careful inqui-

ries made by us near the base of these hills were without result.

Throughout the Red river region in Louisiana, one hears almost nothing of the

finding of bones or of artifacts, and we know it reipiircs but few diseovirics to start

considerable talk. But little seems to have been placed in such mounds a? there

are in that region, and presumably fields containing cemeteries, when on high

the soil in which the burials were by the action of

loosened by the plow, and when on lowlands they have been washed

bare by the river or covered by deposits from it in periods of high water. The

waters of Red river in Hood time are charged with mud to a degree beyond any we

have seen elsewhere. Our Captain Raybon informs us that after the flor.d of 1908

he saw six inches of deposit on the floor of a building there; and the bottom lands

have been exposed to many floods.

Alon^T Red river in Arkansas conditions in the main are diflcrent. Stories of

irround, have been denuded of

o

the discovery of Indian objects—especially pottery—and mounds containuig burials,

some of them richly endowed with artifacts, are fairly abundant. Indeed, we know

of no other region in all our fields of investigation where the proportion of deposits

wdth the dead was so great. In the middle Mississippi region (which lies to the

northward of the Red river region investigated by us), where the lavish use of

pottery with burials has been so often described, the investigator has reached the

maximum when a cemetery yields an average of two or three vessels to a burial.

Assuredly many burials there have more than three vessels, but many others, on

the other hand, have nothing. Along Red river in Arkansas, to come upon a

burial unaccompanied by artifacts is indeed a rare occurrence.

One is impressed in that region, however, with the few burials in the mounds,

we found no cemeteries there, as the reader may perceive,—and we believe it likely

that the mounds contain the burials of persons of note and that the cemeteries

fiilled with burials of the commoner people have gone in the same manner as, pre-

sumably, aboriginal cemeteries disappeared in the Red river region of Louisiana.

This w^ould account for the small number of burials found in the Red river region

so
eiu

ndred men,

une nation

DecouverteSy'* etc., Part 5, p. 498.

Jemvies et enfans.''—Pierre Margry.

As to the name Tassenogoula see John R. Swanton, "Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi

Y and Adiacent Coast of the Gulf of Mexico."—Bulletin 43, Bur. Am. Ethn., p. 24 et seq.

^ There is also a river of this name in Arkansas.
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of Arkansas in proportion to the number of aboriginal sites encountered there, and

would explain the unusually great deposits of artifacts associated with the dead.

So little pottery was found by us in the Red river region in Louisiana that it

would be unwise to draw conclusions.

The aboriginal pottery of that part of Arkansas through which Red river runs

(the extreme southwestern portion) is interesting, as is, in fact, that of much of the

entire State.

The Red river pottery of Arkansas as a rule is tempered with fine gravel or

sand, or with small bits of pottery, though kitchen vessels there often are shell-

tempered. The ware, as a rule, is thin and carefully modeled; even vessels

designed for culinary purposes are symmetrical, as a general rule.

The aboriginal potters along Red river in Arkansas evolved but few unusual

shapes; grotesque forms or life-forms (except a few bowls with rude birds' heads

projecting vertically and conventional tails extending outward) were not attempted

by the potters of the region, who perhaps considered such forms incompatible with

their ideas of art.

Many vessels from some of the sites of the Red river, Arkansas, region bear a

high polish, and nearly all have incised or trailed decoration, though the designs

vary but little. Circles, often series of concentric circles (probably sun-symbols),

form a frequently-recurring design.

Pigment on the pottery of this region was commonly employed in one manner

only, namely, incised decoration filled in with red (oxide of iron) or with white

(kaolin); and this was done very freely. A few vessels have scrolls in red on a

background of the ware, and some of the pottery has a uniform coating of red,

sometimes in connection with incised decoration, but this application of the pigment

lacked care or skill, and vessels thus decorated generally present a shabby appear-

ance. Decoration in polychrome was very exceptional.

Incidentally it is interesting to note that the pottery of that part of southwest-

ern Arkansas investigated by us differs in many respects from the earthenware of

the St. Francis Valley and from the sites in northeastern Arkansas, near Missis-

sippi river, as might be expected to be th the northernmore territory

lies in the Middle Mississippi region, while the more southerly region probably may

be included in the Lower Mississippi province/

In the region to the north we find earthenware modeled with grotesque figures

and life-forms, decoration in polychrome, and comparatively infrequent occurrence

of polished surface on the ware and of line decoration of merit. Besides, there are

in northeastern Arkansas great numbers of vessels of coarse, thick ware, "lop-

sided" (for asymmetrical is too mild a term to use in connection with them), and

practically without decoration. All this is materially different from the character

of the ware of the Red river region of the State, where more attention generally
w

iC. B. Moore, "Some Aboriginal Sites on Mississippi River," p. 370 et sea. Journ. Acad. Nat.

Sci. of Pliila., Vol. XIV.
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devoted even some cooking vessels there sliowiim oai^ful
modeling and profuse decoration, as will be seen later in this roj

A really remarkable feature—indeed we mav call it a unI,iii7oi)e--in connec-
tion with some of the mounds of the Red river, Arknn.as, region, is the great
depth to which aboriginal grave-pits were carried, one reaching a maximum of
15.5 feet. Burials are often found elsewhere nt considerable depths In mound?,
but in these cases the mounds have been built up above them, and when deep
graves are found in dwelling-sites much of the depth is due to the accretion of
material above the original surface of the grave. But in this southwestern Arkan-
sas region grave-pits of great depth were dug (as for instance in the remarkable
mound on the Haley Place), and undoubtedly with aboriginal ai)i.liaiices, since not in
a single site in this section was any object found indicating contact with white iur.ple.

In our season's work along Red river thirteen skulls and some other skeletal
remains were found in a condition to preserve—some in Loul^inna, Pome in Arkan-
sas. These skeletal remains have been sent as a gift to the United States National
Museum, and Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, in charge of the Division of Thysical Anthropology
of the Museum, kindly has prepared a paper on the most interesting of these
remains, which will be found at the close of this report.

All important objects found in our season's work are displayed at the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Much of the pottery found was badly broken, but the more interesting pieces
have been cemented together, sometimes with slight restoration. When such resto-

ration has been made, however, it has been done with a material dilTering in i^liade

from that of the w^are, so that no confusion as to original parts may arise.

All measurements givenJn this report are approximate, and all reductions in

size in the illustrations are linear.

Dr. M. G. Miller this season, as in all our previous archax)logical investigations,

accompanied the expedition as anatomist and has lent assistance in putting this

report through the press, as he has done in the case of all our previous reports.

Mr. S. G. Weir, as assistant, and Capt. J. S. Raybon, commander of our
steamer, aided the expedition in various ways.

The thanks of the Academy are tendered Prof. F. A. Lucas for identification

of bones of lower animals ; Dr. H. A. Pilsbry and Mr. E. G. Vanatta for deter-

mination of shells; Mr. F. J. Keeley for identification^ of minerals and of rocks;

Dr. H. F. Keller for chemical determinations; Miss H. N. Wardle for

and aid with the index; and Mr. F. W. Hodge for literary revision of the report

The Academy also wishes to express its warmest thanks to owners of prop-

erties along Red river who, in the most courteous way, placed them at the disposal

of the Academy for investigation, and who otherwise rendered the expedition every

assistance that lay in their power.

^ As sections from the specimens could not be furnislied, Mr. Keeley was limited to the surface

appearance for his determinations.
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SITES INVESTIGATED.

(In order^ from the mouth of the river upward.)
>

Keller Place, Pointe Coupee Parish/ Louisiana.

Near mouth of L'Eau Noire Bajou, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Lower mound on Saline Point, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Upper mound on Saline Point, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Near Norman Landing, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Johnson Place, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Mayer Place, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Moncla, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Laborde Place, Avoyelles Parish, La.

Rodriguez Place, Rapides Parish, La.

Lacroix Place, Rapides Parish, La.

Near Colfax, Grant Parish, La.

Near Boggy Bayou, Grant Parish, La.

Dunn Place, Grant Parish, La.

Near Briar Bend Landing, Red River Parish, La.

Gahagan, Red River Parish, La.

Near Taylortown, Bossier Parish, La.

Sunny Point, Bossier Parish, La.

Near Pickett Landing, Caddo Parish, La.

Cedar Bluff Plantation, Caddo Parish, La.

Thompson Place, Caddo Parish, La.

Near Byram Ferry, Bossier Parish, La.

Near Hightower Landing, Lafayette County, Arkansas.

Near Diggs Bluff Landing, Miller County, Ark.

Near Sulphur River, Miller County, Ark.

Haley Place, Miller County, Ark.

Near Red Lake, Lafayette County, Ark.

Williams Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

Egypt Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

Battle Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

McClure Place, Miller County, Ark.

Haynes Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

Friday Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

Moore Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

Foster Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

'Although the sites are given in order going up-river, they were not all investigated in this

order, some having been visited as we ascended the river when the water happened to be low, while

others were dug into on our way down when the stream was in flood.
''That division of the commonwealth knoAvn as "county" in all other states of the Union is called

" parish" in Louisiana.
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Near Dooloj Ferrj, Hempstead County, Ark.
Crenshaw Place, Miller County, Ark.

Daniels Place, Hempstead County, Ark.

Jones Place, Hempstead County, Ark.

Near Jones Place, Hempstead County, Ark.
Moore Place, Miller County, Ark.

Summerhill Place, Bowie County, Texas.

Moores Place, Bowie County, Texas.

Sanders Place, Bowie County, Texas.

Mound ox the Keller Place, Pointe Coupee Pakish, Louisiana.
*

The Keller Place, on Old river (see mj^)), is the property of Mr- George

Keller, of New Orleans.

About one-half mile in a southeasterly direction from Keller Place Landing,

in a field long vmdcr cultivation, is a mound 9 feet 8 inches in height and 100 feet

by 80 feet in basal diameters, the summit-plateau being 43 feet b}'^ 36 feet. The
mound probably had been oblong at one time, and fairly symmetrical, but trampling

of cattle, which we were informed sometimes herded there, and wash of rain, no
M

doubt have contributed to give the mound its present soniewLat irregular appearance.

There was evidence on the summit-plateau of some dijiiring previous to our

coming, which, however, seemed to have been desultory in character.

Trial-holes in the summit-plateau almost at once came upon burials. Two
and one-half days, with eight men to dig, were devoted to a partial invet-tigation

of the mound, which proved more arduous than is usually the case with similar

mounds, owing to the heat and drought which had made so hard the clayey

material of which the mound was composed that the pick and grubbing-hoe were

constantly called into requisition.
, .

As it seemed probable that this mound had been a domiciliary one, and that

burials were superficial and that graves had been dug only from the summit-plateau

or from it and its immediate neighborhood, diggers were placed around the slope

10 feet down from the plateau, and much of that part of the slope included was

dug through at a depth of from 2 to 3 feet. Also somewhat more than one-third

of the plateau was dug and picked away to a depth greater than 3 feet, and deeper

when graves required it.

Burials were numerous, and nearly all encountered in the course of the digging

we have described seemingly had been put down from the surface, though the pits

could not be traced to the present level of the plateau, owing to the presence of a

superficial layer of earth about one foot in thickness, which probably had been

trampled by cattle above and mingled by roots below until all outlines of pits had

disappeared from it.

Up to the under surface of this layer, however, most of the grave-pits easily

62 JOUEN. A.N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.

r
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were traceable, though several of the deeper graves (one 52 inches in depth)

seemed for part of their depth to be beneath unbroken strata.

In order to determine the nature of the mound, therefore, an excavation 5

feet bj 9 feet, approximately, was sunk from the summit-plateau to a depth of 9

feet, when undisturbed soil of a sandv character was reached.

In this excavation eleven burials were encountered, the deepest 8 feet below

the surface; most of them were plainly in graves, none of w^hich reached the

face, but were covered at different depths from the surface by unbroken layers.

Presumably this mound had been domiciliary in character, but occupied at

different levels, from which burials were put down.

Fire-places were abundant throughout.

In all, fifty-seven burials were noted, omitting from the count, however, many
scattered bones, mainly fragmentary.

Burials were as follows:
y

Extended on the back, 9

Closely flexed on the right side, 6
4

Closely flexed on the left side, 3

Partly flexed on the right side, 6

Partly flexed on the left side, 5

Extended on the back to the knees, the legs flexed against the thighs, 1

Single skulls, 2

Disturbances, aboriginal and recent, 7

Child, 1
^

Bunched burials, 17

Of the thirty-one burials of individual skeletons, the heads of which were in

various directions, twenty-nine were of adults; one, of an adolescent; and one, of

a child. The comparative absence of children's skeletons, which are found so

numerously in some aboriginal places of burial, can be accounted for, perhaps,

by disappearance through decay, the condition of the bones from this mound being

such that no skulls and few other bones approached a condition to enable preserva-

tion. Curiously enough, it may be noted parenthetically, some of the bones from

the lower part of the mound were in a less advanced state of decay than were

many from the upper part.

The seventeen bunched burials had with them skulls as follows:

With one skull, 3

With two skulls, 7

With three skulls, 1

With five skulls, 1

With seven skulls, 1

With eight skulls, 2

With twenty-eight skulls, 1
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. A bunched burial extending under the base of the mound had one f«k\ill, f^o far

as investigated.

No skulls or other bones having belonged to children were noted among the

bunched burials, probably owing to the crushed condition of tlie l>unchcs and to

the state of decay already described.

Burial No. 30, a bunched burial with twenty-eight skull?, extended for a con-

siderable distance into the mound and lay in a pit about 3 feet in depth and nn

equal distance in width. At its maximum (it tapered considernbly toward tlie

extremities) the burial consisted of skulls and various other bones (the lon-j-bones

placed parallel longitudinally) to a depth of l.o foot along tbo bottom of the trench.

In the earth above this mass numerous single bones were scattered in all directions.

It has seldom been our fortune to investigate a mound in ^\lnc}l remain? of

dead were accompanied by so few artifact

Burial No. 1, a bunched burial, had an interesting little arrowhead of flint, of

most unusual shape (Fig. I), unfortunately with a part missing.

Burial No. 14, which lay closely flexed on the right side, had a

biconcave, discoidal stone of sandstone. 2.3 inches in diameter.

Fig. 1.— Arrow-

Burial No. 18, a skull, perhaps all that was left of a disturbance,

had on one side two flint pebbles and on the other side a spherical

pebble about the size of a child's fist—perhaps a hammer-stone,

though no abrasions are present upon it.

Burial No. 30, the large bunched burial already described, had

head of fl^^t'
^ mass of red oxide of iron, doubtless pigment.

f''^^
^/**"®' Burial No. 41, a skeleton partly flexed on the right side, h

La. (Full size.)

the neck a tooth of an alligator. No midden refuse laj

burial to account for the presence of the tooth in a wny other than its former use

as an ornament. The proximal part of the tooth, in which a perforation for sus-

pension would be, is absent through decay.

Apart from human remains there came from the mound: four barbed arrow-

heads of flint, of medium size, found together; two diminutive arrowheads, also

barbed, lying apart; two flat pebbles and various scattered fragments of earthen-

ware. These sherds, found singly, and presumably introduced by accident in the

making of the mound, were, as a rule, of fair quality, hard, and tempered with

small fragments of pottery. None showed any trace of color and nearly all were

without decoration of any kind. One small fragment of excellent ware, however,

showed more ambitious etfort than did the rest, the margin of the vessel to which

it belonged having been decorated with small, angular projections bearing short,

trailed lines.

Careful inspection and a small amount of digging to test the composition

of the soil failed to disclose any sign of an aboriginal cemetery in the vicinity

of the mound.
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Mounds near the Mouth of L'Eau Noire Bayou, Avoyelles Parish, La.

About one mile westerly from the mouth of L'Eau Noire Bayou, which is

now crossed by the levee, in woods, is a mound mainly on property of Mr. C. P.

Voisel, of Marksville, La., but in part on land belonging to Mr. William T. Guillot,

living nearby. These gentlemen joined in cordial consent to our investigation.

The riiound, about square, the sides facing the cardinal points of the compass,

has a basal diameter of about 165 feet; that of the summit-plateau is 82 feet. -

The height of the mound, determined from the southern side, where the ground

is level, is 8 feet. The northern side is on the crest of sloping ground which gives

the mound an appearance of added height.

Trial-holes almost at once came upon many burials. Continued o
indicated that much of the summit-plateau centrally had been used for burial

derable extent to about 3 feet below the surface. The soil contained qu

ties of scattered human bones, whole and fragmentary, while burials, and parts of

burials, left where other interments had cut through, were numerous. In fact the

area in question to the depth we have named, seemed to have been dug and redug

in the making of graves until almost all trace of individual pits had been obliterated.

The soil was much darker in this area than it was found to be superficially in that

part of the plateau that bordered its margin, or than was the light-colored alluvial

material that underlay the superficial 3 feet of the plateau.

A very limited number of burials were found in the outer parts of the plateau,

but it was evident that this space had not been used for burial purposes to

any extent.

In order to ascertain the nature of the mound, an excavation 6 feet by 8 feet

and 8 feet in depth w^as made centrally in the plateau, proving, as at the Keller

Place, to be a somewhat difficult task, as the lower 5 feet of the mound could be

removed only with the aid of a pick.

In the upper 3 feet of this excavation burials were numerous, as might have
been expected from the results obtained by the trial-holes. There were found also,

however, three burials, each about 4 feet 5 inches from the surface, all beneath an

unbroken layer which commenced about 3.5 feet down. One of these burials lay

in a small but clearly distinguishable pit which extended down about one foot

below the bottom of the stratum in question.

Still another burial was encountered 5 feet 8 inches from the surface. Below
this depth no bones were met.

It does not seem likely that this mound was constructed for burial purposes.

It is on land subject to overflow, and one of the owners of the mound informed us

that he had seen the water almost reach the level of the summit-plateau. Presuma-
bly a domiciliary mound of insufficient height was occupied for a time and buried in

superficially to a limited extent, and was then increased in height, and graves were
dug from the surface, as was sometimes done In the case of domiciliary mounds.
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The condition of tlie bones in this mound was such that Lut few could have

bones Iving in thebeen saved even under favorable circumstances. As it was, all

dry part of the mound were subject to breakage on removal. Nevertheless, two
crania, one without the lower jaw, were saved in good condition.

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka refers to these skulls in connection with his description of

the crania from the remarkable mound on the Haley Place, Arkansas, which is

given at the close of this report.

Thirty-nine burials were noted by us in tliis mound, no account having been
taken of the great quantity of scattered bones to which reference has bceJi made,
or of a few burials that were not entirely removed from the hard mati-rial in whieh
they lay. Presumably but a small proportion of the burials in the moiuiJ came
under our observation.

H

The burials recovered by us were as follows

:

Adults extended^ on the back, 18^

Children, 6

Aboriginal disturbances, 5

Bunched burials, 10

Of the bunched burials, one had a single skull; one had two skulls; four had

five skulls ;one, six skulls; one, seven skulls; one, eight skulls; one, eleven skulls.

One bunched burial with five skulls included one of a child ; and two bunched

burials, one with five skulls and one with six skulls, had each two crania belonging

to children.

If the aborigines who dwelt on and buried in this mound habitually placed

tributes with the dead, most of the mortuary ollerings must have been of a perish-

able character.

Burial No. 2, that of a child, had at the skull what remained of a mussel-shell

;

and a large mussel-shell, broken when found, was with burial No. 6, a bunched

burial.

Burial No. 9, an extended skeleton, had single mussel-shells in fragments at

the right of the skull and at the right wrist. As mussel-shells {Unio) were not

encountered apart from burials in this mound, it is likely their placing with the

dead was intentional.

Burial No. 14, a skeleton at full length, had at the left side of the skull an

earthenware vessel, badly broken and with parts of the rim missing. This vessel,

a bottle of rather unusual shape (Fig. 2), has an incised design shown in the illus-

tration. There has been some restoration of the neck of the vessel, which the

presence of a part of the neck with rim fully justifies. The ware of this bottle is

gray, and apparently has undergone imperfect firing, which seems to be character-

istic of much of the ware of the lower part of Red river in Louisiana.

^ One had the left ankle crossing the right one.

^Some skeletons, badly decayed, may have belonged to adolescents.
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Burial No. 15, extended on the back, had a small group of pebbles at each

ankle, doubtless having belonged to rattles.

Burial No. 31, a full-length skeleton, had a mass of red oxide of iron, prepared

for use as pigment, beneath the right shoulder.

Burial No. 37 had a badly broken vessel over the right humerus.

Fig. 2.—Vessel No. 1. L'Eau Noire Bayou, La. (Height 8.8 inches.)

No other burials at this place were found with artifacts in as
Apart from human remains, thou^^h

found separately
no doubt with them at one time, were

d for suspension

pebble of attenuated pear-shape, 2 inches in length, grooved

Not immediately with bones, but

d a barbed arrowhead of flint

fragments of parts of
many scattered bone fragments, lay

present, had been a large bottle of soft, gray ware

One of these, of which about two-thirds were

The decoration, faintly incised,
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of four similar de separated by a vertical line in a blank field
Each design is made up of incised lines fo

is surrounded by another one, concentric, having radiating from itrji romn fe^en ^^^^

triangles filled in with reticulate lines, save in one instance where on one side
space was wanting. Similar triangles project toward the circles from vertical
Imes which enclose the spaces, and there are also similar angles Tvith apices turned
toward the neck of the bottle, having as bases a circle surrounding the neck.

Some of the earthenware from this mound is tempered with'^Pmall fragments
of pottery, some with a mixture of minute pebbles and bits of broken stone. A
few sherds showing the use of red pigment for decoration were present in ihv h^]],

one fragment having additional decoration in the form of broad, incised hnrs

About seventy-five yards in a northerly direction from tlie mound just dcs-
property belonging to Mr. C. P. Yoisel, is another mound, slightly more

cribed

than 10 feet in height. Its but presumably
time the mound was square, or nearly so, as basal measurements wore 114 foot by
122 feet, which are fairly approximate considering the difficulty of determining
just where the base of a mound begins.

As the summit-plateau of this mound had been used for burials in recent times,
and as cutting into the sides of the mound would not have been justifiable in an
area subject to overflow, no investigation of this mound was attempted.

A short distance from these two mounds are the remnants of a low, flat

mound, most of which had been removed in the construction of the levee. It is

currently reported that quantities of human bones and much fragmentary pottery
were removed with the material throughout the work, and, in point of fact, inspec-

tion showed numerous bits of human bones, and many fragments of pottery, most
of which, however, were without decoration.

A.

Lower Mound on Saline Point, Avoyelles Parish, La.

On Saline Point, in full view from the residence of Mr. Landry Norman, on
whose property it is situated, is a mound in sight from the river bank. This mound,
of circular basal outline, with a diameter of 73 feet, is about 11 feet in height.

The mound was deeply furrowed by wash of rain, and in addition had been
dug into centrally to a considerable extent previous to our coming.

As the property of Mr. Norman is subject to overflow in times of unusally high

water, when the mound becomes a place of refuge, its destruction was not considered.
H

In material thrown out bv previous diirging we found a small earthenware

pipe of the "monitor" class, having one end missing.

Eight trial-holes in the upper part of the mound came at once upon raw, yel-

low clay, dried hard and containing no indication of previous burials therein. It

seemed likely that the superficial parts of the mound, probably loosened by tramp-
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lino- of cattle, had been washed away by rain and that burials near the surface went

at the same time.

A more thorough examination of this mound, while desirable, is, under the

circumstances, out of the question.

Upper Mound on Saline Point, Avoyelles Parish, La.
m

The property of Mr. L. M. Clavrie is on Saline Point, bordering the river, but

somewhat farther up than Mr. Norman's place.

About 300 yards back of Mr. Clavrie's residence is a mound in woods, which

has been considerably worn and washed. Its original shape is not apparent; pos-

sibly at one time it was square or nearly so. Its present basal diameter is 88 feet,

about one-third of which is the diameter of the summit-plateau. The height of the

mound is slightly more than 10 feet.
"

.

Many trial-holes over the surface of this mound showed that many burials had
been made in much of the summit-plateau and, in places, partway down the slope.

The deepest burial discovered was at a depth of 3.5 feet from the surface.

In the course of about two days' work seventeen burials were come upon,

as follows

:

Burial No. 1. This burial, which was just below the surface, consisted of a

number of bones bunched together, including a single skull.

Burial No. 2, also superficial, was a bunched burial, having nine skulls in

connection with it. Near one of the skulls were two vessels, one in fragments,

and two flint pebbles together with a much-decayed canine tooth of a large carniv-

ore, without perforation or groove for suspension. With other parts of this

burial were two small vessels together, and near these a diminutive pot. Probably
a child's remains had been included with this bunched burial, but if so, its bones
had decayed away.

Burial No. 3. This burial was made up of more than one individual, burnt to

small fragments. Several bits of pottery lay with the calcined remains. Du Pratz ^

says that no nation of Louisiana practised cremation. It is very unlikely that the

customs of the Louisiana Indians had changed in Du Pratz's time. This writer,

careful as a rule, was hardly in a position to formulate a general negative in con-

nection with so large a territory.

Burial No. 4. This burial, another cremation, also included remains of two or

more skeletons, as parts of two different skulls were determined in it.

Burial No. 5. A bunched burial including two skulls, one of which had been
deposited upon some fragments of pottery placed together.

Burial No. 6. Cremated remains of several individuals. This burial diifered

pect from other cremations present in the mound, for while the others
had been carefully gathered and deposited without any other material showino

1

«

Histolre de la Louisiaue," Vol. Ill, p. 24, Paris, 1758.
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trace of fire, there were with this one masses of burnt clav. some larger than a
man's fist, and also wasps* nests of clay hardened by fire, inchiding two ne«t? on
the bases of which are distinct imprints of matting. It is probable iliat these
wasps' nests originally had been on a wigwam burnt when the remain? were
cremated.

In the middle of this deposit of cremated bones was a vessel info which material

from the deposit had fallen.

Burial No. 7. A bunched burial with one ^kull.

Burial No. S consisted of the skull of a child, in fragments (as were all i^kulls

recovered by us from this mound), also two femurs and one (il)ia, of adult irnnvih

With this curious mixture were a pot and part of another vc??ol ; also a quantity

of pigment—powdered red oxide of iron.

Burial No. 9 was a bunched burial of bones so badly decayed that l)nt little

about them could be determined.

Burial No. 10, a bunched burial with which no skull was noted.

Burial No. 11, a skeleton of an adult, lying partly flexed on the right side.

Burial No. 12. A bunched burial with two skulls.

Burial No. 13, a bunched burial with which were seven skulls. With this

burial were numerous fragments of a vessel, widely scattered as if broken cere-

monially and thrown with the remains.

Burial No. 14, a few scattered fragments of calcined bone, perhaps the result

of aboriginal disturbance. With this burial, however, was a bowl containing a

circular pebble, perhaps a smoothing stone.

Burial No. 15. This burial consisted of a small deposit of cremated remain?

with which were a few fragments of unburnt bones.

Burial No. 16 lay at a depth of 3.5 feet, and consisted of only traces of decaying

bones with which were two vessels of earthenware, both badly broken.

Burial No. 17. A deposit of finely-burnt fragments, presumably of a single

skeleton, perhaps that of a child. With this deposit were three vessels,—a pot

and two bowls.

Fourteen vessels, some very badly broken, came froni this mound, all but one

lying in association with burials. These vessels, pots and bowls (the bottle not

being represented) bore in the majority of cases incised decoration of an unnmbitious

kind. None was decorated with pigment, though sherds on which was a uniform

coloring of red came from the mound. The tempering of some of the vessels con-

sisted of small fragments of stone. We shall now describe in detail certain vessels

from this mound.

Vessel No. 2. A rude pot, of very inferior ware, having on part of its surface

a crude decoration made up of circles and diagonal lines. Height 4.75 inches.

Vessel No. 4 borders on the wide-necked bottle in form. Tlie ware is soft,

and the decoration, having in the main the scroll as a motive, is scanty and poorly
w

executed (Fig. 3).

63 JOUKN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Vessel N
shown, each i

Gulf (Fig.

7

Th

A pot of inferior, yellow ware, having incised designs four times

hat resembling the leg-symbol found farther eastward along the

is vessel, otherwise uninteresting, has one feature worthy of

remark. In the center of the base is a

hole about .25 inch in diameter, which

is not an accidental break or made by
r

vegetable growth in the mound, but a

perforation made previous to the firing

of the pot, as is shown by bulging of

the around tl hole in th in-

terior of the vessel. We have here a

ceremonial vessel with a perforation

made to " kill
??

pot in order to free

Fig. 3—A^essel No. 4. Saline Poiul, La. (Height 3.1 inches.)

'Taw-™,

its soul to accompany that of its owner

to the spirit land, a custom practised

chiefly by the aborigines of Florida.

Vessel No. 8. A diminutive vase,

half-fired, bearing rudely-incised deco-

n and evidently made as a toy for a child.

Vessel No. 9. A bowl (Fig. 5) of fairly

well-fired though the surface is lack G

in smoothness. The decoration of the vessel

a scroll combination, presents no novelty ii

the way of design. but execution the

bowl greatly excels the pottery of Red

found by us, south of Gahagan, Louisian

which is a long distance farther up.

Incidentally it may be noted th

beautifully-decorated earth

Ouachita river, La., is

the

found on

encountered north of

of Monroe, which is about

with Shreveport Red river. Shreveport

is about forty miles by land above Gahagan.

Vessel No. 11. This pot, of soft yellow

ware (Fig. 6), has a design four times show

This design, which closely resembles one

Fig. 4.—Vessel No. 7. Saline Point, La.
(Height 4.5 incbes.)

on a \r

found

essel from a mound on the Mayer Place,

to be described shortly th port, seems

be made up of two serpents with additions or possibly of long-necked birds hav

a bodv common We are nclined, however, to the belief that serpents

tended to be represented, as the figures resemble those on a vessel ^ from Sun-

flower river. Miss., in which the body of the snake is isolated and without addition.

MIssissioDi." p. 687. Fis:. 4. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of

XIII
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Fig. 5.—Vessel No. 9. Saline Point, La. (Diam. 6 inrhes.)

Fig. 6.—Vessel No. 11. Saline Point, La. (About full size.)
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Vessel No. 13. A very rude, scaphoid vase, parts of which only were present
in the mound. Body and flat base are covered with rude, trailed designs.

Vessel No. 14. A bowl (Fig. 7) of half-fired ware, having a decoration made
up of four designs of incised and punctate markings, each somewhat resembling
an arrowhead in shape.

A rude knife of chert was found apart from the burials.

If an aboriginal cemetery was near this mound its discovery would be difficult

as the territory is subject to overflow and in places is covered by a deposit from
the river.

At this place we were given by Mr. Louis Neck, whose
Mr. Clavrie, a pendant or charm-stone, of hematite, 3.5 inch m
the shape of an elongated pear d grooved near one end for suspension

adjoins that of

th, having

Th

Fig. 7.—Vessel No. 14. Saliue Point, La. (Diam. 3.6 inches.)

obj Mr. Neck informed had been ploughed up property belonging
him, near the town of Marksville, Avoyelles Parish, about eight miles distant

MOUN Norman I AVOT p La

About three-quarters of a mile SE. by S. from Norman Land
of Mr. F. Saucier, livin

&? property

I m the nearby settlement, is a symmetrical mound with
circular base, the diameter of which is 150 feet, and that of the summit-plateau 20
feet. The height, determined from what seemed to be the general level, measured

htly than 20 feet, though when the mound IS arded from neighboring
depressions whence, no doubt, material for its building was taken, the height seems
considerably greater.
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A number of trial-holes showed the upper parts of the mound to be of a matcriiU
composed largely of yellow clay and having no admixture ofQ .-v, «^u*x.».v«iV v^i VI -^

The shape of this mound indicates that perhaps it waa built for a purpose
other than a domiciliary one, but the size of the mound i.rocluded an investigation

without material injury.

In a field, above reach of the river, is what long cultivation has left of a small

mound containing burials. Investigation showed the material of which it was^

composed to have the dark shade one looks for where organic matter is mixed with
the soil.

About one foot below the surface remnants of a human skull wore found, and

in another place were decaying fragments of human bones and a liuman inci?or.

The height of this remnant of a mound, which was about 200 yards SSW. from

the large one, was 4 feet; its present diameter, 45 feet. Evidently the superficial

parts, in which probably most of the burials were, had been plowed away. ^Ir.

Saucier informed us that much broken pottery had been uncovered in cultivating

the mound in time gone by.

In the surrounding field some digging was done by us without coming on

burials, though a drill of flint was unearthed.

In the opening part of this report we refer to Penicaut's statement that the

Tassenogoula, or '^ Nation of the Rocks," was, at the time of his visit, six leagues

above Saline river, on the banks of a small stream at the base of a chain of hills

extending north and south. Hills running as described are some mile? farther up

Red river, but at this place, where, by the way, a bayou enters the river, there is

high, flat land running back in a southeasterly direction.

,»

1 r

Cemetery on the Johnson Place, Avovkm.es Parish, La.

The Johnson Place, belonging to Mr. Richard J. Johnson, who lives upon it,

is in part above the reach of high water. A portion of this high ground is a field

two acres in extent, one-quarter of a mile from the river, approximately. This

field is much darker as to color of soil than are adjacent fields, though pasture land

also adjoining it is said to consist of the same black soil, and to have formed part

of the aboriginal dwelling-site. However, as the field was covered with

fact was not evident on inspection, though it is said to have been apparent when

the pasture land was under cultivation, some time ago.

Over the cultivated part of this site are scattered numbers of fragments of

pottery, flint chips, and other debris.

A part of the field, slightly higher than the rest and about 100 feet by 75 feet,

roughly speaking, had on its surface, in addition to the other debris, almost innu-

merable fragments of mussel-shells, while bits of human bones and even parts of

skeletons together could be seen there at the time of our visit.

A small collection of arrowpoints, some neatly serrated, were collected by us

from this and from other parts of the field.
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In the restricted area in question and fifteen trial-holes came pon

h remains in seven plac of which only were worked out, it bemg
siteimpossible, under any circumstances, to obtain an accurate idea of \vhat the

had been, as it had suffered so greatly from long cultivation and from wash of rain.

The black soil was found to be about 5 inches in depth, when undisturbed,

yellow clay was reached. Burials had been made in pits extending into the clay,

at which they were found probably conveying butthe distance from the face

idea of their original depth

Fig. 8.—Vessel of earthenware. Johnson Place, La. (Diam. 5.6 inches.)

w

The first pit investigated was about 10 feet by 7 feet, and 30 inches deep It

tamed five skeleton four of adults of adolescent extended
the back and all heading W. by S., or rather the heads of all had been directed

way The skull of b was
directly on the bottom of the

ately above them.

missing

O

Three of these skeletons lay

together, while two lay almost immedi-

At the right of the skull of one of the adult skeletons was a pebble Also
the skull was a bowl in fragments, and of somewhat better ware than is the

from this region, but inferior to much found farther up Red
xs a trailed decoration, as shown in Fio-. 8

Th

There was also in this pit part of a skeleton in order, the remainder of which
had been disturbed or had not held together when the burial was transferred from
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the bone-h With the skull of burial was a pebble, and at the neck
beads, each about one inch in length, made from sections of the columella of
;h [Fulgtir).

Tlie remainder of the pit was filled with a great quantity of bones in complete
disorder, including fifty-one skulls, four havln.jx belonged
bones were : a spherical, shell bead about

shells together, each with a s

somewhat less than 2 inches ii

The second pit was 10 fee

which was somewhat curved. ^

child

diamc

ren. \i

perforation

1

m
these

o of quart

D

3 feet 6

One end was 5 feet aero

inches. The depth of t

the other,

22 inches. In this grave were four skeletons of adults, each extended on the
back, havinf]^ the heads directed WSW Two of these skolef.uis lay on the bottom
of the grave, while the remaining two were almost immediately above them

One of the skeletons had, near the skull, together, a bit of flint, and two celts
of quartzite, each a trille less than 2 inches in length.

There were in this grave also three parts of skeletons and a great quantity of
disconnected bones, including thirty-seven skulls and a fragment of the skull of an

fant W the disconnected bon

5 inches in diameter, rudely made from a stone naturalh

occasional pebbles, and a discoidal

Four crania were saved from this pi

Mound on the Mai- Place. Avoy Pai La
In woods and dense underbrush on property of Mrs. G. L, Mayer, of Marks-
La., is a mound about one mile SW. from the landing on the adjacent John-

**' mJt% - -- -

f?^^5^i^s?5Si^FS^:^^^
' ', •'

*^nic£:v^.^v. ^rrrrr^

,% i i-,t»'.u ^?;i«H?;>^^>^';.n>v^;^^^>^i:':' ?^?PS?Si:?:^^niS^

Fig. 9.—Vessel of earthenware. Decoration. 3Iajer Place, La, (Three-quarters size.)

son Place. The mound is about circular in outline of base^ is 40 feet in diameter
and 2.5 feet in height, measured from the outside.
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Ei^'ht trial-holes showed the mound to be a mixture of sand and clay. There

seemed°to be no definite base-line marking the original surface of the ground,

undisturbed clay lying beneath the material of which the mound was composed,

h this material extended down considerably deeper than was indicated by the

or measurements of the height of the mound.

No pits of any kind were noted, nor was any trace of human bones found,

thouf^h one hole at a depth of 38 inches came upon fragments of an undecorated

and a boat-stone, rudely made from a pebble, having a concavity at the

base but no perforations.

About half a foot below these objects was a broken vessel of very soft, porous,

yellow ware, with a design (Fig. 9) twice shown, somewhat resembling one described

from the upper mound on Saline Point (page 498). Presumably a ser-

pent is represented.

In another hole, about 3.5 feet from the surface, were two undecorated vessels,

badly crushed.

Presumably burials formerly present in this mound had disappeared through

decay.

o

Mound at Moncla, Avoyelles Parish, La

Moncla is a settlement on the bank of Red river.

In view from the water, in a cultivated field, on prairie land said to be above

the reach of high water, is a mound with sides too steep to permit the use of the

plow. A hole in the summit, dug previous to our visit, showed the upper part of

the mound, at least, to be composed of raw, yellow clay.

The mound, circular in outline of base, slightly more than 10 feet in height,

has a diameter of 80 feet. The summit-plateau, at the time of our visit, was
L

IT feet in diameter, but deep furrows in the slope of the mound^ caused by

wash of rain, indicated that the plateau had been of greater extent in the past.

There is no history of any discoveries in connection with this mound, nor is

any debris visible on the fields which surround it.

The owner of the mound, who was written to, and later visited, by us,

required more time to reach a conclusion as to our investigation than the expedition

could accord, considering the unpromising appearance of the mound and the char-

acter of the region in which it is situated.

The ridiculous idea that treasure has been buried in these mounds is wide-

spread and sometimes acts as a deterrent to the ignorant when permission to dig

is requested.

Mound on the Laborde Place, Avoyelles Parish, La.

About five miles in an easterly direction from the town of Echo is the plan-

tation of Mr. Adolphe Laborde, who resides on it. This place is some distance in

from the river, but is near a former course of the stream. On the property is a

mound well known along the river for a considerable distance, and sometimes
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called the Island mound, not because it is actual]j an island, but for the reason that

it forms an apex to some elevated ground which is not covered in periods of high ^vate^.

This mound, 10 feet 6 inches in height, circular in basal outline, has a

diameter of 95 feet. It has had a considerable summit-plateau, but its extent

was difficult to determine owing to much digging in it in recent times, which had
left a deposit of soil on its surface, and to the fact that it had been plowed.

A number of trial-holes were put down from the summit-plateau, one of which

was 18 feet 6 inches by 14 feet. Parts of this hole were carried to a depth of

4 feet 6 inches and 6 feet respectively, and a smaller hole from the bottom was
extended beyond the base of the mound.

Trial-holes showed that the superficial part of the summit-plateau was filled

with burials. These burials, which were from 20 inches to somewhat more than

4 feet in depth, were in grave-pits, as sometimes the lower parts of the pits could

be seen cutting through layers of clay which differed from the mixed material used

in iilling the graves, though the upper few feet of the mound had been so thoroughly

mingled that the material composing it resembled that found to have been used in

filling the pits. No doubt the pits had been put down from the surface. So nearly

as could be determined (for sometimes intersecting graves could be differentiated

owing to their bases being at different levels) thirteen graves were encountered,

some of which, however, had been lessened as to their contents by other graves

which had been put down through parts of them.

The form of burial, as a rule, consisted of placing layers and heaps of bones in

no order whatever, though in several instances a skeleton had been interred at full

length on the back and quantities of bones had been placed in the grave alongside

of and on top of it.

Not needlessly to occupy space, we shall confine our account to the more

interesting burials.

Burial No. 1 consisted of the skeleton of an adult extended on the back, in

connection with bones including sixteen skulls, which, like all

crania found at this place, were past preservation. Some of

the bones with this burial showed marks of fire, the only

ones so treated which w^ere encountered by us in the mound.

At the upper part of the right humerus of the extended

burial was an undecorated pipe of earthenware (Fig. 10), made

without extension for the reception of the stem. Near the

outer side of the upper part of the left humerus was a bone

implement in fragments.

Burial No. 2 was made up of scattered bones, including

twelve crania, on one of which were stains of copper. Among

these bones was an undecorated bottle of ware imperfectly

fired, and elsewhere in the deposit, together, were four pebbles
Fig. 10.—Earthen ware pipe.
Laborde Place, La. (FuU
size.)

and a fragment of flint.

Burial No. 3 was without a complete skeleton, being made up of eleven

64 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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crania d complement of other bone On the bottom of the grave was red

P
B No. 4 was a skeleton at length on the back from the feet to the pelvis

where it had been away by anoth A mixture of bones, having four

^} with this part of a burial

Burial No. 7 was the skeleton of an adult, extended on the back, accompanied

by bones including twenty Near one skull was a small arrowhead of flint

and a projectile point of the same material was with other bones, as was a small

(quantity of red pigment (hematite). Lying transversely between the left forearm

and the body was one of the most gracefully wrought celts it has been our fortune

to sec, the cutting edge, the body, and the rounded extremity being very symmet-

?s. At the middle of the

pebbles, some about the size of

rical. The material is quartzite; the length, 3 inch

ide of ft tibia, togethero

the end of one's fmger, some small

Burial No. 8 had twenty-eight crania lying with quantities of other bone At

je of the deposit, somewhat separated, were four vessels of earthenware and

fragments of pottery. Two of these vessels are diminutive pots with scanty

;-decorat

form coi

one is a bowl of about one quart capacity, having an attempt at {

of red on the outside (which, however, took effect in places only)

four encircling, parallel, incised lines below the rim

The fou \' essel is a small bowl (Fig. 11), having on the inside a fairly good

of red p

Fig ll.—Vessel Xo. 4. Laborde Place, La. (Diam. 4.5 inches.)

On the outside, however, the pigment appears irregularly

places, its absence in part being due, not to w^ear, but to the fact
ment skilfully applied and failed to adh

the p

This bowl bears d
scroll decoration Incidentally it may be noted that in the lower Mississippi

(south of the Arkansas river) incised decoration is often found on vessels in

tion with the use of pigment. On the other hand, in the middle Mississippi

vessels adorned with pigment practically never bear incised decoration.
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The remaining burials from this mound, less noteworthy than those described,

offered but one point of interest, namelj, the presence of glass beads with one of

them, which lay at a depth of 2.5 feet. Probably all the burials in this mound
were post-Columbian.

An examination of the lower parts of the large excavation showed P
The smaller excavation to which reference has been made eanie upon a well-marked
base-line at a depth of about the height of the mound as determined from the outside

Southwest of the mound and contiguous to it is a field of considerable extent,

the soil of which is dark and is literally covered with dwclling-t^Ite debris, fragments
of flint, pebbles, innumerable bits of inferior pottery being scattered around, but

no human bones, so far as could be determined. From this field were <'-athered

many arrow-points of flint, all rather rudely made; two ear-plugs of earthenware,

of different sizes; a large part of a shell ornament 1.1 inch in diameter, with central

hole and scalloped margin, and having a perforation for suspension.

Trial-holes in this field showed the dark soil to extend about one foot to

underlying clay. Possibly grave-pits were present in places, but as the field was
covered with growing cotton, a full investigation wns out of the (luestion.

Mound on Rodriguez Place, Rapides Parish, La.

On the Rodriguez place, which belongs to Mr. E. S. Rodriguez, who lives upon

it, about one mile south from the landing is a mound in a cultivated field. This

mound, about circular in basal outline, had a diameter of 65 feet. Mr. Rodriguez

informed us that the field in which the mound is, had been cleared nine years

before, and pointed out the stump of a large tree near the center of the mound as

marking its height at that time, but added that much had been plowed away from

the mound in parts surrounding this stump, and in fact the stump and soil immedi-

ately surrounding it were considerably above all other parts of the mound. The

level of the ground where the stump was, was somewhat less than 3 feet above the

level of the field ; much of the mound, however, did not exceed the general level

by more than 1.5 to 2 feet.

On and about the mound several arrowheads of flint (one barbed and serrated

on the edges of the lower half of the blade) and many fragments of flint and of

pottery were found.

According to Mr. Rodriguez, bones had been plowed from the mound, and

many long, red beads had been found on its surface by children living nearby.

Confirming this, we found on the mound a tubular bead of red jasper, .94 inch in

length; .2 inch in diameter and having a perforation bored through from one end,

with a diameter of .12 inch at one end and .07 inch at the other end. This per-

foration, certainly a fine example of aboriginal skill, is evenly placed, though, as

stated, the opening at one end is slightly wider than it is at the other.

The mound was investigated by us in a spirit of expectation which, unfortu-

nately, was not fulfilled.
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In the shallower parts of the mound trial-holes were sunk without return.

Centr-illv in the mound was dug out a space 10 feet square, which included the

removal of the stump before referred to, and resulted in the findnig of a single

buruil under where the stump had been. This burial, that of an adult extended

the back, the head directed toward the north, lay 2 feet 7 inches from the

face, the measurement being taken to the upper parts of the skeleton. No object

of any kind was in association.

Seemingly the burial lay on the original surface of the soil, or had been placed

a few inches°below it. Determination as to this was difficult, however, as the per-

colation of water into the hole where the skeleton lay greatly interfered with the

work. One thing was certain : the burial had not been made In a grave dug

through any part of the mound, as the light-yellow clay of which the mound was

made was undisturbed above the skeleton.

Various holes dug from what seemed to be the base of the mound gave no

indication of any pit or pits extending beneath it.

In parts of the mound, distant from the burial, were found : a rough arrow-

head of flint; a flint drill, or possibly an arrow-head, 2.75 inches in length, and

somewhat less than .5 inch in maximum width, made from a flint pebble, the

orij'inal surface of which is still apparent in places.

Mound on the Lackoix Place, Rapides Parish, La.
T

In an open field, about four hundred yards from the landing on the Lacroix

Place, of wliich Mr. John L. Lacroix, of Alexandria, La., is the owner, is a mound,

circular in basal outline, 6 feet in height and 62 feet In diameter.

This mound, which had every appearance of having been dug into to a great

extent previous to our coming (probably by seekers after treasure), is In the main

made up of bright yellow clay with admixture of sand. In the central part of the

mound, however, the material has a much darker appearance, and there two trial-

holes came upon fragments of human bones, greatly scattered. Presumably these

skeletal remains, taken out by previous diggers, had been returned in partial filling

of the holes.

A number of other trial-holes put down by us were In the yellow soil to which

reference has been made, and unearthed neither bone nor artifact.

On the surface of the field surrounding the mound were a few fragments of

flint, but no other signs of a dwelling-site were apparent.

Mound near Colfax, Grant Parish, La.

On property belonging to Mrs. C. P. Calhoun, of Colfax, about 100 feet south

from the township road running eastward from Colfax (which is about 2.5 miles

distant), is a small mound on a ridge. In the body of the mound had been dug out

previous to our coming, presumably by seekers after treasure, a hole 20 feet in

diameter. The height of the remaining part, which evidently had been increased
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by soil thrown out by the former diggers, was 5.5 feet; the diameter, probably
increased in the same w^ay, was 48 feet.

The soil of the mound is sandy clay containing masses of sandstone, pome
more than 2 feet in diameter.

Seven trial-holes dug into the apparently unexcavatcd part of the mound wore
unproductive, and no human remains or artifacts wore noticed in the soil thrown
out by previous diggers.

I

The area surrounding the mound gave no indication of having served previ-

ously as a place of abode.

Mound near Boggy Bayou, Grant Pakisu, La.

A mound on a high ridge, on property belonging to Mr. C. IT. Teal, is about

two miles in a direct course north of Colfax and one-quarter mile west of the town-

ship bridge over Boggy Bayou.

This mound, which had been much dug into, is at present 13 feet 7 inches

in height, and is 93 feet in diameter of base. An excavation 34 feet by 21 feet,

with a depth of 7.5 feet at the time of our visit, had been made into the central

part of the mound before our coming, while smaller excavations had been made

in the sides.

The mound is composed of coarse sand, much of it red but not artificially col-

ored, with a few small masses of sandstone scattered through it.

In seven trial-holes nothing was found to indicate the use of the mound for

burial, and no fragments of bone or artifacts were seen about the old excavation.

The surrounding ground gave no sign of the former presence of aborigines.

Dwelling-Site on Dunn Place, Grant Parish, La.

About one-half mile SSW. from Dunn Landing, in a field on a point of alluvial

land, the property of Mr. R. M. Dunn, living on the plantation, is a dwelling-site

about one acre in extent. The surface of the site is somewhat higher than sur-

rounding ground, and shows soil darkened by organic matter. Fragments of

pottery, shells, and animal bones are scattered about.

In forty-eight trial-holes put down by us the dwelling-site material was shown

to consist of dark soil with which was mingled debris similar to that seen on the

surface. The maximum depth of this dwelling-site material, as shown by the

trial-holes, was 28 inches. No human remains were encountered.

In the digging, separately, were found : a small, barbed arrowhead of flint ; a

drill of the same material ; a short, slender piercing implement of bone ; an imple-

ment of bone with rounded point and having at the opposite end the articular part

still remaining.

The fragments of pottery found above and below the surface on this site were
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of fairly good quality, but without incised decoration. One sherd, coated with red

paint on both sides, was encountered.

Mound near Briar Bend Landing, Red River Parish, La.

On a high ridge, about three-quarters of a mile east from Briar Bend Landing,

in a cultivated field forming part of the plantation of Mr. J. J. StanfiU, Sr., who

resides upon it, is a symmetrical, conical mound of sand, 8 feet 7 inches in height

and 55 feet in diameter of base. In the summit of the mound previous diggers had

made an excavation 6 feet in diameter and 4.5 feet in depth, approximately.

A central excavation 7.5 feet by 11 feet was carried by us to a depth of 12 feet

3 inches without coming upon a distinct base-line, but at a depth of 9 feet 2 inches,

at the central part of the mound, the red sand composing it rested upon sand, gray-

brown in color, which apparently represented the surface upon which the mound

had been built. From the margin of the mound on the eastern side, a trench 9 feet

in width and extending below the base was dug in to connect with the central

excavation. In addition, seven trial-holes were sunk in various parts of the mound.

Although this symmetrical mound, which, judging from its measurements,

must have been originally without a summit-plateau of any extent (the previous

digging involved the throwing out of much material and prevented a determination

at the time of our visit), had every appearance of having been built for burial pur-

poses, yet but few burials, apparently, had been placed in the body of the mound.

In sand cast out by previous diggers were small fragments of human bones,

and a skull (all that remained of a skeleton) was encountered at a depth of 4.5 feet,

at the margin of the previous excavation.

Of nineteen burials found by us in place ^ the two shallowest were 6 feet in

depth, and these, found where the mound sloped considerably, were not far from the

base. Other burials were from 7 feet to 12 feet 3 inches in depth—a number being

from 10 to 11 feet down.

In view of the fact that so large a proportion of burials found by us lay con-

siderably below the original surface of the ground, it seemed possible that the

mound had been built above a cemetery, but various trial-holes put down in the

level ground around the mound failed to reveal any indication of one.

The burials, which were so badly decayed that at times it was hard to dis-

ouish traces of them, were as follows

Partly flexed on the right side, 1

Partly flexed on the left side, 1

Closely flexed on the right side, 8

Closely flexed on the left side, 3

Aboriginal disturbance, 1

Bones in caved sand, 1

Cremations. 4

Some scattered boaes fell in caved sand.
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The cremations were all small deposits of calcined human bones, none of which
had been burnt where found.

The comparative absence of artifacts in this mound which had so promising an

appearance, was a great disappointment. With one burial was a rude arrowhead

of flint; with another burial lay a flat pebble of irregular outline. Still anotlier

burial had in association a small mass of galena (lead snlpliide) with a perforation

countersunk at each side, for use as a bead.

In the sand thrown out by the previous digging were three pairs of copper ear-

ornaments of the spool-shaped variety, some broken into two parts. Each of these

ornaments is made of two cones of sheet-copper, the apices of the cones apparently

connected by inserting the apex of one cone into that of the companion cone and

spreading the sheet-copper on the inside to hold it in place. The concave part of

each cone has been covered with a second thickness of sheet-copper which is held

in place by an overlapping margin.

There was also found near the ear-ornaments what seems to be the lower half

of an ill-made, ceremonial axe belonging to the hoe-shaped class, having part of a

perforation in the blade. The material apparently is a soft claystone which would

unfit the axe for any practical use.

Throughout the digging there were found In the mound only two small frag-

ments of earthenware, both undecorated.

The surrounding area showed no evidence of having served as a place of abode.

Mound at Gahagan", Red Riyer Parish, La.

At Gahagan, a settlement near Red river, is the plantation of Mr. W. R.

HoUingsworth, of that place. In aboriginal times a considerable population must

have inhabited this place, to judge from the number of remnants of mounds that are

scattered throughout the fields.

In sight from Gahagan, and also from the river, in the middle of a cultivated

field, is a mound of clay with a small admixture of sand, which has suffered greatly

from the plow and from wash of rain on the loosened soih Presumably the diam-

eters of the mound at one time were approximately 80 and 110 feet, but at present

so much has been plowed and washed from its sides that it appears like a peak of

much less diameter placed on the central part of a platform from 2 to 4 feet in

height. On this platform are stumps of small trees, recently cut, whose roots are

denuded of soil from 1 to 3 feet above the surface, showing how much the mound

has lost in height in its outer parts even in very recent times.

The height of the mound from the level ground to the summit of the peak is

slightly more than 11 feet, measured from the outside.

Various trial-holes in the low^er parts of the mound were without result, but an

excavation 12 feet square, put down about centrally in the peak we have described,

intersected a grave-pit. This pit was not noticed by us at first, as the upper 5 feet

of soil on the mound was moist and was approximately uniform In color, but below
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this moist ground the soil was dry and hard, and local layers in it were plainly

distino-uishable. A careful examination made after the grave-pit was recognized

showed it in one place to extend upward through the moist soil to within 3 feet of

the surface, where it was lost, but in all probability the grave had been put down

from the surface.

The pit, which was traceable with the greatest ease in the lower and dry part

of the mound, the mixed material with which the pit was filled contrasting with

local layers through which the grave had cut, had two sides running about NW.

and SE. These sides differed slightly in length, one being 12 feet 2 inches and

the other, 13 feet. The ends of the grave, which were about at right angles to its

sides were 8 feet 9 inches and 7 feet. The grave expanded somewhat in the mid-

dle, the distance across it there being 9 feet 8 inches.

The depth of the grave-pit, determined from the highest part of the mound

above it, was about 11 feet. Approximately 7 inches below the bottom of the

grave was a layer of dark soil, a few inches in thickness, which evidently was the

orio^inal surface of the ground. Presumably, however, the proximity of the bottom

of the pit to the base of the mound was accidental.

On the bottom of the grave lay five skeletons, all at full length on the back,

as follows

:

Burial No. 1, adult, the head directed NW.
Burial No. 2, adult, the feet 18 inches apart, head NW.
Burial No. 3, adult, head NE.

Burial No. 4, adolescent, head NW.
Burial No. 5, adolescent, having an arrangement of the arms different from

that usually found in the case of extended burials, where the arms, as a rule lie at

length along the sides of the body. In this case the right forearm extended across

the trunk diagonally down, while the left forearm was doubled up, the hand resting

on the left shoulder. The head of this burial was directed NE.
Burials Nos. 1 and 4, as may be seen by the plan of the grave (Fig. 12), lay

each along a side of the grave, while Burial No. 5 rested across one end of it. Par-

allel to the opposite end and somewhat more than 2 feet from it was Burial No. 3.

Burial No. 2 lay in the space enclosed by the others.

Burials Nos. 4 and 5, the adolescents, had no artifacts in immediate association.

Burials Nos. 1, 2, and 3, the adults, lay in such a way that the skulls of two

of them were but 3 inches apart, while the skull of the third (Burial No. 1) was

about 2 feet from the other two.

Carefully arranged within the space between the three skulls, but apparently

more closely related to Burial No. 2, were : a group of slender, bone pins, badly

decayed and broken ; an ornament of sheet-copper, evidently originally of consider-

able size, represented when found only by small fragments ; a celt of a compact

rock, 2.75 inches in length; a graceful lancehead of flint, 3.75 inches long; a

handsome, barbed arrowhead of flint, about 1.5 inch in length, with five flint
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points, some .5 inch long, some slightly more, near it; a handsome boatstone^ of
diabase, 3.75 inches long, having the usual concavity in the base but ^Yithout per-

forations; remnants of two small ornaments of sheet-copper, decayed through and
through; a cylinder, about 2 inches long and .5 inch in diameter, of decaying li"--

neous material which Prof. George B. Sudworth, Dendrologist of the United States
Department of Agriculture, Washington, kindly has determined to have been wood of
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Fig. 12.—^Plan of grave. Mound at Gahagan, La.

This last ornament, like similar ones from this mound
had been copper-coated but was too badly decayed for preservation as a whole.

With the exception of the deposit just described, which extended to the skull

of Burial No. 2 and continued with this burial, and presumably belonged to it,

^For other boatstones found west of Mississippi river see our account of the mounds near Chand-
ler Landing, Prairie Co., Ark. (White river), in which a number were found, including one of rock

crystal. White Journ, Acad. Nat.

XIV
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Burial No. 1 had no artifacts in clos with it. It is possible, h

that various objects to be described later, which lay along one end of the grave,

were put in for the dead in common, in which event the remains of the adolescents

also shared in the offering.

Burial No. 2, continuing the deposit described as enclosed by the three skulls,

had under the skull an ornament of sheet-copper and wood, greatly decayed.

Alon'i- the left humerus, a continuation of the deposit of arrowheads already

noted, were fourteen others similar to the smaller ones in it.

At the upper part of the left humerus was a tubular bead of the kind already

described. A similar one lay on the thorax.

At the right shoulder were traces of sheet-copper.

At the right wrist was a mass of galena,^ and under the right hand, lying trans-

versely, was a carefully-made ceremonial axe of quartzite, 6.25 inches in length.

Lying by the outer side of the upper part of the left femur was a copper-coated

bead like the others, and around the upper part of the left tibia were fragments of

a number of similar beads w^hich, strung together, probably had encircled the le

At the right knee was a small ornament of decayed wood which had been
&

coated with copper, in fragments, and which had been a rattle, as shown by the

presence of a number of small pebbles.

At both ankles were the remains of a number of ornaments of wood, copper-

coated, crushed together and completely out of shape, among which were small

pebbles, showing that here, too, rattles had been present. With these were some

very small, shell beads.

Burial No. 3 had, under the chin, a circular ornament of wood, in the form of

a disk, about 1.5 inch in diameter, copper-coated on both sides, and the decaying

remains of sheet-copper and wood at the left of the lower jaw.

Along one end of the grave, and nearest to Burial No. 3, but 18 inches and

^Galena, lead sulphide, as is well knowiij is often found in the mounds, and when thus found is

usually coated with the white, lead carbonate. Lead carbonate is the white lead of commerce. The
aborigines did not possess the chemical knowledge to make this carbonate from lead, but some of them
scraped the carbonate deposit from galena for use as paint* Lumps of galena were found by us in the

mounds and cemeteries of the great site at Moundville, Ala., where also numerous ceremonial palettes

of stone, smeared over with the white, carbonate paint, were recovered.

The mass of galena found in the mound at Gahagan differs from the masses of this material hith-

erto met with by us in that it is lighter in weight and much more friable. It seemed to us, from its

appearance, that the mass had been pulverized rather than having been a solid lump, when left in the

mound. The mass was submitted to Doctor Keller, who reported upon it as follows: ''The material

from Burial Number 2, Gahagan, La., consists chiefly of carbonate of lead. It was undoubtedly formed
by gradual oxidation from galena, of which particles are still contained in it. I have endeavored to

ascertain whether this material was originally in the form of powder or massive, but I confess that I

am unable to arrive at a definite conclusion as to this. On the one hand I have seen such earthy nod-

ules of cerusite witli streaks of unaltered galena in them, and, on the other, I find on removing the

carbonate with acetic acid that the remaining galena is in very fine particles. The external shape of

the lump is not unlike that of nodules of natural earthy cerusite. There is considerable silicious matter
admixed to the lead compound."

If this mass consisted of powdered galena, probably held together by grease, it was doubtless used

by the natives as a cosmetic, as it is used today by natives of Nigeria and farther north. See J. D.
Falconer, "On Horseback Through Nigeria," pp. 67 and 116.
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more from it, extended various deposits in a ]

were Vessel No. 1 and a pipe of earthenware

At the northern o

Th unique pipe, 5.5 inches in height (Figs. 13, 14, 15, IG) of

human figure seated on

turned inward

the lower limbs which extend parallel beneath, the feet

The figure is not turned toward the outside world as fi * r

JS.

- -".

V

m
-^> '-''-^

Fig. 13.—Pipe of earthenware, with interior passage between
the bowl and the month of the figure. Gahagan, La.
(Height 5.5 inches.)

Fig. 14.—Earthenware pipe. Side view.

the pipes of the white man invariably are, but faces the smoker, as aboriginal pipes

sometimes were constructed, the mind of the savage apparently possessing a smaller

sh of altruism an ferior measure of vanity, shall say than that of

civilized

The figure is represented as holding, not a simple pipe-bowl fififures of

kind in connection with aboriginal pipes usually do, the orifice for the stem bein

in the figure), but a res^ular biconical pipe complete.

o
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Pig. 15.—Earthenware pipe. Back view

Fio. 17.—Earthenware pipe. Vertical section, showing pas-

sageway between the bowl of the pipe and the mouth of the

(Full size.)image

We now come to the most strikino

feature of all. Connected with the base of

the pipe-bowl is a passageway

through the body of the figu

ascending

as shown

the diagram (Fig. 17), and ending at the

mouth, which is open, in a way that smoke

emerge from the mouth

This feature we

ted in con-

th

can be made to

when the pipe ii

believe to be hitherto unrep

nection with aboriginal pipes.

Dr. J. Walter Fewkes wi
-

pipe as follows

:

" I do not recall ever having seen an

aboriginal pipe constructed in the way you

describe, but I can readily see how it is

possible to combine a ' cloud blower ' and a

Fia. 16.—Earthenware pipe. View of base.
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Fig. la—Selection of flints from Deposit Xo. 1. Gabagan, La. (Full size.)
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pipe in such a way that smoke could be blown on sacred
objects at the same time the priest smokes.

" Some tubular pipes are used by the Hopi as cloud
blowers, smoke being blown through them as I have

519

described my of the ' Snake Ceremon
Walpi' (Journ. Amer. Eth. and Arch., Vol. IV, p. 32)
in others smoke is sucked into the mouth. Combin(
both and change form, and you have your piije."

We now return to the dep Somewhat fai

along was a deposit of twenty-eight points and blades
of flint, one gracefully curved for use as a knife, rang-

dcposit,_, ... .^..j.„.. ,.v..„v.wx. 4.1 and 8 inch Th

th

hich was 8 inches in height, included but two poi
' blades not directed the same way. One of these was
versed

; the other lay transversely across one end of
pile A selection from these flints Is sho\ in

Fig. 18

Parallel with the deposit of flints and placed be
tween some of them were a number of bone pins (a

least seven) very badly decayed and broken, and one
flat implement of bone.

Also with the flints were thirteen

the same material, and Vessel No. 2

small chips of

fragments, as
were

arby

St

vessels from this place, lay against th

farther along was another deJ30sit of fli

of twenty-eight blades and lance-poi
rangmg in length between 3.9 inches d 8.9 ches
Three selected specimens from this deposit are shown
In Fig. 19. With this deposit were part of a large blade,
and two well-made arrowheads of flint, with triangular
blades. The deposit lay in a pile with no uniformity
as to direction of the points. With it also were : twenty-
three chips, all of black flint, somewhat irregular in
shape, none more than 1.1 inch in maximum diameter

;

a large number of badly-decayed, bone pins, crushed
together

; a sandstone hone for sharpening points by
longitudinal application and having at one end a semi-
circular notch, perhaps for the smoothing of shafts of
arrows (Fig. 20); a number of bone implements deca\x3d
past preservation ; a beautiful little chisel of shale, 4
inches in length ; red pigment ; a small sandstone hone
and part of another.

* .

% i

Fig. 20.—Hone of sandstone. GaLagan,
La, (Full size.)
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1

Fig. 21.—Deposit No. 3. Flints. Gahagan, La. (Full size.)
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Partly surrounded by the flint deposit was Vessel No. 3, a bottle.

The final deposit along the wall consisted of six points of flint between 2.75

uniformity of direction as to thehaving noinches and 5.75 inches in length and

points (Fig. 21).

As we have said, Gahagan (see map) is much farther up on Red river than arc

the other Louisiana sites in which pottery was met with by us. The earthenware
from Gahagan is of very diflerent quality from that found by us in sites farther

down the river, that from Gahagan being hard, black, and with a surface having
considerable polish, which readily lent itself to incised dccorntion.

As noted, but three vessels came from the interesting mound at Caliagan, but

all three are distinctive of the place, bearing decoration, profuse in two instances,

consisting of series of extremely fine, parallel lines, very closely placed, in combi-

nation withspaces partly cut through

the ware. Red pigment has been in

the lines and in the excised spaces.

A graceful vaseVessel No, 1.

with flat bottom, the body first ex-

panding and then constricted toward

the rim. The decoration is made

up of series of diagonal and circular

lines in connection with spaces of the

kind already described (Fig. 22).

Vessel No. 2. A wide-mouthed

bottle with flat base, undecorated as

to the body, but having around the

neck a series of lines, some diagonal,

some vertical, in connection with the

excised spaces found on the pottery

from this place. Height, 5.1 inches.

Vessel No. 3. A bottle, with

tapering neck and base almost flat

(Fig. 23), having by way of decora-

tion designs similar to those des- Fig. 22.—vessel Xo.l. Gahagan, La. (Heiglit 4.9 inches.)

cribed as on Vessel No. 1.

Various holes sunk by us from the bottom of the grave and in parts of the

peak outside the grave came upon the dark layer which h described

marking the surface before the mound was built.
L

of the mound came upon it also, consequently, so far

Trial-holes in the shallow parts

knowledge extend

no pit below the base of the mound is present but to determine this matter

definitely and to learn if any other burials are in the mound, its demolition would

be necessary.

66 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 23.—Vessel No. 3. Gabagan, La. (Height 9 inches.)
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Mound near Tatlortown, Bossier Parish, La.

About one mile NNW. from Tajlortown, on property of Mr. A. J. Hall resid-
ing there, on the edge of a field bordering Flat river,^ is a mound of alluvial «oil 3
feet high and 43 feet in diameter of base. These dimensions of the mound as it
appeared at the time of our visit do not, however, convey an exact idea of the
former size of the mound, inasmuch as the river, in time of flood, has left a con-
siderable deposit around the mound, thus lessening its height by about one foot a«
shown by measurements made by us which reached gray soil, indicating the orl-inal
surface of the ground, at a depth of about 4 feet below tlie top of the mound °and
road made through part of the mound has, to some extent, lessened its diam'oter

1 excavation, central in the mound, approximately 5 feet In diameter and 3
feet in depth at the time of our visit, had been dug by seekerF after treasure. We
were informed by our agent that at the time of his visit to the mound In his pre-
hmmary search, fragments of human bones lay on the surface, near this excavation.

Thirteen large trial-holes were sunk by us into the mound proper and into tljc
level ground traversed by the road to which we have referred. Thirteen burials
were encountered, remains being found in most of the holes.

With the exception of one burial 10 inches down, none was encountered at a
depth less than somewhat more than 3 feet, while most of the burials were from 4
to 5 feet down and one was a trifle in excess of 5 feet in deptli. Hence it will be
noted that some of the burials were below the original surface of the ground.

The thirteen burials, none of which was in a condition to save, wore of the
following kinds

:

Skeletons partly flexed on the right side, 5

Skeletons partly flexed on the left side, 3

Bunched burials associated with cremated human remains, 4

Bunched burial without cremated human remains, 1

The calcined fragments of human bones with the bunched burials sometimes
were in a small deposit with the unburnt bones of the burial, and sometimes lay
scattered throuo^hout the burial.

Of the five bunched burials, one was without a cranium, while the others had
two, four, seven, and thirteen, respectively. These crania were in no case recov-
ered entire.

Artifacts found in this mound were dishearteningly few, and nothing was met
with in the soil apart from human remains, not even a sherd.

With Burial No. 1, which was 10 inches from the surface, and consisted of a
few unburnt bones without a skull, was an undecorated pot 5 inches in diameter
and about 3 inches in height.

Burial No. 3, which was bunched, with seven skulls and cremated remains, had
m association a bone of a deer, badly broken, having the articular part removed at

^ We are informed that this "old river" leaves Red river at one place and joins it at another.
Doubtless Fiat river at one time was part of Red river, and probably then the mound in question stood
on Its bank. ^ f J 1
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one end and partly cut away somewhat obliquely at the other end. With this

fragments of at least two slender bone implements and the penis-bone of a rac

from which the distal end is broken.

A human lower jaw from this mound, presented by us to the Army Medical

Museum, Washinjiton, D. C mber 14,237), is pronounced by the

authorities of the museum to show osteitis deformans.

The area surrounding the mound is covered by alluvial deposit to an ex"

practically precluding all chance of discovering aboriginal cemeteries, if any

present

Mound at Sunny Point, Bossier Parish, La

This quadrangular mound, about one-quarter mile from the river, on Sunny

Point, is about 6 feet in height at the present time, though it is apparent that a

deposit of mud from the river In times of overflow, has considerably lessened the

ori""inal altitude. The basal diameters N. and S. and E. and W. are respectively

72 and 93 feet. The diameters of the summit-plateau, in the same directions, are

32 and 50 feet. This mound was covered with recent graves, and permission to

dig into it w^as withheld.

Mounds near Pickett Landing, Caddo Parish, La.

About two miles in a straight line westwardly from Pickett Landing is the

plantation of Mr. H. L. Heilperin, of Shreveport, La., on which Is a fine group of

mounds. Near some of these are small ponds whence material for the mounds

was taken.

These mounds, seven In all (not takin several insignificant

of the ground), form an Irregular ellipse, two mounds facing each other ESE. and

WNW. at a distance of about 615 yards. The transverse diameter of the ellipse

is 150 yards. On the southern side of the ellipse are two mounds, the remaining

three being on the northern side.

These mounds, all but one of w^hich have houses upon them, range between

2 and 15 feet in height. All probably have been quadrilateral, with flat tops,

though all but two have been worn and washed by rain to an extent that makes
the determination of their original shape almost Impossible.

The westernmost mound, which forms one extremity of the ellipse, is fairly

symmetrical, square, with diameter of base somewhat more than 150 feet and with

a perfectly flat summit-plateau about 70 feet in diameter. Its sides do not face

the cardinal points, one being opposite to NNE.
The other of the two most symmetrical mounds of this group lies eastsouth-

eastwardly from the one just described and has no intervening mound. It is

quadrangular, with a flat summit-plateau, and has basal diameters (similar In

direction to those of the other mound) NNE. and SSW. 160 feet, and WNW. and
ESE. 220 feet. The summit-plateau In corresponding directions is 90 feet and

145 feet. The height of this mound is a trifle more than 15 feet.
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There seems to be no history of discovery of bones or of artifacts at this place,

d with the exception of a few sherds, probably exposed b^' wash of

o

surface of the largest mound, nothing was found by us either superficially on the
plantation or in numerous trial-holes put down in the summit-plateaus of the two
largest mounds and in two smaller mounds, on all four of which dark soil indicated

former aboriginal abode.

Dwelling-site material, probably indicating the presence of cemeteries at this

place, no doubt lies beneath layers of deposit from periods of ovcrllow.

In some of the mounds of this important site probably hiteresting burial? might
be found did not the presence of buildings upon the mounds make a careful invosti-

ition impossible.

Mound on Cedar Bluff Plantation, Caddo Paul^it, La.

Cedar Bluff Plantation is the property of Mr. J. S. Swann, whose residence is

on Cedar Bluff immediately across the river and opposite the plantation.

About one-quarter mile in a northwesterly direction from Cedar BlulT Planta-

tion Landing, in full view from the levee as it was at the time of our visit, was a

mound of sand, 4.5 feet in height, having a very irregularly circular outline, due

probably to tillage. Its basal diameter is 73 feet.

Eight trial-holes came upon a layer of dark sand, having a maximum thickness

of 3 inches. This layer was 3.5 feet below the highest parts of the mound and

proportionately less under more marginal parts. In places in the layer was midden

debris, including fragments of shells, parts of bones of lower animals, and several

fragments of pottery, two of them of excellent ware, having decoration conferred

with a fine point but somewhat lacking in regularity. No burials or artifacts other

than pottery were encountered.

Mound on the Thompson Place, Caddo Parish, La.

On the plantation of Mr. A. R. Thompson, who resides on it, is a mound
slightly more than 7 feet in height, about three-quarters of a mile W. by N. from

the landing. This mound, which has been quadrangular, has been under cultiva-

tion, so that the corners are somewhat rounded. Its sides almost exactly face the

cardinal points. The basal diameter N. and S. is 105 feet ; the minor diameter,

72 feet. The diameters of the summit-plateau are 53. feet and 20 feet respectively.

Eight trial-holes sunk into this mound, the soil of which was dark and had a

promising appearance, soon penetrated sand of a raw, yellow shade, in which was

found no indication of the presence of burials. The surrounding area showed no

sign of having served as a place of abode in aboriginal times.

Mounds near Byram Ferry, Bossier Parish, La.

About one mile ESE. from Byram Ferry, in woods belonging to Mr. A. L.

Byram, who resides some distance back in the hills, are two mounds within a few

yards of each other.
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The larger of these mounds, somewhat less than 9 feet in height, is oblong,

with rounded corners. Its sides practically face the cardinal points ; its diameter

of base, N. and S., is 132 feet. The diameter of the summit-plateau in the same

direction is 80 feet. The minor basal diameter is 98 feet, about 50 feet of which is

covered by the summit-plateau, which is not flat but has an upward slope from

south to north.

Trial-holes put down from the plateau of this mound showed the northern

part of it to be of clay superficially, which being dug through gave place to fine

sand. Excavations in the southern part of the mound were in sand from the

beginning.

No bones, human or animal, were found, and no artifacts, fragmentary or

entire, were met with in the digging.

The smaller mound, of sand, 4 feet in height, had a circular outline of base

with a diameter of about 75 feet. The summit-plateau was 35 feet in diameter.

In this mound trial-holes were put down and in addition a central excavation

18 feet square. A layer of dark material, about 6 inches thick, was encountered

4 feet 10 inches from the surface. This layer evidently marked the original surface

of the ground. It was without break of any kind, and it was evident that no pits

extended below it. Nothing was found in the digging except one rude arrowhead

of flint.

We now come to sites along Red river in Arkansas.

Mound near Higktower Landing, Lafayette County, Arkansas.

About one mile NNE. from Hightower Landing, in woods, is a mound about

4.5 feet in height, oblong, with rounded corners. Its sides face the cardinal points;

its diameter N. and S. is 78 feet, and 57 feet E. and W. The summit-plateau, in

the same directions, respectively, is 58 feet and 40 feet.

No bone or artifact of any kind was found by us in this mound, which proved

to be of sand with a slight admixture of clay.

Mound near Diggs Bluff Landing, Miller County, Ark.

Diggs Bluff" Landing is a short distance below Diggs Bluff", which is the end of

low hills there approaching the river.

About one-half mile ESE. from the landing, in a cultivated field forming part
of a plantation belonging to Mr. C. L. Bailey, of Doddridge, Ark., is a mound which,

the past, has been unde Owing to this, probably, its present shap
is decidedly irregular, though seemingly the mound has been quadrangular with
considerable plateau. The basal diameters are 196 feet and 106 feet, the plateau
having diameters of 138 feet and 62 feet. The mound is 6.5 feet in height.

Sixteen trial-holes put down from the summit-plateau showed the mound to

be almost exclusively of sand. No bones, midden debris, or sign of grave were
encountered.
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Mound near Sulphur River, Miller County, Ark.

In swamp, dry at the time of our visit, is a mound which may be reached by
going about one mile up Sulphur river, a tributary of Red river, wlien the mound
will be found 100 yards north of Sulphur river and an equal distance west of a

bayou tributary to it. This mound, 6 feet in height, originally quadrilateral with

a summit-plateau, has lost much of its symmetry through trampling of cattle and

wash of water. Its basal diameter ENE. and WSW. is 126 feet, and 116 feet

NNW. and SSE. The corresponding diameters of the summit-plateau are 82 feet

and 67 feet.

Investigation showed the mound to be a mixture of sand and clay. No evi-

dence of use for burial purposes was observable.

Mounds on the Haley Place, Miller County, Ark.

The Haley Place, well known some distance along the river for its aboriginal

mounds, is the joint property of Mr. T. G. Batte, living nearby, and of the Mer-

chants and Planters Bank of Texarkana, Ark.

The Haley Place in part borders Red river, but its upper portion is shut off

from the river by another property. In this upper part of the Haley place is a

short segment of a former course of the river, now closed at each end, known as

Haley Lake.

Near this " lake " is what remains of a mound after continued wear and wash.

Upon it is a frame building. Farther back, but in full view from the "lake," to

which one of its shorter sides is about parallel, is a mound which has been quad-

rangular, no doubt, but whose sides and corners have been considerably worn by

trampling of cattle and by wash of water. This mound, slightly more than 1 7 feet

in height, has a basal diameter E. by S. and W. by N. of 160 feet, and of 120 feet

S. by W. and N. by E. The summit-plateau is 105 feet and 90 feet in the same

directions respectively. It is not level. In the western part a slope upward

begins, and continues for 18 feet until a height of 3.5 feet above the eastern end of

the plateau is reached. Level ground then continues to the western end of the

plateau. These 3.6 feet are included in the total height of the mound as given by

us. In sight from the mound is a considerable depression whence material for its

building was taken.

Trial-holes in this mound soon came to raw-looking sand, while other holes

reached the sand after passing through several feet of dark soil.

Presumably this mound was the one used as a place of abode by the chief of

the aborigines who occupied this site.

About 60 yards in a northwesterly direction from the domiciliary mound is

another whose sides have been subject to considerable wash from rain, and proba-

bly, as to their lower parts, from the river in flood time. Our measurement, taken

from the surroundinsr level, determined the height of this mound to be slightly in
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excess of 11 feet. It is 78 feet across its irregularly circular base; its summit-

plateau, also circular, Is 32 feet in diameter. This mound had the appearance of

havino- been erected for some purpose other than domiciliary. About centrally in

the summit-plateau an excavation was made having dimensions as follows
: 12 feet

at the northern end, 15 feet at the southern end, 16 feet at the eastern and western

sides, which extended about N. and S. The excavation was. carried to a depth of

10 feet 10 inches, where it came upon a layer of soil 8 inches in depth, approxi-

mately. This layer was black and had every appearance of having been the surface

of the ground prior to the building of the mound. Evidence of disturbance found

in this layer led to the discovery of a remarkable, central pit under the mound,

which will be described in due course.

In addition to the excavation referred to and to the complete investigation of

the great pit, shafts were cut from the sides of the excavation into the remainder

of that part of the mound which lay beneath the summit-plateau, and these shafts,

in some cases, came upon pits running down to graves, some in the mound proper,

and some below it, all of which were carefully explored.

The mound was composed of a mixture of clay and sand, the clay largely pre-

dominating. The material varied considerably in color and many local layers were

present. Altogether the mound was an ideal one for the discovery and delimitation

of pits, which often are diflBcult to determine in mounds of homogeneous material.

Incidentally it maybe said that after excavating the upper 2.5 to 3 feet, where

the earth was moist and fairly soft, the digging was through material so dry and

hard that picks were needed throughout and the work was slow and difficult. The
entire excavation was filled at the close of our work, leaving the mound as useful

a place of refuge as we found it.

Burial Number 1.

At the NE. corner of the excavation (see plan. Fig. 24), at a depth of 6 feet

4 inches to the upper part of the burial, was the skeleton of an adult, extended on

the back. The skull, whose direction, had it been present, would have been N. by
E., was missing. This burial, doubtless like all the others in the mound or below
it, lay at the bottom of a pit, but as the burial was in the main excavation and was
dug down upon by those engaged in the general digging, it was found before the

limits of the pit were recognized.

At the right shoulder were two bottles in fragments. Over the right elbow
was a shell drinking-cup, much decayed and badly broken. Outside the right elbow
and the right forearm respectively, were two pipes of earthenware, in fragments,
from which mouth-pieces were absent. These pipes, which lay in line, the stems
directed toward where the skull would have been, are of an interesting type, to

which belong all the numerous earthenware pipes found in this mound, with one
exception. As this type will be fully described and figured later in this account, it

will suffice to say here that the bowl and stem are one piece, and that the length

O between 5.5 inches and 22.6 inches
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With decaying fragments of ribs (all the bones of this skeleton were in bad

condition! was a small arrowhead of flint, somewhat broken.

Burial Number 2.

Near the NW. corner of the main excavation a pit was encountered. It was

not possible to determine exactly where this pit began, since, as we have said, the

soil of the upper few feet of the mound was moist and soft and had a homogeneous

appearance. Not far below this material, however, the pit was clearly defined, the

sides of it enclosing a broken, mixed, and granular material readily distinguishable

in the digging. The downward course of the pit, moreover, was apparent where

it cut through local layers in the mound, and was darker and more variegated.

The pit continued down, cutting through the 8 inches of the dark layer mark-

ing the base of the mound, and extending 2 feet 8 inches farther, so that, if it

began at the surface, as no doubt it did, it had a depth of about 14 feet—a depth,

we believe, previously unheard of in connection with aboriginal graveg. From the

line of the base down to where the pit ended, it ran through red clay, which, to a

certain depth, was the underlying soil of the field. With this red clay the mottled

material filling the grave-pit was in still more marked contrast than it was with the

mixture of sand and clay composing the mound, so that the graves extending below

the base of the mound were almost as readily distinguishable, in that part, as they

would have been if they had been walled around with brick.

The pit at the base was almost oblong—about 8 feet in length, 5 feet 10 inches

at one end and 6 feet 6 inches at the other end—as may be seen by the plan which

was drawn to scale on the spot.

About centrally on the base lay, extended on the back, a skeleton of an adult,

probably a male, the head directed SE. by S., the face turned to the right side. The
bones were decayed and crushed. About 6 inches from the skull lay an imperforate,

undecorated shell disk about 1.25 inch in diameter.

Near the forehead, parallel with the body, was a bead of shell, almost tubular,

3.75 inches in length, .6 inch in diameter.

At the neck were twenty-one pearls, from .12 to .4 inch in diameter, perforated

for use as beads. With these was an imitation of a canine tooth of a large car-

nivore, wrought in shell, perforated for suspension, which probably had served as a

pendant with the pearls.

Between the right shoulder and the face lay two shell disks, both undecorated
and imperforate, each about 2 inches in diameter.

At the right wrist were seven shell beads, globular and each about .75 inch in

diameter. Near these was a pottery vessel crushed to fragments.
At the inner side of the right tibia and parallel with it lay a handsome quartz

crystal, about 7 inches in length and 1.5 inch in maximum diameter, the point of

the crystal toward the knee of the skeleton.

At the right ankle were nine beads of shell, each about .6 inch in diameter.
Near these lay a water-bottle, badly crushed.
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On a space intervening between the layer of earthenware we have described

and a somewhat similar one farther along on the right-hand ^ side of the grave, lay

a handsome celt of basanite, 6.8 inches in length, beneath which was part of the

stem of an earthenware pipe. Near the celt were several small objects of shell.

These objects—small disks, small oblong sections of shell, triangles, etc.—were

numerously found in this mound. As a rule they are imperforate and without dec-

oration. A few, however, have holes in them. On some are traces of asphalt,

showing them to have been fastened to other objects. We believe them to have

belonged to head-ornaments and perhaps to ornaments otherwise worn.

On the second deposit of pottery to which we have referred, which was mostly

crushed but included several entire vessels, near the right hand of the skeleton,

were five earthenware pipes, all broken and some crushed to fragments. Two of

these pipes, the broken parts cemented together, are 22.25 and 22.6 inches in length

respectively.

On this pottery deposit also lay a chisel-shaped ceremonial axe of slate, 9.1

inches in length. A drinking-cup wrought from a conch-shell {^Fulgur perverswit),

whose excellent state of preservation made us regret the entire absence of incised

decoration upon it, was at the edge of the pottery deposit, as Avas a large mussel-

shell (Unid) in fragments.

On the base, among the pottery, resting against a water-bottle of a kind unusual

in the region and probably brought from Missouri (Plate XXXVII), lay a human

lower jaw having an end of the ceremonial axe we have referred to lying upon it.

This jaw, which is in an excellent state of preservation, far better than were the

bones of the skeleton, had no connection anatomically with the skeleton, which had

a mandible in place. The detached jaw bears numerous scratches and marks of

scraping, which seemingly indicate that the flesh was removed from the jaw with

the aid of some instrument preparatory to preservation. The mandible, moreover,

is smooth, even almost polished in places as if it had been in possession of its sec-

ondary owner for a considerable period of time. Its excellent state of preservation

calls to mind that of many bone tools which have thoroughly hardened before inhu-

mation, and whose state of preservation usually excels that of the skeleton with

which the tools are found. This human jaw was evidently a valued possession of

the occupant of the grave, when alive, and, found under these conditions, it opens

a wide field for speculation.

Beneath the pottery deposit were a number of fragments of sandstone, several

seemingly intentionally shaped, one being in the form of a rudely-fashioned, six-

pointed star. One bit of sandstone in the lot was grooved by sharpening of pointed

implements, as was a small flat mass of ferruginous sandstone that lay with it.

Filling the w^estern corner of the base of the pit was a layer of pottery vessels,

badly crushed, fragments mingled together in almost inextricable confusion. These
vessels had been piled one upon another to form a great deposit, and when the pit

^ By this we do not mean the right-hand side of the observer as he stands facing the grave, but
the side to the right of the skeleton as it lay. We shall employ the terms ricrht- and left-hand in this

sense throughout our descriptions of graves.
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was filled no doubt were broken some extent and

the mass of earth above them commenced

o vessels, some large, one of which is shown in Plate XXXIX, Also
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with thepe

vessels was a huge bottle, simil others from the Haley Place, 1

height, the neck, however, being only 3.5 inches high.

The ten arrowpoints noted as present with this burial are of black

der, and each about 1.5 inch in length. They lay parallel in a little heap, tl:

determi

by a blow fr n a

points in one direction—at least in all probability they did so,

tion as to all was not possible, as one or two were disarranged

point of a pick, which also caused the loss of a considerable part of one of the arrow-

heads. An interesting feature connected with these little points is that the shanks

of seven of them have small projections on two opposite sides. Of tlie remaining

one is without the projections, one was interred ^Yith the shankth arrowheads

broken, and one is that described as having been broken by the pick. A selection

from this deposit is shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 26.—Arrowheads of flint. Haley Tlace, Ark. (Full size.)

The two interesting, chisel-shaped, ceremonial found with this burial

of a rare class which we have figured and described^ before and notably as coming

from a mound on White river. Ark, Axes of this shape are sometimes found show-

ing plainly the mark left by the grip of the handle. This mark is about two-thirds

back from the cutting edge and shows the object to have been helved like an axe

and not hafted like a chisel. The two specimens found with Burial No. 2 in this

mound show no mark of rough usage and unquestionably were designed for cere-

monial use.

Burial Number 3.
r

The pit containing Burial No. 3 was 7.5 feet deep, if dug from the surface, as

presumably it had been. Its limits were not exactly defined by us, it having been

cut into by another grave.

The burial consisted of a skull, and then, at some distance from it, a femur

out of position, two tibiae, and fibulae and full complement of foot bones, all correctly

1 "Antiquities of the St. Francis, White, and Black rivers, Arkansas," p. 345. Journ. Acad. Nat.

Sci. ofPhila., Vol. XIV.
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placed. The distance between the skull, which was that of an adult, and the heads

of the tibiae, was but 2 feet 7 inches, a distance insufficient for the intervening

bones in order if the burial originally was extended. Presumably there had been

some disturbance of the skeleton, though we did not succeed

in tracing its cause with certainty, as the grave-pit which

we have described as cutting into that of Burial No. 3, did

not directly interfere with the skeleton. However, if the

grave of the interfering burial (No. 4) was dug soon after

that of No. 3 had been filled, it is possible that loose soil

filling the pit of Burial No. 3 may have caved out with some
of the bones of that burial. If this happened (and we are

by no means convinced that it did) the diggers of the

of Burial No. 4 must have returned a pottery deposit to it;

place and also the bones of the legs and feet without dis

turbing their connection by ligaments.

>

V

to

Across the forehead of the cranium of Burial No. 3

umber of implements of bone, with the articular parts

remammg These implements were badly decayed.

To the right of the forehead lay a small sandstone hone

To the right of the skull were two disks of shell, undec

orated and imperforate, each about 2.5 inches in diameter

and six small ornaments of the class so often found in this

mound, cut from the body whorl of marine univalves, oblonc

and of kindred shapes, imperforate and ui

1 to 3 inches in length.

decorated, from

To the left of the cranium lay a large mussel-shell

{Unio) in fragments.

Back of the skull were the remains of an object of bone,

which probably had been a hair-pin (Fig. 27).

At the feet was a confusion of crushed pottery vessels,

an earthenware pipe, and part of another pipe in fragments.

Somewhat farther along were four unbroken vessels.

Near the left foot was a pile of ten slender arrowpoints

of flint, of different shapes, three serrated as to the lower

parts of the blades. These projectile points were slightly

disturbed in removal, but seemingly they lay parallel, with

the points all in the same direction.

Two feet beyond the foot bones lay a handsome, flat

hatchet of basanite, 5 inches in length, with the marks of

the handle plainly apparent upon it. Under this hatchet

was part of the stem belonging to a pipe in the pottery

deposit already described.

Near the right-hand wall of the pit, about one foot from the femur, were ten

Fig. 27.

Ark.

-*

Bone pin. Haley Place,
(Full size.)
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shell beads, and a little farther along was a mussel-shell in fragments, near which
was a vessel, badly crushed.

Still farther along the right-hand wall, continuing toward the head of the

grave, were parts of two pipes in fragments, lying parallel, tlie bowls In the same
direction. These pipes each had only about 6 inches of stem, the other parts heir

missing through breakage before interment, as was clearly npparert from the ap-

pearance of the broken surfaces. It is probable that pii)es of the type found in th

mound, having bowl and stem in one piece, the stems, in some cascS, of con side

able length, were not discarded when parts of the stems were biokon ofT, but wci

continued in use by the owner and later were Interred with him.

Burial Numuek 4.

The beginning of the pit which contained Burial No. 4 was not apparent, though

the pit evidently had its commencement well up in the mound, rrcsiimably it

started from the surface and, in this event, was 12.5 feet in depth, or one foot below

the dark, basal layer of the mound. This grave-pit, of course, varied slightly in di-

mensions in its downward course. At the bottom where the burial lay, the side of

the pit to the right of the skeleton was 7 feet 7 inches in length ; and that to the left

was 7 feet 3 inches. Across the end of the pit nearest the skull the distance was

4 feet 2 inches, and the opposite end was 4 feet 9 inches.

The skeleton, probably of a male, was of an adult advanced in years. It lay

extended on the back, the head directed almost due N. The face was turned partly

to the right. None of the bones was in condition to save.

At the skull of this burial was a long bead of shell similar to others found near

skulls in this mound. Its exact position in respect to the head was not determined

as the spade which came upon the burial disturbed the bead.

At each side of the skull, at the ear, was an car-ornament consisting of a disk

"of shell to which, centrally on one side, a boss of sheet-copper had been attached.

There is a perforation in the center of each disk to allow attachment to something

(probably of a perishable nature, since it was not found) which went behind the lobe

of the ear.

About one foot to the left of the skull were eight flint arrowheads whose posi-

tion was somewhat disarranged in removal owing to the hardness of the soil in which

they lay.

At the neck had been pearls perforated as beads, a few of which, badly decayed,

were recovered in company with fragments of others.

Strangely enough, no mortuary deposits lay on the chest or near the arms and

hands of this buric^l.

At the outer side of the left knee were four arrowheads of flint.

About 10 inches from the right knee was a group of three pottery vessels, all

upright.

Nine shell beads were at the right ankle and eleven were at the left.

Away from the burial and near the wall of the grave were various deposits.

.. i '
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At the ri-M-hand wall, 10 inches from the northern end (that nearest the head),

was a pot^standing upright. At the left-hand wall, one foot from the northern end,

approximately, were four pipes of earthenware, placed vertically, bowls downward,

and intact. These pipes range in length between 6.5 inches and 5.3 inches. With

the pipes were five flint arrowheads, disturbed in removal.

Three feet six inches from the northern end, along the left side of the grave

(in line with the pelvis of the skeleton), was a deposit made up as follows
:

several

pebbles ; fragments of a bone implement, badly decayed ; a number of mussel-shells

{IJnio anodontoidcs) ; a bit of sandstone; two tines of deer antler, badly decayed

;

three arrowheads of rock-crystal, rather carelessly made; nineteen small fragments

of quartz-crystal, some with sharp edges which could have been used for cutting;

a small chisel of chipped flint ; a celt of quartzite, 4 inches in length ; a chisel of

shale, 2.4 inches long.

Five feet down the left wall of the pit was a large vessel on its side, containing

two oval ornaments of shell, each about one inch in length and perforated. Near

this vessel was a deposit of four arrowheads of flint. This vessel was the outer

limit of a deposit of pottery filling the left corner of the base of the grave, among

which were several whole vessels and a number of other vessels crushed into small

fragments, which were minded together. This deposit seemed to have been heaped

in, as one vessel at least was in the soil, 13 inches above the base of the pit.

Also some distance above the base of the grave, but not in the vicinity of the

pottery deposit, were encountered separately a chisel made from a flint pebble, 2.4

inches in length, and an imperforate object of shell bordering on triangular, about

an inch in length, flat on one side and convex on the other.

Burial Number 5.

Burial No. 5 was a double interment. A skeleton, measuring 5 feet 3 inches

as it lay, was extended on the back, the head directed S. by E. The skull, some-

what broken, was sent to the National Museum and is pronounced by Doctor

Hrdlicka to be that of a male.

Immediately under the thorax of this skeleton was the skull of another skeleton,

crushed flat. The skeleton to which this skull belonged lay in part under the first

skeleton.

The pit in which these skeletons lay could be traced to within about 4 feet

from the surface and probably, like the others in the mound, it had been sunk from

the summit-plateau.

From the summit of the mound to the base of the grave the distance was 14

feet 6 inches, or about 3 feet below the dark layer marking the base of the mound.
The head of the grave was 6 feet 6 inches wide, and the opposite end was about the

same. The two longer sides were nearly equal in length, each being about 9 feet 6

inches.

In every case of a single, complete burial found by us in this mound the skele-

ton lay about centrally on the base of the grave-pit, but in this instance the two

skeletons had been placed well over toward the left-hand side of the pit, leaving

unoccupied a considerable part of the grave, which seemingly was needlessly large.
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On the skull of the upper skeleton were fragments of shell. These could not
have belonged to a large bead of the kind found on some of the skulls in this mound
as they were flat, and perhaps came from a mussel-shell broken bj decay.

At the left side of the skull was a shell disk, covering part of which on one
side were the remains of a boss of sheet-copper, evidently an ear-ornament, like
others found at this place. The mate to this ornament was not discovered on the
opposite side of the head, though probably it had been there and had disappeared

o

b "0

h decay, as the one found was in a very friable cond
About 15 inches to the left of the head was a bowl, in the bottom of which

was a material found a number of times at this place and identified by Doctor Keller
as being impure clay with brown organic matter.

About one foot to the left of the left shoulder was a bottle, badly broken but
in part held together by the material in which it lay. I

part of this vessel was a fresh-water shell (Unio plicalus), centrally 2)erforatcd ^or
the insertion of a handle—a hoe.

^

At the right elbow was a bottle, crushed, as was nearly all the pottery with this
burial. Near it was a minute fragment of sheet-copper. At the left wrist were two
shell beads and parts of a badly decayed bone iini^lement. The beads, which were
of different sizes, were much affected by decay, and presumably other beads origin-
ally present with those found had disappeared.

At the right thigh lay fragments of an earthenware vessel, and beside the right
ankle were small pebbles, evidently all that remained of a rattle. At the feet was
a mass of gray material—impure clay.

In the right upper corner lay a large deposit of pottery—perhaps a dozen ves-

sels, though this is hardly more than a guess—lying crushed into fragments in the
hard clay. Vessels had been placed side by side and when crushed their parts had
mingled. Examination of some of the larger fragments showed the vessels to be

without decoration or, when possessing it, to have as a rule only a few
rude, encircling lines around the upper parts. Three bottles unusually

large were in the deposit. The remains of these, crushed into many
scores of fragments and almost inextricably mingled, were preserved

but have not been put together as they are practically without

decoration and present no novelty in form."' Much smaller vessels,

incidentally it may be said, when thus broken and mingled, require

many days of careful work to restore. With these vessels had been

one containing impure clay with brown organic matter.

The pottery in this grave, which presumably was placed there for
-/

Fio. 28.—Arrow- the burials in common, included a lar^je cookina; vessel which contained
head of flint. Ha-

n /» n- /xr oon
ley Place, Ark. Eu arrowhead of flint (I'lg. 28).
[Full size.) . . °..,-

Above this pottery deposit, m the clay, together, were two flat

objects of shell of elliptical outline and a triangular section of shell, with rounded

apex, each about 2 inches in length. These objects are of the class which we have
-.

* A bottle similar to these, 17.7 inches in height, is described in connection with Burial No. 2.

w
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described as probably being ornaments formerly attached to other objects that

h disappeared.
, -,. i

To the ri-^ht of the lower part of the burial, but not immediately with

other near the

Unfortunately, immediately
a shell drinking-cup having a perforation through the beak and

opening, between the shoulder and the suture

the opening of the cup, where a third perforation probably was, the shell has been

broken by°a blow of a pick. By the aid of three holes placed as described, the

cup could h horizontally. This cup, the usual Fulgur perversum, like others

tly smoothed to the outer surface, but bears no en-

Immediately beyond this shell lay earthenware ssel

found in this mound

graved decoration.

fragments.

In the right-hand lower corner of the grave, 13 inches above its base, however

lay a celt of silicious rock, 5 inches in length.

Burial Number 6.

The pit in which Burial No. 6 lay was distinguishable downward from about

2 feet 5 ches below the surface, where it was lost in the moist ground The

grave, 13 feet below the summit-plateau, measured, where the burial lay, 6 feet 8

inches and 7 feet 2 inches as to the sides, and 4 feet 6 inches and 4 feet 9 inches as

to the ends.

The skeleton, that of an adult and probably of a male, lay at full length on

the back, the head pointing SE. The skull was badly crushed, and the other bones

were in equally poor condition.

Near the right knee were five pipes

of stems in fragments

or at least five bowls and stems or parts

The stems of the pipes lay along the thigh, the bowls

Fig. 29.—Arrowheads of flint. Haley Place, Ark. (Full size.)

being toward the knee.

I

These pipes formed the lower limit of a group of objects

which continued in line up along the thigh in the following order: a kitchen pot;

a bottle ; a kitchen vessel. These vessels were crushed to bits, as were all from

this grave, with one exception.

About one foot to the left of the middle of the left thigh, together, were four

flint arrowheads of interesting shape (Fig. 29), and near these was a shell object, flat.
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nsiun.

elliptical in outline, and about .75 inch in length, belonging to the class of object

we have described as probably being fastened to other objects worn as ornaments.

At the right wrist were thirteen discoid:!

beads of shell, each about .25 inch in diameter

At the right humerus was a bottle, crushed
and another at the right shoulder.

At each side of the neck was an imitatioT

in shell of a canine tooth of a carnivore, 2.2i

inches in length, perforated for 8u?i>(

One foot from the skull lay a musgel-slicU

in fragments.

In the left-hand upper corner of tlio grave

was a pipe placed vertically. This pipe was
struck several times by the spade of a digger

who had been instructed to remove soil al)uve

where the troweling was in progress and who
carried his work too near the plane on which

mortuary objects were. It is pog.sible tliat

other pipes with this one were crushed and

thrown back by the digger, as groups of pipes

placed vertically were found at several points

in this mound.

A little farther down the left wall was a

mass of red pigment, determined Doctor

Keller to be red oxide of iron with some lime,

and a flat celt of ({uartzite, 5.5 inches In length.

The pigment and the celt lay abreast of the

left shoulder.

Earther down the left-hand side was a

ceremonial axe of slate, 7.5 inches in length

(Fig. 30), with a handsome, flaring, cutting

edge at one end and a cutting edge also at

the opposite end, which marks the specimen

as a variant (shown in section in Fig.

right against the wall,

Fig. 30.—Ceremonial axe
Haley Place, Ark.
(Length 7.5 inches.)

Fig. 31.—Ceremonial
axe, loiigitadinal sec-

tion. (Full size.)

The mark of the handle is plainly visible, and

shows that the ends of the axe projected before

and behind. This axe had been placed up-

and was on a plane

somewhat above the base of the grave.

In a group of whicli the axe formed part

were three vessels, across the opening of one of

which lay aceltof basanite, 4 inches long. This

hatchet had been smeared with glauconite.
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Twentj-two inches from the lower end of the left-hand wall was a cooking-pot

and a broken mussel-shell which probably, when whole, had served as a spoon.

In the left-hand lower corner was a mass of material identified by Doctor Keller

as impure clay with brown organic matter, on which were two small, imperforate,

flat, semicircular objects of shell, and a little beyond, a diamond-shaped object of

shell, about 1.5 inch in length, having a perforation.

A bowl had been placed in an erect position in the right-hand lower corner of

the grave, and a little farther along the right-hand wall was a mass of material

similar to the one described, lying alongside of a bowl.

BuEiAL Number 7.

The pit containing this burial, like others in the mound, could be traced into

the upper few feet. It extended through the dark basal layer below to a total depth

of 15. '5 feet, if we assume that it commenced at the surface of the summit-plateau.

The upper and lower ends of the grave were 4.5 feet and 4 feet 1 inch, respect-

ively. The grave, however, widened somewhat in the middle, where it was about

5 feet across. The right-hand side of the grave was 7 feet 7 inches in length, and

the opposite side, 7 feet 10 inches.

Burial No. 7 was the skeleton of a powerfully built adult in the prime of life,

doubtless a male. The skeleton lay at full length on the back, the head directed

S. by E. The skull was crushed and the other bones were in friable fragments.

At the left of the skull, one upon the other, were remnants of two shell disks,

one having two perforations near the upper margin, the other having lost through

decay the corresponding part where perforations might be expected. There were

no objects on the opposite side of the head. As these disks are not perforated

centrally, they can hardly have been ear-ornaments.

At the neck were fifteen pearls, some nearly .5 inch in diameter and all large.

With these, about 3 inches apart, were two imitations in shell of canine teeth of

large carnivores, each about 3 inches in length, perforated for suspension. These

ornaments were on the upper part of the thorax and probably were pendants at

each side of the string of pearls.

At the right wrist were seven beads of shell, each about one inch in diameter.

Parallel with the upper part of the right thigh, at the right side of the pelvis,

and over the right hand, lay a quartz crystal about 8.5 inches in length and 2.25

inches in diameter. Near this was a small disk of shell, covering part of one side

of which is a boss of wood, much decayed. The shell below the wood has a green

stain as through infiltration of carbonate of copper.

At the outer side of the right femur, just above the knee, was a vessel in frag-

ments, and near it were two curious little objects of shell, one about an inch in

length, the other somewhat smaller, resembling flat pins with circular heads. With
these, and probably having belonged on the head of one of them, was a minute boss

of sheet-copper.

At the right knee was a neat little chisel wrought from a pebble of flint and,
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perforate disks of shell e ch about 1.2o inch in diameter, Ijnng one
upon the other. Four slender arrowheads of flint, the points all directed

way, lay in a little pile at the outer side of the left tibia, just below the knee.
At the right and at the left ankles were shell beads, each about one inch

diameter, ten at each ankle.

At the head-wall of the grave, one foot from the left-hand corner. Inv a rn<

o vessel in fragments, and about two feet farther along and one foot from

k

thenware pipe (Fig. 32), the only one of earthenware found in the mound
differing in general shape from the pipes so abundantly met

' >

J'

k'i^

Fig. 3^.—Pipe of earthenware. Haley Place, Ark. (Length 6 inches.)

Along the right wall, beginning about one foot from the upper corner, was a

considerable deposit of objects. First came sixteen flint arrowheads, three of which

were disturbed in removal. The points of the remaining thirteen were in the same

direction. A selection from these is shown in Fig. 33.

Next came a deposit of four arrowheads, disturbed in removal; then three

pottery vessels, crushed to fragments, one of which had been additionally wrecked

by the deposit above it of two large sandstone hones, deeply grooved.

Next in order lay a shell drinking-cup wrought from a conch [Fulgur perver-

sum), neatly smoothed on the exterior surface, but differing from other shell cups

found in this mound in that the protuberances which are present around the peri-

phery, or shoulder of the conch, in this instance have not been ground away.

Near the cup lay two imperforate, elliptical objects of shell, each 2 inches by

1.65 inch. Curiously enough these objects show not the slightest trace of decay,

though coming from a grave in which a number of other objects of sliell were greatly

deteriorated.

Next, side by side, were masses of bright red pigment and of what no doubt

was used as a blue-black paint. These have been determined by Doctor Keller to

be respectively oxide of iron, soft and uniform, and oxide of manganese (psilome-

lane), impure, With these was just a trace of decaying sheet-copper.
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In one of the vessels of this deposit quantity of material found in

many vessels in the mound, consisting of impure ay mixed with brown organic

matter

Above all this deposit, and elsewhere throughout this grave, usually somewhat

above other objects, were mall ornaments of shell disks, triangles (sometimes

ded apices) and oblong sections, and objects of elliptical outl The

ornaments are almost without exception imperforate, though two small disks have

and several of the other ornaments h them of bitumen

showing how they were fastened to other things of a perishable character, to which

they belonged. It is possible that the small, flat elliptical objects of

shell (which usually were found in pairs) may have served as eyes in masks of

wood

Five inches to the right of the right tibia and continuing to the wall on the

right-hand side, where it extended down to the lower corner, was a deposit mad

Fig. 33.—Arrowheads of flint. Haley Place, Ark. (Full size.)
>

v.

up of a number of bones, badly decayed, evidently intended for the manufacture of

piercing implements. With these lay a slender spearhead of flint, the point un-

A mussel-shell, badly broken,fortunately missing, 5.75 inches in present leng
and five vessels, one of which was recovered almost entire, completed the deposit

About midway along the left wall was a deposit containing several pottery
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sels, badly crushed, the fragments mingled. One of these vessels had contamed
another one, and in the inner vessel had been placed : a celt uf porphyry, 6.5 inchea
long; a sandstone hone; two flint pebbles, one about the size and shape of a man's
finger slightly bent; seven bone implements with rounded points, all badly decayed

;

a tine of deer antler.

In the soil a little above the base of the grave was the bowl of a pipe and a

small part of the stem belonging to it, perhaps an accidental deposit.

Burial Number 8.

Burial No. 8 lay at a depth of 8 feet 5 inches from the surface. The head-
end of the grave was 4 feet 10 inches across, and the foot-end, 5 feet 2 inches. The
right and left sides were respectively 7 feet 2 inches and G feet 9 inches in length.

The skeleton, that of an adult in the middle period of life, lay with the skull

directed S. by E. Though badly crushed, the cranium showed little evidence of

decay, the lower jaw being in excellent condition. Curiously enough, when we
consider the state of the skull, the rest of the skeleton was badly decayed. No
bones were present down to the pelvis with the excej^tion of distal part? of the fore-

arms, which perhaps, owed their preservation to the presence of shell beads and the

consequent reinforcing infiltration of lime. The presence of the skeleton at the

pelvis and below could be traced only by decaying fragments.

On top of the skull and across it, in a flat band, were many small marine shells

{Olivella muticd), perforated for stringing. Doubtless these had formed a head-

dress of some kind.

At the right of the head were two disks of shell, similar to those described as

found with Burial No. 7. With the disks with this burial were a few very small

shell beads and two small objects of shell, which perhaps were fastened to the disk

to form some kind of ornament.

At the right forearm was a badly-crushed vessel.

Twenty-one and nineteen shell beads were at the right and left wrists

respectively.

Along the head-wall, about 3 feet from the left-hand corner, lay a vessel in

fragments, and a short distance farther was a shell drinking-cup, badly decayed.

Along the left wall, 2 feet from the left upper corner, was a mass of gray

material, largely clay, and about one foot farther along was a bottle in many
fragments.

Along the right wall, 2 feet from the right-hand upper corner, was a kitchen

vessel badly broken, though held in shape by the soil. In this vessel, placed ver-

tically, the bowl down, was a pipe of earthenware, having a part of the stem and

the mouth-piece missing, from a break previous to the time of interment.

Slightly more than four feet from the right upper corner of the grave there

began, along the right wall, a deposit of pottery including at least nine vessels, two

of which are entire and are the only ones so found with this burial. This deposit

of vessels extended to the right-hand lower corner.
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No further burials were found in the body of this mound, though our explora-

tory excavations radiating from the main, central one practically covered that part

of the mound which lay beneath the summit-plateau.

Burial Number 9 (The Great Pit)

Numerous references have been made to a dark layer of soil about 11 feet below

the summit-plateau of the mound, which we believed to mark the original surface

of the o-round on which the mound was built. When in the course of our main ex-

cavation this layer of soil was reached, it was noticed that about centrally in it (and

consequently nearly centrally in the base of the mound also) this layer had been

cut through, thus denoting the presence of a pit. As small local layers in the mound

but short distances above this disturbance of the basal layer were intact, it was evi-

dent that a pit had been dug from the surface of the ground before the mound was

built, and as no thin, dark layer denoting either use as a dwelling-site or decay of

vegetable matter, as the case might be, lay above the upper surface of the pit, it is

fair to assume that the mound, or a part of it, was reared soon after the filling of

the pit.

The pit was nearly oblong, the long diameter being NNW. and SSE. The

two sides were 8 feet and 8 feet 8 inches in length respectively ; the ends each about

6 feet across. Through the upper part of the pit its outline was clearly defined.

After our digging in the pit had been continued from the level of the upper

surface of the dark basal layer to a depth of 5 feet 7 inches, through mixed ma-

terial filling the grave, which material, for a distance down, was surrounded by the

red clay already described, we reached sand with a slight admixture of clay, giving

but little indication of previous disturbance. However, close examination showed

here and there small masses of clay, and at a depth of 7 feet 8 inches part of the

lowerjaw of a deer was found, showing conclusively that we were not in undisturbed,

underlying soil. In this part of the pit its outline was rather indefinite as the red

clay which surrounded the upper part of the pit had given place to sand.

At a depth of 12 feet below the level of the upper surface of the basal layer a

human skeleton was encountered. The skeleton, that of an aged male,^ lay at full

length on the back, the head directed toward SSE. The burial, of which the

cranium and a few other bones were saved in fairly good condition, rested on a

dark laj'er about one inch in thickness, which clearly marked the bottom of the pit.

This layer presumably owed its color to the decay of perishable material which had

been placed upon the base of the pit at the time of the burial—skins, feather-work,

wood, matting, various other fabrics, any or all. In two places on the base of the

pit where deposits of objects were found, this layer of discolored soil extended up-

ward a short distance against the sides of the grave as if some perishable objects

placed on the remaining deposit had decayed there.

The objects found wdth this burial were fairly numerous. Near the feet was

an undecorated pot of good, polished, black ware, of about two quarts capacity.

' See description of this skeleton, by Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, at the close of this report.
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In the corner adjacent to the left foot and extending aloncr the side

54

5 ciiua^ uie siae was a
deposit of pottery, badly crushed and mingled, in which could be distinguished
remains of a large, black bottle which had stood upright in a red pot with conspicu
ous handles, shown in Plate XLL In one of the of \
material that evidently had been used as a pigment and which Doctor Kell
determined to be impure, ferruginous clay.

Under this pottery deposit lay a small heap consisting of ton arrowheads of
flint of various colors, all barbed and all pointing in the pame direction.

About 2 feet from the outside of the left knee of the skeleton, immediately in
the pottery deposit under description, which extended along the lea side of the
grave, was a pipe. This pipe, of limestone, 3.25 inches in length, is an cfTigy of a
human figure on all fours, to use a homely expression. The legs are clcarl/shown
in relief, while the arms, undefined, merge into a single support. The most remark-
able feature of this pipe, and one which none of a number of experts consulted on
the subject has been able definitely to explain, is that a third le^ in relief, but much
smaller than is each of the other two, is seen

the orifice made for the reception of the stem

rear of the figure, just below

From appearances one might be led to believe that a representation of child
birth with prolapse of a leg was intended. If, however, such Avas the case, eithc]

the incised lines which the small leg has on the ankle, in common with the larirei

ones, were intended simply to define the ankle, or else the aboriginal artist, per-

haps in a desire to enhance the ornamental efiect, put beads upon the leg of the
child, as well as upon those of the adult, ignoring or not considering the natural
requirements of the case.

This interesting pipe is shown in three positions in Figs. 34, 35, 36.

Carbonized material in the bowl proves the pipe to have been in use. On the

base of the pipe has been incised, with a fine point, a design of some kind, perhaps
a rude representation of a human figure, but, apparently through wear, the figure

is too faint to determine with exactitude.

On the left side of the pit, 4 inches beyond where the pottery deposit ended,

was a pile of sixteen arrowheads, all but one having the points directed down the

left side of the grave. These arrowheads, all barbed, are of flint of various colors

;

some had been deposited with parts missing through breakage.

At both ankles were barrel-shaped beads of shell, each about one inch in

length : eighteen at the right ankle, nineteen at the left ankle.

Two shell beads came from the left knee.

At the outer side of the upper part of the right femur lay a quartz crystal 7

inches in length, the point directed toward the knee of the skeleton. Beautiful

crystals of quartz are numerous in the region near the Hot Springs, Ark.

Also near the right thigh were the fragments of what had been a large cooking

pot of earthenware.

Near the middle of the left thigh were six arrowheads of flint of difierent colors,

all barbed, one serrated. These projectile points were disturbed in removal so that

their original position in the grave is not know^n.
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Fig. 34.—Pipe of limestone, side view. Haley Place, Ark.

(LeDgth 3.25 inches.)

Fig. 35.—Pipe of limestone, front view. Fig. 36.—Pipe of limestone, rear view

&
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Eight inches to the left of the upper part of the left femur began a deposit con.
sisting of t^yo pottery pipes, similar to those found in the mound proper, extend
parallel—or rather parts of two pipes, as the full complement of fra __._

present. This deposit was removed carefully with a trowel, so the're seems tobe

c

o

lance that any parts were lost at the time of the invcstif'

Near the right hand were the fra^j^ments of a small vosso f pottery, and
the right wrist were two minute shell disks witli remains of cop]ier bosses contially
placed upon them.

The right humerus bore the green stain of carbonate of copper, marking the
former presence of the metal there.

At the right shoulder lay a shell drinking-cup, carefully smoothed as to the
rface, but without engraved dccorat

Over the left elbow lay a fresh-water mussel-shell {Unw), badly decayed.
At the left shoulder, the flat surfaces parallel, were two imperforate, undeco-

rated, shell disks, each about 1.5 inch in diameter, and seven rudely-elliptical sec-

tions of shell, each 1.25 inch by .4 inch, approximately.

Along the left wall of the grave (at the risk of repetition we would remind the

reader that it was that part of the grave to the left of the skeleton as it lay) wap a

deposit of fifteen arrowpoints, slender, like nearly all from the mound, the maxi-
mum 1.5 inch in length, eight of flint, seven of rock-crystal. A number of the pro-

jectile points in this deposit were rudely made and several were imperfect. With
this deposit was a bone determined by Prof. F. A. Lucas to liave belonged to a

collared peccary {Tayassu angulatum\ an animal now extinct in Arkansas.

At the neck were forty-eight pearls perforated for stringing.

At each side of the skull, at the ears, was a shell disk, 1.75 inch in diameter,

having a boss of sheet-copper, centrally placed upon it (Fig. 37). Each disk has a

IMi

FiQ. 37.—Ear-plugs of shell, with wooden bosses formerly coated with sheet-copper.

Haley Dace, Ark. (Full size.)

central perforation to allow of attachment to some object to be placed behind the

lobe of the ear, in this case made of perishable material.

Transversely on top of the skull was a sliell bead, 3 inches in length, similar

to two found on burials in the mound proper.

Eighteen inches to the right of the skull a group of earthenware vessels had

been placed, two of which, small, undecorated pots, were intact, the remaining ves-
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being badly crushed With this deposit was a mass of purple pigment, about

the size of a cocoanut, which Doctor Keller has proved to be oxide of iron that had

been subjected to heat, thus changing it from the original red. Presumably this

chanse was wrou^rht intentionally and not through accident, as we have explained

similar material found with Burial No. 2. Nothing else with
ection with

burial had been exposed to fire.

About one foot beyond the skull, toward the head of the grave, was a banner

stone of the "

broken in forme

butterfly" pattern, made from rock-crj; One wing h been

d the of fracture carefully smoothed to allow the

tinned use of the ornament (Fig. 38).

It is interesting to note in th

that found mound Th
V

hill Lake. Vol County, Florid two

pendent ornaments, each made from the

wing of a b Our late friend

Andrew E. Douglass, Esq., first called our

attention to the origin of these ornaments

and informed us he had found a similar

one

Fig. 38.—Part of banner-stone of crystal.

Haley Place, Ark. (Full size.)

in a mound on Tomoka Creek, about

thirty-six miles north of Thornhill Lake.

With this ornament and extending

18 inches above the level of the head of the

grave was a group of objects as follows

:

two quartz crystals, each about 3.5 inches

mussel-shell {Unio purpuratus)\ a small amount of red pigment;

a pebble ; a bone piercing implement, badly decayed ; remnants of a rattle of shell

(tortoise or turtle) with numerous pebbles still adhering, and one part pierced,

probably for suspension ; two alligator teeth, each about 3 inches in length and each

pierced at the proximal end to serve as a pendant.

in length

;

Iq the upper left-hand corner of the g was a deposit of pipes of earth

ware, of the kind of which so many were found in the body of the mound
pipes, four in number, were all somewhat broken being badly crushed

These

Two
of the pipes had been interred without the proximal ends of the pottery stems

With this deposit of pipes

ch

celt of quartzite, 5 inches in length a small

head of flint ; a bone implement, very badly decayed

Near this dep but farther down the left side of the g were th

earthenware pipes together, placed vertically, the bowls downward. One, 6 inches

in length, has all parts present, but the proximal ends of the other two are missing.

This deposit, like all objects in this grave, was carefully removed with a trowel so

that the chance of loss of any parts of the pipes in removal may be regarded as

gligible.

The pottery vessels from this g were disappointing. One might fairly

' "Certain Sand Mounds of the St. Johns River, Florida," Part II, pp. 168, 170.
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assume that the personage honored by the erection of this mound (and th(

little reason to doubt that such was the intention of the builders) would h
favored with the best earthenware the

549

seems

with this b

were withoi

al were mainly of the kitchen

striking: decoration.

afforded, but the vessels deposited

le nearly all the restwh

We here close the account of the individual burial

As stated, b kind of pipe of earthenware (with a single exception) was
found at the Haley Place, though, as we have seen, a considerable number of pipes
were unearthed there

t

The pipes in question bowl and stem of one piece and

on the stems (which are circular in

«th
between 5.5 and 22.6 inches, have bowls resembling inverted, truncated cones placed

some distance from the
terminations of the stems, which extend beyond the bowls. These projecting parts

are invariably hollow and would serve as receptacles for undet<irable liquid material
derived from the smoking of tobacco or other plants, though we have no knowl-
edge that the ends were made hollow for that purpose.

^^W»'

V

'rm*

^
/

M*

Fig. 39.—Pipes of earthenware, Haley Place, Ark. (The two upper ones are full size ; the lower one is 9.3 inches

in length.)

These projecting parts, which probably bring the pipes within the class kno\\

as (( monitor," terminate in three ways points; in blunt pomts flat, the

d having little or no diminution in the diameter of the stem, as shown in Fig. 39.

The ends of the stems destined for the mouth are not diminished in diameter
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in any way, but their annular margins are neatly rounded when the i^ipe is com-

plete. A;i we have notedj however, some pipes were found having instead of a

smoothed end for the mouthy a rougli, broken surface. Such pipes were sometimes

found apart from any fragments, and, as we have already had occasion to point out

in this report, it is evident that the aborigines who formerly inhabited the Haley

Place site, continued the use of pipes after parts of the stems had been broken off.

As we all know, the same thing is sometimes done under like circumstances at the

present time.

In a number of cases, pipes from the Haley Place, from which parts of the stems

have been broken, show more or less careful chipping around the margins of the

breaks, doubtless to make the broken surfaces more convenient for further service.

Many of the bowls of these pipes from the Haley Place contain coatings of

carbonized material, while, on the other hand, a considerable number evidently

never have been used.

We believe this form of pipe to be th the aborigines. Ato
all events an aboriginal pipe of earthenware, all of one piece, nearly 2.3 inches in

length, is something unheard of before.

Wc are unable to give the number of vessels represented by the masses of

fragmentary and mingled sherds found during our investigation of this interesting

mound, or even to form an estimate which would in any way approach the exact

number. As we have seen, the vessels in most instances had been placed in de-

posits together, and when the earth above them commenced to settle, they were

ground to fragments and the fragments were mingled. Never before in all our

mound investi";ation have we seen such wreckage of earthenware. The vessels

from this place, in consequence, were not numbered as they were removed from the

ground, as it has been our invariable custom to do before, but the more interesting

ones have been arbitrarily numbered since the reunion of their parts—which reunion

was in some instances a formidable task.

While many interesting vessels came from this place, there are many others

bearing almost no decoration, three encircling lines below the neck having been

considered sufficient decoration for most of the bottles, while many bowls, though
of good ware, bear but little ornamentation. Many cooking vessels also were found,

the decoration of most of which, while abundant, offers but little variety.

We shall now consider some of the more interesting vessels from this place.

Vessel No. 1. (Burial No. 2.) This bottle (Plate XXXVII), in the combina-

tion of its coloring, white (probably kaolin) and black which is hardly more than a

stain, and of the designs of its decoration—crosses, circles, many-pointed stars—is

totally dissimilar from any vessels from Arkansas we have seen or of which we have
heard. Presumably it is an importation from southeastern Missouri, some bottles

from which region it greatly resembles. A depression surrounds the union of the

neck with the body.

Vessel No. 14. (Burial No. 2.) This bottle (Fig. 40) bears incised decoration

which can be more clearly seen in the illustration than described by us. The line-

work has been filled in with red.
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Fig. 41.—Vessel No. 17. Burial No. 2, Haley Place, Ark. (Height 7 inches.)
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Vessel No. 17. (Burial No. 2.) In Fig. 41 is shown a bottle Laviiiir incised

decoration including the scroll and other designs met
Vessel No. 6. (Burial No. 2.) This

c
shown in PKite XXXVIII. is of

black ware giving evidence of an attempt at polish. The decoration, incised and

punctate, has at one time been filled in with white pigment. The handles, almost

solid, have slender, vertical perforations. Another vessel, also found with Burial No.

2, is similar to this one as to size, shape, and decoration wnth the exception that tlie

line and punctate work has been filled in with red instead of with white pigment.

Vessel No. 4. (Burial No This bowl (Fig. 42) of excellent black ware
i

has a neatly-made, incised and punctate decoration made up of two similar d

one appearing on each side of the bowl.

Fig. 42.—Vessel No. 4. Burial No. 2. Haley Place, Ark. (Diani. 6.8 incbes.)

Vessel No. 8. (Burial No. 2 This interesting vessel (Fig. 43) is a fair

ample of some of the better class of those used for culinary purposes by the abori

gines who pied th d illustrates the bestowed

shaping and decoration of some of these ssels. On the body

them on the

relief, are con-

tioual representations of the cords with the aid of which doubtless the

was suspended. It is hardly likely the handles served a utilitarian purpose

The cooking-vessel shown in Plate XXXIXVessel No. 11. (Burial No. 2.)

e of the best of its class found at this site and shows even more

tion than the one just under descriptio

Vessel No. 16. (Burial No. 2 This irreat bottle, 17.7 inches in height, of

which but 3.3 inches is the length of the neck, has been referred to in the account

of this b The ware is black, the body ovoid, flattened at the base The

decoration consists of three incised, concentric, encircling lines around the bodyju.4

below its union with the neck. Projecting from the outer circle are the markmgs

seen on some sun-symbols on pottery from this region. A considerable number of

bottles of about this size and shape were found at this place, some of which, m frag-

ments, with a great many other vessels also in fragments, have been presented by

us to Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass.

70 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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FiG. 43.—Vessel No. 8. Burial Xo. 2. Haley Place, Ark, (Height 8.7 inches.)
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\

Fig. 44.—Vessel No. 4. Burial No. 3. Haley Place, Ark. (Height 7.4 inches.)

Vessel No. 4. (Burial No. 3 Of this bottle Fig. 44 may

be said, as of some of those from the preceding burial, that its decoration is more
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readnJ understood from view than

from verbal description. This decora-

tion, which includes sun-sjmbols, has

been filled with red pigment.

Vessel No. 7. (Burial No. 3.)

This bottle, quadrilateral with four

equidistant projecting parts, is covered

as to the body with incised sun-sym-

bols, the line-work of which has been

filled in with red (Fig. 45).

Vessel No. 5. (Burial No.

This bowl of yellow ware, bears by

way of decoration over the outer sur-

face, a number of rudelv-made knobs.

In addition, is a representation of a

in a way in

which vessels probably often were sus-

pended. There are perforations below

of the

cord, no doubt arranged

sidesthe rim on two opposite

bowl (Fig. 46).

Vessel No. 2. (Burial No. 3.)

This bottle (Plate XL) of fine, black,

polished ware, Is a striking example

of the best work in pottery found in

this region. The incised decoration.

Fig. 45. Vessel No. 7. Burial No. 3. Haley Place, Ark.

(Height 6.5 inches.)

beautifully executed, based largely on the scroll, has been filled in with white pig-

ment, much of which remains and greatly enhances the general effect.

Fig. 46.—Vessel Xo. 5. Burial Xo. 3. Haley Place, Ark. (Height 4 inches.)
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Fig. 47.—Vessel No. 2. Burial No. 4. Haley Place, Ark.
(Height 8.1 inches.)

Fig. 48.—Vessel No. 6. Burial No. 4. Haley Place, Ark.
(Height 4.2 inches.)

Vessel No. 2. (Burial No. 4.) This bottle (Fig. 47) has a neck of a kind

often met with along Red river in Arkansas, which tapers slightly upward. Below

the union of the neck and body are three incised, encircling lines—a favorite decora-

tion in this region. On three sides, in relief, presumably are representations of

cords, showing the manner in which the bottle was suspended for use.

Vessel No. 5. (Burial No. 4.) This pot of rather common ware, having two

holes for suspension, has a coarse, incised and punctate decoration showing traces

of red pigment of which, however, but little remains (Fig. 48).

Vessel No. 8. (Burial No. 4). This fine bowl (Fig. 49), found in a multitude

The decoration,

Below
of fragments, has been pieced together with considerable success.

incised, consists of a pattern six times shown on the upper part of the body.

the flaring rim, on the outside are four encircling lines in which white pigment can

be distinguished in places.

Vessel No. 11. (Burial No. 4.) This bowl which has slight incised and
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Fig. 49.—Vessel No. 8. Burial No. 4. Haley Place, Ark, (Diam. 12.2 inches.)
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punctate decoration exteriorly, thougli it is not sho
has as a principal feature, projections radiatii

n

(T
o

the illustration (Fig. 50),
tally from the marjrin such

as sometimes are shown on symbols of the sun, incised on pottery from
The ware is black and has some polish.

s reirion.

Vessel N
(Burial No. 5

1

I

Fig. 51

other

is shown an-

cooking

of the same class as

others from this site,

already described and

stratcd.

Vessel N . 6.

This(Burial No. 6.)

bowl (Fig. 52) coated

inside and out with a

dull red pigment, has,

in add on th

upper part, rather

rude, incised decora-

tion. As the reader

is aware, incised deco-

ration in

with the

conj

of

mgs
most

of the Ark

of pigment, is
+

unusual north

c^-i

Fig. 50.—Vessel No. 11. Burial No. 4. Ilaley Tlace, Ark. (Diam. 7 inches.)

though found in regions to the south of it, including that under description in th

report. A bowl similar to this one but smaller, came from this site.

Vessel No. 4. (Burial No. 6 In Fig. 53 is shown a lar<ze cooking

differing in minor details from others from th

Vessel No. 6 (Burial No. 7.) This sel of yellow (Fig. 54) has

cised and punctate decoration based on th

are the bases of so many vessels from this i

d scroll. The base is flat

Vessel No. 2. (Burial No. 7.) A bottle 8.4 inches in height, having by way
of decoration a design so frequently met with In this region and too often, unf(

tunately, with no other in conjuncti amely, th cling, parallel

hich the case of bottles incised bel the union of the neck with the

body The base is flat ; the ware has considerable polish

Vessel No. 4 (Burial No. 8 Th bottle (F 5 decorated two

sets of concentric circles, each set surrounding a cross of the four directions. Some

of the circles, incised, are filled in with punctate markings.

Vessel No. 5. (Burial No. 8.) The vessel shown in Fig. 56, a platter, perhaps
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Fig. 51.—Vessel No. !• Burial No. 5. Haley Place, Ark. (Height 10.4 inches.)
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represents some quadruped, though the designs which may be intended to ind

n gularlj placed, possibly, however, throuorh lack of

Vessel No o
No. 9 In Fig. 57 another of the consid

able number of cookino^-vessels found

Vessel No. 10. (Burial No. 9.) This vessel (Plate XLI), coated with red p
ment inside and out, has in addition on the upper part of the body an incised desi

conjunction with bosses Large handles add to the general effect of the vessel

Fig. 52.—Vessel No. 6. Burial No. 6. Haley Place, Ark. (Diam. 9.7 inclies.)

In several respects the mound on the Haley Place is notable, and in one res-

pect the depth of of its grave-pits most remarkable one it has been

fortune to investigate,

have been built high above burials are common enoudi, but the making ofo G

As stated in the Introduction to this report, mound

that

pits of such depth as were some of those in the mound at the Haley Place, with the

means at the disposal of the aborigines, must have been a very difficult task, and if

the earth at the time of their work was as thoroughly dry and hard as we found it

to be, the difficulty of their achievement must have been greatly increased.

There is another interesting feature connected with this mound

except of grave that cut slightly another, there was

With the

interference

between the graves. One who has had to do with the investigation of aboriginal
h

places of burial knows how common an occurrence it is to find grave cutting through

grave, and one can almost believe, in the absence of this in the mound at the Haley

Place, that it was not only erected in honor of the

the mound, but that the burials whose graves w
upant of the great pit below

dug through the mound, or

through parts of it (all probably persons of note, for who ever heard before of such

numerous deposits with all the burials in a mound?), were made soon after the

erection of the mound when the reason for its construction was still fresh in the

minds of men Not only, as we have said, did the graves not interfere one with

71 JOUEN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Fig. 53.—Vessel No. L Burial No. G. Haley Place, Ark. (Height 7.4 inches.)
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another, but no interment was made In the tral part of the mound d that
part almost surely would have been selected for graves under ordinarv circumstances

It is to be regretted that the demolition of th mound is out of the question

even though our trenches radiating from the sides of the main excavation made^
we have noted, the existence of any undiscovered grave in that part of the mound
under the summit-plateau almost an impossiblHty. The mounds at the Haley Place,

however, are a valuable asset as a place of refuge in times of hi^-h water- in fact

they did good service in the flood of 1908, and no doubt were again made use of

in the still o flood of 1912, shortly after terminated In

4

f
f

-^

. - -\ - r
^p

Fig. 54.—Vessel No. 6. Burial Xo. 7. Haley Place, Ark.
(Height 5 inches.)

view of the great need for the mounds, not only could

Fig. 55.—Vessel No. 4. Burial No. 8. Haley Place, Ark
(Height 6.4 inches.)

mitted, but permission for the

marked courtesy.

g

their demolition not be per-

carried on by us was an act of

Doubtle cemetery the level ground on the Haley Place, b

signs of it have been covered by deposits from various floods. Careful diggmg was

done in three places where rises above the level ground were noted, but although

idence of aboriginal upancy present in all places, numerous

holes failed to reveal any signs of burial

About 1.5 mile back from the Haley Place are two mounds which were visited
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by a member of our party On of the mounds are two houses, and a build o

other Furthermore the mounds are used as sites for apiaries, and

the bees, active at the time of our visit, were reported as likely to resent the

of Strang The investi'^^ation of these mounds was not urged by

1

Fio. 56.—Vessel Xo. 5. Burial No. 8. Haley Place, Art. (Length 11.3 ioclies.)

MouxXDS NEAR Red Lake, Lafayette County, Ark.

Red Lai former course of Red river. About half mile from

-J
^. ...^ time of

farther side of the 'Make," is some swamp land in the process of

On this property, near together, are two low mounds
of irregularly, circular outline, which were visited by us. We could not determine
the nature of these rises, whether aboriginal mounds or remnants of ridges partly
washed away by water. We were unable to obtain permission to investigate at this

place, as the property was in process of sale and no one seemed authorized to act.
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Fig. 57,—Vessel No. 3. Burial Xo. 9. Haley Place, Ark. (Height 13.7 inches.)
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Mounds on the Williams Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

On the border of the Williams Place, which is about one mile in from the river,

arc three mounds, two in woods and one bordering the woods but in a cultivated

field. These mounds, all in sight of one another, are variously from 3 to 5 feet in

height. Their bases are irregular in outline, but circular in the main. The two

largest mounds have been dug into centrally to a considerable extent. The owner

of this property did not seem inclined to grant permission to investigate, and as

the mounds (which we visited) were of little promise because of their imperfect

condition, the matter was not urired.

Mounds on the Egypt Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

On the Egypt Place, a plantation about one mile back from the river, are twc

mounds which were visited by our agent. The place has a reputation for the dis

covcry of aboriginal relics. The owner, however, refused us permission to investigate

The Battle Place, Lafayette County, Aek.

The Battle Place, which takes its name from that of a former owner and not

from having been the scene of a conflict, is one of numerous properties belonging to

Mr. Henry Moore, Jr., of Texarkana, Ark., which kindly were placed at our dis-

posal by him. This plantation has a considerable reputation as a site where relics

of the aborigines have been unearthed by the plow.

The plantation docs not border the river but lies about one mile back from it,

near Battle Lake, a former course of Red river, no doubt, which was itself the river

when the aborigines occupied the site.

A short distance from Battle Lake is a large mound of peculiar shape. This

mound, extending N. and S. has a basal length of 592 feet. Beginning at the

southern end, the upper surface of the mound is outlined by a series of levels and

slopes, some of the latter very steep, others less so. From the general level at the

southern end three slopes and two plateaus carry the mound to a third plateau,

where it attains a maximum height of 33 feet. From this plateau, a descent,

another plateau, and a slope bring the mound to the surrounding territory on

the north.

The basal width of that part of the mound which is under the main plateau is

157 feet, which includes that of a roadway extending up the eastern part of the

mound, from south to north.

The width of the mound contracts materially in proportion to the proximity
to the ends. The width of the main plateau is 28 feet; the height of the southern-

most plateau is slightly more than 10 feet.

A number of trial-holes dug into various parts of the great mound were with-

out return except the finding of a flint pebble on which a cutting edge had been
carefully ground, though no additional work had been done on the pebble.

To the eastern side of the great mound is a cultivated field in which, in full

from the mound, were four low humps and rises of the around that Ion
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vation evidently had considerably spread. The surface of the field showed in places

bits of flint, pebbles, fragments of pottery, and in one instance, parts of a human
skull were found. Several arrowheads also were picked up on the surface. The
field is clay, probably a river deposit, under which is sand with some clay

intermingled.

The four rises of the ground were all carefully investigated and, in addition,

a number of places in the field were dug into, which, thouojh level, had scattered

them debris Avhich invited investiiration. Also a low mound to the SW. ofo

great mound w^as carefully dug through. The only place where our search was
rewarded was in one of the rises, which was of little appreciable height,—perhaps

one foot in some places and less in others,—and had no determinable boundaries.

A space in it, located as nearly centrally as we could judge, having a diameter of

about 50 feet, was carefully investigated and five burials were found in it, rai 6'"B
in depth between 1 foot and 2 feet 6 inches.

Three of these burials were of adults extended on the back, and one probably

was an aboriginal disturbance. This last burial consisted of the skull of an adult

with the lower jaw, and in the neighborhood were two other mandibles. Somewhat
farther in and deeper w^as another skull.

Burial No. 2, that of an adult, had been disturbed by the digging of a grave

for Burial No. 1 and thereby had lost the skull. The remainder of the skeleton

was intact. Near the upper end of the skeleton were two skulls of adults, in frag-

ments. One of these skulls probably belonged to the skeleton.

Burial No. 5, that of an adult, had an additional skull lying near it.

Of the three extended skeletons, one headed north and the skulls of two were

directed toward the south. All the skeletal remains in this mound were too much
decayed for preservation.

With the exception of a decaying columella of a marine shell, which lay near

one of the skeletons, nothing except pottery remained with them, but of this each

had an ample allowance.

Thirty-five vessels, most of them broken, and many scattered fragments of

earthenware came from this little mound, two of the vessels being found apart from

burials.

Some of the vessels were interestingly placed. Burial No. 1, adult, had at the

inner side of the left foot and leer, and extending over the ridit foot and lesr, aw, UIX^^ V^^^^^XXV^^^.Q

group of upright, one inverted. At the outer side of the right

forearm was another vessel, and still another at the right elbow. The slight sepa-

ration of the legs of this skeleton to permit the placing of vessels between them,

was an interesting feature.

Burial No. 3, a child, had grouped over the head, six vessels, the head being

centrally beneath them.

The earthenware from the Battle Place (with the exception of the cooking

vessels) is of excellent quality, thin and some of it polished. The vessels are sym-

metrical, and nearly all, even the cooking pots, bear much incised decoration,
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though d for culinary purposes is, of course, inferior to the

rest. There is comparatively

Red pigment is in much (

lines, a specialty of this r

riet\ s ape or in decorat h

f Some designs are partly in interrupted
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Fig. 53.—Vessel No. 26. Battle Tlace, Ark. (Height 6.5 inches.)

The following are the most interesting vessels from this pi

Vessels Nos. 2 G and 30 Tl bottles shown in Figs. 58, 59, respectively

of excellent ware, of graceful form and bear incised designs mainly based on the

d on the scroll. The line-work has been filled in with red pigment The
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ed repre

the neck of each vessel denotes a compound form and
of cup imposed on the ope of the bottle Bottle s

Fig. 59.—Vessel Xo. 30. Battle Place, Ark. (Height 7.3 inches.)

sunilar to these are found farther to the eastward, in Louisiana near the junction of

Bayou Bartholomew with the Ouachita river, though red pigment is absent from

the line decoration in the Ouachita re.srion.

72 JOUEN. A. K S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Vessel No. 33 In Fig

just described, compound in

feature. On a bowl a bottle is represented

ventionalized cup.

60 is shoAvn a very interesting bottle and like the two

form thouo-h in this instance we have an additional

d th bottle has for a neck

Vessel No. 10. In Fig. 61 is shown a vessel presenting on the sides four

Fig. 60.—Vessel No. 33. Battle Place, Ark. (Height G.3 iuclies.)

equidistant projections each surrounded by concentric circles very carefully incised.

Spaces above and below are filled with series of parallel lines.

Vessel No. 19. This bowl, showing as decoration four similar designs made
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up of scrolls and circles, the designs separated bj parallel lines, has traces of white
pigment still in places in the line-work (Fig. 62).

r-

^^^^'^^^fllP

"^m^

^&^

Fig. 61.—Vessel No. 10. Battle Place, Ark. (Height 3.3 inches.)

the

Fig. 62.—Vessel No. 19. Battle Place, Ark. (Diam. 4.7 inches.)

Vessel No. 13. This bowl of black ware (Fig. 63) is covered exteriorly (with

exception of a small circle forming the base) with incised decoration rather
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ly done, principally based on the current scroll d circles. Red pigm

th which all the line-work has bee filled remains in fairly good d

Vessel No. 6.

58 and spaces

This bowl bears an incised decoration chiefly consisting of

th reticulate lines. In all the ork are traces f d

(Fig. 64)

Fio. 63 —Vessel Xo. 13. Battle Place, Ark. (Diam. 6 inclies.)

Vessel No. 12. In Fig. 65 is shown a bowl with the rudely-modeled head of

a bird, projecting from one side. Vessels of this class are about as near to the life-

inhabiting that part of Red river

running through Arkansas. On
the conventional tail is a curi-

we are unable to

form as was attained by the aboriginal potters

ous fisrureC

explain.

Vessel No. 9. A bottle

3.1 inches in height, with
swelling neck indicating a com-

pound form. The decoration,

incised, is made up of partly

interlocked scrolls. The base

is flat.

Vessel No. 11. A bottle

3.6 inches in height, of black

ware showing considerable pol-

consists of current scrolls and circles, the ground being

filled in with reticulate lines. The incised work on this bottle is still filled in with

Fin. 61.—Vessel No. G. Battle Place, \vk. (Diam. 5 inches.)

ish. The decorat

b red pigment having an unusual degree of intensity Unfortunately

the neck of this bottle had been ed away by previous disturba of th

mound, but as the bottle, in ornamentation, shape and size greatly resembles Vessel

No. 9 (whose description just precedes this one), the neck has been restored in

imitation of that on A^essel No. 9.
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In sight of the great mound, to the north of It, is a cultivated ground which is

unusually black, and has considerable debris of aboriginal dwelling-sites on the

surface. There is history of bones and of artifacts plowed up at this place. Prob-

ably, however, most of the burials that formerly were there have been removed in

the course of cultivation, as fifteen trial-holes resulted in the discovery of but one

burial (Number 6), the skeleton of an adult extended on the back, the head directed

to the east. This burial was unaccompanied by artifacts. A neatly-made hatchet

unearthed at this place was given by us to Mr. Moore, the owner of the plantation.

Fig. 65.—Vessel No. 12. Battle Place, Ark. (Height of bowl 2.4 inches.)
h

1

Adjoining the Battle Place is the Harrell Place, where, in the past, it is said

aboriginal artifacts have been exposed by the pi The spot where these discov

eries had been made,—level ground strewn with debris of an aboriginal site,—was

dug into by us without success, though eight arrowpoints of flint, some slender and

delicately made, were picked up on the surface.

About 3 miles above the Battle Place, on the same side of the river, is the

Cabinas Place. Here, near the present course of the river, it is said that workers,

while engaged with scoop-shovels drawn by horse the construction of

unearthed at one place skeletons and a number of earthenware vessels.

We examined some vessels which Mr. Cabinas, the owner of the property, told

us were a part of those found on his pi

Battle Place.

These vessels resemble some from the
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^Yc carefully investigated the spot where the pottery is said to have been found,

frao-ments of pottery and of human bones lay on the surface, but
1 man\

Tvere unable to come upon human burials in a considerable amount of di Pi

ly the cemetery had been a small one and the makers of the levee destroyed

the human remains there were in it.

A skeleton, however, was found by —probably that of a dog, judging from

the size {\nd gene ppearan hich fell into fragments on removal The

skeleton lay in a shallow grave, and on the skull was a large fragment of pottery

]\rouxDS ON THE McClure Place, ^Iiller County, Ark.

The McClure Place, several miles below the town of Garland, is the property

of Mr. Dan "W. McClure, who resides upon it.

About one-quarter mile in a straight line SW. from the landing at the McClure

plantation, in a cultivated field, are two mounds, both of which have been plowed

over for a considerable time and no doubt have lost some of their height through

cultivation.

On the surface of both these mounds, which Mr. McClure informed us were not

submerged in the great flood of 1908, were fragments of flint and bits of pottery.

One of these mounds, which is but a short distance from the other, resembles

somewhat a small ridge extending N. and S., with a slight increase in height near

the ends. The southern end, the greater in height, has a rise of 1 foot 3 inches.

The length of the mound is somewhat in excess of 100 feet; its width is from 40

to 45 feet.

The mound, which is composed of sand with some clay intermingled, was fairly

riddlud with trial-holes by us, and to an extent that it is almost inconceivable that

a skeleton in it can have escaped discovery. Two burials were discovered, one in

about the highest part of the southern end, and one similarly situated in the

northern end.

Burial No. 1 (in the southern extremity), a child, 14 inches below the surface,

had a small bottle at the right of the skull. At the outer side of the left forearm

was a bowl, and another bowl lay at the upper part of the left femur, having been

placed upright above another vessel. Three of these vessels were small and evi-

dently were intended for a child, while one was of moderate size. All were more
broken

B
A mussel-shell was at the right of the right knee

directed S

No. 2, adult, probably a woman, lay extended on the back, the head
W The depth was 3 feet 8 inches, though no pit apparen

save that the burial lay in light sand which underlies the soil at this place and of

course the burial must have been placed in an excavation made for it. This skele-

ton, which was in excellent condition and which was saved almost entire, was richly

endowed with mortuary deposits in the shape of vessels of earthenware, which,
however, when recovered by us, were nearly all badly crushed. At the outer side of

the left shoulder was a vessel, aiid tw^o others were at the outer side of the left fore-

arm. A small bowl had been turned over the right hand and contained the bones of
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it when removed from the soil. At the outer side of the middle of tlie right femur
were some decaying bones of a small fish. At the upper part of the left femur was
a badlj-broken vessel, and a cooking-pot had been placed at the lower part of the
same bone. Beneath this vessel was another in fragments. A small vessel lay
between the knees, and a vessel badly crushed was at the left tibia. At the outer
side of the right ankle was a bowl having the head of a bird, rudely represented,

rising perpendicularly from the margin, and a conventional tail on the opposite
side—a poor example of a type common in regions to the eastward. Also at the
right ankle, and extending to the foot, were a small bottle and a rude kitchen ve?-

sel. At the inner side of the middle of the left femur, a mussel-shell {U^iio hydi-

anus) had been placed.

The vessels from the two burials in this mound (Nos. 1 to 16, inclusive) present

no striking feature. The decoration, except in the case of kitchen vessels, is trailed

rather than incised.

The remaining mound at this place was 3.5 feet in height, though the stump
of a tree upon it showed the mound had lost at least one foot in altitude in recent

times, presumably by wash of rain after the clayey sand, of which the mound was
composed, had been "loosened by cultivation. The base, which was irregularly

circular, was 70 feet in diameter.

This mound, like its neighbor, was so filled with trial-holes bv us, some of

which extended into one another, that it is hardly likely that any burial in it

remained undiscovered. Two burials were found near together in the central part

of the mound.

Burial No. 3, the skeleton of an adult, probably male, extended on the back,

the head pointing S., lay at a depth of 3 feet 8 inches. We were unable to trace a

pit from the surface down, but the lower 16 inches of the grave had been filled in

with mixed material and evidently to that extent, at least, the burial had been let

into the mound.

At the outer side of the right humerus was a vessel which, like one similarly

placed at the left humerus, was badly crushed. At the right forearm was a bottle,

and at the left wrist were some bones which Prof. F. A. Lucas has determined as

having belonged to a lynx, probably Lynx ruffus floridaniis^ A bowl had been

placed in an inverted position at the outer side of the upper part of the right thigh,

and at the upper part of the left tibia lay a vessel crushed to fragments.

Burial No. 4. This burial was the skeleton of an adult, probably male, lying

at full length on the back, the head directed S.^

The bones were well preserved, practically all belonging to both skeletons being

in a condition to save. The bone of the left thigh of this skeleton showed an inter-

esting fracture at about the middle part, with union of overlapping ends, shortening

the bone about one inch, judging by comparison with the bone of the other thigh.

This skeleton had at the left of the skull, a bottle, and at the left of the pelvis,

^ The heads of both burials in this mound pointed between S. and S. by E., one-half point from

due south, to be exact.

—^
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bowl placed vertically, under which, also upright, was another bowl, the^ bon

the left hand lying between the two vessels Over the middle of the left tibia

was a rude jar, which evidently had been used for culinary purposes.

An interesting- deposit was at the right hand of the skeleton, extending some

what up the forearm

all of the same varle
X

the same m

In a mass, together, were fifty fresh-water mussel-shell

ty {Unio parvus), each of which apparently had been treated

The length of each is a little less than 2 inches. At slightly

arying distances from the hinge, but always near it, is a perforation,^ doubtless for

suspension

Forming a part of this interesting deposit was a large mussel-shell {Unio gra-

cilis) broken°into many fragments. Through this shell had been several series of

circular perforations, in lines.

With this deposit also lay the shell of a small turtle or tortoise, far advanced

The opposite end of the shell apparently has been removed by grind

1 decay and very fragmentary' Sufficient of the carapace remained, however

show a perforation at one end near the margin

the shell was without success.

A careful search for pebbles with

Fig. 66.—Earthenware pipe. McClure
Place, Ark. (Full size.)

Fig. 67.—Pipe. Vertical section. (Full size.)

Lying among the shells was an earthenware pipe (Eig. 66), which, though

bearing no incised decoration and not pretentious in appearance, presents two fea-

tures of interest. The opening suitable for the reception of a large stem extends

inward a certain distance where the stem would meet a shoulder, beyond which

a slender passageway for the smoke continues, as shown in section (Fig. 67).

At the front of the bowl of the pipe is a flat addition in relief. Some pipes of

this region have projections extending horizontally beyond the bases of the bowls,

' class. Now the flat addition to thedoubtless allying them with the " monitor

pipe in question, which is placed vertically on the front of the bowl, seems to be

simply this horizontal projection turned up against the bowl.^

The earthenware vessels from this mound include two beautiful bottles, which,
r

with other vessels from the McClure Place, will be described in detail.

Vessel No. 20. This bottle (Fig. 58) on which the attempt to confer a polished

surface has been in part a failure since much of the vessel remains the original

yellow, has an incised decoration mainly consisting of sun-symbols. There are faint

traces of red pigment in some of the line-work.
w

W

^^ One of the fifty, found In fragments, no doubt had been uniform with the others, though deter-

mination is not possible.

2 For additional details and illustrations, see at the close of this report
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Fig. 68.—Vessel No. 20. McChire Place, Ark. (Height 8.4 incLes.)

73 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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Vessel No. 23. This bottle, also decorated with incised sun-symbols, the

work of wh 1 been filled with red, is shown in Fior. G9

Vessel No. 1. This little bottle of compound form, the swelling neck represe

, cup set in the mouth of a bottle, is of yellow ware, the decoration is punct;

trailed, the design in the main being founded on the scroll (Fig. 70).

Vessel No. 1 Th bowl of black ware is decorated over the space forming

Fig. 69.—

V

1 Xo. 23. McCluie PI Ark. (Height 8.8 inches.)

the upper part of a kind of projecting shoulder, with circles and a current scroll
a field of lines. The decorat shown in the illustration g- 71)
completely covers the base and consists of two series of concentric circles with spaces

each side filled in with series of curved
Vessel No. 14 A bowl of ordinary

of the body rude, incised decoration which h

(Fig. 72) having on the upper part

been filled in with white pigment,
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Fig. 70.—Vessel Xo. 1. McClure Place, Ark. (Height 3.2 inches.)

Fig. 71,—Vessel Xo. 15. McCIure Tlace, Ark. (Diam. 4.75 inches.)
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f interest only in that it seems be mpound form, a bowl with a saucer

placed upon

vessel

.

Sm hand! seen in four pi on the rim of the lower

Fig. 72.—Vessel No. 14. McClure Place. Ark. (Height 3.4 inches.)

Fig. 73.—Vessel Xo. 2. McClure Place, Ark. (Diam. 3.6 inches.)

Vessels Nos. 2, 13, 16, shown in Figs. 73, 74, 75, respectively, are three other
vessels with incised decoration from this place.
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Fig. 74—Vessel No. 13. McClure Place, Ark. (Diam. 5.7 inches,)

Fig. 75.—Vessel No. 16. McClure Place, Ark, (Height 2.8 inches.)

r

Mounds on the Haynes Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

On the Hajnes Place, of which Mr. W. P. Hajnes, who lives upon it, is the

owner, are three mounds in sight of one another, near the bank of Red Lake^, a

former course of Red river.

The largest mound, which is on the edge of a cultivated field, is on fairlj level

ground ; its height, measured from two sides, gave the same result, namely, 7 feet

6 inches. The upper part of the mound was much too steep for cultivation, but it

is possible that the lower parts have been plowed over. At the time of our visit,

however, no signs of this were apparent.

^ There are several "lakes" of this name along Red river.
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The basal outline of the mound was roughly elliptical; the diameters E, and

W and N and S., respectively, were 82 feet and 62 feet. The diameter of the

summit-plateau, which originally had been small, was difficult to determine owing

to the presence of a trench and of debris thrown out in its making. This trench,

made by former diggers,—faint-hearted ones if they were treasure-seekers,—began

near the margin of the southern part of the mound and continued up, so nearly as

wc could det °rmine, to what had been the center of the summit-plateau, where a

hole about 3 feet in diameter at the surface, tapering almost to a point had been

sunk to the basal part of the mound.

The trench, about 5 feet in diameter on top, converged considerably. Its

about 2 feet. So far as any interference with the investigation of the

mound was concerned, this trench could be ignored.

The mound had every appearance of having been made for burial purposes.

As Mr. llaynes, the owner of the plantation, probably felt that his land, which

was high in places, would not all be submerged even if the levee which surrounded

the estate gave way, permission was accorded us to treat the mound as we saw fit,

and in consequence it was completely demolished, our diggers carrying out the

work on a level from 1 to 2 feet below the base of the mound, judging from its

d

height as ascertained by iis. In addition, narrow but deep pits were frequently

dug down from the level of the work to aid in a search for graves.

The mound was variously composed. Much of it consisted of a mixture of

d sand—mostly clay—brown in color. Also, there was considerable red
ly

clay in places, and, locally, very considerable layers of light-yellow sand. The

was no uniform stratification throughout.

This mound was a problem. No line of original base or trace of such a line

was apparent, and digging below where the base-line might have been expected to

be, in places came upon yellow sand, seemingly undisturbed, and elsewhere upon

d red clav without a trace of disturbance. Hence the original base of th

mound could not have been below the level of our digging. Why the black

stratum which usually marks the base of the mound (of little thickness if it is the

result of decayed vegetation alone, more marked if the debris of aboriginal life has

contributed toward its making) was absent from this mound only can be surmised.

Possibly, prior to the making of the mound, the ground had been cleared by the

aborigines for some reason, or perhaps the region recently had been subject to

wash from the nearby river.

Throughout the demolition of the mound, with the exception of a burial to be

described in due course, the only internal evidence of the erection of the mound by

the hand of man was the mixture of the component materials. Bits of pottery,

bones of lower animals, fire-places, fragments of stone, were absent.

Five feet six Inches south of an imaginary vertical line passing through the

meeting-point of the axes of the basal plane of the mound, but on a level 2 feet 4

inches below this plane, if we consider it to have been at a depth of 7.5 feet (which,

as we have said, was the heisrht of the mound when measured from the outside),
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was deposit of cremated remains. This deposit lay upon hard, red clay evi-

dently undisturbed soil, but though the depth of the deposit was, as we have said

about 2 feet in excess of the supposed height of the mound, no pit was evident,

though great care was exercised by us to determine the matter. We are inclined

to think that the deposit of cremated remains had been placed on the level ground

and a mound about 9.5 feet in height built over it. Later, deposits of soil probably

filled in around the mound, reducinof its height to the extent of about 2 feet.O -— "^-n

reThe cremated deposit, whose maximum length, breadth, and thickness w(

pectively 43 inches, 28 inches, and 6 inches, was composed of two contiguous

deposits, each of a different degree of incineration. One of these, somewhat less in

amount than the other, consisted of cremated human bones in fragments, some

exceptionally the size of a man's finger and furnishing com^^lete evidence for

determination.

The other and greater deposit was almost exclusively made up of fine particles

of cremated material, probably human remains in the main, as a few bits of human
bones were in it.

W

Presumably such belongings of the dead as had been selected for interment

with the remains of the individual (if the burial was that of a single individual,

which presumably was the case) had been subjected to cremation at the same time
r

as the remains. With the deposit of small particles were a few discoid al shell

beads each about .25 inch in diameter.

With the large fragments of calcined bones were scattered : other discoid al

beads; one tubular shell bead; a flat, rectangular bead of shell, about .75 inch in

length, pierced through its major axis. Also in this deposit were: a considerable

number of fragments having belonged to several roughly-chipped implements of

flint (one a fragment of a spearhead, 1.75 inch in length); a small part of an earth-

enware vessel; a bit of stone belonging to a celt. All the objects from these

deposits had been subjected to fire. The beads are calcined ; the stone had been

shattered by heat; even the bit of earthenware shows the effect of prolonged

exposure to flame.

It was clear that the cremation of the remains had not been performed in the

place where they were found, since there were no marks of fire there. Further-

more, though the cremated deposit was carefully searched, missing parts of the

objects referred to were not found, and these, presumably, were left at the place of

cremation.

The remaining two mounds on the Haynes Place are but a few feet apart.

There is a report that relics were taken from one of them, or from near one of

them, when material was obtained to make the nearby levee. One of these mounds,

about 4 feet high at present, is of no particular shape, owing to wear and wash.

Upon it are a frame house and a small out-house.

The other mound, just within the limit of the cultivated field, originally small,

no doubt, has been plowed over until but a few inches remain above the general level.

Trial-holes in these mounds were not rewarded.
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Mounds on the Friday Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

The Friday Place is another of the plantations on Red river so courteously

placed at the disposal of the Academy for investigation, by Mr. Henry Moore, Jr.,

of Texarkana, Ark. Our search at the Friday Place was made under unfavorable

conditions. Red river was in flood and had gone over its banks in places. It was

necessary for us to visit the mounds on this place in boats, the water extending to

the very bases of the mounds and oozing through the mounds themselves, filling

with water the lower parts of excavations of any depth.

Mound A.

In sight from the river bank, on the border of woods, is a beautifully-sym-

metrical mound of circular outline, 70 feet in basal diameter. Its height is 7.5

feet. A causeway joins the mound on the southern side at a level of about one-half

its height. In this causeway was an oval space appearing as if it had been dug

out, though no evidence of material obtained from it was in sight. As we have

noticed similar depressions in other aboriginal causeways, we are inclined to believe

they were made intentionally by the aborigines for a reason of which we are ignorant.

Ten trial-holes, many of which were greatly enlarged, were put down from the

summit-plateau of Mound A. Those in the western half of the mound came upon

a fire-place which proved to be about 16 feet by 21 feet in extent. This fire-place,

which had a maximum thickness of 1.5 foot, was 6.5 feet (measured from the under

surface) below the summit-plateau.

The fire-place was worked by our diggers throughout its extent, with the

exception of a comparatively small part below a large tree on the center of the

mound, where, however, possibly a pit may have been. Our digging, which was

carried to a depth of about 8.5 feet, came upon no indication of a pit elsewhere in

the mound.

Below the fire-place, that is, 6.5 feet down, there seemed to be an unbroken

base-line, though from the height of the mound one would expect such a line at a

somewhat greater depth. This base-line was much less distinctly marked in the

eastern part of the mound, where the fire-place did not extend. It seemed possible

to us that the infiltration of water through burnt material may have accentuated

the color of the basal line, which lay beneath the fire-place.

Our trial-holes, passing through this base-line, went several feet into seemingly

undisturbed material, river sand and fine gravel in places, the mound itself being

composed of a mixture of clay and sand, the sand preponderating.

Nothing but the demolition of the mound could answer the question as to its

former use, but this method of inquiry in this region, and especially at a time when
horses and mules were taking refuge on the mound, was entirely out of the question.

Mound B.

This mound, in sight in a northerly direction from Mound A, was small and

so surrounded by water that its investigation was not practicable.
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Mound C.

About one-third mile S. by W. from Mound A, in woods, is another mound
having a height of but 2 feet 8 inches, yet fairly symmetrical owing to the compar-
ative steepness of its sides and the extent of its level summit-plateau which is 36
feet across, while the diameter of the circular base of the mound is but 50 feet
This mound has an annular approach (resembling the causeway leading to Mound
A), its diameter being 41 feet, and the excavated part 23 feet. The heidit of
causeway is about one foot.

Four trial-holes sunk into the mound reached a basal layer about 2.5 feet from
the surface. Further digging under prevailing conditions was deemed inadvisable,
and the mound was left (of course, after the careful filling of the holes), to the
horses and mules which were approaching it for refuo-e.

c

Mound D.

Two hundred yards approximately S. by W. from Mound C, also in woods,
was another mound of irregularly-circular outline. Its diameter was 38 feet; its

height, 2.5 feet. In this mound, which was composed of sand with a slight admix-
ture of clay, a central excavation 18 feet square first came upon an interesting
little vessel entirely apart from any other' object. This vessel, a bowl, containing
clay of a degraded white, doubtless used as a pigment, has rudely-executed, trailed

lines encircling it. Four equidistant projections, which are hollow and contain
small objects that rattle when shaken, are on the body. Other and more inter-

esting vessels of this class will be described in our account of the Foster Place,

somewhat farther up Red river.

Six burials came from this mound, five of adults, one of a child, each extended
on the back,^ and all wdth the heads directed S.^

Burials Nos. 1, 2, and 4 lay together. Burials Nos. 1 and 2, adults, almost
tainly a male and a female respectively, lay side by side, about one foot apart

Burial No. 4, adult, lay in part immediately below Burial No. 1, the feet of Burial
No. 4 being under the pelvis of the other skeleton, and the upper part of the body
extending beyond it. The bones of these skeletons were considerably decayed,

though the skull of Burial No. 1 was preserved, the only one saved from the mound.
These three burials lay in a pit, the dimensions of which, so nearly as we could

determine, were: length, 11 feet; width at lower end, or near where the feet of

the skeletons were, 6 feet ; the measurement of the upper end of the pit was pre-

vented by the caving in of sand.

The base-line of this mound was come upon at a depth of 5 feet below its

highest part. This base-line, of irregular thickness, ranging between 2 and 6 inches,

had been cut through by the pit in which these burials lay and which extended

about 4 feet below the base-line. No sign of a pit was noticeable above the base-

I

^ One skeleton had the legs crossed at the ankles, the right over the left.

^Two skeletons had the heads directed S. by E., the rest almost due S.
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lino. Presumably, tbe ^ave was made prior to the building of the mound, which

probably was erected to commemorate the trix)le interment.

As in the case of the mound at the Haley Place, already described in this

report, burials had been made in the body of this commemorative mound.

Biirlaljf Nns. 3 and 5, a child and an adult respectively, lay side by side 2.5

feet below the surface of the mound. No pit was apparent, though it is quite pos-

sible tha( at this depth there was one which was not distinguishable.

Burial No. lay in a i)it 8.5 feet in length and slightly less than 5 feet in width

at each end. This pit, which was not traceable above the base-line, was plainly

uppfir^Tit cultiiig through it and extending about 6 inches below it, the base-line in

the part of the mound where this burial lay being 4 feet 4 inches down. No doubt

a pit had been made in the mound (since a grave from the surface would be deeper

than 6 inches), but as water was oozing through the side of the mound when this

last burial was encountered, delimitation of a pit in the wet sand was impossible.

As the artifacts found with tlie three deepest burials were recovered from mud

and water, sometimes 2 feet in depth, a statement of their exact positions in respect

to the skelt'luns could hardly be expected, though where most of the objects had

been placed was determined, we believe, with the exception of the pottery that lay

apart from the skeletons and seemed to have been placed in the grave for the

burials in common.

With the burials were eighteeii earthenware vessels, nearly all badly broken.

Burial No. 1 had at each side of the head an ear-ornament, blunt pins of shell,

each l.:i5 Inches in length, the heads directed forward. Adjoining the head of each

is a shallow, encircling groove, doubtless to accommodate the lobe of the ear.

At the right wrist of this burial were a number of small strips of shell, like

those found at the Haley Place, with the exception that those from the Haley

Place are undccoratod, while these have faint line-w^ork upon them, which once

probably formed part of the decoration on some larger object, since it is not complete

on the strips.
F

At the outer side of the left thigh was a shell drinking-cup wrought from a

conch {Fidgur perversiiiii) from which a circular part containing the spire of the

shell evidently had been accidentally broken out. To repair the cup, which no
doubt was of value so far from the Gulf of Mexico, whence the shells were brought,

a circular part containing the spire had been cut from another conch in such way
as to make the part larger than the orifice in the broken shell. Presumably the

shell from which this part was cut w\as intended for a purpose other than the

making of a cup, In which case the part containing the spire would not be needed.

Next, four equidistant holes had been made in the broken shell surrounding the

missing part and four corresponding perforations had been drilled in the portion

Intended for repair. Doubtless, then, this portion had been placed above the

missing part and lashed on wath cord, sinew, or strips of hide, and the marginal
parts of the addition coated with material to render the junction water-proof, prob-

ably gum, since no asphalt was present. The shell cup showing the circular
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opening uncovered, then closed with the shell addition, and lastly the addition

itself, are shown in Figs. 76, 77, 78.

At the feet of this burial was a mass of gray material, probably an impure

clay used as pigment; and between Burials Nos. 1 and 2 were two shell disks, each

about 2.25 inches in diameter, parallel and about 1.5 inch apart. Neither disk has

decoration or perforation of any kind. A number of similar disks were found by

us elsewhere alon.s: Red river in Arkansas.

Fig. 7G.—Shell cup showing broken part and portion of another shell for repair. Friday Place, Ark.

(Diam. of body 6.7 inches.)

Burial No. 3. the child, had over the right femur a small bowl, and at the neck

pendant (Fig. 79) made from o slate resemble a lizard outline T

holes take the place of eyes and served for suspension

Burial No. 5 had, near the skull, two bottles of medium size, both undecorated

and at the left femur a bowl Three other vessels lay near the feet

Burial No. 6 had been favored with twelve vessels variously placed in the pit

At the outer side of the left femur was a shell drinking-cup, and double-pointed

bone implement, very slender, 7 inches in length, lay with part of a similar imple-

ment about 2 feet from the head. ..

At the outer side of the right thigh and extending up it were six or more snell

strips and one small, shell disk, all imperforate.

Thirty-ei-ht vessels of earthenware came from this mound, of which eigtit

JO - - ' - eked to such an
were unbroken, thouofh some included under this head
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tent that their inclnsion for long in a list of unbroken vessels is prob-

lematical

Tbc vessels from this place, which present no features new to the region, have

Bual among them many upon which the presence of soot indicates their former

for culinary purposes. In two of the vessels ^vere mussel-shells.

Fio. 77.—Shell cup with added part tied !u place. Friday Tlace, Ark. (Diam. of body 6.7 inches.)

Ti Is iiiipogsible to say whether or not other vessels remain in Mound D, as the

increasing height of the water around the mound made further investigation

impossible.

Fio. 78.—Part of another shell used to repair shell cup. FiG. 79.—Pendant of slate, in form of lizard.
Friday Place, Ark. (Diuin. 2.2 inches.) Friday Place, Ark. (Full size.)

Vessel No. 17. This bottle (Fig. SO) upon which contact with roots has con

ferred a rough appearance, has, surrounding the union of the neck with the body
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a series of diamond-sliaped, concentric figures beneath which are designs based
the scroll. The line-work seemingly is trailed.

Fig. 80.—Vessel Xo. 17. Friday Place, Ark. (Height 8.4 inches.)

Vessel No. 28. This vessel (Fig. 81), which has been used for culinary pur-

poses as shown by the soot upon it, has an incised decoration forming scrolls in

connection with the background of the ware.

Vessels Nos. 6 and 33. These vessels with incised decoration which has been

filled in with white pigment, are shown in Figs. 82, 83, respectively.

Vessel No. 1. This bowl, 1.7 inches in height, is decorated with deeply-trailed,

rcula and has four equidistant project! which contain objects which

rattle when shaken. It is of the same variety as is Vessel No. 80 described in our

account of the pottery of the Foster Place, though the vessel from the Friday Place

is smaller than the other.
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FlO. 81.—Vessel No. 28. Friday Place, Ark. (Diam. 7 inches.)

Fig. 82.—Vessel No. 6. Friday Place, Ark, (Height 5.X inches.)
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^

Fig. 83.—Vessel No. 33. Friday riace, Ark. (Diam. 7 inches.)

Mound on the Moore Place, Lafayette County, Ark.

On the Moore Place (formerly the Murphy Place), belonging to Mr. Henry

Moore, Jr., of Texarkana, Ark. (whose Battle Place and Friday Place already have

been described in this report), in sight from the river, is a mound part of which has

been under cultivation. Portions from one end of it have been removed for the

construction of a levee, and a road passing over the mound gradually has worn

away and divided the elevation into two parts which usually locally are referred

to as two mounds.

The mound, whose present length is about 75 yards and whose maximum
width is 35 yards, approximately, extends NW. and SE., the maximum height,

attained at the northern end, whence the mound graduallyabout 5 feet, being

slopes to the general level of the field.

Though a few bits of earthenware and chips of flint lay on the surface of the

mound, indicating possible occupancy in aboriginal times, trial-holes, except in two

or three instances where the soil was darker, went through yellow sand. All

reached undisturbed clay. The sole object encountered was a small, flat, flint

pebble, rudely chipped.

Mounds on the Foster Place, Lafay County, Ark

The major diameter of the remaming

Considerable digging in and near this

On the Foster Place, belonging to Mr. L. A. Foster, of Hope, Ark., is a mound

half, or almost half, eaten away by the rivei

part is about 50 feet; its height, 4 feet,

remainder of the mound came upon no aboriginal remains of any kind.

About 200 yards E. from the digging just described is a mound in the corner

of a cultivated field, thou^rh but a small part of the mound itself has been under
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cultivation. This mound, which is irregularly circular, has a diameter of about 50

feet and a height of 4.5 feet. A tree 14 feet in circumference 2.5 feet from the

ground monopolizes tlie central part of the mound.

On the plowed ground nearby were many fragments of pottery and chips of

but h. no arrowheads rewarded a careful search

Trial-hoh'-, one of which, SW. of the central tree, was 7.5 feet by 13 feet, were

iunk over the surface of the mound and carried to a maximum depth of 7 feet 9

Inches to underlying yellow sand in search of sub-basal pits. Some of the trial-holes

came upon burials hi the southern half of the mound, mostly well down the slope.

Others were similarly successful in ground extending from the southern side of the

mound into the cultivated field. The ground at that place was somewhat higher

than the rest of the fiuld and had risen under deposits made during aboriginal

occupaiicy. From this ground had been plowed up the debris we have referred to

which lay all over it and over parts of the field near it. Human bones and pottery,

in fragments, were found in places on this ground.

The very irregular space in which burials were found, though persistent dig-

ging was done for days in all parts of the mound and its vicinity, was an area

about equivalent to 35 feet sc^uare. Eleven burials were encountered, ten of adults,

one of a child, none with bones in condition to preserve. The adult skeletons lay

extended on the back j the legs of two of the skeletons were separated, doubtless to

allow the introduction of the pottery vessels which were found between the legs.

Six of the ten adult skeletons lay with the skulls directed S. or within two or

three degrees from S.; the remaining four headed respectively N., N. by E., N. by

W., S. by E., or very nearly so.

The burials lay in pits, which, however, with one exception, were difficult to

trace with exactness as they were large, and in the restricted space in which they

had been placed, sometimes intersected one another. Furthermore, though there

was much clay in the made-ground locally, there was also much sand, so that in

attempting to dig out the pits one encountered serious downfalls of material which

obliterated the boundaries of the graves.

Though the lower part of the slope of the mound and the made-ground

extending from its southern side had been cultivated, and we found burials there

disturbed by the plow, nevertheless a pit 5 feet 8 inches in depth w^as discovered

in the made-ground outside the limits of the mound proper. Other burials In this

ground ranged in depth between the superficial ones cited and one at a depth of 3

feet 10 inches.

A pit in the body of the mound, the exception we have noted, began as to its

northern boundary near the southwestern side of the central tree and extended

somewhat down the southern slope. Its limits were clearly defined, the material

in which it was difTLTlng somewhat from that of the made-ground of the extension

from the southern part of the mound in which most of the burials were. Its dimen-

sions were : length, 9 feet 2 inches; width, northern end, 6 feet 10 inches; southern

end, 6 feet 8 inches. The depth of this pit, which was traceable from the surface,

was 7 feet 8 inches to clear, yellow sand.
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On the bottom of this pit lay two adult skeletons (Nos. 3 and 9) extended but
in reverse directions, one (No. 3) placed immediately above the other, the right

foot resting on the left shoulder of the under one, the left foot over the skull. The
left foot of the lower skeleton was under the right shoulder of the upper one, and
the right foot lay under the cranium. The skeletons were not centrally placed in

the pit, but lay somewhat diagonally, approaching the western side at the northern

end and the eastern side at the southern end.

All the burials at the Foster Place had been well provided with mortuary
tributes. In addition to other objects the eleven burials there had with them no
fewer than two hundred and forty-six vessels of earthenware and probably many
more. That there were more vessels than the number given (which is the total

of the score taken when the vessels, broken and whole, were removed from the

graves) is certain, as from one confused mass of broken pottery counted as one

vessel on removal several almost complete vessels afterward were put together

under our directions.

Out of all the great number of vessels found, but sixteen were removed

unbroken, owing to the deplorable wreckage that had ensued in consequence of the

method followed by the aborigines at this place in depositing the vessels. The

receptacles as a rule, had not been arranged singly, or, if in a group, at some little

distance apart, but had been heaped together, one above another and

another, so that later, when the pit was filled, and later still when the ground

settled, the vessels were crushed to bits into and against each other and remained

in layers of intermingled fragments. In addition, this grinding together presumably

was the cause of the state of disintegration into which parts of many of the vessels

c

had passed.

One of the great deposits, after having undergone the crushing process described

and, of course, having been greatly reduced in bulk, still had a height of 22 inche

The deposits of vessels, as a rule, were not immediately with the skeletons, but

presumably often had been piled against the walls of the pits (in the corner per-

haps), though generally they were connected with the burial through the presence

of a few other vessels arranged much less closely between the deposit and the

burial. It was among such vessels that the few entire ones obtained by us at the

Foster Place were found.

The vessels among themselves had been variously placed. Some contained

other vessels ; some were covered by others inverted, or by vessels imposed in an

upright position; in several instances shell cups had been inverted over the necks

of bottles—all of which could be distinguished as the shattered vessels lay in the

ground prior to removal.

In a few of the vessels were badly decayed mussel-shells, spoons, placed singly

In a few were decaying bones of small fish and of the gray squirrel [Sciurus cara

lincnsis) which Professor Lucas has determined for us. Bones of this animal alsc

were found in five or six instances lying near burials, though not enclosed in vessels,

In the deep pit in the mound (Burials Nos. 3 and 9) were bones of the Virgmia

deer which presumably had been placed with the dead, contained in meat.
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Other vessels held, in two or three instances, clay of a degraded white, pigment

no doubt; and several times, also in vessels, was found green pigment which Doctor

Keller describes as "a mixture of glauconite and a soft and friable clay, probably

kaolin. It contains a large proportion of iron in the ferric and ferrous states, and

potash. The oute is oxidized and shows some red spots of ferric

oxide

As detailed in our description of individ from this pi d

erablo number were found here smeared over with green pigmen

witli tln^ decorat often found over vessels dy

1 pigment or otherwise, but placed as a coating as if done in fulfilmdecorated wit

of surne ceremonial rite of mourning Much of this coating was removed when th

vessels were washed, b a mber of em ally bottl a siderable

of the glauconite pigment still adl

Four small eartlicj

shown in Fig. 84. Tl

from the McClure Pla<

pipes came from the Foster Place

pipe mbles one, fig d m
one of which is

port, which came

whici is, presumably

the extension present on a class of "monitor" pipes ^
ailed, but instances pressed P against

the bowl instead of projecting horizontally below it.

The projection shown on the pipe from the McClure

Place is square at the end, like some found in the

mound on the Haley Place, while th on this pipe

from the Foster Place Is pointed, as are the project

:her pipes from the Haley PI

Another pipe from this

Fig. 84.—Earthenware pipe. Foster
Place, Ark. (Full size.)

sam
pointed turned up

has the

the bowl, and in this case th part less

broad than it is on the pipe just described, and resembles more closely the pointed

projections seen on some of the pipes from the Haley Place.

A third pipe from the Foster Place has a mere indication of the upturned pro-

jection, which is a still more d treatment of the projection This

pipe, also, has the peculiar " shoulder" against which the stem of the pipe abutted,

as described and shown in our account of the pipe found at the McClure Place.

crushed and much of itThe fourth pipe from this pi badly
was missing.

We have referred to the fact that no arrowheads lay with the midden
debris on the surface at this pi But few were found with the burials

three in one deposit, two singly, all of flint

shown in Fig. 8

One of the single arrowheads

. Fig. 86.—
Arrowhead
offliut. Fos-
ter riace,
Ark. (Full

size.)

In one deposit were four masses of kaolin (which the reader will

hite clay used as pigment by the aborigines), each somewhat
smaller than a closed hand Of this material Doctor Keller writes u

specimen is almost pure kaolin of the variety known as lithomarg

This

The
bulk of it is pure white, but it shows veins of red ferruginous clay, both at the top

and bottom
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From the Foster Place, with other ohjects, came a small amount of material
esembling asphalt, as to which Doctor Keller writes as follows

:

The little black pieces marked 'Asj^halt? Burial No. 2, Foster Place Ark'
are an asphalt which differs from true phaltum in that it is not

This ash, which constitutes about 10 per cent, of

soluble in liquids like ether, carbon disulphide, and turpentine, and in that it d„.
not melt on heating. It gives a pure brown powder on grinding, and leaves a p7r
fectly white ash on burning. ""'

substance, consists almost entirely of lime and magnesia, containingVaces of pi

phoric acid."

Four flint pebbles, each about 1.5 inch in major diameter, all slightly chipped
lay together with a burial.

With parate burials were three small, chisel-shaped, ceremonial axes, on
of which the mark where the handle was is plainly visible. Th axes,

of slate, of silicious rock, of shale, are respectively, 4.2 inches, 3.8 inches, 3.3 inches

lensfth
iD

Fig. 86.—Shell cup. Foster Place, Ark. (Length 5.1 inches.)

Several piercing implements of bone, all badly decayed, were found singly with

burials as was a deposit of slender, bone pins somewhat similar to those be

described later in the account of this place, which, however, are in a much better

condition
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The abori-Ines who dwelt at the Foster Place employed shell to a considerabl

tent for practical use and for ornament Pearls placed at the neck badly

I

\

f^.

-i

i

i^

^?

K

1.

4-'

i

tv/

Fig. 87.—Bone Pins. Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

decayed, lay with three burials; and shell beads, some 1.5 inch in major diameter

were encountered seven times, though not with that number of interments.
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In thirteen cases small, shell disks and sections of shell, usually oblong, ^yere

le these objects
found, the disks m pairs, parallel, a little distance apart. A
are imperforate, though a pair of disks each have a sm
and small, single holes are present in two of the oblon<

perforat on side

some of the sh
In

lay near pin-shaped ear-ornaments, each 4 inches in

o d may have been attached to them in one way or anoth
Thirteen shell cups lay with burials, two of which cups merit descript

but one were wrought from conch-shells {Fiilgurp
All

The pt
shell with projecting spines (Murex spinacostd). The columella and part of the body
whorl have been removed and perforations for suspension have been mad
the beak, one near the shoulder (Fig. 86). The other cup has engraved decoration
on the outside, which, owang to decay and incrustation, is none too plainly visible.

The design, however, consisting of groups of curved lines, is rudely executed ai d
would not be striking under any circumstances. This shell had, for purposes of
suspension, two perforations near the shoulder and one at the beak. Some of the
other shell drinking-cups also were perforated for suspension.

Two most interesting deposits were found at this place.

t

'. ^

Fig. 88.—Peudant raade from a small Fasciolaria,

Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

Fig. 89.—Pendants of shell, in form of lizards.

Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

Burial No. 4, the skeleton of an adult, had, near the head, a deposit as follows

eighteen delicate bone pin selection from which is shown in FlCT 87), placed

together, almost vertically, all points down, some pins, in places, dyed green from

th copper carbo small shell drinking-cup of the ceremonial

ady described

made from youn

globular bead of marble, about one inch in diameter ; a pendant

marine shell {Fasciolaria giganted), carefully smoothed and

perforated for suspension (Fig. 88) ell of conch (Fulg,

with a perforation at the lower eiid, having still attached to it the spire

7.8 inches

d

a nding portion which, like the columella, h been carefully smoothed



Fig. 91.

Place, Ark.

Shell ear-ornament. Foster

(Full size.)

Fio. !K).— Pendant of clay-

stone, iasLapeof alizard, form-
erly coatt'd with sheet-copper,

Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

'-'.

«

Fig.
Foster

92,—Blade of flint.

Place, Ark. (Full
s

Fig. 93.—Implement of flint.

Foster Place, Ark, (Full size.)
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seven pendants 2 to 3.5 inches in length, all made from columella? of the conch
some with rude, line decoration

; one small ear-plug of shell ; two pendants (Fi- 89)'

and part of another one, of shell, each with perforation througli the head foT sus-
pension

;
a lizard carved from limestone, with a perforation through the neck for

suspension (Fig. 90). This pendant, on removal, was coated wUh sheet-copper
which, however, badly carbonated, has almost entirely flaked from the stone. This
ornament, when highly polished, before the deterioration of the copper, must have
been effective indeed.

On each side of the head of this burial was a- pin-shaped ornament of shell,

5.5 inches in length, one having a perforation through the shank just below the
head, and both grooved there to accommodate the lobe of the ear (Fig. 91). These
ornaments, wrought from the columella of the conch, are doubtless of the kind
described by Du Pratz, which he says were made by the aborigines from the axis

of a large shell called dur£-o, the ornament having a head somewhat larger than the

rest to prevent its slipping through the perforation of the ear.

Burial No. 10, adult, had on the thorax a superb, double-pointed, leaf-shaped

blade ^ of flint, 13.6 inches in length, 2.6 inches in width, and but .3 inch in

maximum thickness (Fig. 92).

On this triumph of aboriginal endeavor in stone were piled, parallel, ten double-

pointed implements, six of fossiliferious chert, four of flint. These implements, which

range in length between 7 and 8.8 inches, do not proclaim their former use by their

appearance. Some show polish as by wear. Several are pointed as for piercing

;

while some, on the other hand, have blunt points. One of these latter implements,

shown in Fig. 93, has an added feature of interest. In its making, the implement

has been broken, the two parts have been completed, and then marginal notches have

been made near the broken areas to facilitate the lashing together of the two parts.

That the breakage did not occur after the completion of the implement is evident from

the fact that the faces of the two parts at the line of fracture do not correspond.

With the objects just described were : two shell gorgets, one placed on edo

the other lying flat (Figs. 94, 95) : a small mass of glauconite (green pigment) ; a

mass of red pigment (red oxide of iron).

Also with Burial No. 10, forming part of the deposit, and lying together at

that end of it which was nearest the skull, were the two ear-ornaments of limestone,

shown (after slight restoration) in Fig. 96, where the obverse of one, presenting a

central boss surrounded by a marginal part sloping outward and upward, and the

reverse of the other with the part used in fastening through the lobe of the ear, are

illustrated. These ornaments, each with a maximum diameter of 4.4 inches, have

been coated with sheet-copper on the obverse sides. Much of this material had

^ This region seems to have possessed able workers in stone in aborighial times. In "The Stone

Age iu North America " bv W K M »— J '^^-i i" '^'•^ iQQ "••" i^iii'vn anmo Kpfiiitifnl "drills"

(

i), found by M

Red river, in 1906. They were found in one lot, all being placed around the head of a skeleton. They

range in length between 2 and 4.5 inches.
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i;*TO. 94.—Gorget of shell. Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

Fig. 95.—Shell gorget. Foster Place, Ark. (Diaru. 1.5 inches.)
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Fig. 96.—Ear-plugs of limestone, formerly copper-coated. Foster Place, Ark, (Full size.)
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decayed away before the discovery of the ornaments, and still more

601

moval and
of

O
With Burial No. 11 was a pair of ear-ornaments of just described

Each of these ear-plugs, also of limestone, with a maximum diameter of 3 l^inch
bears obversely, in relief, an eight-pointed star surroundino- a reiifvi

The ornaments apparently have been coated on both
siderable of which, greatly carbonated, still

des with

boss (Fig. 9

per

ornaments that were posed to view when the ornaments were

remams on those parts of the

the

in use. Th
ilder, and w

plugs, like those with Burial No. 10, lay togethe

in place at each side of the head
The pottery from this place, the best of which has been cemented to-ether

with unimportant restorations when needed, includes a number of
coated with an inferior red, one of which is shown in Plate XLIII

vessels

Fig. 97.—Ear-ornaments of limestone, having had coating of sheet-copper, Foster Place, Ark. (Full size.)

The ware of most of the better vessels found is of hidi arade and often bearso" &
polished surface. Great care was given to modeling by the potters of this plac

d iymmetrical vessels were not met with by us, even cooking-vessels being

carefully made. Undecorated vessels were rare, though many, of course, have incised

decoration to only a limited extent. Much of the incised decoration is filled in with

white or with red, and a few vessels have a part of the line-work filled in with one

color and a part with the other. There is comparatively small variety in shape,

but the graceful form of the vessels leaves little to be desired. Taking everything

into consideration, we believe we are justified in saying that the pottery found at

the Foster Place is of a higher average excellence than that met with by us at any

76 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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other site on Red river, except possibly Gahagan, where, however, 1

„.^™ found to justify a comparison as to average.

Before proceeding to describe the vessels from this place that offer

few

features of

ptional interest, we would auote from a letter from Mr. Charles C. Willoughby

in relation to n

Arkansas, inclu<

writes :

"The incised designs on the

think there can be little doubt as

to be prominent.

any of the symbols that appear the pottery of Red river in

.<• much earthenware from the Foster Place Mr. Willoughby

ater-bottles are very intcrestin to and I

general meaninc The sun-symbol seems

Fig. 98.—Vessel No. 93. Foster Tlace, Ark. (Height 4.3 inches.)

Other cosmic de the circle or concentric circles with four rad &

points dinii the necks of Vessels Nos. 20. McClure Place, and 239 and 240

Foster Place), the triskele and the curved tadpole-like figure (

the neck of Vessel No. 23, McClure Place) so often connected with the eye of th(

horned serpent god, appear to be associated with the universe, and probably repre

sent the sun, the four directions, the winds, the waters, and their various gods.
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These symbols seem to h been intimately associated the religious
ideas of various American tribes, but especially with those of the Missi^^inni hi
both historic and prehistoric

M r. Willoughby's paper on iC A Analysis of the Decor pon Pottery
from the Mississippi Valley " ' is of great service to those interested in the notterv
of Southern United States

We now take up the description of individual vessels from the Foster PI
Vessel No. 93. The

believe to be of

IS shown in Fig* 98 an interesting hich
new variety. The body, covered with deep, trailed decorat

ular with four equidistant projections, which are hollow and
which rattle when shaken

objects

which are joined to a base roughly annular in shap

The body of this vessel rests on four upright supports

Vessel No. 25 This_vessel is in all respects similar to Vessel No. 93, except
height being 3.6 inch

Fig. 99.—Vessel No. 198. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 4 inches.)

Vessel No. 198. The vessel shown in Fig. 99 resembles the two just described

as to the form of supports and base. The body, however, which is without the

hollow projections, is thickly covered with sm knobs. This vessel is partly

filled with green pigment, glauconite, the constant use of which on vessels at this

place has already been described.

1 K Am. Journ. of Folk-Lore," Vol. X, 1897.
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i

J

- • • ,-

,

Fig. 100.—Vessel No. 115. Foster Tlace, Ark. (Height 7.9 iucbes.)

Vessel No. 80. This bowl is of the same description as Vessels Nos. 93 and

25 with the exception that it has been made without the upright supports and the

b The base of this vessel is flat. The maximum diameter is 9 inches

In the bowl was a mass of light-colored claj, doubtless a pigment.
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Vessel No. 11 ). We have here a bottle of fine, polished, black ware with th(
usual symbols found on bottles from this region, incised in four series on the body
The line-work has been filled in with red pigment/ In places the green, glauconiti
paint, presumably used in a ceremonial way, still adheres (Fig. 100).

Fig. 101.—Vessel No, 99. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 6.4 inches.)

Vessel No. 99. This gem (Fig. 101), a bottle of highly-polished, black

cosmic symbols, incised, and having in each of the four interior

of the series a swastika, is another example of the beautiful bottles found
bearing sun and

the Foster Place, most of which, howe as we have related, were woefulh

shattered. In the incised line-work is red pigment; and over the bottle, in places

still adheres the green glauconite.
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Yr«s€l No. 1 This bowl (Plate XLTIj of polished, black ware with white

picnnont rubbed into the Incised design, which consists mainly of series of crescentic

^
•...•ial,los a number found in this region. In this particular bowl more white

lllirs^ I

pigment than is immWy found remaining is present in the line-work.

>i^

.j;

r

ii
.y

-

Mm
--.

,.-

- -i
y

^^f
.

J

Fro. 102.—Vessel No. 239. Foster Tliice, Ark. (Height 6.9 inches.) Fig. 103.—Vessel Xo. 45. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 5.8 inches.)

Vessel No. 239 In Fig. 102 is show^n a bottle of black ware with an

esting, incised decoration based on sun-symbols, having much red pi^

remaining in the lines. The bottle is smeared with green pigment in pi

iter-

still

Vessel No. 45 This bottle (Fig. 103), of fine, polished, black ware, quad
lateral, has, by way of decoration, incised designs of the class usually found
region. The line-work has been filled

bottle

red pigment, and in pi th
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i

1 ^

FOSTER PLACE, ARKANSAS. VESSEL NO. L (diameter, e.e inches.)

Cockayne, Boston
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Fig. 104.—Vessel No. 103. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 6.4 inches.)

Vessel No. 103. This graceful bottle (Fig. 104), like others from this place

bears incised decoration showing symbols of the sun and having much of the line

work still filled in with red pigment. Traces of glauconite pigment are evident on

the bottle.
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Fig. 105.—Vessel No. 240. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 7 inches.)

.r.'<

Vessel No. 240. In this illustration (Fig. 105) is shown another bottle from

this place with variations of the usual symbols, incised. The line-work has been

filled with red ; traces of green pigment are smeared over the bottle.
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^

J'
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Fig. 106.—Vessel No. 37. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 7.4 inches.)

found

Vessel No. 56. This vessel (Plate XLIII) is one of six, all more or less similar,

in a grave at the Foster Place. This vessel, coated with red pigment inside
out, has, m addition, a rather scanty, incised decoration, not overcarefullj done,

in which in places traces of white pigment remain.
Vessel No. 37. This bottle (Fig. 106) has a decoration on the body largely

77 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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r con'-'ritric circles and on the iKck, of tnclrcling band On the bottle

bands of red the vellow of the ware, all being defined by incised

poljuhrume which it

f white pignn-iit re To this extent decorati IS

unus'T'il to fnid south of Ark O

o
of of

pfi! use of kiiolin or of the red oxide of iron in the line-work

•n nrobubly accuunf- H .r tlie pivscncc of the wliitc la the incised lines of the bottle

FlO. 107. Vciitl Xo. II. Fo^cr Place, Ark. (Height 4.3 iucbes.)

V*»ssel No. 4 4. This bowl of yellow ware (Fig. 107) which forms a back-

ground for the scroll decoration in bands of red, presents a ratlicr unusual feature

ia that the red decoration is in relief, the ware having been scraped away in the

intervening areas to make it so.

FlQ. 103,—Yewsel Xo. lU. Foster Place, Ark. (Diam. 7.9 inches.)
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Vessel No. 114 Tl11 raceful bowl (Fig. 108) of hard, thin
decoration in which still linger traces of red pigment
on the rim give a pleasing appearance, break

effect of the rims of vessels of this class

Fou
bears incised

g as they do th

quidistant project

usual monotonous

A considerable number of bowls of the same graceful form this one posse
and similarly decorated as to pattern, but varying white or red
in the lines, and with a considerable variation as to size, came from

as to the pigment

Fio. 109.—Vessel No. 245. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 6.5 inches.)
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Vessel No. '>V>. This vessel (Fig. 109), almost a hopeless wreck when found

d whose fraLTTients were mingled those of other essels. h

aft

compo
y protracted effort, put together with ...^sli«'ht restoration. The form is

t1 Lowl ru->tiii'' an iiiiotluT bow The decorations, incised, are common
in with white

jr the line-work filled
Oto th»> region, that of the lower vessel

pigment, while rtil pigment is in the- line-work of the upper vessel.

Another vcs^iol (considerable parts of which arc missing) exactly like th one

save that the pla o of thu Diirincnt in the lines is reversed, the red being belo

d above, was found with Vessel No. 24

Fta. 110.—Vesael ^o. 38. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 4.8 inches.)

\ No. 38

fonn

This vessel (Fig. 110) of fine black ware, has a compound

bowl set on the opening of a pot. The decoration, incised, which is on the

erior upper part only, has been filled in with white pigment. The handles,

ich confer a graceful eifect, are about 3 inches in lenirth and are for adornment

solely as the perforations in them are but partial

\ .>*J1 No. 128 I Fig. Ill is sho bowl from which part missm
1

o

The incised and punctate decoration has been filled in with white pigment, mu
of which rcniaius. There is, on one side (and doubtless a similar one was present

on the opposite side) a figure of a quadruped modeled in relief. The tail is missin

Vessel No. 242. This bottle (Plate XLIV), a gem of the potters' art, quadri-

of highly-polished, black ware, bears a carefully-executed design in which

The line-work has been filled in with red

tion. This beautiful bottle, without

the sun-symbol has a prominent i

pigme I remains in almost perfect cond

blemish of any kind, was found under favorable conditions, it having been placed

one hi one part of the grave some distance above the burial.
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-K.

FOSTER PLACE. ARKANSAS. VESSEL NO. 242. (height, 6.1 inches.)

Cockaj/ne, Boston
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Fig. 111.—Vessel No. 128. Foster Place, Ark, (Diam. 4.9 iiiclies.)

^
^ V

rf,
m

Fig. 112.—Vessel No. 17. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 4 inches.)

Vessels Nos. 17, 21, 42, 139, 178, shown in Figs. 112, 113, 114, 115, 116,

respectively, are fair examples of the form and of the incised and punctate decor-

ation of some of the vessels from the Foster Place.
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Fio. 113.— Vessel No. 21. Foster Place, Ark. (DIam. 4.3 inches.)

Fio. 114.—VeMel Xo. 42. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 4.6 inches.)
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Fig. 115.—Vessel No. 139. Foster Place, Ark. [Height 4.5 inches.)

Fig. 116. essel Foster Place, Ark. (Height 3.5 inches.)
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Fid. 117.—Vessel Xo. 96. Foster Place. Ark. (Height 7.4 inches.)

Vessel No. 9G. This striking bottle of beautiful, polished, black ware, with
wide neck tlaring near the rim (Fig. 117) has a decoration based
filled in with punctate markings.

scroll and
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Vessel No. 81 Tl sel of yellow ware and bearing carefully-executed

line and punctate decoration (Fig. 118), has the shape of many cooking-vessels from

this region but shows no effect of fire.

I

Fig. Il8.-Vessel No. 81. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 6.7 inches.)

Vessels Nos. 14. 83, 218, sh in Figs. 119, 120, 121, respectively, are

cooking-vessels displaying the care bestowed on many of this class in the region of

Red river in Ark
Vessel N 118 This vessel, somewhat resembling an inverted, truncated

shape, is coated with red pigment inside and out There is a small shoulder

below the rim on which is rude, incised decoration of parallel

slightly scalloped. Height 8.7 inches.

78 JOURX. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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B a ft fe way fr the dj der d at th Fostor

Place is another which has been <uinewhat larger than its neighbor, but much of

has been scooped d carried for use on the by
put down In the remainder of thia mound d

levee. Numerous
d it were without

success.

Fio. 119.-Vessel No. 14. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 5.4 inches.)
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m*

Fig. 120. -Vessel No. 83. Foster Place, Ark. (Height 6 inches.)

Fl«. 121.-yessel No. 218. Foster riace, Ark. (Height 7.4 inches.)

%
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MoLM> NEAR DuOLEV FeIUIY, HeMI'STEAD CoUNTV, AkK.

In al-jlit from IhjiAcy F^Tiy, on property belonging to Judge J. M. Hanegan,

of flupc, Ark., H a mound much worn and washed, and having a large excavation

ill Um upper part, tlie work of previous diggers. It is hard to say what the original

ahnpc uf th.,- Hiound has Lccn. Its present height is about 7 feet^ its diameter 85

f**et. No toign of f)on< former diir<rin£r had been

thing nbscrvrd Indicating the pret^ence of an aburiginal site on tlie surface of tl

adjacent field. Snmc dlirging in the remaining part of the mound showed clay of

rc*i nnn'jLirance. The pressed

M'>rM)S ox THE CREN.SlIA\r Pi, ACE, MlIJ.KR CoUNTY, AkK.

The Crenshaw Place, of wliich Mr. William Nichol, of Pine HlufT, Ark.^ is the

owniT, has a con.sid* ruble reputation for aboriginal relics fuund there, especially

after the great llond which swr])t over Red river valley in 1008.

Thif phmf itinn was in use for pasturage at the time of our visit, so that surface

debris from midden sites was less evident than otherwise it might have been.

Ntvt rllndeafl In places were broken pottery, flint pebbles, and a few arrowheads.

On the place are six mounds, shown in the plan (Fig. 122), designated by letters

fur greater convtiiieiu^e in description.

MouxD A.

Mound A, oblong with a summit-plateau in the center of which is a large tree,

is about in fout in height. Tt present outline is much impaired, but probably it

once wa-; aqurire. Its present basal dinmeter is 150 feet, approximately. The
^uinmif-plati'au, however, is SO feet in diameter N. and S., and but 5:^ feet E. and W.
The mound yielded no indication uf having been used for purposes other than dom-
iciliary. The digging, however, was not carried to an extent to determine the
matter.

Mound B.

Mound B, about 5.5 feet in height, was furrowed by rain in places. Irre^
arly circular as to the base, its diameter was about 85 feet. It was composed of
mixture of clay and sand, In wlilch the clay greatly predominated. About 3 fe

from the surface this material was so bard that a pick was needed to remove i

Under such conditions one can imagine the state in which earthenware in it was
n'Co\ered. This mound was fairly riddled with trial-holes, some of which, coming
upon burial?, were greatly enlarged.

Five burials were encountered (Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive).

Burial No. 1. This burial, the skeleton of an adult at full length on the back,
heading N., lay at a depth of slightly more than 2 feet. The bones were badly
decayed, as were all in tiiis mound, none being in a condition to save. With the
burial were two vessels of earthcnw.are.

•
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Burial No. 2 consisted of a layer of bones, including four skulls. With the

deposit was a vessel of earthenware and a celt of quartzite, 4 inches in length.

A

•'Ml*'

.*.. - •

ill"'''

^^^mlM

'

N
4^'

/

30 iOO

Ocofe in jeet

-V' ^C^>-

Fig. 122.—Plan of mounds. Crenshaw Place, Ark

300

Burial No. 3 was a layer of bones which, beginning in the slope of the mound

at a depth of 2 feet 9 inches from the surface, continued in and ended 3 feet 9

below it. This great deposit of bones, which included seventeen skulls, was

Without ement save that the skulls were in two groups, at the north

western, and one at the southwestern, margin of the deposit; and that in one pla

there had been an attempt to pile the long-bones parallel and horizontal.

1^ i
*>-.:t-HM*
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Alon** the nnrtheastcrn part of the deposit of bones were arranged

ware ve s, one of which contained a muss of kaolin.

No. 4 wa.s a skull and a number of other bones o

feet from tlic snrfa

Jiurlal No. 5j the remains of th of an adult extended on the back

th'* head directed SE. by S., lay 3.5 feet from the surface. With this b

were ; six earthenware vessel

parted with henjre determi nil

<r kaolin, and a small celt which we

g its m
One pottery vessel wn'' found unassociated, as were four others, placed to

d having with them many pebbles ;ind the decaying remains of a shell (t<

witi 1

irtle), seemingly a rattle. Beyond question the bones belonging to a burial

which tln'eie vessels lind been had disappeared through decay.

The earthenware vessels from this mound (Nos. 1 to 24; inclusive), many of

which arc brokm, are of coarser ware than is generally found in this region, and

iLe incised decoration, when present, docs not reach the standard of that usually

found alDnL? Red river in Arkansas.

The burials in this monnd were comparatively shallow, and in the main the

soil above them was moist.

their ;rraves intersectin'j; or i

to trace the limits of pits.

Three of the burials, moreover, lay in different planes,

ntersected, so that with one exception we were unable

MuuxD C.

This mound has been quadrangular, but previous digging into its sides and

wash of water have greatly impaired its outlines. Diameters measured in two

directions were each 127 feet; but the summit-plateau in the same directions, WSW.
and ENE., NNW. and SSE., is, respectively, 4") feet and 54 feet across.

Eight trial-holes were sunk from the summit-plateau, some of which were con-

siderably enlarged. These holes came upon three burials (Nos. 6 to 8, inclusive).

Burial No. 6, which was 5.5 feet from the surface, consisted of a skull only, the

rest of the skeleton presumably having disappeared through decay. It was
impossible to determine if the burial lay in a pit, the ground surrounding it, clayey

sand, showing no dilTerence between it and the material composing most of the rest

of the mound. It is certain, however, that a pit did not extend from the surface

down, as a dark layer, entirely undisturbed at this place, covered that part oi the

surface of the plateau where this burial was found, to a depth of 2 feet.

At the left of the skull were fragments of sheet-copper, and a very small object

of the Bamu material, elliptical in outline and concavo-convex. This object, with
others once probably like it but broken when found, perhaps had been attached to

some kind of head-dress.

Burial No. 7. This burial, the badly-decayed skeleton of an adult, at full

length on the l)aek, heading SE., lay at a depth of I feet 10 inches. Near the skull

was a coarse cooking-pot (Vessel No. 25). We could reach no conclusion as to

whether or not this burial lay in a grave-p

%
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Burial No. 8 was a full-length skeleton of an adult, very badly decayed, the

head directed SSE. The skeleton lay at a depth of 4 feet in material that gave no

satisfactory evidence as to having been dug and filled in.

MouxD D.

This mound, entirely of sand, had lost portions by the work of a previous

(iicro-er who had used a .scoop drawn by horses. There is an irregular remainder,

50 feet by 30 feet in diameter and 6 feet high. This altitude probably represents

the height of the mound previous to the flood, as it is not likely the water rose

above this seemingly central part of the mound.

Trial-holes were sunk all over the remainder of the mound and also were

put down in numbers in parts from which much had been washed away, in the

hope of coming upon burials that w^ere too deep to have been aifected by the wash.

In point of fact such burials were found.

Five burials, Nos. 9 to 13, inclusive, were encountered in this mound, the

maximum depth being 5 feet.

Burial No. 9. This burial, represented only by the crowns of teeth, was

associated with four vessels of earthenware, one of which contained a mass of white

and of red clay mingled. This mass did not cover the lower part of the vessel as

is usually the case when pigment is found in vessels in the mounds, but seemed to

have been molded into shape before its deposit. The dimensions of the mass were

5.5 inches by 4 inches by 1.75 inch. Just outside the opening of the containing

vessel, which lay on its side, was a mass of similar material, of like size and shape.

Burial No. 10. A deposit of cremated remains 14 inches by 5 inches in

extent. Calcined fragments were found of a size to show that the bones had

belonged to the skeleton of an adult.

Burial No. 11. This burial, consisting of two skulls about one foot apart, had

no other bones, nor were any artiflicts present. The skulls lay near the surface in

a part of the mound that had been subjected to wash, and perhaps had been dis-

lodged by the water and again covered with a deposit of sand. About one foot

from one of the skulls w\as a slender arrowhead of flint

Burial No. 12. The remnants of a skeleton heading SSE. The ribs had entirely

disappeared, as had many other parts. Near the left side of the skull were nme

delicate arrowheads of flint whose arrangement was not determmed owmg to

disturbance in removal

Burial No. 13 had been a skeleton, presumably, though no bones were

found with the cranium, near which were two flint arrowheads and an earthenware

vessel

Two vessels were found apart from human remains.

The seven vessels from Mound D (Nos. 26 to 32, inclusive) were of a co

avy ware, and almost without decoration. Most of them were badly broken
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Mound E.

This mounfl is In woods that adjoin the field in which th other mounds are.

Tt3 heigl 7 feet The diameter of its circular base is about 8 feet Th

mo (I I fully dug" into, yielded no dicat of having been d

for burial purpo

FiO. 123.—Vessel No. 20. Crenshaw Place, Ark. (Height 7.5 inches.)

MOUXD F

^lound F had been badly washed perhaps coursing through unfilled

diggings into its sides. It is elliptical in outline of base and is almost pointed,

height is 21 feet. Its basal diameter N. by W. and S. by E. is 84 feet.

diameter taken through the mound at right angles to the foregoing is 106 feet

It

Th-

This mound, which seems to be a mixture of sand and clay, largely clay, gave

indication of superficial b Its size is such that an attempt to investigate

the base would have involved the destruction of the mound
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Considerable digging in the level ground where midden-debris was seen on the
surface, yielded only

A mber of sm wpoints, all surface find were rudely mad some
being hardly more than flakes chipped into the outline of arrowpoints, and differed

materially from the points found with burials at this place, upon the making of

which much care had been bestowed.

The pottery from the Crenshaw Place, thirty-two vessels in all, as stated, is of

inferior quality as a rule. The following vessels merit special mention.

Vessel No. 20 Th bottle, coated exteriorly with red pigment and having

relief two lizard-like figures on opposite sides, well illustrates the sayino-o that

misfort

abori

never come ly, inasmuch as the head of one lizard was

o times p to the terment of the vessel, and of th other

disappeared under the blow of a spade in the hands of one of our diggers (Fig. 123)

Fia. 121.—Vessel Xo. 21. Crenshaw Place, Ark. (Height 4.5 inches.)

Vessel No. 21. This vessel (Fig. 124) has incised and punctate decoration in

combination with series of circular markings, perhaps conferred with the aid of an

end of a reed. There are holes for suspension on two opposite sides below the rim.

79 JOURN. A. N. S. PHIL A., VOL. XIV.
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Flu. 125.—Vcsac! No. 23. Cren^hnw Place, Ark. (Height 4.1 inches.)
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Fio. i2t>.—Vessel Xo. 6. Crenshaw Place. Ark, (Height 5.1 inches.)
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Vessel No. 23. This bowl has a rude scroll decoration in addition to circles

and triangles filled in with imprints similar to those on the, vessel just described.

The ware is brown and of inferior quality. The upper part of the body is quadri-

lateral and the rim rises equidistantly in four places (Fig. 125).
fl
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Fig. 127.-Vessel No. 11. Crenshaw Place, Ark. (Height 9.7 iuches.)

Vessels Nos. 6 and 11, shown in

cooking-vessels from this place.

Fi"^s. 126, 127, respectively, are examples of
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Mmlnds uX the Daxiels Place, nEMi'STEAD County, Ark.

In WMo.1.^, on the Daniels Place, for which Mr. Steve Carrigan, who has shown

many courtt-aes to thu A.ri<k-niy, is agent, but a short distance in from the river,

U a mound, .quadrangular with rouTKlcJ corners, about 12 feet in height; it, how-

ovLT aoi). urs of nmch .qvater height when viewed from a deep depression nearby,

material for it^ niak o

In width the mound has a diameter of
Tiie inoiuid NXK. and FSW. has a basal diameter of about 210 feet, of which

l.")-') feet is covered by the s

105 flM't, thf .suninilt plateau in the same direction being GO feet.

Toward thf> M>uthf'ru end of this mound, built upon the summit-plateau, is {

nioun.l, rinnlar in outline, with a basal diameter of 35 feet. The height of thii

little mmnid, whirh is almost entirely of sand, while the great mound seemed t(

havy miirh more clay than sand in its roinnosition. is 3 feet. This small mound

TV I gn-at expuctatlons. yielded nothing whatever. T
In the large mound were equally unsuccessful

A few yards distant from the northern end of the great mound is an Irregularly

lar one slightly more than 4 feet in height, with a diameter of about 70 feet

Tl «rf t
( mmlt-platcau 32 feet in diameter

Five or six yards from the southern end of the great mound is another mound

them end. Thorough digging Into both
r

these mounds was without success.

In the woods. In the neighborhood of the northern end of the great mound,

were three small ones, the larLrest of whieh had a diameter of 35 feet and a height

of 2.') feet. These mounds were carefully dug but gave no evidence of having been

used fur burial purposes.

Mouxns ox THE JoXES Place, Hemtstead County, Ark.

On the Jones Plaee, which belongs to Dr. H. L. B'Shers, of Fulton, Ark., are

three small mounds, near one another (two being almost contiguous), and all in

eight from the landing. On one is a dwelling and an outhouse; the other two have

been lareelv dus^ into.

The mound occupied by the buildings was not investigated by us, and the

less-dug of the two other mounds yielded nothing to our search, though trial-holes

were put into it and into some elevated ground extending from it into an adjacent,

cultivaied field, on which was some aboriginal debris from dwelling-sites. TJie

other mound, cInMilar, about 55 feet in basal diameter, had centrally a circular

excavation 25 feet in diameter at the top, but converging. This excavation, made,

we are told, by a former owner of the property, was not altogether deep, though

diggings of small diameter extended well down in places.

The original height of this mound was indeterminate as the excavation referred

to had been made long enough in the past to allow the soil thrown out at that time

to become covered with vegetation and to appear similar in all respects to the mound
itself Probably the original height of the mound was between 3 and 4 feet.
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Considerable digging in this mound came upon three burials, the depths of

which were not taken as the interments lay below that part of the mound where

the previous digging had been. These burials were all deposits of cremated human
remains, respectively : 4 feet by G feet, by 3 inches in thickness ;

* 2 feet 3 inches

by 3 feet 9 inches, and 4 inches thick; 1 foot 2 inches by 1 foot 10 inches, and 3

inches thick. These burials, seemingly, had been cremated in place, as charcoal

and much clay hardened and discolored by fire lay with them. Whole bones lay

in the deposit in places. The bones evidently had been exposed to great heat and

fell into fragments on removal. In one instance (the bones of a right arm extended)

the same degree of heat had not been applied throughout. The upper part of the

humerus was calcined, and the soil above and below it showed the effect of intense

heat. Toward the lower part of the arm, however, the heat had been less, as

shown by the condition of the bone and of the surrounding soil, and also by the
J-

presence of charcoal. The bones of the hand were but slightly burnt ; the soil was

dark rather than red and the material which had served as fuel was only charred.

With one deposit were a calcined bit of deer antler and calcined bones not

human. With another deposit was a cooking-pot in fragments. The deposits of

calcined bones lay on the same level in the mound. Twenty-eight inches below

their level, apart, w^ere two rude vessels intended for culinary purposes.

Mounds near the Jones Place, Hempstead County, Ark.
w

About one-half mile N. by E. from the mounds on the Jones Place, on property

belonging to Mr. J. B. Shults, of Fulton, Ark., in woods, near a "lake", a former

course of Red river, are three mounds in sight of one another and in full view from

the road. One of these mounds had been badly dug into in two places, but the

remaining two seemingly were intact.

% Mound A.

This mound, the westernmost of the grouf), previously untouched, was 42 feet

across its circular base and had a height of 3 feet 3 inches. This measurement,

however, presumably was made from where there had been some filling in by wash

of water, as a measurement taken in the course of digging, from the summit of the

mound to an unmistakable base-line, showed the original height to have been 4.5

feet.

The mound was made of a mixture of sand and clay. Eight trial-holes, most

of which were greatly enlarged later in the digging, all came upon the dark basal

layer to which reference has been made. The holes in the central part of the

mound showed on this layer the presence of charcoal and burnt clay. One hole

near the center, in addition to the burnt material, came upon an earthenware

bottle lying on its side upon the layer.

1 A part of this deposit had been removed by the previous digging.
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The centra! trial-hole, at a .lepth of 4.5 feet, laid bare a deposit of very fine,

gr^y ashf^, carefullj' heaped together, evidently the remains of a cremation of a

human body, though no particle of bone found in the deposit was of a size to give

anj' indication as to this. A considerable quantity of the deposit, however, was

examined by I)r)Ctor Keller, who says that it consists largely of bone ash and

i:oiituin.s hir^'c pru])orti()n.> of carbonate and phosphate of lime.

This deposit, which was irn-guhir in outline,

5s;n, ronglily speaking, 21 inches by 15 inches; the

thickuc;:<:3 of niu:it of it was 1.75 inch, though a kind

of jwcki't included in the dtpoFit, 4.5 inches in diam-

eter, hud u dtpth of 1-i inches.

Above the drposit and extending out around it

in all duvctioiK^ charcoal ami masses of clay had been

ilcd. This material had been placed on the undis-

ttifbrd ha^^al layer, which was evidently the original

surface before the mound was built. The thickest

part of thin superimposed lieap was 16 inches.

Much of the clay showed the former presence in

it of fjbroim vrgr'l;i!)le inatt-riul which, no doubt, had fulfilled the

Joues ri»c«^ Ark.
(Full ntic.)

Also on theiame oHice for the clay that hair docs for mortar,

clay were imprints of posts. Presumably this burnt clay was what
remained of a wigwam after burning, as it is well known that

among some of the aborigines the burning of the house of a deceased

occupant was part of the fuuenil obsequies.

In the deposit of gra^ af;hos, and outside of it in the burnt
e!a\ , were three short, piercing implements of calcined bone and

1

*i

Flu, 1:M,—Bowl covering cremated remains. Near Jones Place, Ark. (Diam. 7 inches.)

manJ fragments of

implements are eacl

o of same material. T
about 1.5 inch in lemjth and h

de of

e three

shallow

-J

Fia. 128.—Boue
pin with head rep-

resenting a hatch-
et. Xear Jones
Place, Ark. ^(Full

size.)

entire piercin

on one
upper end. Out of the fragments one whole pin has been put togeth
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having a head representing a celt let into a handle. This handsome specimen is

shown in Fig. 128. The head of another pin (Fig. 129) unfortunately has lost the

extremities of tAv pand arm ch doubtless represented some ceremonial

ive withstoodimplement. These pointed implements of bone, for some reason, have

the heat better than did the human skeletal remains.

Lying on top of the deposit of ashes were two ear-plugs of shell badly broken

by heat, though the complement of parts was together. These ear-plugs are annular

and of the kind around the periphery of which is a groove enabling the ornament,

as it were, to button into the lobe of the ear.

Inverted and pressed down into the heap of ashes and filled with the material

was a bowl of about one pint capacity (Fig. 130), somewhat crushed but having all

the parts in place.

Under the clay, at the edge of the ash deposit, were twenty-eight delicate

arrowheads of flint, many serrated. Most of these points, which range between .8

inch and 1.25 inch in length, are shown in Fig. 131. They were not arranged in a

i

-. ./^

Fig. 131.—Arrowheads of fliut. Xear Jones Place, Ark. (Full size.)

pile, but lay together with n a
y ^

circumscribed space. Five are imperfect, perhaps

through the somewhat rough sifting necessary to recover them from the material in

which they were, or possibly through the effect of heat.

Under the burnt clay were widely scattered fragments, which, collected and

put together, proved to be a chisel-shaped cerem axe of quartzite, 8.1 inches

th

gth. Half of a similar object, also of quartzite, was found in the material

out from this deposit in the course of di' n^"o

Around and over the deposit of ashes were fragments belonging to a number

of earthenware vessels, including several bottles, but presumably all the fragments

were not present in the neighborhood of the deposit of ashes, since everything taken

from there by us was carefully sifted without finding sufficient parts to put the

vessels together. As, however, parts of the same vessel often were separated by a

considerable distance, it is possible that fragments of vessels not found lay farther

out in the mound than our digging extended.
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I .^iblv tho vessc nally had been placed around the body before

cremation and, later, wlien nmterlul was collected to pile over tlie deposit of ashes

f up with the ^3 hile other p may

h •n left bihind. Lumi>.> of burnt clay were found scattered at considerable

fr deposit uf ashes. 'J'he arrowheads and the ear-plugs m t have

been placed with tl • ( fter the cremation, since they wore not separntcd

they would have been hud they been swept up i cremated rem

A part of (

»

jort of earthenware wns found in four widely sep-

1 fra-rmcnts. These fm-tncnts, when put togetlicr, form the handle of a ladle

th a ?Tn!ill part uf the b

and 1

tap«Ts

I inel 1 maxiniuni d

This handle, of heavy ware, 14.5 inches In length

)W- circular in transverse section, and
(

to a blunt pnint. Unfortunately, none of the very many fragments

pottery rccorcn fr tl mouiM1 ted with the die. thoueh the

of

erd

belonging to the opposite side of the bowl-part was found, on which is a dep

indicating that the bowl and ban<l!<» forni.d a ladle patterned after a gourd.

Fio. 132.—Vessel No. 2. Xear Jones Place, Ark. (Height 1.9 inches.)

FlO. 13.3.

—

Pipe of earthrnware.

Near Jones Place, Ark. (Full size.)

The pottery vessels from this mound, as indicated by thoir fragments, are

inferior, and the decoration, when present, was carelessly done. A small cooking-

vessel from this mound is shown in Fig. 132. Two pipes, however, or rather part

of a pipe and another in frauments which liave since been put together (Fig. 133),

each having a polygonal figure in

*

are of excellent ware. The pipes are similar,

relief on the base.

In this mound we have an interesting example of cremation of human remains

and of the building of a mound over them. There can be but little question that

the wigwam was burnt over an area that later formed the central part of the base

of the mound, but we are unable to determine whether or not the human remains

were cremated at the same time. It is clear, however, that these remains, where-
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ever they were incinerated, were carefully gathered into a heap and occupied much
less space than they originally did, and that over them and around them was piled

some of the material left from the burning of the wiarwam.

Mound B.

Mound B, the northernmost of the three mounds, was circular in outhne, with

a basal diameter of about 38 feet and a height of 3 feet, approximately. The

mound, however, as in the case of Mound A, presumably had undergone a deposit

of material around its lower parts, which, by raising the level of the surrounding

area, had correspondingly decreased the height of the mound.

Previous diofofers had made two considerable trenches in this mound, without

however, having carried them to a depth to determine its nature, even had they

possessed the experience to do so.

There was put down by us in this mound a central excavation 25 feet square,

which included much of the former digging, passed beyond it, and at a depth of

about 5 feet reached the dark layer, about 3 inches in thickness, which marked the

original surface of the ground. On part of this layer had been a fire-place, and

part of a grave was apparent, cutting through the fire-place and through the dark

basal layer. The fire-place was clay, hardened and reddened by heat. It was

distinctly not the remains of a burnt wigwam, but may have been the hearth of

such a structure.

The grave proved to have a length of 10 feet 10 inches, a width of about 7

feet, and a depth below the base-line of somewhat more than 8 feet.

This grave-pit had been dug prior to the building of the mound, as was clearly

shown by the material that had been used in filling the pit, which was mixed and

which contained many masses of hard, red clay from the fire-place, through part of

which, as noted, the pit had intruded.

On the other hand, the mound contained no masses of burnt clay, but was

composed of two or three layers of sand and clay mixed, differing somewhat in

shade. These layers were intact. Here, then, as at the Haley Place, an account

of which has been given in this report, a grave had been dug from the surface of

the ground, and, when filled, a mound had been erected over it.

The grave, in its major dimension, extended within two or three degrees of N.

and S. The skeleton, that of an adult, at full length on the back, had the head

directed S. From the upper surface of the burial to the original surface of the

ground was a distance of 7 feet 9 inches.

This mound, unfortunately, was on bottom-land and near a swamp whose

supply of water depended on Red river, which at the time of our visit was in flood.

The depth at which the skeleton lay was below water level. While the foregoin-O

data as to the burial were being obtained, part of the wall of the excavation caved

and the lower part of the pit filled with water.
, ^ , ^ ,,

Although an additional day, with a force of sixteen men wa. devoted to reach-

! the burial again, the quicksand entered the lower part of the digging faster than

80 JOURN. A. N. S. PHILA., VOL. XIV.
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the material could be removed, so that all that was recovered from the burial were

parts of three vessels of earthenware from near the feet, which were come upon at

arms length through the sand and water. One of these, shown in Fig. 134, more

complete than tlie others, has Leen put together.

As the river was rising rapidly and the flow of quicksand was increasing, and

the walls of the excavation were fulling, we were compelled, with great reluctance,

to fUnindon our elTorts to uncover the burial.

Fig. 134.—Vessel of eartlien ware. Mound B, near Jones Place, Ark. (HeigLt 4.8 inches.)

1 c

Mound C.

Icnimost of

th d of 40 feet Its

Oroup, was irregularly circular in outline.

;ht, measured from the surface 2 feet

An excavation 7 feet by 11 feet in the central part of the mound was carried to a
depth of about 5 feet. No sign of burial was encountered, and the last two feet of
the^excavation was carried through clear, yellow sand without sign of disturbance.
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MuoRE Place, Miller County, Ark.

The Moore Place, still another of the plantations which Mr. Henry Moore, Jr.,

of Texarkana, Ark., so courteously placed at the disposal of the Academy for

investigation, was visited by us with the cordial consent of Mr. Floyd Thompson,

of Texarkana, its lessee.

Beside the road which passes the Moore Place, on the western side, is the

remainder of a mound, part of which has been cut away by the road and part on

the opposite side has been leveled through cultivation. This remainder of a mound

had a height of 4 feet, a diameter of about 60 feet. It was composed of clay and

sand, the sand predominating.

Fig. 135.-Vessel No. 3. Moore Place, Ark. (Height 4.5 inches.)

The mound presumably had been circular a summit-plateau about 28

feet in diameter, which still remained

hole

Into this plateau were put fourteen trial

s, some of which were considerably enlarged.

Three burials were encountered, two being of children (miriai Nos. 1 and 3)

at a depth of 3 feet 4 inches.

part, breaking- some of the vessels that were with it

One of these burials had cut through the other
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•J

The tliird burial (No. 2), the skeleton of an adult ut full length on the back,

depth of 4 feet, the head directed NW. by N. This burial was without

accompanying artifacts, a very unusual condition in the case of aboriginal b

in this region.

Rurial No. 1 had ut the right shoulder a small bottle with a faint, trailed

decoration on the body and ext'-ndlng over the neck. At the outer side of the left

huiuerus \va« a bowl, and at the outer side of the right femur a small cooking-pot

carefully decorated with trailed and incis( d lino-work (Fig. 135).

Near the nkull of this burial were : a shell hoe {C^?iio trapezoides) having the

usual perforation; part of the lower jaw of a doer, such as is described as having

I), en ur4ed by the Irotpiois for scraping maize from the cob. There was considerable

nildden-debris with tho?ie objects, and their presence near the burial may have been

ftreidentftl.

Burial No. 8, that of a child, wliich we have described as an aboriginal dis-

turbance, had with it four vessels, three badly broken, the fourth an undecoratcd

pot without a run.

Careful observation failed to distinguish grave-pits in the body of the mound.

rre.>*uiii;ibly the mound orlu'Inally was not so high as our measurement made it, the

measurement perhaps being taken from a depression. In this event one may sup-

pose that shallovr burials dug from the original surface had a low mound built over

them.

A few yardi cast of the mound just described was an irregular rise in a culti-

vated fi*»ld, about 2 feet iji height and 50 feet in diameter. This evidently had
Ihcu a dwelling-site, as bits of pottery and fraLimcnts of flint were scattered over

the surface. Considcmble digging at this place, however, failed to come upon

burials, although fire-places were discovered.

In the cultivated Held in sight iu an ENE. direction from the two places

lescrlbed. Itself under cultivation, was a mound, circular in outline, with a basal

diameter of about 65 feet. Its height was slightly less than 6 feet.

A central hole 8 feet by 9 feet and with a minimum depth of 6 feet, was car-

ried to a considerably greater depth iu places. The mound proved to be of the

same material throughout, a yellow-brown mixture of clay and sand, largely sand.

No indication of grave-pits was noted, nor was bone or artifact encountered.

Near this mound were two rises of the ground having superficial indications of

former aboriginal occupancy, thouirh our digging in them yielded no return.

On the edge of the field, and in sight from the mound last described, was the

remainder of a mound, originally low, which had been reduced by cultivation, and
into which a large hole had been dug. Careful dij^^^ins into this mound was likewise

fruitl

Q ^^*V.*^» N**jjq1XAq

OSS,
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MOUN ON THE SUMMEKIIILL Pi Bowie Couxty. Texas

There arc said to be three mounds of fair size on this place (which does not

take its name from the present owner), about one mile back from the river. As we

were unwilling to accede to the owner's condition that every object found during

the investigation should become his property, the mounds were not dug into by us.

Mounds on the Moores Place, Bowie County, Texas.
+

On the Moores Place are two mounds of moderate one of which

two build D

•

The other mound had been very largely dug into. Although th

owner of the property, Mr. E. H. Moores, who resides upon it, was willing

mit investigation, it was decided not to attempt it under the circumstances

per
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Mound on the Sandeks Place, Bowie County, Texas.

On the SaiulLi^ Place, formerly known fi- the James Place, is a mound about

15 feet in height. The owner of this place was not within reach and the tenant

did not care to assume responsibility of permitting investigation.

Thirtj-scvcn miles by water, above Fulton, somewhat farther up Red river than

ih^ plute layt refurnd to, our investigation of the antir|nities of Rod river ended.

Numerous earthenware pipes found in the mound at the TTaley Place, Ark., as

Hvi forth ill this roportj have continuations of the stems projecting horizontally

bpyund the buwls which projections, as we hare said, probably bring the pipes into

the platfoiin, or "monitor" class.

On pipes from the McClure Place, and the Foster Place, Ark. (sites somewhat

futhur up R«'d river than the Haley Place), these projections arc seen turned up

vertically nL'ainsf thf bowls of the pip' s, as shown in the accounts of these places.

For fuller comparison, in Fig. 13G are shown : A, a pipe from the Haley Place;

/.'j I pipe from the M. Clun* Plac^; Ca pipe from the Haley Place; D, a pipe from

the Foster Place.

/T, a pi[>u from the Foster Phict*, shows where the projection, turned vertically,

has become convcutioualizcd and is hardly more than an indication.



REPORT ON SKELETAL REMAINS FROM A MOUND ON HALEY
PLACE, NEAR RED RIVER, MILLER COUNTY, ARKANSAS.

By Dr. Ales Hrdlicka.

The skeletal remains submitted to the writer by Mr. Clarence B. Moore for

examination were marked " Burial 5 " and " Burial 9," Haley Mound^ Red river,

Miller County, Ark

parts of one of the skeleton

They consist of two skulls with their lower j
d

The specimens show yellowish-brown discoloration. They are not perceptibly

mineralized, and all the bones contain some animal matter

the skeleton from Burial 9 shows at its middle a large patch stained green,

The left humerus of

th

result of decomposed copper (or brass).

The two subjects were plainly male adults, and the skulls are both artificially

deformed, the deformation being of the "Flathead" variety. The deformation is

exactly such as is seen in four crania from mounds on the McClure Place, near Red

River, Miller County, Ark., which came from Mr. Moore in the same consignment;

and it is also identical in type with that exhibited in numerous skulls from Arkansas

d Loui

Owing

,na collected by Mr.

Moore on former expeditions.^

to the artificial de-

formation, which is quite pro-

nounced, the original form of the

skulls is not ascertainable. It

is evident, however, that both

belonged to individuals of stro o

m development and of

probably more than medium sta

ture : the latter conclusion is sub

of

othe

stantiated by the dimensic

the remnants of long and

bones belonging to Burial No. 9,

the cranium of which is shown in

FicT 1

bearThe skulls (which now __

mbers 272,543 and 272,544 U. fig. l.-SkuU. BunalNo.9. Mound on the Haley Place, Ark.

S. N M.) show a good internal
Burial No. 5 (272,544)

capacity, that of Burial No. 9 (272,543) reaching 1600 c.c,

which is slightly less capacious, is damaged and exact measurement m this re.pect

is not possible.

*i = Tnnrn Acad Nat. Sci. of Phila, Vol. XIII,
» Report on a Collection of Crania from Arkansas. Journ. Acaa.

1908, pp. 558-563. ^, ,
, ^ -^^ f,,.„, Arkansas and Louisiana. Journ.

Report on an Additional Collection of Skeletal Remains fiom Arkan..

Acad. Nat Sei.. Phila.. Vol. XIV. 1909, pp. 1^3-240, 9 ligs.

'V
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The vnrlous anthropologic featureti of the skulls, so far as they have not been

red by the defunnatiun, show tli*.- prevailing characteristics of Indian crania of

ncighbonn? regions, so far as is known from Mr. Moore's former explorations.

Tb*» orbited are of nK'dium or slightly above medium height; the nasal aperture is

mt'dorhynic ; the nasal spine is very low ; the upper alveolar process is rather high

and ^uite raark^Mlly progiuithic. The palates are large, and the mandibulge strongly

developed, indicating powerful muscles of mastication and considerable use of the

juWii.

Skull 272,013 was that of an aged individual; it shows advanced obliteration

of thr >snt»irca <>f the vmmU, ami also the loss of all the teeth with the exception of

one of thf» loncT canines and one upper molar. The teeth, however, were not lost

through senility. The free bonl^r^ of the dental arches present throughout signs

of rtn intlamniatury process, and it was probably this which led in the main to

ln>s uf the teeth, to till' pronounced scarring, and In the posterior parts of the upper
arch to some thickeniDir.o

On the left side and in the immediate neighborhood of the nasal aperture of
skull 272,518 there is seen, on the surface of the left upper maxilla, a marked
swelling which, on clubcr examination, is found to consist of hypertrophy of the

'ic root of an impacted tooth, possibly the left upper canine; traces of
crown of this tootli dge of the dental process below
Skull '21'2,f^\\ belonged to an adult about 50 years of age. In this specimen

modt of the teeth are prosorvud, though showincj advanced wear.O" -"-..ii..

Neither of the crania, nor any of the bones that accompany them, show
of injury in life, or of 1 ccption of the remnants of the lumb
Tertcbr.i' from burial Number 9. The bodies of these vertebrae (particularly those
of the third and fifth) show pronounced marginal exostoses, and that of the third
shows m nddition plain traces of branched fracture in the anterior part of its upper

gh senile chancres and fractured
face. The bone was evidently weakened
some sudden increase in weight, or a shock, from above.
The remnants of the long-bones show no features worthy of special mention

Thp left measures 33.1 cm. In length, its maximum and minimum dlame
ter. at .mddle being 2.3o a,id 1.S5 cm. The left tibia measures, at middle, antero-
postonorly 3 4 cm.

;
laterally, 2.5 cm. A comparison of these remains with those

from the McCIure mounds .hows dissimilarity in color, the specimens from the
la tcr s,te being somewhat lighter; otherwise the bones present close relationship.The difTorencc m color does not necessarily indicate difference in age.

des also two crania marked "Mound A, near UEau IS

m u dilfT f' t ^^f
.^"")' ^""'^'^ '' --^ 36." These two speci

ofX l"ll"'" *f"L'^^°™ ^"'
"f ^''-^ f-™ the Haley Place and from thos.

01 the *\lct lure mounds. Thev exhibit nnU- dLrV^f r^^, f ui
nornnh ih. ....„.:.:.., .r _ „ ?,^'yV^'^

°^^> ^^'Sht frouto-occipital comprcssi

the McClure mound. r..;^S^:-.J^:::ST::T^^:^i^]r^f
hcz pcopl of the Nat

^'-^^'^"^rtT^:^;!^:yl:!^j::!^^l'^-
^-^ -^'^--r-" VaUey, etc. Bulletin 43.
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INDEX

Agee, W. P., of Hope, Ark., on

find of flint, "'drills," 599.
-

Alligator teeth used as pendants,

548-

Alligator tooth with burial, 491.

Arrowheads of rock-crystal, 536,

547-

Arrowheads of unusual shape, 491,

533- -537, 538. 541, 594, 631.

Atchafalaya river, 483.

Briar Bend Landing, mound near,! Cremations, 496, 497, 510, 511,

Banner-stone of crystal, 548.

Battle Place, 566.

Bead of galena, 511.

Bead of marble, 597.

Bead of red jasper, 507.

Bead of shell, copper-coated, 514.
w ^^

Bead of shell, large, on head of

skeleton, 530, 535, 547.

Beads of glass, ,507.
r

Beads of shell, 503, 514, 530, 531,

535' 537, 539, 540, 54t, 543, 545,

583. 596.

Bicave of sandstone, 491.

Blade of flint, leaf-shaped, un-

usually thin, 599.

Boat-stone, 513.

Boggy Bayou, mound near, 569.

Bone implements, 505, 509, 519,

523,' 524, 534, 536, 537, 543, 54^,

587, 595, 630.

510.

Byram Ferry, mounds near, 525.

Cabinas Place, 573.

Canine tooth of carnivore, shell

imitation of, 530, 539, 540.

Cedar Bluflf Plantation, mounds on,

525.

Celt, 503, 506, 512, 532, 536, 538,

539, 543, 548, 583, 621, 622.

Cemeteries, aboriginal, rare along

Red river, 484.

Ceremonial axe of unusual length,

531-

Ceremonial axe with double cut-

ting-edge, 539.

Ceremonial axes, 511, 514, 53 1,

532, 533, 539, 595, 597, ^3^-

Ceremonial - breakage " and scatter-

ing of artefacts, 497, 631, 632.

Ceremonial "killing" of pottery

vessel, 498.

Chisel, 519, 536, 540.

Coating of pigment, with incised

decoration on pottery, 559, 5^1,

609.

Colfax, mound near, 508.

Compound forms of vessels, 569,

570, 578, 580, 612.

Bone pins, 5i2,'5i9, 534- 595- 597,
Cooking-vessels^ carefull. made,

630, 63 1

.

Bone pin with head in the form of

a celt in a handle, 630, 631.

e of unusual beauty of deco-

ration, 556.

Bottle, quadrilateral, 556, 612.

Bottl

Bottles of unusual

553-

size, 533, 537

along Red river in Arkansas,

487.

Copper ear-ornaments, 511.

Copper, sheet-, ornament, 512, 51 3'

5U 622.

Cord decoration in relief on pot-

tery, 553, 556, 557-

Course of Red river, 483.

523, 583, 623, 629, 630, 632.

Crenshaw Place, mounds on, 620.

Cross and circle decoration on pot-

tery, 495, 559.

Crystal, banner-stone of, 548.

Cylinder of elmwood, copper-coat-

ed, 513.

Daniels Place, mounds on, 628.

Decoration, incised, with coating of

pigment, 559, 561, 609.

Decoration of raised cords on pot-

tery, 553, 556, 557.

Deposits of flints, 519, 521.

Diggs Blufl^ Landing, mound near,

526.

Discoidal stone, 491, 503.

Disk of wood, copper-coated, 514.

Disks of shell with copper bosses,

. 531, 535, 537, 540, 547-
.

Distinctive earthenware from Ga-

hagan. La., 521.

Dooley Ferry, mound near, 620.

Double interment, at Haley Place,

536.

Douglass, Andrew E., 548.

Drinking-cup made from Murex

spinacosta, 597.

Drinking-cup of shell, drilled for

horizontal suspension, 538, 597.

Drinking-cup of shell, with incised

decoration, 597.

Drinking-cup of shell, with part re-

586

Dunn 509

L

iana tribes, 49^-

Du Pratz as to ear-ornaments of

shell, 599-
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Ear '^rnanicnis in the form of shell

pini, 586, 5«>7. 599.

Ear ornaniciiti of cupiJvr, 511.

Ear-ornaiiicnts of limestone, cop-

per-<i)atcil, $*ph Ooi.

Kar-ptug> of cartlicnwarc, 507.

Ear-|itit'^'s of .shell. 5(^>. '\il.

Earthenware N>ttlc with striking

r.laucontte used as green pigment, Jaw of deer, used for removing

539, 594. 599, ^j03, 605, 606, 607,
'

maize from tlie cob, 636

^.o.S.

(lorget.s of shell, 599.

Grave-pits of remarkable depth

Johnson Place, cemetery on, 501,

Jones Place, mounds near, 629.

t T, I
• • A 1 ,0^ Keeley, F. J., 487.

along Red river m Arkansas, W. U^ „ r^ tt t?

52^. 5.'/'- 533' 535- Sf'^ 53^^ 540,

543. 544. '/'^' 59^' ^'33-

(irave-pits of unusual depth in

Karihi-nvvarc vcs>cU— scc Vessels.; niound at Gahagan, T,a., 512.

l-arthcmvare vc^^cU. new variety Group of >iunc implements, 599.

of, '"--'3.

ICa rtheu\va re vt.^^tU with decora

-

Ilalcy Place, mounds on, 527.

Keller, Dr. H. F., 487, 514, 531,

537' 539, 540, 541, 545, 548, 594,

595. 630.

Keller Place, mound on, 489.

"Killing." ceremonial, of a pottery

vessel, 498.

tiun rcprt .^nting cord'*, 553,
55<'),' Harrcl Plnre, 573.

557.

Kflft^jy-pijc of earthenware, w ill I

Ilatchct of basanitc, with marks of
r

handle, 534.

Laborde Place, mound on, 504.

Lacroix T*lace, mound on, 508.

Ladle of pottery, with long handle,

632.

pa-i'iaccway from l>o\vl to mouth

of figure. 515.

EtTiiry-pipe of liinci>tonc, 545.

Eg>"pt Place, mnttufls on. 506.

Eight-pointed star ornamenting

liatclict, smeared with glauconite,

.

i^'Ej^ Xoire Bayou, mounds near

c

'

ppcr-coated car-disk>, fni.

Exploration of Red river

French. 484.

the

l'ewkc!4. Hr. J. Walter. 516.

Flint implement broken in manu-i

539.

Ilaynes Place, mounds on, 581.

I lead-band of strung Olivella shells,

543-

Hematite pendant, 500.

iJematitc, pigment, 506.

llightnwer Landing, mound near,

II(:)C, made from fresh-water shell.

537. 636.

mouth of, 492.

Leaf-shaped blade of flint, unusual-

thin, 599.

Leg-symbol on pottery, 498.

Life-forms in pottery, '572, 575,

612, 625, 632.

Lizard-like pendant of limestone,

copper-coated, 599.

Lizard-like pendant of slate, 587.

|T,izard-like pendants of shell, 599.

Lizards modeled in relief on earth-facturc. notched for repairs, 599.,
"'"li^**- ^' ^^'m 4^7-

Flint, leaf ihape^l blade of, unu>iial-^^^^"e '^^ samLtone. 519, 532, 534,' enware vessel, 625.

thin. 5«;9.

Flint<. deposits of, 519. $2:.

Foo<!s dcj>nsitcd with burials, 593.

Foster. L. A., of Hope, Ark., own-

er of the Foster Place, 591.

Fntiter Place, momuU on, 591.

Friday Place, mounds on, S84.

Gah.ngan. mound at, 511.

Galena, as a pigment, use disctK^eil,

5M-
Galena, head of, 511.

Galena, niasi of, with Inirial, 514.

Glass bead*:. 507.

Glauronitc, mortuary use of, on

54^ 543-

Hrdlicka. Dr. Ales, 487, 493. 53^*.

Hrdlicka, Dr. Ales, his report on

skeletal remains, 639.

Luca.s, Prof. F. A., 487, 547, 575,

593-

Manganese, oxide of. used as pig-

ment. 541.

Ttnitatlon of canine tooth of carni- ^^ap, 482.

vore, 530, 539, 540. Marble bead, 597.

Implements of bone, 505, 509, 519, Matting imprinted on wasps' nests

523. 524. 534, 536, 537> 543, 548, of clay. 497.

5^7- 595* 630. Mayer Place, mound on. 503.

Implements of stone, groups of, ^liddle Alississippi region grave-

599-

Imported vessel, from SE. Mis-
souri, 532. 550.

gifts compared with Red fiver

burials, 486.

Introduction, 483.

pottery at the Foster Place. Ark.. Jaw, human low

594. fr>5. 6ofi. 607. 608. trophy. 532.

er, probably a

Olauconite smeared upon hatchet. |aw, human, showin-
539- formans, 524.

,

Miller, Dr. M. G., 487.

Modification of projections on

pipes of the "monitor" class, 576,

638.

;
Moncia, mound at, 504.

osteitis de- Monokeramic pipes of unusual

^^ngih, 53 T, 532, 549, 550.
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Jr., H Texarkana, I Pendants of shell, in form of liz-

Ark.. owner of the Battle Place,

the Friday Place, and other plan-

tations investigated by us, 566,

584, 591' 635.

Moore Place, 635.

Moore Place, mound on, 591.

doores Place, mound on, 637.

Mortuary use of glauconite, a

green pigment, on pottery at the

Foster Place, Ark., 594, 605, (^,

607, 608.

Mound built over a single burial,

583-

Mounds, nature of, 484.

Mussel-shells perfc

pension, 503, 576

ards, 599.

Penicaut, his visit to Red river,

484, 485.

Pickett Landing, mounds near, 524.

Pigment, its use on pottery along

Red river in Arkansas, 486.

Pigment, purple, its method of

manufacture, 53 548

Plan of mounds, Crenshaw Place,

Ark., 621.

Polychrome decoration exceptional

on pottery of Red river in Ar-

kansas, 486, 610.

Polychrome decoration on pottery,

610.

Pottery from Foster Place^ Ark.,

601.

rated for sus-

McClure Place, mounds on, 574

Natchez tribe, 485,

Norman Landing, m near.

Pigment

497, 506, 519, 531, 537, 539, 54°

541, 542, 543, 545, 548, 585, 587

594, 599, 604, 622, 623.

Pilsbry, Dr. H. A., 487.

Pin of bone, in the form of a celt

in a handle, 630, 631.

Pins of bone, 512, 519, 534, 595,

597, ^30, 631.

Pins of shell, ear-ornaments, 586,

597, 599-

Pins of shell, with circular heads.

with burials, 491, 494, Pottery, methods of placing, in

Ark

593

540
500 5

483

Ornaments of sheet-copper, 51:

513, 514, 622.

Ornaments of shell, 507, 530, 53

532, 534, 53<^>, 537, 538, 540, 54

542, 543, 547, 586, 587, 597-

Owners of mounds and sites, thanl

to, 487.

Pearls used as beads, 530, 535, 540,

547, 596.

Pebbles, heaps of, from rattles, 494,

506.

547
Pendant, grooved, pear-shaped.

Pipe of different shape from all

others found at the Haley Place

mound, 541.

Pipe of limestone, effigy, 545.

Pipe of "monitor" class, 495.

Pipes, 495, 505, 515, 528, 531, 532,

534, 535, 536, 538, 539, 541, 543,

545, 547, 548, 549, 576, 594, ^Z'-^

638.

Pipes, monokeramic, from the

Haley Place, description of, 549,

550-

Pipes, monokeramic, of unusual

length, 531, 532, 549, 550

Pottery not abundant along Red

river in Louisiana, 486.

Pottery of Red river in Arkansas

abundant; its character, 486.

Pottery of Red river in Arkansas

compared with that of other

parts of the state, 486.

Purple pigment, its method of

manufacture, 53 548

Quadrilateral bottles, 556, 612.

Quadrilateral vessel, ^2^].

Quartz crystals with burials, 530

540, 545, 548.

Quartz c

Rattles

536.

494, 514, 537, 548, 622.

contained in vessels, 585,

03, 604.

Capt. J. S., 483, 484, 485,

487.

':P'l

Red Lake, r 564

Red oxide of iron, with burials.

49

541, 548, 599

497, 506, 5
r

494-

Pendant, of hematite, 500.

Pendant of limestone, copper-coat-

lizard, 599.

in form of lizard,

Pipes related to "monitor" class, Red river, its course, 483.

from Red river in Arkansas, 549, Racoon, penis-bone of, 524

ed, in form of

587.

Pendants made from alligators'

teeth, 548.

Pendants of shell, 530,

597, 599.

ed

539, 540

576, 594, ^Z^

Pipes vertically

531, 536, 539, 543-

Pipe with unusual interior shoul-

der, 576, 594

Pit, great, in

Remarks as to mound on Hale)

Place, 561.

Repair o f implement, broken m

599

Haley Place mound

544

Plan of graves, mound on

Place, Ark., 529.

Haley

Repairs to shell drinking-cup, 586.

Report on skeletal remains from a

ey Place, near Red

Miller Co., Arkansas, by

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, 639.

Ha

river.
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48S

4«7. Silt-, '^ti Red er in Arkansas

H * H 507 deeply lntere>tin;:f. 4*^5.

t*^ on Red river in Louisiatia \'c»

Vanatta, K. G., 487.

X'essel imported from issou

53-'. 55^-

Salitu' t'"int. l"vvcr m''>und >>tt, 405. targety unproductive, 485.

498
W'ssel, quadrilateral, C>2j.

.^aliut: r^itU, W{>i»cr moun«I '>n, 4'y'». pointc >tar ui sand>t<'iic, 5-^2.
j
V^essel witb Ic^-symbol. 498.

ii*it '-r^ Il.u^, mound on. 63^ Skeletal remains dt-Til>cd Dr.

Serpent motif on i>ottery, 4'>« Hrdlu'-ka, 4.S7.

\'e^>cls ceretTy>n broken and

^>3

5'M
.>hv^t

Star, ci^dit-puinted, ..rnaiiicntlng Ve^«;els, 603

..jicr ornnmctitt. 51-:, 513.

514. ^»^'»-

.^htll UaiU, >o3. 514. ;^o, ;'^t,
535-' Stone iniplcrneiit^, dMubIe-iH)intcd.

r.-pptf-coatcd ear-dl>ks, 601. |\'essels of compound form. 569,

Star, «;ix-pnintvd, of >;ind>lone, 532.

54 599

5 Geo. i;., 513.

527

5

\'cs.>els, painted and with incised

decoration, 559, 56

X'csscls, showing lif

575. 612. 625, 632.

CiOq

fo 572.

Shtll cup Irilkd f"r h<<rI/ontal »m- <^^^

|M.M i u. ^\^. 5<)7.

Shell cup made fr'»m Murex spina-

Siimincrliill Place, luouiid^ on, C^J. \'c^<^ch with cro?;?; and circle deco-

ii-syndM.!> on p<«ttery. 553. 556. ration, 495, 559.

559' 57^*' 57^' '^'^2, 605, 606, 607. \'csscls with included rattles, 585,

t

roiiit. mound at. 524,

Shell till' with inci-«d d^voration.

Shell di-.k. with

535. «V. 54^1

Swastika. ^J. ^O^.

t

Ta
copper

Shell dnnkiiig-aip with pnrt re-

paired. 55l^>.

.^liell ear-pluir-. 5«)0. C>t^u

Shell ff«»r|rets. 500.

Shell iiiiitaii'>n «»f c«itiiue tooth of

carnivore. ^}n, 530. 5 ja

Shell pt'dauts, 530, 53t). 540. 5«>7.

Shell pins, ear-ornaments, ^^f), 5<)7.

ra}lort

I, their

484. 50

58g, 603. 604.

\*esscls showing mortuary treat-

ment with glauconitc, 594, 605,

age ni.t 606, 607. 608

ar. 523.

486, 497
Ten
Tho
Trej

inj)son 525

5«4.

Tri.skele. fx>2.

ffigv-pipe

\''cssels with polychrome decora-

tion, 610.

\^cssels with raised cord-decora-

tif^". 553» So''^ 557-

\'esscls with sun-symbols, 553, 556,

559. S7^\ 57^. C^2, 605, 606, 607.

5^5

I'nique variety of earthenware

ornam

Shell pin> with circular heads. 540. pipes, at the Haley Place, Ark.,

550-

Uiuisual feature on pipe of lime-

stone, 545.

534. 5;/'. Ii7' -:>}>^' 540.

543. 547 5'^». 5'^"' 597-

Shell, small object? of. their prob- Unusital interior shoulder, in pipes,

able use. 532, 538. 54

Shoulder, tmusuat. in

594-

594

5/

60T

shanks on ear-disks, 509.

Wardle, II. N., 487.

Weir, S. G., 487.

Wigwam burned with body, 630,

632.

Williams Place, mounds on, 566.

Willoughby, Charles C, 602, 603.

Willoughby, Charles C, as to sym-

bols Red river in

60

i

W(X)dcn cylinders, copper-coated,

Wooden disk, copper-copted, 514.
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